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PREFACE. 

THE idea of writing a history of the Zulu War and 

its origin occurred to Miss Colenso in September, 1879, 

during a voyage to England, • when the _ first chapters 

were sketched out. 

On arrival in England, in October of the same year, 

MiBB Colenso invited Lieut.-Colonel Edward Durnford 

to join her in the undertaking. 

The Authors owe much to the Bishop of Natal's 

pamphlets, written in defence of Langalibalele and 

Cetshwayo ; and are also indebted to the Bishop for 

some valuable criticisms on their First Edition. 

The many important events now taking place in 

South Africa, so intimately connected with its previodti 

history, together with the reception this work has met 

with, seem to call for a Second Edition, which the 

Authors offer in a "Popular" form. 
rr-::0,nr">;'() 
~. ·, '.. : • •.._.• 
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iv PREFACE. 

The History has been very carefully revised, and some 

new important matter has been inserted. • 

However insufficient the result of our labonrs may 

prove, we shall at least hope that our work may give 

some slight assistance to that cause of justice, truth, 

and mercy, the maintenance of which alone can ensure 

the true honour of the British name. 

April 4th, 1881. 

FRANCES E. COLENSO. 

EDWARD DURNFORD. 
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THE ZULU WAR. 

CHAPTER I. 

l!'IB8T CA USES. 

ENGLAND'S collisions with the savage races bordering 
upon her colonies have in all probability usually been 
brought about by the exigencies of the moment, by 
border-troubles, and acts of violence and insolence on 
the part of the savages, and from the absolute necessity 
of protecting a small and trembling white population 
from their assaults. 

No i;uch causes as these have led up to the war of 
1879: For more than twenty years the Zulus and the 
colonists of Natal have lived side by side in perfect peace 
and quietness. The tranquillity of our border had been a 
matter of pride as compared to the disturbed and uncertain 
boundaries between Zululand and the Transvaal. The 
mere fact of the utterly unprotected condition of the 
frontier farmers on our border, and the entire absence 
of anything like precaution, evinced by the common 
practice of building houses of the most combustible de
scription, is a proof that the colonists felt no real alarm 
co~cem4,J_g the Zulus untfrnie·-iie_~~a_s _~11ggested to them 

B 
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2 THE ZULU WAR. 

by those in authority over them.1 The only interruption 
to this tranquil condition of the public mind about the 
Zulus was in the year 1861, when a scare took place in the 
colony, for which, as it afterwards proved, there were no 
grounds whatsoever. A general but unfounded belief was 
rife that Cetsbwayo,1 king, or rather at that time prince, 
ruling Zululand, was about to inva<je Natal, in order to 
obtain possession of his young brother U mkungo, a 
claimant of the Zulu crown, and who bad escaped over 
the border at the time of the great civil war of which we 
shall presently treat. This young prince had been placed 
-by the Secretary for Native Affairs, Mr. Shepstone-at 
Bishopstowe,8 for his education in the Native Boys' School 
there; and it was not until he bad been there for years 
that the fancy arose, suggested and fostered by the border 
farmers and traders in Zululand, that Cetsbwayo intended 
to take him by force Crom amongst us, or at all events to 
make the attempt. 

Under the influence of this belief the troops then 
stationed in Natal were ordered to the frontier, the colonial 
volunteers were called out, the defence of the principal 
towns . became a matter of consideration; while outlying 
farmers, and residents in the country, hastened to remove 
their families to places of comparative. safety. 

Bishopstowe was supposed to be the special object of 
the expected attack; but the Bishop himself, having occa
sional opportunities of learning the state of things in 
Zululand, through his missionary there, could never be 
brought thoroughly to believe in the gravity of the danger. 
It is true that, as a matter of precaution, and in deference 
to the strongly-expressed opinion of the Lieut.-Govemor 
of the Colony and of Mr. Shepstone, he sent away the 
threatened boy to some of his own people, in a more 

1 " Few things strnck me more than the evident haste and temporary 
eha.ractl!r of the defensive measures nnderta.ken by the English part of the 
population" -in the border districts of Natal. (See letter from Sir Bartle 
Frere to Sir Michael Hicks-Beach, dated March 28th, 1879. P. P. 
[C. 2818) p. 82.) . 

• Spelt thus to give the nearest proper pronunciation of "Cetywayo." 
• Residence of the Bishop of Natal. 
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FIRST CAUSES. 3 

remote and safer part of the colony. But he was ex
tremely reluctant to take the further step, strongly urged 
upon him, of removing his family and people to the adja
cent city of Pietermaritzburg, and • only consented to do so 
under protest. During the night following his consent, 
but before the project bad been carried out, he had reason 
for a few hours to suppose that he bad been mistaken in 
bis own judgment. The family at Bishopstowe was knocked 
up at one o'clock in the morning by a messenger from a 
passing Dutch farmer, who, on his way into town with hi!I 
own family, had sent word to the Bishop that Cetshwayo's 
army had entered the colony, was already between him 
and Table Mountain-that is to say within a: distance of 
nine miles-and was burning, killing, and destroying all 
upon the way to Bishopstowe. There seemed to be no 
doubt of the fact ; so, hastily collecting their native 
villagers, 1 the Colensos left their homes and started for 
the town, which they reached, most of them on foot, about 
daybreak. The consequence of their being accompanied 
and followed by a considerable party of natives ( of both 
sexes and all ages I) was that the townspeople immediately 
supposed that the " Zulus bad come ; " and some of them 
actually left their houses, and took refuge in the various 
J>laces of safety-such as the fort, the principal churches, 
and so on-previously decided upon by the authorities in 
case of necessity. In common South African terms they 
" went into laager." 

As the day passed, and still no further tidings arrived 
of the approach of the Zulus or the destruction of Bisbop
stowe, the Bishop began to have strong suspicions that, 
after all, he had been right in • his original opinion, and 
that " the burning, killing, and destroying" bad been 
conjured up by some excited imagination. This opinion 
was confirmed, if not completely established, in the course • 
of the day, by the reception of a letter from the missionary 
in Zululand before mentioned,. in which be inquired what 

1 These people had refused to leave their homes, or desert their Bishop, 
aa long as he and bis family remained at Bishopstowe, although both black 
and white, for miles around, had sought shelter elsewhere . 

• B 2 
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4 THE ZULU WAR. 

was the meaning of the rumours about the English being 
about to invade Zululand, which had scared the Zulus, who 
were burying their little valuables in all directions. The 
missionary added that all was perfectly quiet in Zululand, 
until the border tribes, seeing the Uritisb troops approach
ing, fled inland in alarm, killing their cattle to prevent 
their falling into the hands of the invaders, and burying 
their other possessions where they could not carry them 
away. In point of fact the "scare " had no foundation 
whatsoever, and the Zulus were quite as much alarmed by 
the actual approach of the British troops as the N atalians 
had been by the imaginary Zulu army. The worst imme
diate consequence of the mistake was the want, almost 
amounting to famine, produced amongst the border Zulus 
by the loss of their cattle. A later and more serious result 
has been that general impression, which has long obtained 
credence at home in England, that the colonists· of Natal 
have not only been in fear of their lives on account of the 
Zulus for many years, but have also had good and suffi
cient reason for their alarm. But for this fixed, though 
groundless idea, England would hardly have been in such 
a hurry to send out additional troops for the protection of 
the colony as she was in the summer of 1878 ; to her own 
great loss and to the very considerable injury of the 
colony itself, not to speak of its unhappy neighbours and 
heretofore friends the Zulus. 

It is certainly true that during the year 1878, some of 
the inhabitants of Natal did honestly feel great fear of the 
Zulus, and of a possible invasion of the colony by them, 
the alarm in many cases amounting to absolute panic. 
But this feeling was produced by no warlike menaces from 
our neighbours, no sinister appearances on our borders. 
The panic-or " scare," as it would popularly be called in 
Natal-was forced upon the people by the conduct and 
language of their rulers, by the preparations made for war, ; 
troops being sent from England "for defensive purposes" (as 
was so repeatedly asserted by both Sir Bartle Frere and Lord 
Chelmsford,then Lieut.-General the Hon.F.A. Thesiger),and 
by the perpetual agitation of the local newspaper editors. 
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FIRsT CAUSES. 5 

It is true indeed that a certain section of the colonists 
eagerly desired war. To some the presence of the troops 
was a source of actual fortune, to others the freedom and 
independence of so large a body of black people, whom 
they could neither tax nor force to work for them, was, 
and had long been, odious; the revenue to be derived from 
a hut-tax levied upon the Zulus, and the cheap labour to 
be obtained when their power and independence should be 
broken, formed one of the chief subjects for speculation 
when the war was first suggested. To others, again, the 
prospect of war was simply a source of pleasurable ex
citement, a hunt on a large scale, martial glory to be won, 
with just spice enough of danger to give zest to the affair ; 
as had been the case in the war just concluded in Kaf
fraria. Naturally this feeling was commonest amongst the 
volunteers and their friends. Some of them looked upon the 
matter in a light ~hich would meet with utter condemna
tion in any civilised society ; but many others, especially 
the young lads who filled up the ranks of the volunteer 
corps, were simply dazzled by visions of military distinction, 
excited by the popular phrases in perpetual use about "fight
ing for their country, and doing their duty as soldiers," to 
the extent of losing sight altogether of the question as to 
whether or no their country really required any defence at all. 

Nat.al cannot honestly claim to be guiltless in bringing 
about the war with the Zulus, and will hardly deny that 
in 1878 the prospect was a most popular one amongst her 
sons. Perhaps Sir Bartle Frere could not so easily have 
produced a war out of the materials which he had at hand 
but for the-assistance given him by the popular cry in the 
colony, and the general fear of the Zulus, which called 
forth England's ready sympathy and assistance. But it 
must be remembered that the panic was not a genuine 
one, nor even one like that of 1861, produced by the folly 
of the people themselves. It was distinctly imposed upon 
them by those in authority, whose policy was to bring 
about a collision with the Zulus, and who then made use 
of the very fears which they had themselves aroused for 
the furtherance of their own purpose. 
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6 THE ZULU Wil. 

The subjugation of the Zulus and the annexation of 
their country formed part of a policy which has occupied 
the minds of certain British statesmen for many years. 
The ambition of creating a South African Empire, to be 
another jewel in Victoria's crown, which, if no rival, 
should at least be a worthy pendant to the great Indian 
Empire, was a dazzling one, and towards that object all 
Government action in South .Africa has apparently tended 
since the year 1873. When the idea was first conceived 
those only know who formed it, but it took practical and 
visible fon:n in 1873. • In that year by crowning the Zulu 
king we assumed a right to interfere in the internal 
management of the country, thereby establishing a 
possible future cause of offence, which, as the Zulus 
obstinately refused to put themselves in the wrong by 
any sort of interference with us, was necessary in order to 
.bring about a state of things which would eventually give 
us a sufficient excuse for taking possession of the country 
altogether. 

The origin of this performance was as follows. In the 
year 1856 a great revolution took place in Zululand, and a 
civil war broke out between two claimants to the heirship 
of the throne (then filled by Urnpande), namely, the 
present king, Cetshwayo, and his brother Umbulazi 

Um bulazi's party was beaten, he himself being killed 
in battle, great carnage ensuing, and many fugitives 
escaping into Natal. Umkungo, own brother of Umbulazi, 
a mere boy, escaped with his mother Monase into Natal; 
as did also another brother. U mpande, fearing for their 
safety, sent messages expressing his own natural anxieties 
and alarms lest Cetshwayo should seek to seize them, before 
Cetshwayo's continued forbearance towards himself and 
other members of the Royal House had reassured him. 

Between 1856 and 1861 "the Zulu country continued 
excited and disturbed, . . . but the quarrel being a domestic 
one, it seemed impossible to hope that any effort would 
produce permanent good, unless the Zulus themselves 
:would remove the cause of disquiet by nominating the 
successor." In 1861 Mr. T. Shepstone undertook the 
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.FmsT CAUSES. 7 

difficult and somewhat dangerous task of going to Zulu
land " to endeavour to induce the king and his nobles to 
agree upon a successor, and to publicly nominate him or 
his house " in his presence. 

This mission was successfully performed, Cetshwayo's 
house was nominated, and Mr. Shepstone "became chief 
witness to the formal act." "The result,'' be says, "was 
quiet to the Zulu country, and relief to this colony from 
continual apprehension of fresh disturbances ; and with 
the exception of a serious alarm, which turned out to have 
no real foundation, although it cost the colony a consider• 
able sum of money, those benefits have continued to 
this day." 

Mr. Shepstone further writes:- "Panda (Umpande) 
died at Nodwengu about the 18th October, 1872, so that 
be reigned nearly thirty-three years, during twenty-six of 
which he was the neighbour of the British Government in 
Natal. I can from personal knowledge say that he was 
during all those years faithful and true to the declaration 
before described, as made by his great predecessor, Cbaka, 
and that little fault could be found with his loyalty and 
friendliness. Occasional difficulties arose, as was inevitable, 
considering that the two populations are only separated 
by a stream of water along a frontier of 100 miles; but 
the disposition on both sides being to secure a peaceful 
solution of them, our relations with the Zulus were never 
seriously disturbed." (P. P. (C. 1137] pp. 6, 7.) 

.Amidst all the bloodshed and horror which naturally 
attends a warfare between savages, there stands out the 
singular, perhaps unprecedented, fact, that Cetshwayo, 
although victorious to the extent of carrying the nation 
with him, not only never made any attempt upon the old 
king, his father's, life, but did not even depose him or 
seize his throne. The old man lived and-nominally, at 
all events-reigned for many years, though, owing to his 
age and obesity, which was so great as to prevent bis 
walking, he seems to have been willing enough to leave 
the real authority in the hands of his son, while retaining 
the semblance of it himseli He was treated with all due 
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8 TIIE ZULU WA.B. 

respect by Cetsbwayo and his followers until he died a 
natural death in the year 1872, when Cetshwayo ascended 
the throne which had long been virtually his own, and 
was proclaimed king of Zululand. 'l'his was looked upon 
as a fitting time for a little display of authority by our
selves, hence the friendly expedition to Zululand of 1873, 
when we gave Cetshwayo to understand that, however it 
might appear to him, he held his power from us, and was 
no true king till we made him such. It was also rightly 
thought to be an opportunity for suggesting to the Zulu 
king such reforms in the government of his country as 
would naturally commend themselves to English ideas. 
We considered, and with some reason, that capital punish
ment was an over-frequent occurrence in Zululand, and 
that, on the other hand, judicial trials before sentence 
should be the universal rule. It was also desirable, if 
possible, to decrease the belief in witchcraft, by which so 
much power was left in the hands of the witch-doctors or 
priests ; 1 and finally it was thought necessary to provide 
for the safety of the missionaries resident in the land.' 
How far this was a desirable step depends entirely on 
whether the men themselves were earnest, self-sacrificing, 
peace-loving teachers of the gospel of Christ, or mere 
traders for their own benefit, under the cloak of a divine 
mission, ready to hail a bloody war. " Only the utter 
·destruction of the Zulus can secure future peace in South 
Africa . . . . we have the approbation of God, our Queen, 
and our own conscience." (See letter from a missionary 
clergyman to Sir Bartle Frere,8 dated December 17th, 
1878. P. P. (C. 2316] p. 3.) 

It was frequently asserted at the time in Natal that 
tlris coronation ceremony (1st September, 1873) was 
nothing better than a f11.rce, and the way in which it was 
carried out iieems hardly to have been understood by the 
king himself. -The Natalians were puzzled as to what 

1 A eystem not unlike the Inquisition in its evil results. 
1 Who, it may be remarked, have always been well treated in Zululand. 
• Portions of this Jetter are omitted from the Blue-book. It would be 

interesting to see the Jetter as originally received. 
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. FIRST CAUSES. 9 

could be the meaning or intention of what seemed to them 
a hollow show, and were on the whole rather inclined to 
put it down to Mr. Shepstone's supposed habit of" petting 
the natives," and to " Exeter Rall influences," resulting in 
a ridiculous fuss on their behalf. 

From Mr. Shepstone's despatch on the subject of the 
coronation of Cetshwayo (P. P. [C. 1137]), and from 
messages brought from the latter to the Government of 
Natal after his father's death, there appears to have been 
a strong desire on the part, not only of the people, but of 
the king himself, that bis formal succession to the throne 
should be unattended by bloodshed and disorder, such as 
had ushered in the rule of his predecessors for several 
generations. How greatly the character of the Zulu rule 
had improved in a comparatively short period may be 
judged by a comparison of the fact [p. 5, ibid.] (men
tioned by Mr. Shepstone), that during the reigns of Chaka 
and Dingana (brothers of Umpande and uncles to 
Cetshwayo), all the royal wives were put to death either 
before the birth . of their children, or with their infants 
afterwards, with the behaviour of Cetshwayo, both to his 
father and to his father's wives.1 And Mr. Shepstone 
himself speaks of Cetshwayo on the occasion of this 
visit in the following manner :-" Cetywayo is a man of 
considerable ability, much force of character, and has a 
dignified manner; in all my conversations with him," 
the Secretary for Native Affairs continues, "he was 
remarkably frank and straightforward, and he ranks in 
every respect far above any native chief I have ever bad 
to do with." Throughout the despatch, indeed, Mr. 
Shepstone repeatedly speaks of the king's "frankness" 
and "sagacity," in direct opposition to the charges of 
craft and duplicity so recklessly brought against the 
latter of late. 

King Umpande died in October, 1872, having reigned 
nearly thirty-three years, and on the 26th February, 1873, 
messengers from Cetshwayo brought the news of his 
father's death to the GoYernor of Natal, requesting at the 

1 One put to death in 1861 was condemned on a charge of high treason. 
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THE ZULU WAB.. 

same time that Mr. Shepstone might be • sent to insto.1 
Cetshwayo as his successor,1 in order that the Zulu nation 
should be "more one with the government of Natal," 
and be " covered by the same mantle." The message 
ended with the request which Cetshwayo never lost an 
opportunity of making, that we would protect his country 
from Boer aggressions.!' " We are also commis.sioned," say 
the messengers, "to urge, what has al,rt,ady been 'Urged so 
freru,ently, that the government of Natal be extended so as 
to intervene between the Zulus and the territory of the 
Transvaal Republic." 

The mere fact that this proposition was frequently and 
earnestly pressed upon the Nat.al Government by the 
Zulus, is in itself a proof positive that the aggressions 
were not on their side. They desired to place what they 
looked upon as an impassable barrier between the two 
countries, and could therefore have bad no wish themselves 
to encroach. 

Further messages passed between Cetshwayo and the 
Natal Government upon the subject, until it was finally 
arranged that the coronation should be perfol'Illed by Mr. 
Shepstone, in Zululand, and, with a party of volunteers 
as escort, he crossed the Tugela on the 8th August, 
1873, accompanied by Major Dumford, R.E., Captain 
Boyes, 75th Regiment, and several other officers and 
gentlemen . 

.Mr. Shepstone's long despatch, already quoted from, 
and in which he describes, with tme native minuteness, 
the most trivial circumstances of the journey, and 
subsequent proceedings, gives the impression that he 
looked upon his mission as a service of danger to all 
concemed. It was, however, carried out without any 
break in the friendly relations between the Zulus and 
his party, who returned to Pietermarit.zburg " without 
unpleasant incident" on the 19th September. 
, The coronation mission was carried out-bow far 

1 As he had previoualy, in the year 1861, visited Zululand for the 
purpose of fixing the succession upon the house of Cetsbwayo. 

• Since by .our deaire he refrained from protecting it by force of arma. 
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FIRST CAUSES. 11 

8UCU88fu},ly entirely depends upon the result.s expected 
or desired by those in command. The king bimself, 

• while looking upon the fact of bis recognition as 
sovereign of Zululand by the English as important, is 
quite keen enough to have detected certain elements of 
absurdity in the proceedings by which they invested him 
with bis dignity. There was perhaps a little good-humoured 
scorn in his reception of the somewhat oddly-chosen 
presents and marks of honour offered him. Without 
losing that respect for and faith in the English which has 
always characterised his dealings with them, he felt 
impatiently that they were rather making a fool of him ; 
especially when they put upon hie shoulders a little scarlet 
mantle-formerly a lady's opera-cloak-the curtailed 
dimensions of which made him tidiculous in his own 
eyes ; and upon his head a pasteboard, cloth, and tinsel 
crown, whose worthlessness he was perfectly capable of 
comprehending. Mr. Shepstone's despatch represents him 
as greatly impressed by the ceremony, etc. ; but the 
impression on the minds of many observers was that he 
put up with much which both seemed and was trifling 
and ridiculous, for the sake of the solid benefits which he 
hoped he and his people would derive from a closer 
connection with the English. 

The portion of Mr. Shepstone's despatch, however, 
which it is important that we should study with attention 
is that which refers to the "coronation promises " (so 
called) of Cetshwayo, and treats of the political subjects 
discussed between king and king-maker. 

Sir Bartle Frere repeatedly speaks of the transaction as 
" a solemn act by the king, undertaken as the price of 
British support and recognition ; " of Cetshwayo as having 
" openly violated his coronation promises ; " of his " un
doubted promises;" while Sir Garnet Wolseley, in his 
speech to the assembled chiefs and people of the Zulu 
nation, speaks of the coronation promises as though the 
want of attention to them had been the chief, if not the 
only, cause of the king's misfortunes ; and the same tone 
is taken in all late despat-0hes on the subject. 
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12 THE ZULU Wa 

And now let us turn to Mr. Shepstone's own report, 
prepared at the time, and see whether we gather from it 
the impression that the conditions of bis treaty with Cetsh
wayo were thought of, or intended by him, to stand as 
solemn and binding promises, of which the infraction, or 
delay in carrying out, would render the king and his 
people liable to punishment at our hands. After giving 
his reasons for objecting to "formal or written " treaties 
with savages,1 Mr. Shepstone himself remarks, ." Ours is 
an elastic arrangement." This is a singularly candid con
fession, of the truth of which there can be little doubt. 
Whether such a term should be applicable to the trea,ties 
made by an English Government is quite another question, 
to which we will leave the English public to find an 
answer. We have, however, but to quote from Mr. Shep
stone's own despatch to prove -the convenient "elasticity" 
of his propositioµs, and how greatly they have been magni
fied of late in seeking a quarrel against the Zulu king. At 
p. 16 of the report, after enumerating the "arrangements 
and laws " proposed by him, and heartily approved by the 
Zulus,Mr.Shepstone remarks:-"Although all this was fully, 
and even vehemently, assented to, it cannot be expected 
that the amelioration described will immediately take 
effect. To have got such principles admitted and declared 
to be what a Zulu may plead when oppressed, was but sow
ing the seed, which will still take many years to grow and 
mature." And at p. 17 he says :-" I told the king that I . 
well knew the difficulties of his position, and that he could 
overcome them only by moderation and prudence and 
justice, but without these they would certainly overcome 
him." And again (p. 18, par. 82) he explains that when he 
left Natal he had looked upon the" charge" which he knew 

1 H'e gives 88 reasons for hia objections : first, that such treaties 
"involve an admission of equality between the contracting parties," and 
therefore "encourage presumption" on the part of the inferior, etci-; 
eecondly, that "men who cannot read arv apt to forget or distort the 
words of a treaty." A third reason, which does not seem to have occurred 
to Mr. Shepstone, lies in the ease with which a savage may be deceived 88 
to the contents of a written document, which facility we shall soon largely 
illustrate in the matter of Boer treaties with the natives. 
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that he would be expected to deliver to Cetshwayo on his 
installation, as something in the nature of an ordination 
sermon, or bishop's charge to candidates for confirmation, 
likely to influence only in so far as the consciences of those 
addressed might respond, etc.; but that, on entering Zulu
land, he found that the people thought so much of this 
part of the duty he had undertaken that he felt himself to 
have " become clothed with the power of fundamental 
legislation," and thought it right to take advantage of the 
opportunity for introducing improvements in the govern
ment of the people. "I have already described my suc
cess," he continues, "and I attribute it to the sagacity of 
Cetywayo." 

But in all this there is no mention of " solemn promises," 
to break which would be an insult to the majesty of 
England, and an excuse for war ; 1 nor is there, from 
beginning to end of the_ despatch, any token that Mr. 
Shepstone looked upon them in that light, or had any 
immediate expectation of proving the usefulness of his 
" elastic " arrangement. • 

In describing his interviews and political discussions with 
the Zulu king, Mr. Shepstone speaks repeatedly in high 
praise of the ability and behaviour of the former. He says 
in one place :-" Cet.ywayo received us cordially as before. 

... Major Durnford and my son, with the Natal Native 
• lndunas, sat down with me to an interview with Cetywayo 
and the councillors, that lasted for five hours without 
intermission. It was of the most interesting and earnest 
kind, and was conducted with great ability and frank
ness by Cetywayo. Theoretic.ally, my business was with 
the councillors who represented the nation ; but, had it 

--not been for the straightforward manner in which 
Cetywayo insisted upon their going direct to the point, 
it would have been impossible to have got through 
the serious subjects we were bound to decide in the time 
we did.", 

Of the points discussed in this way the most important 
1 For the opinion of the Secretary of State as to these "promises," see 

Chapter XII. 
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was that which, a little later, led directly up to the Zulu 
War-namely, the aggressions of the Transvaal Boere and 
the disputed boundary between'them and the Zulus. "The 
whole of the afternoon," says Mr. Shepstone, "was occupied 
with this. subject, about which he occasionally grew very 
earnest, and declared that he and every Zulu would die 
rather than submit to them-viz. the Boer encroachments. 
He reproached the Government of Natal for not having 
taken up the Zulu cause, and for not even having 
troubled themselyes to examine whether their statements 
were true or not, while they treated them as if without • 
foundation." 
• In fact, on this, as on every other occasion, the Zulu 
king lost no opportunity of protesting against the encroach
ments of the Boers, lest his peaceable conduct towards 
these latter, maintained in deference to the wishes of the 
Natal Government, should be brought up against him later 
as a proof of their rights. Whatever may have been the 
intentions and opinions of Mr. Shepstone on the subject of 
the "coronation promises," he left Cetshwayo unfettered in 
his own opinion, having merely received certain advice as 
to the government of his people from his respected friends 
the English, to whose wishes he should certainly give full 
attention, and whose counsel he would carry out as far 
as was, in his opinion, wise or feasible. As already stated, 
the principal item of the English advice related to capital 
punishment, which we, with some justice, considered a too 
frequent occurrence in Zululand, especially in cases of 
supposed. witchcraft, this superstition being undoubtedly 
the bane of the country. 

But in judging of the king's acts in this respect, it 
should be remembered that, to rule a i:lation without any 
assistance in the form of gaols or fetters, capital punish
ment must needs be resorted to ra,ther more frequently 
than in our own country, where, indeed, it is not so long 
since we hung a man for stealing a sheep, and for other 
acts far short of murder. And as ~ the superstition con
cerning witches, it can hardly have led to more cruelty 
and injustice in Zululand than in civilised European 
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countries.1 The practice of smelling out a witch, as it is 
called, is one to be put a stop to as soon as possible 
by gradual and gentle means, and Cetsbwayo himself bad 
anived at that conclusion without our assistance, as shown 
in his conversation with the native printer Magema, whose 
account of a visit paid to the Zulu king appeared in 
Macmillan's Magazine for March, 1878. 

But the custom of a people-the law of a land-is 
not to be done away with or altered in an hour; nor 
could we English reasonably expect such radical changes 
in the administration of a country to follow our orders 
as immediately and naturally as we should expect a new 
ordinance to be received by the natives of Natal living 
under our own rule. Neither could we justly consider 
the non-fulfilment of our wishes and commands a suffi
cient cause for attacking Zululand, although such supposed 
non-fulfilment was the first, and for a long time the 
only ca&U8 belli which could be found against the Zulu 
king. 

The first occasion on which the solemnity of these 
" coronation . promises" was made of importance was in 
1875, when Bishop Schreuder undertook to pay Cetsbwayo 
a visit for the purpose of presenting him with a printed 
and bound copy of Mr. Shepstone's Report upon the coro
nation in 1873, and impressing him fully with the wishes 
of the English Government. Even then, judging from 
Bishop Schreuder's account of bis interview, neither king 
nor councillors were thoroughly satisfied with the result. 2 

1 See Lecky's Ratwnalvm. fll E,wope:-7,000 at Treves; 600 by a single 
Bishop of Bamberg; 800 in one year, in the bishopric of Wurtzburg; 
1,000 in the province of Como; 4'00 at once, at Toulouse ; 500 in three 
months, at Geneva; 4'8 at Constance; 80 at the little town of Valary in 
Saxony ; 70 in Sweden ; and one Christian judge boasted that he himaelf 
had been the means of putting to death, in sixteen years, 800 witches I 

In Scotland, two centuries ago, but after many centuries of Christianity 
and civilisation, John Brown, the Ayrshire carrier, was tihot, and, within a 
fortnight, an aged wiJ.ow and a young maid were tied to stakes in the 
Solwa1 and drowned by the rising tide, for the crime of neglecting episcopal 
worship,_ and going aside into the moor to spend the Sabbath day iu 
prayer and praise. 

1 P. P. [C. UOI] p. 80. 
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Cetshwayo, ·while admiring the exact report given of what 
took place during Mr. Shepstone's visit, objected that he 
had reserved his own royal prerogatives and the right of 
putting criminals to death for certain serious crimes, and 
pointed out that Mr. Shepstone had neglected to inform 
the Queen of this fact. 
. Bishop Schreuder, from his own account, appears to 
have overruled all objections with a very high hand, and 
almost forced the "book," with bis own intetpretation 
of it, upon the seemingly reluctant king, who, he says, 
" evidently felt himself out· of his depth." 
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CHAPTER II. 

LANGALIBALELE. 

MEANWHILE in Natal mischief was brewing. A certain 
chief in the north of the colony was supposed to be in 
a very rebellious frame of mind, and it was rumoured 
that force of arms would prove necessary in order to 
bring him to his senses. • 

This chief was one Langalibalele, who, with his tribe, 
the Ama-Hlubi, had been driven out of Zululand by 
Umpancle in the year 1848, and had taken refuge in Natal. 
He was located by the English Government in the country 
below the Draakensberg Mountains, with the duty imposed 
upon him of defendiug Natal against the attacks of the 
predatory hordes of Bushmen who, in the early days of the 
colony, made perpetual and destructive raids over the 
mountains. From this point of view it would seem 
reasonable that the Hlubi tribe should be permitted the 
use of :firearms, prohibited, except under certain restric
tions, to the natives of Natal ; inattention to which 
prohibition was the ground upon which the ~ .original 
suspicions concerning Langalibalele's loyalty were based. 
The law, however, by which this prohibition and these 
restrictions were made was one of those enactments which, 
even when theoretically wise, are often practicaJly im
possible, and to which new communities are so prone. 

Theoretically no native can possess a gun in NatAl 
which has not been registered before a magistrate. 
Practically, in every kraal, in every part of the colouy, 

C 
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there were, and doubtless still are, many unregistered 
guns, bought by natives, or given to them in lieu of 
wages by their masters ( a common practice at. the 
Diamond Fields), with very vague comprehension or 
total ignorance on the part of the native that any 
unlawful act had been committed. This would be more 
especially natural when the masters who thus furnished 
their men with the forbidden weapon were themselves 
in some way connected with the government of the 
country (Natal), whose sanction would therefore be looked 
upon by the natives as an equivalent to the permission of 
Government itself. But in point of fact the law had 
always been enforced in such an extremely lax way, the 
evasions of it were so easy and numerous, and so many 
white men of position and respectability in the colony 
were party to the infraction of it, that it is no wonder 
that its reality and importance was but lightly engraved 
upon the native mind. 

The special accusation; however, brought against 
Langalibalele to prove his rebellious tendencies was that 
young men of his tribe were in possession of unregistered 
guns, which, in addition, had not been brought in to the 
magistrate, when demand~d, for registration. The reason 
for this unwillingneBB (on the part of the young men) 
to comply with the above demands, appeared afterwards 
in the fact that other guns which had been properly 
produced for registration, had, after considerable delay, 
been returned to their owners in an injured condition, 
rendering them unfit for use-. 

As tpese guns were the well-earned reward of hard 
labour, • and greatly valued by their possessors, it is little 
to be wondered at that there should be considerable 
reluctance on the part of others to ri.sk the same loss. 
A little forbearance and consideration on the part of those 
in authority might, however, easily have overcome the 
difficulty. But in this case, as in others, the mistake was 
committed of requiring prompt and unquestioning obe
dience, without sufficient care being taken to protect the 
rights of those who rendered it. .AJJ usual we would not 
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stop to reason or deal justly with the savage. Carelessne88 
of the property of the natives, the overbearing impatience 
of a magistrate, the want of tact and good feeling on the 
part of a commonplace subordinate-all these led to an 
indefinitely uneasy state of things, which soon produced 
considerable anxiety in the colonial mind. This feeling 
prevailed during Mr. Shepstone's absence in Zululand, 
and it was generally understood that the Secretary for 
Native Affairs' next piece of work after crowning Cetsb
wayo would be that of "settling Langalibalele." 

But beyond the reluctance to produce their guns for 
registration, there was nothing in the behaviour of the 
Hlubi tribe to give the colonists cause for apprehension. 
No lawless acts were committed, no cattle stolen, no 
farmhouse fired, and the vague fears which existed 
amongst the white inhabitants as to what migbt happen 
were rather the result of the way in which " Govern
ment " shook its head over the matter as a serious one, 
than justified by any-real cause for alarm. Ii was in fact 
one of those "Government scares" which occasionally 
were produced from causes or for reasons not apparent 
on the surface. 

On Mr. Shepstone's return from the coronation of 
Cetshwayo, Government native messengers were sent to 
Langalibalele, requiring the latter to come down in perdon 
to Pietermaritzburg, the capital of Natal, to answer 
for the conduct of his tribe concerning their guns. The 
message produced a great-and to those who were 
ignorant of the cause of it-a most unreasonable panic 
in the tribe, in which the chief himself shared consider
ably. The Ama-Hlubi appeared exceedingly suspicious, 
even of the designs of the Government messengers, who 
were made to take off their great-coats, and were 
searched for concealed weapons before being admitted 
into the presence of Langalibalele. Such distrust of 
British good faith was held in itself to be a crime, the 
insolence of which could not be overlooked. Furthermore 
it was soon evident that the tribe would not trmst their 
chief, nor he his person, in the bands of the Government, 
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now that he was in disfavour. Without actually refusing 
to obey the orders he had received an.d proceed to 
Pietermaritzburg, La.ngalibalele sent excuses and apologies, 
chiefly turning upon his own ill-health, which made 
travelling difficult to him.. This answer was the signal 
for the military expedition of 1873, which was entered 
.upon without any further attempts to bring about a 
peaceful settlement of the affair, or to find out the real 
grounds for the evident fear and distrust of the Hlubi 
tribe. In October, 1873, the force, partly of regulars, 
partly colonial, a few Basuto horse, with an entirely 
unorganised and useless addition of untrained Natal 
natives, started froru Pietermaritzburg, with all the pomp 
and circumstance of war ; and much to the delight of 
the young colonial blood on the look-out for martial 
distinction. The tribe, however, far from having the 
least wish to fight, or intention of opposing the Bdtish 
force, deserted their location as soon as the news reached 
them that the army bad started, and fled with their chief 

. over the Draakensberg Mountains. Our force, commanded 
by Colonel Milles of the 75th Regiment, and accompanied 
by the Lieut.-Governor Sir B. O. C. Pine and Mr. Shep
stone, reached a place called Meshlyn, situated on the 
confines of the district to be subdued, on October 31st; 
but the " enemy" had vanished, aud were reported to be 
making the best of their way out of the co}ony, without, 
however, committing ravages of any description on their 
way, even to the extent of carrying off any of their 
neighbours' cattle. In fact they were frightened, and 
simply ran away. Our object now was to arrest the tribe 
in its flight; and a plan was formed for inclosing it in a 
network of troops, seizing all the passes over the 
mountains, and thus reducing it to submission. 

Positions were assigned to the different officers in 
command, and the scheme looked extremely well on paper, 
and to men who were not acquainted with the district 
and the exceeding difficulty of travelling through it. 
Unfortunately, with the same lamentable failure in the 
. Intelligence Department which has characterised the 
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mc,re important proceedings of 1879, very little wai1 
known, by those in command, of the country, or of what 
was going on in it. Mr. Shepstone himself, wl1ose 
supposed knowledge of the people, their land, and all 
concerning them was so greatly and naturally relied upon, 
proved totally ignorant of the distances which lay between 
one point and another, or of the difficulties to be 
overcome in reaching them. 

In consequence of this singular ignorance a little force 
was sent out on the evening of November 2nd, under 
command of Major Durnford, R.E., chief of the staff, with 
orders to seize and hold a certain pass known as the 
Bushman's River Pass, over which Langalibalele was 
expected to escape; the distance having been miscal
culated by about two-thirds, and the difficulties of the 
way immensely underrated. 

Major Durnford was himself a new-comer in the colony 
at that time, and had therefore no personal knowl~dge of 
the country; but he was supplied with full, though, as it 
soon appeared, unreliable information by those under whose 
command be served, and who were in possession of a plan 
or diagram of the district which turned out to be altogether 
incorrect. He did, indeed, reach his assigned post, though 
four-and-twenty hours 11.fter the time by which he ex
pected to be there ; while those sent out to take up other 
positions never reached them at all, owing to the same • 
incorrect information concerning locality. 

Major Durnford was in command of a party composed 
of 2 officers, 6 non-commissioned officers, and 4 7 rank and 
file of the Natal and Karkloof Oarbineers, 24 mounted 
Basutos,1 and a native interpreter. His orders were 2 to 
seize and hold the Bushman's River Pass, '' with a view to 
preventing the entrance in or out of the colony of any 
natives until the expedition is ready to cross over." Special 
orders were also given to him that he was on no account 
to fire the first shot. 

There was one excellent reason, not generally taken 
1 Natives of Basutoland, resident for many yesrs in Natal. 
' See Field Force Ord~r, 1873. 
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into consideration, for this order, in the fact that the 
three days gi7en by Government to the tribe in which 
to SUITender would not be over until midday on the 
3rd of November. 

Starting at 8.30 P.M. on the 2nd November, Major 
Durnford's force only reached its destination at 6.30 A.M. 
on the 4th, having traversed a most difficult country, 
broken, pathless, and well-nigh inaccessible. On the line 
of march many men fell out, utterly unable to keep up ; 

• pack-horses with provisions and spare ammunition were 
lost; and Major Durnford had bis left shoulder dislocated, 
and other severe injuries, by his horse falling with him 
over a precipice on the 3rd. He pressed on for some 
hours, but became quite exhausted at the foot of the 
Giant's Castle Pass, where he lay some time ; he was then 
dragged up with the aid of a blanket, reaching the top of 
the pass at 2 A.M. At 4 A.M. Major Durnford was lifted 
on his horse, and with his force-reduce-d to 1 officer, 1 
non-commis~ioned officer, 33 troopers, and the Basutos
pushed on to Bushman's River Pass, and occupied it at 
6.30 A.M., finding Langalibalele's men already in the 
pass. 

Major Durnford posted his men, and went forward with 
the interpreter to parley with the chiefs, and induce them 
to return to their allegiance. This was a service of danger, . 
for the young warriors were very excited. Seeing that the 
enemy were getting behind rocks, &c., commanding the 
mouth of the pass, he made every preparation for hos
tilities, though restricted by the order not to fire the first 
shot. Finding that, although the natives drew back when 
he bade them, they pressed on again when his back was 
turned, and that the volunteers were wavering, he at last 
reluctantly directed an orderly retreat to higher ground, 
from whence he could still command the pass. Upon a 
shot being fired by the natives, the retreat became a 
stampede, and a heavy fire being opened, three of the 
Carbineers and one Basuto fell The horse of the inter
preter was killed, and, while Major Durnford was endea
vouring to reach the man and lift him on his own horse, 
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the interpreter was killed by his side, and Major Durnford 
was surrounded and left alone. Dropping the reins, he 
drew his revolver, and shot his immediate assailants, who 
had seized his horse's· bridle, and, after running the gaunt
let of a numerous enemy at close quarters, escaped with 
one serious wound, an assegai-stab in the left arm, whereby 
it was permanently disabled. He received one or two 
trifling cuts besides, and his patrol-jacket was pierced in 
many places. Getting clear of the enemy, Major Durnford. 
rallied a few Carbineers and the Basutos, and covered the 
retreat. 

The head-quarters camp was reached about 1 A.M. on 
the 5th. At 11 P.lf. on that day, Major Durnford led out 
a volunteer party-artillery with rockets, 50 men of the 
75th Regiment, 7 Carbioeers, and 30 Basutos-to the 
rescue of Captain Boyes, 75th Regiment, who had been 
sent out with a support on the 3rd, and was believed to be 
in great danger. Major Durnford had received such serious 
injuries that the doctor endeavoured to dissuade him from 
further exertion, but as those sent to his support were in 
danger and he knew the country, he determined to go. He 
was lifted on his horse, and left amid the cheers of the 
troops in camp. Having marched all night-resting only 
from 3 to 5 A.M.-they met Captain Boyes' party about 
mid-day ; they had lost their way, and thus did not find 
the Giant's Castle Pass. 

After this, Major Durnford, with a considerable force 
occupied Bushman's River Pass, recovered and buried the 
bodies of his comrades, and held the pass. He afterwards 
patrolled the disturbed districts. The Lieut.-Governor, 
Sir B. C. C. Pine, in a despatch dated 13th November, 
1873, accepted the responsibility of the orders not to fire 
the first shot, and said of Major Durnford : " He behaved, 
by testimony of all present, in the most gallant manner, 
using his utmost exertions to rally his little force, till, left 
absolut.dy alone, he was reluctantly compelled to follow 
them-wounded" 

Colonel Milles, commanding the field force, published 
the following order : 
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"CAMP MESHLY~, 7tk November, 1873. 

" The Commandant, with deep regret, announces t.o the 
field force under his command the loss of three Carbineers, 
viz. : Mr. Erskine, Mr. Potterill, and Mr. Bond, and of one 
native interpreter, Elijah, who formed part of the small 
force sent up with Major Durnford, RE., to secure the 
passes, and who were killed during the retreat of that party 
from the passes, which, although they had gallantly seized, 
they were unable to hold, the orders being for 'the forces 
not to fire the first shot,' and so having to wait till they 
were placed at a great disadvantage. The brave conduct of 
those killed is testified to by all their comrades, and there . 
is consolation alone in the thought that they died nobly 
fighting for their country. 'l'he Commandant must, how
ever,. publicly render his thanks to Major Durnford for the 
way in which he commanded the party, for his courage and 
coolness, and especially for the noble way in which, after 
bis return from the passes, being almost exhausted, he 
mustered a volunteer party and . marched to .the relief of 
Captain Boyes, who was considered in great danger. 

" By command, 
"A. E. AR'ENGO CROSS 

"(For Chief of the Staff)." 

Although the main body of the fighting.'.men of the tribe 
had left Natal, most of the women and children, the sick 
and infirm, with a few able-bodied men to watch over 
them, had taken refuge in holes and caves, of which there 
are a considerable number in that mountainous part of the 
colony. The men of the tribe, indeed, were in disgrace 
with the Government, and thought it best to be out of the 
way when the British force paid their homes a visit, but it 
was not for a moment imagined that the soldiers would 
make war upon women and children. The latter, in any 
case, could not have taken that tremendous and hurried 
journey across the great mountains ; and, with what soon 
proved a very mistaken confidence on the part of the 
people, all who could neither fight nor travel were left in 
these hiding-places, from which they expected to emerge 
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in safety as soon as the troops, finding no one to oppose 
them, should have left the district. " The English soldiers 
will not touch the children," 1 was the expression used. So 
far, however, was this idea from being realised, that the 
remainder of the expedition consisted of a series of at
tempts, more or less successful, to hunt the unfortunate 
"children" out of their hiding-places and take them 
prisoners. • 

During these proceedings many acts were committed 
under Government sanction which can only be character
ised by the word "atrocities," and which were as useless 
and unnecessary as they were cruel. 2 

Poor frightened creatures were smoked to death or 
killed by rockets in caves which they dared not leave for 
fear of a worse fate at the hands of their captors; women 
and children were killed, men were tortured, and prisoners 
put to death. On one occasion a white commander of 
native forces is said to have given the significant informa
tion to his men that he did not wisk to see tke faces of any 
pri,s-Oners; and it is reported that a prisoner was made over 
to the native force to be put to death as the latter chose. 
The colonial newspapers apologised at the time for some of 
these acts, on the score that they were the result of the 
youthful enthusiasm of "Young Natal" fleshing his maiden 
sword. 

These acts were chiefly committed . by the irregular 
(white) troops and native levies, and are a signal proof of 
how great a crime it is to turn undisciplined or savage 
troops, over whom no responsible person has any real con
trol, loose upon a defenceless people. The excuse made by 
those in authority in such cases is always," We did not 
intend these things to take place, but horrors are always 
attendant on savage warfare." But such excuses are of 
small value when, in campaign after campaign, it has been 
proved that the use of colonial troops under their own 

1 In the Zulu language the word abantwana (children) is a gsueral one, 
including both women and children. 

2 It is only fair to Major Durnford to state that during the whole of 
th11se proceedings he was away over the mountains, in vain pursuit of au 
enemy to be fought. 
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officers, and of disorganised masses of armed " friendly 
11atives," is invariably productive of scenes disgraceful to 
the name of England, without any attempt being made to 
introduce a better system. Certainly if " horrors " beyond 
the fair fortune of war are necessarily attendant upon 
savage warfare, they should not be those inflicted by 
British troops and their allies upon unarmed· or solitary 
men, women, and children. 

So many women were injured in dislodging them from 
the caves that Major Durnford, on his second return from 
the mountains, instituted a hospital-tent where they might 
be attended to ; but such humanity was by no means the 
general rule. 

If acts of barbarity were for the most _part committed 
by the irregular troops, there is one instance to the contrary 
which can never be forgotten in connection with this affair 
-so fl8c,<JTant a case that the friends of the officer in com
mand, when the story first appeared in the coloni_al papers, 
refused to believe in it until it was authenticated beyond 
a doubt. 

A body of troops-six artillerymen, irregular cavalry, 
and undisciplined natives-upon one occasion during this 
expedition were engaged for some hours in trying to dis
lodge a solitary native from a cave in which he had taken 
refuge. The force had discovered the biding-place by the· 
assistance of a little boy, whom they captured and induced 
to betray his friends. 

The" rebel" (in this case there· was. but one) refused to 
surrender, and for a long while defended himself gallantly 
against the attacks of the whole force. Shots were fired 
through the apertures of the cave, rockets (a new and 
horrible experience to the poor creature) were discharged 
upon him. At last after holding out for some hours, the man 
gave up the struggle, and coming out from his insufficient 
_shelter begged for mercy at the hands of his numerous foe. 
He had a good many wounds upon him, but none sufficiently 
severe to prevent his walking out amongst his captors, and. 
asking them to spare his life. After a short consultation 
amongst the officers, a decision. was arrived at as to the 
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proper treatment of this man, who had proved himself a 
brave soldier and was now a helpless captive. 

By order of the officer commanding, a trooper named 
Moodie put his pistol to the prisoner's head and blew out 
his brains. A court-martial sat upon this officer in the 
course of the following year, and he was acquitted of all 
blame. The defence was that the man was so seriously 
injured that it was an act of humanity to put an end to 
him, and tbat the officer dared not trust him in the hands 
of tbe natives belonging to the English force, who were 
exasperated by the long defence be bad made. But the 
prisoner was not mortally nor even dangerously wounded. 
He was able to walk and to speak, and had no wound upon 
him which need necessarily have caused his death. And 
as to the savage temper of the native force, there was no 
reason why the prisoner should be left in their charge at 
all, as there was a considerable white force present at the 
time.1 

The result of the expedition against the IDubi tnoe 
was so little satisfactory that those in authority felt 
themselves obliged to look about for something else to 
do before taking the troops back to Pietermaritzburg. 

1 1. The following account or the above transaction was given by one of 
those concerned, in a letter to The Nata,i, 2'i111U of that date : 11 Twenty 
of ne volunteered yesterday to go up and into a cave about eight miles 
from here. We found only one nAtive, whom we shot, took a lot of goats 
(eighty-seven), and any amount of aesegais and other weapons. • We also 
searched about the country and killed a few niw.re, taking fourtef'n 
prisoners. One fellow in a cave loaded his rifle with stones, and slightly 
wounded Wheelwright and Lieutenant Clarke, RA. We, however, got 
him out, and Moodie shot him throngh the brains. Fifteen of ours have 
just volunteered to go to a cave supposed to contain niggers. We are 
gradually wiping out the three poor fellows who were ahot, and all onr 
men are determined to have some more." 
1 2. TM Nata,J, G~ment Gazel.u, December 9th, 1878, contains the 
following enactment : "All officers and other persona who ha.ve acted 
UDder the authority of Sir Benja.min Chillay Campbell Pine, K.C.M.G., 
as Lieutenant-Governor of the colony of Na.ta!, or 88 Supreme Chief over 
the native popula.tion, or have acted b<m4 fou for the purposes and during 
the time aforesaid, whether such acts were done in any district, connty, or 
division of the colony in which martia.l law was proclaimed or not, are 
h11reby indemnified in respect of all acts, matters, and things done, in 
order t~ suppress the rebellion and prevent the spread thereof ; and such 
acts so done are hereby made and declared to be lawful, and are confirmed." 
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They found what they wanted ready to their hana 
Next to Langalibalele's location lay that of the well-~ 
do and quiet little tribe of Putini. "Government" had 
as yet found no fault with these people, and, secure 
in their own innocence, they had made no attempt to 
get out of the way of the ·force which bad come to 
destroy their neighbours, but remained at home, herded 
their cattle, and planted their crops as usual in obedience 
to the express instructions of the resident magistrate. 
Unfortunately, however, the two tribes were intimately 
related; and whe_n that of Langalibalele fled, the wives of 
several of his men took refuge in their fathers' kraals in 
the next location. No further proof was required of the 
complicity of Putini with Langalibalele, or of the rehellious 
condition of the small tribe. Consequently it was at once, 
as the natives term it, "eaten up," falling an easy prey 
owing to its unsuspecting state. The whole tribe-men 
women, and children-were taken prisoners and carried 
down to Pietermaritzburg, their cattle and goods were 
confiRcated, and their homes destroyed. Several of the 
Putini men were killed, but there was· very little resist- • 
ance, as they were wholly taken by surprise. The colony 
was charmed with this success, and the spoils of the 
Putini people were generally looked to to pay some of the 
expenses of the campaign. Whatever may have been 
the gain to the Government, by orders of which the cattle 
(the chief wealth of the tribe) were sold, it was riot 
long shared by the individual colonists who purchased the 
animals. The pasture in that part of the country from 
which they had come is of a very different description 
from any to be found in the environs of Pietermaritzburg, 
and, in consequence of the change, the captured cattle 
died off rapidly almost as soon as they changed hands. 
But this was not all, for they had time, before they died, 
to spread amongst the original cattle of their new owners 
two terrible scourges, in the shape of "lung-sickness" and 
"red-water," from which the midland districts had long 
been free. One practical result of the expedition of 187a 
seems to be that neither meat, milk, nor butter have ever 
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again been so cheap in the colony as they were before that 
date, the two latter articles being often unobtainable to 
this day. 

The unhappy prisoners of both tribes were driven down 
like beasts to Pietermaritzburg, many of the weaker dying 
from want and exposure on ·the way. Although summer
time, it happened to be very wet, and therefore cold ; our 
native force had been allowed to strip the unfortunates 
of all their possessions, even to their blankets and the 
leather petticoats of the women. The sufferings of these 
poor creatures-many of them with infants a few days 
old, or born on the march down-were very great. A 
scheme was at first laid, by those in authority, for 
" giving the women and children out " as servants for 
a term of years-that is to say, for making temporary 
slaves of them to the white colonists. This additional 
enormity was vetoed by the home Government, but the 
fact remains that its perpetration was act:ually contem
plated by those intrusted with the government of the 
colony, and especially of the natives, and was hailed by 
the colonists as one of the advantages to accrue to them 
from the expedition of 1873. Several children were 
actually given out in the way referred to before the order 
to the contrary arrived from England, and a considerable 
time elapsed before they were all recovered by their 
relatives. 

The unhappy women and childl'P,n of the Langalibalele 
tribe were mere emaciated skeletons when they reached the 
various places where they were to live under surveillance. 
They seemed crushed ~ith misery, utterly ignorant of the 
cause of their misfortunes, but silent and uncomplaining. 
Many of the women had lost children-few knew whether 
their male relatives were yet alive. On· being questioned, 
they knew nothing of Mr. Shepstone, not even his name, 
which was always supposed to command the love and fear 
of natives throughout the length and breadth of the land. 
They did not know what the tribe had done to get into 
such trouble ; they only knew that the soldiers had come, 
and that they bad run away and hidden themselves; that 
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some of them were dead, and the rest were ready to die 
too and have it all over. A considerable number of these 
poor creatures were permitted by Government to remain 
upon the Bishop's land, where most of them gradually 
regained health and spirits, but retained always the longing 
for their own homes and people and their lost chief which 
characterises them still} 

1 It is hard to understand why these people should yet be deprived of 
all their property and land, and their harmless old chief still kept prisoner 
at Capetown. The common saying that they are all content and the chief 
better off than he ever was before in his life, is an entirely and cruelly 
false one. Langalibalele is wearying for his freedom and his own people ; 
the few women with him are tired of their loneliness, and longing to be 
with their children in Natal. The present writer paid the chief a visit in 
September of this year (1879), and found him very sad. "I am weary ; 
when will they let me got" was his continual question. 

I 
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TRIAL O'P' LANGALIBALELE. 

MEANWHILE the fugitive chief had at last been captured 
by the treachery of a Basuto chief named Molappo, who 
enticed him into his hands, and then delivered him up to 
Mr. Griffiths, resident magistrate in that part of British 
Basutoland. When he and his party were first captured 
they had with them a horse laden with all t-he coin which 
the tribe had been able to get together during the last 
few days before the expedition started from Pietermaritz
burg, and which they had collected to send down as a 
ransom for their chief. Their purpose was arrested by the 
news that the soldiers had actually started to attack 
them; when, feeling that all was lost, they fled, carry
ing the chief and his ransom with them. What became 
of the money, whether it became Molappo's perquisite, 
or whether it formed part of the English spoil, has 
never been publicly known. But it can hardly be denied 
that the readiness of the people to pay away in 
ransom for their chief the whole wealth of the tribe 
earned by years of labour on the part of the working 
members, is in itself a proof that their tendencies were by 
no means rebellious. 

Langalibalele, with seven of his sons and many indunas 
(captains) and head-men, was brought down to Pietermaritz
burg for trial, reaching the town on the 31st December. 

So strong was the unreasoning hatred of the colonists 
against him on account of the death of the three Carbi
neers which had resulted from the expedition, that the 
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unhappy man, a helpless captive, was insulted and pelted 
by the populace as he was conveyed in irons to the 
capital ; and again, after sentence had been passed upon 
him, upon his way to Durban. 

It was at this stage of affaiJ.'S that the Bishop of Natal 
• first came upon the scene, and interfered on behalf of the 
oppressed. Until 1873, while earnestly endeavouring to 
do his best as teacher and pastor amongst the natives as 
well as amongst their white fellow-colonists, he had not 
found it to be his duty to go deeply into political matters 
concerning them. He had great confidence at that time in 
the justice and humanity of their government as carried 
on by Mr. Shepstone, for whom he had a warm personal 
regard, based on the apparent uprightness of his conduct ; 
and he had therefore contented himself with accepting Mr. 
Sht:pstone's word in all that concerned them. 

That so many years should have passed without the 
Bishop's having discovered how greatly bis views and those 
of his friend differed in first principles as to the government 
of the people, is due partly to the fact that the two met 
but seldom, and then at regular expected intervals, and 
partly because no great crisis had previously taken place 
to prove the principles of either in that respect. Their 
regular interviews were upon Sundays, when the Bishop, 
going into Pietermaritzburg for the cathedral service, in
variably spent a couple of hours with his friend. During 
these comparatively short meetings doubtless Mr. Shep
stone's real personal regard for the Bishop caused him 
temporarily to feel somewhat as he did, and, where he 
could not do so, to refrain from entering upon political dis
cussion. The sympathy with Mr. Shepstone which existed 
in the Bishop's mind prevented the latter from looking more 
closely for himself into matters which he believed to be in 
good hands, and which did not naturally fall within the 
sphere of his duties; while the comparatively trivial 
character of the cases with which the native department 
had hitherto dealt, was not such as to force their details 
before a mind otherwise and fully employed. 

The Langalibalele expedition, however, opened the 
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Bishop's eyes. While it lasted, although deeply deploring 
the loss of life on either side, and feeling great indignation 
at the atrocities perpetrated on ours, he did not doubt that 
Mr. Shepstone had done all he could to avert the neces
sity of bloodshed, and expected to find him, upon his 
return to Pietermaritzburg, much grieved and indignant at 
the needless amount of suffering inflicted upon his people, 
the greater portion of whom must be entirely innocent, 
even although the charges against their chief should be 
proved. 

The discovery that Mr. Shepstone entirely ratified, what 
had been done 1 was the first blow to his friend's reliance 
on him. The mockery of justice termed a trial, granted to 
Langalibalele, was the next ; and the discovery of how 
completely he had misconceived Mr. Shepstone's policy 
closed the intimacy of their friendship. 

It soon became apparent that the trial of the chief was 
indeed to be a farce-a pretence, meant to satisfy inquiring 
minds at home that justice had been done, but which could 
have but one result, the condemnation of the prisoner, 
already prejudged by a Government which, having de
clared him to be a rebel and having treated him as such, 
was hardly likely to stultify itself by allowing him to be 
proved innocent of the charges brought against him. 

That there might be no doubt at all upon the subject, 
the prisoner was denied the help of counsel, whit.e or black, 
in the hearing of his case, even to watch the proceedings on 
his behalf, or to cross-examine the witnesses : consequently 
the official record of the trial can only be looked upon as 
an e:i; parte statement of the case, derived from witnesses 
selected by the Supreme Chief,2 examined by the Crown 
Prosecutor, and not cross-examined at all on the prisoner's 
behalf, although the assistance of counsel was recognised 
by the Crown Prosecutor himself as being in accordance 
with Kafir law.8 

1 Not including those individual acts of cruelty which no one could 
defend, although many speak of them as unavoidable. 

2 The J..ieutenant-Govemor of the colony. 
1 Kafir law, under which Langalibalele • was tried, because most of the 

oft'ences with which he was charged were not recognisable by English Jaw. 

D 
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But the formation of the court and its whole proceed
ings were palpably absurd, except for the purpose of 
securing a conviction ; and that this was the case was 
generally understood in Natal. Even those colonists who 
were most violent against the so-called "rebel," and would 
have had him hanged without mercy, asserting that he had 
been " taken red-handed," saw that the authorities had put 
themselves in the wrong by granting the prisoner a trial 
against the justice of which so much could be alleged. 

In point of fact, the Lieut. -Governor had no power to 
form a court such as that by which Langa.libalele was 
tried, consisting of His Excellency himself as Supreme 
Chief, the Secretary for Native Affairs, certain adminis
trators of native law, and certain native chiefs and indunas. 
Besides which the Lieut.-Governor was not only debarred 
by an ordinance of the colony 1 from sitting as judge in 
such a court, from which he (with his Executive Council) 
would be the sole judge in a court of appeal, but had 
Rlready committed himself to a decision adverse to the 
prisoner by having issued the proclamation of November 
llth, 1873, declaring that the chief and his tribe had "set 
themselves in open revolt and rebellion against Her 
Majesty's Government in this colony," and "proclaiming 
and making known that they were in rebellion, and were 
hereby declared to be outlaws," and that "the said tribe 
was broken up, and from that day forth had ceased to 
exist," and by further seizing and confiscating all the cattle 
and property of the said tribe within reach, deposing 
Langa.libalele from his chieftainship, and otherwise 
treating him and his tribe as rebels. 

Bis Excellency, therefore, could not possibly be looked 
upon as a.n unprejudiced judge of the first instance in the 
prisoner's case; nor could the Secretary for Native Affairs, 
Mr. Shepstone ( one of the Executive Council, and there
fore a member of the Court of Appeal), by whose· advice 
and with whose approval the expedition had been under
taken. As to the minor members of the court, they could 
hardly be expected to have an independent opinion in the 

1 Ordmance No. s, 1819 . 
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matter, especially the "native chiefs and indunas," who 
knew very w.ell that they would be liable to the accusation 
of disaffection themselves if they ventured to show any 
favour towards the prisoner, or to do otherwise than 
blindly follow the lead of their white "brother-judges" (!) 
and masters. 

The native names gave a satisfactory air of justice to the 
proceedings of the court in English eyes, but in point of 
fact they were but dummy judges after all. 

Not only, however, was the court wrongly constituted, 
but its proceedings were irregular and illegal. It was 
called, and considered to be, a native court, but in point 
of fact it was a nondescript assembly, such usages of either 
native or supreme court as could possibly tell on the 
prisoner's side (notably the use of counsel) being omitted, 
and only those which would insure his conviction admitted. 

It was not the practice of the colony for serious crimes 
to be tried before a native court. But in this case they 
were obliged to run counter to custom for the reason given 
in a previous note, that most of the separate charges 
against the chief could not be recognised as crimes at all 
in an English court of law. At the same time the sentence 
finally given was one quite beyond the power of the court 
to pronounce. Clause 4 of the ordinance limits the power 
of the Supreme Chief to "appointing or removing the 
subordinate chiefs or other authorities" among the natives, 
but gives him no power to sentence to death, or to 
"banishment or transportation for life to such place as 

• the Supreme Chief or Lieut.-Governor may appoint'' 
When La.ngalibalele had been "removed " from his chief
tainship, and himself and the bulk of his tribe " driven 
over the mountain out of the colony" by the Government 
force, as announced in the bulletin of November 13th, 
1873, the cattle within the colony seized, and many of the 
tribe killed in resisting the attempt to seize them, the 
Supreme Chief, under native law, had expended his power; 
while banishment is a punishment wholly unknown to 
Kafir law, as is plainly stated in Ka.fir Laws and Customs, 
p. 39. 

D 2 
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Again, throughout the trial, the prisoner was assumed 
to have pleaded guilty, although in point of fact he had 
merely admitted that he had done certain acts, but desired 
witnesses to be called whose "evidence would justify or 
extenuate what he had done," a plea which in any ordinary 
court would be recorded as a plea of "Not guilty." 

The native members of the court, also, were made to 
sign a judgment, the contents of which had been " inter
preted " to them, and their signatures " witnessed," by 
which the prisoner is declared to have been "convicted, 
on clear evidence, of several acts, for some of which he 
would be liable to forfeit his life under the law of every 
civilised country in the world." The absurdity of this is 
palpable, since it was impossible that these men should 
kQow anything of the law of any civilised land; it is plain, 
therefore, that in pretending to agree with assertions, of 
the meaning of which they were totally ignorant, they 
were under some strong influence, such as prejudice 
against the prisoner, undue fear of the Supreme Chief, 
or desire to please him-one of them being "Head Induoa 
of the Natal Government," and another the "Induna to 
the Secretary for Native Affairs." 

To turn to these crimes, " for some of which he would 
be liable to forfeit his life under the law of ev-ery civilised 
country in the world "-to which statement His Ex
cellency the Supreme Chief, the Secretary for Native Affairs, 
and the Administrators of Native Law have also signed 
their names-we :find that the charges run as follows :-

1. " Setting at naught the authority of the magistrate 
in a manner 1 Mt inde,ed trUfficiently palpable to warmnt 
the use of forcible coercion according to our ( civilised) laws 
and customs." Which charge we may at once dismiss as 
absurd. 

2. " Permitting, or probably encouraging, his tribe to 
possess :firearms, and retain them contrary to law." 

3. "With reference to these :firearms, defying the 
authority of the magistrate, and once insulting the 
messenger." 

1 The italics are the Author's own in this and the following charge. 
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4. " Refusing to appear before " the Supreme Chief 
when summoned, " excusing his refusal by evasion and 
falsehood," and " insulting his messenger." 

5. " Directing his cattle and other effects to be taken 
out of the colony under an armed escort." . 

6. "Causing the death of Her Majesty's subjects at the 
Bushman's River Pass." 

It is plain to the most casual observation that none of 
the first five accusations, even if fully proved, refer to 
crimes punishable by death in any civilised land ; o.nd it 
is difficult to see how the chief could reasonably be con
sidered responsible for the sixth and last, seeing that the 
action took place in his abs~nce, against his express 
commands, and to his great regret. 

Returning to the five first-named offences, we find that the 
statements contained in the second and third charges are 
the only proofa alleged of the truth of the first-to which 
therefore we need give no further attention-the magistrate 
himself stating that " this was the first time the prisoner 
ever refused to appear before him when ordered to do so;" 
and this was the first time for more than twenty years that 
be had been reported for any fault whatever. 

Proceeding to charge No. 2, we find that the prisoner 
entirely denied having encouraged his young men to 
possess themselves of guns; nor could he justly be said to 
have even " permitted " them to do so merely because he 
did not actively exert himself to prevent it. The men 
went away from home, worked, were paid for their ser
vices in guns, or purchased them with their earnings, 
without consulting him. He had never considered it to 
be part of his duty to search the huts of his people for 
unregistered guns, but had simply left them to suffer the 
consequences of breaking the laws of the colony, if dis
covered. It is also to be observed that amongst the six 
sons captured with him only one had a gun at a time whe11 
certainly, if ever, they would have carried them; which 
does not look as though he had greatly encouraged them Lo 
possess themselves of firearms. • 

But if the second charge, in a ..-ery mudified form, niiglit 
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be considered a true one, yet Langalibalele had done no 
worse in that respect than most of the other chiefs in the 
colony. In proof of this assertion may be brought 
Pemn's Re,qister for the years 1871-2-3-the years during 
which a large number of natives received payment for 
their services at the diamond-fields in guns. From this 
register it appears that the total number of guns registered 
in eight of the principal northern tribes of the colony
the two first-named chiefs being indunas to the very 
magistrate who complained of Langalibalele-was 3S 

follows:-

GUIIS REOISn:RIID 11' 

Bou. -------
1871. 1872. 187S. 

-- --
N<lomba 1190 - - -
Falrn 2071 - 2 -
Mp:unu . 1277 - - -
Puk"de. 2222 1 - 1 
Zikali 1651 - 1 -
Nodada ,1000 - 1 2 
Putini 1239 - 1 -
Langalibalele. 2244 - 9 4 

Furthermore, any fault with respect to the guns was not 
an offence under Kafir Law, and could only have been 
tried in the Colonial Court under the ordinary law of the 
colony. 

The third and fourth charges were those which, when 
fil'st reported in Natal, produced considerable alarm and 
indignation in the minds of the colonists. A defiance of 
the authority, both of magistrate and Supreme Chief, and 
insult offered to their messengers, looked indeed like actual 
rebellion. The charges, however, dwindled <lown to very 
li.ttle when properly examined. The "defiance" in ques
tion consisted only in an answer made to the magistrate to 
the effect that he could not send in as desired five young 
m~n-in possession of unregistered guns-because they 
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bad run away, he knew not whither, being frightened by 
the course pursued by the magistrate's messenger; and 
that he could not find eight others, said to have come into 
the colony with guns, and to belong to his tribe, upon such 
insufficient data, and unless their names were given t,, 
him. The sincerity of which rPASoning was shortly proved 
by the fact that, as soon as their names were notified to 
him, he did send in three of those very lads, with their 
guns, and two more belonging to other members of their 
party, besides sending in with their guns those who had 
worked for Mr. W. E. Shepstone, and who probably thought 
that the name of their master was a sufficient guarantee 
for their right to possess firearms. 

The charge of insulting the native messengers from 
Government, of which a great deal was made at first, 
proved to be of very little consequence when inves
tigated, but it is one to which special attention should 
be given, because, indirectly, it is connected with the 
Zulu War. 

The facts are as follows : One of the chief witnesses for 
the prosecution, Mawiza, a messenger of the Government, 
stated in bis evidence-in-chief on t!1e second dav of the 
trial, that on the occaaion of his carrying a message from • 
Government, the prisoner's people had "taken all his things 
from him,'' and had "stripped, and taken him naked " 
into the Chiefs presence. But on the fourth day, in 
answer to a question from His Excellency, he said "that 
they had intended to strip him but had allowed him to 
retain his trousers and boots," thereby contradicting him
self flatly. Nevertheless the court being asked by His 
Excellency whether it required further evidence on this 
point, replied in the negative. They did not even ask a 
question, on the subject, of Mawiza's two companion mes
sengers, Mnyembe and Gayede, though both these were 
examined; Mnyembe's evidence-in-chief being cut short 
before he came to that part of the story, and Gayede's taken 
up just after it. 

The chief was kept in solitary confinement from the day 
when he was brought down to Pietermaritzburg, December 
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itst, till the day when his sons were sentenced, February 
27th; not being allowed to converse with any of his sons, 
or with any members of his tribe, or with any friend or 
adviser, white or black. It was therefore quite out of his 
power to find witnesses who would have shown, as 
Mnyembe-and Gayede would have done, that Mawiza' s 
statements about the "stripping" were false; that he still 
wore his waistcoat, shirt, trousers, boots, and gaiters, when 
he was taken to the chief; and that the " stripping " in 
question only amounted to this, that be himself put off his 
two coats, by the chief's orders, "as a matter of precaution 
caused by fear " and not for the purpose of insulting the 
messenger, or defying the Supreme Cruef. They would 
have satisfied the court also that other acts charged against 
the prisoner arose from fear, and dread of the Supreme 
Chief, and not from a spirit of defiance. 

This affair of the messenger, explained by fear and sus• 
picion on the part of Langalibalele, by which; also, he 
accounted for his refusal to "appear before" the Supreme 
Chief (which is to say that, being desired to give himself 
up into the bands of the Government, he was afraid to do 
so, and ran away), was the turning-point of the whole trial. 
What special reason he had for that fear and distrust will 
be inquired into shortly. Meanwhile the court considered 
that such expressed distrust of the good faith of the 
authorities was an added offence on the part of the pri
soner, who was formally condemned to death, but his 
sentence commuted to banishment for life to Robben 
Island, the abode of lunatics and lepers, in which other 
captive 1;1ative chiefs had languished and died before him.1 

1 The other rebel chiefs of the Cape Colony here alludetl to, however, 
were not "banished," but merely imprisoned in a portion of their own 
Supreme Chief's territory, where, at proper times, they could be visited 
by members of their families and tribes ; moreover, they were duly tried 
aud convicted before the ordinary courts of serious crimes committed by 
themselves individually, and they had actually resisted by force their 
Supreme Chief within his territory; whereas Langalibalele had made no 
resistance-he was a runaway, but no rebel; he had not been tried and 
condemned for any crime in the Colonial Court, and banishment for life to 
Robben JslRnd, away from all his people, was a fate worse than death in 
his and th0:0ir eyes. 
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THE BISHOP'S DEFENCE. 

THE daily accounts of the trial which appeared in the 
local papers were read with great interest and attention by 
the Bishop, who quickly discerned the injustice of the 
proceedings. Mawiza's manifest contradiction of his own 
evidence first attracted his attention, and led to his hearing 
from some of his own natives what was not allowed to 
appear at the trial, that Mawiza's story was entirely 
false. Seeing how seriously this fact bore upon the 
prisoner's case, he went to Mr. Shepstone and told him 
what he had heard. 

The Secretary for Native Affairs was at first very indig
nant with the Bishop's informant, doubting the tmth of 
his statement, and declaring that the man must be severely 
punished if it were proved that he had lied. The Bishop, 
confident in the integrity of his native,1 assented, saying, 
however that the same argument should apply to Mawiza. 
The matter was at once privately investigated by Mr. 
Shepstone-the Bishop, M11.wiza, Magema, and others being 
present-with the result that Mr. Shepstone himself was 
obliged to acknowledge the untrustworthiness of Mawiza, 
who WII.S reproved in the severest terms for his prevarica
tions by the other native indunas.2 

1 The same Mngema, the Bishop's printer, before mentioned. 
t Althongh Mawiza's lies were plainly exposed, he was never punished. 

but remains to this day in charge of a large tribe, O\'er which he bus Leen 
placed by the Government. 
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Singularly enough, however, tliis discovery made no 
difference whatever in the condcnination and sentence of the 
prisoner, although the charge thus, to a great extent, dis
posed of, was the most serious of those brought against him. 

But this was not all Another point struck the Bishop 
very forcibly, namely, the perpetual recurrence of one 
phrase from various witnesses. "He (Langalibalele) was 
afraid, remembering what was done to Matshana," and "he 
was afraid that he should be treated as Matshana. was, 
when he was summoned to appear by Government." Such 
expressions, used in excuse of the chiefs conduct, would, 
of course, have been inquired into had the prisoner been 
allowed counsel, or had any one watched the case on his 
behalf. But although the court judged the excuse of 
"fear" to be an added fault on the chiefs part, and 
although several allusions were made by witnesses to a 
specific cause for this fear, no question was asked, and no 
notice taken by those present of the frequently recurring 
phrase. The Bishop, however, in the interests of. justice 
and truth, made inquiries amongst his own natives as to 
the meaning of these allusions. He knew, of course, in 
common with the rest of the inhabitants of Natal, that in 
the year 1858, a native chief named Matshana had got 
into some trouble with the Government of Natal. Acom
mando had gone out against him, and, after a skirmish 
with some native troops under Mr. John Shepstone, in 
which Mr. Shepstone was wounded, 11.nd some men on the 
other side killed, he had escaped with his people into Zulu
ia.nd, where he had lived ever since. The Bishop had 
never heard the details of the affair, and knew of nothing 
in connection with this incident which could account for 
the " fear because of what was done to Matshana." 

"Can you tell me anything of the story of Matshana's 
escape from Natal ? " was the question put by him at 
different times to different natives ; and every one thus 
questioned gave substantially the same account, of what 
was plainly among them a well-known, and well
remembered incident in the history of the colony. 

Matshana, they said, was accused of some offence, and 
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being summoned before the authorities to answer for it, 
had refused to apvear. Mr. John Shepstone, with a native 
force, of whom the people of this very Langalibalele, then 
a young chief, formed a portion, was sent out to endeavour 
to reduce him to obedience. Mr. Shepstone invited him to 
a friendly interview, in which they might talk over matters, 
but to which Matshana's men were to bring no weapons. 
In consequence of the reluctance of Matshana to fulfil this 
condition, the proposed interview fell through several times 
before it was finally arranged. Matshana's people, even 
then, however, brought their weapons with them, but they 
were induced to leave them at a certain spot a short 
distance off. The meeting took place ; Mr. Shepstone 
being seated in a chair with his people behind him, 
Matshana and his men crouched native fashion upon the 
ground, suspicious and alert, in a semicircle before him. 
Suddenly Mr. Shepstone drew a gun from beneath the 
rug at his feet, and fired it (he says, as a signal), where
upon his men, some of whom had already ridden between 
Matshana's party and their arms, fell on, and the struggle 
became general, resulting in the death of many of Mat
shana's people. The chief himself, who seems to have 
been on the look-out for a surprise, escaped unhurt He 
was resting upon one knee only when the first shot was 
fired, and sprang over the man crouching behind him. 
Another man, named Deke, who was sitting close to him, 
and on whose knee Matshana set his foot in jumping, was 
wounded in the knee, but is alive to this day. 

This story, which in varied form, but substantially as 
given above, was generally known and believed by the 
natives, furnished a very complete explanation of why 
Langalibalele ventured to distrust the good faith and 
honour of th~ Government, having himself taken part in, 
and been witness of, such a disgraceful transaction ; which, 
when it came to the knowledge of the Secretary of State, 
was emphatically condemned by him. Remembering this 
circumstance, it is not wonderful that Langalibalele should 
have taken the precaution of searching the Government 
messengers for concealed weapons. 
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It seemed strange that Mr. Shepstone, sitting as judge 
upon the bench to try a mau for his life, should silently 
allow so great a justification of his chief offence to remain 
concealed. But it seemed stranger still to suppose him 
ignorant of any part of an affair carried out under his 
authority, and by his own brother. 

However, the Bishop took the matter privately to him 
in the first iI).stance, telling him what he had heard, and 
pointing out what an important bearing it had upon the 
unfortunate prisoner's case. He was met by a total denial 
on Mr. Shepstone's part that any such act of treachery had 
ever taken place, or that there were any grounds for the 
accusation. 

Nevertheless, after careful consideration, and on 
thoroughly sifting the obtainable evidence, the Bishop 
could not avoid coming to the painful conclusion that 
the story was substantially true, and was a valid excuse 
for Langalibalele's fear. Finding that further appeal on 
behalf of the prisoner to those on the spot was in vain, he 
now wrote and printed a pamphlet (giving the usual native 
version that the first shot fired was at Matshana) on the 
subject for private circulation, and especially for Lord 
Carnarvon's information.1 

One of the first results of the appearance of this 
pamphlet was a demand on the part of Mr. J. Shepstone's 
solicitor for "an immediate, full, and unqualified retracta
tion of the libel falsely and maliciously published in the 
pamphlet, with a claim for l,000l. damages for the injury 
done to Mr. J. Shepstone by the same." 

Such an action would have had but a small chance of a 
decision upon the Bishop's side at that time in Natal, so, 

1 On June 24th, 1874, the Bishop presented this" Appeal on behalf of 
Langalibalele" to Bia Excellency the Lieutenant-Governor of Natal and 
the executive Council of the Colony. The appeal was made in the first 
instance to Sir B. C. C. Pine, who altogether refused;,to listen to it. On 
this the Bishop forwr.rded a letter throu~h the Lieutenant-Governor to the 
Earl of Carnarvon, inclosing a copy of his correspondence:with Sir B. C. C. 
Pine, aud stating his reasons for acting as he had done in the matter. 
This letter was tlated August 6th, 18H, and on August 16th the .Bishop 
left home en route for England. 
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to <lefend himself-and not, as generally supposed, out of 
enmity to the Shepstones-he appealed to Lord Carnarvo11 
in the matter, on the grounds that bis action had been taken 
for the public good; and in the interests of justice. 

Meanwhile the unfortunate chief and bis eldest son 
Malambule were sent to Robben Island, the former as a. 
prisoner for life, the latter for five years. They were 
secretly conveyed away from Pietermaritzburg to the port, 
and every effort made to prevent the Bishop from seeing 
them, or interfering on their behalf. 1 Other sons, two of 
them mere lads, who had as yet held no more important 
position in the tribe than that of herdboys to their father's 
cattle, and many of the bead men and indunas, were con
demned to imprisonment in the gaol at Pietermaritzburg 
for terms varying in length from six months to seven 
years. The two young sons, lads named Mazwi and 
Siyepu, were kept prisoners for the shortest period named, 
six months; but it was some little time after they left the 
gaol before they were really set at liberty. The family at 
Bishopstowe, where the old Induna Umhlaba was already 
located with bis children, desired to have the two boys 
also sent to Bishopstowe, in accordance with their father's 
wishes, as soon a.s their imprisonment was at an end, and 
therefore applied for them. Somewhat to their surprise all 
sorts of difficulties were raised on the point-one would 
have thought a very simple one7 and they were at last 
curtly informed that the boys did not wish to go to 
Bishopstowe, and would remain where they were, under 
surveillance in another district. The Bishop himself was 
away at the· time, but his eldest daughter, acting for him, 
soon discovered through native sources that in point of 
fact the boys were extremely anxious to go to Bishop
stowe, but were in too terrified a condition to express 

t The Bishop states in an official letter to Mr. Shepstone:-" The first 
petition in the matter was presented on March 1, and more than five 
weeks elapsed before permission to appeal was granted (April 9) ; and then 
my request to be allowed to see the prisoner with a view to preparing the 
appeal, first made on .April 16, was not granted till a month afterwards 
(May 16}, at which time the prisoner had been removed to Durban 
(May 1), which involved a delay of ten days more." 
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a wish. The question had been put to them in this 
form: "So ! you have been complaining ! you say you 
want to leave the place you have been sent to, and go to 
Bishopstowe ? " Whereupon the frightened lads, their 
spirits crushed by all that had befallen them, naturally 
answered : " We never complained, nor asked to go any
where "-which was perfectly tme. The Bishop, however, 
having heard in England an account of this from Miss 
Colenso, reported the matter to Lord Carnarvon, who gave 
the necessary instructions, and, on the Bishop's return, 
Mazwi and Siyepu entered the Bishopstowe school, which 
had already been established for the boys of the scattered 
tribe. Under the treatment which they there received 
they soon began ti> recover from their distress, and to lose 
the terrified expression in the eyes which characterised 
them painfully at first. But the health of Mazwi, the 
elder, was broken by hardship and confinement, and he 
died of consumption a few years after.1 

It soon became apparent that there must be something 
specially injurious to the prisoners in their life in gaol 
beyond the mere fact of confinement. Nearly all the men 
of the Hlubi tribe left it labouring under a dreadful -com~ 
plaint of a complicated form (said to be some species of 
elephantiasis), of which a considerable number died; 
others, as in Mazwi's case, falling victims to consumption. 
On inquiry it appeared that the fault lay in the e.uessi·ve 
washing to which every part of the building was habitually 
subjected - floors and bed-boards being perpetually 
scrubbed, an<l therefore seldom thoroughly dry. This 
state of things was naturally a trial to the constitutions 
of people accustomed to life in the warm smoke-laden 
atmosphere of a native hut. However beneficial it might 
be to the natives to instruct them in habits of cleanli
ness,2 this was hardly the way to do it, and the results 

1 He was a bright intelligent lad, keenly anxious for self-improvement, 
and with a great desire,,,unusual amongst his kind, to go to England, and 
sea a civilised country. 

2 The Zulus and Zulu-Kafirs bathe their persons frequently, but they have 
not our ideas of cleanliness in respect to dress and habitations, although 
they are very particular about their food, utensils, and other matters. 
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were disastrous. The peculiar complaint resulting from 
confinement in the city gaol was commonly known among~t 
the natives as the " gaol-disease," but it had not attracted 
the same attention while the victims to it were occasional 
convicts, as it did when it attacked a large number of 
innocent prisoners of war ! 

After the chief 'had been sent to Robben Island, it was 
represented, by those interested in his welfare, that to leave 
him there for the rest of his life without any of his family 
or people near him-except his son Malambule, who was to 
be released in five years' timt-would be a great and un
necessary addition to the hardship of his position; and it was 
finally decided that one of his wives and a servant of his own 
should be sent to join him in captivity, but not till six 
months after Langalibalele had been removed, by Lord Oar
narvon 's order, through the intervention of the Bishop, from 
Robben Island-where he had been imprisoned twelve 
months, besides eight months previously in Natal, to 
Hitvlugt; an adjoining portion of the mainland, bleak and 
barre11 indeed, but an improvement upon Robben Island. 
A few days after this decision a story was circulated in the 
colony, causing some amusement, and a little triumph on 
the part of the special opponents of the chief and his cause : 
it was to the effect that "out of all Langalibalele's wives 
not one was willing to go to him," and many were the 
sarcastic comments made upon the want of family . affec
tion thus evinced by the natives. On due inquiry it 
turned out that the manner in which the question had 
been: put to them was one highly calculated to produce a 
negative answer. Native policemen, who were sent to 
the kraals where they were living, to inquire which of 
them would be willing to go, accosted them with " Come 
along! come along and be killed with your chief!" which 
proposition was not unnaturally looked upon with con-

. siclerable disfavour. When, however, the matter was 
properly explained to them, they all expressed their 
willingness to go, although a journey across the (to them) 
great unknown element was by no means a trifling matter 
in their eyes. The woman selected in the first instance 
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was one Nokwetuka, who then came to Bishopstowe, where 
she was fitted out for her journey, and provided with 
suitable clothes.1 She joined her husband as proposed, 
as also did a lad of the tribe ]fife, who happened to be 
r~iding (free) at the Cape, and obtained permission to 
attend upon his chief. Six months afterwards two other 
women, and after six months more a little son were added 
to the party.2 

For the son, Malambule, however, there was no possi
bility of making any such· arrangements during the five 
years of his captivity, as he was a bachelor; although 
when he was captured he had a bride in prospect, the 
separation from and probable loss of whom weighed greatly 
upon his mind. He could not even learn whether she was 
yet alive, as so many women had been killed, and others had 
died since from the effects of the hardships they had 
undergone; while it was more t-han probable, supposing 
her to be yet living, that she might be given in marriage 
to some other more fortunate individual, either by the 
authority of her relatives, or as happened in another 
case, by that of the Government of Natal.3 

1 This was done at the expense of Government, which likewise allowed 
certain supplies of meal, salt, and a little meat to the car.tives. • 

2 The boy was 011e of those who in the meanwhile had learnt at 
Bishopstowe to read and write, and who therefore could be of some 
use to his father as scribe, although his usefulness in that respect is 
much curtailed by the exceeding caution of the Government, which in 
its absurd and causeless fear of "treasonable correspondence," will not 
allow written wor<ls of any description to reach or leave the poor old 
chief without official inspection. This precaution goes so far that in one 
instance some mats made by the women for Miss Colenso, and sent from 
Uitvlngt (the place of Langalibalele's confinement after he was removed 
from tlie island), never reached their destination, owing to the paper 
attached, signifying for whom they were intended, being removed, as 
coming under the bead of prohibited liberties. Another case is that of a 
lady who visited the family in September, 1879, and asked them to tell 
her what trifles they would like her to send them from Cape Town, but 
found that she had no power to send some babies' socks which the women 
had chosen, and a comforter for the old man's neck, except through an • 
official individual and by formal permission. 

• A woman, wife of one of the fugitives, being taken prisoner during 
the expedition, found favour, much against her will, in the eyes of one 
Adam (a follower of the Secretary for Native Affairs), who asked to be 
allowed to take her as his wife. Permission was granted, but the woman 
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Towards the end of his imprisonment, Malambule grew 
very rei:stless and morose ; and, when he found himself de
tained some time after the term of years had elapsed, he 
became extremely indignant and difficult to manage, being 
in fact in a far more "rebellious" frame of mind than he 
evP,r was before. On one occasion he showed so much 
temper that it was thought necessary to put him under 
temporary restraint in the gaol. Apparently he was very 
wise in giving so much trouble, for it was shortly found 
expedient to let him go. He was sent back to Natal, but 
still treated as a prisoner until he reached Pietermaritz
burg, where he was finally set at liberty ; putting in a 
sudden and unexpected appearance at Bishopstowe, where 
he was joyfully welcomed by his own people. He did not, 
however, spend much time amongst them, but hurried off 
as soon as possible up-country to find his bride. It is 
pleasant to be able to record that he found her just in 
tin1e to prevent another marriage being arranged for her, 
and that his return was as satisfactory an event to her 
as to himself. 

refused, saying that she had a husband already, to whom she was attached. 
Her wishes were disregarded, anJ she was conveyed home by Adam, from 
whom she shortly escaped. Adam applied to ,the nearest magistrate for 
an orJer to take forcible possession of the fugitive, and the woman was 
thrown into gaol by the magistrate, until she should consent to be Adam's 
wife. The man took her home a second time, and she again escaped from 
him ; in fact her determination was so great that the matter was finally 
given up altogether. Eventually she rejoined her own husband, who 
received her and her child with the kindness which her constancy 
deserved. 

E 
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THE PUTINI TRIBE. 

To assist in paying the expenses of the expedition, 
" Government " had " eaten up" the small tribe commonly 
known as the "Putini," but properly called the "Amangwe" 
tribe, "Putini" being, in reality, the name of their late 
chief, who died shortly before the disturbances, leaving 
the sole custody of their infant son and heir to his young 
widow, who accordingly held the position and dignity of 
chieftainess in the tribe. 

To say that the "eating up" of these people was an 
utter mistake is to say no more than can honestly be said 
concerning Langalibalele's tribe, the .Ama-Hlubi; but, in the 
case of the Putini people, the mistake was a more flagrant 
one, and, when all was said and <lone, there was no possi
bility of making out a charge against them at all. Finally 
the fact stared the Government (both at home and in 
Natal) in the face that a tribe had been attacked, members 
of it killed, the people taken prisoners and stripped of all 
their possessions, without even the shadow of a reason for 
such treatment being forthcoming. 

Major (by this time Lieutenant-Colonel) Durnford speci
ally took up the cause of this injured and innocent p·eople. 
It was plajn enough that the Government at home would 
never ratify the action taken against the Amangwe tribe 
by the Government in Natal; and that sooner or later the 
latter wo.ulci be forced, in this instance, to undo their work 
as far as possible-to restore the people to their location, 
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and to disgorge at least part of their plunder :-and it was 
evident to Colonel Durnford that the sooner this was done 
the better for all parties. The Nat.al Government would 
put itself in a more dignified position by voluntarily and 
speedily making full amends for the wrong done, and doing 
of its own accord what eventually it would be obliged to 
do at the command of the home Government. It was also 
of special importance to the people themselves that they 
should be allowed to return to their homes in time to plant 
their crops for the following year. 

About May, 187 4, it had been decided by the Govern
ment that Lieutenant-Colonel Durnford, in his capacity of 
Colonial Engineer, should take a working party to the 
Draakensberg Mountains, and blow up, or otherwise de
stroy, all the passes by which ingress or egress could be 
obtained. The chief object of this demolition was that of 
giving confidence to the up-country districts, the inhabit
ants of which were in perpetual fear of inroads from the 
scattered members of the outlawed tribe. They had indeed 
certain grounds for such apprehensions, as one or two 
attacks had been made upon farmhouses since the expedi
tion. Even these demonstrations were not evidence of 
organised resistance, but mere individual acts of vengeance 
committed by single men or small parties, in return for. 
brutalities inflicted upon the women and children belonging 
to them. They were, however, sufficient to keep the country 
in perpetual alarm, which it was highly advisable should 
be checked. 

The demolition of the passes being decided upon, Colonel 
Durnford applied for the services of the male Putini pri
soners, some eighty in number, and induced the Gover11-
ment to promise the men their liberty, with that of the 
rest of the tribe, if, on their return, when the work should 
be finished, the Colonel could give them a good character. 

He left Pietermaritzbnrg with his party of pio11eers and 
a company of the 75th Regiment, under Captain Boyes and 
Lieutenant Trower, in May, and spent some months in 
the complete destruction of the Draakensberg passes, re
turning to · the capital· in September. The movement at 

B 2 
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first raised violent though unavailing opposition amongst 
the colonists, who persisted in looking upon the Putini 
men as bloodthirsty rebels, who might at any moment 
break loose upon them and ravage the country. But 
when the whole party returned from the mountains, 
without a. single case of misconduct or desertion amongst 
them-although they had had hard work and undergone 
great hardships (shared to the full by Colonel Durnford, 
who suffered to the end of his life from the effects of 
intense cold upon his wounded arm)-the colonists ceased 
to look upon them as desperate ruffians, and soon forgot 
their fears. Meanwhile the Colonel found considerable 
difficulty in obtaining the actual freedom of the tribe, for 
which he a.nd his eighty pioneers had worked so hard and 
suffered so much. .AJJ.y less resolute spirit would have 
been beaten in the· contest, for " Government" was de
termined not to give way an inch more than could possibly 
be helped. 

However, the matter was carried through at last, and 
the whole tribe returned to their devastated homes-in
cluding the eighty pioneers, to whom the Colonel had 
paid the full wages of free labourers for the time during 
which they had worked-in good time to plant their crops 
• for the coming year. Eventually they also received some 
small compensation for the property of which they had 
been robbed, though nothing even approaching to a.n 
equivalent for all that ha.d been taken from them or 
destroyed by the GoYernment force in 1873.1 

The same party of mounted Basutos who were with 
Colonel Durnford a.t the Bushman's River Pass affair, 
accompanied him throughout this second more peaceful 
expedition, a.nd remained his devoted followers for the 
rest of his life. 

The colony was tranquil a.gain, and gradually the im
mediate consequences of the expedition vanished below 
the surface of everyday life, except in the minds of those 

1 From this tribe were taken "7,400 head of cattle, 1,000 calves, 
besides horses, sheep, and goats," valued at about 25,000l. 
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who had suffered by it. But one important result was 
obtained. England was once more convinced that- the 
time for withdrawing her troops from the colony and 
leaving it to protect itself bad not yet arrived. Some 
such project had been entertained during the previous 
year, and its speedy accomplishment was frequently fore
told ; but such a proceeding would have been fatal to the 
plans of the empire-making politicians. The impossibility 
of withdrawing the troops was clearly established by turn
ing a molehill into a mountain-by proving how critical 
the condition of the native mind within the colony was 
considered to be by those who should be the best judges 
-so that it was thought necessary to tum out the whole 
available European force, regular and irregular, upon the 
slightest sign of disturbance ; and most of all by creating 
such a panic in the colonial mind as had not existed since 
the early days of Natal 

It is douhtful how soon the Secretary of State for the 
Colonies himself knew the extent to which the operations 
of 1873-4 could be made subservient to bis great con
federation scheme ; or rather, to spei,.k more correctly, 
how seriously the latter must be injured by any attempt 
to set right the injustice done to the Hlubi tribe. When 
the Bishop went to England 1 and pleaded in person the 
cause of the injured people, there can be no doubt that 
Lord Carnarvon was fuUy impressed by the facts then 
made known to him. None of the despatches sent home 
could in the least justify the proceedings of his subordi
nates in Natal Lord Carnarvon's own words, expressing 
his disapproval of the action taken against the two tribes, 
and requiring that all possible restitution should be made 
to them, show plainly enough that at the period of the 
Bishop's visit t-0 him, with all the facts of the case before 
him, his judgment in the matter coincided with that of 
the Bishop himself. The latter returned to Natal, satisfied 
that substantial justice would now be done, or a~ all events 
that the suffering already inflicted upon the innocent 

1 Reach.iug home early in October, 18H. 
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Hlubi and Amangwe tribes, by the rash and mistaken 
action of the Government, would be alleviated to the 
utmost extent considered possible without lowering that 
Government in the eyes of the people. 

Certain steps, indeed, were immediately taken. Orders 
were sent out for the release of the Putini people, which 
order Colonel Durnford had already induced the Natal 
Government to anticipate; and a further order was notified 
that the tribe should be compensated for the losses sus
tained by them during the late expedition. In the case 
of Langalibalele and bis tribe, although it was not thought 
advisable to reinstate them in their old position, every 
effort was to be made to mitigate the severity with which 
they had been treated. A few extracts from the Earl of 
Carnarvon's despatch on the subject will best show the 
tone in which he wrote, and that the Bishop might reason
ably feel satisfied that mercy and consideration would be 
shown to the oppressed people. 

The Earl of Carnarvon, after reviewing the whole pro
ceeding, comments somewhat severely upon the mauner 
in which the trial had been conducted. On this point he 
says : " I feel bound to express my opinion that there are 
several points open to grave observation and regr~t." He 
speaks of the u peculiar and anomalous " constitution of 
the court, the equally "peculiar" law by which the prisoner 
was tried, and of " the confusion and unsatisfactory result 
to which such an anomalous blending of civilised and 
s.1.vnge terms and procedure must lead." He remarks 
that it was in his judgment "a grave mistake to treat the 
plea of the prisoner as one of guilty ; " and h~ says, " st,ill 
more serious, because it involved practical consequences 
of a very grave nature to the prisoner, was the absence of 
counsel on his behalf." Entering into the various charges 
brought against the prfaoner, and the evidence produced 
to support them, he dismisses the magistrate's accusation 
of "general indications, of which, however, it is difficult 
to give special instance, of impatience of control," and the 
comments of the Governor and Secretary for Native Affairs 
on the same as unimportant, with the words, " I am brmnd 
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t;o say that • the evidence does not appear t;o me fully 
to support these statements." 1 

Reviewing the circumstances and evidence concerning 
the unregistered guns, he says : " I am brought t-0 tbP. 
conclusion that, though there was probably negligence--it 
may be more or less culpable-in complying with the law, 
there was no sufficient justification for the charge in the 
indictment that Langalibalele did encourage and conspire 
with the people under him t;o procure firearms and retain 
them, as he and they well knew contrary t;o law, for the 
purpose and with the intention of, by means of such fire
arms, resisting the authority of the Supreme Chief." Of 
the extent t;o which the chiefs disobedience, in not appear
ing when summoned by Government, was due t;o a 
" deliberately-planned scheme of resistance in concert with 
others, or the mere effect of an unfounded panic," the Earl 
remarks: "Unfortunately this was not made clear." .And, 
finally, referring t;o the charge of insulting the Government 
messengers, he says : " I am obliged, with great regret, to 
conclude that this very important portion of the evidence 
given against the prisoner at the trial was so far untrust
worthy as t;o leave it an open question whether the indigni
ties of which the witness complained may not have 
amounted to no more than being obliged t;o take off his 
coat, which might be a pre'caution dictated by fear, and 
nothing else." 

Having thus censured the proceedings of his sub
ordinates on every point, he says : 

"That the .Amahlubi tribe. should be removed from its 
location may have been a political necessity which, after 
all that had occurred, was force-:1 upon you, and I fear 2 

it is out of the question t;o reinstate them in the position, 
whether of land or property, which they occupied pre
viously. The relations of the colony with the natives, 
both within and without its boundaries, render this im-

1 Acta of " defiance " and " resistance," too vagne for any special 
instance to be given, probably striking his lordship as being of a slightly 
imaginary character. 

1 Implying plainly that strict justice wonld demand it. 
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possible. But every care should be taken to obviate the 
hardships and to mitigate the severities which, assuming 
the offence of the chief and his tribe to be even greater than 
I have estimated it, have jar exceeded tlie lirm·ts of jmtice. 1 

Not only should the terms of the amnesty of the 2nd May 
last be scrupulously observed, but as far as possible means 
should be provided by which the members of the tribe may 
be enabled to re-establish themselves in settled occupa
tions." 2 Lord Carnarvon further says: "With respect to 
the Putini tribe, I have in their case also expressed my 
opinion that no sufficient cause has been shown for re
moving them from their location. I can discover no 
indication of their conspiracy or combination with Langa
libalele, beyond the vague and wholly uncorroborated 
apprehension of some movement on their part in connec
tion with the supposed tendencies of his tribe; and there
fore I can see no good reason for any punishment on this 
ground." 

The proclamation to the native population inclosed in 
this despatch contained the following sentences : 

'' Langalibalele we release from imprisonment on the 
island in the sea, but he shall not return to Natal. The 
Amahlubi may,_ if they choose, when that is prepared 
which is to be -prepared, go to him, but he will not be 
allowed to go to the Amahlubi." 

In all that Lord Camarvon thought fit to say on this 
occasion he does not express the slightest approval of any 
person concerned, or action taken, except of the " conduct 
of Colonel Durnford, whose forbearance and humanity 
towards the natives" the says) "has attracted my atten
tion." A despatch of the same date (3rd December, 1874) 
recalls Sir Benjamin Pine from the government of Natal. 

Anything more thoroughly condemnatory could hardly 
be imagined, although it may be reasonably questioned 
how far justice was done to Sir Benjamin Pines by the 

1 Author's italics. 
' No notice was ever taken of the recommendation. 
1 It is reported that Sir B. Pine has felt the injustice to himself so keenly 

that he refuses longer to acknowledge his title of K.C.M.G., aod styles 
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whole weight of mismanagement being placed upon his 
shoulders, while his coadjutor and adviser, Mr. Shepstone, 
on whose opinion he had acted throughout, and whose 
word, by his supposed knowledge of native ways and 
character, was law throughout the affair, was promoted 
and rewarded. 

After perusing Lord Camarvon's remarks and direc
tions, my readers may imagine that some very good result 
would be produced on the fortunes of both tribes, but in 
this supposition they would be greatly mistaken. Nor, 
unless they had been in the habit of perusing South 
African despatches with attention, would it occur to theru 
how easily the proclamation quoted frorµ, drawn up by 
Mr. Shepstone, could be evaded. The proclamation itself 
is almost childish in its foolish way of informing the 
people that they had behaved very badly, and deserved all 
they had got, but would be relieved of their punishment 
by the mercy of the Queen, and must behave very well 
and gratefully in future. Such exhortations to people 
who were perfectly aware that they had been treated with 
the utmost injustice were rather likely to raise secret con
tempt than respect in the minds of an intelligent people, 
who would have far better understood an honest declara
tion that " we have punished you, under the impression 
that you had done what we find you did not do, and will 
therefore make it up to you as much as possible." 

The two important sentences of the proclamation (already 
quoted at p. 56), however, were capable of being adapted 
to an extent of which Lord Camarvon probably did not 
dream. His lordship can hardly have intended the first 
sentence by which Langalibalele was released "from im
prisonment on the island in the sea," simply to mean that 
he was to be conveyed to the nearest (most dreary) main
land, and imp1isoned there, within the limits of a small 
and barren farm, where every irritating restriction and 

himself simply Mr. Pine. There can be little doubt that in point of fact 
Mr. Shepstone was mainly responsible for &11 that happened ; but " tl11· 
right man to annex the Transvaal " could not well be spared, and a scn}'c· 
goat was found for him in Sir Benjamin Pine. 
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annoying regulation were still imposed five years after. 
The words " he shall not return to Natal," certainly <lo not 
imply rigid confinement to a small extent of land, where 
friends, white or black, are not allowed to visit him, or send 
the most innocent presents without tedious delay and 
official permission. The second sentence is an admirable 
specimen of South African art. The people might go to 
their chief if they chose, " when that i,s prepared wh,ick 
i,s to be prepa1·ed "-but which never has been yet. 

We give Lord Carnarvon full credit for not having the 
slightest notion that this clause would have no result 
whatever, as nothing ever would be " prepared." Year 
after year has dragged on-one or two women 1 and a 
couple of boys being allowed, as a great favour, to join 
the old chief during that time. But every difficulty has 
always been raised about it, and not the slightest attempt 
has been made to enable or permit the tribe or any part of 
it to follow. 

When the chief and his son were first removed from 
Robben Island to Uitvlugt, a desolate and unfruitful 
piece of ground on the adjoining mainland, at a consider
able distance from the nearest dwelling-place of any 
description, it was understood that the family would live 
in comparative liberty, being merely "under surveil
lance;" that· is to say, that some suitable person or 
persons would be appointed by the Cape Government 
to live within reach of them, and to be answerable for 
their general good behaviour, for their gratification in 
every reasonable wis~ or request, and for their making no 
attempt to escape from the Cape Colony and return to 
their homes in Natal. 

Strict justice would have required that the chief and 
his people-those that were left of them-should be 
restored to their location, as was done in the case of the 
other tribe, and that both should be repaid the full ascer
tainable value of the property taken from them or 
destroyed ; but politicians in these our days place " ex
pediency" so far above justice and truth, that men who 

1 Three at last. 
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are fighting for the latter out-of-date objects may well be 
thankful for the smallest concession to their side. 

The Bishop accordingly was satisfied that tl1e new 
arrangement proposed for the captive chiefs comfort was 
as good a one as he could expect from Lord Carnarvon, 
although not what he might have done himself had the 
power lain with him. But when he signified his satisfac
tion in the matter, it was certainly on the assumption that 
La.ngalibalele was to be made to feel his captivity as little 
as possible upon the mainland-in fact that it was to 
consist merely in his inability to leave the colony, or, 
without permission, the land assigned to him in it. But 
that such reasonable permission should be easily obtain
able-that as many of his family and tribe as desired to 
do so should be allowed to join him there-that no galling 
restraints (such as still exist) should be imposed upon him, 
were certainly conditions proposed by Lord Carnarvon and 
accepted by the Bishop. 

When the Bishop returned to Natal, however, he was 
preceded by one who undid much of the work which the 
other had done, and who before very long returned again . 
to England, and became Lord Carnarvon's adviser in 
respect of affairs in Natal, Transvaal, and Zululand. Mr. 
Shepstone could have brought no new light to bear upon 
the subject-he could have given Lord Carnarvon no fresh 
facts which had not appeared already in the despatches, 
through which the Natal Government had been in constant 
communication with him. It was not likely that Mr. Shep
stone should possess information hitherto unknown to the 
rest of the world, including Lord Carnarvon himself, which 
should have the power of entirely altering the latter's 
deliberately-formed judgment upon the subject under con
sideration. But had this been so, Lord Carnarvon would 
assuredly have communicat~d the fact to the Bishop, with 
whom he had parted in complete unanimity of opinion, 
and to whom, and through whom to the unhappy chief, 
promises had been made and hopes held out, destined, 
apparently, never to l,e fulfilled. 

It is needless to conjecture what may have passe.d 
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hetween Lord Carnarvon and the man who reached 
England somewhat under a cloud, with certain errors to 
answer for to a chief who was well up in facts beforehand, 
but who, in 1876, appears as Sir Theophilus Shepstone, 
K.C.M.G., with a commission as administrator of the 
Transvaal hidden in the depths of his pocket. The facts 
speak for themselves. The desire of the Secretary of 
State to achieve confederation in South Africa (the South 
African Empire !), the peculiar capabilities of Mr. Shep
stone for dealing with the native and Dutch races of the 
country, and the considerable check which "strict justice" 
to the injured tribes would be to the great confederation 
scheme, are sufficient grounds for believing that absolution 
.for the past, and immunity from the consequences of his 
acts were purchased by the engagement, on Mr. Shepstone's 
part, to carry out in quiet and successful manner the first 
decided step towards the great project of confederation and 
empire, namely, the annexation of the Transvaal. In the 
light cast by succeeding events, it is plain that nothing 
would have been much more inconvenient in the scheme of 
South African politics than any measure which would be 
a censure upon Mr. Shepstone, or prevent his promotion to 
a higher office in the State. 

That no such alteration in the opinion of the Secretary 
of State ever really took place may be gathered from his 
very decided though courteous replies to the appeals made 
to him from the colony, to the addresses from the Legisla
tive Council and other colonists, containing protests against 
Lord Carnarvon's decisions, and professing to give additional 
evidence against the tribes in question which would com
pletely justify the proceedings of the colonial Government, 
and the severities of their punishment. 

To all that could be thus alleged Lord Carnarvon 
replies : " I did not form my opinion until I had received 
and considered the fullest explanation which the Govern
ment whose acts are questioned desired to place before me, 
and in considering the case I had the advantage of personal 
communication with an officer who was speciaJly deputed 
to represent the Government of Natal before me, and who, 
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from his knowledge, ability, and experience, was perhap)) 
better qualified than any other to discharge the duty which 
was confided to him. I fail to find in the present docu
ments the explanations which are promised in the add1·ess 
to Her Majesty, or indeed any evidence so specific or con
clusive as to affect the opinion which, after the most 
anxiouR consideration, Her Majesty's Government formed 
upon this case."-(P. P. (C. 1342-1] p. 45.) 

In another despatch of the same date (July 27, 1875, 
[C. 1342-1] p. 46), addressed to the officer administel'qlg 
the Government, Natal, he concludes: "As there is 
apparently no prospect of arriving at an agreement of 
opinion on several points, there is, perhaps, no advantage 
in continuing the discussion of them." Nevertheless, 
although holding so clear and decided a judgment, Lord 
Carnarvon permitted his just and humane directions for 
the treatment of the injured tribes to be practically set 
aside by those in authority under him. 1 

1 It would be an injustice to an a.,sociation, called into existence and 
maintained by a true spirit of Christian charity, to pass over in silence 
the active, if seemingly ineffectual, efforts of the Aborigines Protection 
Society to obtain justice for the unfortunate people of the l'utini tribe. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY. 

WU.AT BE CAKE FOR, WBA.T BE DID 1 A.ND WHAT UE DID NOT DO. 

ENGLAND, however, was beginning to feel that her 
South African possessions were in an unsettled condition, 
although in point of fact they were quiet enough until she 
meddled with them in the blundering well-meaning fashion 
in which she has handled them ever since. It was patent, 
indeed, that some interference was required, when innocent 
tribes were liable to such cruel injustice as that inflicted 
upon the Ama-Hlubi and Amangwe in 1873, and, if her 
interference was honestly intended on their behalf, she 
has at least the credit of the " well-meaning" attributed 
to her above. Whatever her intentions may have been, 
however, the result has been a progress from bad to worse, 
culminating at last in the late unhappy Zulu War. 

It is believed by many that England possesses but one 
man upon whom she can place any reliance in times of 

• difficulty an~ danger, and accordingly Natal shortly 
received notice that Sir Garnet Wolseley was coming to 
"settle her affairs;" and t.he Natalians, with feelings 
varying from humble and delighted respect to bitter and 
suspicious contempt, prepared themselves to be set straight 
-or not-according to their different sentiments. 

The great man and his "brilliant staff;" as it was soon 
popularly called by the colonists-not without a touch 
of humour-arrived in Natal upon the last day of March, 
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1875, and on the 1st of April he took the oaths as 
Administrator of the Government at Pietermaritzburg. 

He immediately corumenced a series of entertainments, 
calculated by their . unusual number and brilliancy to 
dazzle the eyes of young Natalian damsels. These latter, 
accustomed as they were to very occasional and com
paratively quiet festivities, and balls at which a few of the 
subalterns of the small garrison at Fort Napier were their 
most valued partners, found themselves in a new world of 
a most fascinating description, all ablaze with gold and 
scarlet, V.C.'s, C.R.'s, titles, and clever authors. And, 
what was more, all these striking personages paid them the 
most gracious attentions-attentions which varied accord
ing to the importance of the young ladies' male relatives 
to the political scheme afoot. Meanwhile dinner after 
dinner was given to the said relatives ; Sir Garnet 
Wolsel~y entertained the whole world, great and small, 
and the different members of his staff had each his 
separate duty to perform-his list of people to be "fasci
nated" in one way or another, For a short time, perhaps, 
the popularity desired was achieved in consequence of 
their united and persevering efforts, although from the 
very first there were voices to be heard casting suspicion 
upon those who were "drowning the conscience of the 
colony in sherry and champagne ; " and there were others, 
more far-sighted still, who grimly pointed out to the 
gratified and flattered recipients of this " princely hospi
tality" the very reasonable consideration : " You will 
have to pay for the sherry and champagne yourselves in 
the end." 

Undoubtedly the conviction that the colony would 
pay dear for its unwonted gaiety-that it was being 
" humbugged" and befooled-soon stole upon the people. 
While the daughters enjoyed their balls, their fathers had 
to buy their ball-dresses; and while the legislative council
lors and all their families were p~rpetually and graciously 
entertained at Government House, the question began to 
arise: "What is the object of it all?" 
• All unusual treatment calls forth special scrutiny, and 
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it is to be doubted whether Sir Garnet's lA.vish hospitality 
and (almost) universally dropped honey, with all the 
painful labours of his brilliant staff combined, did more 
than awaken the suspicions which a course of proceedings 
involving less effort would have failed to evoke. Even 
the most ignorant of Dutch councillors would be wise 
enough to know that when a magnate of the land treated 
him and his family as bosom friends and equals of his 
own, the said magnate must want to "get something out 
of bim "-even the most untaught and ingenuous of 
colonial maidens would soon rate at their true value the 
pretty speeches of the "men of note," who would have 
had them believe that, after fr~quenting all the gayest 
and most fashionable scenes of the great world, they had 
come to Natal and found their true ideal upon its distant 
shores. 

A vast amount of trouble and of energy was thrown 
away by all concerned, while the few whose eyes wel'e 
open from the first stood by and watched to see what 
would come of it. The question remains unanswered to 
this day. That the annexation of the Transvaal by Sir 
Garnet Wolseley did Mt come of it, is to that discreet 
general's great credit. And had his decision-that the 
work which he was specially sent out to do 1 was one for 
which the country was not ripe, and would not be. for 
many years-been accepted and acted upon by England, 
the expense of his six months' progress through Natal 
would have been well worth incurring indeed, for in that 
case there would have been no Zulu War. But this, 
unfortunately for all parties, was not the case. 

The popular answer in Natal to the question, "What 
did Sir Gamet Wolseley do for you 1 " is, " He got us up 
an hour earlier in the morning ; " an excellent thing truly, 
but a costly hour, the history of which is as follows : For 
many years the city of Pietermaritzburg, known as "Sleepy 
Hollow " to its rivals of another and, in its own opinion, a 
busier town, had set all its clocks and watches, and regu
lated all its business hours by the sound of a gun, fired 

1 The annexation of the Transvaal :-so stated by one of his own staff'. 
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daily from Fort Napier at nine o'clock A.M., the signal for 
which came from the town itself. The gun was frequently 
credited :with being too fast or slow by a few seconds or 
even minutes, and on one occasion was known to have 
been wrong by half an hour; a mistake which was reme
died in the most original fashion, by setting the gun back 
a minute and a half daily till it sbould have returned to 
the proper time; to the utter confusion of all the chro
nometers in the neighbourhood. But, right or wrong, the 
nine-o'clock gun was the regulator of city time, including 
that of all country places wit.bin reach of its report. 1'he 
natives understood it, and "gun-fire " was their universal 
hour of call; the shops were opened at its sound, and but 
little business done before it. But during Sir Garnet 
Wolseley's reign in Natal it occurred, not withou.t reason, 
to the member of his staff whom he placed in temporary 
authority over the postal and other arrangements of the 
colony, that nine o'clock was too late for a struggling com
munity to begin its day, and he therefore altered the 
original hour of gun-fire to that of eight A.M. How far the 
alteration really changed the habits of the people it is hard 
to say, or how many of them may now let the eight-o'clock 
gun wake them instead of sending them to work, but the 
change remains an actual public proof of the fact that in 
1875 Sir Garnet Wolseley visited Natat 

A more important measure was the bill which he carried 
through the Legislative Assembly for the introduction of 
eight nominee members to be chosen by the Government, 
thereby throwing the balance of power into the hands of 
the executive, unless, indeed, nominee members should be 
chosen independent enough to take their own course. 
Whether this measure was looked upon as very important 
by those who proposed it, or whether the energy displayed 
was for the purpose of convincing the public mind that 
such really was Sir Garnet's great object in Natal, it is not 
so easy to decide. But looking back through the events 
of the last few years one is strongly tempted to suspect 
that the whole visit to Natal, and all the display made 
there, was nothing but a pretence, a blind to hide our 

F 
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designs upon the Transvaal, for which Sir Garnet wisely 
considered that the country was not ripe. 

But if in tbfa instance we are bound to admire Sir 
Gamet W olseley's good sense, we must, on the other 
band, greatly deprecate his behaviour towards the two 
unfortunate tribes whose sorrows have been recorded, and 
towards those who took an interest in their welfare and 
just treatment-more especially towards the Bishop of 
NataJ..l 

From the very first Sir Garnet's tone upon native matters, 
and towards the Bishop, were entirely opposed to that used 
by Lord Carnarvon. Every attempt made bythe Bishop 
to place matters upon a friendly footing, which would 
enable the new Governor to take advantage of his 
thorough acquaintance with the natives, was checked ; 
nor through the whole of his governorship did he ever 
invite the Bishop's confidence or meet him in the spirit in 
which he was himself prepared to act; a course of pro
ceeding most unfortunately imitated by some of his suc
cessors, especially Sir Bartle Frere, who only "invited 
criticism of his policy "-and received it-when too late to 
be of any avail except to expose its fallacies. 

It is impossible to rise from a perusal of the despatches 
written by Sir Garnet after his arrival in Natal, in answer 
or with reference to matters in which the Bishop .was 

1 It is neither customary nor convenient to speak publicly of a parent, 
• and I desire to let facts speak for themselves as much as possible. I feel, 
however, bound to remark that of all the mistakes made by a succession 
of rulers in Natal, perhaps the most foolish and unneceseary has been 
that jealousy of episcopal or " unofficial" interference, which has blinded 
them to the fact that the Bishop bas always been ready to give i&nr assist• 
ance in his power to the local Government in carrying out all 3uat and 
expedient measures towards the natives, without claiming any credit or 
taking any apparently prominent position beyond his own ; and, so long 
a!I justice is done, would greatly prefer its being done by those in office. 
He has never interfered, except when his duty as a man, and as the 
servant of a jUBt and merciful Master, has made it imperatively necessary 
that be should do so ; nor does he covet any political power or influence. 
To a Government which intends to carry out a certain line of policy in 
defiance of juRtice and honour, he would ever be an opponent ; but one 
which honeatly aims at the truth would assuredly meet with his earnest 
llUi'POl't. 
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concerned, without comi~ to the conclusion that from 
the very beginning. his ID1Dd was prejudiced against the 
Bishop's course, and that he had no sympathy with him 
or the people in whom he was interested. Far from at
tempting to carry out Imd Carnarvon's instructions in the 
spirit in which they were undoubtedly given, he set aside 
some, and gave an interpretation of his own ~ others, 
which considerably altered their effect; while bis two de
spatches, dated May 12th and 17th, show plainly enough 
the bias of his mind. 

The first is on the subject of the return of Langalibalele, 
which the Bishop bad recommended, offering to receive 
him upon his own land at Bishopstowe, and to make him
self responsible, within reasonable limits, for the chief's 
good behaviour. Sir Garnet " would deprecate in the 
strongest terms" such return. "Langalibalele," he says, 
" as I am informed by all classes here, official and non
official (a very small knot of men of extreme views ex
cepted), is regarded by the native population at large as a 
chief who, having defied the authorities, and in doing so 
occasioned the murder of some white men, is now suffering 

• for that conduct." While thus avoiding the direct re
sponeibility of sitting " in judgment upon past events," by 
quoting from " all classes here," be practically confirms 
their opinion by speaking of those who differ from them as 
" a very small knot of men of extreme views ; " and he 
further commits himself to the very unsoldierlike expres
sion of " murder" as applied to the death of the five men 
at the Bushman's River Pass, speaking in the same para
graph of the punishment of the chief as " a serious warning 
to all other Ka.fir chiefs . . . . . . to avoid imitating his 
example." Without mentioning the Bishop by name, he 
makes repeated allusions to him in a tone calculated t-0 

give an utterly false impression of his action and character. 
"To secure these objects" (the future safety of the colony 
and the true interests of white and black) "it is essential 
that a good feeling should exist between the two races ; 
and I am bound to say that. in ruy opinion those who, by 
the line of conduct they adopt, keep alive the recollecti1111 

F 2 
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of past events," 1 etc. etc. " I have no wish to attribute to 
those who adopt this policy any interested motives. I am 
sure that they are actuated by feelings of high philan
thropy," ( 1 simple justice and honesty,) "and nothing is . 
further from my mind than a wish to cast any slur upon 
them. Yet I must say that from the manner in which they 
refuse to believe all evidence that does not coincide with 
their own peculiar views, and from the fact of their regard
ing the condition~ of affairs in Natal from one standpoint 
alone, I am forced to consider them impractical (sic), and 
not to be relied on as advisers by those who are responsible 
for the good government of all classes." In the following 
paragraphs he speaks of " sensational narratives oftentimes 
based upon unsifted evidence," "highly-coloured accounts," 
and "one-sided, highly-coloured, and, in some instances, 
incorrect statements that have been made public in a sen
sational manner," all which could refer to the Bishop alone. 
If by regarding the condition of affairs in Natal from one 
standpoint alone, Sir Gamet Wolseley means the stand
point of British honour and justice, and looks upon those 
who hold it as "impractical," there is little more to say. 
But Sir Garnet can never have given his attention to the 
Bishop's printed pamphlets, and could therefore have no 
right to an opinion as to his reception or treatment of 
evidence, or he would not venture to use the expressions 
just quoted of one who had never made an assertion with
out the most careful and patient sifting of the grounds for it, 
whose only object was to establish the truth, whatever that 
mi,ght be, and who was only too glad whenever his investi
gations threw discredit upon a tale of wrong or oppression. 
That principles of strict honour and justice should in these 
our days be characterised ·as "peculiar views," is neither 
to the credit of the English nation nor of its " only man." 

1 "The recollection of paet events "-that is to say, of the slaughter of 
many men, women, and children, the destruction of homes, and the 
sufferings of the living ;-this can hardly with reason be said to be kept 
a.live by attemps to ameliorate the condition of those that remained, and 
to show them some small kindness and pity. How "a good feeling" wu 
to be restored between the victims and their conquerors by other means, 
Sir Garnet does not suggest. 
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In the second despatch mentioned Sir Gamet makes 
the following singular remark: " In the meantime I 
take the liberty of informing your lordship that the 

. words 'the Amahlubi may, if they choose, when that 
is prepared which is to be prepared, go to him,' are 
interpreted, by those who have taken an active part in 
favour of the tribe, as binding the Government to convey 
all members of the Ama-Hlubi tribe who may wish to join 
Langalibalele, to whatever place may be finally selected 
for his location. I do not conceive that any such meaning 
is intended, and should not recommend that such an inter- . 
pretation should be recognised. I think, however, it may 
fairly be matter for consideration whether Langalibalele's 
wives and children, who have lost all their property,1 
might not be assisted with passages by sea to join 
Langalibalele." 2 

It is difficult to imagine what other interpretation can 
be placed on the words of the proclamation, or how, after 
it had once been delivered, any narrower measures could 
be fairly considered, or require flll'ther "instructions." 

In subsequent letters Sir Gamet scouts altogether repre
sentations made by the Bishop of the destitute condition of 
members of the Hlubi tribe, replying to Lord Camarvon 
on the subject by enclosing letters from various magis
trates in different parts of the country denying that 
destitution existed ; saying that the people were " in 
sufficiently good circumstances ; " and most of them sug
gesting that, should anything like starvation ensue, the 
people have only to hire themselves· out as labourers to 
the white people. The Bishop would certainly never have 
made representations unsupported by facts; but in any 
case it is a question whether we had not some further 
duties towards a large number of innocent people whom 
we bad stripped of all their possessions, and whose homes 
and crops we had destroyed, than that of allowing them to 
labour for us at a low rate of wages; or whether the mere 

. 1 In common only with the rest of the tribe. 
' Three women and two children only ha.ve been allowed to joiu him. 
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fact of its being thus possible for all to keep body and 
soul together relieved us of the responsibility of having 
robbed and stripped them. 

These facts in themselves prove how different from 
Lord Carnarvon's feelings and intentions were those of 
his subordinate, and how real Sir Garnet's antagonism. 
It is not therefore surprising that the commands of the 
former were not, and have never been, carried out. 
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CHAPTER VII. 

THE MATSHANA INQUIRY AND COLONEL COLLEY. 

IN consequence of the threatened action for libel against 
the Bishop of Natal on account of statements made in his 
defence of Langalibalele, which Mr. John Shepstone con
sidered to be "of a most libellous and malicious nature," 
the Bishop had laid the matter before the Lieut.-Governor, 
Sir B. Pine, requesting him to direct an inquiry to be made 
into the truth of the said statements. This was refused by 
His Excellency through the acting Colonial Secretary in 
the following terms : "Your lordship has thought it right 
to make the most serious charges against an important and 
long-tried officer of this Government-charges, too, re
lating to a matter which occurred sixteen years ago.1 That 
officer has, in His Excellency's opinion, very properly called 
upon your lordship to retract those charges. Instead of 
doing this, you have appealed to the Lieut.-Governor t-0 
institute an inquiry as to the truth of the charges you 
have made. This the Lieut.-Governor has no hesitation 
in declining to do." Thereby prejudging the case without 
inquiry. 

'fhe Bishop's next action was to address a letter to the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies,2 which he requested 
the Lieutenant-Governor to forward with a copy of the 

1 Which did not prevent their being of the utmost importance in 
considering the case of the chief under trial at the time the statements 
were made. • 

1 See note, p. 44. 
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correspol,ldence which had already taken placP. on the 
subject, in order that His Excellency might be fully 
aware of what steps he was taking. 

This letter contained a short account of the facts which 
had led to his making the statements complained of-thl:l 
trial of Langalibalele, and the " fear of treachery " re
peatedly pleaded in excuse of the chiefs conduct, but 
treated with contempt both by the court below and the 
Executive Council (Court of Appeal), each including the 
Secretary for Native Affairs, and presided over by His 
Excellency. The statements made by the Bishop-not 
mere "charges " unsupported by evidence, but the deposi
tion of four eye-witnesses who might be cross-examined at 
will-would, if proved to be true, greatly tend to palliate 
the offences imputed to the chief: and should therefore not 
have been suppressed by the officer concerned, who had kept 
silence when a word from bis mouth would have cleared a 
prisoner on trial for his life from a very serious part of the 
charge against him. The Bishop therefore submitted that 
the fact of the events in question having taken place six
teen years before was no reason why they should not be 
brought to light when required for the prisoner's defence. 

As to the correspondence which ensued, it is sufficient 
for our present purpose to remark that on the 22nd of 
April, 1875, Lord Carnarvon directed Sir Garnet Wolseley 
to institute a careful inquiry into the matter, and suggested 
that under all the circumstances this inquiry might be 
best conducted by one or more of the senior officers of 
Sir Garnet's staff, who had accompanied him on special 
service to Natal. The correspondence which followed 
between the parties concerned, with arrangements for 
the summoning of witnesses and for the management 
of the trial, are also all to be found in the Bishop's 
pamphlet. The inquiry was to be of a private nature, 
no reporters to be admitted, nor counsel on either side 
permitted.1 The Bishop and Mr. Shepstone were each to 

1 Sir B. Pine complains in his desl'atch, December 31st, 1874, of the 
"intolerable injustice" of charges berng made against Mr. J. Shepstontl, 
upon evidence taken by the Bishop e;i; pa.rte, without the ,ajety of publwit11 
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be allowed the presence of one friend during the inquiry, 
who, however, was not to speak to the witnesses, or to 
address the officer holding the inquiry. In addition the 
Bishop asked, and received, permission to bring with him 
the native interpreter, through whom he was in the habit 
of conducting important conversations with natives, as his 
own Zulu, although sufficient for ordinary purposes, was 
not, in his opinion, equal to the requirements of the case, 
while Mr. J. Shepstone was familiar from childhood with . 
colloquial Kafir. 

In the Bishop's pamphlet he points out that the course 
which Lord Carnarvon had thought proper to adopt in this 
case was wholly his own, and proceeds as follows: a 
passage which we will quote entire:-

" And I apprehend that this inquiry, though of necessity 
directed mainly to the question whether Mr. John Shep
stone fired at Matshana or not, is not chiefly concerned 
with the character of the act imputed to him, described 
by the Secretary for Native Affairs as of a treacherous 
murderous nature, but involves the far more serious ques
tion whether that act, if really committed, was suppressed 
by Mr. John Shepstone at the time in his official report, 
was further suppressed by him when he appeared last year 
as Government prosecutor against a prisoner on trial for 
his life-who pleaded it as a very important part of his 
defence, but found his plea treated by the court, through 
Mr. John Shepstone's. silence, as a mere impudent ' pretext ' 
-and has been finally denied by him to the Secretary of 
State himself, and is still denied down to the present 
moment. Such an act as that ascribed to him, if duly 
reported at the time, might, I am well aware, have been 
justified by some, or at least excused, on grounds of 
public policy under the circumstances; though I, for my 
part, should utterly dissent from such a view. In that case, 
however, it would have been unfair and unwarrantable to 
have reproached Mr. Shepstone at the present time for an 

and the opportunity of cross-examination, Yet Sir Garnet Wolseley 
refused to allow publicity or searching cross-examination by experieucc1l 
advocates. 
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act which had been brought properly under the cognizance 
of his superiors. But the present inquiry, as I conceive, 
has chiefly in view the question whether the fact.c; really 
occurred as Mr. John Shepstone reported at first officially, 
and has since re-affirmed officially, or not." 

Colonel Colley, C.B., was the officer appointed to con
duct the inquiry, the commencement of which was fixed 
for August 2nd, 1875. 

The intervening period granted for the purpose was 
employed by the Bishop in summoning witnesses from 
all parts of the land; from Zululand, from the Free State, 
and distant parts of the colony. Matshana himself was 
summoned as a witness under an offer of safe-conduct from 
the Government. He, however, did not find it convenient, 
or was afraid, to trust himself in person ; but Cetshwayo 
sent some of his men in his place. The Bishop's object 
was to summon "indunas," or messengers, or otherwise 
prominent persons in the affair of 1858 ; men who were 
thoroughly trustworthy, and "had a backbone," and would 
not be afraid to speak the truth ; his desire being to get 
at that, truth, whatever it might be. Thirty-one men 
responded to his call, of whom, however, only twenty 
were examined in court, the Bishop giving way to Colonel 
Colley's wish in the matter, and to save the court's. time. 
Four other witnesses summoned by both the Bishop and 
Mr. Shepstone were examined, and nine more on Mr. 
Shepstone's behalf, called by him. The Bishop had con
siderable difficulty in procuring the attendance of the 
witnesses he required. The simple order of Mr. John 
Shepstone would suffice, by the mere lifting up of his 
finger, to bring down to Pietermaritzburg at once any 
natives whom he desired as witnesses, invest.ad as he was 
in the native mind with all the weight and all the terrors 
of the magisterial office; and with the additional influence 
derived from the fact of his having only recently filled, 
during his brother's absence in England, the office of 
Secretary for Native Affairs, with such great--almost 
despotic-authority over all the natives in the colony. 
The Bishop, on the contrary, had no such influence. He 
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had no power at nll to insist upon the attendance of 
witnesses. He could only ask them to come, and if they 
came at his request, they would know that they were 
coming, as it were, with a rope around their necks ; and if 
they were proved to have borne false witness, calumniating 
foully so high an official, they had every reason to fear that 
their punishment would be severe, from which the Bishop 
would have had no power-even if, in such a case, he had 
the will-to save them. 

When, upon the 2nd August, the inquiry began, out of 
the many witnesses called by the Bishop, upon whom lay 
the onus probandi, only three were at hand ; and two of 
these, as will be seen, were present merely through the 
wise forethought of the intelligent Zulu, William Ngidi. 
Rut for this last, the inquiry would have begun, and-as 
the Commissioner was pressed for time, having other 
important_ duties on his hands in consequence of Sir Garnet 
Wolseley and staff being about immediately to leave the 
colony-might even (as it seemed) have ended, with 
only a single witness being heard in support of the 
Bishop's story. No others were seen or even heard of for 
some days, and then by accident only. The Secretary for 
Native Affairs, it is true, by direction of Sir Garnet 
Wolseley, had desired Cetshwayo to send down Matshana, 
and the Bishop fully expected that this intervention of the 
Government with a promise of safe-conduct for him, would 
have sufficed to bring him. But Mr. John Dunn," Immi
gration Agent" of the Government in Zululand, and 
Cetshwayo's confidential adviser, whom the Bishop met in 
Durban on July 8th, told him at once that he did not 
think there was the least chance of Matshana'a coming, 
as the Secretary for Native Affairs' words in 1873, when 
he went up to crown Cetshwayo (who asked very earnestly 
that Matshana might be forgiven and allowed to return to 
Natal) were so severe-" He had injured the Secretary 

. for Native Affairs' own body;" that is, one of his men had 
wounded his brother (Mr. John Shepstone) fifteen years 
previously, when thirty or forty of Matshana's men had 
been killed-that he would be afraid to come at a mere 
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summons like this, notwithstanding the promise of safety, 
the value of which he would naturally appreciate by his 
own experience in former days. Mr. Dunn promised to 
do his best to persuade him to go down, but did not ex
pect to succeed. And, in point of fact, he never came, 
alleging the usual " pain in the leg ; " and the discussion 
in Zululand about his coming had only the result of de
laying for some days the starting of the other witnesses 
whom the Bishop had asked Cetshwayo to send. On 
August 4th, however, Zulu messengers arrived, reporting to 
the Secretary for Native Affairs the sickness of Matshana, 
and to the Bishop the fact that six witnesses from 
Zululand were on the way, and they themselves had 
pushed on ahead to announce their coming, as they knew 
they were wanted for August 2nd. Accordingly five of them 
arrived on August 8th, and the sixth, Maboyi, on August 
5th, under somewhat singular circumstances, as will pre
sently appear. Meanwhile most importA.nt witnesses in 
support of the Bishop's story were expected by him from 
Matshana's old location-Kwa' Jobe (at the place of 
"Jobe ")-partly in consequence of a letter written by 
Magema to William Ngidi, partly in compliance with the 
Bishop's request sent through Cetshwayo to Matshana 
himself in Zululand. William Ngidi replied to Magema, 
as follows : "Your letter reached me all right, and just 
in the v~ry nick of time, for it came on Saturday, and 
the day before. Mr. John arrived here (Kwa' Jobe), and 
called the men to come to him on Monday, that they 
might talk together about Matshana's affoir. On Sunday 
my friend Mlingane came, and we took counsel together; 
for by this time it was well known that Mr. John had 
come to speak with the people about that matter of 
Matshana. So we put our heads together, and I got up 
very early on Monday morning and hurried off to Deke, 
and told him that he was called by Sobantu (the Bishop) 
to go before the Governor. He readily agreed to go, and 
went down at once, on the very day when Matshana's 
people came together to Mr. John, so that he never went 
to him; but, when I arrived, there had just come already 
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the messenger to call him to go to Mr. John, and another 
came just as he was about to set off for 'Maritzburg. I 
told him to call for Mpupuma on his way, and take him 
on with him. I see that you have done well and wisely 
in sending that letter without delay to me." 

Accordingly these two men, Deke and Mpupuma, 
reached Bishopstowe safely in good time. Also Ntam
bama, Langalibalele's brother, of whom the Bishop had 
heard as having been present on the occasion, readily came 
at his summons, though he was not, asked to give his 
evidence, nor did the Bishop know what it would be 
before he made his statement in court. But for the prudent 
action of William Ngidi, Ntambama would have been the 
only witness whose testimony would have sustained the 
Bishop's statements during the first days of the inquiry; 
and his evidence, unsupported, might have been suspected, 
as that of Langalibalele's brother, of· not being disin
terested, and would have been contradicted at once (see 
below) by Ncamane's. 

On Saturday, July 31st, the inquiry being about to 
begin on the Monday, Magema received a doleful letter 
from William N gidi to the effect that the 'Inkos So ban tu 
must take care what he was about, for that all the people 
were afraid. and would not venture to come forward and 
give evidence against a high Government official He 
spoke, however, of one man " whom I trust most of all 
the people here," and who bad the scar upon his neck of 
a wound received upon the day of MatshA.Da's arrest. 

Discouraging, inde!3d, as it wa.~ to find on the very eve 
of the inquiry that all his efforts through William Ngidi 
bad failed to procure witnesses, except the two sent down 
by him at the first, the Bishop was utterly at a loss to 
understand bow his message to Cetshwayo had, to all 
appearance, also entirely failed with respect to those men 
of Matsha.ua still living Kwa' Jobe, as well as (it seemed) 
those living in Zululand. 

On August 5th the mystery with respect to the wit
nesses Kwa' Jobe was explained. Deke, Mpupuma, 
Ntambama, and Njuba, who had come from Zululand, 
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iiad all been examined, as well as Ncamane, who, whf'n 
called by the Bishop, had replied that he would only 
come if called by the Government; and when summoned 
through the Secretary for Native Affairs, at the Bishop's 
request, withdrew or modified impo~nt parts of his 
printed statement. The Bishop had actually no other 
witness to call, and all his efforts to obtain a number of 
well-informed and trustworthy eye-witnesses from Zulu
land, K wa' Jobe, and Basutoland, seemed likely to end 
in a complete :fiasco. But on the evening of. Thursday, 
August 5th, a native came to him in the street and said 
that his name was Maboyi, son of Tole (Matshana's chief 
induna, who was killed on the occasion in question), and 
that he had been sent by Matshana to Mr. Fynn, the 
superintendent, and Luntshungu, son of Ngoza, the present 
chief, of the remnant of his former tribe living K wa' 
Jobe, to ask to be allowed to take down to 'Maritzburg 
as witnesses those men of his who were present on the 
day of the attempt to seize l\fatshana. Mr. Fynn said 
that " He did not refuse the men, but wished to hear a 
word by a letter coming from the Secr.etary for Native 
Affairs-it was not proper that he should hear it from a 
man of Matshana coming from Zululand," and sent him off 
under charge of a policeman to 'Maritzburg, where he was 
taken to the Secretary for Native Affairs, who said to him: 
·• If Matshana himself had comf', this matter might have 
been properly settled ; it won't be without him ! " But 
the Secretary for Native Affairs said nothing to Maboyi 
about his going to call the witnesses Kwa' Jobe; he only 
asked by whom he had been sent, and when informed, he 
told him to go home to Zululand, as he had not been 
summoned and had nothing to do with this affair. Maboyi 
had reached 'Maritzburg on Monday, August 2nd, the day 
on which the inquiry began. He saw the Secretary for 
Native Affairs on Tuesday, and on that day was dismissed 
as above. Not a word was said to the Bishop about his 
being brought down in this way under arrest, which fully 
explained t.he non-arrival of his witnesses from the 
location ; since, :first, their fear of giving witness against a 
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Government official, and now the arrest of Maboyi, had 
spread a kind of panic among them all, and detefl'ed them 
from coming to give evidence against Mr. John Shepstone 
-himself a resident magistrate, only lately acting as 
Secretary for Native Affairs, and the brother of the 
Secreta:r-y for Native Affairs himself-merely in answer to 
the Bishop's unofficial summons. Hearing, however, on 
Thursday from natives that the case was tl1en going on at 
Government House, Maboyi went up to speak with the 
Bishop, but arrived when the court had adjourned.. He 
found him out in town, however, just as he was on tht 
point of leaving for Bishopstowe, and was, of course, told 
to wait and give his evidence. Accordingly, he went to 
Eishopstowe, and Magema was charged to bring him in for 
examination on Saturday, the next day of the inquiry. 
On the way into town for that purpose, Mr. Fynn's police
man most positively refused to Jet him stay, and went off 
ultimately in great wrath, as Maboyi and Magema insisted 
that he must give his evidence before leaving town to 
return to Zululand. 

On that day, Saturday, August 7th, the Bishop explained 
the whole affair to the Commissioner, and, having obtained 
a list of names from Maboyi, requested that a Government 
messenger might be sent for the men at once, and the 
Secretary for Native Affairs was instructed to summon 
them. On Monday, August 9th, the Secretary for Native 
Affairs replied that he had summoned all these men, 
except seven, who were already in town, having been 
called by Mr. John Shepstone, and having been, in fact, 
under his hands-in charge of his induna N ozitshina
from the very first day of the inquiry. It seemed as if 
William Ngidi's statement was really to be verified, and that 
these men had all succumbed to their fears. On the other 
hand, among these seven was Matendeyeka, whom William 
Ngidi "trusted most of all;" and there might be amongst 
them some who would have the courage to speak out and 
to describe the facts connected with the arrest of Matshana 
to the best of their ability. At all events the Bishop 
resolved to call them, and do his best to bring tl1e truth 
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out of them; and Magema afterwards . whispered that he 
had heard from one of Mr. John's men, who was present 
when he spoke with the people (Kwa' Jobe), that the men 
there had said : " It was of no use to discuss it before
hand; they would say nothing about what they remem
bered now ; but before the Governor they would speak the 
plain truth as they knew it." Accordingly the Bishop 
called four of these men-Matendeyeka, Faku (son of 
Tole), Magwaza, Gwazizulu-and they all confirmed the 
story as told by his other witnesses. • He left the other 
three to be ca.lled by Mr. John Shepstone, but he never 
called them. That these witnesses should have been 
called by Mr. John Shepstone, as well as by the Bishop, 
was satisfactory, showing that they were witnesses to 
whom no objection could be made on the score of 
character or position in the tribe, or as having been 
in any way, directly or indirectly, influenced by the 
Bishop. 

But the result was that, as these men were in the hands 
of the other side from the time they reached until they left 
'Maritzburg, the Bishop had never even seen them, or had 
any communication with them, until they appeared to give 
their evidence. He was wholly ignorant beforehand of 
what they woul,d say or what they could say; he knew not 

• whether they would confirm or contradict the story told by 
his other witnesses ; and he knew not on what particular 
points, if any, they could give special evidence, and was 
therefore unable to ask the questions which might have 
elicited such evidence. 

By this time (August 8th) the witnesses from Zululand 
had arrived, from whom the Bishop learned the names of 
other important witnesses living Kwa' Jobe, and at his 
request these also were sent for by Government mes
sengers. Unfortunately, through Maboyi's arrest, some of 
the Bishop's witnesses summoned by the Secretary for 
Native Affairs arrived too late on the very day (August 
21st) on which the evidence was closed, and others a day 
or two afterwards-twelve altoget,her-of whom only one 
could be heard, whom the Bishop bad expressly named as a 
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man whose testimony he especially desired to take. Upon 
the whole, Sir Garnet Wolseley, who began by " leaving 
entirely in the Bishop's hands" the difficult and not inex
pensive business of " obtaining his witnesses," summoned 
ultimately twenty-two of them, of whom, however, four 
only could be heard by the Commissioner; two (Matshana 
and Ngijimi) did not come at all; and three, including a 
most important witness, were called too late to be able to 
arrive till all was over ; while four more out of the seven 
who had been called by Mr. John Shepstone gave their 
evidence in support of the Bishop, as doubtless the three 
others would have done, if Mr. John Shepstone had called 
them. • 

In the despatch to the Earl of Carnarvon, already quoted 
from (note ·to p. 72), Sir B. Pine remarks: "I think it 
further my duty to point out to your lordship that much 
of the evidence adduced by the Bishop in this case has 
been taken in this way (e.x parte, without the safety of 
publicity, and the opportunity of cross-examination) ; evi
dence so ta.ken is peculiarly untrustworthy, for every one 
moderately acquainted with the native character is aware 
that when a question is put to a native, he will intuitively 
perceive what answer is required, and answer accordingly." 
The above is a common but insufficiently supported ac
cusation against the natives, denied by many who are 
more than "moderately acquainted " with their character ; 
although of course it is the natural tendency of a subservient 
race in its dealings with its masters, and possible tyrants. 
But granting for the nonce its truth, it would, in the case 
of the Matshana inquiry, tell heavily on the Bishop's side. 
Sir B. Pine was not present at the private investigation 
made by the Bishop, to which he alludes in the above 
sentence, and therefore can be no judge of the "cross-ex
amination," which the four original witnesses underwent; 
and they, if they did "intuitively perceive" what answer 
was required, and "answer accordingly," must merely have 
spoken the truth ; a truth which, at that early period of 
his investigations, the Bishop.was most reluctantly receivi11~, 
and would gladly have had disproved. 

G 
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The evidence before the court, however, was given under 
circumstances which, if Sir B. Pine's account of native 
witnesses be correct, adds enormously to the value of the 
fact that out of these twenty-four witnesses, summoned 
from various quarters, many of them without opportunity 
of communicating either with the Bishop or with each 
other, but one 1 failed when it came to the point ; and he, 
a feeble old man, just released from prison (one of the 
captured tribe), was manifestly in a state of abject alarm 
at finding himself brought up to witness against the 
Government whose tender mercies be had eo lately experi
enced, and contradicted before Colonel Colley the greater 
part of the story which he bad originally told the Bishop. 
This poor creature had been intimidated and threatened by 
a certain man named Adam, under whose surveillance be 
lived after being released from gaol, and who actually 
turned him and bis family out at night as a punishment 
for bis having obeyed a summons to Bishopstowe. He was 
manifestly ready to say anything which would relieve him 
from the fear of the gaol, which he pleaded to Mr. Shepstone 
a day or two later ; on which occasion he unsaid all he had 
previously said, having, as he afterwards confessed, been 
warned by Mr. Shepstone's policeman Ratsha, who asked 
him for what purpose he had been summoned by the 
Bishop, not to speak a word a1JOut "Mr. ,John's" treatment 
of Matshana. But, with the best int-entious, the man did not 
SUP-ceed in making his story tally entirely with that of Mr. 
Shepstone's other witnesses, nor with Mr. Shepstone's own. 

With this one exception the Bishop's witnesses told the 
same story in all essential respects. They were men arriving 
from many different and distant parts of the colony, from 
Zululand, and.from the Free State, who could not possibly 
have combined to tell the same story in all its details, 
which, if false, would have been torn to pieces when so 
many men of different ages and characters were cross-ex
amined by one so thoroughly acquainted with all the real 
facts of the. case as Mr. 8lwpst.one.-men who had nothing 
to expect from the Bishop, but bad everything to dread from 

1 One of the original four. 
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the Government if proved to have brought a false and foul 
charge against an officer so highly placed and so powerfully 
protected ; yet not the, least impression was made upon the 
strength of their U,11,ited evidence. 

The case, however, is very different when we turn to 
Mr. Shepstone's witnesses. • Of these, nine in number 
(besides the four natives called by both the Bishop and 
Mr. Shepstone), seven were natives; the other two being 
the Secretary for Native Affairs and Mr. John Taylor-a 
son of Mr. John Shepstone's first wife by her former 
husband. Mr. Taylor was a lad of nine at the time, but, 
having been present with his mother and little sister on 
the occasion of the attack upon Matshana, was summoned 
as a witness by Mr. Shepstone.· His evidence was chiefly 
important as helping to prove that Matshana's party had 
not the concealed weapons which Mr. Shepstone's chief 
native witness N ozitsbina said were left by them in im
mense numbers upon the g1·ound ; as he stated that he 
and bis sister went over the ground, after the affair was 
over, and picked up the assegais, " about eight or nine" 
in number. 

But it is important to remark that the very fact of the 
presence at this meeting of Mrs. Shepstone with her two 
children, goes far to disprove the account given by Mr. 
Shepstone in his second " statement," prepared by him on 
the occasion of this trial, but which is greatly at variance 
on some vital points with the narrative written by him on 
the day after the event, dated March I 7th, 1858, for the 
information of His Excellency the Lieut.-Governor. It 
seems almost incredible that Mr. John Shepstone should 
have, as he says in his second statement, "made up his 
mind to face almost. certain" death, not only for himself 
and all his men, but for kis wife and her two young 
children, on the grounds that it was "too late to withdraw 
at this stage" (Same report), when at any time since the 
"day or two previous" (ibid.), when the information iu 
question 1 reached him, according to his account lw might 

1 Mr. Shepstone says in his second rep0rt thRt a day or two previ .. us to 
the meeting with Matshana, he had received information to the effect thut 
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have put off the meeting, or at all events have sent his 
wife and her children to a place of safety. The Secretary 
for Native Affairs' evidence could of course be of a merely 
official character, as he was not present on tl1e occasion. 
He stated that Mr. John Shepstone's letters of February 
16th and 24th, 1858, asked for by the Bishop, on the 
subject of the approaching interview with Matsbana, 
could not be found, although they " must have been 
recently inislaid," as he himself (the Secretary for Native 
Affairs) had quoted from one of them in his minute for 
the Secretary of State in June,.1874. Of Mr. Shepstone's 
native witnesses it can only be said that, amongst the 
seven called by hii:n only, six contradicted themselves and 
each ot-her to so great an extent as to make their evidence 
of no value, while the evidence of the seventh was un
important, and the four witnesses called by both Mr. 
Shepstone and the Bishop told the same story as did the 
witnesses of the latter, most unexpectedly to him. 

Nevertheless Colonel Colley's judgment, although con
victing Mr. John Shepstone of having enticed the chief 
Matshana to an interview with the intention of seizing 
him, was received and acted upon in Natal as an acquittal 
of that officer. So far was this the case, that, although 
Lord Carnarvon directed that the Bishop's costs should be 
placed upon the colonial estimates, the Legislative Council 
of the colony refused to pay them on the ground that they 
were the costs of the losing party. In his report Colonel 
Colley gives his opinions as follows :-

" That Matyana was enticed t-0 an interview, as stated 
by the Bishop, and was induced to come unarmed, under 
the belief that it was a friendly meeting, such as he had 
already had with Mr. Shepstone, for the purpose of dis
cussillg the accusations against him and the question of 
his return to his location. 

the chiefs intentions were to put him and his people to death at the 
.expected interviP.w, and all the efforts made by Mr. Shepstone and his 
witnesses were to prove, first, the murderous intentions of Matshana, and, 
secondly, that nevertheless Mr. Shepstone had no counter-plans for violence, 
and did not fire upon the people. 
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"That Matyana, though very suspicious and unwilling, 
came there in good faith; and that the accusations against 
him-of meditating the assassination of Mr. Shepstone 
and his party, of a pre-arranged plan and signal for the 
purpose, and of carrying concealed arms to the meeting
which are made in Mr. J. Shepstone's statements, are 
entirely without foundation. 

"That Mr. Shepstone at that time held no magisterial 
position, but was simply the commander of a small armed 
force charged with the execution of a warrant ; and that 
the manner in which be. proposed to effect the seizure, 
viz., at a supposed friendly meeting, was known to and 
sanctioned by, if not the Government, at least the im
mediate representative of the Government and Mr. Shep
stone's superior, Dr. Kelly, the resident magistrate of the 
district. • 

"That Mr. Shepstone did not att-empt to shoot Matyana, 
as described by the Bishop, but fired into the air after the 
attempt to seize Matyana had failed, and in consequence 
of the attempt made almost simultaneously by some of 
Matyana's men to reach the huts and seize the arms of 
Mr. Shepstone's men. 

"The concealment of the gun," he continues, " and the 
fact that a number of Matyana's men were killed in the 
pursuit, is not disputed by Mr. Shepstone. 

" I confess that I have had the greatest difficulty in 
forming my opinion on this latter point, and especially 
as to whether Mr. Shepstone fired into the air as he states .. 

• The weight of direct evidence adduced at tlte inquiry lay 
altogether on the other side." 1 

Colonel Colley then proceeds to give the considerations 
by which he has been influenced in coming to a conclusion 
directly opposed to the side on which, as he himself says, 
lay the weight of direct evidence. These considerations 
were threefold. The first is an opinion of his own, con
siderably at variance with most people's experience, 
namely, that a story handed down by oral tradition, 
"crystallises into an accepted form," by which he explains 

1 Author's italics. 
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away the fact that so many witnesses told the same story, 
and one which stood the test of cross-examination, without 
any important variations. 

The second consideration was even more singular, 
namely, that allowance must be made on Mr. John Shep
stone's side for the greater ability with which the Bishop 
conducted his case ; and the third Jay in the statement 
that " Mr. J. W. Shepstone is a man of known courage, 
and a noted sportsman and shot," and " was not likely to 
have missed" Matyana if he had fired at him; "and, if 
driven to fire into the crowd in self-defence, it is more 
probable that he would have shot one of the men on the 
right." The· Bishop's opponents from the very first per
sistently put forward the notion that he had " brought a 
charge against Mr. J. W. Shepstone," and this was counte
nanced by the Government, wl1en they threw upon him 
the serious task of prosecuting before a Court of Inquiry, 
whereas in point of fact the real question at issue was not 
whether or no a certain shot was actually fired, but 
whether, on a certain occasion, a Government official had 
acted in a treacherous manner towards a native chief, 
thereby giving reason for the excu~e of fear on the part 
of Langalibalele, treated as a false pretence by the court, 
some members of which were fully aware of the facts, 
and the prosecutor himself the official concerned And, 
further, whether the said facts had been concealed by high 
Government officers, and denied by them repeatedly to. 
their superiors in England. 

On the former qne8tion Colonel Collt,y's report leaves 
no doubt, and Lord Carnarvon's comments upon it are of a 
very decided nature. After signifying his acceptance of· 
the decision as a " sound and just conclusion," and com
plimenting Colonel Colley on the "able and conscientious 
manner in which " he " has acquitted himself of an arduous 
and delicate task," he continue~ : "On the other hand, I 
must, even after the lapse of so many years, record my 
disapprobation of the artifices by which it is admitted 
Matyana was entrapped into the meeting with a view 
to his forcible arrest. Such underhand manreuvres are 
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opposed to the morality of a civilised administration ; 
they lower Euglisb rule in the eyes of the natives; and 
they even defeat their own object, as is abundantly 
illustrated by the present case." 

Mr. J. W. Shepstone, however, was a subordinate officer, 
and if his mode of executing the warrant was approved 
by the superior authorities in the colony, the blame which 
may attach to the transaction must be home by them at 
least in equal proportion. 

The gist of Colonel Colley's decision is altogether con
demnatory of Mr. J. Shepstone, some of whose statements, 
he says, "are entirely without foundation," and, by impli
cation, also of his brother, the Secretary for Native 
Affairs; yet virtually, and in the eyes of the world, the 
decision WM in their favour. To quote from The Naial, 
Mercury of November 2nd, 1875: "It is still understood 
that Mr. Shepstone, in the minds of impartial judges, 
stands more than exonerated from the Bishop's charges." 
Mr. John Shepstone was retained in his responsible 
position, and received further promotion ; and his brother 
was immediately appointed to the high office of Admin
istrator of Government, and sent out with power to annex 
the Transvaal if he thought proper. 

• We have dwelt at some length upon the inquiry into 
the Matshana case; for, since the annexation of the Trans
vaal was one of the direct and immediate causes of the 
Zulu War, and since it seems improbable that any other 
man than Sir Theophilus Shepstone could at the moment 
have been found equally able to undertake the task, it 
becomes a serious question to what extent an inquiry 
which had no practical effect whatsoever upon the posi
tion of men whose conduct had been stigmatised by the 
Secretary of State himself as "underhand manreuvres, 
opposed to the morality of a civilised administration," 
may not be considered chargeable with the disastrous 
results. And, further, we must protest against the spirit 
of the last sentence of Lord Carnarvon's despatch on the 
subject, in which he expresses his "earnest hope that his 
(Colonel Colley's) report will be received by all parties to 
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this controversy in the spirit which is to be desired, and be 
accepted as a final settlement of a dispute which cannot 
be prolonged without serious prejudice to public interests, 
and without a renewal of those resentments which, for 
the good of the community-English as well as native
had best be put to rest." 

A dislocated joint must be replaced, or the limb cannot 
otherwise be pressed down into shape and " put to 1·est ; " 
a thorn must be extracted, not skinned over and left in the 
flesh ; and as, wjth the dislocation unreduced or the thorn 
unextracted, the human frame can never recover its health
ful condition, so it is with the state with an unrighted 
wrong, an unexposed injustice. . 

The act of treason towards Matshana, hidden for many 
years, looked upon by its perpetrators as a matter past and 
gone, has tainted all our native po]icy since-unknown to 
most English people in Natal oi' at home-and has finally 
borne bitter fruit in the present unhappy condition of 
native affairs. 
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CHAPTER VIII. 

THE ANNEXATION OF THE TRANSVAAL. 

ON the 5th of October, 1876, Sir Theophilus Shepstone, 
K.C.M.G., was appointed "to be a Special Commissioner to 
inquire respecting certain disturbances which have taken 
place in the territories adjoining the colony of Natal, and 
empowering him, in certain • events, to exercise the power 
and jurisdiction of Her Majesty over such territories, or 
some of them." (P. P. [C. 1776] p. 1.) 

The commission stated : " Whereas grievous disturbances 
have broken out in the territories adjacent to our colonies 
in South .Africa, with war between the white inhnhitants 
and the native races, to the great peril of the peace and 
safety of our said colonies . . . . and, if the emergency 
should· seem to you to be such as to render it necessary, in 
order to secure the peace and safety of our said colonies 
and of our subjects elsewhere, that the said territories, or 
any portion or portions of the same, should provisionally, 
and pending the announcement of our pleasure, be ad
ministered in our name and on our behalf; then, and in 
such case only, we do further authorise you, the said Sir 
Theophilus Shepstone, by proclamation under your hand, 
to declare that, from and after a day to be therein named, 
so much of any such territories as aforesaid, as to you after 
due consideration shall seem fit, shall be annexed to and 

. form pa.rt of our dominions. . . . Provided first, that no 
• such proclamation shall be issued by you with respect to 

any district, territory, or state unless you shall be satisfied 
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that t-be inhabitants thereof, or a sufficient number of them, . 
or the Legislature thereof, desire to become our subjects, 
nor if any conditions unduly limiting our power and 
authority therein are sought to be imposed." 

Such was the tenor of the commission which, unknown 
to the world at large, Sir Theophilus Shepstone brought 
with him when he returned to Natal in November, 1876. 
The sudden annexation which followed was a stroke which 
took all by surprise except the few already in the sec1·et ; 
m~ny declaring to the last that such an action on the part 
of the English Government was impossible-because, they 
thought, unjust. It is true that the "kepublic had for long 
been going from bad to worse in the management of its 
own affairs ; its Government bad no longer the power to 
enforce laws or to collect taxes; and the country was 
generally believed to be fast approaching a condition of 
absolute anarchy. Nevertheless it was thought by some 
that, except by the request of those concerned, we had no 
right to intrude our authority for the better control of 
Transvaal affairs so long as their bad management did not 
affect us. 

On one point, however, we undoubtedly had a right to 
interfere, as the stronger, the juster, and more merciful 
nation-namely, the attitude of the Transvaal Boers 
towards, and their treatment of, the native tribes who 
were their neighbours, or who came under their control 
On behalf of the latter unfortunates (Transvaal subjects), 
we did not even profess to interfere ; but one of the chief 
causes alleged by us for our taking possession of the 
country was a long and desultory war which Wa.R taking 
place between the Boers and Sikukuni, the chief of the 
Bapedi tribe living upon their northern borders, and in 
the course of which the Boers were behaving towards the 
unhappy natives wit,h treachery, and, when they fell into 
their power, with great brutality. The sickening accounts 
of cruelties inflicted upon helples1:1 men, women, and 
children by the Boers, which are t-0 be found on official 
record in the pages of the Blue Book (C. 1776), should 
be ample justification in the eyes of a civilised world for 
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English interference, and forcible protection of the suf
ferers ; and it is rather with the manner in which the 
annexation was carried out, and the policy which followed 
it, than with the intervention of English power in itself, 
that an objection can be raised. 

The war between the Boers and the Bapedi arose out of 
similar encroachments on the part of the former, which led, 
as we shall presently show, to their border disputes with . 
the Zulus. Boer farmers had gradually deprivt:d of their 
land the native possessors of the soil by a simple process 
peculiarly their own. They first rented lands from the 
chiefs for grazing purposes, then built upon it, still paying 
a tax or tribute to the chief; finally, having well estab
lished themselves, they professed to have purchased the 
land for the sum already paid as rent, announced them
selves the owners of it, and were shortly themselves 
levying taxes on the very men whom they had dis
possessed. In this manner Sikukuni was declared by the 
Boers to have ceded to them the whole of his territory
that is to say, hundreds of square miles, for the paltry 
prfoe of a hundred head of cattle. 

An officer of the English Government, indeed (His 
Excellency's Commissioner at Lydenburg, Captain Clarke, 
R.A.), was of opinion [C. 2316, p. 29] that, "bad only 
tbe Boer element in the Lydenburg district been con
sulted, it is doubtful if there would have been war with 
Sikukuni," as the Boers, he said, might have continued 
to pay taxes to the native chiefs. And the officer in 
question appears to censure the people who were "willing 
to submit to such humiliating conditions, and ambitious 
of the position of prime adviser to a native chief." It 
is difficult to understand why there should be anything 
humiliating in paying rent for land, whether to white 
or black owners, and the position of prime adviser to 
a powerful native chief might be made a very honourable 
and useful one in the bands of a wise and Christian 
man. 

Captain Clarke continues thus : " It was the foreign 
element under the late President which forced matters 
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to a crisis. Since the annexation the farmers have, with 
few exceptions, ceased to pay tribute to the chiefs ; their 
relations with the natives are otherwise unchanged. 
Culture and contact with civilisation will doubtless have 
the effect of re-establis;hing the self-respect of these 
people, and teaching them the obligation and benefits 
imposed and conferred on them by their new position." 
That is to say, apparently, teaching them that it is 
beneath their dignity to pay taxes to native landowners, 
but an "obligation imposed" upon them to rob the latter 
altogether of. their land, the future possession of which 
is one of the " benefits conferred on them by their new 
position" (i.e. as subjects of the British Crown). 

"The Bapedi branch of the Basuto family," says 
Captain Clarke, in the same .despatch, " essentially 
agricultural and peaceful in its habits and tastes, even 
now irrigate the land, and would, if possible, cultivate in 
excess of their food requirements. The friendly natives 
assure me that their great wish is to live peacefully on 
their lands, and pl"ovide themselves with ploughs, waggons, 
etc. The experience of the Berlin missionaries confirms 
this view. Relieved of their present anomalous position, 
into which they have been forced by the ambition of their 
rulers, 1 and distrust of the Boers, encouraged to follow 
their natural bent, the Basutos would become a peaceful 
agricultural people, capable of a certain civilisation." 
How well founded was this " distrust of the Boers," may 
be gathered from the accounts given in the Blue Book 
already mentioned. 

Between the British Government and the Boers, a 
Treaty, called "The Sand River Convention," was made 
on the 16th January, 1852, as follows:-

" 1. The .Assistant Commissioners guarantee in the fnllest 
manner, on the part of the British Government, to the 
emigrant farmers beyond the . V aal River the right to 
manage their own affairs, and to govern themselves accord
ing to their own laws, without any interference on the 

1 Rather by the determination of their rulers to preserve their land from 
Boer encroachments. 
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part of the British Government; and that no encroach
ment shall be made by the said Government on the 
territory beyond, to the north of the Vaal River, with the 
further assurance that the warmest wish of the British 
Government is to promote peace, free trade, and friendly 
intercourse with the emigrant farmers now inhabiting, or 
who hereafter may inhabit, that country ; it being under
stood that this system of non-interference is binding upon 
both parties. 

" 2. Should any misunderstanding hereafter arise as to 
the true meaning of the words 'The Vaal River,' this 
question, in so far as it regards the line from the source of 
that river over the Drakensberg, shall be settled and 
adjusted by commissioners chosen by both parties. 

"3. Her Majesty's Assistant Commissioners hereby dis
claim all alliances whatever and with whomsoever of the 
coloured nations to the north of the Vaal River. 

" 4. It is agreed that no slavery is or shall be permitted 
or practised in the country to the north of the V aa1 River 
by the emigrant farmers. 

"5. Mutual facilities and· liberty shall be afforded to 
traders and travellers on both sides of the V aal River ; it 
being understood that every waggon containing fire-arms, 
coming from the south side of the Vaal River, shall pro
duce a certificate signed by a British magistrate, or other 
functionary duly authorised, to grant such, and which shall 
state the quantities of such articles contained in the said 
waggon, to the nearest magistrate north of the V aa1 River, 
who shall act in the case as the regulations of the emigrant 
farmers direct. It is agreed that no objection shall be 
made by any British authority against the emigrant Boers 
purchasing their supplies of ammunition in any of the 
British colonies and possessions of South Africa; it being 
mutually understood that all trade in ammunition with 

• the native tribes is prohibited, both by the British 
Government and the emigrant farmers, on both sides of 
the V aa1 River. 

" 6. It is agreed that, so far as possible, all criminals and 
other guilty parties who may fly from justice either way 
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across the Vaal River shall be mutually delivered up, if 
such should be required ; and that the British courts, as 
well as those of the emigrant farmers, shall be mutually 
open to each other for all legitimate processes, and that 
summonses for witnesses sent either way across the Vaal 
River shall be backed by the magistrates· on each side of 
the same respectively, to compel the attendance of such 
witnesses when required. 

"7. It is agreed that certificates of marriage issued by 
the proper authorities of the· emigrant farmers shall be 
held valid and sufficient to entitle children of such mar
riage to receive portions accruing to them in any British 
colony or possession in South Africa. 

"8. It is agreed that any and every person now in pos
session of land, and residing in British territory, shall 
have free right and power to sell his said property and 
remove unmolested across the Vaal River and 'Vice versd, 
it being distinctly understood that this arrangement does 
not comprehend criminals or debtors without providing for 
the payment of their just and lawful debts." 

The object of the Boers in their attacks upon their 
native neighbours appears to have been twofold - the 
acquisition of territory, and that of children to be brought 
up as slaves. 

The Cape Argus of December 12th, 1876, remarks: 
"Through the whole course of this· Republic's existence, 
it has acted in contravention of the Sand ltiver Treaty; 1 

1 SAND R1vER TREATY.-" Evidence was nddnced that the Transvaal 
Boers, who, by the Sand Rinr Convention. and in consideration of tht 
independence which that convention assured'to them, had solemnly pledged 
themselves to this coUDtry (England) not to reintroduce slavery into their 
J<epnblic, had been in the habit of captnring, buying, selling, and holding 
in forced servitnde, African children, called by the cant name of • black 
ivory,' murdtring the fathers, and driving off' the mothers ; that this slave 
traue was carried on with the sanction of the subordinate Transvaal antho
ritie~, and that the President did actually imprison and threaten to ruin by 
State prosecution a fellow-countryman who brought it to the notice of the 
English authority-an authority which, if it had not the power to prevent, 
had at any rate a trtaty right to denounce it. This and more was done,• 
sometimes in a barbarous way, under an assumed divine aut.hority to 
exterminate those who resiated them. So much was established by Dutch 
anu German evidence. But it waa supplemented and carried farther by 
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and slavery has occurred not only here and there in isolated 
cases, but as an unbroken practice has been one of the 
peculiar institutions of the country, mixed up with all its 
social and political life. It has been at the root of most of 
its wars. . . . The Boers have not only fallen upon un
suspecting kraals simply for the purpose of obtaining the 
women and children and cattle, but they have carried on a 
traffic through natives, who have kidnapped the children 
ot" their weaker neighbours, and sold them to the white 
man. Again, the Boers have sold and exchanged their 
victims amongst themselves. Waggon-loads of slaves have 
been conveyed from one end of the country to the other for 
sale, and that with the cognizance and for the direct ad
vantage of the highest officials of the land. The writer has 
himself seen in a town situated in the south of the 
Republic the children who had been brought down from 
a remote northern district. . . . The circumstances con
nected with some of ihese kidnapping excursions are 
appalling, and the barbarities practised by cruel masters 
upon some of these defenceless creatures during the course 
of their servitude are scarcely less horrible than those re
ported from Turkey, although they are spread over a course 
of years instead of being compressed within a few weeks." 

This passage is taken from a letter to The Argus (enclosed 
. in a despatch from Sir Henry Barkly to the Earl of Car
narvon, December 13th, 1876), which, with other accom
panying letters from the same source, gives an account of 
Boer atrocities too horrible for repetition [C. 1776]. A 
single instance may be mentioned which, however shock
ing, is less appalling than others, but perhaps shows more 
plainly than anything else could do what the natives knew 
the lite of a slave in the Transvaal would be. The infor
mation is given by a Boer. "In 1864," he says, "the 
Swazies accompanied the Boers against Ma1es.1 i The Boers 
did nothing but sta11d by and witness the fearful massacre. 

the evidence of MtivPs as to their own snff'erings, and of English officers 
aa to that ,reneral notoriety which used to be called publil:ajama."-From 
an article by Lord Blacl,ford in The Ninetu'IIIJ, Cemu171 &'lliew, August 
I 879, p. 265. 1 A native chief. 
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The men and women were also murdered. One poor 
woman sat clutchiug her baby of eight days old. The 
Swazies stabbed her through the body; and when she 
found that she could not live, she wrung her baby's neck 
with her own bands, to save it from future misery. On the 
return of that commando the children who became too weary 
to continue the journey were killed on the road. The sur
vivors were sold as slaves to the farmers." 

Out of this state of things eventually proceeded the 
war between the Boers and Sikukuni, the result of which 
was a very ambiguous one indeed ; for although Sikukuni 
was driven out of the low-lying districts of the country, 
he took refuge in bis stronghold, which affords an almost 
impregnable position in a thickly-populated range of 
mountains. 

Another important reason alleged at t.be time for taking 
possession of the Transvaal was that the border troubles 
between it and Zululand were becoming more serious every 
day; that, sooner or later, unless we interposed our autho
rity, a war would break out between the Boers and the 
Zulus, into which we should inevitably be drawn. The 
Zulus, having continually entreated our protection, while 
at our desire they refrained from defending themselves by 
force of arms, were naturally rejoiced at an action on our 
part which looked like an answer to their oft-repeated 
prayer, and eagerly expected the reward of their long and 
patient waiting. 

But, however strongly we may feel that it was the duty 
of the more powerful nation to put a stop to the doings of 
the Transvaal Boers, even at considerable e:x-pense to our
selves, the manner in which we have acted, ·and the conse
quences whi0h followed, have been such as to cause many 
sensible people to feel that we should have done better to 
withdraw our prohibition from Cetsbwayo, and allow him 
and the Boers " to fight it out between them." 1 

1 Lord Blacbford says in the article already quoted from : "The citizens 
of these. Republics have gone out from among us into a hostile wildenaess, 
because they could not endure a humanitarianism which not onl:v nmR 

counter to their habits and interest; but blasphemes that combination of 
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We might have honestly and openly interfered and 
insisted upon putting a stop to the atrocities of the 
Boers, annexing their country if necessary to that end, 
but then we ourselves should have done justice to the 
natives on whose behalf we professed to interfere, instead 
of taking over with the country and carrying Ot;l those 
very quan-els and aggressions which we alleged as a 
sufficient reason for the annexation. 

When Sir Theophilus Shepstone went up to Pretoria 
it was, ostensibly, merely to advise the President and 
Volksraad of the Transvaal Republic as to the best 
means of extricating themselves and the country from 
the difficulties into which they were plunged, and with 
the expressed intention of endeavouring to produce a 
peaceful settlement with Sikukuni, which should protect 
him and his people for the future· from the tyranny of 
the Boers. Up to the last the notion that there was 
any intention of forcibly annexing the country was 
indignantly repudiated by the members of the expedi
tion, although their chief meanwhile was in possession 
of his commission as Administrator of the British 
gain with godliness which ia part of their religion. While that humani
tarianism forms a leading J?rinciple of our government they will not submit 
to it. Why should we bnbe or force them to do 80 r It ia no doubt right 
and wiee to remain, if possible, on good terms with them. It ia wile and 
generous to eave them, if possible, in their day of calamity-as, with our 
owu opposite policy, we have been able to eave them-bl, a wave of the 
bsnd-twice from the Baautoe, and once from the Zulus. ' (Once for all 
rather, through the course of many years, during which we have re
etrained the Zulus from asserting their own rights to the disputed territory, 
by promiaes that we would see justice done.-~uthor.) "But it ia neither 
wiee nor necessary to embroil ourselves in their quarrels until they call for 
help, ,until they have had occasion to feel the evil effects of their owu 
methods, and the measure of their weakness, and are ready, not in whispers 
or innnendoa and confidential comers, but outspokenly in public meetinga, 
or tbrou~ their constituted authorities, to accept with gratitude our 
inte"ention on our own terms, until they are, if they ever can be, thn1 
tau~ht by adversity. I do not myself believe that we could enter into any 
political union with them except at the sacrifice of that character for justice 
to which, l persist in saying, we owe 80 much of our power and security 
in Sonth Africa. Nor so Ion~ as we obse"e the rules of j118tice to them 
ahall we do any good by disgwsing our substantial differences, or refraining 
from indignant remonstrance& ~•t proceedings which. are not only 
repugnant to humanitl,, but violate their engagements with ua and 
endanger our aecurity. • 

B 
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Government in the Transvaal. There were some who 
suspected that there was more in the movement than 
was confessed to by those concerned. It was argued 
that, were Sir Theophilus Shepstone's visit of a purely 
friendly nature, no armed force would have been sent to 
escort him, as he was going, not into a savage country, 
but into one which, at all events, professed to have 
a . civilised government and an educated class. The un
settled state of feeling amongst the Boers was pleaded in 
answer to this argument, but was commonly met by the 
suggestion that if, under the circumstances, the armed 
force of mounted police which accompanied the important 
visitor might be looked upon as a justifiable precaution: 
yet the possible danger to strangers from the violence 
of a few lawless men in a country in which the 
government was not strong enough to keep them 
in check, was not great enough to account for the 
fact that a regiment of British infantry was hastily 
moved up to Newcastle, from whence they could speedily 
be summoned into the Transvaal. The presence of a Zulu 
army upon the other border, where it lay quiet and 
inoffensive for weeks during Sir Theophilus Shepstone's 
proceedings in the Transvaal, was naturally looked upon 
as a suspicious circumstance. There can be little doubt 
that-whether or no Cetsbwayo obeyed a hint from his 
old friend the Secretary for Native Affairs, and sent his 
army to support him, and to overawe the Boers by a war
like demonstration-the Zulus were present in a spirit, 
however inimical to the Boers, entirely friendly to the. 
English. The mere fact that the army lay there so long in 
harmless repose, and dispersed promptly and qruetly imme'
diately upon receiving orders to do so from Sir Theophilus 
Shepstone, proves that, at all events, they and their king 
thought that they were carrying out bis wishes. The 
feeling expressed at the time by a British officer,1 in 
speaking of this Zulu army, and recommending that it 
should be dispersed, that " it were better the little band 
of Englishmen (including, of course, himself) should fall 

1 Colonel Durnford, R.E., who paid a flying visit to Pretoria at t.li.e time., 
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by the band of the Boers than that aught should be 
done by the former to bring about a war of races," can 
hardly have been shared by Sir Theophilus Shepstone 
himself, or the message to the Zulu king to withdraw 
liis army would have been despatched some weeks 
earlier. 

In face of these facts it strikes one as strange that the 
temporary presence of this Zulu army on the Transvaal 
borders, manifestly in our support (whether by request or 
not), and which retired without giving the least offence, 
or even committing such nets of theft or violence as 
might be expected as necessary evils in the neighbourhood 
of a large. European garrison, should have been regarded, 
later, as a sign of Cetshwayo's inimical feeling towards 
the English.I 

Mr. Pretorius, member of the Dutch Executive Council, 
and other influential Transvaalers, assert that Sir T. 
Shepstone threatened to let loose the Zulus upon them, 
in order to reduce them to submission ; but the accusation 
is denied on behalf of the Administrator of the Transvaal. 
And Mr. Fynney (in the report of his mission to Cetsh
wayo from Sir T. Shepstone, upon the annexation of the 
Transvaal, dated July 4, 1877) gives the king's words to 
him, as follows : "I am pleased that Somtseu (Sir 
Theophilus Shepstone) has sent you to let me know that 
the land of the Transvaal Boers has now become part of 
the lands of the Queen of England. I began to wonder. 
why he did not tell me something of what he was doing. 
I received one message from him, sent by U nkabana, from 
Newcastle, and I heard the Boers were not treating him 
properly, and that they intended to put him into a corner. 
If they had done so, I should not have waited for 
anything more. Had one shot been fired, I should have 

1 Mr. John Dunn is said to have stated to the Special Correspondent ot: 
The Cape .Argua, and to have since re-affirmed his statement, that Sfr 
T. Shepstone "sent word to Cetsbwayo that he was being hemmed in, 
and the king was to hold himself in readiness to come to his assistance." 
This assertion has also been denied by Sir T. Shepstone's supporters. 1'here 
is not, however, the slightest doubt that Sir T. Shepstone did give Cetsh-
wayo a hint to be on the alert. • 

H 2 
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said, ' What more do I wait for ? they have touched my 
father.'" 1 

But all doubt upon the subject of Sir T. Shepstone's 
, intention was quickly and suddenly set at rest-the silken 
glove of friendly counsel and disinterested advice was 
thrown aside, and the mailed hand beneath it seized the 
reins of government from the slackened fingers of the 
President of the Transvaal. On the 22nd January, 1877, 
Sir Theophilus Shepstone entered Pretoria, the capital of 
the country, where he was received with all kindness and 
attention by the president, Mr. Burgers, and other impor
tant men, to whom he spoke of his mission in general 
terms, as one the object of which was "to confer with the 
Government and people of the Transvaal, with the object 
of initiating a new state of things which would guarantee 
security for the future." 2 

On April 9th, 1877, Sir T. Shepstone informed President 
Burgers that "the extension over the Transvaal of Her 
Majesty's authority and rule," was imminent. 

The following protest was officially read and handed in 
to Sir T. Shepstone on the 11th .April: 

" Whereas I, Thomas Fran~ois • Burgers, State President 
of the South African Republic, have received a despatch, 
dated the 9th instant, from Her British Majesty's Special 
Commissioner, Sir Theophilus Shepstone, informing me 
that His Excellency has resolved, in the name of Her 
Majesty's Government, to bring the South African 
Republic, by annexation, under the authority of the 
British Crown : 

"And whereas I have not the power to draw the sword 
with good success for the defence of the independence of 
the State against a superior power like that of England, 
and in consideration of the welfare of the whole of South 
Africa, moreover, feel totally disinclined to involve its 
white inhabitants in a disastrous war, without having 

1 Althoudi a portion of the Zulu army 11888mbled, it was not regularly 
ealled up ; l>ut the Indunas were ordered to be on the watch, and prepared 
for an immediate assembly it' required. 

1 P. P. [C. 1776] p. 88. 
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employed beforehand all means to secure the rights of the 
people in a peaceable way : 

" So, I, in the name and by the authority of the Govern
ment and the people of the South African Republic, do 
hereby solemnly protest against the intended annexation. 

" Given under my hand and under the Seal of the State 
at the Government Office at Pretoria, on this the 11th 
day of April, in the year 1877. 

(Signed) "·THOMAS BURGERS, 
"StauPruident." 

A strong protest was handed in on the same date by 
the Executive Council, in which it was stated that "the 
people, by memorials or otherwise, have, by a • large 
majority, plainly stated that they are averse to it " 
(annexation). 

On April 17th, 1877, Sir T. Shepstone writes to Lord 
Camarvon : " On Thursday last, the 12th instant, I found 
myself in a position to issue the proclamations necessary 
for annexing 1 the South African Republic, commonly 
known as the Transvaal, to Her Majesty's dominions, and 
for assuming the administration thereof"-P. P. [C. 1776] 
pp. 152-56. 

His intentions had been so carefully concealed, the 
proclamation took the people so completely by surprise, 
that it was received in what might be called a dead 
silence, which silence was taken to be of that nature 
which "gives consent." • 

It has been amply shown since that the real feeling of· 
the country was exceedingly averse to English interference 
with its liberties, and that the cong1·atulatory addresses 
presented, and demonstrations made in favour of what 
had been done, were but expressions of feeling from the 
foreign element in the Transvaal, and got up by a few 
people personally interested on the side of English 
authority. But at the time they were made to appear 
as genuine expressions of Boer opinions favourable to 

1 It may be interesting to compare the above with the wording of Sir 
T. Shepstone"s "CommUlllion,"-P. P. [C. ~776] p. 111. 
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the annexation, which was looked upon as a master
stroke of policy and a singular success. The troops 
assembled at Newcastle were at once ordered up, and 
made a formal entry into Pretoria on the 4th May. 

It was some time before the Transvaalera recovered 
from the stunning effects of the blow by which they had 
been deprived of their liberties, and meanwhile the new · 
Government made rapid advances, and vigorous attempts 
at winning popularity amongst the people. Sir T. Shep
stone hastened to fill up every office under him with his 
own men, although there were great flourishes of trumpets 
concerning preserving the rights of the people to the 
greatest extent possible, and keeping the original men in 
office wherever practicable. The first stroke by which 
popularity was aimed at was that of remitting the war 
taxes levied upon the white population (though unpaid) 
to meet the expenses of the war with Sikitkuni It 
became apparent at this point what an empty sham was 
our proposed protection of Sikukuni, and bow little the 
oppression under which he and bis people suffered had 
really called forth our interference. Sir T. Shepstone, 
while remitting, as stated, the tax upon the Boers, insisted 
upon the payment· in full of the fine in cattle levied by 
them upon Sikukuni's people. So sternly did he carry 
out the very oppressions which he came to put an end to, 
that a portion of the cattle paid towards the fine (two 
thousand head, a large number in the reduced and im
poverished state of the people) were sent back, by his 
orders, on the ground that they were too small and in 
poor condition, with the accompanying message that 
better ones must be sent in their place. A commission 
(composed of Captain Clarke, R.A., and Mr. Osborne) was 
sent, before the annexation, by Sir T. Shepstone, to 
inquire into a treaty pressed by the Boers upon Sikukuni, 
and rejected by him, as it contained a condition by which 
he was to pay taxes, and thereby come under the Trans
vaal Government.1 To these gentlemen" Sikukuni stated 

. 1 The chief repeatedly refused to sign any paper present<>d to him by the 
Boers, on the ground that he could not tell what it ~ight contain beyond 
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that the English were great and he was little [C. 177G, 
p. 14 7], that he wanted them to save him from the Boers, 
who hunted him to and fro, and shot his people down like 
wild game. He had lost two thousand men" (this in-

. eluded those who submitted to the Boers) "by the war, 
ten brothers, and four sons. . . . He could not trust the 
Boers, as they were always deceiving him." After saying 
that "he wished to be like Moshesh" (a British subject), 
and be "happy and at peace," be "asked whether he 
ought to pay the two thousand head of cattle, seeing 
that the war was not of his making." 

" To this we replied," say the Commissioners, "that it 
was the custom of us English, when we made an engage
ment, to fulfil it, cost what it might; that our word was 
our bond." . 

Small wonder if the oppressed.and persecuted people and 
their chief at last resented such treatment, or that some of 
them should have shown that resentment in a manner 
·decided enough to call for military proceedings on the 
part of the new Government of the Transvaal. In point 

• of fact, however, it was not Sikukuni, but his sister-a 
chieftainess herself-whose people, by a quarrel with aTHl 
raid upon natives living under our protection, brought on 
the second or English " Sikukuni war." 

Turning to the other chief pretext for the annexation of 
the Transvaal, the distm·bed condition of the Zulu border, 
we find precisely the same policy carried out. When it 
was first announced that the English had ta.ken possession 
of the country of their enemies, the Zulus, figuratively 
speaking, threw up their caps, and rejoiced greatly. They 
thought that now at last, a.,fter years of patient waiting, and 
painful repression of angry feelings at the desire of the 
Natal Government, they were to receive their reward in a 
just acknowledgment of the claims which Sir T~ Shepstone 
had so long supported, and which he was now in a position 
to confirm. 

the points explained to him, to which be might afterwards be said to have 
agre~d ; ~owing plainly to what the natives were accustomed in thcil' 
dealings with the Transvaal. . , • . . · . 
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But the quiet submission of the Boers would not have 
lasted, even upon the surface, had their new Governor 
shown the slightest sign of leaning to the Zulu side on the 
bitter boundary question ; and as Sir T. Shevstone fancied 
that the power of his word was great enough with the 
Zulus to make them submit, however unwillingly, there 
was small chance of their receiving a rood of land at his . 
hands. He had lost sight of, or never comprehended the 
fact, that that power was built upon the strong belief which 
existed in the minds of the Zulu king and people with 
regard to the justice and honesty of the English Govern
ment. This feeling is amply illustrated by the messages 
from the Zulu king, quoted in our chapter upon the Dis
puted Territory, and elsewhere in this volume, and need 
therefore only be alluded to here. 

But this belief, so far as Sir T. Shepstone is concerned, 
was destroyed when the Zulus found that, far from acting 
according to his often-repeated words, their quondam friend 
had turned against them, and espoused the cause of their 
enemies, whom, at his desire, they had refrained these many 
years from attacking, when they could bave done so with
out coming into collision with the English. 

The Zulus, indeed, still believed in the English, and in 
the Natal Government; but they considered that Sir. T. 
Shepstone, in undertaking the government of the Boers, had 
become a Boer himself, or, as Cetshwayo himself said, his 
old friend and father's back, which had carried him so long, 
had become too rough for him-if he could carry him no 
longer he would get down, and go to a man his equal in 
Pietermaritzburg (meaning Sir Henry Bulwer, Lieut.
Governor of Natal), who would be willing and able to take 
him up. 

It is a curious fact, and one worthy of note, that Sir T. 
Shepstone, who for so many years had held and expressed • 
an opinion favourable to the Zulus on this most important 
boundary question, should yet have studied it so little that, 
when he had been for six months Administrator of the 
Transvaal, with aU evidence, written or oral, official or 
otherwise, at his command, he could say, speaking of a 
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conversation which he held with some Dutch farmers at 
Utrecht-P. P. (2079, p. 51-4): "I then learned for the 
first time, what bas .since been proved by evidence the 
most incontrovertible, overwhelming, and clear, that this 
boundary line 1 had been formally and • mutually agreed 
upon, and had been formally ratified by the giving and 

. receiving of tokens of thanks, aud that the beacons had 
been built up in the presence of the President and members 
of the Executive Council of the Republic, in presence of 
Commissioners from both Panda. and Cetshwayo, and that 
the spot on which every beacon was to stand was indicated • 
by the Zulu Commissioners themselves placing the first 
stones on it. 
• "I shall shortly transmit to your Lordship " (the Secre

tary of State for the Colonies) " the further evidence on the 
subject that has been furnished to me." This " further 
evidence," if forwarded, does not appear in the Blue Book. 
It is plain that the Border Commissioners of 1878 found 
both the " evidence the most incontrovertible, overwhelm
ing, and clear," and the " further evidence" promised, 
utterly worthless for the purpose of proving the case of 
the Boers ; but, even had it been otherwise, Sir T. 
Shepstone's confession of ignorance up to so late a date 
on this most vital question is singularly self-condemnatory. 

" When I approached the question," 2 he says, "I did so 
supposing that the rights of the Transvaal to land on the 
Zulu border had very slender foundation. I believed, from 
the representations which had been systematically made by 
the Zulus to the Natal Government on th~ subject, of 
which I wa.'! fully aware from the posit.ion I held, in Natal, 
that the beacons along the boundary line bud been erected 
by the RepubJican Government, in opposition to the wishes, 
and in spite of protests, of the Zulu authorities.8 

• '' I, therefore, made no claims or demands whatever for 
lan4. I invited Cetshwayo to give me his views regarding 
a boundary, when I informed him from Pretoria that I 

1 That claimed by the Boers. 1 P. P. (2079, pp. 51-54). 
• 1 The conclusion arrived at, after a careful cou8ideration of all p1'04luciblo 

evidence, by the Rorke's Drift Commission in 1878. 
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should visit Utrecht on the tour I then contemplated 
making. When I met the Zulu prime minister and the 
indunas on the 18th October last" -(six weeks before he 
discovered, in conversation with some Boers, the "evidence 
incontrovertible,overwhelming,and clear")-" on the Blood 
River, I was fully prepared, if it should be insisted on by 
the Zulus, as I then thought it might justly be, to give up 
a tract of country which had from thirteen to sixteen years 
peen occupied by Transvaal farmers, and to whose farms 
title-deeds had been issued by the late Government; and I 

. contempfated making compensation to those farmers in 
some way or another for their loss. I intended, however, 
first to offer to purchase at a fair price from the Zulu king 
all his claims to land which had for so many years been 
occupied and built upon by the subjects of the Transvaal, 
to whom the Government of the country was distinctly 
liable." 1 

Sir T. Shepstone, when he met the Zulu indunas at the 
Blood River, was prepared to abandon the line of 1861 

• (claimed by the Boers), for that of the Blood River and 
the Old Hunting Road(" if it should be insisted on by the 
Zulus," as he "then thought it might justly be "), which, 
in point of fact, would have satisfied neither party ; but he 
does not say by what right he proposed to stop short of 
the old line of 1856-7-viz. the Blood River-and insist 
upon the" Old Hunting Road." If the half-concession was 
just, so was the whole-or neither. 

To these half-measures, however, the Zulus would not 
submit, and the conference failed of its object. 

" Fortunately, therefore, for the interest of the Trans
vaal," says Sir T. Shepstone, " I was prevented by the 
conduct of the Zulus themselves from surrendering to them 
at that meeting what my information on the subject then 
had led me to think was after all due to them, and this 
I was prepared to do at any sacrifice to the Transvaal, 
seeing, as it then appeared to me, that justice to the Zulus 
demanded it." 
• 1 A li11bility transferred to the Znln king by Sir Bartle Frera in his 
col're8ponde11c.: with the Bishop of Natal. 
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In spite, however, of the concession to the Boers, made 
in Sir T. Shepstone's altered opinion on the border ques
tion, they were by no means reconciled to the loss of their 
independence, although Captain Clarke says (C. 2316, 
-P• 28), in speaking ,of the Boers in Lydenburg district, 
that "they; in the majority of cases, would forget fancied 
wrongs if they thought they had security for their lives 
and property, education for their children, and good roads 
for the transport of their produce." 1 . 

The foJlowing "Agreement, signed by a large number of 
farmers at the meeting held at W onderfontein," and trans
lated from a Dutch newspaper, the Zuid A/1-ikaan, pub
lished at Capetown on the 15th February, 1879 (C. 2316, 
p. 1), gives a different impression of the state of feeling 
amongst the Boers :-

" In the presence of Almighty God, the Searcher of al 
hearts, and prayerfully waiting on His gracious help and 
pity, we; burghers of the South African Republic, have 
solemnly agreed, and we do hereby agree, to make a holy 
covenant for us, and for our children, which we confirm 
with a solemn oath. 

" Fully forty years ago our fathers fled from the Cape 
Colony in order to become a free and independent people. 
Those forty years were forty years of pain and suffering. 

" We established Natal, the Orange Free State, and the 
South .African Republic, and three times the English 
Government bas trampled our liberty, and dragged to the 
ground our flag, which our fathers had baptized with their 
blood and tears. 

"As by a thief in the night has our Republic been 
stolen from us. We may nor can endure this. It is 
God's will, and is i-equired of us by the unity of our 
fathers, and by love to our children, that we should 
hand over intact to our children the legacy of the fathers. 
:For that purpose it is that we here come together and 
give each other the right hand as men and brethren, 
solemnly promising to remain faithful to our country and 

1 That is to say, that they may be bribed by substantial benefits to 
acqui,-;e in the loss of their liberties. 
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our people, and with our eye fixed on God, to co-operate 
until death for the restoration of the freedom of our 
Republic. 

" So help us Almighty God." 
These pious words, side by side with the horrible 

accounts of the use made by the Boers of their liberty 
while they had it, strike one as incredibly profane; yet 
they are hardly more so than part -of the speech made by 
Sir T. Shepstone to the burghers of the Transvaal on the 
occasion of the annexation. 

"Do you know," he asks them, "what has recently 
happened in Turkey 1 Because no civilised government 
was carried on there, the Great Powers interfered and said, 
'Thus far and no farther.' And if this is done to an 
Em1lire, will a little Republic be excused when it mis
behaves ? Complain to other powers and seek justice 

. ,there 1 Yes, thank God ! justice is still to be found even 
for the most insignificant, but it is precisely this justice 
which will convict us. If we want justice we must be in 
a position to ask it with unsullied hands." 1 

Our first quotation was from the words of ignorant 
Boers, our second from those of a man South African born 
and bred, South African in character and education. But 
perhaps both are surpRSsed by words lately written by an 
English statesman of rank. Let. us turn to a " minute " of 
Sir Bartle Frere's, forwarded on November 16th, 1878 
(2222, p. 45), and see what he says in dt:fence of Boer 
conquests and encroachments. "The Boers had force of 
their own, and every right of conquest ; but they had also 
what they seriously beli.eved to be a higher title, in the old 
commands they found in parts of thcfr Bible to extermi
nate the Gentiles, and take their land in posse.ssion.1 We 
may freely admit that they misinterpreted the text, and 
were utterly mistaken in its application. But they had at 
least a sincere belif'j i11, the Divine a·1tthority for what 

1 Was it by in&dvertence that Sir T. Shepstone speaks of "us" 
and "we," thUB producing a sentence so strangely and unhappily 
apflicable I 

Italics are not Sir B. Frere's. 
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they di.d, and therefore a far higher title than the Zulus 
cov1d claim for all they acquirul.1 (P. P. [C. 2222] p. 45.) 

If the worship of the Boers for their sanguinary deity 
is to be pleaded in their behalf, where shall we pause in 
finding excuses for any action committed by insane 
humanity in the name of their many gods 1 But the 
passage hardly needs our comments, and we leave it to the 
consideration of the Christian world. 

However the foreign element in the Transvaal may have 
welcomed the annexation, the Boers, as a body, held aloof. 
The Executive Council of the Republic, on the 11th April, 
1877, resolved that: "Whereas the Government is con
vinced not to be in a position to defend the rights and 
independence of the people against Great Britain with 
arms, and further wishes to take no step whereby the 
white settlers of South Africa, in the face of the common 
enemy, should be divided against each other, or be brought 
to a conflict, to the great detriment of all Christian people 
in South Africa, before the very last means have been tried 
to assure the rights of the people by peaceful and amicable 
means. So it is that the Government most strongly pro
tests against the action of Her Majesty's Special Com
missioner, resolving further to despatch immediately a 
Commission of Representatives to Europe and America, ... 
to try in the first instance to appeal to Her MajP.sty's 
Government, and if this should have no result, which the 
Government should regret and can as yet not believe, then 

. to try and invoke the friendly help and .assistance of 
other powers, foremost of those who have acknowledged 
the independence of this country." 

The mem hers appointed to serve on this Commission 
were Mr. S. J. P. Kruger, Vice-President of the South 
African Republic; and Dr. E. J. P. Jorrisen, the State 
Attorney. 

The following Proclamation was issued :-
" Whereas Her British Majesty's Special CommiS&oner, 

Sir Theo. Shepstone, notwithstanding my sol~mn protest 
of yesterday, entered against his purposes, communicated 

• 1 I talica are not Sir B. Frere' a. 
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to me by his letter of the 9th April, has been pleased 
to execute his designs, and hai:i this day proclaimed Her 
British Majesty's government over the South African 
Republic; and whereas the Government has decided to 
acquiesce for the present under a protest for the purpose 
of despatching meanwhile a deputation to Europe and 
America, in the person of Messrs. S. J. P. Kruger and E. 
P. J orrisen, for the purpose there to defend the rights 
of the people, and to try and obtain a peaceful solut.ion of 
the case: 

" So it is that I, Thomas Fran~ois Burgers, State 
President of the South African Republic, proclaim and 
make hereby known with consent and advice of the 
Executive Council, to all officials, citizens, and inhabi
tants, to abstain from every word or deed calculated to 
frustrate the work of the mission. 

" And I admonish all burghers and inhabitants to help 
carrying out this decision of the Government for the 
preservation of order and the avoidance of bloodshed. 

"THOS. BURGERS, 
" GOVERNMENT OFFICE, PRETORIA, " Stau Preaidfflt. 

12th .April, 1877." 

The Commission proceeded to London, but obtained no 
t:1atisfact.ion from the Secretary of State for the Colonies. 
In 1878 a second deputation was sent with a memorial, 
said to have been " signed by thousands upon thousands," 
but with a like result. 

A considerable feeling of unrest prevailed, and early 
in 1879 a large· number_ of Boers assembled in anticipa
tion of Sir Bartle ~'rere's arrival in the Transvaal. Their 
camp, or Jaager, was formed near Pretoria; their num
bers being variously estimated at from 2,000 to 4,000 men. 

'l'he position of affairs was reported by Colonel W. Owen 
Lanyoti, the Administrator, to be serious (March 18th, 
1879), and arrangements were made for the defence of 
Fretoria. • 

Sir Bartle Frere arrived at Pretoria on April 10th, 1879, 
and visited the Boer camp. On the 12th he had a 
conference with "The People's Committee," when "Mr. 
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l'retorius stated that • the people bad charged Messrs. 
Kruger, Robertson, and Joubert, to express their wishes;' 
whereupon these three gentlemen in different terms, but 
in the briefest possible manner, intimated that ' the 
people ' desired nothing more than the restoration of their 
independence, and would accept nothing less." 1 

Sir Bartle Frere " reminded them that their representa
tives had twice heard from the lips of Her Majesty's 
Secretary of State that the British Government and 
Parliament had finally resolved that the act of annexation 
could not be undone, but that they should receive in due 
course, as soon as circumstances rendered it practicable, as 
large a measure of self-government as was enjoyed by any 
colony in South Africa." 

On the 16-th April a deputation from the Boers waited 
on Sir Bartle Frere, and reminded him of his promise to 
forward, with the notes of proceedings, any memorial they 
might wish to submit to Her Majesty. This memorial, 
dated April 16th, 1879, complains bitterly of the annexa
tion, and of the ruanne1· in which it was carried out. The 

. petitioners lay their petition at Her Majesty's feet "with 
all the earnestness of men who for two years have fought 
for their rights with weapons of order and passive resist
ance, and who still persevere therein." 

" What else can we do 1 Must we draw the sword 1 
Your Majesty, we cannot conceal from you what is hap
pening at the present moment in Pretoria, the old capital 
of our Republic. It is an open town, full of families, 
women and children. A handful of your Majesty's troops 
is there. Your representatives there have given orders or 
permission that in the open streets barricades and breast
works should be erected ; private residences are pierced 
with loopholes. Why 1 and against what enemy ? Against 
us, the tme people of the South African Republic. ls 
there any clearer evidence needed that the annexation is 
contrary to the will of the people, if, after two years, tl1e 
capital of the country must be protected in such a way 
against .the people ? It would seem as if men would 

. 1 P .. P. [C. 2367) p. 54. 
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mislead us into bringing about a massacre; and we are sure 
that juet as much as this grieves us, it will also call forth 
your Majesty's displeasure. Must it then, your Majesty, 
come to war? It cannot be your will, just as it is not out 
wish. 

"Your Majesty cannot desire to rule over unwilling 
subjects. Unwilling subject-s, but faithful neighbours we 
will be. We beseech you, put an end to this unbearable 
state of things, and charge your High Commissioner in 
South Africa to give us back our state."1 

The memorial was forwarded to the Secretary of State 
on the 17th of April by Sir Bartle Frere, together with a 
report of the meeting with the Boer Committee, who, 
Sir Bartle :Frere says, " are men of position in tbe country 
and respected, and leaders who have since the earliest 
establishment of the :Republic taken a prominent part in 
the government of the country, I think I may say that their 
representations are worthy of your earnest consideration."2 

On the 29th of September Sir Garnet Wolseley assumed 
the office of Governor of the Transvaal, and " the Com
mittee of the People " at once addressed a letter to him 
asking whether the answer of Her Majesty the Queen 
to their memorial had come into his possession. 

The reply referred them to the Proclamation issued by 
Sir Garnet, on the day of his assuming office, to the effect 
that it was "the will and determination of Her Majesty's 
Government that this Transvaal territory shall be and 
shall continue to be for ever an integral portion of Her 
Majesty's dominions of South Africa."8 

In October a somewhat serious disturbance occurred at 
Middleberg. A Boer named Jacobs was brought before the 
local court, charged with having ill-treated one of his Kaffir 
servants, by tying him " by his wrists to a beam, so that 
his feet could not touch the ground." «The sun was up," 
says the man, " but not very high, when I was suspended 
to the beam. It was after mid-day when I was released." 

A large number of Boers attended from sympathy with 
1 P. P. [C. 2367) PJI• 97-99. 1 Ibid. p. s,. 

• P. P. [C. 2f82] p. US. 
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tlie defendant, and (it is said) as anxious to resist any inter
ference between themselves and their Kaffers. The Landrost 
took the opportunity to read out Sir Garnet's proclama
t.ion declaring the permanency of the annexation of the 
Transvaal; but the attitude of the Boers appeared to be 
so threatening that he thought . it advisable to adjourn 
the case for a couple of hours. Shortly before the court 
re-opened the Landrost was informed that the Boers 
had taken by force from two stores all their stock of 
ammunition. 

Raids were afterwards made upon other stores, and the 
Landrost at once reported that he feared " from this 
demonstration that the Boers are now ripe for an armed 
opposition to Government." The Administrator hurried 
down to Middleberg, and ordered summonses to be served 
on all persons implicated, and that the trial of Jacobs 
should be resumed 

The Boers who were found guilty of seizing ammunition 
were fined £5 each, which was paid. Jacobs appeared two 
<lays after the expiration of his bail, pleading a misunder
standing, and was then bound over to appear at a future 
date. 

A Boer meeting was convened for the 10th of December; 
and the country generally was in an excited state. 

On the 12th December there were 6,305 men present at 
W onderfontein, and Mr. Paul Kruger read the resolutions 
which had been adopted by the foremen in consultation 
with the people. 

On the 15th, the following resolutions were passed : 
"The people of the South African Republic have 

expressed their will on Friday December 12, and now 
proceed further to complete the same by resolutions. 

" The time for petitions to the English Government is 
passed; no deliverance may be expected in that respect. 

"The officials of Her Majesty the Queen of England have, 
by their untrue and false representations, closed the ·way 
to Her Majesty and to the Parliament. The responsibility 
of this rests with them. The people have done what they 
could again, and once more they would appeal to the 

I 
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Queen of England, for the people believe, as certain as the 
sun shines, that if the Queen and the English nation knew 
that a free people is oppressed here, they would never allow 
it; England has been the protector of liberty everywhere, 
and would also protect our liberty, which is now being 
suppressed. . 

" But Her Majesty's officials in South Africa who con
tinue to defend the necessity of the annexation conceal 
the truth and smother our voice. We cannot therefore 
address ourselves to England, there is nobody in that 
country to reply to us. It is therefore that we, the 
people of the South African Republic, proceed to resolve, 
viz ·-

" 1st. That the people of the South African Republic 
have never been, and never wish to be, Her Majesty's 
subjects, and that every one who speaks of us as rebels is 
a slanderer. 

" 2nd. The people desire that the Government of the 
South African Republic, whose functions have been 
stopped, shall resume the same as soon as possible. 

" 3rd. The people desire that the Volksraad shall be 
convflned as soon as possible. 

" 4th. The people desire to show to friend and foe, that 
they wish to avoid everything in the way of bloodshed 
and violence, and therefore expect from their Volksraad 
to take such steps as will make possible a peaceable 
solution of the difficulties with the English Government. 

" 5th. The people expect from the Volksraad, in f urtber
ance of that object, in the first place a proclamation or law 
on the following points : 

"(a.) That all rights of the present inhabitants of the 
Transvaal shall be under the protection of the laws of the 
country. . 

"(b.) That the right of the English Government to nomi
nate a Consul, or other diplomatic person, to look after the 
interests of British subjects, continue to be recognised. 

"(c.) That the lawful expenditure legally made by the 
interregnum for the expenses of our country shall be 
recognised. 
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"(d.) That the differences as to the boundary lines with 
natives shall be submitted t-0 arbitration. 

"(e.) That for their native policy the Government be 
prepared t,0 adopt general rules in consultation with the 
colonies and states of South Africa. 

" (f.) That the Republic is prepared, in consultation and 
concurrence with the colonies and states of South Africa, 
to enter into a confederation. 

" 6th. The people declare that they will be forgiving 
towards all burghers of the South African Republic who 
through circumstances had been brought to temporarily 
leave the side of the people, but they cannot promise to 
extend this forgiveness to those burghers of the South 
African Republic who come forward as open enemies of 
the people, and continue to deceive the English Govern
ment by t.heir false representations. 

" 7th. The people further declare tl)at, until the time that 
the Republic is restored, they will not, except under coer
cion, appear in the law courts of the country, and that they 
will have all differences amongst themselves decided by 
arbitrators. 

" 8th. The people also direct a public warning to some 
directors of banks in the country not further to interfere 
with politics, and thus become instruments in the hands of 
the enemies of the Republic. • 

"9th. The people of the South African Republic expect 
from the interregnum, and from its higher and lower offi
cials, that a stop shall be put to all needless annoyances of 
the burgher such as have lately been but too frequently 
resorted to, which can have no other effect than inciting 
collision; and, lastly, 

"10th. The people declare that, by God's help, they 
desire to have a strong Government for the South African 
Republic, respect for the law, the development and ad
vancement of the country ; and they promise man for 
man to co-operate for that purpose, and to defend their 
Government t.ill death, so help us God Almighty. 

"Thus done by us, the foremen elected by the people, 
in the name of the people of the South African Republic, 

I 2 
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at Wonderfontein, on this the 15th day of December, 
1879." I 

These resolutions were forwarded to Sir Garnet Wolseley 
by the chairman and secretary-Messrs. M. W. Pretorius 
and F. E. Bok-and the meeting then peaceably dispersed ; 
having resolved to assemble on the 6th of April, 1880, on 
the farm of Mr. Pretorius. 

After taking the opinion of the Attorney-General and 
consulting the leading executive officers of the Govern
ment, Sir Garnet Wolseley "determined to prosecute 
Messrs. Pretorius and Bok for the crime of treason," and 
gave orders that the necessary proceedings should be at 
once instituted. 

Mr. Bok was arrested at Pretoria on the 3rd of January, 
1880, and admitted to bail. Mr. Fretorius was arrested at 
Potchefstroom on the 5th, and, after a short time, was also 
admitted to bail. 

Eventually, proceedings against these gentlemen were 
dropped. 

Sir Gamet Wolseley reports from Pretoria, January 
16th, 1880: "A party of Boers with about thirty waggons 
and possibly 300 horses gathered about nine miles from 
Potcbefstroom on the Pretoria road, and were visited, I 
am informed, on the 10th instant by Mr. Paul Kruger, 
who is said to have pointed out to them that they were 
foolish in attempting to thus collect and contend against 
the English Government, and that they had better return 
to their homes. On the 12th the meeting broke up. 

" There is complete quiet in Potchefstroom, and the 80th 
Regiment, which had halted there, is on its march to 
Heidelberg, whence it will proceed to Durban to embark 
for England." 

The • views of the Home Government were that " it 
would not be possible, and if possible, it would be injurious 
to the country, to re-establish the fol'lll of government 
which existed before the 12th April, 1877." And the 
Secretary of State writes, 20th November, 1879: "It is 
obvious that as a member of a South .African Confederation 

1 P. P. [C. 2505) pp. 128-9. 
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the country might receive a constitution which would 
confer upon the people, under the paramount authority of 
the British Crown, the fullest independence compatible 
with that thorough unity of action which the common 
welfare demands." 1 , 

In accordance with instructions from the Home Govern
ment " for the establishment of an Executive Council 
and a Legislative Assembly for the Transvaal Province 
and Territory," the following gentlemen were offered and 
accepted appointments : . 

Execu,tive Council : P. J. Marais, J. C. Holtshauzen, 
J. S. Joubert. 

Legislative Council: C. K. White, 0. W. A. Forssman, 
J. A. Esterhuyse, F. A. R. Johnston, A. H. Stander, J. 
H. Nel. 

The first meeting of the Executive Council took place 
on the 23rd February, 1880, and the Legislative Assembly 
was summoned for the 10th of March.2 

On the 10th March the first Legislative Assembly under 
Her Majesty's rule was duly opened at Pretoria by the 
Administrator, Colonel Owen Lanyon. 

The Boer Committee assembled at W onderfontein in 
March, and postponed indefinitely the mass meeting origin
ally proclaimed for the 6th of April 

The excitement· that had prevailed was not now so 
manifest, and the Home Government was assured that 
the agitation amongst the Boers in the Transvaal was 
dying out, and that the country was settling down into 
tranquillity. 

The first symptom of the storm that succeeded this 
calm was at Potchefstroom when some " disaffected Boers" 
assembled on the 11th November, and forcibly stopped 
a Government execution sale for non-payment of taxes. 

The immediate cause of the outbreak is thus stated by 
the Boer leaders: 

" Meantime, the peace observed by the people has been 
continually and purposely misrepresented. The people 

1 P. P. [C. 2482) pp. 378-9. 
t P. P. [C. 2584) p. 192. 
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had decreed to pay its taxes only under protest or by force, 
whilst the Goyernment for the time being has thought well 
to write to England that the people were satisfied and paid 
their taxes. Upon these statements the English Parlia
ment, in September last, has allowed the matter of the 
annexation to pass unchallenged, because Her Majesty's 
Government declared that the Administrator reported the 
opposition of the people abating, and that they paid their 
taxes." 

Deceived by such reports from Pretoria, His Excellency 
Sir Pomeroy Colley, Her Majesty's Governor at Natal, no 
later than the 19th October, 1880, declared at the opening 
of the Legislative Council in that colony, that the move
ment in the Transvaal was apparently settling, that every
w here law and order reigned, and that the taxes were 
pa id by natives as well as the white inhabitants. 

Indescribable was the anger of the people when they 
saw that, purposely and wilfully, the truth was obscured 
by the authorities in Pretoria, and that the unwilling and 
extorted payment of taxes was used as a weapon against 
the people. 

Immediately the people gathered, and from all sides 
de clarations were signed by the burghers, that they should 
either no longer pay taxes, or alone under protest, exer
cising thereby their rights as an independent people that 
may be silent for a time but reserves its rights. 

This declaration was printed in the newspapers, and the 
Government in Pretoria, afraid, doubtlessly, that now the 
untruth of its information should come to light, has 
er owned its work of tyranny by prosecuting criminally 
for the publication of seditious writing the editor of the 
paper which published those declarations. The liberty 
o f the press was a thorn in the sides of the Government 
pro tem. 

The unwillingness of the people to pay taxes led to 
small collisions. Yet everything was still done by the 
leaders of the people to prevent a public disturbance of 
the peace.1 

1 P. P. [C. 2794] pp. 7-8. 
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Sir Owen Lanyon ordered up troops to Potchefstroom, 
and . on the 19th November reported the agitation to 
Lord Kimberley, remarking, "the term •people' in reality 
only represents an excited, clamouring crowd, which is 
not even a constituted part of an organised whole, and 
the Government would be strangely wrong were it to 
mistake their clamour for public opinion. It cannot 
admit that the dictum of a few agitators can be reg-,i.rded 
as the organically evolved opinion of the people. There 
is no ' vox populi,' for the phrase here means nothing but 
the-despotic power of insinuating leaders. . . . I do not 
think there is much, if any, cause for anxiety regarding 
the ultimate issue of the measures now being taken by 
the Government." 1 On the application of Sir Owen 
Lanyon, Sir G. Pomeroy Colley ordered a wing of the 
58th Regiment up from Natal. 

The Boers were now assembling in considerable numbers 
at Kaalfontein, near Potchefstroom ; and on the 29th of 
November Mr. Kruger informed the Colonial Secretary 
that a general meeting of the people would be held on 
the 8th of December, and that he hoped that the Govern
ment would place no obstacle in the way by summonses, 
writs of execution, or any military movements ; and, if 
movements were taken, that he could not be responsible 
for the consequences. 

Sir Owen Lanyon, on December 6th, published a notice 
"to warn agitators of the danger they were running into, 
and also to strengthen the loyally disposed people." 

The authorities were strangely blind to the signs of the 
coming storm. Sir G. Pomeroy Colley writes on December 
13th from Pietermaritzburg, "There is little news from 
the Transvaal. The present agitation seems principally 
connected with the annual tax notices. Protests have 
been made by armed deputations of Boers at various 
points against the payment of taxes, but no overt act of 
resistance to the law appears to have occurred except at 
Potchefstroom. . . . .Although large armed gatherings have 

1 P. P. [C. 2740] pp. 118-119. 
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taken place, and a good deal of violent language has been 
used by the Boers, I still trust that we shall be able to 
avoid any collision ; and that a patient but firm enforce
ment of the law will ultimately tire out these spasmodic 
efforts of disaffection." 1 

Sir Owen Lanyon writes in the same style on the 5th 
December: he states that "threats and intimidation are 
freely used to force the people to attend " the mass meet
ing on the 8th, and says : " I still do not think there is 
much cause for anxiety, but the position of affairs is one 
which requires careful attention and watching." 2 

The President of the Orange Free State appeared to 
recognise the danger of the situation, and sent the 
following telegram to the Administrator, Cape Town (Sir 
G. C. Strahan): 

"I read with very deep concern the account of the very 
serious aspect of affairs in the Transvaal. The gravity of 
the situation will, I hope, be accepted by your Excellency 
as an excuse for the liberty of asking your Excellency 
whether your Excellency will not devise some means by 
which a collision, which seems imminent, may be averted, 
a collision which will have the most disastrous results and 
seriously imperil the prestige of the white man with the 
nat-ive tribes." 

This appeal was forwarded to the Colonial Office by 
post. 

The meeting of the people of the Transvaal was short 
and decisive. On the 13th of December, 1880, after two 
days' conference, the Government of the South Aftican 
Republic was declared to be re-established; and the 
Volksraad recommenced its sitting. 

Messrs. S. J. P. Kruger, M. W. Pretorius, and P. 
Joubert were appointed a Triumvirate "to execute the 
government of the country," which was "declared to· be 
in a state of siege, and under the provisions of martial 
law." 

1 P. P. [C. 2783] p. 54. 
1 Ibid. p. 20. 
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On the 15th the Boer Commando moved on to Heidel
berg, and next day established the government there, and 
hoisted the flag of the Republic. 

The :first shot in anger was :fired at Potchefstroom on 
the 16th of December, and England again commences to 
reap the bitter fruit of the disastrous policy that of late 
years has so marred South Africa, 
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CHAPTER IX. 

THE DISPUTED TERRITORY. 

WE must now look back and gather up the threads
hitherto interwoven with accounts of other matters-con
nected with what bas been rightly called the "burning 
question" of the disputed territory, which led eventually 
to the Zulu War. 

The disputes between the Boers and Zulus concerning 
the boundary line of their respective countries had existed 
for many years, its origin and growth being entirely attri
butable to the well:-known and usually successful process 
by which the Dutch Boers, as we have already said, have 
gradually possessed themselves of the land belonging to 
their unlettered IJeighbours. This process is described by 
Mr. Osborn, formerly resident magistrate at Newcastle, now 
Colonial Secretary of the Transvaal Government, September 
22nd, 1876 (1748, p. 196): 

" I would point out here that this war (with Sikukuni) 
arose solely; out of disputes about land. The Boers-as 
they have done in other cases, and are still doing-en
croached by degrees upon native territory ; commencing by 
obtaining permission to graze stock upon portions of it at 
certain seasons of the year, followed by individual graziers 
obtaining from native headmen a sort of licence to squat 
upon certain defined • portions, ostensibly in order to keep 
other Boer squatters away from the same land These 
licences, temporarily extended, as friendly or neighbourly 
acts, by unauthorised headmen, after a few seasons of occu-
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pation by the Boer, are construed by him as title, and his 
permanent occupation ensues. Damage for trespass is 
levied by him upon the very men from whom he obtained 
right to squat, to which the natives submit out of fear 
of the matter reaching the ears of the paramount Chief, who 
would in all probability severely punish them for opening 
the door of encroachment to the Boer. After a while, how
ever, the matter comes to a crisis, in consequence of the 
incessant disputes between the Boers and the natives ; one 
or other of the disputants lays the case before the para
mount Chief, who, upon hearing both parties, is literally 
frightened with violence and threats by the Boer into 
granting him the land. Upon this, the usual plan 
followed by the Boer is at once to collect a few neigh
bouring Boers, including an Acting Field Comet, or even 
an Acting Provisional Field Cornet, appointed by the Field 
Comet or Provisional Cornet, the latter to represent the 
Government, although without instructions authorising 
him to act in the matter. A few cattle are collected 
among themselves, which the party takes to the Chief, 
and his signature is obtained to a written instrument, 
alienating to the Republican Boers a large slice of, or all, 
his territory. The contents of this document are, so far as 
I can make out, never clearly or intelligibly explained to 
the Chief, who signs it and accepts of the cattle, under the 
impression that it is all in settlement of hire for the grazing 
licences granted by his headmen." 

"This, I have no hesitation in saying, is the usual method 
by which the Boers obtain what they call cessions of terri
tories to them by native Chiefs. In Sikukuni's case, they 
say that his father, Sikwata, ceded to them the whole of his 
territory (hundreds of square miles) for one hundred head 
of cattle." 

Also Sir H. Barkly, late Governor of the Cape, writes as 
follows, October 2nd, 1876 (1748, p. 140): 

" The following graphic description of this process (of 
Boer encroachment) is extracted from a letter in the Trans
vaal .Advocate of a few weeks ago : ' Frontiers are laid 
down, the claim to which is very doubtful. These frontiers 
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are not occupied, but farms are inspected (" guessed at" 
would be nearer the mark), title-deeds for the same are 
issued, and, when the unlucky purchaser wishes to take 
possession, he finds his farm (if he can find it) occupied by 
tribes of Kafirs, over whom the Government has never 
attempted to exercise any jurisdiction.' ' Their Chief,' it 
adds,' is rather bewildered at first to find out that he has for 
years been a subject of the Transvaal.' 'The Chief in 
question is one Lechude, living on the north-west of the 
Republic. But the account is equally applicable to the 
case of Sikukuni, or U mswazi, or half-a-dozen others, the 
entire circuit of the Republic, from the Barolongs and 
Batlapins on the west, to the Zulus on the east, being 
bordered Ly a series of encroachments disputed 'by the 
'11,(1,tives.'" 

A memorandum from Capl;ain Clarke, R.A., Special 
Cammissioner at Lydenburg, dated April 23rd, 1879 
(C. 2367, p. 152), also gives an account of the way in 
which_ the Boers took possession of the Transvaal itself, 
highly illustrative of their usual practice, and of which 
the greater part may be quoted here, with a key to the 
real rueaning of phrases which require some study to 
interpret: • 

" On the entrance of the Fou Trekkers into the Trans
vaal, they were compelled against their hereditary instincts 
to combine for self-defence against a common foe." (That 
is to say, that, having forced themselves into a strange 
country, they necessarily combined to oust those they 
found there.) " External pressure was removed by 
success, and the diffusive instinct asserted itself" -which 
being . translated into ordinary English simply signifies 
that, having conquered certain native tribes, they settled 
themselves upon their lands, and returned to their natural 
disunited condition. "Isolated families, whose ambition 
was to be out of sight of their neighboura' smoke, pushed 
forward into Kafir-land" (as yet unconquered). 

"Boundaries were laid down either arbitrarily or by 
unsatisfactorily recorded treaty with savage neighbours. 
The natives, forced back, acquired the powers of coalition 
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Jost by the Boers, and in their turn brought pressure to 
bear on their invaders and whilom conquerors; farm after 
farm had to be abandoned, and many of the Boers who 
remained acknow]edged by paying tribute that they 
retained their lands by the permission of neighbouring 
chiefs. The full importance of this retrograde move
ment was not at once felt, as a natural safety-valve was 
found.· 

"A considerable portion of the east of the Transvaal 
is called the High Veldt, and consists of tableland at a 
considerable elevation, overlying coal-measures; this dis
trict appears bleak and inhospitable, oveITun by large 
herds of game and watered by a series of apparently 
stagnant ponds which take the place of watercourses. . . . 
From various sources, within the last six years, it has 
been discovered that the High Veldt is most valuable for 
the grazing of sheep, horses, and cattle ; and fanns which 
possess the advantage of water are worth from l,000l. to 

. 1,200l., where formerly they could have been bought for 
as many pence. 

"This discovery has opened a door of escape for many 
of the nai,ive-pressed borderers. The pressure on those that 
remain increases, and on the north-east and west of the 
Transvaal is a fringe of farmers who live by the suffrance 
or in fear of the interlacing natives." 

The phrases which. I have italicised seem to indicate that 
the writer has lost sight of the fact that, if the border 
farmers are "native-pressed," it is because they have 
intruded themselves amongst the natives, from which 
position a just and wise government would seek to with
draw them, instead of endeavouring to establish and 
maintain them in it by force. This latter course, however, 
is the one which Captain Clarke recommends. The 
remainder of bis memorandum is a series of suggestions 
for this purpose, one of which .runs as follows : "1'0 take 
away the immediate strain on the border farmer, and the 
risk of collision which the present state of affairs involves, 
I would suggest the establishment of Government Agents, 
who should reside on or beyond the bor<ler now occupied by 
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the farmers. 1 • .Each Residency should be a fortress, 
built of stone, and prepared for defence against any native 
force. 

Sir Bartle Frere's version of Captain Clarke's account, 
g1ven to the Secretary of State in a despatch inclosing 
the above, runs as follows : " Most of the native chiefs 
now there have gradually crept in, under pressure from 
the northward, and finding no representatives of the 
Transvaal Government able to exercise authority on the 
spot, have gradually set up some sort-of government for 
themselves, before which many of the Boers have retired, 
leaving only those who were willing to pay a sort of 
tribute for protection, or to avoid being robbed of their 
cattle." 

With whatever oblique vision Sir Bartle Frere may 
have perused the inclosure from which he gathers his 
facts, no unbiassed mind can fail to detect the singular 
discrepancy between the account given by Captain Clarke 
and that drawn from it by the High Commissioner in his 
inclosing letter. 

He makes no mention of the driving out of the natives 
which preceded their creeping in, and which figures so 
largely in Captain Clarke's memorandum, of which he 
professes to give a sketch. And he introduces, entirely 
on his own account, the accusation against the natives 
implied in the phrase "or to avoid being robbed of their 
cattle," of which not a single word appears in the 
memorandum itself. 

Properly speaking, there were two disputed boundary 
lines up to 1879, the one being that between Zululand 
and the Transvaal, to the south of the Pongolo River : 
the other that between the Zulus and the Swazis, to the 
north of, and parallel to, that stream.• The Swazis are 
the hereditary enemies of the Zulus, and there has always 
been a bitter feeling between the two races ; nevertheless 
the acquisitiveness of the Transvaal Boers was at the 
bottom of both disputes. They profess to have obtaiiled, 

1 Author's italics. 
' ".Ama-Swazi" for the plural correctly, as also "Ama-Zulu." 
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by cession from the Swazi king in 1855, a strip of land 
to the north-east of the Pongolo River and down to the 
Lebombo Mountains, in order that they might form a 
barrier between them and the Zulus ; but the Swazis deny 
having ever made such cession. 

In addition to the doubt thrown upon the transaction 
by this denial, and the well-known Boer encroachments 
already described, it remains considerably open to question 
whether the Swazis had the power to dispose of the land, 
which is claimed by the Zulus as their own. The Com
mission which sat upon the southern border question was 
not permitted to enter upon that to the north of the 
Pongolo, which therefore remains uncertain. The one fact 
generally known, however; is undoubtedly favourable to 
the Zulu claim. The territory in question was occupied 
until 1848 by two Zulu chiefs, Putini of the Ama-Ngwe, 
and Langalibalele of the Ama-Hlubi tribe, under the rule of 
the Zulu king Umpande. These chiefs, having fallen into 
disgrace with -the king, were attacked by him, and fled 
into Natal. They were ultimately settled in their late 
locations· under the Drakensberg, leaving their former 
places in Zululand, north and south of the Pongolo, the 
inNgcaka (Mountain), and inNgcuba (River) vacant. 

Sir Henry Bulwer remarks on this point-(P. P. [C. 
2220] pp. 400-2) : 

" Sir T. Shepstone says indeed, that there is no dispute 
between the Transvaal and the Ama-Swazi ; but, as he 
adds, that, should question arise between them, they may 
be settled on their own merits, it is not impossible that 
questions may arise; and I am certainly informed that the 
Ama-Swazi used formerly to deny that they had ever ceded 
land to the extent claimed by the Republic." But that the 
western portion, at all events, of the land in dispute was 
at that time under Zulu rule, is apparent from an account 
given by members of the house of Masobuza, principal 
wife of Langalibalele, and sister to the Swazi king, who was 
sheltered at Bishopstowe after the destruction of the ffiubi 
tribe, and died there in 1877. 

" In Chaka's time, Mate, father of Madhlangampisi, who 
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had lived from of old on his land north of the Pongolo, as 
an independent chief, not under Swazi rule, gave, without 
. fighting, his allegiance to Chaka; and from that time to 
this the district in question has been under Zulu rule, the 
Swazi king having never at any time exercised any autho
rity over it." The same statement applies to several 
other tribes living north and on either side of the Pongolo, 
amongst them those of Langalibalele and Putini. 

"Madhlangampisi's land was transferred by the Boer 
Government as late as January 17th, 1877, tothe executors 
of the late Mr. M'Oorkindale, and now goes by the name of 
'.Londina,' in which is the hamlet of' Derby.' ... We 
are perfectly aware that the southern portion of the block 
is held by command of the Zulu chief, and the executor's 
surveyors have been obstructed in prosecuting the survey." 
-Natal Mercury, July 23rd, 1878. 

In 1856 a number of Boers claimed Natal territory west 
of the Buffalo, as far as the Biggarsberg. range, now the 
south-west boundary of the Newcastle County, and some 
of them were in occupation of it; and, n Commission being 
sent to trace the northern border of the colony along the 
line of the Buffalo, these latter . opposed and protested 
against the mission of the Commissioners; but their op
position spent itself in threats, and ended in the withdrawal 
from Natal of the leaders of the party. 

Other Boers had settled east of the Buffalo, in the loca
tion vacated by the tribe of Langalibalele, as to whom the 
aforesaid Commissioners write : 

" During our stay among the farmers it was brought to 
our notice by them that they had obtained from Panda the 
cession of the tract of country beyond the Buffalo, ex
tending from the Blood River (inNcome) towards the 
north-west; they had subscribed among themselves one 
hundred head of cattle for this land, which had been 
accepted by Panda." 

And Sir T. Shepstone says : 
"Panda never denied this grant (N.B. in respect of 

what lay west of the Drakensberg), but repudiated tbe idea 
that he had sold the land. His account was that, when 
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the farmers were defeated by Her Majesty's troops in N atn.l, 
some of them asked him for land to live upon outside the 
jurisdiction of the British Government, and that he gave 
them this tract 'only to live in, as part of Zululand under 
Zulu law,'" (P. P. 1961, p. 28). "The cattle they say they 
paid for it, Panda looked upon as a thankoffering, made 
in accordance with Zulu custom" (1961, pp. 1-5). 

In reply to messages sent by the Zulu king to the Natal 
Government, complaining of the encroachments of the 
Boers on the north as well as the west of Zululand, and 
begging the fiiendly intervention and arbitration of the 
English, the advice of the Natal authorities was alwayR to 
"sit still," and use no force, for England would see justice 
done in the end.1 

From all this it would appear that the claim of Cetsh
wayo to land north of the Pongolo was not an " aggressive 
act,'' without any real foundation in right, and merely a 
defiant challenge intended to provoke war; but was a just 
claim, according to the tests applied by Sir Bartle ~'rere
(P. P. 2222, p. 29-viz. "actual occupation and exercise of 
sovereign .rights." 

The subject is fully gone into, and further evidence 
produced, in the Bishop of Natal's pamphlet, Extract.~ 
from the Blue Books; lmt the main facts are as here 
stated. 

On tun1ing to the sul~ject of the better known border 
dispute, between the Zulus and the TransvMl Boers on 
the east, we are confronted at once by the fact that t-he 

1 Elir Henry Bulwer, speaking of the disputed tenitory generally, writes 
as follows : " The Zulu king had always, in deference very much to the 
wishes and advice of this Government (Natal), forborne from doing any
thing in respect of the 'luestion • that might produce a collision, trustini:t 
to the good offices of this Government to arrange the difficulty by other 
tneans. But no such arrangement had ever been made ; and thus th~ 
question had drifted on until the formal annexation of the disputed 
territory by the Government of the Republic lost year, and their subsequent 
attempt to give a practical effect to their proclamation of annexation by 
levying taxes upon the Zulus residing in the tenitory, provoked a resist.
ance and a feeling of resentment which threatened to precipitate a 
general collision at any moment. "-:-SIR H. BULWER, June 29th, 18ili 
(0. 1961, p. 1). 

K 
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decision of the Commissioners, chosen by Sir H. Bulwer 
to investigate the matter, was decidedly favourable to the 
Zulu claim; which, after careful consideration of all the 
evidence on either side, they found to be a just and good 
one. This decision should, in itself, have been sufficient 
to relieve the Zulu king from the accusation of making 
insolent demands for territory with aggressive and warlike 
intentions. But as, up to ,July, 1878, the above charge 
was the sole one brought against him, and on account of 
which troops were sent for and preparations made for war; 
and as, also, Sir Bartle Frere has thought fit to cast a 
doubt upon the judgment of the Commissioners by the 
various expressions of dissatisfaction which appear in his 
correspondence with the Bishop of Natal; it will be 
necessary for us to enter fully into the matter, in order to 
understand the extent to which the question bore fruit in 
the Zulu War. 

In 1861 Cetshwayo demanded from the Transvaal 
Government the persons of four fugitives, who had escaped 
at the tinie of the Civil War of 1856, and had taken refuge 
amongst the Boers. One of these fugitives was a younger
son of Umpande, by name Umtonga, who took refuge at 
first in Natal ; from whence, however, he carried on 
political intrigues in Zululand, with the assistance of his 
mother, which resulted in the death of the latter and in a 
message from Cetshwayo to the Natal Government, com
plaining of Umtonga's conduct, and requesting that he 
should be placed in his hands. This was refused, but the 
Government undertook to place the young man under the 
supervision of an old and trusted colonial Chief, Zatshuke, 
living in tb~ centre of the colony. U mtonga professed to 
accept and to be grateful for this arrangement; but, upon 
the first step being taken to carry it out, he fired twice at 
the policeman who wa.~ sent to conduct him to Zatshuke, 
but missed him, and then escaped to the Transvaal 
territory. 

From thence he, with another brother, and two indunas 
(captains) were given up to Cetshwayo by the Boers, who 
req,uired, in return for their surrender, the cession of land 
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east of the Blood River, and a pledge that the youui princes 
should not be killed Cetshwayo is said by the Boers to 
have a.greed to both conditions, and he certainly acted up 
to the latter, three of the four being still a.live, and the 
fourth having died a natural death.1 It is this alleged 
bargain with Cetshwayo (in 1861) on which the Boers found 
their claim to the main portion of the disputed territory
a " bargain in itself base and immoral ; the selling of the 
persons of men for a grant of land, and which no Christian 
Government, like that of England, could recognise for a 
moment as valid and binding," even if it were ever made. 
But it is persistently denied by the Zulus that such a 
bargain was ever consented to by them or by their prince. 
On this point Cetshwayo himself says : " I have never 
given or sold any land to the Boers of the Transvaal. 
They wished me to do so when I was as yet an umtwana 
(child prince). They tried to get me to sign a paper, but 
I threw the pen down, and never would do so, telling them 
that it was out of my power to either grant or sell land, as 
it belonged to the king, my father, and the nation. I know 
the Boers say I signed a paper, and that my brothers Hamu 
and Ziwedu did also. I never did, and if they say I held 
the pen or made a mark, giving or selling land, it is a lie ! " 
The Prince Dabulamanzi, and chiefs sitting round, bore out 
the king in this statement.-(From Report of Mr. Fynney 
on July 4th, 1877-P. P. 1961, p. 45.) 

And so says Sir T. Shepstone (1961, p. 5): "Panda, 
who is still living, repudiated the bargain, and Cetshwayo 
denied it. The Emigrant Farmers, however, insisted on 
its validity, and proceeded to occupy. The Zulus have 
never ceased to threaten and protest. And the Govern
ment of Natal, to whom these protests and threats have 
been continually made, has frequently, during a course of 
fifteen years, found it very difficult to impress the Zulus 
with the hope and belief that an amicable solution of the 

1 Umtonga escaped again, and is now living in the Transvaal. His 
brother waa still living in Zululand, as head of Umtonga·s kraal, at the 
beginning of the war, and no injury appeai-s to have been done to any of 
the four. 

X: 2 
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difficulty would some day be found, provided that they 
refrained from reprisals or the use of force." 

The first message from the Zulus on the subject of the 
disputed te1Titory was received on September 5th, 1861, 
in the very year in which (according to the Boers) the 
cession in question was made (1961, p. 7). The Bishop of 
Natal, in his Extracts already mentioned, records eighteen 
messages on the same subject, commencing with the above 
and concluding with one brought on April 20th, 1876 
(1748, p. 49), showing that for a period of fifteen years 
the Zulu king (whether represented by Umpande or by 
Cetshwayo) had never ceased to entreat "the friendly 
intervention and arbitration of this Government between 
them and the Boer Government" (1961, p. 9). These 
eighteen messages acknowledged the virtual supremacy of 
the English, and the confidence which the Zulus feel in 
English justice and honour, and they request their protec
tion, or, failing that, their permission to protect themselves 
by force of arms ; they suggest that a Commission sent 

• from Natal should settle the boundary, and that a Resident 
or Agent of the British Government should be stationed 
on the border between them and the Boers, to see that 
justice was done on both sides. They report the various 
aggressions and encroachments by which the Zulus were 
suffering at the hands of their neighbours, but t.o which 
they submitted because the question was in the hands 
of the Government of Natal ; and they repeatedly beg 
that the English will themselves take possession of the 
disputed country, or some part of it, rather than allow 
the unsettled state of things to continue. " They (the 
Zulus) beg that the Governor will take a strip of country, 
the length and breadth of which is to be agreed upon 
between the Zulus and the Commissioners (for whom they 
are asking) sent from Natal, the strip to abut on the 
Colony of Natal, and to run to the northward and east
ward in such a manner, in a line parallel to the sea-cos.et, 
as to interpose in all its length between the Boers and the 
Zulus, and to be governed by the Colony of Natal, and 
form a portion of it if thought desirable. 
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" The Zulu people earnestly pray that this arrangement 
may be carried out immediately, because they have been 
neighbours of Natal for so many years, separated only hy 
a stream of water, and no question has arisen between 
them and the Government of Natal ; they know that 
where the boundary is fixed by agreement with the English 
there it will remain. 

"Panda, Cetshwayo, and all the heads of the Zulu people 
assembled, directed us to urge in the most earnest manner 
upon the Lieutenant-Governor of Na.ta.I the prayer we 
have stated." 

This is the concluding portion of the fourth message, 
received on June the 5th, 1869 (1961, p. 9). The fifth, 
reporting fresh Boer aggressions, was received on the 
oth December, 1869. • 

In the course of the same year Lieutenant-Governor 
Keate addressed the President of the South African 
Republic on the subject, and suggested arbitration, which 
sugge11tion was accepted by the President, provided that 
the expenses should be paid by the losing party; and 
during the following two years repeated messages were 
sent by Mr. Keate reminding the President that being 
" already in possession of what the Zulu authorities put 
forward as justifying their claims," he only awaits the like 
information from the other side before. " visiting the 
locality and hearing the respective parties."-(P. P. 1961, 
p. 24). 

On August 16th, 1871, the Government Secretary of 
the South African Republic replies that he has " been 
instructed to forward to the Lieutenant-Governor of Natal 
the necessary documents bes.ring on the Zulu question, 
together with a statement of the case, and hopes to do so 
by next post; but that, as the session of the Volksraad 
had been postponed from May to September, it would be 
extremely difficult to settle the matter in 1871 ;" he there
fore proposed January, 1872, as a convenient time for the 
purpose. 

Nearly eight weeks later (October 9th) Lieutenant
Governor Keate informs the President that the documents 
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promised, upon the Zulu-border question, have not yet 
reached him ; but sees nothing, at present, likely to 
prevent his "proceeding, in January next, to the Zu1u
border for the purpose of settling the matter at issue." 

But the promised papers appear never to have been 
sent. The arbitration never took place. Lieutenant
Governor Keate was relieved from the government of 
Natal in 1872; and the next stage of the question is 
marked by the issue on May 25th, 1875, of a proclama
tion by Acting-President Joubert, annexing to the 
dominion of the South African Republic the territory, 
the right to which was to have been decided by this 
arbitration. 

In this proclamation no reference is made to the 
(alleged) Treaty of 1861 (see p. 151), by which "what 
is now and was then disputed territory had been ceded to 
the South African Republic," though it certainly annexes 
to the Republic all the country included in the Treaty, 
and seems to annex more. But no ground of claim is 
set forth or alluded to upon which the right to annex 
is founded, " with reservation of all further claims and 
rights of the said Republic," nor any reason assigned for 
the act, except to "prevent disagreement" between the 
Boers and the Zulus. And Sir T. Shepstone goes on to 
say (I 961, p. 5) : 

"The officers of the South African Republic proceeded 
to exercise in this annexed territory the ordinary functions 
of government, and among these, the levying taxes on 
natives. The Zulus, who had been persistent in repu
diating the cession, and who have continued to occupy 
the territory as theirs, resisted the demand by Cetsbwayo's 
directions, and a collision appeared imminent, when the 
difficulty was avoided by the officers withdrawing the 
order they had issued." 

Nevertheless, in spite of the repeated di!!'appointment~ 
with which they met, the Zulus continued to send com
plaints and entreaties to the Government of Natal ; which 
messages, although they never varied in their respectful 
and friendly tone towards the English, show plainly how 
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deeply they felt the neglect with which they were treated. 
The English "promises" are spoken of again and again, 
and the thirteenth message contains a sentence worth 
recording, in its simple dignity. "Cetshwayo desired us," 
say the messengers, " to urge upon the Governor of N atul 
to inte11ere, to save the destruction of perhaps both coun
tries-Zululand and the Transvaal. He requests us to 
state that he cannot and will not submit to be turned. out 
of his own houses. It may be that he will be vanquished; 
but, as he is not the aggressor, death will not be so hard 
to meet" (1748, p. 14). 

Sir Henry Bulwer's answers to these messages contain 
passages which sufficiently prove that up to this time the 
Government of Natal had no complaints to make against 
the Zulu king. "This is the first opportunity the Lieu
tenant-Governor has had," he says, "of communicating 
with Cetshwayo since his (Sir B. Bulwer's) arrival in the 
Colony. He therefore takes the opportunity of sending 
him a friendly greeting, and of expressing the pleasure with 
which he has heard of the satisfactory relations that have 
existed between this Colony and the Zulus," November 
25th, 1875 (1748, p. 15). 

"This Government trusts that Cetshwayo will maintain 
that moderation and forbearance which he has hitherto 
shown, and which the Government has great pleasm·e in 
bringing to the notice of the councillors of the great Queen, 
and that nothing will be done which will hinder the 
peaceful solution of the Disputed Territory question," 
July 25th, 1876 (1748, p. 97). 

Meanwhile repeated acts of violence and brutality on the 
part of the Boers are reported, and in the BI ue Books before 
us the Zulu complaints are confirmed from various official 
sources, by Mr. }~ynn, Resident Magistrate of the Umsinga 
Division (1748, p. 10), by Sir Henry Bulwer (1748, pp. 8, 
11, 12, 25), by Sir T. Shepstone himself (1748, pp. 10, 24, 
29, 52, 56), by Mr. Osborn (1748, p. 82), and by Sir Henry 
Barlcly (1748, p. 25). No attempt at settlement, however, 
had been made in answer to these appeals up to the tinw 
of the annexation of the Transvaal, in 1877, by Sir T. 
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Shepstone; after which so great a change took place in 
the tone of the latter upon the subject of the disputed 

. territory. 
Upou this question we may quote again from .Mr. • 

Fynney's report of the king's answer to him upon the 
announcement of the annexation of the Transvaal. " I 

. hear what, you have said about ·past disputes with the 
Boers, and about the settlement of them," said the king; 
" the land question is one of them, and a great one. I was 
in hopes, when I heard it was you who visited me, that 
you had brought me some final word .about the land, as 
Somtseu had sent from Newcastle by Umgabana to say 
that his son would come with the word respecting the land 

• so long in dispute, and I felt sure it had come to-day, for 
you are his son. .Now the Transvaal is English ground, I 
want Somtseu to .send the Boers away from the lower parts 
of the Transvaal, that near my country. The Boers are a 
nation of liars ; they are a bad people, bad altogether ; I 
rlo not want them near my people ; they lie, and claim what 
is not theirs, and ill-use my people. Where is Thomas 
(Mr. Burgers) 1" 

"I informed him," says Mr. Fynney, "that Mr. Burgers 
had left the Transvaal" 

" Then let them pack up and follow Thomas," said he, 
"let them go. The Queen does not want such people as 
those about her land. What can the Queen make of them 
or do with them 1 Their evil ways puzzled both Thomas 
and Rudolph (Landrost of Utrecht) ; they will not be 
quiet. They have laid claim to my land, and even down 
to Ntabankulu (you saw the line), burned it with fire, and 

. my people have no rest." 
" Umnyamana (Prime Minister) here remarked," con

tinues Mr. Fynney, " we want to know what is going 
to be done about this land ; it has stood over as an open 
question for so many years. Somtseu took all the 
papers to England with him to show the great men there, 
and we have not heard since." To which Mr. Fynney, of 
course, had no reply to make. 

Within a fortnight of the annexation the Boers on the 
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Zulu border presented Sir T. Shepstone with an address, 
stating that during the la.at ten or twelve years (i.e. from 
1861, when this encroachment was begun by the Boers) 
they had " suffered greatly in consequence of the hostile 
behaviour of the Zulu nation, but more so for the last 
two years" (i.e. fro~ 1875, when the Boer Government 
proclaimed the disputed territory to belong to the 
Transvaal, and proceeded to levy taxes upon its Zulu 
inhabitants), so that, they said, their lives and·goods were 
in danger (1814, p. 14). 

Accordingly Sir 'i.'. Shepstone writes to Lord Carnarvon 
as follows : " I shall be forced to take some action with 
1·egard to the Disputed Territory, of which your lordship 
has heard so much, but I shall be careful to avoid any 
direct issue.'' 1 . • 

" It is of the utmost importance," he continues, " that 
all questions involving disturbance outside of this terri
tory should be, if possible, postponed until the Govern
ment of the Transvaal is consolidated, and the numerous 
tribes within its boundaries have begun to feel and 
recognise the hand of the new administration." 

These remarks already show the change in sentiment, 
on Sir T. Shepstone's part, which was more markedly 
displayed at the Blood River meeting between him and 
the Zulu indunas. The conference proved an utter failure, 
as also did several other attempts on Sir T. Shepstone's 
part to persuade the Zulus to relinquish to him, on behalf 
of the Transvaal, the claims upon· which they had so long 
insisted. 

On December 5th, 1877, two indunas came from Cetsh
wayo to the Bishop of Natal with a request that he 
would put the Zulu claim in wiiting, to be sent to Sir 
H. Bulwer and the Queen. The same indunas, a few days 
later, with Umfunzi and Nkisimane-messengers from 
Cetshwayo-appointed, before a notary public, Dr. Walter 

1 Thereby pointing the truth of his own remark at a previo118 date
March 80th, 1876 (1748, p. 24): "But messages from the Zulu king n1·c 
becoming more frequent and urgent, and the replies he reai·ves aum to hitn 
to be both temporising a11d ffil8ive," (Author's italics). 
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Smith and Mr. F. E. Colenso to be "diplomatic agents" 
for Cetshwayo, " who should communicate on his behalf 
in the English language, and, when needful, in writing," 
and especially to " treat with the British Government 
on the boundary question" (2000, p. 58) : 1 which appoint 
ment, however, Sir H. Bulwer and. Sir T. Shepstone 
refused to recognise ; and the former, having proposed the 
Border Commission before receiving notice of this appoint.
ment-though the Commissioners had not yet started 
from 'Maritzburg-did not feel it advisable, as " no such 
appointment had been made by the Zulu king," 2 to 
communicate to Messrs. Smith and Colenso Lord Car
narvon's despatch (January 21st, 1278), which said: 

"I request that you will inform Mr. Smith and Mr. 
Colenso that the desire of Her Majesty's Government in 
this matter is that the boundary question shall be fully 
and fairly discussed, and a just arrangement arrived at, 
and that you will refer them to Sir T. Shepstone, to 
whom has been committed the duty of negotiating on 
the subject." 8 

1 ImmecUately after they had signed the instrument of appointment the 
two Zulu messengers were sent in to the Government by· Messrs.,_Smith and 
Colenso, and took with them a letter (C. 2220 p. 317) which mentioned 
them as its bearers, and announced what they had dona. 

s Mfunzi and Nkisimane were RE>ut down again to 'Maritzburg by Cetsh
wayo, at the request of Sir H. Bulwer, and denied the whole transaction, 
though it was attested by the signatures of the notary and two white 
witnesses. It was afterwards discovered that they had been frightene,! 
into this denial by a Natal Government messenger, who told them that 
they had made the Governor very angry with them and their king by 
making this appointment: and John Dunn also, after receiving letters from 
'Maritzburg, told them that they had committed a great fault, and that he 
saw that they would never all come home again. 

3 Messrs. Smith and Colenso's explanatory letter to Sir M. Hicks-Beach, 
dated June 9th, 1878, concludes as follows:-

" 'J'his business, as far as we are concerned, is, therefore, ended. We 
had hoped to be instrumental in embodying in a contract a y.roposal which 
we knew was advantageo\18 to both parties. To do so on y required the 
intervention of European lawyers truHted by Cetewayo. We knew thnt he 
trusted us, nnd would trust no others. The task of acting for the king 
was, therefore, impOHed on us as lawyers and as gentlemen. Of pecuniary 
reward, or its ,.quivalent, our labours have brought us nothing. We do 
not require it. Honour we did not desire, nor had a savage prince any 
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Meanwhile, how.ever, Sir T. Shepstone's "negotiations " 
had proved unsuccessful,_and Sir Henry Bulwer writes to 
Sir Bartle Frere '(2009, "tii-68) : "It seems but too clear, 
from all that has now:··happened, that the prospect of a 
settlement of the question by direct negotiations between 
the Government of the Transvaal and the Zulu king is at 
an end. The feeling against the Boers on the part of the 
Zulu king and people is too bitter, and they are now 
scarcely less angry against the new Government of the 
Transvaal than they were against the old Government." 
He then suggests arbitration as a way by which the Zulu 
king "can escape the alternative of war, by which he can 
obtain justice, and by which, at the same time, he can 
avoid direct negotiations with the Government of a people 
whom he dislikes and distrusts." The diplomatic agents 
were never recognised by the colonial authorities, or allowed 

means of conferring it. The duty thus undertaken we give up only in 
despair, and we have nothing to regret. 

"Such information, however, as we ,have gleaned 'in the course oLour 
agency you are entitled to hear from us, as we are British subjects. 

"The Zulus are hostile to the Boers of the ,Transvaal, and would fight 
with them but for fear of being involved in a quarrel with the 
English. But neither Cetewayo himself, who is wise•ancf peaceful, nor the 
roost hot-blooded of his young warriors have any dtll!ire to fight with 
England, i.e. Natal. 

" If they wished to do so there is nothing to prevent them, and never 
has been. As they march, they could march from their border to this 
city or to Durban ,in a little more than twenty-four hours. Their only 
fear is, that the English will come with an army ' to make them pay taxes.' 
They say they will rather die than do so. The king says the same. 
Almost every man has a gun. Guns and ammunition are cheaper at any 
mil~tary kraal in Zululand than at Port Natal. These goods are imported 
by Tonga men, who come in lsrge b,angs from Delagoa Bay, for white 
merchants. An Enfield rifle may be bad for a sheep of a 'l'onga man ; 
many have breech-loaders. The missionaries, whose principal occupation 
was trading, deal in ammunition. The missiomuies have recently lost 
most of their converts, who have gone trading on their own account. 
Without these converts the missionarieN cannot do business, and they have 
left the country, e:rcept Bishop Schreuder, who bus gone back, that it may 
not be said that a white man is not safe there. Cetewayo aays that be 
has asked the missionaries to stop. They have certainly not been turned 
out or threatened. Their going makes the Zulus think that we are about 
to invade the country. . 

"Nothing but gross ruismanagement will bring about a quarrel betweeu 
England and the Zulus,"-(P. l'. [C. 2144) pp. 215, 216.) 
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to exercise their functions ; but a visit which Mr. Colenso 
paid to the Zulu king in connection with the appointment 
is worth recording for the sake of the glimpse it gives of 
Cetshwayo's habits and daily life, as told by a disinterested 
eye-witness. 

The king, it appears, whom so many have delighted to 
represent as a corpulent unwieldy savage, to whom move
ment ruust be a painful exertion, was in the habit of taking 
a daily constitutional of about six miles out and back. 
Mr. Colenso observed that this was his regular habit, and 
during his stay at the royal kraal he daily saw Cetshwayo 
start, and could trace his course over the hills by the 
great white shield carried before him as the emblem of 
kingship. 

On his return the king regularly underwent a process 
of ablution at the hands of his attendants, who poured 
vessels of water over him, and rubbed the royal person 
down with a species of soft stone. This performance 
over, Cetshwayo ascended his throne or chair of state, 
upon which he remained, hearing causes, and trying cases 
amongst his people, until the shades of evening fell, before 
which time he did not break his fast. 

This description, of the accuracy of which there can be 
no question, gives a picture of a simple, moderate, and 
useful kingly existence, very different from the idea 
commonly received of a savage monarch, wallowing in 
sloth and coarse luxury, and using the power which he 
holds over his fellow-creatures only for the gratification 
of every evil or selfish human passion. Cetshwayo ruled 
his people well according to his lights : let us hope that, 
now we have wrested his kingdom from him, our govern
ment may prove a more beneficent one. 
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CHAPTER X. 

THE BOUNDARY COMMISSION. 

SIR HENRY BuLWER's message proposing arbitration 
was sent to Cetshwayo on December 8th, 1877 (2000, 
p. 67). 

In this message he makes it plain to the king that " the 
Governments of Natal and the Transvaal are now brothers, 
and what touches one touches the other." "Therefore," 
he continues, "the Lieut.-Oovernor of Natal send~ these 
words to Cetshwayo that he may know what is in his 
mind, and that Cetshwayo may do nothing that will 
interrupt the peaceful and friendly relations that have 
existed for so many years between the English and the 
Zulus." He then proposes that he should write to "the 
Ministers of the great Queen in England, and also to the 
Queen's High Commissioner who resides at Capetown, in 
order that they may send fit and proper persons, who will 
come to the country with fresh minds, and who will hear 
all that the Zulus have to say on the question, and all 
that the Transvaal Government has to say, and examine 
and consider all the rights of the question, and then give 
their decision in such manner that all concerned may 
receive and abide by that decision, and the question be 
finally set at rest. 

"Meanwhile," he says, "no action should be taken to 
iµterfere with the existing state of things or to disturb th11 
peace. But the disputed territory should be considered 
and treated as neutral between. the two countries for tlw 
time being." 
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Before this communication reached him Cetshwayo had 
already sent messengers to the Bishop of Nat.al, asking 
advice how to act in his present difficulties. And they 
had carried back "a word," which would reach the king 
about N overn ber 19th, to the effect that he must on no 
account think of fighting the Transyaal Government, and 
that be had better send down some great indunas to 
propose arbitration to Sir Henry Bulwer, in whose hands 
he might leave himself with perfect confidence that the 
right and just thing would be done by him. The Bishop 
knew nothing of Sir Henry's intentions when he sent this 
reply; and, in point of fact, the two had separately come 
to the same conclusion as to what would be the wisest 
course to follow. 

Cetshwayo therefore was prepared to receive Sir Henry's 
proposition, which be did, not only with respect, but with 
delight and relief (2000, p. 138). His answer to the 
message contained the following passages: "Cetshwayo 
hears what the Governor of Natal says ... and thanks 
him for these words, for they are all good words that 
have been sent to Cetshwayo by the Governor of Natal; 
they show that the Natal Government still wishes 
Cetshwayo lo drink water and live." He suggests, how
ever, that before sending for people from across the sea 
lo settle the boundary, he should be glad if the Governor 
would send his own representatives to hear both sides of 
the dispute, and if they cannot come to a decision, " a 
letter can be sent beyond the sea." for others to come. 
The message continues : "Cetshwayo thanks the Governor 
for the words which say the ground in dispute should not 
be occupied while the matter is talked over." 

"Cetshwayo says he hears it said that he intends to 
make war upon the Transvaal. He wishes the Nat.al 
Government to watch well and see when he will do such 
a thing. For, if he attended to the wish of the English 
Government in Natal when it said he must not make war 
on the Transvaal Boers, why should he wish to do so upon 
those who are now of the same Great House as Natal, to 
whose voice he has listened?" 
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" Cetshwayo is informed that he is to be attacked by 
the Transvaal people. If so, and if he is not taken by 
surprise, he will, as soon as he hears of the approach of 
such a force, send men who will report it to the Natal 
Government before he takes any action." 

"Cetshwayo says he cannot trust the Transvaal Boers 
any longer; they have killed his people, they have. robbed 
them of their cattle on the slightest grounds. He had 
hoped Somtsen would have settled all these matters. But 
he has not done so; he wishes to cast Cetshwayo off; he 
is no more a father, but a firebrand. If he is tired of 
carrying Cetsbwayo now, as he did while he was with 
the Natal Government, then why does he not put him 
down, and allow the Natal Government to look after him, 
as it has always done 1" • 

Sir Henry Bulwer expressed his satisfaction at this 
reply, speaking of it as a far more satisfactory one than 
they had been led to expect (2000, p. 138), and he writes 
to Sir T. Shepstone thus: "You will see by the king's 
reply that he has met my representations in a very proper 
spirit. . . . I have no reason to think that what the king 
says is said otherwise than in good faith ; and, if this be 
so, there seems to me to be no reason why this dispute 
8hould not be settled in a peaceable manner" (2097, p. 
26) ; and he says to Cetshwayo himself, " The Lieut.
Governor has heard the words of Cetshwayo. He is glad 
that the words which he lately sent to Cetshwayo were 
welcome. They were words sent in a friendly spirit, and 
Cetshwayo received them in a friendly spirit. This is 
as it should be," and he agrees to the king's proposal 
concerning Commissioners frorn Natal, provided that the 
Transvaal Government agree also. 

The following is the account given by the Government 
messengers, who carried Sir H. Bulwer's message to 
Cetshwayo, of the manner in which it was received by 
the king and his indunas (2079, p. 25) :-

" While we spoke to Cetshwayo we saw that what we 
were saying lifted a great weight from his heart, that they 
were words which he was glad to hear; and what he said 
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to us as we finished showed us we were right in this 
belief. ... 

"We could see, when we arrived at the great kraal, 
that the indunas, and even the king, were not easy in 
their hearts, and from all we could see and gather, the 
chief men under the king did not wish for war. After 
the message was delivered, all of them appeared like 
men who had been carrying a very heavy burden, and 
who had only then been told that they could put it 
down and rest." 

It is best known to himself how, in the face of theiie 
words, and with nothing to support his statement, Sir 
Bartle Frere could venture to assert in his fourth letter 
to the Bishop, "The offers to arbitrate originated with 
the Natal Government, and were by no means willingly 
accepted by Cetshwayo ; " Cetshwayo having, in point of 
fact, earnestly asked for arbitration again and again, as 
we have already shown, and rejoicing greatly when at last 
it was offered him. Mr. J. Shepstone's observation also 
(2144, p. 184), that" To this suggestion Cetshwayo replied 
'that he had no objection,'" hardly gives a fair view of the 
state of the case. . 

But, before this satisfactory agreement bad been arrived 
at, Sir T. Shepstone had managed still further to exasperate 
the feelings of the Zulus against tl1e new Government of 
the Transvaal, while the fact that Natal and the Transvaal 
were one, and that to touch one was to touch the other, 
and to touch England also, had not been brought home 
to the king's mind until he received Sir H. Bulwer's 
message. 

Before the receipt of that message, Cetshwayo had 
every reason to believe that the negotiations concerning 
the •disputed territory were broken oft'. Sir T. Shepstone's 
tone on the subject had altered ; he had parted with the 
king's indunas at the Blood River in anger, and the 
messenger whom he had promised to send to the king 
himself had never appeared. Meanwhile, the P.oers had 
gone into laager, by direction, they say, of Sir T. Shepstone 
himself, and with the full expectation that he was about 
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to make war upon the Zulus. No offer of arbitration had 
yet been made. Cetshwayo had been played with auJ 
baffled by the English Government for sixteen years, anJ 
to all appearance nothing whatever was done, or woulJ 
be done, to settle in a friendly manner this troubleJ 
question, unless he took steps himself to assert his 
rights, and be seems to have taken the mildest possible 
way of so doing under the circumstances. According to 
the official reports at the time, he sent a large force of 
armed men to build a military kraal near Luneburg, north 
of the Pongolo, on land which was also disputed with the 
Transvaal Government, but formed no part of the (so
called) disputed territory to the south of that river, or as 
Lord Carnarvon said to a deputation of South African 
merchants (Guardi,a,n, January 9th, 1878); "He (the Zulu 
king) had proceeded to construct, in opposition to Sir T. 
Shepstone's warnings, a fortified kraal in a disputed 
territory abutting upon English soil." 

. But this was a very. exaggerated way of describing a 
comparatively trifling circumstance. The erection of a 
kraal-not, as so frequently asserted, a military one, 
but merely an ordinary Zulu kraal for the residence of 
a headman, to keep order among the 15,000 Zulus who 
lived in that district-had long been contemplated, and 
had once, during Umpande's lifetime, been attempted, 
though the Boers had driven away the Zulu officer 
sent for the purpose, and destroyed the work he had 
commenced. 

Cetshwayo himself explains his reasons for sending so 
Jarge a force for the purpose, on the grounds that he 
wished the kraal to be built in one day, and his men not 
to be ob~ed to remain over a night; while, as Colonel 
Durnford, R.E., says (2144, p. 237), "the fact that the 
men at work are armed is of no significance, because 
every Zulu is an armed man, and never moves without 
bis weapon." 

Sir T. Shepstone, however, was greatly alarmed when he 
first heard of the building of this kraal, and writes con
cerning it-November 16th, 1877 (1961 p. 224): "I feel, 

L 
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therefore (because of the initating effect of it upon the 
Transvaal), that the building of this kraal must be pre
vented at all hazards." The " hazards" do not appear 
to have proved very serious, as a simple representation on 
the part of Captain Clarke, R.A.,and Mr. Rudolph sent to 
the spot by Sir T. Shepstone, resulted in the Zulu force 
retiring, having made only a small caitle kraal and chopped 
and collecte,d some pole,s, which they left on the ground, to 
be used for the building of the huts hereafter, but which 
were very soon carried off and used as firewood by the 
Ltineburg farmers. 

But this did not satisfy Sir T. Shepstone, who sent 
messengers to Cetshwayo, complaining of what had been 
done, and of " finding," as he says, "a Zulu force in the 
rear of where he was staying ; " 1 and saying that, in 
consequence, and in order to restore confidence amongst 
those Boers living on the Blood River border, he (Sir T. 
Shepstone) had decided to send a military force down to 
the waggon-drift on the Blood River, to encamp there on 
our side of the river. Cetshwayo replies that he did not 
send to have the kraal built that trouble might arise, 
but because his people were already living on the ground 
in dispute. He admits that of course the Administrator 
could do as he pleased about sending an armed force to 
encamp on his own borders ; but he urges him to think 
better of it, saying that the Zulus would be frightened 
and run away, and, if he in his tum should send an 
armed force to encamp just opposite Sir T. Shepstone's 
encampment, to put confidence into his people's hearts, 
he asks, somewhat quaintly, "would it be possible for 
the two forces to be looking at one another for two days 
without a row 1" 

Many expressions are scattered through the Blue Books 
at this period concerning " Zulu aggressions ; " and Sir T. 
Shepstone makes frequent, though vague and unproven, 

1 This is app•rentlyJa figure of speech, since Liineburg, near which 
the kraal was being built, would seem by the map not to lie " to the 
rear"-as seen from Zululand--of Utrecht, where Sir T. Shepstone was 
staying . 
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accusations concerning Cetshwayo's "mischievous humour," 
and the terror of the Boer frontier farmers. 

But, so far as these remarks allude to the border 
squabbles inseparable from the state of affairs, the score 
is so heavily against the Boers that the counter-charges 
are hardly worth considering. The only acts chargeable 
upon the king himself are, first, the building of this kraal, 
which really amounted to no more than a practical 
assertion of the Zulu claim to land north of the 
Pongolo ; and, secondly, the execution of a (supposed) 
Zulu criminal there, which was an exercise of Cetsh
wayo's authority over his own people living in the 
district. 

For the acts of violence committed by the robber 
chief, Umbilini, the Zulu king could not justly be con
sidered responsible; but of this matter, and of the raid 
committed by the sons of Sibayo, we will treat in a later 
chapter. • 

Sir T. Shepstone himself allows that Cetshwayo's frame 
of mind was a better one after the reception of Sir Henry 
Bulwer's message offering arbitration (2079, pp. 51-54); 
and says that his (Sir T. Shepstone's) messengers" describe 
Cetshwayo as being in a very different temper to that 
which·he bad on former occasions exhibited; to use their 
own expression, "it was Cetshwayo, but it was Cetshwayo 
born again." . . . " They gleaned from the Zulus . ; . . 
that a message from the Governor of Natal had been 
delivered, and they concluded that the change which they 
had noticed as so marked in the king's tone must have 
been produced by that message." 

The fact that Cetshwayo joyfully and thankfully 
accepted Sir Henry Bulwer's promise-not to give him 
the land he claimed, but to have the matter investigated 
and justice done-is sufficiently established ; but from the 
Boers the proposal met with a very different reception. 

Sir T. Shepstone acknowledged the receipt of Sir H. 
Bulwer's despatch of December 11th, "transmitting copy 
of a message " which he " had thought fit to send to the 
Zulu king," and then summoned a few leading men in the 

- L 2 
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district, and laid the proposition before them. He reports 
that after some pretty speeches about the "Christian, 
humane, and admirable proposal," which they should have 
"no excuse for hesitating to accept, if Cetshwayo were a 
civilised king and the Zulu Government a civilised 
Government," &c. &c., they proceeded to state their 
objections. They had, they said, no misgiving regarding 
the justice of the claim of the State ; and they believed 
that the more it was investigated, the more impartial the 
minds of the investigators, the clearer and more rightful 
would that claim prove itself to be. Nevertheless, they 
professed to fear the delay that must necessarily be caused 
by such an investigation 1 (the dispute having already 
lasted fifteen years!) and to doubt Cetsl1wayo's abiding by 
any promise be might make to observe a temporary 
boundary line. 

To place the two parties to the dispute on equal terms, 
they said, the land in question should be evacuated by 
both, or occupied by both under the control of Sir Henry 
Bulwer, who, they proposed, as an indispensable con
dition of the proposed arbitration, should take possession 
of the land in dispute or of some part of it. And Sir T. 
Shepstor.e remarks : 

" My view is that the considerations above set forth are 
both weighty and serious. 

" I do not anticipate that, under the circumstances, 
Cetshwayo would venture to make or to ·authorise any 
overt attack. I do fear, however, the consequences of the 
lawless condition into which the population all along 'the 
border is rapidly falling. Cetshwayo, I fear, rather 
encourages than attempts to repress this tendency; and, 
although he will not go to war, he may allow that to go on 
which he knows will produce war." 

The condition of the border seems, as we have already 
shown, to have been "lawless " for many years, though 
the fault lay rather with the Boers-whose many acts 
of violence are recorded in the Blue Books-than with the 

1 Compare the account of the delay on the part of the Boer Govern
ment when Mr. Keate proposed to arbitrate. See last chapter, p. 134. 

~ 
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Zulus, and Sir T. Shepstone has apparently overlooked the 
fact that he himself had just summarily put a stop to an 
attempt on Cetshwayo's part to "repress " any lawless 
"tendency" amongst his own people (of which the Ad
ministrator complains) by placing a headman, or responsible 
person, amongst them to keep order. 

Under the above-mentioned conditions Sir T. Shepstone 
accepts Sir Henry Bulwer's proposal, and informs him 
that, under the circumstances, he shall not carry out his 
expressed intention of placing a military post in the 
neighbourhood of the Blood River. 

And 3t,oain he writes-January 17th, 1878 (2079, 
p. 58): 

" It was, however, necessary to point out to Sir H. 
Bulwer the difficulties and dangers, as well as the loss 
of property, which the white people (Boers?) feel that 
they will be subjected. to by the acceptance of His 
Excellency's proposal, unless he can devise some means 
by which their safety and interests can be protected 
during the pending of the investi~ation, which under 
tzi,st,ing circu11istances ii i,s Oetskwayo s interest to prolong 
indefinitely." 

The words that I have italicised show that Sir T. 
Shepstone . took for granted beforehand that the decision 
of the Commissioners would be unfavourable to the 
Zulus. 

Sir Henry Bulwer, however, did not see his way to 
falling in with the conditions of the Boers, and replies as 
follows (2079, p. 128) : 

" I do not see that I am in a position, or that, as the 
Lieutenant-Governor of this colony, I should have the 
power, to take actual possession of the country in dispute. 
And if to take over the country, and hold possession of 
it, is considered by your Government an indispensable 
condition for the acceptance of the mediating course I 
have proposed, I feel that my proposal falls short of the 
requirements of the case." 

On January 29th, Sir T. Shepstone writes to Sir Henry 
again, saying that "It was felt that, in consequence of 
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the step which you have thought it right to take in your 
communication to the Zulu king of the 8th December 
last, the Government of the Transvaal is placed at a 
disadvantage, and that the longer action on your part is 
delayed, the greater that disadvantage grows. It follows, 
therefore, that any action in the direction of your pro
position is better than no action at all; and I was urged 
to beg your Excellency to take some step in the matter 
without delay." 

Accordingly Sir Henry at once sends a message to 
Cetshwayo, suggesting the observance of a" neutral belt," 
pending the settlement of the boundary question (2079, 
p. 132), and mentioning the two lines, from point to point, 
which he proposed for the purpose. 

The same suggestion was made of course to Sir T. 
Shepstone, who replies as follows : " You have rightly 
assumed the concurrence of this Government, and I trust 
that Cetshwayo will see in your message the necessity that 
is laid upon him to prove that he was sincere in asking 
you to undertake the inquiry." 

This ready acquiescence is fully accounted for by the 
fact, shortly apparent, that both, the lines mentioned by 
Sir Henry, between which neutrality should be observed, 
were within what was claimed by the Zulus as their own 
country, and Sir T. Shepstone says: "At present the belt 
of country indicated is occupied solely by Zulus. The 
whole of it has been apportioned in farms to Transvaal 
subjects, but has not been occupied by them." 

Small wonder that the Zulu king, in reply to this 
proposal, " informs the Governor of Natal that the two 
roads mentioned in His Excellency's message are both 
in Zululand, and therefore the king cannot see how the 
ground between the roads can belong to both parties." 

Nevertheless Sir Henry Bulwer hardly seems to fall in 
with Sir T. Shepstone's suggestion, that Cetshwayo's con
sent on this point should be looked upon as a test of 
his sincerity: " Either," he says (2100, p. 73), "he has 
misunderstood the real nature of the proposal, or he is 
disinclined to accept anything which may in his opinion 
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be taken to signify a withdrawal of one iota of his claim." 
And, in point of fact, though no "neutral ground " was 
marked off, the Commission went on just as weJl without 
it; all the apprehensions of disturbance and disorder 
having been falsified by the event. 

Sir T. Shepstone repeatedly speaks of the border Boers 
having been forced by Zulu acts and threats of aggression 
to abandon their farms and go into laager, &c. &c. ; but, on 
investigation, it is apparent that this abandonment of 
farms, and trek.king into laager, took place in consequence 
of an intimation from the Landrost of Utrecht, under 
instructions from Sir T. Shepstone himself; as appears 
from the following passages of an address from seventy-nine 
Boers, protest.ing against arbitration as an " absurdity and 
an impossibility," which was presented to Sir T. Shepstone 
on February 2nd, 1878 (2079, p. 140) : 

"The undersigned burghers, &c. . . . take the liberty to 
bring to your Excellency's notice that they, in consequence 
of intimation from the Landrost of Utrecht, dated 14th 
December last, on your Excellency's· instructions, partly 
trekked into laager, and partly deserted their farms, in 
the firm expectation that now a beginning of a war 
would soon be made. . . . That they· have heard with 
anxiety and understand that arbitration is spoken of, which 
would have to determine our property and possessions ; 
which we fear will decide in favour of a crowned robber, 
murderer, and breaker of his word, who knows as well as 
we that he is cl~ming a thing which does not belong to 
him . . . . for which reason we are sure that such arbitra
tion is an absurdity and an impossibility. We therefore 
hereby protest against all proposed or to be undertaken 
arbitration ; and we will, with all legal means at our 
disposal, &c., resist a decision, &c., over our property 
which we know would be unlawful and unjust." 

They give as a reason for presenting the address from 
which these phrases are taken, "because it is impossible for 
1l8 to remain any longer in laager witlwut any object," which 
hardly looks as though they thought themselves in daily 
danger from the Zulus, unless· the " beginning of a war " 
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should "soon be made " by Sir T. Shepstone. They request 
His Excellency " to commence without any further delay 
defending " their " rights and property and lives ; " and 
should His Excellency " not be inclined or be without 
power " to do so, they further signify their intention of 
requesting him to assist them with ammunition, and not 
to hinder them seeking assistance of fellow-countrymen 
and friends to maintain their " rights," and to check their 
"rapacious enemies and to punish them." 

And they conclude : " We, the undersigned, bind our
selves on peril of our honour to assist in subduing the 
Zulu nation, and making it harmless." 

Sir T. Shepstone incloses this in a sympathising de
spatch, but Sir Henry Bulwer remarks upon it and upon a 
subsequent memorial 1 of the same description-February 
23rd (2100, p. 67): 

"Of course, if the object of -the memorialists is war, if 
what they desire is a war with the Zulu nation, it is not to 
be wondered at that they should find fault with any steps 
that have been taken to prevent the necessity for war. 
Nor, if they desire war, is it to be expected that they 
should be favourable to arbitration, though I find it diffi
cult to reconcile the expression of the memorialists that 
arbitration would decide 9.oaa.inst them, with the unanimous 
expression of opinion, previously given to your Excellency 
by some of the leading men of the district, that the pro
posal made by me was a Christian, humane,.and admirable 
one ; that they had no misgivings regarding the justice of 
the claim of the State, and that they believed the. more it 
was investigated .... the clearer and more rightful would 
that claim prove itself to be. Your Excellency observes 
that the deep feeling of distrust shown by the memorialists 
is scarcely to be wondered at, when it is remembered that 
they are compelled to occupy with their families fortified 
camps, while their farms in the neighbourhood are being 
occupied by Zulus, their crops reaped, and their cultivated 
lands tilled by Zulus, and the timber of their houses used 
as Zulu firewood. 

J 2144, p. 191. 
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"I do not quite understand what farms and cultivated 
lands are referred to ; because in a previous despakh
your despatch, No. 7, of February 5th-your Excellency, 
in referring to the disputed territory, states, so I under
stand, that it 'is at present occupied solely by Zulus,' and 
that, 'although the whole of it has been apportioned iu 
farms to Transvaal subjects, i,t has not been occupied by 
them.'" 

The matter was referred to the High Commissioner, Sir 
Bartle Frere, and the appointment of a Commission was 
approved by him. He plainly took it for granted that, as 
Sir T. Shepstone had said, the Transvaal claim was based 
on "4;lvidence the most incontrovertible, overwhelming, and 
clear," and looked to the Commission for the double ad
vantage of enabling Sir T. Shepstone " to clear up or put 
on record, in a form calculated to satisfy Her Majesty's 
Government, an answer to all doubts as to the facts and 
equity of the question," and of gaining time for preparing 
a military force to silence and subjugate the Zulus should 
they object (as he expected) to such an award. That 
nothing short of military coercion of the Zulus would 
settle the matter was evidently Sir Bartle Frere's fixed 
idea ; in fact, that was the foregone conclusion with him 
from beginning to end. 

On February 12th Sir Henry Bulwer sent a message to 
Cetshwayo (2079, p. 140), to this effect: 

" The Lieut.-Governor now sends to let Cetshwayo know 
that he has selected, for the purpose of holding this inquiry, 
the Queen's Attorney-General in Natal (Hon. M. H. Gall
wey, Esq.), the Secretary for Native Affairs (Hon. J. W. 
Shepstone, Esq.), and Colonel Durnford, an officer in the 
Queen's army. 

" These gentlemen will proceed by and by to the place 
known as Rorke's Drift, which is on the Buffalo River, 
and in Natal territory, and they will there open the inquiry 
on Thursday, March 7th. 

"The Lieut.-Governor proposes, as the most convenient 
course to be taken, that the Zulu king should appoint two 
or three indunas to represent the Zulu king and the Zulu 
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case at the inquiry, and that these should be at Rorke's 
Drift on March 7th, and meet the Natal Commissioners 
there. The same thing also the Governor proposes shall 
be done by the Transvaal Government." .And the king's 
reply to the messengers was expressive : " I am very glad 
to hear what you say-I shall now be able to sleep.", 

On March 7th the Commission met at Rorke's Drift, and 
sat for about five weeks, taking evidence day by day in 
presence of the representatives deputed, three by the 
Transvaal Government, and three by the Zulus. 

Of the three gentlemen who formed the Commission, 
one was Sir T. Shepstone's brother, already mentioned in 
thi.a history, whose natural bias would therefore certainly 
not be upon the Zulu side of the question; another was a 
Government official and an acute lawyer ; and the third, 
Colonel Durnford, to the writer's personal knowledge, 
entered upon the subject with an entirely unbiassed mind, 
and with but one intention or desire, that of discovering 
the actual truth, whatever it might be. The only thing by 
which his expectations-rather than his opinions-were in 
the least influenced beforehand, was the natural supposi
tion, shared by all, that Sir T. Shepstone, who had the 
reputation of being in his public capacity one of the most 
cautious of men, must have some strong grounds for his 
very positive statement of the Transvaal claim. 

There was, plainly, some slight confusion in the minds 
of the three Transvaal delegates as to their position rela
tive to the Commissioners, with whom they apparently 
expected to be on equal terms, and in a different position 
altogether from the Zulu delegates on the other side. 
This, however, was a manifest mistake. It was particu
larly desirable that the Zulus should be made to feel that 
it was no case of white against black; but a matter in 
which impartial judges treated either side with equal fair
ness, and without respect of persons. One of the Com
missioners was the brother of their chief opponent, one of 
the Transvaal delegates his son; it would naturally have 
seemed to the Zulus that the six white men (five out of 
whom were either Englishmen, or claimed to be such) 
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were combining together to outwit them, had they seen 
them, evidently on terms of friendship, seated together at 
the inquiry or talking amongst themselves in their own 
language. 

The Commissioners, however, were careful to avoi<l this 
mistake. Finding, on their arrival at Rorke's Drift, that 
the spot intended for their encampment was already occu
pied by the Transvaal delegates, who had arrived before 
them, they caused their own tents to be pitched at some 
little distance, in order to keep the two apart. The same 
system was cariied out during the sitting of the Court, at 
which the Commissioners occupied a central position at a 
table by themselves, the Transvaal delegates being placed 
at a smaller table on one hand, mats being spread for the 
Zulu delegates, in a like position, on the other.1 

Care was also necessary to prevent !I-DY possible alterca
tions arising between the Boer and Zulu attendants of 
either party of delegates, who, in fact, formed the one real 
element of danger in the a.ff air. On one occasion, durino
tbe sitting of the Commission, Colonel Durnford observed 
a Boer poking at a Zulu with his stick, in a manner calcu
lated to bring to the surface some of the feelings of intense 
irritation common to both sides, and only kept under con
trol by the presence of the Commissioners. The Colonel 
at once put a stop to this, and placing a sentry between 
the two parties, with orders to insist on either keeping to 
its own side of the ground, no further disturbance took 
place. Popular rumour, of course, greatly exaggerated the 
danger of the situation, catching a» usual at the opportu
nity for fresh accusations against the Zulu king, who, it 
was once reported from Durban, had sent an impi to 
Rorke's Drift, and had massacred the Commissioners and 
all upon the spot. Fortunately the same day that brought 
this report to Pietermaritzburg, brought also letters direct 

1 The Zulus, of courae, would not have appreciated the convenience 
of a table and chairs; they had no "documents" to lay npon the former ; 
and their opinion of the comfort of the latter is best expressed by the 
well-known Zuln saying that "Only Englishmen and chicken, Bit UJ•"' 
perches.'' The mats provided for them wore, therefore, a proper equivalt:ut 
to the tables and aeata placed fol' the other delegattlS. 
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from the Commissioners themselves, of a later date than 
the supposed massacre, and in which the Zulus were 
spoken of as "perfectly quiet." 

That the impartial conduct of the Commissioners hl!,d 
the desired effect is manifest from Cetshwayo's words, 
spoken after the conclusion of the inquiry, but before its 
result had been made known to him. His messengers, 
after thanking Sir Henry Bulwer in the name of their 
king and people for appointing the Commission, said that 
" Cetshwayo and the Zulu people are perfectly satisfied 
with the way in which the inquiry was conducted through
out-the way in which everything went on from day to 
day in proper order, and without the least misunderstand
ing ; but that each party understood the subject that was 
being talked about. 

" Cetshwayo says," they continued, " he now sees that 
he is a child of this Government, that the desire of this 
Government is to do him justice. . . . 

" Cetshwayo and the Zulu people are awaiting with 
beating hearts what the Lieut.-Governor will decide about 
the land that the Boers have given the Zulus so much 
trouble about ; for the Zulus wish very much now to 
re-occupy the land they never parted with, as it is now the 
proper season (of the year) for doing so." 

Such was Cetshwayo's frame of mind (even before he 
knew that the decision was in his favour) at a time when 
he was popularly represented as being iu an aggressive, 
turbulent condition, preparing to try his strength against 
us, and only waiting his opportunity to let loose upon 
Natal the "war-cloud" which he was supposed to keep 
" hovering on our borders." 

The boundary question resolved itself into this : 
1. To whom did the land in dispute belong in the first 

instance? 
2. Was it ever ceded or sold by the original possessors 1 
1. In answer to the first question the Commissioners 

took the treaty made in 1843 between the English and 
the Zulus as a standpoint fixing a period when the 
territory in dispute belonged entirely to one or other. 
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There was then no question but that the Zulu country 
extended over the whole of it. 

2. The Zulus deny ever having relinquished any part of 
their country to the Boers, who on the other hand assert 
that formal cessions had been made to them of consider
able districts. With the latter rested the obligation of 
proving their assertions, which were simply denied by the 
Zulus, who accordingly, as they said themselves, "had no 
witnesses to call," having received no authority from the 
king to do more than point out the boundary claimed 1 

(2242, p. 80). 
The Boer delegates brought various 1 documents, from 

which they professed to prove the trut,h of their assertions, 
but which were decided by the Commissioners to be 
wholly worthless, from the glaring discrepancies and 
palpable falsehoods which they contained. One of these 
documents, dated March 16th, 1861, "purporting to give 
an account of a meeting between Sir T. Shepstone, Pauda, 
and Cetshwayo," they decided to be plainly a fabrication, 
as Sir T. Shepstone did not arrive at Nodwengu,2 from 
Natal, to meet Panda and Cetshwayo, until May 9th, 
1861. 

Other records of cessions of land professed to be signed 
by the king, but were witnessed by neither Boer nor Zulu, 
or else by Boers alone. A definition of boundaries was in 
one case ratified by one Zulu only, a man of no rank or 
importance ; and in other documents alterations were 
made and dates inserted clearly at another time. 

Meanwhile it was apparent, from authentic Boer official 
papers, that the Zulus were threatened by the Boer 
Government that if they dared to complain again to the 
British Government the South African Republic " would 
deal severely with them, and that they would also 
endanger their lives ; " while such expressions used by 

1 Sir Bartle Frere gives a very unfair account of this matter-of-course 
fact when he transmits to the Secretary of State the above despatch, 
" informing me of the incomplete result, in consequence of the attitudo 
of Cetahwayo's repreaenta.tives at the Commission of Inquiry." 

2 The king's kraal at that time. 
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the V olksraad of the South African Republic as the 
following, when they resolve "to direct the Government 
to continue in the course it had adopted with reference 
to the policy on the eastern frontier, with such caution as 
the Volksraad expects from the Government with con
fidence ; and in this matter to give it the right to take 
such steps as will more fully benefit the interests of the 
population than the strict twrds of the law of the country 
lay down" (2220, p. 337), convicts them of dishonesty 
out of their own mouths. • 

Finally the Commissioners report that in their judg
ment, east of the Buffalo " there has . been no cession of 
land at all by the Zulu kings, past or present, or by the 
nation." 

They consider however that-as the Utrecht district 
bas long been inhabited by Boers, who have laid out the 
site for a town, and built upon it, and as the Zulu nation 
had virtually acquiesced in the Boer authority over it by 
treating with them for the rendition of fugitives who had 
taken refuge there-the Transvaal should be allowed to 
retain that portion of the land in dispute, compensation 
being given to the Zulus inhabiting that district if they 
sunendered the lands occupied by them and returned to 
Zululand, or permission being given them to become 
British subjects and to continue to occupy the land. 

Sir Bartle Frere's version of this is as follows: 
"The Commissioners propose to divide the area in 

dispute between the Blood River and the Pongolo, giving 
to neither party the whole of its claim." He then quotes 
the recommendation of the Commissioners, that compen
sation should be given to Zulus leaving the Utrecht 
district, and want,s to know what is to be done for the 
farmers who "in good faith, and relying on the right and 
power of the Transvaal Government to protect them, had 
settled for many years past on the tract which the Com
mission proposes to assign to the Zulus." He wishes to 
know how they are to be placed on an equality with the 
Zulus from the Utrecht district. To this Sir Henry 
Bulwer ably replies by pointing out that compensation 
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to the said farmers lies with . their own Government, hy 
whose sanction or permission they had occupied land over 
which that Government had no power by right. Jn fact, 
far from "dividing the area in dispute,'' and giving half 
to either party on equal terms, the reservation of the 
Utrecht district was rather an unavoidable concession to 
the Boers who had long had actual possession of it
which, with due compensation, the Zulus would have been 
ready enough to make, while receiving back so much of 
their own land-than an acknowledgment that they .could 
make good their original claim to it. The Commissioners 
indeed say distinctly " there has been no cession of land, at 
all by the, Z1du king, past or present, or by the, nation." 

But indeed, after the decision in favour of the Zulus 
was given, Sir Bartle Frere entirely changed the com
placent tone in which he had spoken of the Commission 
beforehand. To all appearance his careful schemes for 
subjugating the Zulu nation were thrown away-the war 
and the South African empire were on the point of eluding 
his grasp. He had sent to England for reinforcements
in direct opposition to the home policy, which for some 
years had been gradually teaching the colonies to depend 
upon themselves for protection, and therefore to refrain 
from rushing headlong into needless and dangerous wars, 
which might be avoided by a little exercise of tact and 
forbearance. He and his friend General Thesiger had 
laid out their campaign and had sent men-of-war to 
investigate the landing capabilities of the Zulu coast, and 
he had recommended Sir Henry Bulwer to inform the 
Zulu king-when the latter expressed his disquietude on 
the subject of these men-of-war-that the ships he saw 
were " for the most part English merchant vessels, but 
that the war-vessels of the English Government are quite 
sufficient to protect his (Cetshwayo's) coast from any 
descent by any other power" (October 6th, 1878 ; C 2220, 
p. 307). 

~ir Henry Bulwer was too honest to carry out this 
recommendation, even had.he not had the sense to know 
that Cetshwayo was accustomed to the passing of 
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merchantmen, and was not to be thus taken in (supposing 
him to be likely to fear attacks from " foreign foes "). But 
the fact remains that an English official of Sir Bartle 
Frere's rank has put on record, in an official despatch 
under his own band, a deliberate proposal that the 
Zulu king should be tranquillised and his well-founded 
suspicions allayed by-a" figure of speech," shall we say? 

Every possible objection was made by Sir Bartle Frere 
to the decision of the Commissioners, and it was with the 
utmost difficulty that he was at last persuaded to ratify it, 
after a considerable period employed in preparing for a 
campaign, the idea of which he appears never for a minute 
to have relinquished. Sir T. Shepstone protested against 
the decision, which, however, Sir Henry Bulwer upheld ; 
while Sir Bartle Frere finally decides that "Sir H. Bulwer 
and I, approaching the question by somewhat different 
roads, agree in the conclusion that we must accept the 
Commissioners' verdict." Their report was made on June 
20th, 1878, but it was not until November 16th that Sir 
H. Bulwer sent to Cetshwayo to say that " the Lieut.
Governor is now in a position to inform Cetshwayo that 
His ExceJlency the High Commissioner has pronounced 
his award, &c.," and to fix twenty days from the date of 
the departure of the messengers carrying this message from 
Pietermaritzburg, as a convenient time for a meeting on 
the borders of the two countries at the Lower Tugela drift, 
at which the decision should be delivered to the king's 
indunas by officers of the Government appointed for the 
purpose. 

But before this conclusion was arrived at another 
attempt had been made to bring accusations against 
Cetshwayo, who said himself at the time (June 27th, 
1878) : " The name of Cetshwayo is always used amongst 
the Boers as being the first to wish to quarrel" .Alarming 
accounts reached the Natal Government of a fresh 
military kraal having been built by the king, and notices 
to quit being served by him upon Boers within the 
disputed territory, in spite of his engagement to await the 
decision of the Commissioners. The farmers complained 
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of being obliged to fly, "leaving homes, homesteads, and 
improvements to be destroyed by a savage, unbridled, 
revengeful nation." 1 Sir T. Shepstone re-echoed their 
complaint (2220, p. 27), and Sir Bartle Frere comments 
severely upon the alleged Zulu aggressions. 

The matter, however, when sifted, sinks into insig
nificance. Some squabbles had taken place between 
individual Boers and Zulus, such as were only natural 
in the unsettled state of things ; and Cetshwayo's expla
nation of the so-called " notices to quit " placed them in a 
very ditf erent light. 

Sir Henry Bulwer writes to Sir Bartle Frere as follows 
on this point (July 16th): "The Zulu king says that all 
the message he sent was a request that the Boers should be 
warned not to return to the disputed country, as he was 
informed they were doing since the meeting of the Com
mission. We know that some of the Boers did return to 
the disputed territory after the Commission broke up ; 2 and 
this, no doubt, was looked upon by the Zulus as an attempt 
on the part of the Boers to anticipate the result of the 
inquiry, and led to the giving those notices. . . . The fault 
has betln, no doubt, on both sides." 

The military kraal, also, turned out to be no more of the 
nature ascribed to it than was its predecessor: "An ordi
nary private Zulu kraal "-see report of Mr. Rudolph 
(2144, p. 186)---" built simply to have a kraal in that 
locality, where many of Cetshwayo's people are residing 
without a head or kraal representing the king . . • . . the 
king having given instructions that neither the white nor 
the native subjects of the Transvaal were in any way to be 
molested or disturbed by the Zulus;" and having sent a 
small force to do the work, because the large one he had 

1 The homestead specially • spoken of in this case does not appear to 
have been destroyed or injured till Mal'ch, 1879, in the midst of the war, 
nor was any human being, white or black, belonging to these farms, 
killed by this" savage, unbridled, revengeful nation," before the war began. 

2 Apparently by Sir T. Shepstone's orders, as the following phrase 
appears in one of the Boer protests against arbitration, April 25th, 1873: 
:• The majority of the people have, by order of 1our Ex~,elle~cy, trekk,•cl 
-into laaaer on December 14th last, and after havmg remamed m lnogcr for 
nearly lfve months, we are io go a'lld liive cm our /artTUJ again." 

llf 
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sent on a previous occasion had frightened the white 
people. 

Colonel Pearson, commanding the troops in Natal and 
the Transvaal, writes, June 8th, 1878 (21A4, p. 2~6): 

"The Landrost of Utrecht I kuow to be somewhat of an 
alarmist, and the border farmers have all along been in a 
great fright, and much given to false reports. I allude 
more particularly to the Boers. I inclose Lieut.-Colonel 
Durnford's views of the kraal question. He is an officer 
who knows South Africa intimately, and his opinion I 
consider always i;;ound aud intelligent." 

And the following is the statement of Lieut. -Colonel 
Durnford, R.E.; ,June 8th, 1878 (2144, p. 237) : 

"I know the district referred to, in which are many Zulu 
kraals, and believe that, if such a military kraal is in 
course of erection on the farm of one Kohrs, believed to be 
a field-cornet in the Wakkerstroom district, residing about 
fifteen miles from the mission station of the Rev. Mr. 
Meyer, it is being constructed that order may be kept 
amongst the Zulus here residing-who owe allegiance to 
the Zulu king alone-and in the interests of peace. . . . 
I further believe that, if the German or other residents at 
or near Ltineburg have been ordered to leave, it is not by 
orders of the king of Zululand, who is far too wise a man 
to make a false move at present, when the boundary be
tween himself and the Transvaal is under consideration." 

The excitement concerning the " notices to quit," aud 
the second "military kraal," appears to have been as 
unnecessary as any other imaginary Zulu scare ; and there 
are no proofs to be extracted from the official papers at 
this period of the slightest signs of aggressive temper on 
the part of the Zulu king. 

On the contrary ; if we turn to the " Message from 
Cetywayo, King of the Zulus, to his Excellency the Lieut.
Governor of Natal," dated November 10th, 1878, we find 
the concluding paragraph runs : " Cetywayo hereby swears. 
in the presence of Oham, Mnyamana, Tshingwayo, and all 
his other chiefs, that he has no intention or wish to quarrel 
with the English."-(P. P. [C. 2308] p. 16.) 
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CHAPTER XI. 

SIHAYO, UMBILINI, AND THE MISSIONARIES IN ZULULAND. 

MucH has been said of late years concerning the duty 
imposed by our superior civilisation upon us English, in 
our dealings with the South African races, of checking 
amongst the latter such cruel and 11avage practices as are 
abhorrent to Christian ideas and practices. We will 
proceed to show how this duty has been performed by the 
Government of Natal. 

One of the commonest accusations brought against the 
Zulus, and perhaps the most effectual in rousing English 
indignation and disgust, is that of buying and selling 
women as wives, and the cruel treatment of young girls 
who refuse to be thus purchased. 

Without entering into the subject upon its merits, or 
inquiring how many French and English girls yearly are, 
to all intents and purposes, sold in marriage, and what 
amount of moral pressure is brought to hear upon the 
reluctant or rebellious • amongst them ; or whether they 
suff ~r more or less under the infliction than their wild 
sisters in Zululand do under physical correction ;-we may 
observe that the terrors of the Zulu system have been very 
much exaggerated. That cruel and tyrannical things have 
occasionally been done under it no one will deny, still less 
that every effort should have been made by us to introduce 
a better one. Amongst the Zulus, both in their own 
country and in Natal, marriages are commonly arranged 
by the parent.a, and the young people are expected to 
submit, as they would be in civilised France. But the 

M 2 
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instance which came most directly under the present 
writer's own observation, is one rather tending to prove 
that the custom is one which although occasionally 
bearing hardly upon individuals, has been too long the 
practice of the people, and to which they have always 
been brought up, to be looked upon by them as a crying 
evil, calling for armed intervention on the pa.rt of England. 
In the early days of missionary work at Bishopstowe 
(between 1856-60), five girls took refuge at the station 
within a. few days of each other, in order to avoid 
marriages arranged for them by their parents, and objected 
to by them. They dreaded pretty forcible coercion, 
although of course, in Natal, they could not actually be 
put to death. They were, of course, received and pro
tected at Bishopstowe, clothed, and put to school, and 
there they might have remained in safety for any length 
of time, or until they could return home on their own 
terms. But the restraint of the civilised habits imposed 
on them, however gently, and the obligation of learning 
to read, sew, and sweep, &c., was too much for these wild 
young damsels, accustomed at home to a free and idle life.1 

Within a. few weeks they all elected to return home and 
marry the very men on whose account they had fled ; and 
the conclusion finally arrived at concerning them wa.<1, 
that their escapade was rather for· the sake of attaching 
a little additional importance to the surrender of their 

. freedom, than from any real objection to the marriages 
proposed for them. 

Now let us see what means had been taken by the 
English to institute a better state of things and greater 
liberty for women. In Natal itself, of course, any serious 
act of violence committed to induce a girl to marry would 
be punished by law, and girls in fear of such violence 
could usually appeal for protection to the magistrates or 
missionaries. Let us suppose that a girl, making such an 
appeal, receives protection, and is married to the man of her 

1 The married women work in the mealie-gardena, &c., and the liUle 
girls carry the babies ; but the marriap:eable young women 116em to have 
an interval of happy freedom from all labour and care. 
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own choice by English law and with Christian rites. What 
is the conseque:11ce to her 1 She has no rights as a wife, 
in fact she is not lawfully a wife at all, nor have her 
children any legal claims upon their father ; the law of 
the colony protects the rights of native women married by 
native custom, which it virtually encourages by giving no 
protection at all to those who contract marriages by the 
English, or civilised system.1 • 

So much for our dealings with the Zulus of Natal; and 
even less can be said for us concerning those over the 
border. 

Until quite lately the practice existed in the colony 
of surrendering to Zulu demands refugee women, as well 
as cattle, as " property," under an order from the Natal 
Government, which was in force at the time of Sir H. 
Bulwer's arrival, but was at some time after rescinded 1 

It was well known that, by the laws of Zululand, the 
offence of a woman's escaping from her husband with 
another man was punishable by death ; therefore unhappy 
creatures thus situated were delivered up by the Natal 
Government to certain death, and this practice had been 
continued through a course of many years. 

The law being altered in this respect, and cattle only 
returned, Sir H. Bulwer writes, on February 3rd, 1877 : 
" Some few weeks ago I had occasion to send a message to 
Cetywayo on account Qf the forcible removal from Natal 
territory of a Zulu girl, who had lately taken refuge in it 
from the Zulu country. A party of Zulus had crossed the 
Tugela River in pursuit, and taken the girl by force back 
to Zululand I therefore sent to inform Cetywayo of this 
lawless act on the part of some of his subjects" (1776 

1 This was comprehensible during the atrempt, which proved so signal 
a failure, on the part ol Sir T. Shepstone, to impose a marriage t,a,:r; upon 
the natives. The tu was· so extremely unpopular that it was thought 
advisable to relinquieh it, and to make the d8!11red increase in the revenue 
of the colony by doubliug the hut-tax. . 

2 Sir T. Shepstone, when he says (1137, p. 18) "Natal gives up the 
r,a,f,f,k of Zulu refugees, . . .. the refugees themselves are not given 
up," plainly includes women amongst the cattle or "property'' of th" 
Zulus. 
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pp. 86, 87); and Cetshwayo replies with thanks, saying 
that he knew nothing previously of what had happened, 
and that "should anything of the same kind take place 
to-morrow he (the Governor of Natal) must still open my 
ears with what is done by my people." 

This is apparently all There is no attempt to make a 
serious national matter of it; no demand for the surrender 
of the· offenders, nor for the paym1mt of a fine. Nor is 
there even a warning that any future occurrence of the 
same description will be viewed in a more severe light. 
Sir Henry " informs " Cetshwayo of what has taken place, 
and Cetshwayo politely acknowledges the information, and 
that the action taken by his people deserves censure. " I 
do not send and take by force," he says ; '' why should my 
people do so ? It is not right." 

Eighteen months later, on July 28th, 1878, a similar 
case was reported. A wife of the chief Sihayo had left 
him and escaped into Natal. She was followed by a party 
of Zulus, under Mehlokazulu, the chief son of Sihayo, and 
his brother, seized at the kraal where she had taken refuge, 
and carried back to Zululand, where she was put to death, 
in accordance with Zulu law. 

The Zulus who seized her did no harm to Natal people 
or property ; in fact their only fault towards England was 
that of following and seizing her on Natal soil, a fault 
which would seem less serious in their eyes from the fact 
that, until quite lately, such fugitives would have been 
given up to them by the border Government officials. A 
week later the same young men, with two other brothers 
and an uncle, captured in like manner another refugee wife 
of Sihayo, in the company of the young man with whom 
she had fled. This woman was also carried back, and is sup
posed to have been put to death likewise ; the young man 
with her, although guilty in Zulu eyes of a most heinous 
crime, punishable with death, was safe from them on 
English soil-they did not touch him. But by our own 
practice for years past, of surrendering female refugees as 
property, we had taught the Zulus that we regarded women 
as cattle. 
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While fully acknowledging the savagery of the young 
men's actions, and the necessity of putting a stop to such for 
the future, it must be conceded that, having so Jong counte
nanced the Jike, we should have given fair notice that, for 
the future, it would be an act of aggression on us for a 
refugee of either sex to be followed into our territory, 
before proceeding to stronger measures. 

Sir Henry Bulwer, indeed, though taking a decided view 
of. the young men's offence, plain]y understood that it 
was an individual fault, and not a poJitical action for 
the performance of which the king was responsib]e. 
" There is no reason whatsoever as yet to believe that these 
acts have been committed with the consent or knowledge 
of the king," 1 he says (2220, p. 125), and his message 
to Cetshwayo merely requests that he will send in the 
ringleaders of the party to be tried by the law of the 
colony. 

On a previous occasion the king had, of his own accord, 
sent 11. Zulu named Jolwana to the Natal Government to 
be punished by it for the murder of a white man in the 
Zulu country. Jolwana was returned upon his hands 
with the message that he could not be tried in Natal as 
he was a Zulu subject. Under these circumstances it was 
not unnatural that Cetshwayo should have taken the 
opportunity, apparently offered by the use of the word 
request, of substituting some other method of apology for 
the offence committed than that of deJivering up the young 
men, who, Sir Henry Bulwer says, he was afraid would be 
"sjambokked" (flogged). 

Cetshwayo's first answer is merely one acknowledging 
the message, and regretting the truth of the accusation 
brought by it. He allows that the young men deaerve 
puni11hment, and he engages to send indunas of his own to 
the Natal Government on the subject; but he deprecates 

1 And later, Nov. 18, 1878 (2222, p. 173), he says: "I do not hold the 
king responsible for the commission of the act, because there is nothiug 
to show that it. had his previous concurrence or even cognizance. But 111· 
becomes responsible for the act after its commission, aud fo1 such r.:parn• 
tion as we ma.y consider is due for it." 
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the matter being looked upon in a more serious light than 
as the " act of rash boys," who in their zeal for their 
father's house (? honour) did not think what they were 
doing. 

About this date, August, 1878, when all sorts of wild 
reports were flying about, in and out of official documents, 
relative to Cetshwayo's supposed warlike preparations, he 
had ordered that none of his pwple skoul,d, carry arms on 
pa.in of <kath. • 

This was in consequence of a circumstPnce which had 
occurred some months before (,January, 1878), when during 
the U mkosi, or feast of first-fruits, a great Zulu gathering 
which annually takes place at the king's kraal, two of the 
regiments fell out, and finally came to blows, resulting in 
the death of some men on either side. Sir B. Frere says 
in his correspondence with the Bishop (p. 4), that many 
hundred men were killed on this occasion; but Mr. F. 
Colenso, who happened to be there a few days after the 
fight, heard from a white man, who had helped to remove 
the dead, that about fifty were killed. In consequence of 
this, "an order had gone forth, forbidding native Zulus, 
when travelling, to carry arms, nothing but switches being 
allowed. A fire took place, which burned the grass over 
Panda's grave,1 and the doctors declared that the spirits of 
Dingane and Chaka had stated that they view with sur
prise and disgust the conduct of the Zulus at the present 
day in fighting when called before their king; that this 
was the reason Panda's grave was burned ; and such things 
would continue until they learned to be peaceful among 
themselves, and wait until they are attacked by other 
natives before spilling blood." 2 

1 Since rifled by onr troops, and the bones of the old king are supposed 
to have been brought over to England. 

2 In June 1878-jnstafter the Miasionaries, actin~ on Sir T. Shepstone's 
advice, had quitted Znlnland, but before the rnia of Sihayo's sons had 
occurred-Cetshwayo sent Mr. John Dunn to Mr. Escombe (a leading 
member of the Natal Bar, and now a member both of the Executive· and 
Legislative Councils, and who had 111111ieted at the installation of Cetshwayo 
in 1873), with a message to this etlect :-" Tell Mr. Escombe that, in 
consequence of various rumours and reports that have reached me from 
Natal, I begin to be uneasy, nnd afraid of getting into trouble with the 
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Cetshwayo 's next message, September 9th (22fi0, p. :32), 
after he had inquired into the matter of Sihayo's sons, 
acknowledges again that they had done wrong, but 
observes that he wa., glad to find that they had hurt no 
one belonging to the English. What they had done wa., 
done without his knowledge. The request of the Natal 
Government concerning the surrender of the offenders, 
he said, should be laid before the great men of the Zulu 
people, to be decided upon by them ; he r.ould not do i,t 
alone. 

He finally, with full and courteous apologies in the 
same tone, begs that the Natal Government will accept, 
instead of the persons of the young men, a fine of fifty 
pounds, which be sent down by his messengers, but which 
was promptly refused. Sir Henry Bulwer appears to have 
been inclined to allow of the substitution of a larger floe 
for the surrender of the culprits (2222, p. 173) ; . but 
Sir B. Frere insists on severer measures, saying : "I think 
it quite necessary that the delivery up to justice of the 
offenders in this case should have been demanded,1 and 
should now be peremptorily insisted on, together with a 
fine for the delay in complying with the reiterated 
demand. 

John Dunn, who is supposed to have advised the king 
to send money as an atonement, affirms that the invasion 
had· been mutual, fugitives from justice having been 
fetched out of Zululand by Natal officers; and he (Dunn) 
asks whether outraged husbands, even amongst civilised 
people, are prone to pay much respect to the rights of 
nations wbeu upon the track of their unfaithful spouses. 
Plainly, neither he nor the king looked upon the matter in 

English, and I wish to be advised what I am to do. I have no desire to 
fight, and I want all the English to know that I wish for JMl&Ce· I want 
Jrlr. Escombe by means of the paper (newspaper) to make this known to 
all." Mr. Escombe was at this time leaving Natal for Europe, and sent 
word to the king that so long as he remained q_uiet within his own 
territory, he would be perfectly safe, and he (Jrlr. E.) and all the whit" 
colonists would see that no harm was done to him. 

1 No "demand" was made until it appeared in Sir Bartle Frcr11'd 
ultiwatum. 
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so serious a light as Sir Bartle Frere chose to do when he 
said, September 30th, 1878 (2220, p. 280), "and, unless 
apologised and atoned for by compliance with the Lieut.
Governor's demands (?) that the leader of the murderous 
gangs shall be given up to justice, it will be necessary to 
send to the Zulu king an ultimafam, whuh rn,1Mt p'llt an 
end to pacffic relations with our neighbQ'/1,rs." 1 

Sir M. Hicks-Beach, in reply to Sir Bartle :Frere's last
quoted despatch, writes, November 21st: "The abduction 
iind murder of the Zulu woman who had taken refuge 
in Natal is undoubtedly a serious matter, and no sufficient 
reparation for it has yet been made. But I observe 
that Cetshwayo has expressed his regret for this occur
rence ; and although the compensation offered by him 
was inadequate, there would seem to have been nothing 
in his conduct with regard to it which would preclude 
the hope of a satisfactoTy arrangement. ''-(P. P. [C.2220], 
p. 320.) 

But the whole of Sir Bartle Frere's statements at 
this period concerning Cetshwayo are onP.-sided, exag
gerated, or entirely imaginary accusations, which come 
in the first instance with force from a man of his 
importance, but for which not the slightest grounds 
can be traced in any reliable or official source. He 
brings grave charges against the king, which are abso
lutely contradicted by the official reports from which 
he draws his information; he places before the public 
as actual fact what, on investigation, is plainly nothing 
more than his own opinion of what Cetshwayo thinks, 
wishes, or intends, and what his thoughts, wishes, and 
intentions may be at a future period. Every circum
stance is twisted into a proof of his inimical intentions 
towards Natal ; the worst motives are taken for granted 
in all he does. When the king's messages were sent , 

1 On perusing the above italicised words, one learns for the first time 
that the ultimatum, which Sir Bartle Frere sent to the Zulu king a few 
months later, was actually sent for the ~ress purpose of putting "an 
end to pacific relations with our neighbours. ' This is hardly the light in 
whic~ the :British public has been taught to look upon the matter. 
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\ through the ordinary native messengers .. between him 
and the Government of Natal, they were termed mere 
"verbal" messages (as what else should they be ?), not 
" satisfactory or binding ; " when they were sent through 
:,fr. John Dunn they were called " unofficial," although 
Mr. Dunn had been repeatedly recognised, and by Sir 
B. Frere himself, as an official means of communication 
with Cetshwayo on matters of grave importance; and, 
when Mr. Dunn writes, on his own account-, his opinion 
that the "boys" will not be given up, Sir B. Frere 
calls his letter "a similar informal message (i.e. from 
the king), couched in insolent and defiant terms." In 
nothing that passed between the king and the Govern
ment of Natal during this whole period is there one 
single word, on Cetshwayo's part, which could possibly 
be thus described. There are, indeed, many apologies 
and entreaties to the Government to be satisfied with 
some other atonement for the fault committed than 
the surrender of the culprits, and there is a great deal 
from various sources, official and otherwise, about cattle 
collected, even beyond the demands of the Government, 
as a propitiation ; but of Sir B. Frere's " semi-sarcastic, 
insolent, and defiant" messages not one word. 

It would take many pages to point out how utterly 
misleading is every word spoken by· the High Com
missioner on this subject; but to those who are curious 
in the matter, and in proof of the truth of our present 
statements, we can only recommend the South African 
Blue Books of 1878-79. We cannot, however, better 
illustrate our meaning than by a quotation from Lord 
Blachford : " What did Sir B. Frere say to all this ? 
He. was really ashamed to answer that he did not know. 
He had studied the series of despatches in which Sir 
B. Frere defended his conduct, and he willingly acknow
ledged the exuberance of literary skill which they ex
hibited. But when he tried to grapple with them he 
felt like a man who was defending himself with a stick 
against a cloud of locusts. He might knock down 011 .. , 

aud knock down another, but ' the cry is, still they come.' 
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His only consolation was, that they did not appear to 
have convinced Her Majesty's Government, whose replies 
were from beginning to end a series of cautions, qualifica
tions, and protests." 

On turning to the subject of the robber chief, Umbilini, 
and his raids, we are at once confronted by the fact that 
he was not a Zulu at all, but a Swazi, and a claimant to 
the Swazi throne. His claim had not been approved by 
the majority of the Swazi nation, and his brother Umban
deni, the present king, was appointed instead. Umbilini, 
however, was not a man to quietly sink into an inferior 
position, and having taken possession, with his followers, 
of some rocky caves in the borderland, forming an almost 
impregnable fortress, he lived for many years, much in the 
fashion of the border freebooters of whose doings we read 
in Scottish history, malring raids upon his neighbours 
on all sides, and carrying off cattle, women, and children. 
His expeditions were most frequently directed towaJ,"ds the 
party against him in his own country, but neither his Boer 
nor Zulu neighbours escaped entirely. On first leaving 
Swaziland he went to offer homage to the Zuln king, and 
was given land to settle upon in Zululand. No doubt 
Cetshwayo looked upon a warrior of Umbilini's known 
prowess as rather an important vassal, especially in the 
event of a war between him and his ancient enemies the 
Swazis, in which case Umbilini's adherence would pro
bably divide the enemy amongst themselves. But he 
appears to have been in perpetual trouble on account of 
his turbulent vassal, and to have given him up altogether 
at one time. After a raid committed by him upon the 
Dutch, the latter applied to Cetshwayo to have him 
delivered up to them. "I could not do this," says Cetsh
wayo ; " I should have got a bad name if I had done so, 
and people would have said it was not good to konza (pay 
homage) to Cetshwayo. I therefore refused, but paid one 
hundred head of cattle for the offence he had committed ; " 1 

1 Mr. H. Shcp$tone (Secretary for Native Affairs in the Transvaal) 
acknowledges that this fine was paid (2222, p. 99). 
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and Cetshwayo's own account to Mr. Fynney is as follows 
(1961): 

"Umbilini came to me for refuge from his own people, 
the Ama-Swazis, and I afforded him shelter; what would 
the world have said had I denied it to him 1 But, while 
allowing him to settle in the land as my subject, I have 
always been particularly careful to warn my people not to 
afford him any assistance or become mixed up in any 
quarrel between him and the Boers ; and although I du 
not deny that he is my subject, still I will not endorse his 
misdeeds. When Mr. Rudolph complained to me of the 
trouble Umbilini was giving, I told Mr. Rud(llph to kill 
him-I should not shield him; this the Boers tried to do, 
but, as usual, made a mess of it." 

In fact, on a repetition of Umbilini's offence against the 
Boers, Cetshwayo refused to be longer responsible for his 
acts, and gave the Dutch permission to kill him. They 
fought him, and were beaten by him with his small band 
of only nineteen men. On a subsequent occasion, after a 
raid committed by Umbilini upon the Swazis, Cetshwayo 
was · so incensed that he sent out a party to take and 
kill him ; but he got notice beforehand, and escaped. 

Sir Bartle Frere chooses to consider the kina respon
sible for all Umbilini's doings, and even Sir H. Bulwer 
says : "The king disowned Umbilini's acts. . . . But 
there is nothing to show that he has in any way punished 
him, and, on the contrary, it is quite certain (of which 
'certainty,' however, no proofs are forthcoming) that ev~n 
if Umbilini did not act with the express orders of 
Cetshwayo, he did so with the knowledge that what he 
was doing would be agreeable to the king" (2260, p. 46). 

This accusation was made in January, 1879, and refers 
to raids of the previous year, by which time, as the Swazis 
were our allies and the Boers our subjects, Umbilini's 
raids in all directions except those on the Zulu side had 
become offences to us for which Cetshwayo was held 
responsible. In point of fact, it was no such simple 
matter to CC punish" Umbilini, whose natural fortress 
could be held by a small number of men against anything 
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short of the cannon which Cetshwayo did not possess. Nor 
was it singular that, at a time when the king had already 
strong suspicions that his country was about to be 
attacked, he should not have wasted his strength in 
subduing onfl who, in the event of war, would be most 
useful to himself. 

That, when the evil day came and his country was 
invaded, Cetshwayo should haYe made common cause 
with all who would or could assist him is a mere matter 
of course, and it was but natural that so bold and skilful 
a leader as Um bilini has proved himself to be should then 
have heen promoted and favoured by the unfortunate king. 

We need scarcely say more upon this point, beyond 
calling our readers' attention to the fact that the expres
sions "Zulu raids, " " indiscriminate massacres, " " violation 
'by the Zulus of Transvaal territory, " " horrible cruelties '' 
(2308, p. 62, and elsP-where), so freely scattered through 
the despatches written to prove the criminality of the 
Zulu king, all, witlwut exception, apply to acts committed. 
either by Umbilini and his (chiefly) Swazi followers, or by 
Manyonyoba, a small but independent native chief, living 
north of the Pongolo.1 

The "case of Messrs. Smith and Deighton " is the only 
charge against the Zulu king, in connection with Nat.al, 
which we have now to consider, and it is one in which, as 
we shall see, a great deal was made of a very small matter. 

Mr. Smith, a surveyor in the Colonial Engineer's depart
ment, was on duty inspecting the road clown to the Tugela, 
near Fort Buckingham. The Zulu mind being in a very 
excited state at the time-owing to the obvious preparation 
for war, of which they heard reports from Natal, troops 
stationed at Greytown, and war-ships seen close to the 
Zulu shore, as though looking for a landing-place-Mr. 
Smith was specially instructed to proceed upon his errand 
alone, and with great discretion. By way of carrying out 

1 Manyonyoba owed allegiance to Cetshwayo (as did Umbilini). He 
lived north of the Pongolo, in a part of the country over which Sir Bartl" 
Frere and Sir Henry Bulwer altogether deny Cetshwayo'e supremacy, and 
was claimed as a subject of the Transvaal Government. 
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these directions he took with him only a trader-Deighton 
by name-and their discretion was shown by " taking no 
notice" when, having arrived at the drift into Zululand, 
they were questioned by Zulus, who were on guard there 
in consequence of rumours that our troops were about to 
cross.1 ) 

Mr. Wheelwright (a Government official), to whom the 
matter was reported a week after it occurred, not by Mr. 
Smith, the principal person concerned, but by Mr. Deighton, 
says: " The fact that the two white men took no notice of 
'lots of Zulus shouting out' from their own bank, ' What 
do you want there ? ' but 'walked quietly along,' 2 as if 
they had not heard, or as if they were deaf, very naturally 
confirmed the suspicion that they were about no good." 

The consequence was, that when the white men reached 
an islet in the middle of the river (or rather one which is 
generally in the middle of the stream when it is full-it 
was low at the time), they were seized by the Zulus, and 
detained by them for about an hour and a half, whilst all 
sorts of questions were asked : " What are you doing 
there_ 1 " "What had the soldiers come to Greytown for ? " 
" What did the white men want coming down there ? 
'.l'here were two down not long ago,. then other two only 
a few days since, and now there is another two ; you must 
come for some reason." 

However, after a time, they were allowed to depart, an 
attempt made to take their horses from them being 
prevented by the induna of the Zulus. 

Sir Bartle Frere does not seem to have thought very 
much of the matter at first, for Sir M. Hicks-Beach, when 
acknowledging his despatch reporting it, says (2220, 
p. 320) : " I concur with you in attributing no special 
importance to the seizure and temporary arrest of the 

1 Sir H. Bulwer says, "they have 811SpecUld, quite wrongly; that we 
had some design against them in making it" (the new road to the drift). 
It is to be qu~stioned how far their suspicion was a wrongful one, seeiug 

. that it was understood from the fil'st that the drift was intended especially 
for military purposes, and was undoubtedly inspected by Mr. Smith for 
the same. 

2 Quotations from Mr. Deighton's report to Mr. Wheelwright. 
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surveyors, which was partly due to their own indiscretion, 
and was evidently in no way sanctioned by the Zulu 
authorities." 

But a little later-although with no fresh facts before 
him-Sir B. Frere takes a very different tone (2222, 
p. 176): 

"I cannot at all agree with the lenient view taken by 
the Lleut.-Governor of this case. Had it stood <]Uite alone, 
a prompt apology and punishment of the offenders might 
have been sufficient. As the case stands, it was only 
one of many instances of insult and threatening, such as 
cannot possibly be passed over without severe notice being 
tak~ of them. What occurred," he says, "whether done by 
the king's order, or only by his border-guards, and subse-

. ·quently only tacitly approved by his not punishing the 
offenders, seems to me a most serious insult and outrage, 
and should be severely noticed." 

There is no sign that it was ever brought to the king's 
knowledge, and when Sir B. Frere speaks of its being 
" only one of many instances of insult and threatening," 
he is drawing largely on his imagination, ·as there is no 
other ncorded at all, unless he means to refer to the 
"notices to quit " in the disputed territory, of which we 
have already treated. 

We must now consider the points connected with 
the internal management of the Zulu country, which 
have generally been looked upon as a partial excuse for 
our invasion. Foremost amongst these is the infraction 
of the so-called "coronation promises," of which we have 
spoken in a previous chapter. Frequent rumours were 
current in Natal that the king, in defiance of the said 
promises, was in the habit of shedding the blood of his 
people upon the smallest provocation, and without any 
form of trial. Such stories of his inhuman atrocities 
were circulated in· the coJony that many kind-hearted 
and gentle people were ready to think that war would 
be a lesser evil. Yet, whenever one of these stories 
was examined into or traced to its source, it turned 
out either to be purely imaginary, or to have for its 
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foundation some small act of more or less arbitrary 
authority, the justice of which we might possibly 
question, but to which no one would apply the words 
'' barbarities," " savage murders," etc. . 

An instance of the manner in which the Zulu king 
has obtained his character of "a treacherous and blood
thirsty sovereign," 1 cazne under the notice of the 
present writer about December, 1878. Happening to be 
on a visit to some friends in Pietermaritzburg, and 
hearing them mention Cetshwayo's cruelties, I observed 
that I did not much credit them, as I had never yet 
met any one who knew of them from any trustworthy 
source. I was met with the assurance that their 
"kitchen-Kafir," Tom, from whom they had received 
their accounts, was a personal witness, having himself 
escaped from a massacre, and they vouched for the 
truthfulness of the man's character. I asked and ob
tained • permission to question the man in his own 
language, being myself anxious to find any real evidence 
on the subject, especially as, at that time-with 
military preparations going on on every side-it was 
apparent to all that "we" intended war, and one 
would have been glad to discover that there was any 
justification for it on our side. The same evening I 
took an opportunity of interrogating " Tom," saying, 
" So I hear that you know all about this wicked Zulu 
king. Tell me all about it." Whereupon the man 
launched out into a long account of the slaughter of 
his people, from which not even infants were spared, 
and from which he was one of the few who had escaped. 
He had plainly been accustomed to tell the tale (doubt
less a true one), and there were touches in it concerning 
the killing of the children which showed that be had 
been in the habit of recounting it to tender-hearted 
and horror-struck English mothers. When he had 
finished his tale I asked him when all the horrors 
which he had described had taken place. "Oh!" he 

1 Wor<ls applied io him by Mr. Brownlee, late Secretary for Nativo 
All'ain,. of the Cape Government. 

N 
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replied, " it was at the time of the fight between 
Cetsbwayo and Umbulazi (1856); that was when I left 
Zululand." 

"And you have never been there since ? " 
"No; I should be afraid to go, for Cetsbwayo kills 

always." 
"How do you know that ? " I inquired, for he had 

started upon a fresh account of horrors relating to the 
time at which he was speaking. 

" Oh ! I know it is true," was the ready and confident 
reply, "because the white people here in 'Maritzburg tell 
me so out of the papers." 

In point of fact the man, on whose word to my own 
knowledge rested the belief of a considerable circle of 
the citizens, could only give personal evidence concerning 
what happened at the time of the great civil war, when 
Zululand was in such confusion that it would not be easy to 
distribute responsibility, and when Cetshwayo himself was a 
young man in the bands of his warriors. All he could tell 
of a later date he had himself learnt from" white people" 
in the town, who, again, had gathered their information 
from the newspapers ; and Bishop Schreuder, long resident 
in Zululand, says : "I had not with my own eyes seen 
any corpse, and personally only knew of them said to have 
been killed. . . . I myself had my information principally 
from the same sources as people in Natal, and often from 
Natal newspapers." 

The public press of Natal certainly assisted in bringing 
about the Zulu war, by industriously circulating every sort 
of accusation against Cetshwayo ; thus, working on the 
fears of the people, a strong feeling against the natives was 
raised. 

It would be an injustice not to mention that one paper 
was consistently found on the other side. The Natal 
Colonist, edited by Mr. John Sanderson, of Durban, may 
be said to owe the close of its existence to its editor 
having fearlesly and honestly taken the unpopular side in 
native matters. 

As early as 1873 Mr. Sanderson's popularity was con-
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siderably affected by bis determined stand against the 
injustice done to the Ama-IDubi and Putini tribes (see 
Chap. V.), and, although he may at one time have been 
misled as to the character and intentions of the Zulu king, 
bis voice was always raised against what he considered 
unjust or wrong throughout the war. 

The king's own reply to these accusations may be taken 
entire from Mr. Fynney's report on July 4th, 1877 (1961), 
with the portions of the message delivered by the latter to 
wbioh it refers : 

"You have repeatedly acknowledged the house of 
England to be a great and powerful house, and have 
expressed yourself as relying entirely upon the good
will and power of that house for your own strength and 
the strength of the country over which you are king; 
in fact you have always looked towards the English 
Government. 

" Which way is your face turned to-day ? Do you 
look, and still desire to look, in the same direction ? 
Do you. rely on the good-will and support of the British 
Government as much as you formerly did? 

"The Government of Natal has repeatedly heard that 
you have not regarded the agreements you entered into 
with that Government, through its representative, Sir 
Theophilus Shepstone, on the occasion of your coronation. 
These agreements .. you entered into with the sun shining 
around you, but since that time you have practised great 
cruelties upon your people, putting great numbers of them 
to death. What do you say ? " 

In reply to the above, Cetshwayo said : " I have not 
changed ; I still look upon the English as my friends, as 
they have not yet done or said anything to make me feel 
otherwise. They have not in any way turned my heart, . 
therefore I feel that we have still hold of each other's 
hands. But you must know that from the first the Zulu 
nation grew up alone, separate and distinct from all others, 
and has never been subject to any other nation ; Tyaka 
(Chaka) was the first to find out the English and mah 
friends with them ; he saved the lives of seven Englishmen 

N 2 
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from shipwreck at the mouth of the U mfolosi, he took care 
of them, and from that day even until now the English and 
Zulu nations have held each other's hands. The English 
nation is a just one, and we are together" (we are at one 
with each other). "I admit that people have been killed. 
There are three classes of wrong-doers that I kill-(1) the 
abatakati-witches, poisoners, &c. ; (2) those who take the 
women of the great house, those belonging to the royal 
household ; and (3) those who kill, hide, or make away 
with the king's cattle. I mentioned these three classes of 
wrong-doers to Somtseu (Sir T. Shepstone), when he came 
to place me as king over the Zulu nation, as those who 
had always been killed. I told him that it was our law, 
and that three classes of wrong-doers I would kill, and he 
replied : ' Well, I cannot put aside a standing law of the 
land.' I always give a wrong-doer three chances, and kill 
him if he passes the last. Evil-doers would go over my 
head if I did not punish them, and that is our mode of 
punishing. . . . I do not see that I have in any way 
departed from, or broken in anything, the compact I made 
with the Natal Government through Somtseu." 

'.I.'he next subject to be considered is that of the 
treatment of the missionaries and their converts in 
Zululand. 

Sir T. Shepstone, in his account of what passed at the 
installation of Cetshwayo, writes as follows (C. 1137, p. 19): 

"The fourth point was the position of Christian mission
aries and their converts. Cetywayo evidently regretted that 
they had ever been admitted at all, and had made up his 
mind to reduce their numbers by some means or other .... 
He said they had committed no actual wrong, but they did 
no good, and that the tendency of their teaching was 
mischievous; he added that he did not wish to harm them, 
that they might take all their property with them and go 
in peace. 

'' I suggested that they could not take their houses away. 
He replied that the materials of which they were built-
stone, earth, and wood-were all Zulu property, but they 
might take them also if they wished. . He thought that 
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four, however, were entitled to greater consideration ; these 
were Bishop Schreuder and Mr. Oftebro, of the Norwegian 
Mission, because of their long residence-more than twenty 
years-and their services in other ways than as mission
aries; and Bishop Wilkinson and Mr. Robertson, because 
they had brought an introduction from the Governor of 
Natal ; but that the teaching even of these was mischievous, 
and could not be received by the Zulus without injury. . . . 
The advantages of education, the value to a man of being 
able to read and write, and the extreme inconvenience of 
ignorance, were discussed. Cetywayo heartily concurred 
in all that was said on these subjects, and said it was 
education made the English so great ; and that, if he 
thought he could remember what he might learn, he would 
be taught himself; and he expressed regret that the 
missionaries did not confine themselves to that kind of 
teaching. 

"The result of our conversations on the subject of the 
missionaries was an understanding that those who were 
already in the country should not be interfered with, and 
that, if any of them committed an offence for which the 
offender might be considered deserving of expulsion, the 
case should be submitted to the Government of Natal, 
and its assent be received before the sentence should 
be carried out. It is necessary to explain that the Zulus 
h9:ve no idea of inflicting any punishment upon a mission
ary except that of expulsion from the country. I did not 
considtl' it wise to atte1npt to make any arrangements in 
f av01tr of 'Miive converts." 1 

What was meant by the teaching of the missionaries 
being mischie'IJOUIJ is fully explained by the remarks of the 
prime ministers Mnyamana and Vumandaba, re~rted by 
Mr. Fynney in 1877 (1961, p. 47) as follows: 

" We will not allow the Zulus to become so-called 
Christians. It is not the king says so, but every man in 
Zululand. If a Zulu does anything wrong, he at once 
goes to a mission station, and says he wants to become a 

1 Author's italics. 
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Christian ; if he wants to run away with a girl, he becomes 
a Christian ; if he wishes to be exempt from serving the 
king, he puts on clothes, and is a Christian ; if a man is 
an umtagati (evil-doer), he becomes a Christian. All these 
people are the subjects of the king; and who will keep a cow 
for another to milk it ? . . . The missionaries desire to set 
up another power in the land, and, as Zululand has only 
011e king, that cannot be allowed." 

Mr. Fynney continues: " Before I left Zululand (before 
July, 1877) most of the missionaries had decided upon 
leaving; some had already left, not from any fear of per
sonal danger, but because in some cases they have been 
deserted by the natives on their stations; in others the 
native converts were uneasy, and wished to leave ; and from 
the attitude of both the king and chiefs, they could plainly 
see that all chances of making fresh converts, or even re
taining those around them, were for the present at an 
end. . . . I find there were all sorts of wild (1) rumours 
g,Jing about from station to station-one that the British 
Government intended to aunex Zululand at once. I am 
afraid that this and the like rumours have done harm. 
~everal of the missionaries have been frequently to the king 
of late, and, as he told me, have worried him to such an 
extent that he does not want to see them any more." 1 

In August of the same year Lord Carnarvon requests 
Sir Henry Bulwer to make a special point of causing "the 
missionaries to understand distinctly that Her Majesty's 
Government cannot undertake to compel the king to permit 
the maintenance of the mission stations in Zululand," and 
to recommend them, if they cannot carry on their work 
without armed support, to leave it for the present. 

Sir Henry Bulwer writes (2000, p. 33) : 
" The action taken by some of the missionaries in leaving 

that country has apparently proved not only unnecessary, 
but ill-advised for their own interests. The king was not 
sorry that they should go, but he was angry with them for 

1 On one of these visits a missionary is reported to have said to the king 
coal'llely in Zulu, ••You are n liar ! '' (unamanga !) ; upon which Cetshwayo 
tw·ueol his back to him, and spoke with him no more. 
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going;" 1 and on January 26th, 1878, a message arrived 
from Cetshwayo, concerning those that remained, to this 
effect (2100, p. 61): 

" Cetshwayo states that be wishes His Excellency to 
know that he is not pleased with the missionaries in the 
Zulu country, as he finds out that they are the cause of 
much harm, and are always spreading false reports about 
the Zulu country, and (he) would wish His Excellency to 
advise them to remove, as they do no good." 

Shortly after the Rev. Mr. Oftebro and Dr. Oftebro, 
Norwegian missionaries from Zululand, were granted an 
interview by the Lieut.-Govemor-of Natal for the purpose 
of laying their case before His Excellency. The king, they 
said, had informed them that.he was now quite persuaded 
that they had communicated to the governors of Na.ta.I and 
the Transvaal, and to the editors of the public papers in 
Natal, all important matters that occurred in the Zulu 
country-that the accounts they sent were not even truthful 
-and that he had believed these missionaries were " men," 
but that he now found them to be his enemies. 

They believed that amongst the " white men," from 
whom he had obtained his information, were Mr. John 
Mullins, a trader, and Mr. F. E. Colenso, a son of the 
Bishop of Natal, who had been at the king's kraal for 
some six days and who, they said, "1uuJ, translated,for tM 
king's information, accounts of doings in tM Zulu r,o'Unt7"!/, 
from several newspapers of the colony." This last, as 
it happens, was pure fiction. Sir Henry Bulwer, indeed, 
believed it at the time, and wrote upon it as follows 
(2100, p. 89) : 

" I notice in Messrs. Smith and Colenso's letter to the 
Earl of Camarvon, a statement to the effect that the dis
position and dealings of Cetshwayo had been sedulously 
misrepresented by the missionaries and by the Press. 
And this statement tends, I am afraid, to confirm the 

1 Or rather he was angry with them for the rudeness which they com
mitted in going wukout faking leave. He said they h&d never received 
anything but kindness from him, and might as well have pa.id him the 
complinient of a farewell salutation. 
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belief that Mr. F. E. Colenso, when he lately visited the 
Zulu country, . . . made certain representations regarding 
the missionaries in Zululand, which were greatly calcu
lated to prejudice the king's mind against them, or 3i:,oainst 
some of them." 

But Mr. Colenso, on seeing for the first time the above 
statements in the Blue Book, wrote to Sir M. Hicks-Beach 
as follows (2220, p. 318): 

" The suspicions expressed by the missionaries as to my 
proceedings are entirely without foundation in fact. So 
far from attempting to prejudice the king's mind against 
them, I confined myself, in the little I did say to 
Cetshwayo on the subject, to supportiug their cause with 
him. The king had received, through some of his various 
channels of information, an account of the numerous con
tributions, made by missionaries and others living under 
his protection in Zululand, to the colonial newspapers, and 
in particular, of. an exaggerated and sensational report, 
written by the Zululand correspondent of TM Natal 
Mercury, of the catastrophe which occurred at the annual 
Feast of First-fruits some ten days before my last con
versation with the king, which report he attributed to the 
Rev. Mr. Robertson, from the fact that his waggon
driver was the only white man present on the occasion, 
except Dr. Oftebro, Mr. Mullins, and Mr. Dunn. Cetsh
wayo expressed himself as indignant at the conduct of 
Mr. Robertson, who, he said, had never, during his long 
residence in Zululand, received anything but good treat
ment at the hands of his (Cet-shwayo's) father and himself, 
and, he added, ' I have borne with him too long.' To this 
I replied that, if he had any distinct ground of complaint 
against Mr. Robertson, he (the king) should get it set 
down in writing, and send it to His Excellency the Lieut.
Governor of Natal; and I wished him to understand that 
any different course would be productive of no good effect. 
I then told Cetshwayo, omitting further reference to Mr. 
Robertson, that in my opinion the presence of the mission- . 
aries as a body in his country was a great advantage to 
him, and that they merited his protection. He disclaimed 
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having ever treated them with anything but great con
sideration." 

The particular statement of the two missionaries Oftebro, 
concerning the translation of newspapers, also Mr. Colenso 
specially and distinctly contradicts, saying that he had no 
newspapers with him nor extracts of newspapers, nor were 
any such read to Cetshwayo in his presence. 

Sir Henry Bulwer stat~, at the request of the Messrs. 
Oftebro (2100, p. 61), that no member of the Norwegian 
mission had supplied this Government with information 
as above. But it does not follow that no such commu
nications had been made to Sir Bartle Frere and Lord 
Carnarvon. Missionaries had written anonymously to the 
colonial papers, and the account in The Natal Mercury 
of the fight at the Umkosi was attributed by Cetshwayo, 
not without reason, to the Rev. R. Robertson. The tone 
of this letter, and its accuracy, may be gathered from the 
following extract, referring to the land which, in the 
opinion of the Commissioners, " was by right belonging to 
the Zulus": 

''Never was a more preposterous demand made upon 
any Government than that which Cetshwayo is now 
malting upon the English Government of the Transvaal. 
... For be it remembered that, until very lately, the 
Zulus have never occupied any portion of it, (!) and even 
now very partially. It is most earnestly to be hoped that 
Sir T. Shepstone, while doing all in his power to keep the 
peace, will be e,q:ually firm in res'isting tM unjust pretensions 
of tM Zulus." 1 

How far the Zulu king was justified in his opinion that 
the missionaries were not his friends may be gathered 
from the above, and from the replies to Sir B. Frere's 
appeal to the " missionaries of all denominations " for 
their opinions on native politics, as published in the 
Blue Book (2316), of which the following examples 
may be given : 

1',rom letter of the Rev. P. D. Hepburn, December 17th, 
1878: " All in these ·parts are quiet, and are likely tu 

l Author's italics. 
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remain quiet, if His Excellency overthrows the Zulu 
chief, and disarms the remaining Zulus. The Zulus are 
very warlike ; will attack in front, flank, and rear. They 
are, and have been, the terror of the neighbouring tribes 
since the days of Chaka. 1 Only the utter destruction of 
the Zulus can secure future peace in South Africa. May 
His Excellency not allow himself to be deceived by the 
Zulu chief Cetywayo." 

" On full inquiry it will be found that our late war 
here (Kaffraria) was to a great extent attributable to Zulu 
influence,2 If our forces suffer defeat at Natal, all native 
tribes in South Africa will rise against us. I am a man 
of peace ; I hate war; but if war, let there be no dawdling 
and sentimental nonsense. 

" True and faithful to God, our Queen, and the interests 
of the empire, we have the appl'obation of God, our Queen, 
and our own conscience. I would have much liked had 
there been a regiment of British cavalry at Natal Sword 
in hand the British are irresistible over all natives. The 
battle at the Gwanga in 1846, under Sir Henry Darrell, 
lasted only about :fifteen minutes;· about four hundred 
Ka:firs were cut down. . . . 

" God, , our God, put it into the minds of our rulers 
that all tribes in south-east and east Africa must submit 
to British power, and that it is the interest of all 
Africans. to do so. Heathenism must perish ; God wills 
it so." 8 

These remarks are from a missionary in Kaffraria, but 
t.he tone of those in Zululand is the same, or even worse. 
Compare the following statement made to the Natal 
Government by two nativ~ converts from the Etshowe 

1 "Our Correspondent'' of The Daily News speaks, in to-day's issue 
(November 17th, 1879), of the " tranquillising fear" of Cetshwayo having 
been removed from "our own native population." 

2 A mere assertion, often made, but never supported by the slightest 
proof. 

8 And so the Rev. Mr. Glockner, speaking of the late war, says that 
they (the missionaries) had often wl\l"Ded the native chiefs of what would 
befall them if they refused to become Christians.-Vide The Scotsman, 
J,ebruary 6th, 1880. 
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mission station-Mr. Oftebro's (1883, p. 2): "We know 
that as many as a hundred (Zulus) in one day see the 
sun rise, but don't see it go down. . . . The people, great 
and small, are tired of the rule of Cetshwayo, by which 
he is finishing his people. The Zulu army is not what it 
was, there are only six full regiments. Cetshwayo had by 
his rule made himself so disliked, that they knew of no 
one, and especially of the headmen, who would raise a 
hand to save him from ruin, no matter from what cause." 

Mr. John Shepstone adds, April 27th, 1877 (p. 4): 
" The above was confirmed only · yesterday by reliable 
authority, who added that a power such as the English, 
stepping in now, would be most welcome to the Zulus 
generally, through the unpopularity of the king, by his 
cruel and reckless treatment of his subjects.'' And, Mr. 
Fynney, in the report already quoted from, says : 

" The king appeared to have a very exaggerated idea 
both of his power, the number of his warriors, and their 
ability as such. . . . While speaking of the king as having 
exaggerated ideas as to the number of his fighting-men, I 
would not wish to be understood as underrating the power 
of the Zulu nation. . . . I am of the opinion that King 
Cetywayo could bring six thousand men into the field at a 
short notice, great numbers armed with guns ; but the 
question is, would they fight ? . . . I am of opinion that 
it would greatly depend against whom they were called 
to fight. . . . While the Zulu nation, to a man, would have 
willingly turned out to fight either the Boers or the Ama
Swazi, the case would be very different, I believe, in the 
event of a misunderstanding arising between the British 
Government and the Zulu nation. . . . I further believe, 
from what I heard, that a quarrel with the British Govern
ment would be the signal for a general split up amongst the 
Zulus, and the king would find himself deserted by the 
majority of those upon whom he would at present appear 
to rely." 

While Sir T. Shepstone says, November 30th, 1878 
(2222, p. 175): "I will, however, add my belief that the 
Zulu power is likely to fall to pieces when touched." 
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. Such were the opinions given by men supposed to be 
intimately acquainted with Zulu character and feeling, one 
of them being the great authority on all native matters ; 
and on such statements did Sir Bartle Frere rely when 
he laid his scheme for the Zulu War. How absolutely 
ignorant, how foolishly mistaken, were these " blind leaders 
of the blind " has been amply proved by the events of 
1879. 

We need not en~r very fully into the accusations 
brought by the missionaries against the Zulu king of 
indiscriminate slaughter of native converts for their 
religion's·'sake. They were thoroughly believed in Natal 
at the time ; but, upon investigation, they dwindled 
down to three separate cases of the execution of men 
(one in each case) who happened to be converts, but of 
whom two were put to death for causes which had 
nothing whatever to do with their faith (one of them 
being indeed a relapsed convert) ; and the third, an old 
man, Maqamsela, whose name certainly deserves t-0 be 
handed down to fame in the list of martyrs for religion's 
sake, was killed without the sanction or even knowledge 
of the king, by the order of his. prime minister Gaozi. 1 

1 Story of Maqamsela, from The Nai,al Colonist of May jth, 1877 : 
" Another case referred to in our previous article was that of a man named 
Maqamsela, particulars of which, derived from eye-witnesses, we have 
received from different sources. On Friday, March 9th, he attended 
morning service at Etshowe mission station as usual, went home to his 
kraal, and at noon started to go over to the kraal of Minyegana, but was 
seized on the road and killed because he was a Christian I 

"For mauy years he had wished to become a Christian, and this at his 
own desire was reported to Gaozi, his inimediate chief, who ICClded 
him, •aying, • it WOV,ld OCClUion him (Gaozi) troubk.' The earnest and 
repeated solicitation of :Maqamsela was that the missionary (Mr. Oftebro) 
would take hini to the king to obtain his permission to profess Chris
tianity. Last winter the missionary consented to mention it to the kiug; 
but, failing to au Gami first, deemed it imp,-udfflt to do ao at that time. 
Maqamsela was greatly grieved at this, saying, • I am not afraid of death ; 
it w:i.1.1 be well if I am killed for being a Christian.' When an oppor
tunity occurred of speaking to Gaozi about Maqamsela's wish to be 
baptized, he would giu "° direct a118W<!r, but complaimd of hw bad con• 
duct. Maqamsela, however, persisted in his entreaties that hia case 
should be reported to the kiri~. • If they kill me because I believe, 
they may do so ; the Lord will receive me. Bas not Christ died for 
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That the latt.er received no punishment, although the king 
disapproved of this action, is not a fact of any impo1tance. 
It is not always convenient to•punish prime ministers and 
high commissioners, or powerful indunas. 

Sir Bartle Frere of course takes the strongest possible 
view of the matter against the king, and speaks of his 
having killed Zulu converts (2220, p. 270), "at first rarely, 
as if with reluctance, and a desire to conceal what he had 
ordered, and to shift the responsibility to other shoulders, 
latterly more frequently, openly, and as an avowedj part 
of a general policy for re-establishing the system of 
Chaka and Dingane.'' This little phrase is of a slightly 
im9.i:,<>inative nature, resting on no (produced) evidence. It 
is, in fact, a " statement." 1 

Sir Henry Bulwer's reply-Nov. 18th, 1878 (2222, 
p. 172)-which forms an able refutation of various state
.ments of Sir B. Frere, contains the following sentence: 
"I took some pains to :find out how the case really stood, 

me f Why should I fear f ' A favourable opportunity of naming 
the matter to the king presented itself 110me time after. Cetshwayo 
appeared very friendly, and proposed that the Christiana should pay a 
tax, but said that their service should be building houses for him when 
called ; otherwise they might remain in peace. Maqamsela was then 
mentioned as being desirous to become a Christian. He was an old man, 
who could not leave his kraal, and could not come up to serve. He had 
therefore been eaten up, and had not now a single head of cattle. On 
his name being mentioned, the king replied that he =ld say Mthi?l.g, 
Gaozi, Minyegana, and Xubane Mt being there. Maqamsela was ~lad 
when he heard what had been done, and said, 'If they kill me now 1t is 
all right.' 

"A week later his:time came. An induna, named Jubane, sent for him, 
and on his retnm from Jubane's, an 'impi' came to him, saying they had 
orders to kill him. He asked for what reason, and being told it was 
because he was a Christian and for nothinf-else, he said again, 'Well, 
I rejoice to die for the! word of the Lord. He begged leave to kneel 
down and pray, which he was allowed to do. After praying, he said, 
'Kill me now.' They had never seen any man act in tliis manner 
before, when about to be killed, and seemed afraid to touch him. After 
a long pause, however, a young lad took a gun and shot hinl, and they all 
ran away." 

1 This indiscriminate killing is disproved and denied by Cetshwayo 
himself and his principal chiefs (wle "A Visit to King Ketshwayo," 
Ma,cmill,an'a Magazine, March, 1878). 
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and ascertained that the number of natives, either convert.a 
or living on mission stations, who had been killed, was 
three. I have never heard since that time of any other 
mission natives being killed. . . . I was, therefore, sur
prised, on reading your Excellency's despatch, to see what 
Messrs. Oftebro and Staven had said. I have since made 
particular inquiries on that point, but have failed to obtain 
any information showing that more than three mission 
natives have been killed. • Among others to whom I have 
spoken is the Rev. Mr. Robertson, of Zululand, who was 
in 'Maritzburg a few weeks ago. He told me that he had 
not heard of any other than the three cases." 

Sir Bartle Frere replies, December 6th, 1878 (2222, 
p. 175) : 1 "I have since made further inquiry (he does not 
say what), and have no douht that though His Excellency 
may pcSS'ibly be right as to the number regarding which 
there is judicial evidence (Sir H. Bulwer plainly decides 
that there was no e:videace at all) ; the missionaries had 
every reason to bdieve that the number slain on auount of 
their inclination to Christ,ianity was considerably greater 
than three. One gentleman, who had better means of 
obtaining the truth than any one else, told me he had no 
doulJt the number of converts killed was considerable." 

This gentleman, Sir Bartle Frere assures us, " knows the 
Zulus probably 1,etter than any living European; he is 
himself an old resident in Zululand, and a man ab<rve all 
BUSpicion of exaggeration or misrepresentation (Q. He gave 
me this information under stipulation that his name 
should not be mentioned, otherwise it would, I am sure, 
at once be accepted as a guarantee for the • accuracy 
of his statements." 

With such phrases, '' I have no doubt," " every reason 
to believe," " I feel sure," &c. &c., bas Sir Bartle Frere 
continually maligned the character of the Zulu king, 
called since the war, by Mr.John Dunn, " the most injured 
man in South Africa." 

1 Author's italics throughout, 
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One is rather puzzled who the man may be to whom 
Sir Bartle Frere gives so high a character, his opinion of 
which be evidently expects will quite satisfy his readers. 
We should much like to have the gentleman's name. The 
number of gentlemen "long resident in Znluland" are not 
so many as to leave a wide field for conjecture. Besides 
the missionaries, the only names that occur to us to which 
the phrase can apply are those of Mr. J obn Shepstone, 
Mr. John Dunn, and Mr. Robertson. 

The only point in the indictment against Cetshwayo 
which we have now to consider, is that of the killing 
of girls under the Zulu marriage law, and the reply to 
Sir Henry Bnlwer's remonstrance on the point, which 
Sir Bartle Frere speaks of in his final memorandum as 
expressed " in terms of unprecedented insolence and 
defiance ; " while TM Times of Natal (generally recognised 
as the Government organ) went still further, and has twice 
charged the Zulu king with sending, rf!P«dedly, insolent 
messages to the Natal Government. As to the repetition 
of the offence, it need only be said that there is no founda
tion in the Blue Books for the assertion. And as to this 
particular offence it is enough to say that no notice 
had been taken of it to . Cetshwayo himself, till two years 
afterwards it was unearthed, and charged upon him as 
above, by the High Commissioner, notwithstanding that, 
whatever it may have been, it had been subsequently con
doned by friendly messages from this Government. 

The marriage law of Znluland is thus described by Sir 
T. Shepstone (1137, p. 21): "The Znlu country is but 
sparsely inhabited when compared with Natal, and the 
increase of its population is checked more by its peculiar 
marriage regulations than by the exodus of refugees to 
surrounding governments. Both boys and girls are formed 
into regiments, and are not allowed to marry without 
special leave from the king, or until the regiments to 
which they belong are fortunate enough to receive his 
dispensation. Caprice or state reasons occasionally delay 
this permission, and it sometimes happens that years pass 
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before it is given. Contravention of these regulations is 
visited by the severest penalties." 1 

The history of the case which we are now considering 
may be given in the following extracts: 

On September 22nd, 1876, Mr. Osborn, resident 
magistrate of Newcastle, writes : " The Zulu king lately 
granted permission to two regiments of middle-aged men 
to marry. These were, however, rejected by the girls, on 
the ground that the men were too old; upon which the 
king ordered that those girls who refused to marry the 
soldiers were to be put to death. Several girls were killed 
in consequence, some fled into the colony, others into the 
Transvaal Republic." 

.And on October 9th, Government messengers report 
(1748, p. 198): 

'' We heard that the king was causing some of the 
Zulus to be killed on account of disobeying his orders 
respecting the marriage of girls, and we saw large numbers 
of cattle which had been taken as fines. Otherwise the 
land was quiet." 

.As far as the most careful investigations could discover, 
the number killed was not more than four or five, while 
the two Zulus already quoted said that, although they 
had heard of the matter, they did not know of a single . 
instance ; and as these young men themselves belonged to 
one of the regiments, it can hardly be supposed that any 

1 Two Zulu prisoners, captured while on a peaceful errand, j118t before 
the commeucement of hostilities, and who were permitted to reside at 
Bishopstowe wheI! released from gaol, until they could safely return home, 
were questioned concerning these regulations, and said that they applied 
only to those who voluntarily ,ioined the regiments, concerning which there 
was no compulsion at all, beyoud the moral effect produced by the fact 
that it was looked upon, by the young people themselves, as rather a poor 
thing to do to decline joining. Once joined, however, they were obliged 
to obey orders unhesitatingly. These young men said that in the coast, 
and outlying districts, there were large numbers of people who had re
tained thAir liberty and married as they pleased, but that stri"t loyalty 
was the fashion nearer the court. It was 1n these very coast distrii;t.\<.that 
the Zul118 surrendered during the late war, the wyal inhabitants provillg . 
their loyalty to tM bitter end. 
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great slaughter could have taken place unknown to 
them.1 

At the time, however, report as usual exaggerated 
the circumstances, and Sir Henry Bulwer speaks (1748, 
p. 198) of "numbers of girls and '!J<Yl111111 men," and " large 
numbers of girls and others connected witk tkem,"· as having 
been killed. 

He sent a message to Cetshwayo on the subject, which 
in itself was a temperate and very proper one for an 
English governor to send, in the hope of checking such 
cruelty in future, and was not unnaturally somewhat sur
prised at receiving an answer from the usually courteous 
and respectful king, which showed plainly enough that be 
was highly irritated and resented the interference with his 
management of bis people. Sir Henry had reminded him 
of what had passed at his coronation, and Cetshwayo 
replies that if Somtseu (Sir T. Shepstone) had told the 
white people that he .(the king) had promised never to kill, 
Somtseu had deceived them. "I have yet to kill," he says. 
He objects to being dictated to about his laws, and says 
that, while wishing to be friends with the English, he does 
not intend to govern his people by laws sent to him by 
them. He remarks, in a somewhat threatening way, that 
in future he shall act on his own account, and that, if the 
English interfere with him, he will go away and become a 
wanderer, but not without first showing what he can do 
if he chooses. Finally he points out that he and the 
Governor of Natal are in like positions,2 one being governor 
of Natal, the other of Zululand. 

It is plain that this reply, as reported by the Govern
ment messengers, produced a strong effect on Sir H. 
Bulwer's mind, and considerably affected his feeling towards 
the king, though, as already stated, he never brought it, at 

1 Cetahwayo says that "he knew only of fonr girls who were killed, 
Sipili's two and two near the Pongolo, a.nd that these were killed without 
his will, thou~h he wa.a responsible, inaemuch a.a he ha.d yielded to the 
advice of the induna.a that an • imJ>i' should be sent ont to frighten the 
girls, which • impi ' had exceeded 1ta orders a.nd had killed these four.'' 

1 "We a.re equa.l," said the interpreter; but the expression used is more 
correctly tranalated a.a above. 
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the time or afterwards, to the notice of Cetshwayo, and has 
since exchanged friendly messages with him. And no 
doubt the reply was petulant and wanting in due respect, 
though a dash of arrogance was added to it by the inter
preter's use of the expression "we are equal," instead of 
"we are in like positions "-each towards our own people. 
But that the formidable words " I have yet to kill," " I 
shall now act on my own account," meant nothing more 
than the mere irritation of the moment is pJain from the 
fact that he never made the slightest attempt to carry 
them out, though recent events have taught us what be 
might have done had he chosen to "act on his own 
account." 

The tone of the reply would probably have been very 
different had it been brought by Cetshwayo's own mes
sengers. By an unfortunate mistake on the part of the . 
Natal Government, one of the messengers sent wae a 
Zulu refugee of the party of U mbulazi and U mkungo, 
between whom and the king there was deadly hostility, 
which had lately been intensified by the insulting manner 
in which Umkungo's people had received Cetshwayo's 
messengers, sent in a friendly spirit to inform them of 
King U mpande's death. The very presence of this man, 
bringing a reproof from the Government of· Natal, would 
naturally be resented by the Zulu king, who had already 
declined communications from the Transvaal sent through 
rP-fugee subjects of his own (Sir Henry Bulwer-1748, p. 
10) ; and was now obliged to receive with courtesy, and 
listen to words of remonstrance from, one of these very 
refugees who had fled to Natal, and, under Zulu law, was 
liable to be put to death as a traitor, when he made bis 
appearance in Zululand. The king's words, exhibiting 
the irritation of the moment, whatever they may have been, 
would lose nothing of their :fierceness and bitterness by 
being conveyed through such a medium.1 

We do not wish to defend such practices as those of 
1 Cetshwayo d•nies enr seeing these messenge1'11, or sending any message 

by them. " No," he says, " these are not my words, they are those of 
the measengel'8" (i.e. invented by them) . 
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forcing girls into distasteful marriages, or putting them to 
death for disobedience in that respect. But we must 
remember that, after all, the king, in ordering th~e execu
tions, was enforcing, not a new law la.id down by himself, 
but" an old custom" (1748, p. 198). From his point of 
view the exercise of such severity was as necessary to 
maintaining his authority as the decimation of a regiment 
for mutiny might appear to a commander, or the slaughter 
of hundreds of Langalibalele's people, hiding in caves or 
running away, which we have already described, appeared 
to Sir B. Pine and Sir T. Shepstone in 1873-74. 

The king himself gave an illustration of his difficulties 
in a message sent to Sir H. Bulwer early in 1878 (2079, 
p. 96). He reported to His Excellency that two of his 
regiments had had a fight, and many of his men had been 
killed, at which he was much annoyed. He reports this 
to show His Excellency that, although he warned them 
that he would severely punish any regiment that caused 
any disturbance at the Umkosi (Feast of the First-fruits), 
he cannot rule them without sometimes killiDg them, 
especially as they know they can run to Natal. 

We have now considered in turn every accusation 
brought against the Zulu king up to the end of 1878, 
when Sir Bartle Frere delivered his ultimatum, which he 
had said beforehand would put an end to our peaceful 
relations with our neighbours. We venture to assert that, 
with the exception of the last, every one of these accusa
tions is distinctly refuted on evidence gathered from 
official sources. Of that last, we would observe, that, 
although it cannot be entirely denied, the fault has been 
greatly exaggerated; while that part of it which referred 
to the sole instance of a hasty reply to the Natal 
Government, has been condoned by two years' friendly 
relations since the offence, before it was raked up by Sir 
Bartle Frere as an additional pretext for the war. And, at 
all events, had Cetshwayo's severity to his people been a 
hundred times greater that it ever was, he could not in 
a lifetime have produced the misery which this one year's 
campaign has wrought. 

o 2 
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Yet these accusations were the sole pretexts for the 
war, except that fear of the proximity of a nation strong 
·enough .and warlike enough to injure us, if it wislwJ, to 
do so, which Sir Bartle Frere declared made it impossible 
for peaceful subjects of Her Majesty to feel security for 
life or property within fifty miles of the border, and made 
the existence of a peaceful English community in the 
neighbourhood impossible.1 He speaks in the same des
patch (2269, pp. 1, 2) of the king as an "irresponsible, 
bloodthirsty, and treacherous despot," which terms, and 
others like them, do duty again and again for solid facts, 
but of the justice of which he gives no proof whatever. 
We cannot do better than give, in conclusion, and as 
a comment upon the above fear, a quotation from Lord 
Blachford's speech in the House of Lords, March 26th, 
1879, which runs: 

" Some people assumed that the growth of the Zulu 
power in the neighbourhood of a British colony coustituted 
such a danger that, in a common phrase, it had to be got 
rid of, and that, when a thing had to be done, it was idle 
and inconvenient to examine too closely into the pretexts 
which were set up. And this was summed up in a phrase 
which is used more than once by the High Commissioner, 
and had obtained cmTency in what he might call the light 
literature of politics. We might be told to obey our 
'instincts of self-preservation.' No doubt the instinct 
of self-preservation was one of the most necessary of our 
instincts. But it was one of those which we had in 
common with the lowest brute-one of those which we 
are most frequently called on to keep in order. It was in 
obedience to the 'instinct of self-preservation' that a 
coward ran away in battle, t,hat a burglar murdered a 
policeman, or, what was more to our present purpose, that 
a nervous woman jumped out of a carriage lest she should 

. 1 The natives of Natal, "peaceful subjects of Her Majesty," were living 
in perfect securitf on one side of the border, and the Zulll8 on the other, 
the two populations intermarrying and mingling in the most friendly 
manner, without the smallest apprehension of injury to life or property, 
when Sir B. Frere landed at Durban. . . 
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be upset; or that one man in a fright fired at another who, 
he thought, meant to do him an injury, though he had not 
yet shown any sign of an intention of doing so. The 
soldiers who went down in the Birkt/nhead-what should 
we have thought of them if, instead of standing in their 
ranks to be drowned, they had pushed the women and 
children into the hold and saved themselves 1 A. reason
able determination to do that which our safety requires, so 
far as it is consistent with our duty to others, is the duty 
and interest of every man. To evade an appeal to the 
claims of reason and justice, by a. clamorous allegation of 
our animal instinct, is to abdicate our privileges as men, 
and to revert to brutality." 
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CHAPTER XII. 

THE ULTIMATUM, DECLARATION OF WAR, AND 

COMMENCEMENT OF CAMPAIGN. 

ON December 11th the boundary award was delivered to 
the Zulus by four gentlemen selected for the purpose, who, 
by previous arrangement, met the king's envoys at the 
Lower Tugela Drift. The award itself, as we already know, 
was in favour of the Zuius; nevertheless it is impossible to 
read the terms in which it was given without feeling that it 
was reluctantly done. It is fenced in with warnings to 
tl1e Zulus against transgressing the limits assigned to them, 
without a word assuring them that tlwir rights also shall in 
future be respected; and, while touching on Zulu aggres
sions on Boers in the late disputed territory, it says nothing 
of those committed by Boers. 

But perhaps the most remarkable phrase in the whole 
award is that in which Sir Bartle Frere gives the Zulus to 
understand that tlwy will have to pay the compensation 
due to the ejected Transvaal farmers, while he entirely 
ignores all that C'.an be said on the other side of injuries to 
property and person inflicted on Zulus in· the disputed 
territory (of which the Blue Books contain ample proof), 
not to speak of the rights and advantages so long withheld 
from them, and now decided to be their due. · 

Sir Henry Bulwer plainly took a very different view on 
this point when he summed up the judgment of the Com
missioners (2220, p. 388), and added as follows : " I would 
venture to suggest that it is a fair matter for consideration 
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if those Transvaal subjects, who have been induced . 
under the sanction, expressed or tacit, of the Government 
of the Republic, to settle and remain in that portion of the 
country, have not a claim for compensation from their 
Government for the individual losses they may sustain." 

Sir Bartle Frere, starting with phrases which might be 
supposed to agree with the above, gradually and ingeni
ously shifts his ground through propositions for compensa
tion to be pa.id to farmers " required or obli1Jecl to leave" 
(omitting the detail of wlw is to pay), and then for com
pensation to be paid to farmers wisking to remove, until 
he finally arrives, by a process peculiarly his own, at a 
measure intended to "secure private rights of property," 
which eventually blossoIJ}ed out into a scheme for main
taining, in spite of the award, the Boer farmers on the 
land claimed by them, which we shall presently relate in 
full. Although nothing appeared in the award itself on 
this point, the whole tone of it was calculated to take 
the edge off the pleasure which the justice done them 
at last would naturally give the Zulus, and it was promptly 
followed up by an "ultimatum" from the High Commis
sioner calculated to absorb their whole attention. 

This "ultimatum " contained the following thirteen 
demands, and was delivered on the same day with the 
award, an hour later : 

1. Surrender of Sihayo's three sons and brother to be tried by the 
Natal courts. 

2. • Payment of a fine of five hundred head of cattle for the out
rages committed by the above, and for Ketehwayo's delay in 
complying with the request (N.B., not demand) of the Natal Govern• 
ment for the surrender of the offenders. 

3. Payment of a hundred head of cattle for the offence committed 
against Messrs. Smith and Deighton (N.B., twenty days were allowed 
for compliance with the above demands, i.e. until December 31st, 
inclusive). 

4. Surrender of tbe Swazi chief Umbilini, and others to be named· 
hereafter, to be tried by the Transvaal courts (N.B., no time was 
fixed for compliance with this demand). 

5. Observance of the coronation " promises." 
6. That the Zulu army ·be disbanded, and th.e men allowed to 

go home. 
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7. That the Zulu military system be discontinued, and other 
military regulations adopted, to be decided upon after consultation 
with the Great Council and British Representatives. 

8. That every man, when he comes to man's estate, shall be free 
to marry. 

9. All miBBionaries and their converts, who until 1877 lived in 
Zululand, shall be allowed to return and re-occupy their stations. 

10. All such miBBionaries shall be allowed to teach, and any Zulu, 
if be chooses, shall be free to listen to their teaching.1 

11. A British Agent shall be allowed to reside in Zululand, who 
will see that the above provisions are carried out. 

12. All disputes in which a missionary or European (e.g. trader or 
traveller) ia concerned, shall be beard by the king in public, and in 
presence of the Resident. 

13. No sentence of expulsion from Zululand shall be carried out 
until it baa been approved by the Resident. 

N.B.-Ten daya more were allowed for compliance with the above 
demands (4-13). 

- The Natal Coloni.st, August 21st, 1879, condenses the 
opinions of Sir B. Pine upon the ultimatum-from his 
article in the Comemporary llwiew, June, 1879-thus : 

" He thinks the depriving Messrs. Smith and Deighton 
of their handkerchiefs and pipes hardly a. matter deserving of 
a place in such a. document; that the Sihayo and U mbilini 
affairs were more serious, but that full ' reparation . . . . 
might have been obtained by friendly negotiations.' He 
does not attach to the promises alleged to have been made 
by Cetshwayo 'the force of a treaty which we were bound 
to see executed.' And while approving of a British Resident 
being placed in the Zulu country, he frankly recalls the 
fact that ' Cetshwayo has himself, on more than one occa
sion, requested such an arrangement.' 'At the same time,' 
he adds, ' I think that the powers proposed to be invested 
in this officer are more than are necessary or expedient, 
and I would especially refer to those relating to the 

1 Com-pare with 9 and 10 the distinct inatrnctions on this point given 
by Lord Carnarvon during the previous year (1961, p. 60) : "I ~uest, 
therefore, that you will cause the missionaries to understand distmctly 
that Her Mejesty's Government cannot undertake to com1iel tbe king to 
permit the maintenance of the mission stationa in Znluland." Yet here 
the clause is made 011e of the conditione of an ultimatum, the altemati ve 
of which is war. 
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protection of missionaries. Christianity ought not to be 
enforced at the point of the sword.' In reference to Cetsh
wayo's alleged coronation promises, we may note in passing 
that Sir B. Pine is careful to point out that one chief 
reason for his sanctioning that expedition was ' out of 
deference to Mr. Shepstone's judgment ; ' and that it was 
expressly stipulated by the High Commissioner that no 
British troops should accompany Mr. Shepstone, 'so that 
Her Majesty's Government might not be compromised in 
the matter.' With such a stipulation it is amazing that 
any one should still contend that Cetshwayo entered into • 
engagements so solemn as to call for invasion of his country 
to punish the breach of them." 

And the Special Correspondent of the Cape .Argus 
WJites : " As regards the alleged coronation engagements, 
Dunn affirms that no undertaking was made by, or even 
asked from, Cetshwayo. In the act of coronation, Mr. (now 
Sir T.) Shepstone gave to the king a piece of paternal 
counsel, and the conditions were in reality nothing more 
than recommendations urged upon his acceptance by the 
Special Commissioner." 

Lord Kimberley, who was Secretary of State for the 
Colonies at the time of Sir T. Shepstone's installation 
of Cetshwayo, spoke upon this subject in the House of 
Lords, and the Dauy Ne:ws, March 26th, 1879, reports his 
words as follows : 

" With respect to the so-called coronation promises, 
nothing had more astonished him in these papers than to 
learn that these promises were supposed to constitute an 
engagement between us and the Zulu nation. He hap
pened to have had some concern in that matter ; and 
if he had supposed that Sir T. Shepstone, in asking for 
these promises from Cetshwayo, had rendered us . respon
sible to the Zulu nation to see that they were enforced, he 
would not have lost a mail in disavowing any such respon
sibility. He was supported in the view which he took by 
the late Colonial Secretary (Lord Carnarvon). The fact was 
that these were friendly assurances, given in response to 
friendly advice, and constituted no engagement. But Sir 
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Bartle Frere put these ' coronation promises ' in the fore
ground.'' Sir M. Hicks-Beach, also, says (2144, p. 1): 
"It is obvious that the position of Sir T. Shepstone in this 
matter was that of a friendly counseller, giving advice to 
the king as to the good government of the COlmtry." 

The demands which we have recorded were delivered 
to the Zulu envoys, who were not allowed to discuss or 
comment upon them, on the ground that the Commission 
had no authority for that purpose. The envoys, indeed, 
appeared seriously concerned by their import. They 
denied that the coronation stipulations had ever been 
disregarded, and said that they could not understand 
why the Zulu army should be disbanded; the army was 
a national custom with them as with the English. They 
also asked for an extension of time, and considered that on 
such important matters no specified time should have been 
fixed; the reply to which request was that the time was 
considered ample. 

Sir B. Frere, in his covering despatch to the Secretary 
of State, remarks that the "inclosed extracts from demi
official letters," from the Hon. Mr. Brownlee and the Hon. 
Mr. Littleton, "give an outline of the· proceedings, and 
show that the messages were carefully delivered, well 
explained, and tlwrO'U{Jhl!J understood, copies of the English 
text with Zulu translations being given to the Zulu 
envoys." On turning to " the inclosed extracts," however, 
we do not find in them a single word of the sort from 
either gentleman, while the extract from Mr. Littleton's 
letter consists of not a dozen lines, describing the spot 
where the meeting took place, and in which the writer's 
opinions are limited to these : " they (the Zulus) seemed to 
take the award very quietly," but "were evidently dis
turbed " by the ultimatum, and " Mr. Shepstone seemed to 
me to manage very well" The young gentleman could not 
well say any more, as he did not know a word of Zulu ; 
but one is puzzled to know how Sir B. Frere draws his , 
deductions from either extract. How far the opinions of 
the other honourable gentleman are to be depended: upon 
may be gathered from the following assertion made by 
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him some months after the Boundary Commissioners had 
deliberately decided that the Boers had no claim whatever 
to the disputed territory, but that it would be expedient to 
allow them to retain the Utrecht district. 

"The falsehood of the Zulu king with regard to the 
Utrecht land question," says Mr. Brownlee, "is quite on a 
par with his other actions. After misleading the Natal 
Government upon the merits of the case, it is now dis
covered on the clearest and most incontrovertible proof, 1 

that a formal cession was -made of this disputed land to 
the Transvaal Republic." 

The special correspondent of the Cape Argus, however, 
writes about this time as follows : " Dunn states that 
Cetshwayo does not, even now, know fully the contents of 
the ultimatum, and still less of the subsequent memoran
dum. 2 The document was read over once, and its length 
was such (2222, pp. 203-9)-six pages of the Blue Book
that the messengers could not possibly fix the whole of it 
in their memory. True, a copy was given to Dunn him
self; but, for sufficient reasons of his own, he did not make 
known the contents of the document in person, but l!ent 
word to the king by his own messengers, between whom 
and the indunas there was a considerable discrepancy. 
According to Dunn, Cetshwayo was in a great fury upon 
bearing the word of the High Commissioner (? as to the 
maintenance of Boer "private rights " over bis land). He 
reproached his adviser with having thwarted bis purpoRe 
to exact satisfaction at the hands of the Dutch, and doubly 
blamed him fo1· having represented the English as just in 
their intercourse and friendly in their intentions. Until 
this time he had thought, as Dunn himself had, that the 
congregation of troops upon bis borders represented nothing 
but an idle scare. But he saw at length that the English 

1 Sir T. Shepstone's incontrovertible, overwhelming, and clear evidence, 
sifted and proved worthless by the Commissioners. 

9 Sir Bartle Frere declares (Correspondence, p. 57), that Cetshwayo 
"could have known nothing of the memorandum," although (ibid. 
p. 6) he hinlself aaserts that "it was intended to explain for Cetshwayo's 
benefit what waa the nature of the cession to hinl," and it was plainly very 
generally known, and therefore naturally by the king. 
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had thrown the bullock's skin over his head, while they 
had been devouring the titbits of the carcass." 

The three causes alleged in the ultimatum for war-the 
raid of Sihayo's sons, the assault on Messrs. Smith and 
Deighton, and the proceedings of Umbilini-occurred long 
after Sir B. Frere had been preparing for war, in the full 
expectation that the Border Commission would decide 
against the Zulu claims, and that Cetshwayo would not 
acquiesce peacefully in such a decision. It would seem, 
indeed, from his remarks on the subject (Correspondence, 
Letters II. and IV.), that he would have even set aside the 
decision of the Commissioners if he had found it possible 
to do so. Although he failed in doing this, he sought to 
attain practically the same end by means of a remarkable 
" memorandum," prepared and signed by himself - not 
submitted to Sir Henry Bulwer, but "prematurely " 
published in the Natal newspapers. 

The memorandum in question was on the appointment 
of a Resident in Zululand, and, as Sir Bartle Frere him
self says; "it was intended to explain for Cetshwayo's 
benefit what was the nature of the cession to him of the 
ceded territory," and it contained the following clause: 
" It is intended that in that district (the late disputed 
territory) individual rights of property, which were 
obtained under the Transvaal Government, shall be 
respected and maintained, so that any Transvaal farmers 
who obtained rights from the Government of the Republic, 
and who may now elect to remain on the territory, may 
possess under British guarantee the same rights they 
would have possessed had they been grantees holding 
from the Zulu king under the guarantee of the great 
Zulu council." 

The wkole of the disputed territory had been appor
tioned in farms to Transvaal subjects, and without doubt 
every one of these farms would immediately be claimed, 
since their value would be immensely raised by the fact 
that in future they would be held " under British 
guarantee." Therefore, to thus maintain the farmers 
upon them without regard to the wishes of the Zulu 
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king and nation was simply to take away piecemeal with 
one hand what had just been given as a whole with the 
other. 

This "memorandum" was hailed with triumph by some 
of the colonial papers, and the news that, after all, the 
Zulus were to get no solid satisfaction from the award 
soon circulated amongst all classes, not excluding the 
Zulus themselves. 

It. was uj,on this subject that the "Correspondence" 
between Sir Bartle Frere and the Bishop of Natal, already 
referred to, commenced. In December, 1878, the High 
Commissioner was good · enough to invite the Bishop, 
both by message and personally, to " criticise " his policy 
towards the Zulus. The invitation, indeed, came far too 
late for any arguments or information, which the Bishop 
might be able to aft'ord, to be of the very slightest use. 
However, .the High Commissioner desired criticism, and 
received it in series of letters, which-except the last 
two, withheld for some reason best known to himself 
-were published, with Sir Bartle Frere's replies, in the 
Blue Books. 

The Bishop pointed out that, under the interpretation 
of this memorandum, "the award gives back the land in 
name only to the Zulus, whereas in reality Ketshwayo 
will have no control over it ; he will not be able to 
exercise authority over his own people living on it, with
out coming into collision immediately with their Boer 
masters, who would fiercely resent any intrusion on his 
part on their farms ; he will not be able to send any of 
his people to live on it, or any of his cattle to graze on 
it, or even to assign places in it to such of his people as 
may elect to move from the Boer to the Zulu side of the 
new boundry.1 To which Sir Bartle replies, that he had 
" a strong impression 2 that, if Cetshwayo were simply 
told the disputed land was assigned to him, he would at 
once conclude that it was his in full Zulu sovereignty;" 
which he assumed to be impossible with regard to any 
land which bad once been under the British flag, while to 

1 Correspondence, p. 8. 1 Ibid. p. 6. 
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eject a settler who had bought the land from the Trans
vaal Government, in the belief that it could maintain him 
upon it, he regarded as an "unjust and immoral act." In 
point of fa.et, the land in question could only have been 
looked upon as "under the British flag," in trust for the 
rightful possessors, and the farmers had settlP,d upon it in 
the full knowledge that the title to it was in dispute; 
while, even had it been otherwise as to the latter point, 
the only just claim that could be raised would be against 
the Boer Government, or its representative, and certainly 
not against the right of the Zulu people to be restored 
to actual occupation of the land. 

But that from the first, and long before he left Cape
town for Natal, the High Commissioner was preparing for 
war with the Zulus, is evident from his despatch ~d 
telegram of January 26th, 1878 ( quoted from at page 153), 
in the former of which he speaks of the delay caused by 
tbe border inquiry being no disadvantage, as, besides 
other reasons, it " will increase our means of defending 
whatever we may find to be our unquestionable rights;" 
and in the latter he says again : " I hope the delay caused 
will not be great, and whatever there is will have com
pensating advantages, for I have some hopes of being able 
to strengthen your hands." 

These phrases, indeed, might merely ref er to Sir Bartle 
Frere's desire to be "ready to defend ourselve.s, against 
further aggressions; " but certain statements made by 
Commodore Sullivan show that he had already in view 
the invasion of Zululand. 

Extracts from these statements run as follows : 
"I am informed by the Governor (Sir B. ·Frere) that 

there is every chance of hostility in the debateable land 
between the Transvaal, Zululand, and Natal."-December 
16th, 1877 (2000, p. 45). 

"His Excell~~cy (Sir B. Frere) pointed out to me that, 
as it appeared almost certain that serious complications 
must shortly arise with the Zulu tribe of Katirs on the 
borders of Natal and the Transvaal, which will necessitate 
active operations, he considered it better that the Active 
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should remain here, in order to render such assistance by 
sea and land as may be practicable."-April 12th, 1878 
(2144, p. 32). 

"The object of my visit here was . . . . . . to make 
myself acquainted with such points on the (Zulu) coast 
as might be available for co-operating with Her Majesty's 
land forces by landing troops or stores.• 

"It had been my intention (abandoned by Sir H. 
Bulwer's desire) to have examined the north of the Tugela 
River both by land and sea, also a reported landing-place 
situated almost thirty miles eastward of the Tugela by 
sea."-August 12th, 1878 (2220, p. 136). 

The High Commissioner was plainly determined not to 
allow the Zulus the slightest law, which, indeed, was 
wise in the interests of war, as there was considerable 
fear that, in spite of all grievances and vexations, 
Cetshwayo, knowing full well, as be certainly did, that 
.collision with the English must eventually result in his 
destruction, might prefer ha.If a loaf to• no bread, and 
submit to our exactions with what grace he could. And 
so probably he would; for, from all accounts, every effort 
was made by the king to collect the fines of cattle, to 
. propitiate the Government. 

Sir Bartle Frere, accordingly, was very particular in 
requesting Sir Henry Bulwer to give Cetshwayo notice 
(C. 2222, p. 222) that " ri.gid p11111.ctuality with regard to 
time will be insisted on, and 111n.less obsmJed, a1u;h st,eps as 
may appe,ar neassary will be immediately taken to ensure 
complia11U,," which Sir H. Bulwer notifies to the Zulu king 
upon the same day, December 16th (C. 2308, p. 31). 

Two days later Mr. John Dunn wrote to say that be bad 
received a message from the king (2222, p. 227), requesting 
him " to write and say that he agrees to the demands of 
giving up Sihayo's sons and brother, and the fines of cattle; 

1 Compare with Sir Bartle Frere's suggestion to Sir Henry Bulwer that 
the latkr shoulu persuade the Zulu king that the ~ctive and her fellows 
were for the most part English merchant vessels, but that the war-vesselM 
of the English Government are quite sufficient to protect h,i, coa,t from any 
d-t by any other power." (C. 2220 p. 307.) 
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but begs that, should the number of days (twenty) have 
expired before the arrival of the cattle, His Excellency 
will take no immediate action, as, owing to the many 
heavy rains I we have bad since the meeting of His 
Excellency's Commissioners and his indunas, they have 
not been able to reach him yet; and Sibayo's sons 
being at their kraals, which are some way from him, it 
will take some days to send for them." 

" On the other demands he will give his answer on 
consulting his indunas." 

Yet Sir Bartle Frere declares (P. P. [C. 2454] p. 136) that 
Cetsbwayo "was resolved on war rather than on compliance 
with any demand of ours." 

Bishop Scbreuder's opinion, reported through Mr. Fannin 
on December 22nd (2308, p. 31), was that all the demands 
would be agreed to except that of the disbandment of 
the army and the abolition of ·the military system : "The 
king and nation will consider it a humiliation, and a de
scent from their proud position as. independent Zulus to 
the lower and degrading position of Natal Ka.firs, to agree 
to this demand. I asked," says Mr. Fannin, "if the 
announcement that the restriction on marriage would be 
removed would not reconcile the young men to the 
change. He (Bishop Schreuder) thinks not ; they will 
stand by their king, and fight for the old institutions of 
their country." 

The king's request for some indulgence as to time was 
peremptorily refused, and was looked upon as " a pitiful 
evasion," on the ground that he bad ·already had four 
months to consider the question of Sihayo's sons. In point 
of fact, however, the first "demand" had only been made 
a week before, and, until then, the word "request" having 
been used, the king was at liberty to offer atonement for 
the offence other than the surrender of the .offenders, as 
Sir Henry Bulwer himself suggested (2222, p. 173), by 
paying a fine of five thousand bead of cattle from the Zulu 
nation. 

Sir B. Frere's answer to Cetshwayo through .Mr. Dunn 
1 Our own troopa' experience ehowed that this waa no idle exc1186. 
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(2222, p. 2i7) was," that the word of the Government. as 
already given cannot now be altered. 

"Unless the prisoners and cattle are given up within the 
term specified, Her Majesty's· troops will advance. But 
in consideration of the disposition expressed in Mr. Dunn's 
letter to comply with the demands of Government, the 
troops will be halted at convenient posts within the Zulu 
border, and will there await the expiration of the term of 
thirty days, without, in the meantime, taking any hostile 
action unless it is provoked by the Zulus." 

And John Dunn adds on his own account (2308, p. 34), 
that the king evidently does not attach sufficient import
ance to the time stipulated. The cattle, he said, " are 
still being collected, and it will be impossible now for 
them to be up in time." , John Dunn in the same letter 
put in a petition on behalf of his own cattle and people, 
saying that the latter would be willing to join in with 
any foroe should they be required. 

Meanwhile, from accounts given by Mr. Fannin (2308, 
pp. 35 and 37), by Mr. Robson (2242, pp. 11, 12) (2308, 
p. 35), by Mr. Fynney (2308, p. 36), and from other sources, 
it is plain that Cetshwayo was doing his utmost to collect 
the required cattle in time, though hampered in doing so 
by the extreme rlifficulty of complying in a hurry with the 
other demands implying such radical changes in the admi
nistration of the country, and exceedingly dii!tressed at the 
turn affairs were taking. Every report shows plainly 
enough that, far from desiring war, and looking out for 
an opportunity to try their strength with the English, the 
Zulu king, and people, or the major part of them, were thrown 
iuto utmost consternation by the menacing appearance of 
their hitherto friendly neighbours. But all explanations 
were disregarded, all requests for time treated as impudent 
pretexts; preparations on our part for an invasion of Zulu
land were hurried on, while every sign of agitation (the 
natural consequences of our own attitude) on the other side 
of the border was construed into an intention on the pa1·t 
of-the Zulu king to attack Natal, and urged as an added 
reason for our beginning hostilities. There were, at that 

p 
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time, no grounds whatsoever for this supposition. It is 
plain enough that, when it became apparent that war 
would be forced upon him by us, the Zulu king con
templated nothing but self-defence, and that, during these 
preliminaries to the unhappy campaign of 1879, there were 
numerous occasions on which, by the exercise of a little 
patience, justice, and moderation, any ruler less bent on 
conquering Zulul!lnd than was Sir Bartle Frere could 
have brought matters to a peaceful issue, without the 
loss of honour, men, and money, which England has since 
sustained. 

Lord Chelmsford (then Lieutenant-General the Hon. F. 
Thesiger) arrived in Natal in August, 1878, and at once 
began his preparations for the expected compaign. One of 
the measures upon which great stress was laid was that of 
forming a native contingent to act with the British troops. 
The original scheme for the organisation of this contingent 
in case of necessity bad been prepared and carefully worked 
out by Colonel Durnford, RE., and was based on his 
thorough knowledge of the natives. During the eight 
years of his life in South Africa he bad had ample oppor
tunity of learning, by experience, how utterly and mis
chievously useless was the plan, hitherto invariably 
followed, of employing disorganised, untrained bodies of 
natives as troops under their own leaders, without any 
proper discipline or control The bravest men in the 
world would be apt to fail under such circumstances ; 
while mere bands of untaught savages, unaccustomed to 
fighting and half-armed, had repeatedly proved themselves 
excellent for running away, but otherwise useless except as 
messengers, servants, and camp-followers. Added to which 
there was no possibility of preventing such " troops " as 
these committing every sort of lawless violence upon the 
wounded or captured enemy. 

Colonel Dumford's scheme I was intended to meet both 

1 This scheme provided for a force of 5,500 fighting men, of whom 500 
Fhonld be cavah-y, all armed with rifles. Their organisation, dre89, equip• 
ment, arms and accoutrements, discipline, drill, recruiting, medical 
arrangements, and coet were carefully conlidered. The contingent would 
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difficultieR, and, when laid before the General on his 
arrival in Natal, met with his unqualified approval. So 
much was he struck with it that he was at first disposed 
to intrust the orgimisation and chief command of the 
entire contingent to one who, by the ability and com
pleteness with which he had worked out the scheme, 
proved himself the fittest person to carry it out, and take 
command of the whole force. But the General changed 
his mind, and decided to divide the native contingent 
amongst the various columns, the details of its distribu
tion being as follows : . 

The 1st Regiment Natal Native Contingent of three 
battalions (Commandant Montgomery, Major Bengough, 
and Captain Cherry), and five troops mounted natives, 
formed No. 2 Column, commanded by Lieutenant-Colonel 
Durnford. 

The 2nd Regiment Natal Native Contingent (two 
battalions, under M9:jor Graves) was attached to No. 1 
Column, commanded by Colonel Pearson. 

The 3rd Re~ment Natal Native Contingent (two bat
talions, under Commandant Lonsdale) was attached t-0 

No. 3 Column, commanded by Colonel Glyn, and about 
two hundred Natal Native Contingent were attached to 
No. 4 Column, commanded by Colonel Wood. 

Each battalion of Native Contingent was to consist of 
five :staff and 90 officers and non-commissioned officers 
(white), and 110 officers and non-commissioned officers 
and 900 privates (natives); the native non-commissioned 
officer being armed with a gun, and being a section-leader 
of nine mP,n armed with assegai and shield. 

Lord Chelmsford speaks in various despatches (C. 2234) 
of this Native Contingent in the following terms: 

"The Lieut.-Governor, I am happy to say, has acceded 

act aa " light troops " with main columns, and would, it waa hoped, be 
Helf•811pporting in an enemy's country. The transport arrangements were 
simple, being provided for by eleven pack-ho1'8e8 per troop, each horse led 
by amounted lad, and, per company of 100 men, sixteen well-~wn lads 
as "carriers " and twelve young men aa "ammunition earners," the 
reserve ammunition being sewn up in raw hide. Thus, on active service, 
all impeditllfflta would be dispensed with. 

p 2 
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to the request I made some little time ago for the services 
of six thousand Natal natives. I hope to be in a position 
to equip and officer them very shortly " (p. 25). 

"At the time of my arrival in the colony, three months 
ago, these natives possessed no military organisation, nor 
bad any arms been provided for them by Government." 

" The Natal Government have within the last fourteen 
days allowed me to raise and organise seven thouean.d 
natives for service within or without the border" (p. 26). 

"The arrival of these officers (special service officers 
from England) has also enabled me to place Imperial 
officers in command of some of the battalions of native 
levies." .... 

"The Natal Contingent consists of three regiments. two 
of two battalions and one of three " {p. 39). 

" There are in addition five troops of mounted natives 
and three companies of pioneers." . . . . 

"The pioneers have been raised, officered, and equipped 
under the orders of the Natal Government, and are now 
placed at my disposal. The remainder of the Contingent 
has been raised at the cost and under the orders of the 
Imperial authorities" (p. 40). 

In none of his despatches is there mention of any 
special officer in connection with this native force, but 
the following officers were responsible for the organisation 
of the various regiments : No. 1 Regiment and mounted 
Contingent, Lieut.-Colonel Durnford, R.E; No. 2 Regi
ment, Major Graves ; No. 3 Regiment, Comm!l,D.dant 
Lonsdale. Great difficulties appear to have been thrown 
in the way of the proper equipment, &c., of the native 
levies ; but by untiring effort and personal determination, 
better arrangements for pay, clothing, and discipline were 
made for (at all events, a portion of) the levy than had 
been known amongst South African troops. The indis
criminate appointment of officers caused considerable 
trouble, illustrative of which we may mention an anec
dote. Men were repeatedly sent to Lieut.-Colonel Durn
ford with orders from the military secretary that they 
were to receive commissions, some of these unfitted by 
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disposition and education for the duties required of t.hem. 
A friend has lately furnished an instance very much to 
the point : "A young fellow came one day to Colonel 
Durnford from Colonel Crealock, who said he had served 
in the old colony, and boasted that he knew how to make 
Kafirs fight. ' How is that ? ' was the inquiry made. 
' Oh ! ' replied the youth, 'just to get behind them with 
a sjambok (i.e. whip)-that's the way to do it!' 'All 
right,' replied the Colonel quietly ; ' I have just one piece 
of advice to give you though-make your will before you 
start ! If you are not stabbed by your own men, you 
will deserve it.' " . 

How successful was the training of the men of the 2nd 
Column may be judged by the behaviour of the "Natal 
Native Horse," a body of mounted men (Basuto, Edendale, 
and Zikali natives) who fought at Isandhlwana; and did 
right good service throughout the campaign.1 He also. 
raised, equipped, and trained the three companies of 
Native Pioneers, organising two field-parks, and pro
viding complete bridge equipment for crossing the Tugela; 
besides preparing, mainly from his own personal obser
vations (having been at Ulundi in 1873, and in Zululand 
on many occasions) the map of Zululand in universal 
use during the campaign, and mentioned in despatches 
as "Durnford's map." 

In reply to Sir Bartle Frere's inquiries as to proposed 
movements of troops up to Natal, Sir H. Bulwer writes, 
July 18th, 1878, that in his opinion "it is desirable under 
the present circumstances, and pending the final decision 
in the matter of the boundary dispute, to avoid as much 
as possible any military demonstration, as liable to be 
misunderstood n.nd to be interpreted a.~ showing our in
tention to settle the question by force. The delay, too, 
that has occurred since the sitting of the Commission 
might be attributed by the Zulu king to our desire to 

1 One of Colonel Dumford's officers writes, January 26th, that "he 
(the Colonel) had worked so hard at equipping this Native Contingent, 
against much opposition, and took special pride in his mounted men, three 
hundred men, that he called 'The Natal Native Horse.'" 
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make preparations, and it might be thought that we were 
playing false."-(P. P. [C. 2220] p. 395). 

And here we may appropriately refer to the opinion 
expressed by the Home Government at a later date. 

Sir M. Hicks-Beach writes to Sir B. Frere, 21st Novem
ber, 1878: "I trust that . . . . Cetywayo may have been 
informed that a decision regarding the disputed boundary 
would speedily be communicated to him. His complaint 
that the Lieut.-Governor of Natal 'is hiding from him the 
answer that has come from across the sea, about the land 
boundary question, and is only making an excuse for 
taking time, so as to surprise him,' is not altogether an 
unnatural one for a native chief situated in his circum
stances, who is necessarily ignorant of much that has 
passed on this subject, and of many of the cau~es to which 
the delay is attributable. But it is a misunderstanding 
which it should be the earnest endeavour of the Govern
ment to remove, and I am confident that there is no need 
to impress upon you the importance of losing no time in 
dealing with this question or the beneficial effect which its 
satisfactory settlement may be expected to have upon 
the. strained relations which you describe as now existing 
between the colony of Natal and the Zulu nation."
(P. P. [C. 2220] p. 322.) 

We must now briefly run through the principal points 
in despatches bearing on the question of increasing the 
military strength of Natal. . 

Sir B. Frere, writing from Cape Town on September 
10th, says: "I have consulted General Thesiger on the 
subject. He is very unwilling to ask for reinforcements 
on the Natal border without the full concurrence of the 
Government of that colony, and I understand that His 
Excellency Sir H. Bulwer is specially anxious that 
nothing should be done in Natal which could possibly 
justify to the Zulu chief the belief that we were pre
paring for active hostilities against him. I confess that, 
as at present informed, I very imperfectly comprehend 
the grounds on which the objections of His Excellency 
t.be Lieut.-Govemor, as I understand them, to strengthening 
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the Natal frontier are based.1 They will doubtless be 
more fully explained when I have the advantage of per
sonal communication with him. In the meantime I 
feel quite certain that the preservation or speedy restora
tion of peace will be rendered much more certain if 
General Thesiger has two more battalions of Her 
Majesty's army within his reacb."-(P. P. [C. 2220] pp. 
282, 283.) 

On September 14th, referring to the above despatch, 
Sir B. Frere says be has "since received a telegraphic 
communication from General Thesiger, in which he 
expresses bis views in regard to his military require
ments in the event of hostilities . breaking out with the 
Zulus." The General asks for six more special duty 
officers, and fifteen captains or subalterns for transport 
duties. "General Thesiger considers that an addition of 
two regiments would be essential, and that the presence 
of a cavalry regiment would be of enormous advantage" 
( ibid. p. 254 ). 

Fro,ID Durban Sir B. Frere telegraphs on September 
23rd to Sir M. Hicks-Beach : " I find that the urgency of 
supporting General Tbesiger's request is much greater 
even than I supposed. I trust there will be no delay in 
complying with bis request to its fullest extent" (ibid. 
p. 255). • • 

There had been serious and disturbing reports of a 
Zulu force being assembled on the Tugela River, for the 
ostensible purpose of hunting, with reference to which 
Sir H .. Bulwer writes to Sir M. Hicks-Beach, 14th Sep
tember, " on the subject of the gathering of a Zulu force 
within a short distance of our border across the Tugela. 
You will learn from these papers that the gathering has 
broken up, and the Zulus returned home" (ibid. p. 270). 

Sir M. Hicks-Beach, on October 17th, replies to Sir B. 
Frere's despatches of 14th and 23rd September, that 
" arrangements will be made for the early despatch of 
some additional officers for special duty. Her Majesty's 
Government are, however, not prepared to comply with 

1 These words deserve special remark. 
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the request for a reinforcement of troops. All the infor
mation that ha.s hitherto reached them with respect to the 
position of affairs in Zulu.land appears to them to justify 
a confident hope that, by the exercise of prudence, and by 
meeting the Zulus in a spirit of forbearance and reason
able compromise, it will be possible to avert the very 
serious evil of a war with Cetywayo ; and they cannot 
but· think that the forces now at your disposal in South 
Africa, together with the additional officers about to be 
sent, should suffice to meet any other emergency that may 
arise, without a further increase of Imperial troops" (ibid. 
p. 273). 

On September 30th, Sir B. Frere writes from Pieter
maritzburg: " I regret that I find the position of affairs 
in this colony far more critical even than I expected ; " 
and, after a very exaggerated description of the state of 
affairs, he says : "An attempt of native tribes to combine 
to resist the white man and drive him back ha.s been 
long foreseen. There can be no doubt that this design 
is now in process of attempted execution " ( ibid. pp. 
278-82). • 

Of the truth of this startling assertion, let Sir H. 
Bul wer's despatches, as well as after events, speak. 

Inclosed in this despatch of Sir B. Frere is General 
Thesiger's memorandum on the military requirements, and 
his sketch for a defensive scheme for Natal, for which he 
requires " 6,000 natives, 600 mounted men, six guns, and 
three battalions of British infantry ; " but he remarks : " I 
cannot, however, conceal from myself that security from 
invasion depends almost entirely upon the forbearance of 
Cetywayo; " and says, "for defensive purposes alone, 
therefore, Natal and Transvaal colonies require three batta
lions of infantry in addition to what they have already 
got" (ibid. pp. 285, 286). 

In reply, Sir M. Hicks-Beach writes, 21st November: 
"The several circumstances which you have reported a.s 
tending to cause an open rupture do not appear, in them
selves, to present any difficulties which are not capable of 
a peaceful solution ..... On a full review, therefore, of 
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all the circumstances reported by you, and influenced by 
the strong representations made by Lord Chelmsford as to 
the insufficiency of his present force to insure the safety 
of the European residents in Natal and the Transvaal, 
Her Majesty's Government have felt themselves justified 
in directing that further reinforcements of troops, as well 
as the additional officers recently placed under-orders for 
special service, should be sent out to Natal, and the neces
sary steps will at once be taken for this purpose. But in . 
conveying to you the decision at which, in compliance 
with your urgent representations, Her Majesty's Govern
ment have arrived, it is my duty to impress upon you that 
in supplying these reinforcements it is the desire of Her 
Majesty's Government not to furnish means for a cam
paign of invasion and conquest, but to afford such protec
tion as may be necessary at this juncture to the lives and 
property of the colonists. Though the present aspect of 
affairs is menacing in a high degree, I can by no means 
arrive at the conclusion that war with the Zulus should be 
unavoidable, and I am confident that you, in concert with 
Sir H. Bulwer, will use every effort to overcome the ex
isting difficulties by judgment and forbearance, and to 
avoid an evil so much to be deprecated as a Zulu war" 
(ibid. pp. 320, 321). 

On November 11th, the Lieut.-General says that he 
has just been permitted by the Natal Government to raise 
and organise 7,000 natives, and ventures " to express an 
opinion that the demand for two extra battalions cannot 
be considered unreasonable even for purely defensive pur
poses ; " but he goes on to say : " a defensive plan, how
ever, cannot be considered as satisfactory unless there is 
the possibility of taking the offensive at the right moment. 
This I am doing my best to prepare for ; and, so soon 
as my native contingent is mobilised, I shall be ready, so 
far as my limited means will allow, to enter Zululand, 
should such a measure become necessary."-(P. P. [C. 
2222] p. 19.) 

On December 18th, Sir M. Hicks-Beach says: " I take 
this occasion, however, of reminding you that it is the 
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desire of Her Majesty's Government, in sending these 
reinforcements, to assist the local Governm~nt as far as 
possible in providing for the protection of the settlers in 
the present emergency, and not to furnish the means for 
any aggressive operations not directly connected with 
the defence of Her Majesty's possessions and subjects " 
(ibul,. p. 21). 

On Dece.mber 2nd, Sir B. Frere forwards copies of 
memoranda by Sir T. Shepstone and Mr. Brownlee, in 
which the former proposes measures which " involve the 
extinction of the Zulu power as it. now is, and the attempt 
to adopt them must, if <lecided upon, be made with the 
knowledge that the Zulu chief will oppose them, what
ever course the headmen and common people may adopt " 
(wid. p. 134). 

Mr. Brownlee says plainly : " The time has arrived for 
decisive action ; we will never again have so favourable 
an opportunity as the present; if it is lost, sooner or later 
we will be taken at a disadvantage" (wid. p. 138). 

On December 10th, Sir B. Frere writes to Sir M. Hicks
Beach: "The chance of avoiding war under such circum
stances by any t!Xercise of prudence, or by meeting the 
Zulus in a spirit of forbearance or reasonable compro
mise, may depend upon ourselves or upon the Zulus, or 
upon the nature of the issues pending between us. . . . . 
Can we then rest on an armed trucfl? . . . . After the 
most anxious consideration, I cau arrive at no other con
clusion than that it is impossible to evade the necessity 
for now settling this Zulu question thoroughly and finally 
. . . . there is clearly no possibility of now evading 
bringing matters to an issue with the Zulus" (ibul,. pp. 
183-85) .. 

On the 23rd January, 1879, Sir M. Hicks-Beach 
acknowledges the receipt of Sir B. Frere's despatches con-

• taining "the demands with which Cetywayo has been 
called upon to comply, together with your own descrip
tions of the situation with which you have to deal, as well 
as other very important memoranda by Sir H. Bulwer, 
Sir 1'. Shepstone, and Mr. Brownlee," and says, " I may 
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observe that the communications which had previously 
been received from you bad not entirely prepared them " 
(Her Majesty's Government) "for the course which you 
have deemed it necessary to take. The ·representations 
made by Lord Chelmsford and yourself last autumn as to 
the urgent need of strengthening Her Majesty's forces in 
South Africa were based upon the imminent danger of an 
invasion of Natal by the Zulus, and the inadequate means 
at that time at your disposal for meeting it. In order to 
afford protection to the lives and property of the colonists, 
the reinforcements asked for were supplied, and, in inform
ing you of the decision of Her Majesty's Government, I 
took the opportunity of impressing upon you the import
ance of using every effort to avoid war. But the terms 
which you have dictated to the Zulu king, however 
necessary to relieve the colony in future from an impend
ing and increasing danger, are evidently such as he may 
not improbably refuse, even at the risk of war; and I 
regret that the necessity for immediate action should have 
appeared to you so imperative as to preclude you from 
incurring the delay which would have been involved in 
consulting Her Majesty's Government upon a subject of 
so much importance as the terms which Cetywayo should 
be required to accept before those terms were actually 
presented to the Zulu king" (ibid. pp. 187, 188). 

The preliminary arrangements for the campaign were 
the formation of four columns, with sufficient transport, 
&c., to enter Zululand at different points, and concentrate 
on Ulundi 

No. 1 Column, Colonel Pearson, to assemble on the 
Lower Tugela, garrison Fort Pearson, and cross and encamp 
on the Zulu side, under the protection of the guns of the 
fort. 

This Column at first was composed of 2 guns Rl}yal 
Artillery, 1 company Royal Engineers, 2nd Battalion 
"The Buffs," 99th Regiment, Naval Brigade (2 guns and 
1 Gatling), 1 squadron Mounted Infantry, about 200 
Natal Volunteers, 2nd Regiment Natal Native Contingeut 
(2 battalions), and 1 company Natal Native Pioneers. 
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No. 2 Column, Lieut.-Colonel Durnford, R.E., to cover 
the Tugela, and co-operate with Colonel Pearson was 
almost entirely composed of natives. Its strength, a rocket 
battery, 1st Regiment (three battalions) Natal Native 
Contingent, 315 "Natal Native Horse," and one company 
Natal Native Pioneers. 

No. 3 Column, Colonel Glyn, C.B., to Cross at Rorke's 
Drift, when the time granted the Zulu king had expired. 
" On the advance being ordered," it would "require two 
days for this column to reach a good military position ; " 
and it was to keep up communications " with the columns 
on the left and right." Strength of column, six guns Royal 
Artillery, 1 squadron Mounted Infantry, 1-24th Regiment, 
2-24th Regiment, about 200 Natal Volunteers, 150 
Mounted Police, and 3rd Regiment (2nd Battalion) Natal 
Native Contingent, also one company Natal Native 
Pioneers. A company of Royal Engineers was ordered to 
join this column. 

No. 4 Column, Colonel Wood, V.C., C.B., to advance to 
the Blood River. Strength, six guns Royal Artillery, 1-13th. 
Regimt!nt, 90th Regiment, Frontier Light Horse, some 
200 Native Contingent; and a small Dutch force was ex
pected to join this column. 

A 5th Column (which had been operating against 
Sekukuni) was under the command of Colonel Rowlands, 
V.C., C.B., composed of the 80th Regiment, three guns, 1md 
mounted Irregulars. 

The strength of the columns is given as : 
Imperial Native Condnctora 

and Con- and Waggona and Carta. 
Colonial Troops. tingent. Drhera. 

No. 1 Column ... 1872 ... 2:.!56 238 266 (144 hired) 
,, 2 

" 
5 3488 84 30 

" 
3 

" 
1747 :.!566 293 233 ( 82 " ~ ,, 4 

" 
1843 387 162 102 ( 21 

" ,, 5 
" 

1202 338 25 62 ( 50 
" 

) 

]forming a grand total of 
Imperial 

anc! 
Colonial Troop■. 

6669 

Native 
Con- Condnctora, etc. W aggona, etc. 

tlngent. 
9035 ... 802 ... 693 (of which 297 were hired) 
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with about 1,200 horses belonging to cavalry, &c., and 691 
horses, 361 mules, and 5,231 oxen. In addition there 
were the conductors, drivers, &c., and -i,572 oxen of the 
hired waggons. 

The columns to operate on the following bases and 
lines: 

No. 1. Durban-Lower Tugela. 
,, 2. Pietermaritzburg, Greytown-Middle Drift (Tugela) . 
., 3. Ladysmith-Rorke'e Drift (Buffalo River). 
,, 4. NewcaetJe-Utrecht-Blood River. 
,, 5. Middleberg-Derby-Pongolo River. 

Ulundi being the objective point of the force. 
In place of any urgent necessity for commencing the 

war, putting political questions on one side, there were 
strong military reasons for postponing it. 

Sir Bartle Frere, in his despatch of 30th June, 1879, 
(P. P. [C. 2454] p. 137), seeks to prove that the time of 
moving across the border was " well chosen," and accorded 
with information received, yet the fact remains that 
advice Wa8 given that the most favourable time for military 
operations in Zululand was between the periods of summer 
rains and winter grass-fires-i. e. the months of March, 
.April, and May. In spite of Sir Bartle Frere's pleas, we 
must hold that no competent " military critic " would re
commend invading an enemy's country during the rainy 
season, when rivers are in flood, plains in many cases 
marshes, and roads almost impassable; especially if tbe 
invading forces were required to move with a ponderous 
waggon-train. 

Lord Chelmsford himself proves the case : he writes 
(January 12th) on the day after crossing· the border: 

·.« The country is in a terrible state from the rain, and I do 
not know bow we shall manage to get our waggons across 
the valley near Sirayo's kraals."-(P. P. [C. 2242] p. 43.) 

And again on January 14th, from the headquarter camp, 
Zululand, near Rorke's Drift, he writes : " Between this 
camp and Greytown alone, a distance of some seventy 
miles, three rivers are now impassable, and waggons have 
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to cross by ferries, a laborious operation requiring m01-e 
skilled labour than we at present have available. 

"The road at various points requires the most constant 
supervision, and in some parts the heavy rain frequently 
dislodges huge boulders from the hill-sides overhanging 
the roadway, and in many places watercourses become 
torrents after an hour's rain. 

" Beyond this camp towards the Izipezi Hill (my first 
objective point) the road will require great labour to make 
it passable; but strong working-parties have already been 
at work. The transport difficulties are augmented by the 
great mortality in oxeu; this is inevitable, but it will 
probably decrease in a few weeks' time" (ilna. p. 47). 

It is believed that the first project of operations was 
to advance in three lines on Ulundi - from the Lower 
Tugela, Rorke's Drift, and Blood River-the columns to 
move forward by short marches, entrenching strongly at 
each halting-place, doing no injury to the Zulu people, and 
thus inducing them to submit quietly. This wise and 
consistent idea was unfortunately never even attempted. 

On the 8th January, 1879; Lord Chelmsford writes: 
" All the reports which reach me tend to show that 
the Zulus intend, if possible, to make raids into Natal 1 

when the several columns move forward ....... The 
strength of the three columns, Nos. 1, 3, and 4, is 
only just sufficient to enable them to advance."-(P. P. 
[C. 2242] p. 26.) 

The directions for the various columns were, briefly
No. 1. To cross the Tugela at Fort Pearson and encamp on 
the Zulu side; when ordered to advance, to move on 
Etshowe, and there, or in its neighbourhood, to form a 
depot, well entrenched. 

No. 2. To fonn a portion of No. 1 Column, but act 
separately, reporting to Colonel Pearson; to remain on the 
Middle Tugela frontier till an advance is ordered, and 
Colonel Pearson has reached Etshowe. 

The defence of the frontier was to rest with the Colonial 
1 After-events proved the fallacy of these "reports." Even when the 

Zulua could have swept Natal with fatal ell'ect, they refrained. 
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Government; but on the 8th January the General altered 
the instructions for No. 2 Column, and directed two
thirds of it to move up to the Sand Spruit Valley for 
the protection of the Umsinga border, and to operate in 
conjunction with No. 3 Column. The third battalion 

• and one troop of Native Horse were to remain at Middle 
Drift. 

No. 3 Column to cross at Rorke's Drift when the thirty 
days expired; to move forward and form an ad\!anced 
depot, strongly entrenched, as found advisable from the 
nature of the country, &c. To assist in clearing the border 
south-east of Rorke's Drift, and to keep up communication 
with the columns on left and right. 

No. 4 Column to advance to the Blood River. "The 
civil authorities on the border will take every care to warn 
the Zulus that our first advance need not be deemed 
hostile, but that no collection of armed natives in the 
vicinity of our forces can be permitted ; no act on our 
part to unnecessarily bring on hostilities should be per
mitted."-(P. P. [C. 2222] p. 223.) 

In the event of a further advance, the advanced depot 
of this column to be near the intersection of the roads 
from Utrecht to Ulundi, and Rorke's Drift to Swaiiland ; 
but "to delay its advance toward the Umvolosi River until 
the border is cleared, and to move in a southerly direction 
towards Colonel Glyn's column to assist it against Sirayo." 
---(P. P. [C. 2242] pp. 27, 28). 

On January Uth, the General met Colonel Wood, 
and arranged with him that he should "occupy himself 
with t-he tribes in his front and left flank," till the 
General was "ready to advance to Izipezi Hill" (ibid. 
p. 42). 

By this unfortunate change of plan, the left of No. 3 
Column was exposed, of which the Zulus took fatal 
advantage. 

We must now return to Sir Bartle Frere, who,. con
sidering that he had " exhausted all peaceable means for 
obtaining redress for the past, and security for the 
future," "by a notification dated the 4th of January 1879, 
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placed in the hands of Lieut-General Lord Chelmsford, 
KC.B., commanding Her Majesty's forces in South Africa, 
the further enforcement of all demands ;" and remarks, 
"it only remains for us to await the issue with perfect 
confidence in the justice of our cause. The contest has 
not been provoked by the British Government. That 
Government has done its best to avoid war by every 
means consistent with honour "-an absolute truth as 
regards the Home Government-" Tluit " Government, as 
Sir B. Frere cleverly remarks, "had done its best to avoid 
war," and did not see the necessity, or, at all events, the 
immediate necessity, of that war into which its servant, 
contrary to its instructions, plunged it. 

The period allowed to Cetshwayo having expired, on 
the 11th January, 18"79, the following notification was 
published in both English and Zulu: 

NOTIFICATION. 
Jan"""71 lltA, 18i9. 

The British forces are croeeing into Zululand to exact from Cety
wayo reparation for violations of British territory committed by 
the eone of Sirayo and others, and to enforce compliance with the 
promises, made by Cetywayo at hie coronation, for the better govern
ment of hie people. 

The British Government has no quarrel with the Zulu people. 
All Zulus who come in unarmed, or who lay down their anns, will 
be provided for till the troubles of their country are over, and will 
then, if they please, be allowed to return to their own land ; but all 
who do not eo submit will be dealt with as enemies. 

When the war is finished, the British Government will make the 
beet arrangements in its power for the future ~ood government of 
,the Zulus in their own country, in peace and qwetnese, and will not 
permit the killing and oppression they have suffered from Cetywayo 
to continue. 

H. B. E. FRERE, 
High CommialioMr. 

(This is followed by a translation in the Zulu language, 
-or rather in Mr. Brownlee's Frontier Kafir). 

" This,'' Sir B. Frere says, " is a message to the Zulu 
population which the General will make as widely known 
as pvssible."-(P. P. [C. 2242] p. 24.) 
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On December 29th, Mr. Fynney, Border Agent, writes 
at the request of the Lieut.-General Commanding tc the 
Lieut.-Governor of Natal that the General "has taken 
the opportunity offered by the return of Sintwangu 
and U mpepa to send the following message to the Zulu 
king: 

" 'That, in the event of the cattle demanded as a fine, 
together with Sirayo's sons and brother, not being delivered 
before the expiration of the time allowed, Her Majesty's 
troops will occupy Zulu territory without delay. 

" ' 2. That no forward movement into Zululand will be 
made till the expiration of the thirty days ; but at the end 
of that time, if all the demands are not complied with, 
the troops will advance. 

"' 3. That such advance will not be directed against the 
Zulu nation, but against the king, who has broken the 
promises he made at his coronation. So that in the event 
of hostilities, all Zulu subjects willing to lay down their 
arms, and wishing to take refuge in British territory, will 
be fed and protected till such time as peace is restored, 
when they will be at liberty to retum to their homes; but 
that all who remain in Zululand will be considered as 
enemies. 

" ' 5. That these are His Excellency's instructions, 
which he intends to carry out to the best of his ability.' " 
-(P. P. [C. 2308] p. 39.) 

On the 11th January, Lord Chelmsford, with No. 3 
Column, crossed the Buffalo River at Rorke's Drift, the 
infantry crossed on a ba1Tel-raft, a punt, and a small 
boat ; the cavalry and natives by a ford lower down the 
river. The force encamped in the Zulu country where it . 
crossed. 

The General, with the cavalry, rode to the left to meet 
Colonel Wood-commanding No. 4 Column-which was 
at Bemba's Kop, about thirty-five miles. They met as 
previously arranged. Colonel Wood, on his return, com
menced operations against the Zulus by seizing f'ome 2,000 
cattle belonging to Inkomi and Sihayo, the Zulus only 
making "a show of resistance." In addition to this, 

Q 
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Colonel Wood reports, on the 13th January, that he had 
also captured 2,000 or 3,000 head of cattle from the 
Sondolosi (Tondolozi) tribe, and on the same day an attack 
was made on a petty chief, Mbuna, whose men refosed to 
disarm, and seven Zulus were killed.-(P. P. [C. 2242] 
p. 45.) 

Colonel Wood crossed the Blood River on the 6th 
January, and here we must leave No. 4 Column for the 
present. 

No. 1 Column had some difficulty in effecting the 
passage of the Tugela, the river being in flood. The 
fortunes of this column will be followed in a future 
chapter. 

Colonel Durnford, No. 2 Column, rode in to the 
General's camp on the afternoon of the 11th, and reported 
that the country in his front was quiet, and that the 
fighting Zulus had gone away from the border to the king's 
kraal. Lord Chelmsford writes, 14th January:" I directed 
this officer to move one of his three battalions to watch, 
and eventually cross at the gates of Natal between Rorke's 
Drift and the U msinga • Mo1mtain, while he and the 
mounted men and rocket-battery were to join me with No. 
3 Column. I directed the remaining two battalions to 
cross at Middledrift as soon as Colonel Pearson with No. 1 
Column had reached Ekowe." (Ibid. p. 47.) 

And on the 19th January he writes: "One of Colonel 
Durnford's regiments will cross the river from the Sand
spruit Valley, whilst his mounted natives will co-operate 
with us from Rorke's Drift, where they will be to-morrow 
(20th)." (P. P. [C. 2260] p. 16.) 

On the 11th, the General writes: "Both Colonel Wood 
and Major Russell took a good number of Sirayo's cattle 
this morning, which we found quietly graziug along our 
line of advance." .And again : " Several hundred head of 
cattle, &c., were taken by Nos. 3 and 4 Columns on the 
11th. This I considered desirable on political grounds; 
as they all belonged to Usirayo, as well as from military 
necessities" (ibid. pp. 43--46). It is rather difficult to 
reconcile this commencement of operations with the words 
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"The British Government has no quarrel with the Zulu 
people;" or with the General's message to the Zulu king 
(through Mr. Fynney, Border Agent, and the Zulu mes
sengers Sintwangu and Umpepa, December 29th, 1878) 
. . . . " if all the demands are not complied with the 
troops will advance. That such advance will not be 
directed against the Zulu nation, but against the King 
.... "-(P. P. [C. 2308] p. 39.) 

On the 12th January, No. 3 Column first came into 
contact with the Zulus. The General made a reconnais• 
sance in the Bashi Valley and towards Izipezi Hill. 
Sihayo's people were seen driving the cattle to the shelter 
of the hills : "as, however," the General says, '' it is well 
known that we had made a distinct demand for the 
punishment of the sons of this chief, and that his clan 
was one of the bravest and most warlike of the Zulu 
}lation, I considered it very desirable to punish them at 
once by capturing their cattle." 

The Ingqutu Mountain was occupied by infantry, when 
"a fire was opened upon them by the Zulus, who were 
occupying very strong positions in the caves and rocks 
above." An officer present states that the actual first shot 
was from the side of the British, but this is not of great 
importance, as it is impossible to imagine the Zulus could 
have been expected to look calmly on, whilst their catt.le 
were being captured. After about half-an-hour's fight the 
cattle and horses were taken. The mounted force was 
likewise engaged higher up the mountain. Our loss, 2 
Native Contingent killed and 12 wounded. The loss 
inflicted on the enemy, 30 killed, 4 wounded, and 10 
prisoners ; the cattle, &c., taken, 13 horses, 413 cattle, 
332 goats, and 235 sheep.-(P. P. [C. 224~] pp. 47, 48.) 

These first steps in Zululand have been given in con
siderable detail, as they afford much food for reflection on 
the contrast between " words " and " deeds." 

Q 2 
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CH.APTER XIII. 

ISANDHLWANA. 

HAVING crossed into Zululand, the "difficulties .... 
in the way of those who are endeavouring to move for
ward into an enemy's country, over tracts which have 
never been traversed, except by a very few traders' 
waggons," 1 began to declare themselves; and Lord Chelms
ford remarks, January 16th: "No. 3 Column at Rorke's 
Drift cannot possibly move forward even eight miles until 
two swamps, into which our waggons sank up to the 
body, have been made passable. This work will occupy 
us for at least four days, and we shall find similar 
obstacles in front of us in every march we are anxious to 
make." 

We find Lord Chelmsford, on January 27th, sta'ting: 
" The country is far more difficult that I had been led 
to expect, and the labour of advancing with a long train 
of waggons is enormous. It took seven days' hard work, 
by one half of No. 3 Column, to make the ten miles of 
road between Rorke's Drift and Insalwana Hill practic
able, and even then bad it rained hard I feel sure that. the 
convoy could not have gone on. The line of communication 
is very much exposed, and would require a party of 

. mounted men always patrolling, and fixed intrenched posts 
of infantry at intervals of about ten miles."-(P. P.-
C. 2252.) 

Under these circumstances we can only wonder that 
1 Lord Chelmsford, January 16th, 1879. (P. P. [C. 2252) p. 63.) 
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the advance with cumbersome trains of waggons was under
taken, and the apparent want of knowledge of the in
vaded country is almost equally surprising. All previous 
experience goes to prove that a general, moving in an 
enemy's country with, his "impedimenta," should form a 
defensible camp at every halt ; and this Lord Chelms
ford apparently recognised when he promulgated the Re
gulati()'Tl,8 for Fiel.d Forces in South, .Africa; 1 but we 
shall find how fatally he neglected the most ordinary 
precautions. 

A hint for the advance might well have been taken 
from Sir Garnet Wolseley's campaign in Ashantee, and the 
various columns moved on Ulundi-about eighty miles
in the lightest possible order, and without a ponderous 
waggon train. Rapid movement was the more impera
tively necessary, the enemy being in force, and able to 
make most rapid concentrations. Guns (7-pounders) 
could have been moved over very difficult gro1md with 
comparative ease, and even carried along piecemeal if 
necessary. 

The strangeness of the situation is shown plainly in 
Lord Chelmsford's despatch of the 16th January, written 
at Rorke's Drift-on the very borders of Zululand-at the 
very outset of the war. Having spoken of " difficulties" 
(as already quoted), he says: " Accepting the situation, 
therefore, it remains for me to determine what modification 

1 These Regulations (November, 1878) contain the following instruc
tions :-" The camp should be formed in such a manner that the troops 
can be rapidly placed in a good position for action in the event of a night 
attack." 

"By night, hol'Slls should be picketed, and oxen placed in waggon laager, 
the camp guarded by outlying picquets of infantry thrown at-short distances 
to the front, flanks, and rear, with small parties of natives-ten men in 
each-interspersed and placed in situations where they could give timely 
warning of the approach of an enemy." 

"The camp should be partially entrenched on all sides." 
The " Regulations" ol Febrnary, 1879, in addition, direct that, in the 

enemy's country, troops "when halting, though but for a few hours," will 
"invariably form a waggon laager," and that this laager is not to interfere 
with the construction of other defences, "but is intended to act as a 
citadel for the troops to retire into in the event of their being hard press~J 
or outnumbered." .. 
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of the plan of campaign at first laid down will be neces
sary." His idea still is to drive, " as far as possible, all 
the Zulus forward towards the north-east part of their 
country," and "with Nos. 1, 2, and 3 Columns, to 
thoroughly clear or subjugate tl1e country, between the 
Buffalo and Tugela Rivers, and the Umhlatoosi River, by 
means of expeditions made by those columns from certain 
fix.ed positions," and this, he hopes, will "have the effect 
of removing any dangerously large body from the Natal 
borders." Colonel Wood, with No. 4 Column, was to act 
independently about the head waters of the white Um
veloosi River. " By these movements," l1e continues, " I 
hope to be. able to clear that portion of Zululand which is 
situated south of the Umhlatoosi River;" and remarks 
that Cetshwayo will be obliged " to keep his army 
mobilised, and it is certain that his troops _will have 
difficulty in finding sufficient food. If kept inactive, they 
will become dangerous to himself ; if ordered to attack 
us, they will be playing our game." 

How these plans answered,·one week sufficed to show. 
The first step in advance from Rorke's Drift was to 

push forward four companies of the 2-24th Regiment, a 
battalion of Natal Native Contingent, and a detachment 
of Natal Native Pioneers into the Bashi Valley on the 
14th January, for the purpose of repairing the road. This 
detachment remained encamped there until the 20th, five 
miles from the remainder of the column at Rorke's Drift, 
and with no attempt at " laager " or other defence. Lord 
Chelmsford did not see the need of precaution, and his 
instructions to the officer in command were, "Use the 
bayonet " if a night attack took place. 

On the 17th the General made a reconnaissance as far 
as Isandhlwana; and on January 20th No. 3 Column 
moved from Rorke's Drift aud Bashi Valley, to the spot 
selected for the camp to the east of Isandhlwana Hill 
The post at Rorke's Drift (where the Buffalo was crossed) 
-of vital importance to the safety of the column-was 
left with a garrison of one company of l-24th Rt>giment, 
but without any attempt whatever at entrenchment. ; nor 
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were any defensive precautions taken at Helpmakaar, the 
store depot in Nat.al, twelve miles from Rorke's Drift. 
The march to Isandhlwana was accomplished " without 
much difficulty," but " half a battalion, 2-24th, was 
obliged to halt short of this camp owing to the oxen 
being fatigued" They bivouacked for the night in the 
open. 

The position of the camp is thus described: "At the 
spot where our road crossed . . . . we had a small kopje 
on the right, and then about fifty yards to our left rises 
abruptly the Isandhlwana Mountain . . .. entirely un
approachable from the three sides nearest us, but on the 
farther, viz. that to the north, it slopes more gradually 
down, and it is there connected with a large range of hills 
on our left with another broad neck of land. We just 
crossed over the bend, then turned sharp to the left, and 
placed our camp facing the valley, with the eastern pre
cipitous side of the mountain behind us, leaving about a 
mile of open country between our left flank and the hills 
on our left, the right of the camp extending across the 
neck of land we had just come over, and resting on the 
base of the small kopje described beforehand." 

The camp was formed in the following order from left 
to right: 2-3rd Natal Native Contingent, 1-3rd Natal 
Native Contingent, 2-24th Regiment, Royal Artillery, 
mounted troops, and 1-24th Regiment. " The wa.ggons 
were all placed between the camp and the hill at the 
back, and behind them, immediBtely· against its base, the 
head-quarters' tents were pitched with their waggons be
side them." . . . " Not a single step 'was taken in any 
way to defend our new position in case of a night or day 
attack from the enemy." 1 

On reaching Isandhlwana, the officer commanding the 
advanced guard was ordered out to post vedettes, and on 
his return to camp pointed out where they were--those to 
the left being visible on the crests of the Ingqutu range. 
He was told that they were "far too far away, and were 
of no use there," and that the left vedettes on the range 

1 Captain N. Newman. 
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were " eo far to the left that they were in rear of the 
camp." The officer explained that it was of no use placing 
men on the near side of the range, and that his reason for 
posting vedettes so far to the left was that " it was naety 
broken cotmtry there, and that the Zulus might get 
around there." A staff officer replied, "My dear fellow, 
those vedettes are useless there; the rear always protects 
itself;" and then ordered the vedettes to be drawn in 
closer. 

" I went off (writes the officer), but felt I was going on 
a fool's errand. I went off to those on the right-front first, 
being unwilling to withdraw those along the Ingqutu range 
until the last moment." 

Whilst engaged on this duty on the right front, a man 
was seen running away in the distance ; he was chased and 
brought back to the outposts, when he turned out to be a 
very old Zulu, who said, "Why are you looking for the 
Zulus this way 1 The big Impi is coming•from that direc
tion" (pointing to the Irigqutu range). This was at once 
reported in camp. 

The same offi0er describes the position of the camp :
" The l-24th Regiment had their camp pit.ched right under 
Black's Koppie, and from the top of the Koppie to the 
nearest tents was certainly considerably less than 100 yards. 
Mind you, I am certain of my distances. The Koppie was 
a rough stony place, looking right, down into the camp, and 
giving excellent cover to anybody occupying it. This 
Koppie was not even occupied by a picquet during the two 
nights the camp was occupied. From the shoulder of the 
hill, the distances to the central camps varied from 200 to 
300 yards at most, and the shoulder of the hill was covered 
with stones and boulders, affording excellent cover, and 
thoroughly commanding the camp. Neither was this place 
occupied even by a picquet at night. The theory again of 
the rear protecting itself. The moment the horns of the Zulu 
army got round, both these places were seized by them. . . . 
The only part of the hill that is inaccessible is just the 
ledge of rocks at the very top. All the base of the hill 
is a great grassy, stony mound that men can run all over, 
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affording exce1lent shelter, and thoronghly commanding 
the camp." 

" On the same day (20th) the General reconnoitred on the 
waggon-track, which skirts Inhlazatye Mountain, as far 
as a place called' Matyana's Stronghold,' at a distance of 
about twelve miles, but saw nothing of the enemy." " Not 
having time to properly examine the country round this 
peculiar stronghold," the General ordered that next day 
two separate parties should move out from the camp at 
an early hour; one of mounted men under Major Dartnell 
to reconnoitre on the road he had taken, whilst two bat
talions of Native Contingent, under Commandant Lonsdale, 
worked round the Malakata Mountain : the orders being 
that these officers were to effect a communication on the 
Inhlazatye range, and then return to camp.-(P. P. 
[C. 2252] pp. 74, 75.) • • • • 

On the 21st some Zulus (a chief named Oandama, and 
others) ea.me into the camp, saw the General, and were 
allowed to depart.1 A patrol of the mounted infantry saw 
a small body of the enemy in front ; and the General, from 
the high land to the left of the camp, saw several mounted 
Zulus to the left front, and had decided, on the e:vening of 
the 21st, to make a reconnaissance to the left front.2 

At about ten o'clock the Zulus were found in force by 
the mounted men ; the Contingent being on a range of hills 
distant about five miles. The enemy appeared anxious to 
fight, but Major Dartnell did not think it prudent to engage 
without supports. The Zulus occupied a large kloof, and 
whenever the mounted men approached they came out in 
large numbers. A small body was sent up close, undi::r 

1 P. P. [C. 2454) p. 182. 
' [C. 2260) p. 99. 
Lieut. Milne, R.N., A.D.C., says :-"We then rode up to the high 

land to the left of our camp, the Mcent very steep, but possible for horse11. 
On reaching the summit of the highest hill, I counted fourteen Zulu horse• 
men watching us at the distant of about four miles; they ultimately 
disappeared ovor a slight rise. Two vedettes were stationed at the spot 
from where I saw these hol'Sdmen ; they said they had seen these men several 
times during the day, and had reported the fact .... We then retm111•il 
to camp, the General having determined to send out a patrol in thi, 
direction the next day."-(P. P. [C. 2454) p. 188.) 
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Mr. Mansel, to try and make the Zulus show their force, 
when they advanced throwing out the "horns," and tried 
to surround the party, following them down into the open, 
where Major Dartnell and the 1·emainder of the mounted 
troops were. 'l'he whole then retired, and joined the 
Contingent, about three miles from the kloof . 
...,. "In the evening," says Major Clery, "a message arrived 
from Major Dartnell that the enemy was in considerable 
force in his neighbourhood, and that he and Commandant 
Lonsdale would bivouac out the night," which they were 
permitted to do. 

The wisdom of this may be doubted, as the Native Con
tingent seemed particularly liable to alarm ; twice they 
"were seized with panic, rushing about everywhere, the 
night being very dark. They knocked us down," writes an 
officer, " and stampeded our horses, causing the greatest 
confusion. If the Zulus had come on we should all have 
been cut to pieces." 

" That night Major Dartnell sent off messengers to Lord 
Chelmsford that he had marked the Zulus down in a kloof, 
and asked for two companies of infantry to be sent out 
as a support, and that he would attack the Zulus in the 
morning." 

Major Clery says : 1 "About 1.30 A.M. on the 22nd, a 
messenger brought me a note from Major Dartnell to say 
that the enemy was in greater numbers than when he last 
reported, and that he did not think it prudent to attack 
unless reinforced by two or three companies of the 24th 
Regiment.2 The General ordered the 2nd Battalion 24th 

1 P. P. [C. 2260] J>· 81. 
' Lord Chelmsford s version ofthia is-"At 2.30 A.M. on the 22nd January, 

Colonel Glyn, having received a despatch from Major Dartnell, saying that 
the enemy waa in great force in front of him, sent hia senior staff officer 
to inquire what I would wish done." .And he continues : "Feeling that 
the position was rather critical, I ordered Colonel Glyn to move to his 
&11Sistance." P. P. [C. 2252] p. 75. 

Lord Chelmsford's exaggerated description of the situation is evidently 
designed to account for his actions : but had the position been "rather 
critical," it would be impossible to condemn Lord Chelmsford too strongly 
for dividing his force as he did, and leaving his camp unprotected by laager 
01· entrenchment. 
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. Regiment, the Mounted Infantry, and four guns, to be 
under arms at once to march." The Natal Native 
Pioneers, about 50 strong, accompanied the force, wl1ich 
"marched out from the camp as soon as there was light 
enough to see the road.'' Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine, 1-24th 
Regiment, was instructed to take " command of the camp 
during the absence of Colonel Glyn "-the force left with 
him consisting of 5 companies 1-24th and 1 company 
2-24th Regiment; 2 guns Royal Artillery ; about 20 
Mounted Infantry and Volunteers; 30 Natal Carbineers, 
31 Mounted Police, and 4 companies Natal Native Con
tingent. An order was also despatched to Colonel Dum- • 
ford (at Rorke's Drift) to move up to Isandhlwana. Lieut.
Colonel Pulleine's instructions for the defence of the camp 
were, briefly, to draw in his "line of defence," and his 
line of "infantry outposts accordingly," but to keep his 
cavalry vedettes "still far advanced."1 We may here note 
that the only country searched was that direct to the front 
and right front-the direction of the waggon-track
although it is stated " the Lieut.-General had himself 
noticed mounted men in one direction ( our left front) on 
the 21st, and in this direction he had intended to make· a 
reconnaissance."-(P. P. [C. 2260] p. 99.) 

After the departure of the advance column nothing un
usual occurred in camp until between seven and eight 
o'clock, when it was reported from the advanced picquet 
(on .the Ingqutu range of hills, about 1,500 yards to the 
north) that a body of the enemy could be seen approaching 
from the north.east: and various small bodies were aftel'
wards seen. Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine got his men under 
arms, and sent a written message off to head-quarters that 
a Zulu force had appeared on the hills on his left front. 
This was received "between 9.30 and 10 A.M." 

The position Colonel Pulleine occupied was a rising 
ground on the left front of the camp, level to the rear 
(towards the camp), but sloping downwards to the front, 
right, and left. Boulders and stones here afforded some 
shelter. This position covered the camp from an attack 

1 Major Clery. 
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from the left front; and on this spot, later in the day, the 
action was fought. 

Colonel Durnford received the General's order when on 
an expedition into Natal to obtain waggons, but at once 
returned to Rorke's Drift, and marched for Isandhlwana. 
Lieutenant Chard, RE., who had ridden to camp for orders, 
"met Colonel Durnford about a quarter of a mile from the 
camp at the head of his mounted men " about 10.30 A.M., 
and told him the troops were in column outside the camp, 
and Zulus showing " on the crest of the distant hills," 
" several parties " working round so far to the le~ that 
be " was afraid they might be going to make a dash at 
the Drift." H~ took orders to Major Russell to hurry 
up with the rocket battery, to detach a company of 
Sikali. men to protect the baggage, and for all to " look 
out to the left." . 

Colonel Durnford reached the camp, and received all the 
information Lieut.-Colonel. Pulleine could afford, finding 
the situation to be :-Lonsdale's natives on outpost duty 
on the bills to the left, the guns in position on the left of 
the camp, and the infantry under arms. The oxen were 
driven into camp and-Mr. Brickbill says-tied to the 
yokes, but not inspanned. Constant reports were coming 
in from the hills to the left-" The enemy are in force 
behind the hills." "The enemy are in three columns." 
"One column is moving to the left rear, and one towards 
the General." " The enemy are retiring in every direction." 
The enemy's force was given at 400 to 600. 

On bearing these reports, Colonel Durnford sent one troop 
Natal Native Horse to reinforce his baggage guard ; two 
troops to the hills to the left (under Captains G. Shepstone 
and Barton)-one to move along the crest of the range, 
one to search the valley beyond-and determined himself 
to go out to the front " and prevent the one column 
joining the 'impi,' which was supposed at that time to 
be engaged with the troops-under the General;" he asked 
Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine for two companies of the 24th, to 
which Colonel Pulleine replied, " that two companies 
could ill be spared, but that if Colonel Durnford ordered 
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them, of course they should go." On consideration, 
Colonel Durnford decided only to take his own men,1 and 
moved out with his remaining two troops Natal N ativc 
Horse, followed by Major Russell's rocket battery, with 
its escort of a company of Native Contingent, under 
Captain Nourse. 

A company 1-24th, under Lieutenant Cavaye, was sent 
out as a picquet to the hills about 1,200 yards north of 
the camp, and the remainder of the troops dismissed to 
their private parades, where the men were to lie down in 
readiness to turn out if required. At this time there was 
no expectation of an attack during the day, and no idea 
had been formed regarding the probable strength of 
the enemy.2 

The two troops sent on the hills to the left " to ascer
tain the enemy's movements," had proceeded three or four 
miles from the camp, when they saw a party of the enemy 
driving some cattle away. No. 1 Troop was ordered to 
capture them, and advanced a few hundred yards when 
"the whole Zulu army showed up, advancing straight 
towards ourselves and the camp . . . . for a few minutes 
not a shot was fired.'' Captain Shepstone ordered a 
retreat on the camp, and rode away saying "he was 
going to report to the camp that the whole Zulu army 
was advancing to attack it." 8 Captain Shepstone met 
Captain Gardner on reaching the camp, and both officers 
then went to Colonel Pulleine, but, says Captain Gardner, 
the enemy were " already on the hill on our left in large 
numbers." 

1 The snggestion h11S been thrown out that there was a difference of 
opinion betwe~n Colonels Durnford and Pulleine ; but Lieutenant Cochran~ 
says '' there were no. high words" of any kind between them ; and h~ 
says, "I think no one lives who was present during the conversation but 
myself; so that anything said contradictory to my statement is invented." 
1 t is evident that Colonel Durnford did not interfere with the force under 
Colonel Pulleine ; this was in accordance with his own position as com
manding officer of another column, and also with Colonel Pulleine's ordcl'R 
to take "command of the camp during the absence of Coloner Glyn." 
And further, in the conversation between the colonels, Colonel Durnfor,1 
told Colonel Pulleine that he should not interfere with his command. 

' Captain Essex, 75th Regiment. 
a Lieutenant Raw, Natal Native Horse. 
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Colonel Durnford, having despatched his two troops to 
the left, had moved out to the front at a canter, followed 
at a foot's pace by the rocket battery, etc. About five 
miles out, a trooper rode down from the bills on the left, 
and reported an immense " impi," behind the hills, and 
almost immediately the Zulus appeared in force in front 
and on the left, in skirmishing order, ten or twelve deep, 
with supports close behind They opened fire at about 
800 yards, and advanced very rapidly, Colonel Durnford 
·retired a little way-to a donga-and extended his men, 
then fell back, keeping up a steady fire, for about two 
miles,1 when he came upon the remains of the rocket 
battery, which (it appeared) had turned to the left on 
hearing firing on the hills, been cut off, and broken up. 
Fighting was still going on here, but the Zulus were 
speedily driven back. 

Colonel Durnford retired slowly on the camp, disputing 
every yard of ground, until he reached a donga about 
800 yards in front of the right of the camp; there, rein
forced by between thirty and forty mounted men under 
Captain Bradstreet, a stand was made. 

"This gully," Mr. Brickhill, interpreter to No. 3 
Column, says, " the mounted force held most tenaciously, 
every shot appearing to take effect," and with the havoc 
caused by the guns, "a thousand Zulu dead must have 
lain between the conical hill and the gully. They lay 
just like peppercorns upon the plain." 

The two troops of native horse sent to reconnoitre the 
I ngqutu Hills retired fighting before the enemy in good 
order "to a crest in the neck which joins Sandhlwan11. to 
lngqutu. Leaving their horses well sheltered here, they 
held this crest splendidly, keeping up a a steady galling 
fire." 2 They were eventually compelled to retire, with 
the loss of Captain G. Shepstone. 8 

1 Lieutenant Cochrane, 32nd Regiment. 
t Mr. Brickhill. 
• Having disengaged bis men, Captain G. Shepstone said : " I must go 

and see where my Chief is," and rode in again. His devotion cost him 
his life. 
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We must now consider what had taken place at the 
camp. All was quiet till about twelve o'clock, when 
firing was heard on the hill where the company on picquet 
was stationed ; the troops were immediately turned out 
and formed on the left front of the camp.1 About this 
time Captain Gardner, 14th Hussars, arrived with an 
order from the General, addressed to Lieut.-Colonel 
Pulleine, " to send on the camp equipage and supplies of 
the troops camping out, and to remain himself at his 
present camp and entrench it." 2 Captain G. Shepstone 
reached the camp with his warning about the same time. 
Colonel Pulleine decided it was impossible to carry out 
the General's order, as the enemy were already in great 
force on the bills to the left. Captain Gardner sent off a 
message to head-quarters, saying that " our left was 
attacked by about ten thousand of the enemy. A message 
was also sent by Colonel Pulleine." 

One company (Captain Mostyn's) was moved up to 
support the picquet; the enemy, distant about 800 yards, 
moving "towards our left." Orders to retire were received 
almost immediately, and the whole retired to the foot of 
the slope, the enemy rushing, forward to the crest of the 
bill as our men disappeared. Captain Younghusband's 
company was at this time in echelon on the left.8 

The guns came into action about 400 yards on the left 
front of the camp, " where they were able t-0 throw shells 
into a large mass of the enemy that remained almost 
stationary about 3400 yards off."' 

1 That the camp was BUrpriat-d may be gathered from the fact that up 
to about 12 o'clock the camp force bad uo further knowledge of the enemy 
beyond that forwarded to the General, and "no idea had been formed 
regarding the probable strength of the enemy's force." 

Captain Essex writes, 25th January, {1879-" I had been present all 
this time, but wishing to write some letters and thinki11g everything was 
now quiet, I went to my tent and sat down, and was soon busy with 
my papers. About noon, a sergeant came into my tent and told me that 
firing was to be heard behind the hill where the company of the 1st 
Battalion, 24th, had been sent. I had my glasaes over my shoulder, and 
thought l might as well take my revolver; but did not trouble to put 011 
mv sword, MI thought nothing of the matter and expected to be back in 
half an hour to complete my letters." 1 Captain Gardner. 

• 1 C,1ptain Essex. ' Lieutenant Carling, R.A. 
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The three advanced companies of the 24th retired on 
the main body, when the situation was this: The two 
guns and the whole of the 24th in line, about 300 yards 
from the left front of the camp; the native.a took post on 
the right of the 24th ; then came Durnford's Basutos; and 
the extreme right was formed by about forty mounted 
Europeans 1-the force holding the only position thRt 
afforded any shelter, viz. broken ground and a "donga" 
in front of the camp; the infantry "in good position 
among the stones and boulders to tl1e left and left centre 
of the camp, and who stood their ground most gallantly." 2 

The enemy approached to within about 400 yards, the two 
guns firing case. The heavy fire from the line told so 
upon the Zulus that they wavered and lay down ; they 
are said to have covered the valley in detached groups to 
the depth of about three-quarters of a mile.8 During this 
period the right "horn" of the Zulu army was swinging 
round the hills to the rear of Isandhlwana; the "chest" 
was engaged with the camp force under Colonel Pulleine; 
and the left " horn " was being held in check by the 
mounted troops under Colonel Durnford. 

The enemy now began to work round the rear (which 
they could do with impunity, owing to the formation of 
the ground), and Captain Essex says : "I rode up to 
Lieut.-Colonel Durnford, who was near the right, and 
pointed this out to him. He requested me to take men to 
that part of the field, and endeavour to hold the enemy 
in check ; " but at this moment, he says, " those of the 
Native Contingent who had remained in action rushed 
past us in the utmost disorder, thus laying open the right 
and rear of the 24th, the enemy dashing forward in the 
most rapid manner." The ammunition of the mounted 
troops failing (supplies had been repeatedly sent for, but 
none came), Colonel Durnford retired them towards the 
right of the camp (where the waggons and the ammuni• 
tion of the Native Horse were), and himself galloped off 
to the 24th, having previously told Captain Gardner that 

1 Captain Essex. 2 Lieutenant Cochrane. 
a Mr. Bricknell 
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the position was too extended, and he desired to concen
trate the force. Colonel Durnford's intention undoubtedly 
was to withdraw all the troops to the rising ground on 
the right of the camp, to which point he had retired his 
Native Horse. . 

The Zulus rushed on the left in overwhelming numbers, 
completely surrounding the 24th. The guns limbered up, 
and made for the Rorke's Drift Road, but found it 
blocked by the enemy ; they therefore "followed a crowd 
of natives and camp-followers, who were running down a 
ravine ; the Zulus were all among them, stabbing men as 
they ran." Down this ravine the fugitives hastened, the 
enemy round and among them, the assegai doing its deadly 
work. 

Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine was said by Lieutenant Coghill 
to have been killed, 1 and during the flight Major Stuart 
Smith, R.A. (who had been wounded), Surgeon-Major 
Shepherd, and many a man, mounted and on foot, were 
killed.s The Buffalo was gained at a point about five 
miles below Rorke's Drift, and numbers of the fugitives 
were either shot, or carried away by the stream and 
drowned. Lieutenants Melville and Coghill rode from 
the camp, on its being carried by the Zulus, the former 
with the Queen's colours of his regiment. These he bore 
into the river, but lost his horse, and was left struggling 
in the swift cunent ; Lieutenant Coghill, who had safely 
crossed, rode in to his assistance, when bis horse was shot. 
These brave young officers succeeding in gaining the Natal 
shore, but were soon overtaken by the enemy, and died 
fighting to the last. The Natal Native Horse escaped 
with little loss; they assisted many in the retreat, which 
they covered as well • as they could, especially under 
Captain Barton on the banks of the Buffalo. Captain 
Essex puts the time of the retreat from the camp at 
"about 1.30 P.M." • 

1 Lieutenant Curling. 
1 Major Stuart Smith was killed under the cllirs of the Bu1falo. 
Surgeon Major Shepherd dismounted to aid a wounded man, and fell in 

the performanance of this humane and noble act. 
1 Lieutenant Chard says "about 8.15 l'.M. on that day I was at the 

B. 
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After this period no one living escaped from Isandhl
wana, and it was supposed that the troops had broken, 
and, falling into confusion, that all had perished after a 
brief struggle. 

Nothing was known of the after-events of that fatal 
day for months, till, on the 21st May, the scene of the 
disaster was revisited, and the truth of the gallant stand 
made was established. This will be treated of in another 
chapter. 

We must now tum to the movements of the eolumn 
under Colonel Glyn, with the General ; and it will be 
most convenient to take the occurrences of the day as 
described by Lord Chelmsford and his military secretary 
(Lieut. -Colonel Crea.lock). . 

Leaving camp at daybreak, 1 the General " reached 
Major Dartnell about 6.30 A.M., and at once ordered him 
to send out his mounted men to gain intelligence of the 
enemy, whose whereabouts did not appear to be very 
pertain.".....:...(P. P. [C. 2252) p. 75.) The enemy shortly 
after showed in considerable strength at some distance, 
but retired without firing as the troops advanced. Lieut.
Colonel Crea.lock says: "Between 9.30 and 10 A.M. we 
were off-saddled some twelve miles from camp. During 
the three previous hours we had been advancing with 
Colonel Glyn's column against a Zulu force that fell back 
from hill to hill as we advanced, giving up, without a shot, 
most commanding positions."-(P. P. L C. 2260] p. 99.) It 
was at this time (" about 9 A.H.," the General says) that 
the message was received from Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine, 
that a Zulu force had appeared on the hills on his left 

• ponte, when two men came riding fro1II Zululand at a gallop, and shouted 
to be taken acroes the river. I was informed by one of them . . . of the 
disaster." 

These men had ridden for their lives a distance of about DiDe miles, 
and tn11St have been out of the l!ght before the Zul118 had blocked the 
Rorke's Drift road ; one hour, under the circumstances, would more than 
covei-the distance, so we may f,urly coll8ider the Zulu rush, and falling 
back of the troofl!I to have taken place about 2 o'clock. 

1 Three mounted Zulu scouts were eeen on Uie hillll on the right 
from the rear guard, by an efficer, who pointed them out to one of the 
statf. 
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front. The General says_ he at once sent his aide-de
camp, Lieutenant Milne, RN., t.o the top of a high hill, 
from which the camp could be seen.1 He had "a very 
powerful telescope, but could detect nothing unusual."• 
Lieut.-Colonel Crealock says that all the news he gave 
" was that the cattle had been driven int.o camp," and he 
acknowledges " our own attention was chiefly bent on the 
enemy's force retiring from the hills in our front, and 
a party being pursued by Lieut.-Colonel Russell three 
miles off." 

The kloof where the enemy had been was found de
serted, but a large body of Zulus were seen beyond it, 
and a portion of the mounted force sent after them, Major 
Dartnell and the rest of his men moving off t.o the right 
in the direction of another body of Zulus. These turned 
out to be Matshe.na's people, with the chief himself 
present : they were engaged, their retreat cut off, and 
then driven back on the Native Contingent. Of this 
party Matshana and one or two of his people alone 
escaped. 

1' Having no cause, therefore, to feel any anxiety about 
the safety of the camp" (!), the General ordered the 
mounted infantry t.o sweep round "t.o the main waggon
track, whilst a portion of the infantry went over the hill
t.op to the same point, and the guns, with an escort, 
retraced their steps," with instructions t.o join Colonel 

1 Lieutenant Milne says : " On reaching the summit I could see the 
camp ; ell the cattle had been driven in cfose around the tents. I could 
see nothing of the enemy on the left'' (C. 2454, p. 184). 

"We are not quite certain about the time. But it is just possible that 
what I took to be the cattle having been driven _into camp may possibly 
have been the Zulu 'impi'" (ibid. p. 187). • 
• t It is quite impossible to comprehend the extraordinary infatuation of 

the General and (apparently) his staff in seeing "nothing unusual" in 
this. The General says he had " no cause, therefore, to feel any anxiety 

·about the safety of the camp." His Military Secretary says "not a sus
picion had crossed my mind that the camp was in any danger; " and yet a 
written message told that a Zulu force had appeared on the left front of 
the camp - unreconnoitred ground, where the General himself on the 
previous afternoon had seen several Zulu horsemen : and now his A. D. C. 
reports what is one of the first and mrut signs of danger in South African 
warfare :-" that the cattle had been driven into camp." 

• R 2 
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Glyn near the Mangane Valley, where the General pro
ceeded with Colonel Glyn to fix upon a site for a new 
camp. Captain Gardener, 14th ·Hussars, was sent back 
to camp "with the order to Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine to 
send on the camp equipage and supplies of the troops 
camping out, and to remain at his present camp, and 
entrench it."-(P. P. [C. 2260] p. 101.) 

The 1st Battalion Native Contingent was ordered to 
march back to camp across country, and examine dongas;
etc., en route. 

"Not a sign of the enemy was now seen near us," says 
Colonel Crealock "Not a suspicion had crossed my mind 
that the camp was in any danger, neither did anything 
occur to niake me think of such a thing until about 1.15," 
when it was fancied firing was heard (the natives were 
certain of it). "We were then moving back to choose a 
camp for the night about twelve miles from Isandula." 
About 1.45 P.M., a native reported "heavy firing had been 

• going on round the camp. We galloped up to a high 
spot; whence we could see the camp, perhaps 10 or 11 
miles distant. None of us could detect anything amiss; 
all looked quiet. This must have been 2 P.M. The 
General, however, probably thought it would be well to 
ascertain what had happened himself, but not thinking 
anything was wrong, ordered Colonel Glyn to bivouac for 
the night where we stood ; and taking with him some 40 
mounted volunteers, proceeded to ride into camp. Lieut.
Colonel Cecil Russell, 12th Lancel'$, now joined us, and 
informed me that an officer of the Natal Native Contin
gent had come to him (about 12 noon, I think) when he 
was off-saddled, and asked where the General was, as he 
had instructions to tell him that heavy firing had been 
going on close to the camp. . . . This officer, however, 
did not come to us. 

"This information from Colonel Russell was immedi
ately followed by a message from Commandant Brown, 
commanding the 1st Battalion Natal Native Contingent, 
which had been ordered back to camp at 9.30 A.M.-(the 
battalion was halted a mile from us, and probably eight 
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miles from camp)-to the effect that large bodies of Zulus 
were between him and the camp, and that his men could 
not advance without support. The General ordered an 
immediate advance of the battalion, the mounted volun
teers and mounted infantry supporting it. 

" I am not aware what messages had been sent from 1 

the camp and received by Colonel Glyn or his staff; but 
I know that neither the General nor myself bad up to 
this time received any information but that I have 
mentioned. 

" At 3.15 the General appeared to think that he would 
be able to brush through any parties. of Zulus that might 
be in his road to the camp without any force further than 
that referred to, viz. 1st Battalion Native Contingent and 
some eighty mounted white men. 

"At 4 P.M., 2 however, the native battalion again halted," 
when within about six miles of the camp, "and shortly 
after-the General says-Commander Lonsdale rode up 
to report that he had ridden into camp and found it in 
possession of the Zulus." The General at once sent word 
to Colonel Glyn to bring back all the troops, and advanced 
about two miles, sending Lieut.-Colonel Russell forward 
to reconnoitre ;-he fully confirmed Commandant Lons
dale's report. Colonel Glyn rejoined the General about 
6 P.M., when the troops were formed in "fighting order," 
and advanced across the plain ; " but could not reach the 
neighbourhood of our camp until after dark." 

It may properly be here remarked that from the out
skirts of the force firing had been seen at the camp as 
late· as nearly four o'clock; and about six, large bodies 
of the enemy were seen retiring from the camp, through 
openings in the Ingqutu range. 

When a move was first made by the General in the 
direction of the camp, an officer who was in advance 

l One meaage only is mentioned by the General or his military secretary 
u having beeu received from the camp. But an officer (of rank) who 1uuJ, 
aeen them, says that five or six messages were received from the camp during 
the day by the General or his staff ; and he says distinctly that the 
messages were in the possession of Lieut.-Colonel Crealock. 

1 About this hour the tent& in camp suddenly disappeared. 
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narrates what he saw when he came to a rising ground 
from which the camp was first seen, about 3 P.M. 

"There certainly were some tents standing then, but 
seemed very few, and away to the left front of the camp 
there was some smoke, though not much, and it was high 
up, just as if there had been musketry fire and the smoke 
had floated away ; but there was certainly no musketry 
fire going on then. A few seconds afterwards a sergeant 
. . . . said : ' There go the guns, sir.' I could see the 
smoke, but we could hear nothing. In a few seconds we 
distinctly saw the guns fired again, one after the other, 
sharp. This was done several times-a pause, and then 
a flash-flash ! The sun was shining on the camp at the 
time, and then the camp looked dark, just as if a shadow 
was passing over it. The guns did not fire after that, 
and in a few minutes all the tents had disappeared. The 
sergeant said, 'It's all over now, sir.' I said,' Yes, and I 
hope it is the right way.' We could see there was fighting 
going on, but of course did not know which way it had 
gone. The men all thought the Zulus had retired, but 
I felt doubtful in my own mind, but had no idea really 
of the catastrophe that had taken place." 1 

" Within two miles of camp," Lieutenant Milne says, 
" four men were seen slowly advancing in front of us ; a 
few mounted men were sent out; the men in front pre
viously seen then took cover behind some rocks, but were 
fired upon by our men ; one fell, the remainder ran out iD. 
the open, throwing up their hands to show they were 
unarmed. On being taken prisoners, they were found to 
be Native Contingent, escaped from the massacre."
(P. P. [C. 2454] p. 185.) 

On nearing the camp it was Ilearly dark, but it was 

1 Another officer (who was posted nearest to the camp whilst the General 
awaited the arrival of the remainder of the troops) conaidere that the firing 
heard and seen about 3 o'clock was "the stand made on the neck ; " he 
says "on the whole I fancy the fighting lasted till about 3.30, but I 
believe we had as a body been defeated long before that." 

This hour is further corroborated by Colonel Durnford'& watch-taken 
from his body nut mom~-which had stopped at 3.40, and muat havt 
stopped when he :received his death wound or immediately afterwarda. 
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observed that waggons were drawn up across the neck ; 
the guns were therefore brought into action and shelled 
them. Then, no sound being heard, Major Black, with 
a wing of his regiment, moved forward to occupy the 
small hill close to Isandhlwana.. No enemy was seen, 
and the camp was found tenanted by those who were 
taking their last long sleep. 

A halt was made for the night amidst the dllnis of (the 
proper right of) the camp, on the "neck ; " the infantry 
covering the west, and the mounted troops and guns the 
east side. During the night there were one or two false 
alarms, and the whole force, at early dawn, moved off 
towards Rorke's Drift, as the General was anxious about 
the safety of that important post ; al$O the troops had no 
spare ammunition,1 but little food, and " it was certain 
that daylight would reveal a sight which could not but 
have a demoralising effect upon the whole force."-(P. P. 
[C. 2252] p. 76.) 

In Lord Chelmsford's despatch of 27th January, he 
gives a narrative of the attack on the camp, but remarks 
"the absolute accuracy of which, however, I cannot vouch 
for" (pp. 76, 77). On comparing his "narrative" with 
the facts, it will be found to be absolutely inaccurate. But 
Lord Chelmsford makes some remarks which cannot be 
passed over in silence. He says : "Had the force in ques
tion but taken up a defensive position in the camp itself, 
and utilised there the materials for a hasty entrenchment ; " 
but he does not point out how the" force in question" was 
to know of the near approach of the Zulu army, he himself 
having neglected to search the country where that army 
lay. He had prepared no " defensive position ; " but he 
had selected a fatal spot for his camp, which, covering a 
front of about half a mile, was utterly indefensible as it 
stood; and he had" pooh-poohed "-the suggestion of taking 
defensive precautions when made by Colonel Glyn ; and, 
further, it does not appear that there was any time wkat
ever for the " force in question" to do anything but fight. 
Lord Chelmsford then says : " It appears that the oxen 

1 No spare ammunition was taken by the force with the General, 
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were yoked to the waggons 1 three hours before the attack 
took place, so that there was ample time to· construct that 
waggon-laager which the Dutch in former days understood 
so well." 2 This remark comes with peculiar ill-grace 
from Lord Chelmsford, who not only had not taken any 
precautions, but had not permitted any laager or other 
defence to be made ; and whose reply to a suggestion of a 
laager at. lsandhlwana was, " It would take a week to 
make." Also it must not be forgotten that the attack on 
Isandhlwana was witlund warning. . 

He next says: " Had,· however, the tents been struck, 
and the British troops placed with their backs to the 
precipitous lsalwana Hill, I feel sure that they could have 
made a successful resistance." Here again he would blame. 
the dead to cover the faults of the living ! But even had 
the troops been thus placed (as some eventually appear to 
have been), how long could they keep at bay, when ammu
nition failed,3 au enemy armed with weapons they could, 
and did, use with fatal effect out of reach of the bayonet 1 

And lastly, Lord Chelmsford speaks of rumours '' that 
the troops were deceived by a simulated retreat," and thus 
"drawn away from the line of defence." . The fact8 prove 
the exact contrary. The only person deceived by a 
" simulated retreat" was Lord Chelmsford himself, whose 

1 Mr. Brickhill, the interpreter, says: "Between 9 and 10 o'clock I 
ordered all waggoners to collect their oxen, which were then scattered all 
around the camps and might impede the action of the troops, IUld tie them 
to the yokes, but not inspan them." 

1 A1I to wrd Chel1118ford'e valuation of Dutch experience, Mr. J. J. 
Uys-a Dutchman. with lifelong experience of Zulu warfare-writes, on 
the 22nd May, 1879, that he was in the General·s camp at Rorke's Drift 
on the 16th of January. "I said to the General, 'Be on yotlr guard and 
be care(ul. I have knowledge of the deceit and treachery of the Zulu 
nation. Trek into Zululaud with two l~ close to each other. Place 
your spies far out, and form your wiiggous mto a round laager. The Zulus 
are more dangerous than you think: I lost my father and my brother 
through them, because we held them too cheaply. Afterwards we went 
with Andries Pretorins, but then we were careful, and have always closed 
our waggons well up, sent our spies far out, and we have beaten the Zulus. 
The first time 8,600 of their number fell.' The General anilled and said 
that he thought it was not necessary." • 

• The rese"e ammunition is said to have been packed in waggons, 
which were then filled up with stores. 
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troops ,during thru M'll.rs had advanced "against a Zulu 
force that fell back from hill to hill . . . . giving up 
without a shot most commanding positions." We do not 
:find one word of Lord Chelmsford's own want of the most 
ordinary precautions - his want of " intelligence," and 
neglect to obtain it-of his seeing the enemy's mounted 
scouts on the left ft'Ont, and intelllling (but not making) a 
reconnaissance in that direction-his :fixed belief that the 
enemy wuld only be in force in his front-the transparent 
way in which he was drawn oft' farther from the camp
the absence of any attention to the signs that something 
v;as wrong at the camp-the prevention of assistance 

. reaching the beleaguered camp when one of his officers 
had recognised the emergency, etc.; to which must be 
added that we do not find one word of regret for the 
untimely fate of the gallant men who fell doing thtir 
duty. In justice to Colonel Glyn, commanding No. 3 
Column, it must be remarked that the General himself 
gave the orders for the various movements, etc. Anrl in 
justice to Lord Chelmsford also, we note it is asserted that 
the shock he experienced told severely upon him at the 
time; and he may not have very carefully studied the 
despatch, which is said to have been the work of his 
military secretary. 1 

But this memorable· despatch requires further notice, 
for it contains the commencement of a theory-which is 
carried on by Lord Chelmsford's military secretary, and 
energetically adopted by his friend, Sir Bartle Frere-that 
some one else was to blame. 

It is said that Colonel Glyn was at :first selected; but, 
as he was alive and inclined to be troublesome, a dead 
man was chosen. 

The tJ,,e,o,,y of blame has. been insinuated, until, on 
August 19th, 1880, in the House of Lords, Lord Chelms
ford publicly charged Colonel Durnford, Royal Engineers-

1 The authority for this statement ia an officer who heard the military 
secretary remark that the flltutrcued L<nubm, NWJ11 praised his sketch of 
Isandhlwana and blamed Lord Cbelmsford'a despatch, little thinking that 
both were from the same hand. • 
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the senior officer who fell at Isandhlwana-with having 
disobeyed his orders, and so caused the disaster. This 
attack was followed up by Lord Chelmsford in a letter in 
the Times of August 25th, and in a speech (House of 
Lords) on the 2nd of September. 

The statements made by Lord Chelmsford,1 on which he 
bases his charge, are full of misrepresentation, and are 
largely contradicted by proved facts. The main features 
of the case; viz., the circumstances anterior to and sur
rounding the situation at lsandhlwana, are ignored ; and 
he thus strives to limit the question, as he had at the 
Court of Inquiry, to the actions of the camp defenders. • 

The most • cursory inquiry proves that there is not the 
slightest foundation for the charge Lord Chelmsford has 
made; and, further, that the question of "orders" in no 
manner covers the causes of the disaster. 

It may suffice here to say that Colonel Durnford was 
the commanding officer of No. 2, a distinct Column, and 
marched into Isandhlwana camp at or soon after 10.30 A.?4., 
finding there no further knowledge of the enemy's move
ments than that repo~d to Lord Chelmsford, and received 
by him between 9 and 10 A.M. 

The strength of the enemy being unknown, small de
tached bodies only having been seen, it was Colonel 
Durnford's plain duty to reconnoitre, which he did with 
his own troops, not interfering with the camp force, who 
are shown to have been under the distinct orders of 
Colonel Pulleine. 

Within. one hour and a half of Colonel Durnford's 
arrival, his and Colonel Pulleine's forces were suddenly 
attacked by an overwhelming Zulu army, which had been 
permitted to approach, unseen and unsuspected, through 
sheer carelessness and negligence of their superior officer. 

Colonel Durnford had no orders whatever regarding the 
camp beyond (if it were so) "take command of it." And 
Colonel Pulleine's orders, if assumed to have been binding 
on Colonel Durnford, were not departed from. 

1 Lord Chelmaford's statement.a comPll1'8d with evidence will be found 
in the appendix, • . . 
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Colonel Dumford's previous career may also be called in 
evidence. His behaviour at the Bushman's River I-ass 
proved how unswerving he was in obedience to orders. 
(See Chapter II.) 

Before :finally leaving the events of the 22nd January, 
we must fully notice an important episode that occurred, 
and which had a serious bearing on the disaster we have 
to lament. 

We have seen that " the guns with an escort " were 
ordered to retrace their steps : . . . to join Colonel Glyn 
at the rendezvous near the Mangane Valley. We will 
now follow their movements. • 

When L-ord Chelmsford discovered that the enemy he 
had come ill search of had disappeared, 4 guns Royal 
Artillery, 2 companies 2-24th Regiment (Captains Church 
and Harvey), and about 50 Natal Native Pioneers, the 
whole under the command of Lieut.-Colonel Harness, 
R.A., were ordered to march to a rendezvous in advance 
by a different route to that taken by the remainder of the 
column; this was necessary, as the guns could not go over 
the ground taken by the latter. To carry out the order, 
they had to retrace for over two miles the route by which 
they had come in the morning, and then bear to the left. 
This was done (a short halt having :first been made, to let 
men and horses have a rest), and about twelve o'clock they 
reached some rising ground, when they again halted, not 
being certain of the direction of the rendezvous, to await 
Major Black, 2-24th, Assistant Quartermaster-General, 
who had gone on to :find it. .Almost immediately after 
this halt the firing of cannon was heard, and looking 
towards the camp, about eight miles off, they saw shells 
bursting against the hills to the left of it. Soon after
wards a body of about 1,000 natives suddenly appeared in 
the plain below, between them and the camp; the Native 
Pioneers thought they were Zulus. Captain Church told 
Colonel Hamess if he would let him have a horse he would 
go and :find out. Colonel Harness at once gave him one, 
and sent a mounted sergeant with him. As they galloped 
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towards the natives, a European officer rode out, and when 
they met said : "The troops behind me are Commandant 
Browne's contingent, and I am sent to give you this 
message : ' OO'TM in every man, for God's sake I The camp 
i., 8Urrowndtd, . and will be ta/cm 1mless helptd at once.' 
Captain Church rode back as fast as he could, and found 
Colonel Harness in conversation with Major Gosset (aide
de-camp) and Major Bl11ck, both of whom had come up 
during his absence. Colonel Harness promptly said : 
" We will march back ; " but Major Gosset ridiculed the 
idea, and advised him to carry out his orders. Colonel 
Harness then a~ked Major Black and Captain Church 
their opinions. They both agreed with him without 
hesitation. Colonel Harness gave the order to return, 
and started without a moment's delay ; Major Gosset 
riding off in the direction of the General. About 1.30 
P.M. Lieut.-Colonel Harness was on his way to the camp, 
and had got over about two miles of ground when he 
was overtaken by Major Gosset with orders from the 
General to march back to the rendezvous. The orde1 
was obeyed. 

Now the startling reflection comes home that to this 
most important fact, bearing on the events of the day 
(for even if too late to save life, Colonel Harness would 
have saved the camp), there is not a hint even in the 
despatches of Lord Ohelmsf ord, or the official statement 
of his military secretary.• The latter goes so f~ as to 
say, in paragraph 17 of his statement (P. P. [C. 2260] 
p. 100) : " I am not aware what messages had been sent 
from the camp and received by Colonel Glyn or his staff; 
but I know that neither the General nor myself had up 
to this time received any information but that I have 
mentioned.'' This statement refers to a time after the 

1 The jird official mention of this appears in a Blue.book of Auguat, 
1879, where Lieutenant Milne, R.N. (aide-de-camp), says: "In the 
meantime, newa came that Colonel Harnesa had heard tlie firing, and 
was proceeding with hie ~ and companiea of infantry escorting them 
to camp. Ordera were immediately sent to him to return and rejoin 
Colonel Glyn."-(P. P. [C. 2454) p. 184.) 
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General had arrived at a spot about a mile from where 
Commandant Browne's battalion of nath-es were halted, 
after he had received the message, " Come in, every man, 
for God's sake," etc., and after he had met Colonel Harness 
on his return march to the rendezvous ; and not only that, 
but apparently after the receipt of a most important 
message from Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine, described as follows 
by the special correspondent of the Times of Natal 
(Captain Norris-Newman): "We did halt there, and found 
the staff there as well, looking on through the field
glasses at some large bodies of Kafirs [Zulus], who wera 
in close proximity to our camp about ten miles off. The 
Mounted Police were ordered to halt and off-saddle ; but 
Captain [T.] Shepstone and bis volunteers had orders to 
proceed back to camp to see what was up. I joined them, 
and we had not gone far on the road when a mounted 
messenger came up with a note from Colonel Pulleine to 
the General, saying that the camp W_!U3 attacked by large 
numbers of Kafirs, and asked him to return with all the 
help at his command. With this we halted, and awaited 
the up-coming of the General, who came along at once, 
and proceeded up the valley to recoµnoitre. About three 
miles had been got over, during w¥ch we passed the four 
guns under Colonel Harness, and some of the 24th . . . . 
on their way to encamp at the new. ground. A mounted 
man was then seen approaching, and was recognised as 
Commandant Lonsdale. He brought the dreadful news 
that, having chased a Zulu on horseback, he got separated 
from his men, and had ridden quietly back to camp ; but 

. on arrival there, within about three hundred yards of it 
(at about 2 P.M.), he found large bodies of the enemy 
surrounding it and fighting with our men. He had just 
time to discover his mistake, tum, and fly for his life, 
when several bullets were fired at him, and many Zulus 
11tarted in chase."-'-Natal Coloni,st, January 30th, 1879. 

The above message is undoubtedly that mentioned by 
Captain Gardner as having been despatched from the 
camp at or soon after twelve o'clock. (P. P. [C. 2260] 
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p. 81.) And there still remains the fact that, not only 
as regards Colonel Harness, does there appear to be an 
unaccountable omission in the " statement" 1 alluded to, 
but also we find mention of only one message from the 
camp; whereas other messages are known to have been 
received, and to have been in the possession of the 
Assistant Military Secretary.2 

"Here also we must allude to Sir Bartle Frere's 
despatches of January 27th, and February 3rd and 12th. 
In the first h~ says: 'In disregard of Lord Chelmsford's 
instructions, the troops left to protect the camp were 
taken away from the defensive position they were in at 
the camp, with the shelter which the waggons, parked, 
would have afforded. . . .'' We know that the troops 
did the best they could, left as they were by their 
General in an open .camp - we know they had no 
"defensive position ''-and we know that the waggons 
were not " parked " but drawn up in rear of their own 
camps. 

Sir Bartle says, February 3rd : "It is only justice to 
. the General "to note that his orders were clearly not obeyed 
on that terrible day at Isandhlwana camp." 

And on February 12th, he says : " It is impossible to 
shut one's eyes to the fact that it was, in all human 
probability, mainly due to disregard of the General's orders 
that so great a disaster occurred" (a -little qualifying his 
sweeping assertion of February 3rd). 

But yet again Sir Bartle returns to the charge, and says, 
June :lOth : " It is difficult to over-estimate the effect of 
such a disaster as that at Isandhlwana on both armies, 
but it was clearly due to breach of the General's order, 
and to disregard of well-known maxims of military 
science.''-(P. P. [C. 2454] p. 138.) 

1 By the General's directions this statement was to be " of the facts 
which came under his cognizance on the d&y in question."-(P. P. 
(C. 2260] p. 1\0.) 

1 Further remarks on the mess&gea will be found in the appendix. 
"Lord Cbelmsford's stlltements comp&red with evidence." 
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On what grounds Sir Bartle Frere bases those assertions 
we know not-no known orders were disobeyed-and, in 
spite of the special pleading in these despatches, we must 
come to the conclusion that Sir Bartle Frere's remarks 
were penned in utter ignorance of facts, and that the 
accusations concerning "disregard of well-known maxims 
of military science 11 should have been applied, not to the 
soldiers who fell at Isandhlwana, but to those who placed 
them in that fatal position. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

RORKE'S DRIFT-BELP:MAKAAR-COURT or INQUIRY, ETC. 

THE garrison of the Rorke's Drift post consisted of B 
Company 2-24th Regiment (Lieutenant Bromhead) and 
(with officers and casuals) was of a total strength of 139. 
It was encamped on the Natal side of the Buffalo, where 
there was a mission station, one building of which was 
used as a hospital and one as a commissariat store. ·The 
crossing of the river was effected by what are called 
"ponts "-boats used as a kind of "flying bridge "-and 
there were drifts, or fords, in the vicinity. Major Spald
ing, Deputy-Assistant-Adjutant-General, and Lieutenant 
Chard, RE., were stationed here. The former rode off to 
Helpmakaar at 2 P.M., 22nd January," to bring up Captain 
Rainforth's company, 1st Battalion 24th Regiment, to pro
tect the pont," leaving Lieutenant Chard in command of 
the post. 

About 3.15 P.M., Lieutenant Chard was at the ponts, 
when two men came riding from Zululand at a gallop, and 
shouted to be taken across the river. They were Lieu
tenant Adendortf, Natal Native Contingent, and a carbi
neer, who brought tidings of the disaster at Isandhlwana 
and the advance of the Zulus towards Rorke's Drift. 
Lieutenant Adendortf remained to assist in the defence of 
the post, and the carbineer rode on to take the news to 
Helpmakaar. 

Lieutenant Chard at once gave orders to secure the 
stores at the ponts, and rode up to the commissariat store, 
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when he found a note had been received from the 3rd 
Column, saying the enemy were advancing, and direct
ing them to strengthen and hold the post at all cost. 
Lieutenant Bromhead was actively at work preparing for 
defence, ably assisted by Mr. Dalton, of the Commissariat 
Department, l()Opholing the buildings and connecting them 
by walls of mealie-bags and two waggons that were 
there. Lieutenant Chard then rode down to the pont, and 
brought up the guard and stores. . 

An officer, with about a hundred of" Durnford's Horse," 
now arrived, and asked for orders. He was instructed to 
throw out men to watch the drifts and ponts, to check the 

• enemy's advance, and fall back on the post when forced to 
retire. These men bad, however, been in the saddle since 
daylight, and had gone through a heavy engagement; they 
were quite exhausted (besides being dispirited by the loss 
of their beloved leader), and after remaining a short time, 
retired to Helpmakaar. A detachment of Natal Native 
Contingent also left the post. 

Lieutenant Chard now commenced an inner work-" a 
retrenchment of biscuit-boxes." This was two boxes high 
when, about 4.30 P.M., 500 or 600 ot the enemy came in 
sight, and advanced at a run against the south wall. They 
were met with a well-sustained fire, but, in spite of their 
loss, approached to within about fifty yards. Here they 
were checked by the cross-fire from the attacked front and 
the store-house. Some got under cover and kept up a 
heavy . fire, but the greater number, without stopping, 
moved to the left, round the hospital, and made a rush at 
the wall of mealie-bags. After a short but desperate 
struggle the enemy were driven back with heavy loss into 
the bush around the post. The main body of the enemy 
coming up, lined the ledge of rock, caves, &c., overlooking 
the work, at a distance of about 400 yards to the south, 
and from whence a constant fire was kept up, and they 
also occupied in great force the garden, hollow road, and 
bush. 

The bush not having been cleared away enabled the 
enemy to advance under cover close to the wall, and a 

s 
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series of d°esperate assaults were made, extending from the 
hospital along the wall as far as the bush reached ; each 
assault was brilliantly met and repulsed with the bayonet, 
Corporal Scheiss, Natal.Native Contingent, distinguishing 
himself greatly. The fire from the rocks took the work 
completely in reverse, and was so heavy that about 6 P.M. 
the garrison was obliged to retire behind the entrenchment 
of biscuit-boxes. 

During this period the enemy had been storming the 
hospital, and at last succeeded in setting fire to the roof. 
The garrison defended it most gallantly, bringing out all 
the sick that could be moved ; Privates Williams, Hook, 
R Jones, and W. Jones, 2-24t-h Regiment, being the last 
men to leave, and holding the doorway with the bayonet 
when their ammunit.ion was expended. The want of com
munication and the burning of the house rendered it 
impossible to save all the sick. 

It was now found necessary to make another ·entrench
ment, which was done with two heaps of mealie-bags. 
Assistant-Commissary Dunne working hard at this, though 
much exposed. As darkness came on the little garrison 
was completely surrounded, but gallantly repulsed several 
serious assaults ; it was, however, eventually forced to 
retire to the inner entrenchment, which it held throughout 
the night. The (l.ttack continued vigorously till midnight, 
the men firing ori the assailants with the greatest coolness, . 
aided by the light afforded by the burning hospital A 
desultory fire was kept up by the enemy throughout the 
night, but this ceased about 4 Uf. on the 23rd, and at 
daybreak the enemy was out of sight. Lieutenant Chard 
at once set about patrolling round the post, collecting the 
Zulu arms, and strengthening the defences. 

About 7 A.M., a large body of the enemy appeared 
on the hills to the south west, and Lieutenant Chard 
sent off a note to Helpmakaar asking for assistance. 
About 8 Uri., No. a Column appeared in sight, the 
enemy falling back on its approach. Thus ended a. most 
gallant defence, reflecting the utmost credit on all 
concerned. 
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The loss of • the garrison was 15 non-commissioned 
officers and men killed, and 12. wounded (of whom two 
died almost immediately). The attacking force was 
estimated. at 3,000. men, of whom upwards of 350 were 
killed. 

Lord Chelmsford, with the remains of No. 3 Column 
had moved off from Isandhlwana, as we have already 
described, at daybreak that morning. It had been 
thought necessary to insist upon absolute inaction through 
the night ; no attempt was allowed at identifying the 
dead, or even at making sure that no life remained in the 
camp; and men lay down to rest, ignorant whether a 
careless hand might not fall on the lifeless form of a dead 
comrade or, mayhap, a brother .. The remaind.er of the 
Natal Carbineers, as they afterwards discovered, bivouacked 
that night on the right of the camp, upon the very " neck" 
of land where so gallant a stand was made ; their captain 
recognising the body of Lieutenant Scott, and therefore 
being able afterwards to identify the spot. That life 
might exist without its being known to the returning 
column is proved by the fact that a native groom lay for 
dead, although un~ouna.ed, in the cq.mp throughout the 
night. The man had feigned death when the camp was 
taken, and did not dare to move on the return of the 
General's party, lest he should be taken by them for a 
Zulu, and should share the fate of the few b.ctual Zulus 
found intoxicated beneath the waggons, and bayoneted by 
our soldiers. He crept out in the morning, and followed 
the retreating column to Rorke's Drift at a distance, meet
ing on the way with narrow escapes of losing his life from 
both friend and foe. 

On coming within sight of Rorke's Drift, heavy smoke 
was seen rising from it, and Zulus retiring; this caused 
the liveliest apprehensions for the safety of the post. 
However, to the intense relief of all, on nearing the 
Buffalo River the waving of hats was· seen from a ~astily
erected entrenchment, and the safety of the little garrison 
was known. 

Lieut.-Colonel Russell was sent with a mounted escort 
s 2 
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t.o Helpmakaar, t.o see if the road was open and all safe 
there; but some officers of Major Bengough's battalion 
Natal Native Contingent rode in and reported the road 
open, Helpmakaar laagered, and no attack made on it. 
Some men of the Buffalo Border Guard also rode in from 
Fort Pine and reported all well there. 

The General and staff hurried down to Pietermaritzburg 
via Helpmakaar, while the garrison at Rorke's Drift was 
left in utter confusion, 1 as testified by many of those 
present at the time. No one appeared responsible for 
anything that might happen, and the result was one dis
graceful to our English name, and t.o all concerned. A 
few Zulu prisoners had been taken by our troops-some 
the day before, others previous to the disaster at lsandhl
wana, and these prisoners were put t.o death in cold blood 
at Rorke's Drift. It was inteflded t.o set them free, and 
they were t.old to run for their lives, but they were shot 
down and killed, within sight and sound of the whole 
force. An eye-witness-an officer-described the affair to 
the present writer, saying that the men whom he saw 
killed numbered "not more than. seven, nor less than 
five." He said that he was standing with others in the 
camp, and hearing shots close behind him, he turned, and 
saw the prisoners in question in the act of falling beneath 
the shots and stabs of a party of our men.2 The latter. 
indeed, were-men belonging t.o the Native Contingent, but 
they were supposed to be under white control, and should 
not have been able to obtain possession of the prisoners 
under any circumstances. Scenes like these were not 
likely to impress the savages with whom we were dealing 
with our merciful and Christian qualities, nor to improve 
the chances of European prisoners who might fall into 
their hands during the campaign. 

As soon as· order was a little restored, the cover round 
the post of Rorke's Drift was cleared away, barricades 
built, the thatched roof taken off the house, and the four 
guns placed in position within the inclosure. 

1 "The panic and confusion were fearful," says one or themselves. 
• The number of prisoners thus killed is said to have been about twenty. 
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The General and staff reached Pietermaritzburg early 
on January 26th. There, as everywhere else, panic 
reigned, and gloom spread over all From the city 
especially many a son and brother had gone out to fall 
upon that fatal day, and grief was mingled there with 
terror for what might come next. It was long before any 
accurate information could be gained as to what had 
happened, and who had fallen; and, owing to the hurried 
retreat of No. 3 Column from lsandhlwana before day
break on the 23rd, the great burden of uncertainty was 
laid upon many heavy hearts both upon the spot and at 
home in England. 

At first all who had had friends at the camp hoped 
they might be amongst the saved, since it was known 
that some had escaped by "The Fugitive's Drift," a spot 
some five miles from Rorke's Drift, where those flying 
from lsandhlwana crossed the river ; and day by day 
the lists of killed and missing appeared with the names 
gradually 1-emoved from the latter to the former. Well 
ii.ad an hour's daylight been spent that morning to spare 
the uncertainty that hung over many an English and 
South African home for days and. weeks, and even 
months. 

No time was now lost in making such preparations for 
defence as the principal towns afforded. An invasion of 
the colony by the victorious Zulu army was hourly ex
pected, and with some reason, since retaliation for our 
invasion might naturally be feared. Sir Bartle Frere 
himself remarks, on February 12th (C. 2269): "It has 
become painfully evident that the Zulu king has an army 
at his command which could almost any day unexpectedly 
invade Natal; and owing to the great extent of frontier,· 
anrl utter helplessness of the undisciplined hordes of Natal 
natives to offer effectual resistance, the Zulus might march 
at will through the country, devastating and murdering, 
without a chance of being checked, as long as they 

. abstained from attacking the entrenched posts of Her 
Majesty's troops, which are from 50 to 100 miles apart. 
The capital and all the principal towns are at this moment 
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in 'laager,' prepared for attack, which even if successfully 
resisted, would leave two-thirds of them in ashes, and the 
country around utterly desolated." 1 

Whatever reasonable fears of retaliation were entertained 
by the people of Natal, they soon rose to panic-height in 
consequence of the great alarm displayed by the chief 
authorities, both military and civil. By their orders, the 
central part of 'Maritzburg, including the Court House, 
was barricaded with loopholed boarding, as a refuge for 
• the citizens in case of attack, wells were dug inside the 
Court House, and notice given that the usual guns, an
nouncing the arrival of the English mails, would be 
discontinued for the present, but that three guns would 
be fired as a signal for the citizens to go into the laager 
within three hours, while four guns would signify that the 
danger was urgent, and they must fly into it at once, 
taking stores of food, which they were to have ready 
beforehand, besides what the borough council had pro
vided, and they must then comply with an elaborate 
series of rules, which was published in the Government 
Gautte. So great indeed was the scare that some of the 
citizens of 'Maritzburg did actually take refuge one night 
in the laager, and others hurriedly left the colony, while 
many natives, living near the city, slept out, with their 
wives and children, some nights in the open field. On 
that night, when terror was at its height, it is said that 
the bedding of the Governors and their staff, together with 
the official records of Government House, was removed to 
the neighbouring gaol, a strong stone building, just under 
the guns of Fort Na pier, which was chosen as a place of 
refuge for their Excellencies. It is also said that Lord 
Chelmsford's horse was kept saddled and bridled all night; 

1 Yet Sir B. Frere, on the 30th of June, writes: "The position of 
Wood's and Pearson's columns effectually checked the execution of an 
attempt at invasion." These two columns, being some ninety miles apart 
and secure in their own positions &nly, would have been of little avail had 
the Zulu king desired to make "an attempt at invasion." It needed no 
better strategists than Cetshwayo and his chi"fs to have masked each of 
th" posts at Kambula and Etshowe with some 5,000 men, and then "the 
Zulus might march at will through the country." 
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and a stretcher was placed, by expre8s order, outside the 
window of a lady in delicate health, without her know
ledge, so as to be ready in case of emergency-as if a 
Zulu impi could drop suddenly, at a moment's notice, into 
the middle of the city, the frontier, at the nearest point, 
being sixty miles off. 

Whether or no the High Commissioner was really in 
such a state of alarm as he appeared to be, the existence 
of such a scare in Natal would, no doubt, help to support 
his policy in • the eyes of those at home, as an actual 
inroad of Zulus at that time would have still more effectu
ally justified the charges he. had made against Cetshwayo, 
and the strong measures he had taken in invading Zulu
land, for the good of the Zulus themselves and the safety 
of the colony. After the disaster at Isandhlwana, Sir B. 
Frere of course reiterates his charges against the king of 
intending to invade the colony (C. 2269). But these 
charges are sufficiently answered by the mere fact that 
although, as Sir B. Frere himself points out, Natal lay at 
bis mercy for some months after the disaster, he made no 
attack whatever either upon Swazis, Boers, or English. 
After Isandhlwana, if ever, such invasion was to be 
dreaded, yet not only was none attempted, but even the 
Zulus wh.o, in the flush of victory, crossed into Natal at 
Rorke's Drift on the 22nd, were called back by their 
officers with the words, "Against the orders of your king I" 

In startling contrast to the panic which reigned after 
the 22nd January was the ignorance and carelessness 
shown by the authorities beforehand. At the very time 
of the disaster to No. 3 Column there was a train of 
fifteen waggons, with sixty-five boxes of ammunition each, 
moving unguarded up to Helpmakaa:r, upon a road eight 
miles from and parallel to the Zulu border! 

With the exception of Rorke's Drift, no military station 
was at this time more open to attack than Helpmakaar, 
distant 1from it about twelve miles. The fugitives from 
Isandhlwana, Captains Essex and Gardner, Lieutenants 
Cochrane, Curling, and Smith-Dorrien, with about thirty 
otb,ers, reached this place between 5 and 6 P.M., and at 
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once set about forming a waggon-laager round the stores. 
The garrison of two companies of the 1-24th Regiment 
had marched towards Rorke's Drift during the day ; but 
Major Spalding says : " On reaching the summit of a hill 
from which the mission-house is visible it was observed 
to be in tl.ames; this confirmed the statement of the fugi
tives that the post had been captured. This being the 
case, it was determined to save, if possible, Helpmakaar 
and its depot of stores " . . . . and. the column reached 
Helpmakaar by 9 P.M.-(P. P. [C. 2260] p. 88.) Captain 
Gardner, soon after reaching Helpmakaar, left for Utrecht, 
it having occurred to him to carry the news of the disaster 
himself to Colonel Wood, to whom, however, he sent on 
the message. Our loss at Ieandhlwana is given as 689 
officers and men Imperial troops, and 133 officers and men 
of Colonial Volunteers, Mounted Police, and Natal Native 
Contingents-Europeans (P. P. [C. 2260] pp. 93-98) ; but 
the actual loss was slightly in excess of those numbers. 

The Zulu army appears to have consisted of the 
following regiments: - 'Kandampemvu ( or U mcityu), 
'Ngobamakosi, Uve, Nokenke, Umbonambi, Udhloko, 
Nodwengu, and Undi (which comprises the Tulwana, 
'Ndhlondhlo, and lndhluyengwe), whose full nominal 
strength reaches a total of 30,900 men ; but the actual 
numbers are estimated at from 20,000 to ~5,000. 

The Zulus acknowledge to having suffered heavily, and 
their loss is estimated at 3,000. 

Cetshwayo's younger brother; Magwendu, who sur
rendered on 27th April, said he was present at Isandhl
wana. That the front and left flank attack was beaten, 
and fell back with great loss until the fire of the white 
troops slackened ; the right flank entering the camp, the 
attack was renewed, the English being unable to prevent 
their onset from want of ammunition. The Zulu army, he 
says, numbered 20,000 of the king's best troops. 

A court of inquiry, composed of Colonel Hassard, C.B., 
R.E., Lieut.-Colonel Law, ~.A., and Lieu~.-Colonel Harness, 
R.A., assembled at Helpmakaaron the 27thJanuary, when 
the following officers gave evidence : Major Clery ; Colonel 
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Glyn, C.B.; Captain Gardner, 14th Hussars; Captain Essex, 
75th Regiment; Lieutenant Cochrane, 32nd Regiment; 
Lieutenant Smith-Dorrien, 95th Regiment; Captain Nourse, 
Natal Native Contingent; and Lieutenant Curling, R.A. 

The evidence taken consisted of statements made by 
the above officers, not one of whom appears to have 
been questioned. The (so-called) inquiry seems to have 
been strictly limited to the occurrences at the camp, as 
we find Major Clery's evidence· finish abruptly, '' I saw 
the column out of camp and accompanied it." Colonel 
Glyn merely corroborated Major Clery's statement ; and 
the other officers gave their respective versions of the oc
currences at t.he camp ; Captain Essex giving a very clear. 
and detailed account of the movements of the 24th 
Regiment. 

The proceedings were forwarded on the 29th, with these 
remarks:-

" The court has examined and recorded the Rtatements 
of thf! chief witnesses. 

" The copy of proceedings forwarded was made by a 
confidential clerk of the Royal Engineers. 

" The court has refrained from giving an opinion, as 
instmctions on this point were not given to it." 

The proceedings were forwarded from Durban to the 
Secretary of State for War on February 8th by lord 
Chelmsford, who said : " The court has very properly ab
stained from giving an opinion, and I myself refrain also f 
from making any observations, or from drawing any con
clusions from the evidence therein recorded." 

He regrets that more evidence has not been taken, and 
has directed his military secretary "to append a statement 
of the facts which came under his cognizance on the day 
in question."-<P. P. [C. 2260) p. 80.) . 

On this officer's ·• statement " some remarks have been 
made in the previous chapter; and we must now quote one or 
two passages from the public prints, which appeared when 
Colonel Harness's share in the proceedings of the 22nd of 
January first came to light. 

The Daily News of April 8th, referring to this episode 
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and the court of inquiry, says: "Lord Chelmsford seems 
to have been as unfortunate in the selection of his staff
officers as he was in everything else." 

Lieut.-Colonel Crealock's " statement " is stigmatised as 
" palpably written to establish a preconceived theory ; " 
and the Daily News says most justly that " Colonel Har
ness should not have sat as member of the court of inquiry. 
How it could have been supposed that an officer who had 
taken so prominent a part in the doings of the 22nd 
January was a fit and suitable member of a court assembled 
even to take evidence merely, is more than we can under
stand. Besides, the very fact of his being a member, we 
are told, precluded Colonel Harness from giving his own 
valuable evidence." 

The Natal Witness of. May 29th, 1879, makes some re
flections on the same subject, which are very pertinent. 
We need not repeat its criticisms on the court of inquiry, 
&c., but it says: "It is notorious that certain members of 
Lord Chelmsford's staff-there is no need to mention any 
name or names-came down to 'Maritzburg after the 
disaster, prepared to make Colonel Durnford bear the 
whole responsibility, and that it was upon their representa
tions that the High Commissioner's telegram about 'poor 
Durnford's misfortune' was sent." 

How a court of inquiry thus assembled was to throw 
much light on the causes of the disaster does not appear. 
Its scope was expressly limited to the doings at the camp ; 
and under any circumstances it could not well criticise the 
faults of the General. The proceedings of this court of 
inquiry can therefore only be considered as eminently 
unsatisfactory. 1 

1 Lieut.-Coloncl Ha.mess says that "instructions were given to the court 
to in')uire into th1:1 • loss of tM camp cm Jam111,ry 22,' and Mt ' into the 
circumstances of the disastro118 aft'air of Isandhlwana.' To a careless or 
indifferent reader (he says) there will not appear much difference between 
these two heads of instruction ; btit a little consideration will show that 
there is a wide distinction, and that the • disastrous affair ·of Isandhlwana' 
offers a much wider field of investigation than the • 1088 of the camp.' The 
duties of the Court were, I hold to be, to ascertain what orders were given 
for the defence of the camp, and how these orders were carried out." -
Fraser', Magazi:M, April, 1880. 
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We might here leave this painful subject, were it not for 
the undisguised attempts that have been made to throw 
the blame on the dead. 

In considering the· question of blame, we must first put 
before us the circumstances in which the camp defenders 
found themselves when they were required "to defend the 
camp." . 

Now the orders given to Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine are stated 
by Major Clery, senior staff-officer of No. 3. Column, thus : 

" Before leaving the camp I sent written instructions to 
Colonel Pulleine, 24th Regiment, to the following effect : 
' You will be in command of the camp during the absence 
of Colonel Glyn; draw in (I speak from•memory) your camp 
or your line of defence '-I am not certain which-' while 
the force is out; also draw in the line of your infantry out
posts accordingly, but keep your cavalry vedettes still far 
advanced.' I told him to have a waggon ready loaded 
with ammunition ready to follow the force going out at a 
moment's notice, if required. I went to Colonel Pulleine's 
tent just before leaving camp to ascertain that the had got 
these instructions, and again repeated them verbally to 
him." 1-(P. P. [C. 2260] p. 81.) 

Lieut.-Colonel Crealock states: "Soon after 2 A.M. on 
the 22nd January I received instructions from the Lieu
tenant-General to send a written order to Lieutenant
Colonel Durnford, R.E., commanding No. 2 Column, to the 
following effect (I copied it in my note-book, which was 
afterwards lost) : ' Move up to Isandula Camp at once 
with all your mounted men and Rocket Battery; take 
command of it. I am accompanying Colonel Glyn, 'who 
is moving -off at once to attack Matyana and a Zulu force, 
said to be twelve or fourteen miles off, and at present 
watched by Natal Police, Volunteers, and Natal Native 

1 In tbe Timu of Natal, Jll.Iiuary 5th, 1881, Mr. Hugh L. Carbutt 
writes : "I waa told hy a gentleman living in the Umsinga Division, that 
he had, presumably many months before my visit, picked up on the battle
field Lord Chelmsford's written ordel'II to Colonel Pnlleine." 

Later information says that the finder· of the written orders is Mr. 
• Fynn, Resident .Magistrate at Umsings, and that he haa recently sent the 

document to Lord Chelmsford. 
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Contingent. Colonel Glyn takes with him 2-24th Regi
ment, four guns RA., and Mounted Infantry."-(P. P. [C. 
2260] p. 98.) 

But with regard to these orders there is strong evidence 
of error in Lieut-Colonel Crealock's statement, and that 
Colonel Durnford did not receive any such order as " take 
command of" the camp. This is plainly proved by the 
fact that Colonel Pulleine's orders fixed the term of his 
command-" during the absence of Colonel Glyn "-and 
that the orders sent to break up the camp were addressed 
to Colonel, Pulleine (reaching .him about noon, when the 
action was commencing).1 

Colonel Durnford, too, appears to have acted quite 
independently of the camp force prior to the engagement. 

Lord Chelmsford's contention is that the camp was lost 
" because the strict orders for its defence which had been 
given had not been carried out." 

Now there is no evidence whatever that" strict orders for 
its defence," were given or even thought of, or that any 
given orders were departed from. And it must be remem
bered that " the camp " consisted of a line of six camps, 
with a front of half a mile, the waggons of each corps 
drawn up in rear of its respective camp ; and that the 
position was commanded by higher ground on the im
mediate right and rear-a situation wholly inconsistent 
with defensive action within the camp limits. • 

Not only were no" strict orders" for the defence of the 
camps given, but no defensive precautions of any kind were 
taken by Lord Chelmsford, or permitted to be taken when 
suggested. 

As reg~ds the force left to defend the camp, there.were no 
instructions to form a defensive post ; the General did not 
think it necessary, though to him was the almost prescient 
remark made-" We should be all right if we only had a 
laager." He saw no danger; he was about to move his 
camp on, and a laager would be useless work, so he put 
the suggestion on one side with the remark : "It would 
take a week to make." Thus Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine was 

1 For further evidence, see Appendix. 
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left, and he had no reason to anticipate danger, till, almost 
without a moment's warning, he found the camp threat
ened by an overwhelming force ; he then endeavoured 
to hold the broken ground close in front of the camp, 
where his men found some cover; the camp itself being 
absolutely indefensible. Colonel Durnford, as we have 
seen, reached the camp about 10.30 A.M., before which 
time Major Chard says : "The troops were in column . . . . 
out of camp," and he saw Zulus " on the crest of the 
distant hills," and several parties moving to the left 
towards Rorke's Drift. Colonel Durnford takes out his 
mounted men to ( as he thinks) assist his General, and to 
see what the enemy is about. 

Again, some assert that ~he action was brought about 
by Colonel Durnford's Native Horse in the Ingqutu Hills. 
Even had it been so, yet this officer's duty distinctly was 
to feel and reconnoitre the enemy.1 When the Zulu army 
moved forward to the attack, he, with his handful of men, 
fell slowly back, gaining all the time possible for the 
camp defenders. 

Taking the whole of the circumstances of the day, we 
may conclude that, had the enemy remained hidden on 
the 22nd, we should probably have lost the entire column 
instead of part ; but the account given by an English 
Officer with one of the troops that first saw the enemy, 
and other accounts from Zulus, seem to make it clear that 
the Zulus were moving to surround the camp when they 
came in contact with the horsemen. z 

Now, whether these defenders did or did not take the 

1 With respect to this, Lord Chelmsford lays down a principle (relative 
to the border raids, but even more strongly applicable here) that if a force 
remains "on the passive defensive, without endeavouring by means of 
scoutin~ in small bodies or by raiding in large ones, to disoover whst the 
enemy IS doing in its immediate front, it deserves to be surprised and 
overpowered."-("P. P. [C. 2318] p. 80.) 

2 The Zulu army bivouacked on the 21st of January behind t.he hills on 
the left.front of the camr-the extreme right three miles N.N.E. aud 
almost in direct prolongation of the line of the camps ; the left about five 
miles to the left.front, and E. of the camp. The orders given to the Zulu 
army were to completely encircle the British camp before any attack was 
made. 
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best measures "to defend the camp " when it was attacked, 
the primary causes of the disaster were undoubtedly 
these: 

1. The fatal position selected for the camp, and the 
total absence of any defensive precautions. 

2. The absence of systematic scouting, whereby an 
army of upwards of 20,000 Zulus was enabled to approach 
Isandhlwana on the 21st, and remained unobserved till the 
22nd, although their mounted scouts were actually seen 
by the General and staff on the 21st, watching them. 

3. The subdivision of the force, and the absence of 
proper communications by signalling or otherwise. 

4. The neglect of warnings given by the events of the 
day, and messages from the camp; also the withdrawal of 
a force actually on the march to the relief of the camp. 

For these principal causes of the disaster, none of those 
who fell were responsible. 

That Lord Chelmsford was shaken by the tragic events 
of January is evident from his letter to the Secretary of 
State for War, dated" Durban, Natal, February 9th, 1879," 
and which ran as follows: " I consider it my duty to lay 
before you my opinion that it is very desirable, in view 
of future contingencies, that an officer of the rank of 
Major-general shall be sent out to South Africa without 
delay. In June last I mentioned privately to His Royal 
Highness the Field-Marshal Commanding-in-Chief that 
the strain of prolonged anxiety and exertion, physical 
and mental, was even then telling on me. What I telt then, 
I feel still more now. His Excellency Sir Bartle Frere 
concurs in this representation, and pointed out to me that 
the officer selected should be fitted to succeed him in his 
position of High Commissioner. In malring this repre
sentation, I need not assure you that it will be my earnest 
desire to carry on my duties for Her Majesty's service 

• up to the fullest extent of my powers."-(P. P. [C. 
2260] p. 79.) 

The exact meaning of this letter has never been made 
clear. No doubt Lord Chelmsford was feeling "the strain 
of prolonged anxiety and exertion, physical and mental," 
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but His Royal Highness the Commander-in-Chief said 
that he bad no previous knowledge of it. Students of 
Greek history will note the striking parallelism of this 
case with that of Nicias, who, when commanding before 
Syracuse in the year 414 B.C., applied to be superseded.· 
" Such was the esteem which the Athenians felt for this 
union of good qualities, purely peraonal and negative, 
with eminent station, that they presumed the higher 
aptitudes of command," and " the general vote was one 
not simply imputing no blame, but even pronouncing 
continued and unabated confidence." -Grote's History of 
Greece. 

But of all the at.range and incomprehensible circum
stances connected with that sad time, the one which 
struck Natal as the strangest was the utter desertion of 
the battle-field and the long neglect of the dead who lay 
there. On the 4th February Major Black, 2-24th Regi
ment, with a small party, found the bodies of Lieutenants 
Melville and Coghill about 300 yards from the river on 
the Natal side, near the Fugitives' Drin, and they were 
buried on the spot, the colours which they had striven to 
save being found in the river, and returned next day to 
the Regiment at Helpmakaar. 

The fatal field of Isandhlwana was not again seen till 
the 14th March, when Major Black, 2-24th, with a small 
mounted party, paid a flying visit to the spot, a few shots 
only being fired at them from a distance. No attempt 
was made to bury the dead, and until the 21st of May 
that ghastly field remained as it was left on the 23rd of 
January, although there does not appear to have been any 
period since the disaster when a moderate force might 
not with perfect safety have done all that was necessary. 

On the morning after the return of Colonel Glyn's 
Column to Rorke's Drift, "Commandant Lonsdale mus
tered the Contingent and called out the indunas, and told 
them in the hearing of all that he want.ed to find out the 
rueu who were courageous and would stand by their officers 
and die with them if necessary, and that those who were 
willing to do this were to come forward. At this time the 

' 
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mounted infantry and volunteers were moving off to Help
makaar. The general_ reply of the Contingent was that 
they were willing to go over to fight along with the white · 
people, their shield against Cetywayo ; but that now that 
they saw their shield going away they would not go over 
by themselves, and that no one could say he was not 
afraid." 1 

" They were then dismissed, but in the afternoon they 
were all disarmed ( of their guns), and their belts and pug
garies and blankets taken from them by their officers. Each 

.. company had a flag, which they asked to take home with 
them ; some were allowed to do so, but others were not. 
They were then all told to go home, and to keep together 
till they reached the Umsinga, and then to divide each for 
his own home." 

On January 24th, Colonel Glyn wrote to Lord Chelms
ford : " The whole of the Native Contingent walked off 
this morning. Their rifles were taken from them ; all the 
hospital-bearers then went, and now the Native Pioneers 
are going. I am now left without any natives." The 
General immediately forwarded Colonel Glyn's letter to 
Sir Henry Bulwer, with the remark: "Unless these men 
are at once ordered back to their regiments, or punished for 
refusing to go, the most serious consequences will ensue " 
( ibid. p. 3). 

Sir Henry Bulwer very properly abstained from taking 
any strong measures as to punishing the men until he had 
inquired into the causes which led to their desertion. 
Eventually, indeed, he discovered that most of them had 
not deserted at all, but had been disbanded by their leader, 
Commandant Lonsdale. But meanwhile there was a great 
deal to be said, and on January 29th Sir Henry writes, 
pointing out that "the great disaster which happened to 
our force at Jsandhlwana Camp on the 22nu inst., the cir
cumstances under which these men passed the night of the 
22nd, and the retirement of the remainder of the column 
on Rorke's Drift and back into Natal, were all calculated 
to have their effect on the natives who belonged to this 

1 P. P. (C. 2318) p. 12. 
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column;" and proceeds: "I am told, too, that whilst the 
European force at Rorke's Drift on the night of the 23rd 
were entrenched, the Native Contingent was not en
trenched; and further I am told that, on an alarm being 
given that night, the European officers and non-commis
sioned officers who were with the Native Contingent left 
their men ·and took refuge within the entrenchments. On 
the following morning, the 24th, the ~neral and his staff 
left the camp; and this circumstance, those acquainted 
with the native character tell me, may very probably 
have had a further depressing effect upon the natives."-
(P. P. [C. 2318] p. 4.) . 

On February 7th, Sir Henry Bulwer writes again that 
he has received answers from the magistrates whom he had 
directed to make inquiries ~nto the causes of the dispersion 
of the men. These reports speak of the cheerful spirit 
and loyal tone of the chiefs, and of very many of the men 
having reported themselves to the magistrates on their 
return from the front. The accounts given by the differ~nt 
magistrates are unanimous as to the causes of the disper
sion. Some of the men declared that officers of the Con
tingent told them to return home and await further 
orders, 11.S provisions were short ; others, to use their own 
words, said: "We saw that the Government was driven 
out of Zululand, and the wind blew us back also." They 
thought also that the Commander-in-Chief's hasty departure 
from Rorke's Drift was a flight from the enemy. Another 
reason for their retreat, and to them a very strong one, was 
the necessity of going home and performing the rites of 
purifying after shedding blood.1 It was also stated that 
SO!De of them were led by their officers in their retreat. 
Others saw their officers killed, were left without con
trol, and fled. Their friends were now laughing at them, 
and they were eager to return to the front under proper 
guidance. 

1 Had Lord Chelmsford been acquainted with thia peculiarity of the 
Zulus. he might not have thought it necessary to hurry away from 
Iaandhlwana on the 23rd. There was no fear of the same force attacking 
again for aome days to come. 

• T 
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These, indeed, were ample explanations for the fact of 
the dispersion of the 3rd Regiment Natal Native Contingent, 
but they were followed by many and serious complaints, 
made by the men and reported by the magistrates, of the 
manner in which the former had been treated since the 
campaign began. These complaints comprised insufficiency 
of food, floggings for disobedience to orders which they had 
either never heard, or had not understood, and bad officers.1 

These were the most important items, the rest referring to 
their preference for their own methods of fighting, to 
which, as we have already shown, there were the strongest 
objections. 

These reports referred solely to the Contingent attached 
to Colonel Glyn's column, with the exception of one, which 
was concerning the remnant of the Zi.kali men, escaped 
from lsandhlwana. 

It was finally decided that the men of the Contingents 
belonging to No. 1 Column might " be allowed to leave in 
batches, but they must be made to understand that they 
are required for the defence of Natal" (P. P. [C. 2260] 
p. 22). The Contingent forming No. 2 Column remained 
steadily serving throughout the war. Major Bengough's 
battalion had a narrow escape of sharing in the disaster of 
Isandhlwana, and the men were somewhat shaken and 
disheartened at seeing the Contingent of No. 3 Column 
dispersing; but this ill-effect soon passed away. 

Colonel Pearson's remarks on the company of Native 
Pioneers belonging to his Column are concise and valuable. 
He says : "The men worked cheerfully. . They had eyes 
like hawks, and they did all their scouting to perfection. 
It convinced me that the Natal Zulus, under proper 
management, would make excellent troops." 

1 P. P. [0. 2818) pp. 11-17. 
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CHAPTER XV. 

THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST SIKUKUNI. 

WE have already, in a previous chapter, explained the 
circumstances which led to the war between the Transvaal 
Boers and Si.kukuni, independent chief of a mixed race of 
natives commonly called the Makati,si, more properly the 
Bapcdi, tribe. The immediate cause of the war was a 
border dispute between some of the gradually encroaching 
Boer farmers and the natives whom they had displaced, 
which ended in the latter taking possession of some cattle 
belonging to the former. 

This affair took place during a temporary absence of 
Mr. Burgers (then President of the Republic), who, on his 
return, demanded the cattle at the hands of Si.kukuni, and 
the restraint of his people within the limits assigned to 
them by their Boer neighbours. Sikukuni expressed his 
willingness to make the required restitution, but took the 
opportunity of reminding the President that he laid claim 
to a considerable piece of territory already occupied by 
Boers, to· whom he denied having ever willingly relin
quished it. This reply was the signal for a declaration of 
war against Sikukuni on the part of the President and 
V olksraad, and a large " commando,'' or volunteer force, 
was called out to attack him early in July, 1876. 

This force, consisting of some 3,000 Boers and over 
4,000 of their Swazi allies, made its way through the 
country, ravaging and destroying as f.it went, until it 
reached the famous st.ronghold known as " Sikukuni's 

T 2 
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Town," upon which it made an unsuccessful night attack 
• on August 2nd. 

A single reverse was sufficient to dishearten the gallant 
Boers, who immediately discovered various reasons which 
made their return to ~heir homes absolutely necessary. The 
commando dispersed, leaving a force of volunteers com
posed of stray Englishmen, Germans, and half-bred natives 
to occupy a couple of posts (Fort Burgers and Fort Weber), 
which they built for the purpose. From these posts they 
carried on a system of raiding expeditions upon Siku
kuni's people, which effectually prevented the cultiv~tion 
of their land, and finally produced a scarcity of food 
amongst them. This state of things was too harassing to 
last, and Sikukuni sued for peace, which was granted him 
early in 1877, conditionally upon his paying a heavy fine 
in cattle. 

A month later, and before the fine had been paid, Sir 
T. Shepstone had annexed the Transvaal, and, as we have 
already described, took over, with the country, its quarrels 
and demands. He tried to enforce the fine imposed by 
the late Boer Government upon Sikukuni, while remitting 
the war-tax levied upon the whites. After having been 
subjected to so long a course of marauding on the part of 
the Dutch, it is not impossible that the chief really had 
some difficulty in procuring, at a moment's notice, the 
2,000 head of cattle demanded by Sir T. Shepstone.1 At 
all events, the fine was not paid so promptly as the 
administrator expected; and the whole country being in 
an unsettled condition, perpetual disturbances still took 
place between Sikukuni's people and the border farmers, 
and also between the former and petty chiefs who had 
placed themselves under British protection. 

The most restless of the independent native rulers 
seems to have been a woman, Legolwana, a sister of 
Sikukuni's, who had her own clan, and whose head
quarters was a mountain stronghold, called MaseJlaroon. 
In February, 1878, her people had a quarrel (nor was it 

1 Who, it is said, insisted upon the animals being fine and in good 
condition, returning some which were sent in below the required mark. 
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for the first time) with a neighbouring native chief under 
our rule, from whom they took some cattle. Whether or 
no there were two sides to the question, the despoiled 
chief was our subject, and so it happened that Legolwana's 
people were met in the act of driving off the cattle by a 
patrol of Transvaal volunteers, who promptly interfered. 
This occurrence led to a general outbreak of hostilities. 
Legolwana's men attacked the two forts simult!i.neously, 
and the officers in command, Captain Clarke and Lieu
tenant Eckersley, with their men, escaped from them, and 
retired to Lydenburg. :From thence Captain Clarke. sent 
embassies to the Swazi king and another independent 
chief, asking for assistance against Sikulruni. His invita
tions, however, were politely declined, the chiefs in ques
tion not caring to interfere, although wishing to remain 
upon friendly terms with the English. 

Having obtained reinforcements from the gold-fields nnd 
Pretoria, Captain Clarke marched back to Fort Weber, and 
re-occupied it with a force consisting of 40 mounted 
volunteers under Captains Van Deventer and Ferreira, 150 
Natal Zulus under Lieutenants Lloyd and Dacomb, and 
300 Bechuanas under Mr. Tainton. 

Captain Clarke's first intentions were to attack Legol
wana and reduce her to submission. Captain Lacon 
Harvey, 71st Regiment, giYes the following description 
of her stronghold in his account of The Se,corani War: 

"The town, or kraal, of Legolani consisted of a number 
of straw and wattle-and-daub huts, beehive-shaped, 
situated at the base and on the terraces of a mountain of 
rocks and huge boulders 700 feet high, covered over with 
thick clumps of bush. The huts at the base of the moun
tain were surrounded by an impenetrable hedge of prickly 
pear; a single entrance, barricaded with timber, led 
through an avenue of prickly pear and cactus into the 
group of huts surrounded by palisading, wattle screens, 
and stone walls. Each group of huts was commanded by 
the rocks above ; from behind these a direct, flanking, and 
enfilade fire could be poured on the attacking party, which, 
on account of the intricacy of the ground, would be 
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compelled to advance in single file along the tortuous goat
paths leading up to the mountain. In addition to the 
cover afforded by the caves and fissures in the rocks, 
schanzes, or low stone walls, were built up wherever 
favourable positions with safe means of retreat presented 
themselves. The paths leading from one rock entrench
ment, or terrace, to the one above it, were so concealed by 
rock and bush as to be difficult to find. Finally, the 
Kafirs' most valued treasure, the cattle, was placed on the 
summit of the mountain, on a level plot of ground, 
surrounded by a stone wall." 

This stronghold was attacked by Captain Clarke's orders 
on the 5th April, and, "after about two hours' sharp work, 
the north of the hill was carried." 1 The fighting force not 
being sufficient to complete its work, was ordered to with
draw, after having swept all the cattle from that side of 
the hill (277 head of cattle and 211 sheep and goats). 
A considerable number of Legolwana's people are supposed 
to have fallen in this assault, the loss on our side being 10 
killed and 12 wounded, amongst the latter Captain Van 
Deventer slightly, and Lieutenant Lloyd severely. These 
two officers are reported as having led the attack with 
great gallantry. 

The partial success gained by the storming of Masel
laroon (with the loss of life on our side-considerable 
under the circumstances) was not such as to encourage 
Captain Clarke in the tactics with which he had com
menced his operations. He therefore abandoned all idea 
of seizing the native strongholds, and " established a cordon 
of forts, about twelve miles from each other .... with 
a view of harassing the Kafirs by preventing them from 
cultivating the Indian corn." 

" Legolwana had sued for peace, but Captain Clarke 
would not listen to anything except unconditional sur
render, with the guarantee that all life should be spared." 11 

Thus, with the usual notion that "no terms ~ be 

1 Captain Clarke's report (C. 2144), p. 87. 
1 Sir T. Shepstone to Sir H. Bulwer, April 16th, 1878 (C. 2144.) 
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made with savages," which has again and again produced 
such disastrous consequences for them and for us, a sys
tem of petty warfare was kept up, tedious, unnecessary, 
and by which no good could be done nor honour gained. 
To the volunteers, many of whom, says Captain Harvey, 
were "gentlemen by birth and education," there maJ have 
been some amusement in what that officer speaks of as 
"actions of daring individual enterprise," and. which he 
describes as follows: "Volunteers went out and lay am
buscades at night, to surprise and cut off Kafirs pro~eed
ing. from kraal to kraal, or to cultivate their fields, and 
'cattle-lifting ' expeditions were planned and boldly carried 
out; " but the life must have become monotonous in the 
extreme before July, when the native auxiliaries became 
so discontented with it that some of them were allowed to 
return to their homes, while a troop of mounted infantry 
was summoned from Pretoria to keep order amongst those 
who remained. 

It was about this time that Colonel Rowlands, V.C., 
came upon the scene. This officer, of whose services in 
1878-79 so little mention has been made, was sent out 
on "special service," and was for a short time attached to 
the staff of Lord Chelmsford (then General Thesiger) 
during the Kaffrarian war. He was subsequently sent by 
the High Commissioner to Pretoria, which he reached on 
May 6th. He employed the two following months in an 
inspection of the northern and eastern frontiers of the 
Tranvaal,1 and by dint of considerable personal exertion 
was enabled to supply valuable information to head
quarters. Towards the end of July, Colonel Rowlands 
was appointed Commandant of the Transvaal At this 
time the regular forces in the Transvaal consisted only of 
the 13th Light infantry, a few engineers, and departmental 
staff-quite inadequate for the work required of them ; 
but the Commander-in-Chief, in signifying his approval 
of the inanner in which Colonel Rowlands proposed to 
distribute the troops already under his command, informed 
him that he was about to reinforce the Transvaal with the 

• 1 Upon the Zulu border. 
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80th Regiment and Frontier Light Horse, with a view to 
active operations against Sikukuni. . 

The promised reinforcements arrived by degrees from 
Natal, and meanwhile there were Pretoria, Middle burg, 
Lydenburg, and Standerton, where considerable stores of 
ammunition, &c., were collected, to be garrisoned, as well 
as the cordon of forts, already mentioned, along the Lulu 
mountains, which left no large proportion of the troops
about 800 of the 13th, and under 300 volunteers and Zulu 
police-for service in the field. 

However, by the 29th August, Colonel Rowlands found 
himself in a position to leave Pretoria for the confines of 
the Transvaal, and reached Fort Weber on the 13th 
September. From thence to Fort Burgers was a long and 
tedious march through a difficult and trackless country. 
The column was forced to make its own road as it went, 
and had several skirmishes with Sikukuni's people en route. 
Reinforced by the Frontier Light Horse under Major 
Buller, and a party under Major Russell from Pretoria, 
Colonel Rowlands at last reached Fort Burgers, and, after 
a few days' halt for repairs, patrolling, and scouting the 
country, recommenced his march towards "Sikukuni's 
Town," distant about twenty-five miles. 

On the 3rd October he advanced with 338 mounted 
men (Mounted Infantry, Frontier Light Horse, and Trans
vaal Volunteers), 130 infantry, and two 7-pounder moun- . 
tain guns; his intention being to establish himself before 
Sikukuni's Town, thoroughly reconnoitre it, and, should he 
find that there was a chance of success, and that the 
position could be afterwards held, to attack it when be 
had brought up reinforcements. 

The position was one of extreme difficulty, greatly in
creased by the singular drought which was experienced 

• at the time, both in the Transvaal and Natal. 
From Fort Burgers to Sikukuni's Town, the approach 

lay chiefly through a defile commanded by " kopjes " 
(piles of rock and boulders, often some hundred feet in 
height), of which the enemy did not fail to take advan
tage. The weather was intensely hot, the thermometer 
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standing daily at over 100 in the shade, and the unusual 
drought had dried up the springs and small watercourses 
to an extent previously unknown. 

The camp was fired into on the night before the force 
sighted Sikukuni's Town, but from a considerable dis
tance, causing no damage· ·beyond one horse wounded, and 
a general stampede of the slaughter cattle ; a determined 
advance of the piquets, reinforced by their supports, 
quickly driving back the enemy, who did not advance 
again. . 

The stronghold was sighted upon the following day, 
but it soon became apparent to Colonel Rowlands that, 
under· the existing circumstances of absolute want of 
water and forage, he could neither venture to attempt 
its capture, nor to carry out his original intention of 
establishing himself before it. Deeply disappointing as 
was this discovery, Colonel Rowlands was convinced that 
his only course under the circumstances was to retire, and, 
his opinion being confirmed by the senior officers present, 
he reluctantly commenced his return march on the 6th 
October. 

Encouraged by the retreat of the force, the enemy, now 
in large numbers, followed and harassed it, almost until 
it reached the bivouac, eight miles from Fort Burgers. 
Thirteen thousand rounds of ammunition were expended 
in keeping off the foe during the march, and both man 
and beast suffered severely from want of water and the 
intense heat of the sun. The force reached Fort Burgers 
the following day, with ·the loss of 1 man wounded; 
5 horses were killed, I O died of horae sickness, and 
4 horses and 1 mule were wowided. Here they re
mained for several weeks, in hopes that the summer rains, 
which it was natural to expect should fall at this time 
of year, would enable them to make a second advance 
upon Sikukuni's Town. Meanwhile mounted patrols, 
under Major Buller, Major Russell, Captain Clarke, and 
Lieutenant Eckersley (in command of Swazi levies), swept 
the country in every direction, harrying the natives and 
capturing their cattle, but without meeting with any 
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armed opposition. Horse sickness now set in -that 
South African scourge, from which the force had hitherto 
suffered but slightly, and in single cases, but which at 
this time became an epidemic, deaths occurring daily, 
sometimes but a few hours after the animal was attacked 
by the disease. This unfortunate circumstance added 
greatly to the difficulties of the situation.1 

After the retreat of the force from before Sikukuni's 
Town, the enemy made several determined attacks upon 
the forts in the Mamalubi Valley, especially upon Fort. 
Faugh-a-Ballagh ; and although these attacks were in 
every case successfully resisted, they necessitated the 
strengthening of the garrisons of the forts along this 
line. 

Lord Chelmsford (then General Thesiger)' had pre
viously given notice to Colonel Rowlands that a column 
from the Transvaal, under the command of the latter, 
would be required to co-operate with the Ama-Swazi in 
the invasion of Zululand The 13th Regiment, Frontier 
Light Horse, and Lieutenant Nicholson's guns, were all 
to be available for that purpose as soon as the Sikukuni 
affair (which was then lightly considered) should be 
settled. By this arrangement, the 80th Regiment and 
volunteers alone were reserved for the defence of the 
Transvaal. As the season was now far advanced, Colonel 
Rowlands was obliged to make the beet arrangements he 
could for the defence of the border with the force-an 
absurdly small one, considering the disturbed state of the 
country-which would be left after the withdrawal of 
those intended by the General for the Zulu invasion. His 
chief adviser, Captain Clarke, was of opinion that a pre
cipitate retirement from the valleys of the Steelport and 
Speckboom rivers would be unadvieable. These valleys 
contained large numbers of Kafir gardens, and, by holding 
them a little later, the natives would be prevented from 
sowing their crops for another season, and starvation 

1 Sir Garnet Wolseley, at the close of the Zulu war, led a force against 
Sikukuni, which stormed and captured his atronghold on the 28th of 
November, 1879. 
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would ensue. With this object in view, Fort Burgers 
was garrisoned with 100 of the 13th Regiment, and some 
50 mounted volunteers, while Colonel Rowlands himself 
retired to Speckboom Drift, about thirteen miles from 
Fort Burgers, where he constructed another fort in such 
a position as to cover the junction of four important road
ways. Having completed this work, he determined to 
attack some native strongholds in the Steel port Valley, 
into which he marched, with 3 guns, 140 mounted men, 
340 infantry, and 250 natives, on the 26th October. 
Moving before daybreak the following morning, he com
menced the attack, at 7 A.M., upon Tolyana Stadt, a spur 
of the Lulu mountains. Here there was some sharp work, 
difficult positions stormed and seized, and the valley 
finally cleared. Several kraals were burnt, about 12,000 lb. 
of grain destroyed, and 100 head of cattle taken. Sixteen 
of the enemy were " accounted for," the loss on the side of 
the attacking party being 1 killed and 10 wounded. At 
10 o'clock the same morning the Commandant returned 
to his camp on the Steelport, and, a few days later, to the 
new fort at Speckboom Drift. Despatches from head
quarters awaited him here, instructing him to withdraw 
altogether, and as speedily as possible, from the enemy's 
country. 

Arrangem~nts were immediately made for the evacua
tion of Fort Burgers, which was the advanced post on the 
direct road to Sikukuni's Town, the withdrawal of troops 
and stores being masked by a strong patrol under Captain 
Carrington, composed of mounted volunteers and native 
foot levies, who were sent, 'Vid, Fort Burgers and Orig
staadt Valley, to the Oliphant river. The head-quarters 
of the 13th Regiment (340), Russelrs Mounted Infantry 
(63), and Lieutenant Nicholson's two mountain guns, left 
camp for Lydenburg-the whole under the command of 
Lieut.-Colonel Gilbert, 13th Light Infantry-immediately; 
and in a 1few days' time Fort BurgersJ was emptied and 
demolishel Captain Carrington's patrol having returned, 
after capturing 345 head of cattle, and meeting no 
enemy except a small guard and the cattle-herds, Colonel 
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Rowlands marched from Speckboom about the 7th Novem
ber, leaving at that fort a sufficient force to guard the 
ammunition and stores which remained there. About 
thirteen miles from Lydenburg he halted and constructed 
a small fort, to cover the principal road leading to that 
town, and which he purposed to garrison with a detach
ment of volunteers. 

Considerable difficulty was now experienced by Colonel 
Rowlands in arranging the small force to be left at his 
disposal, so as to efficiently protect the great length of 
frontier, ~xtending from Fort Mamalubi (under the west 
side of the Lulu range, and about twenty-five miles from 
Oliphant River) to Kruger's Post on the east, besides 
garrisoning Pretoria, Middlebur~ and Lydenburg, in 
which were large quantities of supplies and war materiel. 
His plans were laid with due consideration for the nature 
of the country and the enemy, and after careful consulta
tion with those officers who were supposed to be most 
fully acquainted with both. Nevertheless they did not 
meet with full approval from head-quarters, from whence 
Colonel Rowlands finally received orders to remain where 
he was, and be responsible for the arrangements h~ had 
made, instead of proceeding at the head of No. 5 Column 
to the eastern border for the invasion of Zululand, as 
originally intended. Shortly afterwards Lieut.-Colonel 
Gilbert was directed to proceed with the 13th Light 
Infantry and Lieutenant Nicholson's guns to Derby, 
Lieut.-Colonel Buller having preceded bim to that place, 
which was now removed from under Colonel Rowlands' 
command and placed under that of Colonel Wood. 

The attention of the former officer was now turned 
to the di.sposition of the force that remained to him, and 
to the raising of new. corps of volunteers and strengthen
ing those already formed, which he deemed necessary for 
the security of the Transvaal. To this work he set himself 
with great energy and considerable success, stifling thereby 
the disappointment which it was but natural that he should 
feel at being excluded from the Zulu campaign. Towards 
the close of the month, however, he received a letter from 
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the General, asking him to spare two companies of the 
80th Regiment to take the place of the force under Colonel 
Gilbert, which had been moved to· Liineburg, and which 
shortly after joined Colonel Wood's column. Somewhat to 
his surprise, he was reminded that Derby was in ltis 
command, and was told that the General commanding 
would be glad if he would pror.eed there in person to 
rW,SSUre the Swazis; That same day the two companies of 
the 80th, under Major Creagh, were put in orders to march 
as directed, and Colonel RowlA.Dds followed a week later, 
leaving the forces defending the northern border under the 
able command of Major Carrington, who, however, took 
such instructions from Captain Clarke as he considered 
necessary to give as Commissioner· of that district under 
His Excellency the Administrator of the Transvaal. 

At Derby there was, not unnaturally, some slight con
fusion owing to this double appointment of officers in 
command ; but having overcome this difficulty, Colonel 
Rowlands set himself seriously to consider the situation, 
which was by no means a promising one. A force com
posed of two companies of Europeans and 250 natives, 
collected from the neighbouring country, was clearly use
less for any aggressive purposes, while the Swazis, though 
ready and willing to co-operate with an English force large 
enough to support them, were evidently far from satisfied 
with the number collected at Derby. That town, or hamlet 
rather, consisting of but two houses in point of fact, is 
situated from twenty to five-and-twenty miles from the 
Zulu border of a part of Zululand peopled by some of the 
most warlike tribes of that nation, and so small a garrison 
as the above did but invite attack and disaster. Upon. 
these considerations Colonel Rowlands determined to re
inforce himself from Pretoria and Lydenburg. He sent 
instructions to Major Tyler, 80th Regiment, to send him 
three companies of the 80th, two Armstrong guns, and a 
troop of W eatherley's Border Horse, but directing him to 
consult the colonial authorities as to whether the troops 
could be safely spared, before complying with the order. 

At this time, in the beginning of January, the Zulus 
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throughout this northern and thickly-populated part of the 
country were perfectly quiet and even friendly. There was 
still a possibility that the difficulty between their king and 
the English might be settled without bloodshed, and the 
people were evidently anxious to avoid giving cause of 
offence. Colonel Rowlands, wllo employed his time while 
waiting for his reinforcements (which would take some 
weeks to arrive) in reconnoitring the country, found the 
roads open and the inhabitants inoffensive. At this period 
he also attempted to organise a frontier force of farmers
Englishmen, Boers, and Germans-whom he summoned 
to a meeting for consideration of the question. From 
:fifty to sixty attended, and, after hearing his address, 
their spokesman responded to the effect that they were 
willing to take service for the defensive object proposed, 
but that it was to be clearly understood that by uniting 
themselves to a common protective cause (course?), they 
did not thereby acknowledge allegiance to the B~tish 
crown. But a committee, subsequently formed to con
sider details connected with the proposed force, fell out 
amongst themselves, and the scheme was abandoned. 

On the 26th January, Colonel Rowlands received from 
Sir T. Shepstone the news of the disaster at Isandhlwana; 
and from this time nothing but contradictory orders and 
impossible commands seem to have reached him at his 
distant post. He heard of the troops he had intended for 
special purposes being ordered elsewhere; he was directed 
by Lord Chelmsford to take orders from his junior, Colonel 
Wood; he received different instructions, entirely opposed 
to each other, concerning the calling out of the Swazi. 
allies; nevertheless, in spite of the confusion which reigned 
at that unhappy epoch, he kept his head, and went steadily 
on with the plans he had formed. By the second week in 
February he had, with some difficulty, collected a force of 
something under a thousand Europeans and natives, and 
was prepared to operate. It seemed, however, impossible 
to get any distinct orders or definite instructions from 
those in command, either military or civil ; and represen
tatioIIB having been made to him by the border Boers that 
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a Zulu impi was about to attack them from the Tolaka 
Mountains, he marched out with a portion of his force in 
that direction, lea~g Major Tucker (80th) in command 
of the rest. While halted at the Assegai River upon t1lis 
expedition, he received a despatch from Colonel Wood, 
requesting him to march his force froin Derby to Liineburg 
to his support. Sending a note to Major Tucker; directing 
him to start for Liineburg next morning, he continued his 
march, attacked and took the Tolaka Mountain, and then 
proceeded towards Liineburg with his own force. He was 
now about eighteen miles from where his head-quarters 
camp under Major Tucker would be, with a broken and 
hilly country to pass through, over which he had great 
difficulty in conveying his wounded (fortunately but few), 
and the captured women and children. These captives 
were, on this account, offered their freedom, but refused to 
accept it, which, perhaps, was not unnatural, seeing that 
their homes and crops were destroyed, and they had no 
longer any means of livelihood. 

The force passed through the Intombi Valley, laying 
the country waste for miles on either side of the road as 
it went, and met on its way messengers from Colonel 
Wood, requesting the immediate presence of the mounted 
corps. But upon the 23rd February, Colonel Rowlands 
received a memorandum to the effect that the Lieut.
General, by desire of the High Commissioner, wished him 
to proceed at once back to Pretoria, to prepare some 
defence against the Boers, who had assumed a threatening 
attitude. Upon the receipt of this order he quitted the 
Liineburg district, and arrived on the 6th of March at 
the capital of the Transvaal. Here there were but 200 
infantry and some few mounted volunteers; but by 
Colonel Rowlands' exertions the number was soon swelled 
to 600 or 700, by the addition of city corps and other 
volunteers. 

A considerable number of Boers who had never willingly 
accepted the annexation of their country by the English, 
had taken the opportunity, offered by the general con
fusion which reigned after the disaster of the 22nd 
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January, of endeavouring to regain the independence of 
their stl!,te. Mass meetings were held to discuss the 
subject, and finally a large body of armed men formed a 
camp at no great distance from Pretoria. The situation 
appeared a very serious one; and the High Commissioner 
himself travelled to Pretoria to endeavour by his honeyed 
words to calm an agitation which might prove so singularly 
inconvenient should the angry feelings of the indignant 
Boers find vent in blows. On the 12th of April, just two 
years from the day of annexation, Sir B. Frere met a 
deputation of the Transvaal farmers at Erasmus Spruit, 
about six miles from Pretoria, and held a long discussion 
with them upon the subject of their rights and wrongs. 
They repeatedly and plainly asserted that Sir T. Shepstone 
had coerced the people into submission by threatening 
them with the Zulus, and declared unanimously that 
nothing would satisfy them but the recovery of their 
liberties. Sir Bart1e.Frere gave them to understand in re
turn that this was the only thing for which they might not 
hope, but that he would recommend their statements as 
worthy of serious consideration. He assured them that 
he looked upon the voortrekkers as an honour to their race, 
and that he felt proud to belong to the same stock. The 
Queen, he told them, felt for them "as for her own 
children ; " 1 and he hoped to tell her that she had " no 
better subjects in her empire," than amongst them. The 
committee, however, retired in complete dissatisfaction, 
and addressed a petition to Her Majesty, in which they 
remark, "unwilling subjects but faithful neighbours we 
will be;" and more than hint that they are prepared to 
" draw the sword " to prove how much they are in earnest. 
The excitement, however, calmed down for the time being, 
and Sir Bartle Frere departed. 

During his stay in Pretoria, he desired Colonel Row
lands to make preparations to resume hostilities against 
Sikukuni, and accordingly, by the end of May, that officer 
had increased the number of his mounted volunteers by 
450. He then made a vain attempt to induce Lord 

1 c. 2367, p. 90. 
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Chelmsford to spare him another regiment of regular 
troops ; but finding that this was decidedly refused, and 
that no operations were likely to take place in the Trans
vaal for some time, he accepted the General's offer of a 
brigade in the lower column. . 

On the arrival of Sir Gamet Wolseley at Port Durnford, 
he applied to that General for· the· command in case 
operations should be resumed in the Transvaal. To this 
he had a strong claim, both on account of bis experience 
and of bis laborious services there ; but the request was 
refused. 

u 
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CHAPTER XVI. 

NO. 4 COLUMN-INTOMBI-INDHLOBANE-KAMBULA-KING 1S 
MESSENGERS. 

ON January 6th, No. 4 Column, under Colonel Wood, 
V.C., C.B.-stren~h previously detailed-crossed the 
Blood River (the Zulu boundary according to the award 
of the Commission) and advanced to Bemba's Kop. 

Colonel Wood induced the petty Zulu chief Bemba to 
give up his arms and come in, which he did on the 10th, 
bringing with him about eighty of his. people and 1,000 
head of cattle, sheep, and goats ; they were sent to 
Utrecht. 

On the 11th, Colonel Wood, in accordance with previous 
instructions, moved with a portion of his force towards 
Rorke's Drift to meet the General. He received· orders to 
" occupy himself with the tribes on his front and left 
flank, notably Seketwayo," until No. 3 Column was "ready 
to advance to Isipezi Hill," when he was to " advance to 
Ingwe Mount,'' both columns to establish themselves, 
bring up supplies, and then move forward. 

On the march Colonel Wood seized about 2,000 head of 
cattle, the owners of which were quietly tending them as 
usual (these were supposed to be Sihayo's), and next day 
attacked a petty chief, who was said to have "given con
siderable trouble to the Transvaal farmers," with the 
result of seven Zulus killed and upwards of 500 head of 
cattle captured. 

Some 2,000 to 3,000 head of cattle were also taken from 
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the Tondolozi tribe,1 a slight resistance being offered by the 
Zulus, of whom one was killed. The cattle were kept in 
the vicinity of the ca,mp, in order that they might be 
returned to then OW!lers in the event of Seketwayo 
coming in. 

Personally, Colonel W oQd was "most anxious to refrain 
from taking any steps which nrlght discourage these iµen 

· from coming in "-as to which he quaintly rem&l'ks, " it is 
cheaper and quicker to accept Zulus as refugees than it is 
to fight them." 

The General, on entering Zululand, findiQg the difficulties 
greater than he had anticipf!.ted, instructed Colonel Wood 
" to act altogether independently, about the head, waters of 
the White Umveloosi River," and when Seketwayo had 
either surrendered or been defeated, to "take up a position 
covering Utrecht and the !!-djacent Transvaal border, where
ever he considers his force can be most usefully employed," 
and not to "attempt to advance towards the Iuhlazatye 
Mountain until an advance by the other three columns 
across the Umhll!-toozi River has become possible." 
(P. P. [C. 2252] p. 63.) These instructions appear to 
form the only communication between N os. 3 and 4 
Columns from the 11 th to the 24th of January. Lord 
Chelmsford writes on the 14th (of the 11th): •• Colonel 
Wood returned to his tiamp the same day. I have not 
heard from him since, but I sent .. him an express yes. terday, 
the 13th " (P. P. [C. 2242]. p. 46). No. 4 Column did not 
hear of the disaster to No. 3 Column until the 24th. 
Colonel Wood, from Bemba's Kop, communicated with 
Uhamo-a brother of Cetshwayo-who, ~ consequence of 
previous communications made to }lim, had asked for a 
way to be pointed out by which he might escape. 

No. 4 Column now moved towards lntemgeni (? U mtun:g
weni) River, and encamped there on the 18th January, 
Colonel Wood reporting " many of the natives are giving 
them~elves up to me; I have captured about 4,000 head of 
cattle." On the previous day a pai·ty of Wood's "irregu
lars" attacked some Zulus, ~ing 9, wounding about 20, 

1 Tondolozi, d~ 'br9thfll' I)( Seketwayq. 
u 2 
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and taking 5 prisoners and 100 sheep ; with a loss to 
themselves of 2 wounded (ilYid. p. 66). On the 19th and 
20th there were skirmishes with some of Tinta's people, of 
whom about 12 were killed. A prisoner was brought in 
by the Native Contingent on the 19th, whom they gravely 
asked permission to kill in the evening, "thinking they 
had done their whole duty in obeying orders and bringing 
the man in." 

The column encamped at Tinta's kraal, on the left bank 
of the Umvolosi River, and a stone fort was commenced. 
A reconnaissance across the U mvolosi to Zinguni Mountain 
met the Zulus in force, and was compelled to retire ,vith a 
Joss of two wounded, the enemy not being checked until the 
river was recrossed. January 22nd, the Zinguni Mountain 
was patrolled by a strong force, the enemy retiring hastily, 
and leaving about 600 head of cattle. In the distance, a 
large force, estimated at 4,000, was seen, and it apparently 
ascended the Indhlobane Mountain. The column had a 
smart engagement with the enemy on the 24th, and drove 
thtlm off with a loss of about fifty killed ; but, on receiving 
intelligence of the disaster to No. 3 Column, retired to 
Fort Tinta. 

At Ltioeburg a laager was formed by the Dutch farmers, 
under Commandant Schermbrucker, and Colonel Wood 
moved his force to Kambula Hill, to cover Utrecht and 
the neighbouring border, and there firmly entrenched him
self. The situation chosen was a commanding and central 
position between the U mvolosi and Pevana rivers on the 
Jagt-pad (Old Hunting path), covering the country 
northward to Ltineburg, eastward to the Aba-Qulusi, 
southward to the Umvolosi, and westward to Balte's 
Spruit and Utrecht. 

The Zulus abandoned the open, and remained in the 
mountains and broken country, where rocks and caves 
afforded them secure positions. · 

On February 1st, Lieut.-Colonel Buller, with 140 irregu
lar cavalry, made a dash at the Aba-Qulusi kraal, thirty 
miles distant. This was a military stronghold, deemed 
by the Boers to be impregnable. It was situated in a 
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basin at a distance of nearly two miles from the summit 
of the rugged heights . by which it was surrounded, and 
almost hidden from view, although about 300 yards in 
diameter, and containing at least 250 huts. 

Leaving thirty men as a covering party, Colonel Buller 
moved with the remainder down the almost precipitous 
slopes, the horsemen frequently obliged to dismount and 
lead their horses. However, the kraal was not occupied 
in force, and, after a few shots, the inmates fled. Six 
Zulus were killed, 270 head of cattle taken, and the kraal 
burnt, the force returning from this daring exploit without 
casualty, after a hard day's work of twenty hours. 

A small fort was :finished and armed on February 3rd, 
and, on the 10th, Lieut.-Colonel Buller, with 400 irregular 
cavalry, reconnoitred the Indhlobane Mountain, and, after 
a slight skirmish, captured 490 head of cattle. 

A new fort was commenced at Kambula, about two miles 
higher up the spur, and the camp moved to this spot on 
the 13th, the fort being garrisoned by two companies of 
infantry and two guns. 

It was reported that Manyonyoba (an independent native 
chief paying all~giance to Cetshwayo) had been killing and 
plundering in the lntombi Valley, so Colonel Buller was 
sent with a fo1-ce to the spot. The Swazi chief Umbilini 
was also reported by Commandant Schermbrucker to have 
raided, in combination with Manyonyoba, and done much 
mischief to life and property ; however, a force sent from 
Liineburg had a successful skirmish with them. 

The king's brother, Uhamo, came in to Captain MacLeod 
from the Swazi border with 300 of his people and 1,000 
cattle, and reached Derby on February 4th, his following 
increased to about 600, and was moved down to Liineburg, 
where he arrived on March 7th. 

A sad disaster occurred on the Jntombi River to a de
tachment of the 80th Regiment on the 12th March. 
Captain Moriarty, with 104 men of the 80th, was escort
ing a convoy from Derby to Liineburg. On reaching the 
Intombi Drift (about four miles from Liineburg) the rivet· 
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was foilnd to be rising, and by the time the advanced guard 
(tbirty-fi'Ve men, under Lieutenant Harward) bad crossed, 
it was impossible to take the waggons over. They were 
therefore laagered on the river-bank in the shape of a 
triangle ; and there they 1·emained for the night. About 
4 A.M. on the 12th a shot was fired, and the troops turned 
out, remaining under arms for half an hour, when, all being 
quiet, they returned to their tents (it transpired afterwards 
that the outlying sentries had· been surprised and killed by 
the enemy). Suddenly the fog lifted, and a large body of 
Zulus, without any' warning, rushed on and took the laager, 
driving the troops into the river. • The party under 
Lieutenant Harward, which Wa8 encamped on the oppo
site bank, opened a brisk fire, but were soon broken, and 
obliged to fly towards Lttneburg; Lieutenant Harward, 
galloping in, gave the alarm. Only forty-four men of this 
detachment survived. 

Major Tucker sallied out from Liineburg, when the 
enemy slo'Wly retreated. The waggons were saved, and 
the bodies of Captain Moriarty and his unfortunate men 
buried. 

The comparatively quiet time at Kambula was passed 
thus : Colonel Wood was up with the first in the early 
morning, and often out with the patrols who daily scouted 
the country round for miles ; his force securely entl'enched ; 
himself a very strict but kind commander, who bad the 
full confidence and good1rill of his troops. Sports were 
got up for the amU.11ement and occupation of the men. A 
band played· in the e'Vening, and the singing and laughter 
in camp showed that all were in excellent spirits. The 
daily business \'Vas cutting wood from the mountain-side 
some three miles distant, .escorts, patrols, and piquet-duty. 
One of the night piquets ( eight men) posted at some dis
tance from camp was termed " the forlorn hope ; " its 
special duty was to gi'Ve early warning of an enetny's 
approach. But the most unpleasant feature in thi& camp
life was the absence of comfort at night. The troops 
uecessil.rily " turned in " dressed, armed, and ready for 
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instant work, with the pflf81Y11,0,l discomfort illustrated by 
this soldier's joke-that it was " Cetshwayo outside and 
Catch-away-o ! inside." 

Lieut.-Colonel Buller, having returned to Kambula, 
patrolled Uhamo's district, and in the direction of the 
Indhlobane range; and on the 16th brought into camp 
958 of lJbamo's people. 

On March 28th a reconnaissance by the .whole cavalry 
force was made towards Indhlobane. The Zulus 1 were 
in possession of the mountain, which was ascended in 
skirmishing order as rapidly as possible, the enemy keep
ing up a heavy fire from eaves and from behind huge 
rocks. The summit was reached with the loss of one 
officer-Lieutenant Williams-and serious fighting was 
kept up for some time in the endeavour to dislodge the 
Zulus from their secure positions. Captain the Hon. R. 
Campbell was killed, also Lieutenant von Stietencron, and 
Colonel Wood himself had a very narrow escape. 

Whilst engaged in this struggle a Zulu army was moving 
up to seize the approaches to the mountain, and cut off the 
force from· the camp. Immediately on this being observed 
a retreat was made· in rapid but good order, until a very 
steep and stony krantz was reached, where the men could 
only move in single file; here the enemy got in amongst 
the troopers, causing utter confusion. The officers did 
their best to steady their men, but it became a case of 
sauuq:,ui,peut. 

Captain Barton's troop was sent down the mountain to 
recover the body of Lieutenant Williams, and returned, 
having been joined by Mr. Uys. On the flats they came 
up with Colonel W eatherley's troop, and found the enemy 
in front and on the right and left. Retreating a short dis
tance they were surrounded, so, opening out, they charged 
through the enemy and over the neck, which was lined 
with Zulus. But few were enabled to win their way 
through • this perilous pass, and of those who did many 
were overtaken and killed on the plain. Of Captain 
Barton's troop but eight men returned to camp that night, 

1 Aba-Qulusi and people of Jilanyonyob& and Umbilini. 
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and the gallant Colonel Weatherley's "Border Lancers'; 
were almost annihilated. 

The broken force fought its way to the cam~, followed 
by the euemy for several miles. Many a man s life was 
saved by a comrade halting and taking him up on his own 
horse,· a personal in$tance of which Captain D' Arey gives. 
His horse had been killed under him in the· descent of 
the mountain, and he ran for his life for some 300 yards, 
when a man named Francis caught a horse for him, which1 

however, he shortly relinquished to a wounded comrade, 
running on himself on foot. Colonel Buller picked 'him 
up when nearly exhausted, but when he recovered his · 
breath he dismounted ; he was a second time in difficulties, • 
and assisted by Lieutenant Blaine, and again, a third time, 
by Major Tremlett, R..A. Indeed, most of the men got 
into camp with comrades mounted behind them.1 The 
loss was 12 officers and 84 non-commissioned officers and 
.men killed, and also Colonel Wood's staff-officer, Captain 
the Hon. R. Campbell ; Captain Barton, Coldstream 
Guards ; and Mr. Lloyd, Political Assistant. Colonel 
Wood's horse was shot under him. 

Colonel Weatherley, his young son, and Mr. Piet.Uys, 
the leader of the Burgher force, were likewise amongst 
those killed in action this day. 

Small patrols were sent out next morning to endeavour 
to find any men who might have escaped. 

Warning of an intended attack on Kambula was brought 
in by a native-one of Uhamo's men-and, about 11 A.M., 
dense masses of the enemy were seen in the distance, 
when all the force was assembled and the cattle driven 
into their la.ager. This defensible camp was thus 
arranged :-a fort with ditch, the main laager (waggons, 
surrounded with a light earth-work), and the cattle laa.ger 
(wa.ggons) formed a triangle-a. shelter trench connecting 

1 Lieut.-Colonel Buller tbua rescued no fewer than three of bia com
rades, and well earned bia Victoria Croae. 

Major Leet 1-18tb Regiment, and Lieutenant Browne 1-24tb Regiment, 
were alao decorated for similar gallantry on the 28th and 29th of 
March. 
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the fort and laagers. The fort mounted 2 guns (7 pounders), 
and was ~arrisoned by 2 companies of the 13th and I of 
the 90th Regiments, under the comma.rid of Major Leet. 
4 guns of Major Tremlett's battery were placed between 
the laagers and fort : and the cattle laager was held by 
one company of the 13th (Captain Cox): the main laager 
being under the command of Lieut.-'Colonel Gilbert. At 
1.30. P.M. the action commenced by mounted troops, under 
Colonels Buller and Russell, engaging the enemy on the 
north of the camp. They were speedily forced to return 
into the laager, followed by the Zulus until they. were 
within 300 yards, when a heavy fire from the· 90th 
Regiment checked their advance, and they opened out 
round the camp. 

At 2.15 the right front and rear of the camp were 
attacked by heavy masses of the enemy, who, apparently 

• well supplied with Martini-Henry rifles, occupied a hill 
commanding the laager, enfilading it so that the company 
of the 13th posted at the right rear of the inclosure had 
to be withdrawn. The cattle laager stood on the edge of 
a steep slope, which afforded cover to the Zulus, who 

.. collected here for a determined assault ; the laager wa.'!. 
however stoutly held by the company of the 13th ; but 
the Zulus coming boldly on, Major Hackett, with two 
companies of the 90th, was directed to clear the slope. 
They sallied out into the open, driving the Zulus back in 
a gallant manner under a heavy fire, until ordered to retire 
by Colonel Wood. 

While bringing his men in, Major Hackett was danger
ously wounded. Captain Cox also was seriously wounded, 

• and obliged to withdraw the remnant of his company 
from the cattle laager. 

The two guns in the redoubt were admirably worked 
by Lieutenant Nicholson, R.A., until he was mortally 
wounded; when Major Vaughan, RA., replaced him. 

Major Tremlett, RA., with four guns, remained in the 
open during the engagement. 

The infantry at length cleared the space between 
the fort and laagers, and the attack began to slacken 
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about 5.30 P.M., enabling Colonel Wood to assume the 
offensive; the Zulus were driven from the cattle kraal 
into which they penetrated, and from the immediate 
vicinity of the camp, the infantry doing great execution 
among the retreating masses. 

The pursuit was taken up by the mounted men under 
Oolonel Buller, and continued for seven miles, "killing 
great numbers, the enemy being too exhausted to fire in 
their own defence." All agreed in admiring the pluck of 
the Zulus, who, "under tremendous fire, never wavered, 
but came straight at us." • 

The loss of No. 4 Column was 2 officers killed, 5 
wounded, and 80 men killed and wounded. The strength 
of the enemy was thought to be about 20,000, of whom 
1,000 are supposed to have been killed. Colonel Wood's 
operations at lndhlobane were for the purpose of "making 
demonstrations against the enemy," as directed by the 
General, who had reason to believe at that time, that he • 
eheuld find the whole Zulu army between his force and 
Etshowe. (P. P. [C. 2367] p. 35.) One trooper, a 
Frenchman named Grandier, had a very remarkable 
escape from lndhlobane, of which the following is his . 
account : " On coming down the mountain we were met 
by a large Zulu force, and fell back across the neck 
assailed on all sides. I was about the last, having put a 
comrade on my horse whilst I ran alongside, when a Kafir 
canght me by the legs, and I was made prisoner. I was 
taken to Umbilini's kraal and questioned; after which, I 
passed the night tied to a tree. Next day I was taken 
into the middle of a large 'impi,' where I waa threatened 
with death, but the leader said he would aend me to 
Cetywayo. Next day I started for Ulundi, in charge of 
four men, who were riding, but I had all my clothes taken 
from me, and had to walk, carrying their food. On the 
evening of the fourth day we reached Ulundi, and I was 

. kept tied in the open till about noon next day, when 
Cetywayo sent for me, and questioned me about what the 
English wanted, where Shepstone was, &c. A Dutchman 
acted as interpreter, and I saw a Portuguese, and an 
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English-speaking Zulu, who could read.1 Cetywa.yo had a. 
personal guard of about one hundred men, but I did not 
see any large numbers of men at his kraal, but there were 
two stnall cannons there. Dnring my stay I was fed on 
mealies, and frequel\tly beaten. At last messengers a.r
rlYed reporting the death of U mbilini, and Cetywa.yo said 
he would send me to his Ka.firs to kill On the 13th 
April I' started in charge of two Kafirs; one armed with a 
gun and both with· asaegais. About midday we were 
lying .down, the KIi.firs being sleepy, when I seized an 
li8egai aud killed the man with the gun, the other run
ning away. I walked all night guided by the stars; next 
day I saw an impi driving cattle towards Ulundi, so had 
to lie still. After this I saw no Ka.firs, and walked on at 
night. On the morning of the 16th I met some of our 
own people and was brought into camp." Trooper Gra.ndier, 
when brought in, was dressed in an old corduroy coat, cut 
With assegai stabs, and a. pair of 1-egimental trousers cut off 
tl.t the knee; these he had picked up on the Veldt. He 
hlld strips of -cloth round his feet. 

Tht independent chief Umbilini, who was such a thorn 
in the side of the Transvaal, was killed early in April. 
Small parties had raided into the Pongolo V a.lley from 
lndhloba.ne, opposite Liineburg, until they were said to 
number some hundreds, when they came upon two com
pabies of the 2-24th on the march ; these at once 
laagered, aud the enemy moved on: Umbilini, Sihayo's 
son, and folll' horsemen, going back with twenty horses. 
They were. pursued by Captain Prior, 80th Regiment, 
with seven mounted men (80th), and another European, 
when Siha.yo's son waa killed, and U mbilini mortally 
wounded: 

The raiders were attacked by some parties of Transvaal 
Government natives, but went off to the Assegai River 
'With several beasts and sheep.-(P. P. [C. 2374] p. 51.) 

Meanwhile many attempts were made by the Zulu king 

1 Trooper Grandier's story of ill-treatment has since been contradicted 
"by thia Dutchman (Mr. Vijn) and others. Orandier was well treated, 
and sent back on horseback,. with plenty of good food. 
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t.o arrest the tide of invasion, and t.o bring about a mote 
peaceful solution of the difficulties between him and the 
English Government. 

When Lord Chelmsford first crossed int.o Zululand, mes
sengers were sent by the king to the column on the Lower 
Tugela asking for an explanation of the invasion, suggest
ing that hostilities should be suspended, that the British 
troops should re-cross the Tugela, and that talking should 
commence.1 These men did not return to the king, but 
remained at the Lower Tugela, Sir Bartle Frere says by 
their own desire, " on the ground that Cetshwayo would 
kill them for bringing an unfavourable answer." 
• .And Bishop Schreuder narrates on March 3rd that

"Two Zulus arrived here yesterday with a message from 
the king . . . , The king says: ' Look here, I have taken 
care of the deserted mission-stations, and not allowed 
them to be destroyed, thinking that the missionaries in 
time would return to them, such as Mr. Robertson's at 
Kwamagwaza, and Oftibro's at Ekhowe, but we now see 
what use the missionaries make of the station-houses ; 
Robertson has come with an impi (army) t.o the Ekhowe 
mission-station, and there bas made a fort of it, the houses 
being turned to advantage for our enemies. Seeing this, 
my people have of their own accord destroyed the other 
mission-stations; and although I have not ordered this 
destruction, still I cannot complain of it, seeing that the 
houses on the stations will serve as a shelter for our 
present invading enemy. I am in a fix what t.o do with 
your station Entumeni, for ii is reported . . . . that the 
column at Miltangambill (Ntunjambili) is t.o .... march 
to Entumeni, turn the station int.o a fort, like Robert.son 
has had the Ekbowe turned int.o a fort. In that case I 
will, much against my wish, be obliged t.o destroy the 
house at Entumeni, as a matter of self-protection, the last 
thing I ever thought of doing, as I have no grudge against 
you or your station.' This is the substance of the king's 
message t.o me with respect t.o my station,. Entumeni ; 
it, therefore, now will entirely depend on the decision of 

I C. 237,, p. 109. 
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the General, Lord Chelmsford, whether the Entumeni 
station-houses are to be destroyed or not." Bishop 
Schreuder says : "The messengers also report that the 
king bas sent, through a certain Ikolwa (convert) Klaas 
(not known to me), that copy of Sir T. Shepstone's report 
which I, on behalf of the Natal Government, handed over 
to him from Her Majesty Queen Victoria, August, 1875. 

"Already Umavumendaba (Mavumengwana), had re
quested the king-to send that book with the deputation 
that met at Tugela,. 11th December, 1878, in order that 
there might be proved from that book wherein the king 
had sinned, since the. English had put forth such warlike 
demonstrations; but Umavumendaba's request was not 
then acceded to. The king now sends this book that from 
the contents of it may be proved wherein he has broken 
the compact made at his installation, 1st September, 1875" 
[1873].-(P. P. [C. 2318] pp. 35-37.) 

Bishop Schreuder requested Mr. Fannin, the border 
agent, " to receive the message from the messenger's own 
lips, and communicate it to His Excellency." He re
ported that Cetshwayo wished to explain to the Govern
ment that he had never desired war. He had not, he said, 
refused the terms proposed at the Lower Tugela; he had 
collected 1,000 head of cattle to pay the demand made on 
him, and would even have delivered up Sihayo's sons to 
the General, but "any Zulu that showed himself was 
immediately fired upon." The attack upon Sandhlwana, 
he protested, was not made by his orders, and his induna 
was in disgrace for having made it. As regards Inyezane, 
the king contended that Colonel Pearson provoked the 
attack made on him by burning kraals, and committing 
other acts of hostility. He asked that both sides should 
put aside their arms, and resume negotiations with a view 
to a permanent settlement of all questions between him
self and the Government. He would, he said, have sent 
iu a message some time since, but was afraid, because the 
last time, when he sent eight messengers to the Lower 

. Tugela, they were detained, who he now begged might be 
sent back to him (ibid. pp. 40, 41). 
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Mr. Fannin, on the 22nd March, reports the arrival of 
the messengers with the book, and says : " Cetywayo sen~ 
by the messengers the book containing the laws promul~ 
gated -.t the time of his coronation, and presented to biIQ 
by Her Majesty the Queen. 

"It will be remembered that this book was handed to 
the Zulu king by Bishop Schreuder at the request of the 
Natal Government some time after the coronation took 
place. The king now returns it, and asks him to cast his 
eye over its contents, and say in what way he has trans
gressed its provisions" (ibid. p. 47). 

On March 28th Mr. Fannin reports that "three 
meBBengers have arrived with a JJlessage from Cetywayo. 
Their names are Johannes (a native of Entume~). 
Nkisimana, and U mfunzi. On approaching the ferry 
they were fired on by the Native ContingeJ1.t. . , . The 
message is very short ; it is simply to say, Cetywayo se~ 
no reason for the war which is being waged against 
him, and he asks the Government to appoint a p~ ai 
which a conference could be held with a view to the con .. 
clusion of peace." They further brought a message froJQ. 
Dabulamanzi, that "a few days ago he sent a white flag 
with two messengers to Ekhowe, to ask for a suspension of 
hostilities, until the result of this mission Wad known, but 
the men have not returned. He asks that the men may 
be released." Mr. Fannin says: " Four other Entumeni 
men have arrived with these messengers," and he suggestlil, 
" that the Entumeni men should not be allowed to return 
to Zululand" (wid. pp. 44, 45). • • 

"Owing," says Sir B. Frere, on June 17th, "to some 
misunderstanding between the various civil and military 
authorities, these messengers also were detained for 
several weeks, and have only lately been sent back.'' 

"I do not for a moment suppose," he continues, "that 
either the civil or JJrilitary authorities were aware of this, 
or could have prevented it by bringing their detention to 
notice at an earlier period, but it shows the difficulties of 
intercourse on such subjects with the Zulus, where such 
things could occur without the slightest groUDd for 
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suspicion of bad faith on the pa.rt of either the civil or 
military authorities." 1 

It is not PMY to discover what unusual and mysterious 
difficulties the civil and military authorities can have 
found in ,communicating with the Zuln me$8engan (men 
who bad been employed for ;many y~ in carrying the 
"words" of Government and t.he Zulu king to each other), 
and it is still more inexplicable to whose notice·the said 
authorities could .have brought their detention. The whole 
matter ie about &!ii comprehensible as the stat.ement which 
appeared at the time in the Natal papers, that when these 
same messengers-a smell party-approached O\U' camp, 
bearing a white flag, "we firt.d upon it (i.e. the flag) to us# 
U8 ,i,ncriy." 

The detention of these m'essengers as prisoners at Kranz 
Kop came to the kDowledge of the Bishop of Natal about 
the middle ,of .April, and he at once brought the fact to 
1ibe . notie,e of the civil and military authorities. On the 
20th of April he saw Lord Chelmsford in Pietermaritz
b~ and ,spoke to him on the .subject. The General 
informed him that he had already ordered them to go back 
to .Cetshwayo, and to $BY that he must send indunas to 
meet him (LG.r.d Chelmsford) .at General Wood's camp, to 
which he was then bound. Nev~eless the General's 
message, which would take but two days on the rQad, ·had 
not ~cl Kranz K.op on the 29th, nor were the men 
actually released until the 9th of May. When finally set 
at liberty they carried with them a message calculated to 
discourage any fuither attempts on the Zulu king's part at 
bringing about a p~ful issu to the war, being merely 
that • if Cetywayo send$ any more messengers he must 
send them to the Upper Column (Dundee)." 

Nevertheless .oa the 12th of Juae the eame two old 
men appeared again, brought down, bearing a white flag, 
to Maritzburg by policemen from Mr. Fynn, resident 

1 Nevertheleu, .during the end of March and beginning of April com
municatio1111 took place between the Lieut.-Governor and the General 
commanding, on this BUbject (C. 2818, p. %) ; therefore botA the military 
&11d.civil authorities_,.. aware.of it. 
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magistrate at the Umsinga. .Apparently they had been afraid 
to cross at Kranz Kop, where the " sincerity " of their 
white flag had been " tested " before, and were sent, not to 
the military authorities, but to the civil magistrate, who 
sent theru down to Sir Henry Bulwer. He would have 
nothing to say to them, and transferred them to General 
Clifford, who examined them on the 13th, and sent them ·, 
off on the following day to Lord Chelmsford. They had 
already walked one hundred and fifty miles from Ulundi 
to 'Maritzburg with their message of peace, and had then 
still further to go in or<ler to reach the General, before 
they could get any kind of answer. Meanwhile the 
campaign was prosecuted without a pause. 

General Clifford's account of this 18 as follows : 
" I began by informing them that I was only going 

to ask them such questions as would enable me to judge 
whether I should be justified in sending them on to my 
chief, Lord Chelmsford, now in Zululand carrying on the 
war. The headman, U mfundi (U mfunzi), then made the 
following statement:-' We are Umfundi and Umkismana 
(Unkisimana), Zulu messengers from Cetywayo. I am 
sent here by Cetywayo to ask for time to arrange a 
meeting of Chiefs with a view to arranging peace. We 
did not go to the head white Chief, because Fynn at 
Rorke's-Drift, whom I knew, told me the Great White 
Chief was in Zululand, and we had better see Shepstone 
and the sec~nd White Chief, who were at Pietermaritz
burg, so we came on here advised by Fynn. I have been 
here about twice a year for the last six years as King's 
messenger, but not as Chief. I am nothing but a mes
senger, and I have no authority from the King to treat for 
peace, or to do anything besides delivering my message, 
asking if time will be given to assemble a meeting of 
Chiefs. I know Mr. Shepstone, Mr. Gallwey, and Bishop 
Colenso, and I have seen Bishop Colenso in this town, 

. and also at his place in the country, but I do not wish to 
see him now, and I have not asked to see him.' (This, 
according to their custom, merPJy implied that they had 
no message for him.) ' I want to see the Great Chief, as 
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the King ordered me to do. I only came here to deliver 
my message and because Fynn told me. This is the 
seventeenth day since I left the King's kraal. Am an old 
man and cannot go as fast as I could when I was young, 
and heavy rain detained me three days. The King told 
me to hurry on and return quickly. It will take us seven 
days to ~et from here to Ibabamango :Mountain if we go 
by Rorke s Drift. We only know of two other messengers 
sent by the King; one is Sintwango (Sintwangu), the 
name of the other we do not know. They have been sent 
to the lower column because Cetywayo thinks there are 
two Chiefs of equal power, one with the upper column and 
the other with the lower column. They are sent like us to 
ask for time to get out by the door. The King does not 
know the name of your big Chief, and we do not either. 
We are the same messengers the King sent to Fort Buck
ingham with the same message we have now. Only then 
our orders were not to go to your Chief as now, but to go 
to Fort Buckingham and wait for the answer there. We 
delivered our message to the military Chief there, and he 
sent the message on. The Chief was at Etshowe fighting, 
and the answer did not come for two months ; when it 
came it was that the great Chief was surprised we were 
still there. He thought we had gone back to the King 
long·ago. The officer at Fort Buckingham advised us to 
go to the great White Chief, but we said : "No, those are 
not the King's orders ; our orders are to come here, and 
now we will return and tell the King ; " and it was half of 

. the third month when we got back to him. We told him 
what bad taken place. He consulted his great Chiefs, and 
then sent us with the orders we now have to go and see the 
great White Chief, and that is now what we are trying to 
do. I have no power given me but to ask for time. The 
King sends his messengers first, because it is the custom of 
the country to do so, and not to send a great Chief till 
arrangements have been made where the Chiefs are to 
assemble to talk about peace. We have no power to talk 
about terms of peace. None but messengers have yet 

X 
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been sent. The messengers sent to the lower column went 
before the fighting began ; they were detained and did not 
return to the King's kraal till we did.' I said I was 
satisfied they ought to be sent on at once to Lord 
Chelmsford. 

" I would give a letter, written by me to Lord Chelms-
• ford, to Umfunzi, to be given by him with his own hand 
to Lord Chelmsford, and outside the letter I would say 
that no one but Lord 'ChEllmsford was to open it. This 
appeared to please • them much. I said I would write to 
the com~_anding officers along the road they were going to 
look after them, and to the officer at Rorke's Drift, to see 
them safe to ' Ibabamango.' ' Would a white man be safe 
going with them 1 ' 'Yes,' they said, 'quite,' and they 
wished one could be sent with them ; but still more, the 
King would be pleased if a white man was sent to him. I 
said I would not send a white man alone into Zululand 
with them, because my Chief did not approve; still less 
could I send one to the King, because I was only under 
the big Chief. Anything they wished to say about peace 
or anything else they must say to the big Chief when they 
saw him.''-(P. P. [C. 2374] p. 111.) • 

At no time during the war, indeed, did we eDC011rage 
the Zulu king in his persistent efforts to get peace; but 
inore of this hereafter. Here we will only add one further 
instance, namely, that of two messengers sent to Colonel 
Pearson at Etshowe, who, although brought blindfold into 
the camp, were kept as prisoners in irons until the garrison 
was relieved. The pretext for this detention was that they 
were supposed to be spies ; but officers present were satis
fied that there were no grounds for the supposition, or fdr 
the treatment which they received. 

Sir Bartle Frere of course inclines to the opinion that 
all Cetshwayo's messengers were spies, his entreaties for 
peace but treacherous pretexts to cover his evil intentions. 
:some of the men sent were old accredited messengers to 
the Government, whose names are frequently mentioned 
in earlier Blue Books, yet Sir Bartle Frere says of them : 
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"In no case could they give any satisfactory proof that 
they really came from the king." 1 

But the High Commissioner's habit of finding evil 
motives for every act of the Zulu king made the case 
of the latter hopeless from the first. . 

Meanwhile the despatches received from Sir Michael 
Hicks-Bee.eh contained comments amounting to censure 
upon the High Commissioner's proceedings in forcing on 
a war with the Zulus. He is plainly told that he should 
have waited to consult Her Majesty's Government upon 
the terms that Cetshwayo should be called upon to accept, 
and that " they have been unable to find in the documents 
you have placed before them that evidence of urgent 
necessity for immediate action which alone could justify 
you in taking, without their full knowledge and sanction, 
a course almost certain to result in a war, which, as I had 
previously impressed upon you, every effort should have 
been used to avoid." 

" The communication which had passed between us," 
continues the Secretary -0f State, ." as to the objects for 
which the reinforcements were requested and sent, and as 
to the nature of the questions in dispute with the Zulu 
king, were such as to render it especially needful that Her 
Majesty's G-0vernment should understand and approve any 
important step, not already suggested to .them, before you 
were committed to it; and if that step was likely to in
crease the . probability of war, an opportunity should 
certainly have been afforded to them of considering as well 
the time as the manner of :coming to issue-should it be 
necessary-to come to -issue-with the Zulu king. And 
though the further correspondence necessary for this pur
pose might have introlved the loss of. a favourable season 
for the operations of the British troops, and might have 
afforded to Cetywayo ,the means of further arming and 
provisioning bis forces, the circumstances rendered it 

1 ,.John Dunn is understood to have come back from his interview with 
the last peace messengers, and to have reported that the message was 
bon4fou, o.nd that Oetahwayo •• means to ban peace if poaaible." 

X 2 
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imperative that, even at the risk of this disadvantage, full 
explanations should be exchanged." 

The despatch from which the above is • quoted was 
written on the 19th March, and another, dated the follow
ing day, expresses the writer's "general approval of the 
principles on which the boundary award was based," as 
intimated in a previous despatch, but gives a very qualified 
assent to Sir B. Frere's emendations by which he seeks to 
secure the "private rights" of settlers on the wrongfully 
appropriated land, and remarks that he is disposed to think 
that the recognition of these said private rights of European 
settlers in the district declared to be Zulu territory should 
have been restricted as far as possible to those cases in which 
bond, fale purchasers had improved their farms by build
ing, planting, or otherwise, which restriction would have 
limited them to a very small number indeed. Sir M. 
Hicks-Beach also reminds Sir B. Frere that Her Majesty's 
Government had distinctly said beforehand that "they 
could not undertake the obligation of protecting" the mis- · 
sionaries µi Zululand. His comments upon the terms of 
the ultimatum, he says, are intended for Sir B. Frere's 
guidance when the time for once more proposing terms 
should arrive, and he concludes : "It is my wish that, as 
far as possible, you should avoid taking any decided step, 
or committing yourself to any positive conclusion re
specting any of them until you have received instructions 
from Her Majesty's Government."-(P. P. [C. 2260] pp. 
108-111.) 

Again, upon April 10th, after receiving Sir Bartle 
Frere's explanations, Sir Michael Hicks-Beach writes as 
follows: 

" Since I addressed to you my despatches of the 19th • 
and 20th March, I have received your two despatches of 
February 12th and March 1st, further explaining the con
siderations which induced you to decide that the demands 
made upon Ketshwayo must be communicated to him with
delay. The definite expression of the views and policy of 
Her Majesty's Government contained in my despatches 
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already referred to, which will have reached you before you 
receive this, makes it unnecessary that I !Jhould enter into 
any examination of the arguments or opinions expressed 
in your present despatches. It is sufficient to say that 
Her Majesty's Government do not find in the reasons now 
put forward by you any grounds to modify the tenor of the 
instructions already addressed to you· on the subject of 
affairs in South Africa, and it is their desire that you 
should regulate your future action according to these 
instructions. 

" But there is one point alluded to in your despatch of 
March· tst which I feel it necessary at once to notice, in 
order to prevent any misunderstanding. You refer, in the 
thirty-second paragraph of that despatch, to ' much that will 
remain to be done on the northern Swazi border and in 
Sekukuni's country,' and to the probability that 'the 
Transvaal, the Diamond Fields, Basutoland, and other 
parts now threatened with disturbance, will not settle 
down without at least an exhibition of force.' I entertain 
much hope that in each of these cases, including that of 
Sekukuni, the troubles now existing or anticipated may 
disappear, either independently of or as a consequence of 
that • complete settlement of the Zulu difficulty which I 
join with you in trusting to see speedily effected. But, if 
this expectation should unfortunately not be fulfilled, you 
will be careful to bear in mind that Her Majesty's Govern
ment are not prepared to sanction any further extension, 
without their specific authority, of our responsibilities in 
South Africa ; that their desire is that the military opera
tions now proceeding should be directed to the termination, 
at the earliest moment consistent with the safety of our 
colonies and the honour of our arms, of the Zulu question; 
and that any wider or larger action of the kind apparently 
suggested in your despatch should be submitted to them 
for consideration and approval, before any steps are taken 
to carry it into effect."-(P. P. [C. 2316] p. 36.) 
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CH.APTER XVII. 

THE LOWER TUGELA-Th"YEZANE-ETSHOWE. 

THE first step taken towards preparing for the campaign 
and advance of a column on Ulundi by the coast road 
was the landing of a "Naval Brigade" from H.M.S 
.Active, in November, 1878, under the command of 
Commander Campbell, R.N. The "Actives" at once 
marched up to Lower Tugela Drift, and commenced 
preparations for the crossing of the river. A "pont" 
was eRtablished, and boats collected preparatory to the 
passage of the troops. Fifty men from the Tendos, under 
Leiutenant Kingscote, R.N., joined the Naval Brigade on 
January 7th, 1879, but remained at Fort Pearson and took 
charge of the pont, &c., when the" Actives" moved up 
with No. 1 Column. 

The passage of the Tugela was a difficult and rather 
hazardous undertaking, the river being nearly 300 yards 
wide, with a strong curren.t flowing. The preparations, 
including taking across a wire hawser for the working of 
the pont, were conducted in a very business-like and 
satisfactory manner by Commander Campbell and the 
Naval Brigade. • 

The Navy had received. early notice of impending 
hostilities, and, as early as April, 1878, Sir Bartle Frere 
had requested Commodore Sullivan, C.B. (the naval chief), 
to remain at Natal, " in order to render such assistance by 
sea and land as may be practicable," " as it appeared 
almost certain that serious complications must shortly 
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arise with the Zulu tribe .... which will necessitate 
active operations."-(P. P. 2144, p. 32.) 

The coast was explored by the Commodore as far as St. 
Lucia Bay, and every possible assistance willingly ren
dered by him and the force uuder his command before and 
throughout the campaign. Valuable assistance wQ.S also 
given by Captain Baynton, agent for the Union Steamship 
Company's fleet. The force detailed for Colonel Pearson's 
command-styled No. 1 Column-concentra,ted on ~ort 
Pearson, on the Lower Tugela ; its detail has been 
previously given. 

It was directed that this column· 1.1hould cross the river 
and encamp on the Zulu bank, under the guns of the 
fort, there to await further orders ; but, from the flooded 
state of the river and other causes, the passage was not 
effected till the 12th January, when the principal part of 
the force crossed and encamped in Zulu1and. 

The 2nd (Captain Wynne's) Company Royal Engineers 
arrived at Fort Pearson on the 12th, and crossed on the 
13th. It immediately set about. the construction of Fort 
Tenedos on the left bank, about 600 yards from the river, 
to cover the crossing, protect stores, &c.· 

The Naval Brigade were constantly at work, day and 
night, working the boats and pontoon across the river, 
with the exception of the night of the 14th, when a 
heavy flood swept away the wharves. Twice the pontoon 
was upset, and one of the Active's men was drowned. 

Reconnaissances were made in the Zulu country, and 
a few prisoners taken, but there was no sign of any large 
body of the enemy. One of John Dunn's men reported 
on the 17th that " the whole of his neighbourhood " was 
"now deserted and the cattle driven into the interior." 

Everything being carefully prepared, the advance 
was made on the 18th, a strong advanced guard and the 
Natal Native Pioneers 1 preceding the column. Every 

. 1 This. company of Native Pioneers (one of th011e organised by Colonel 
Durnford, R. E., before the war) was raised from the tsmpl,qyu of the Colonial 
Engineer Department, and commanded by Captain Bell.does of the same 
department ; this officer being highly commended by his chief. The 
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precaution was taken to prevent a surprise, extra vigilance 
being necessary on account of the long waggon-train 
carrying tents, rations for fifteen days, and a large quantity 
of food and • ammunition destined for an advance depot to 
be formed at or near Etshowe. 

We may here say a few words on the extreme difficulties 
of South African transport-difficulties so serious and 
full of danger that they should have been eliminated 
from the plan of the campaign. 

The waggons used were, as a rule, ordinary South 
African ox-waggons, clumsy and heavy to move, each 
drawn by a team of fourteen to eighteen oxen. The Zulu 
oxen are much superior to the up-country oxen, as they 
stand more work, and will swim rivers; they even swam 
the Tugela, whilst the remainder had to be ferried over. 

The pace of the ox-waggon is about a mile and a half 
an hour, and drifts and hills cause frequent delays. 'l'ake 
for instance the train of No. 1 Column: it accomplished 
the march to Etshowe, a distance of thirty-seven miles, 
in between five and six days-from daylight on the 
18th to 10 A.M. on the 23rd-having only been detained 
by the enemy at Inyezane for about two hours : the train 
was necessarily some six miles in length, an element of 
the utmost danger had the swift-footed Zulus been a little 
more enterprising. Two or three thousand Zulus might 
easily have prevented Colonel Pearson reaching Etshowe 
with, his train, in spite of all the precautions he might 
and did take. The commanding officers of the various 
columns had no option in the matter of waggon-train, 
and as far as they • were concerned the transport under 
their control worked well. 

The difficulty of moving with a long train of waggons 
during the summer, or rainy season, can scarcely be 
exaggerated. Double spanning over drifts and soft 
places, making bad places good with brushwood, oxen 

company worked under the supervision of Lieutenant Main, R.E., and 
rendered excellent service. Colonel Pearson remarked : "The men worked 
cheerfully. They had eyes like hawks, and they did their scouting to 
perfection." __ 
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getting tired owing t.o the length of time they were yoked, 
rather than from the distance travelled, all gave endless 
trouble and anxiety, and entirely upset all calculations as to 
distances • to be traversed The transport duties of No. 1 
Column were admirably carried out by Captain Pelly Clarke 
and .Assistant-Commisaary Kevill Davis. 

The force advanced from the Tugela in two columns
the first crossed the Inyoni and encamped-weather very 
wet and trying. The second column' started on the follow
ing day (19th) and joined its leader at the Umsundusi. 
At this camp the troops _remained during the 20th. 
The reconnoitring parties had reported the Amatikulu 
impassable, and Colonel Pearson pushed forward engineers 
(native pioneers), with a strong working-party and guard, 
to render the drift practicable, which, after a day's 
hard work, was done. On the 21st the column again 
advanced, and, crossing the Amatikulu, encamped in 
the evening at K wasamabela, four miles from In1.ezane ; 
during the day a reconnoitring party burnt a military 
kraal near Ngingindhlovu. Up to this time only a few 
of the enemy's scouts had been seen, and nothing· had, 
occurred beyond an occasional nocturnal alarm. 

On the 22nd the column marched at 5 A.:r.t:., crossed 
the Inyezane River, and halted for breakfast, and to 
out.span the oxen for a couple of hours, in a fairly open 
spot, though the country round was a good deal covered 
with bush. The halt here was unavoidable, as there 
was no water for some distance beyond, but the country 
had been previously carefully scouted by the mounted 
troops under Major Barrow. 

At eight o'clock piquets were being placed, and the 
waggons parked,· when a· company of the Native Con
tingent-who were scouting in front, under the direction 
of Captain Hart, staff-officer attached to the regiment-
discovered the enemy advancing rapidly over the ridges, 
and making for the adjacent clumps of bush. The Zulus 
now opened a heavy fire upon this company, and almost 
immediately inflicted a loss upon it of 1 officer, 4 non
commissioned officers, and 3 men killed. 
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. The Naval Brigade (with rockets), under Captain 
Campbell, the ~ of the Royal Artillery, two companies 
of" The Buffs,' and the Native Pioneers were at once 
posted on a knoll close by the road, from wh~nce 
the whole of the Zulu advance was commanded. From 
this knoll the bush near was well searched with shell, 
rockets, and musketry. 

The waggons continuing to close up and park, two 
companies Qf the "The Buffs, " who moved up with 
them, were ordered to clear the enemy out of the bush, 
guided by Captain ~crregor, Deputy-Assistant-Quarter 
master-General. This they did in excellent style, driving 
the Zulus into the open, which again exposed them to 
a heavy fire from the knoll. 

The engineers and mounted troops were now enabled to 
move up from the drift, and, supported by a half company 
of " Buffs," and a half company of the 99th, sent on by 
Lieut.-Colonel Welman (99th) from the rear of the column, 
cleared the Zulus out of the bush on the right flank, where 
they were seriously threatening the convoy. The Gatling 
gun also moved up from the rear, and came into action on 
the knoll. The enemy now endeavoured to outflank the 
left, and got possession of a kraal about 400 yards from the 
knoll, which assisted their turning movement. This kraal 
was carried by Captain Campbell with his Naval Brigade, 
supported by a party of officers and .non-commissioned 
officers of the Native Contingent under Captain Hart, who 
were posted on high ground on the left of the road. Lieut.
Colonel Parnell with a company of " Buffs," and Captain 
Campbell with the Naval Brigade, now attacked some 
heights beyond the kraal, upon which a considerable body 
of the enemy was still posted. This action was completely 
successful, and the Zulus fled in all directions. About 
half-past nine the last shot was fired, and the column was 
re-formed, and resumed its march at noon. 

The loss sustained in this action was 2 privates ( "The. 
Buffs " ) killed, 2 officers, 4 non-commissioned officers and 4 
natives killed, and 1 officer and 15 men wounded. Colonels 
Pearson and Parnell had their horses shot under them. • 
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The enemy's force was estimated at 4,000-the U mxapu, 
Udhlambedhlu, and lngulubi Regiments, and some 650 men 
of the district-and their loss upwards of 300 killed. 
The wounded appear to have been either carried away, 
hidden, or killed by our natives. 

Four miles beyond the scene of this engagement the 
column bivouacked for the night ; and, moving off at 5 A.M. 
next day, reached Etshowe at 10 .UiL; the rear-guard not 
getting in till the afternoon. 

Etshowe was a mission-station, abandoned some months 
before, but now selected for an entrenched post in prefer
ence to more open and commanding ground to the north, in 
consequence of the necessity of utilising the buildings for 
the storage of supplies. The station consisted of a dwell
ing-house, school, and workshop, with store-rooms-three 
buildings of sun-dried brick, thatched ; there was also a 
small church, niade of the same materials, but with a 
corrugated-iron roof; ~d a stream of good water ran close 
by the station. Here the column encamped, and pre
parations for clearing the ground and establishing a fortified 
post for a garrison of 400 men were made. 

Two companies of "Buffs," two companies Native Con
tingent, and some mounted men, were sent back to 
reinforce Lieut.-Colonel Ely, 99th Regiment, who, with 
three companies of his regiment, was on the march to 
Etshowe with a convoy of sixty waggons. 

On the 25th, Major Coates was sent down to the Tugela 
with a strong escort and forty-eight empty waggons for a 
further supply of stores; and next day a " runner " arrived 
with news that a disaster had occurred on the 22nd. On 
the 28th a telegram was received from Lord Chelmsford, 
hinting at disaster-that he had been compelled to retire 
to the frontier-that former instructions were cancelled, 
and Colonel Pearson was to hold Etshowe or withdraw to 
the Tugela, also that he must be prepared to bear the 
brunt of an attack from the whole Zulu army. 

Colonel Pearson at once assembled his staff and com
manding officers, when it was finally decided to hold the 
post, sending back to the Tugela the mounted troops and 
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Native Contingent. These marched, unencumbered with 
baggage, and reached the Tugela in ten hours-a contrast 
with the upward march! The various buildings were 
loopholed, and the church prepared for use as a hospital, 
all tents struck, and the entrenchments supplemented by 
an inner line of waggons. In the evening Colonel Ely's 
convoy arrived safely. 

The mounted men were sent back from Etshowe, . 
because a large pr9portion of the horse forage consisted of 
mealies, which it was thought might be required for the 
use of the garrison, as eventually was the case. 

To replace the mounted men, a small vedette corps was 
formed under Lieutenant Rowden, 99th Regiment, and 
Captain Shervington, of the Native Contingent, and did 
excellent service. • 

These vedettes were constantly under fire. One was 
killed at his post. Another was attacked by some dozen 
Zulus, who crept upon him through the long grass; he lost 
two fingers of his right hand, had a bullet through each 
leg and one in his right arm ; his horse was assegaied ; yet 
he managed to get back to the fort, retaining his rifle. 

The vedettes being much annoyed in the early morning 
by the fire of some Zulus from a high hill, Captain 
Shervington and six of the men went out one night and 
lay in wait for them, behind some rocks near the top of 
the hill, wounding three and putting an end to the 
annoyance. 

Colonel Pearson felt it to be necessary to reduce the 
bread and grocery rations of the troops, but was enabled 
to increase the meat ration by a quarter of a pound, as a 
large number of cattle had been brought up with Colonel 
Ely's convoy. The waggons of the troops sent back to 
the Tugela were officially searched, and a quantity of food, 
medicines, and medical comforts thus added to the stock, 
the two latter subsequently proving of the utmost value. 
All articles of luxury were eventually sold by auction, and 
fetched almost fabulous prices : matches were sold for 4s. 
a box, bottles of pickles 15s. each, and tobacco 30s. a pound! 

The water supply was excellent, both in quality and 
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quantity ; . and in the lower part of the stream bathing
places for both officers and men were constructed ; and all 
sanitary arrangements most carefully attended to. 

A waggon-laager was formed for the cattle, and every 
effort made to provide for the security of the fort, as we 
may now call it-deepening ditches, strengthening para
pets, erecting stockades-all most energetically carried on 
under the direction of Captain Wynne, R.E. So things 
went on, till, on February 9th, Zulus were observed to be 
collecting ; but nothing occurred beyond an occasional 
alarm. 

On the 11th two "runners" arrived from the lower 
• Tugela with a despatch 1 from the General, almost 
requiring Colonel Pearson to retire with half his force to 
the Tugela, leaving the remainder to garrison the fort. 
This, after a council of war, was decided not to be 
practicable, the country being occupied by the Zulus in 
force. A flying column, however, was organised, in case 
it became necessary to carry out what the General seemed 
to desire. 

Having questioned the messengers, and ascertained that 
they were willing to return on the following Saturday, 
Colonel Pearson sent a despatch, asking for further 
instructions, and saying he would be prepared to start on 
Sunday night at twelve o'clock if necessary. 

This message was twice repeated on different days, but 
no reply received. 

Alterations and improvements in the defences, to enable 
the fort to be. held by a smaller garrison, went steadily on 
in spite of bad weather; ranges from 600 to 700 yards 
were marked round the fort, and t1'(YIJ,8-de-loups and wire 
entanglements formed on the north, south, and east faces. 

On March 1st an expedition was led out by Colonel 
Pearson to attack a military kraal (Dabulamanzi's) six 
miles distant; this was done and the kraal burnt, a smart 
skirmish being kept up with the Zulus during the 
homeward march. 

On the 2nd it was noticed that heliograph signals were 
l P. P. (C. 2260) p. 104. 
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being flashed from the Lower Tugela, but no message was 
made out. 

Next day further signalling, though vague, was taken to 
mean that a convoy was to be expected ou the 13th instant 
with 1,000 men, and that on its approach Colonel Pearson 
was to sally out and meet it. A heliograph was improvised 
by Captain Macgregor, Deputy-Assistant-Quartermaster
General, by means of a small looking-glass, and efforts 
made to flash back signals, but bad weather ensued, 
preventing further communication till the 10th. 

A new road to Inyezane, shortening the distance by about 
three miles, and avoiding much of the bush, was com
menced, and reported fit for use an the 13th, though the 
work had been hindered by very bad weather, and by the 
working-parties being constantly under fire. Fortunately 
no one was hit, except Lieutenant Lewis, ,of" The Buffs." 

On March 23rd two Zulus came up with a white flag, 
and were brought in to the fort each with a mealie-bag 
over his head ; they were said to have come with a message 
from the king to the effect that if our force would return 
to Natal he would order the officers commanding his 
large armies not to touch it. These men were detained as 
prisoners in irons, as already stated (p. 306), taken down, 
still in irons, after the relief of Etshowe, and brought 
across the Lower TugeJa into Natal, where they were 
interviewed by· Loni Chelmsford, and then, it is believed, 
were allowed to return to Zululand. 

At first the health of the troops was extremely good, 
but before the end of February the percentage of sick had 
largely increased, there being 9 officers and upwards of 100 
men on the sick-list when it was relieved. The principal 
disorders were diarrhcea, dysentery, and fevers, aggravated 
by the want of proper medicines and medical comforts, 
which had been soon exhausted. The church was used 
as the hospitaJ, and both .officers and men lived under 
the • waggons, over which the waggon-sails were spread, 
propped up with the tent-poles ; thus the troops actually 
lived at their alarm-posts. 

The relief took place none too soon, there being then 
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but six days' further supply of reduced rations available 
for the garrison. 

"From first to last, the men showed an excellent 
spirit, the highest discipline was maintained, and the 
reduction of the food was never grumbled at or regarded 
in any other light than a necessity and a privation to be 
borne, and which they were determined to bear cheerfully." 
-(P. P. [C. 2367] p. 39.) . 
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CHAPTER XVIII. 

NGINGINDHLOVU-RELIEF 011' ETSHOWE-BOBDER RAIDING. 

LoRD CHELMSFORD, having moved down to Durban, 
reports (February 8th) that No. 1 Column is secure a.t 
Etshowe ; that he is about to forward troops to the 
Lower Tugela.; and that Durban, Stanger, Pieterm.aritz
burg, and Greytown a.re prepared for defence, "with 
garrisons which should prevent panic among those living 
a.round ; " the frontier quiet, and the road from Greytown 
quite open. 

The first reinforcement for Natal was brought by 
H.M.S. Sha,J,,, which cha.need to be at St. Helena ( on 
her voyage home from the Pacific), when the news of the 
disaster in Zululand arrived Captain Bradshaw, RN., 
immediately decided to proceed to Natal with his ship; 
the Governor, after consultation with the officer command
ing the troops, Colonel Phillips, RE., arranging to send in 
her all the available force that could be spared from the 
island. Accordingly she sailed on February 12th, with 3 
officers and 52 men of the Royal Artillery, and 2 officers 
and 109 men of the 88th Regiment. 

H.M.S. Boadi«,a, also arrived on the station, bring
ing Commodore Richards, who relieved Rear-Admiral 
Sullivan, C.B. 

Communications had been established with Etshowe 
by means of flashing signals, which were conducted by 
Lieutenant Haynes, RE., who after some failure and dis
couragement at first, persevered until complete success 
was attained 

... 
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Previous 'to this there had been no communicatiom1 
with Co]onel Pearson for a considerable time, but on 
March 11th a cypher message from him (dated 9th) 
said that the fla.Rhing signals had been understood, and 
that as officers and men were generally.sickly,.it would be 
desirable to relieve the whole of the garrison, and that any 
relieving force should bring a convoy and. be prepared to 
fight.-(P. P. [C. 2316] p. 81.) 

On March 16th the signals from Etshowe were first 
• made out, and one of the messages received was : " Short 

rations until 3rd April. Breadstuffs until 4th April. 
Plenty of trek oxen. Captain Williams, 'The Buffs,' died 
at Ekowe on 13th March" (ibid. p. 83). 

Reinforcements arriving from England, Lord Chelms-
ford determined to effect the relief of Etshowe, and 
assembled a strong force on the Lower Tugela for that 
purpose. The column to be in two divisions ~ the first, 
under the command of Lieut.-Colonel Law, R.A., com
posed of the Naval Brigade of SW and Te'Ma()S, 57th 
.Regiment, 2 companies " Buff's," 5·· companies· 99th Regi
ment, mounted infantry, voltlllteers, and natives, and 
5th Battalion Na.ta.I Native Contingent; artillery-2 
9-pounders, 2 24-pounder rocket-tubes, and 1 Gatling 
gun; also 150 of John Dunn's people as scouts. The 
second division Lieut.-Colonel Pemberton, 60th Rifles, 
commanding-Naval Brigade of H.M.S. Boad:i.ua, Royal 
Marines of SW and Boadicea, 60th Rifles, 91st High
landers, and 4th Battalion Natal Native Contingent; 
artillery, 2 24-pounder rocket-tubes and 1 Gatling gun ; 
making a total fighting strength of 3,390 white troops 
and 2,280 . natives. The Lieut.-General decided to take 
command of the column himself, and directed that it 
should advance by the coast road, so as to avoid the bush 
country ; to advance without tents, and with only a 
blanket and waterproof-sheet for. ea.oh man. The convoy, 
taking one month's provisions for. the garrison and ten 
days' B11pplies for the column, consiated of about 100 
waggons and 44 carts.-(P. P. (C. 2318] pp. 74, 75.) 

The assembling of this column and preparation for 
y 
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an advance occupied some weeks, and on the 23rd March 
Lord Chelmsford assumed the personal command, the 
force being assembled on the left bank of the Tugela. and 
organised in two brigades, as already detailed, by the 28th. 
Next day, at 6 A.M., the column marched from the Tugela 
and encamped at Inyone, reaching next day the Ama.takulu 
River. Now, profiting by bitter experience, every pre
caution was taken, and an entrenched waggon-laa.ger formed 
before nightfall at each halting-place. 

The crossing of the Amatakulu River took nine hours, 
and the column encamped a mile and a half beyond it. 
Nothing bad been seen of the enemy until the 31st, when 
the scouts noticed small bodies of Zulus near the Amatakulu 
bush. Captain Ban-ow, with a mounted force, reconnoitred 
towards the N goye forest, and burnt the kraal of one of 
the king's brothers. 

On April 1st, the column marched to Ngingindhlovu, 
and about a mile from the Inyezane River a la.agar was 
formed in a favourable position. From this point to 
Etshowe, the track, after crossing swampy ground, winds 
through a bushy and difficult country for a.bout fifteen 
miles, the country covered with high grass, and thus 
affording easy cover. 

Etshowe could be plainly seen from the la.a.ger, and 
flash signalling was at onoe established. 

As this la.a.ger was destined to be the scene of an 
important engagement, we will describe the disposition 
of the troops : Front face (north), 60th Rifles; right 
flank, 57th Regiment ; left flank, 99th Regiment and 
" Buffs;" rear face, 91st Regiment ; the angles manned 
by blue-jackets and marines, and armed with the guns, 
Gatlings, and rocket-tubes. The night passed without 
alarm, and the troops stood to arms at 4 A.M., the 
mounted men being sent out scouting as usudl at earliest 
dawn. From scouts and piquets came reports at 5.4,5 
A.M., that the enemy was advancing, and at six the 
attack commenced on the north front. The Zulus advanced 
with great rapidity and courage, ta.king advantage of 
every bit of cover ; they even pushed forward to within 
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twenty or thirty yards of the entrenchment.a, but were 
cheeked by the steady fire of the 60th and the Gatling 
gun. Lieut.-Colonel Northey, 3-60th Rifles, received a 
dangerous wound, but cheered on his men to the end of 
the engagement. 

The attack, cheeked here, rolled round to the left 
face; and, whilst this was being developed, a fresh force 
came up against the rear, probably anticipating that all 
the faces of the laager could not be defended at the same 
time. Here they obstinately held their ground, finding 
cover in the long grass and undulations. 

The mounted troops were now sent out, the mounted 
infantry and volunteers to clear the front face, and Captain 
Barrow to attack the enemy's right flank. On their 
appearance the Zulus commenced to retreat. It was 
now 7.~0 A.M.; and the Natal Native Contingent, clear
ing the ditch of the rear face, dashed out in pursuit, which, 
led by Captain Barrow's horsemen, was carried on for 
several miles. 

The loss of the enemy in this engagement is estimated 
at 1,000 ; 671 bodies were actually counted. The attacking 
force is sa.id to have numbered about 11,000 men. . 

Colonel Pearson, who had watched the fight through a 
glass, telegraphed his congratulations to the General. 

The loss of the column was 2 officers and 9 men killed 
(including Lieut.-Colonel Northey, 60th Rifles), 5 officers 
and 5 7 men wounded. 

On the 3rd April, leaving a garrison in the laager, 
Lord Chelmsford pushed on to Et.ahowe with a convoy of 
fifty-eight cart.a with stores. The advance was unopposed, 
but the difficulties of the country were such that it was 
nearly midnight before the rear-guard had traversed the 
fifteen miles and entered Etshowe. 

The garrison had suflered severely from sickness during 
the preceding month, losing by disease 4 officers and 
20 non-commissioned officers and men ; and when relieved 
there were • sick in hospital, 8 officers and 44: non-com
missioned officers and men, and attending hospital, 1 
officer and 78 non-comtDissioned officers and men-out of 
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a total force of 53 officers, 1,289 non-commissioned officers 
and men, and 121 natives. 

The constant wet weather and close qnarters in the 
fort, with little or no shelter, the want of medicines, and 
insufficient food, might well have caused even heavier loss.· 

The General determined to evacuate Etsbowe, as be 
found it so difficult of approach : future operations being 
planned to be carried on by the coast road. On the 4th 
Colonel Pearson evacuated the fort he had so tenaciously 
held, taking with him his waggons and all his stores that 
were of any use ; unserviceable tools and metal-work 
were buried, but the fort was not de,itroyed. 

Colonel Pearson's march to the Tugela was performed 
without any interruption from the enemy. 

On the 4th another kraal of Dabulamanzi' s on the 
Entumeni Hill WM destroyed by a patrol from Et-showe, 
and on the fifth the relieving column left, and bivouacked 
near the Emputahini mission-station. Early next morning 
an unfortunate alarm occurred, causing the death of three 
men. .A eentl'y fired at what be thought was a body of 
the • enemy, and the piquet on the opposite side of the 
entrenchment retired· into shelter, together with native 
scouts who were out in front. Although it was a bright 
moonlight night, and no mistakes should have been made, 
fire was opened from the entrenchment, and five of the 60th 
were wounded and nine natives bayoneted as they 
attempted to gain the shelter of the laager. 

On l'f'.aching N gingindhlovu a new laager was formed, 
about a mile from the old one ; this was garrisoned on the 
7th, the column moving on to the Tugela. 

The small mounted force under Captain Barrow, 19th 
Hussars, rendered excellent service, both during the 
engagement at Ngingindhlovu, and by the manner in· 
which the scouting duties were carried out. 

A party of Mr. John Dunn's people (natives), 150 in 
number, were also of the greatest utility in scouting and 
outpost duties. Mr. Dunn himself accompanied the 
General ; his knowledge of the country and sound advice 

. being of much use.-(P. P. (C. 2318] p. 122.) 
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John Dunn was an Englishman, resident in Zululand, 
where he had lived for many years and adopted many 
Zulu customs. He amassed a considerable property, and 
had an extensive following. He invariably received the 
• greatest kindness and consideration from the Zulu king, 
and was frequently employed by him in various communi
cations with the English Government. • When the danger 
of war between English and Zulus appeared imminent, 
.John Dunn appealed to the English for protection for 
himself, his property and people, who were ready, he said, 
to fight on the English side. At the same time Cetshwayo 
sent him a message to the effect that he saw the English 
were going to attack him, and therefore Dunn had 
better leave his country, with his people and cattle, and 

, go to a place of safety. This John Dunn did, crossing 
the Tugela about the 3rd of January, and settling near 
Fort Pearson. 

At the time the General determined to move to the 
relief of Etshowe he " sent secret instructions to the 
different commanders along the border, from the Lower 
Tugela up to Kambula Hill, requesting them to make 
strong demonstrations all along the line, and, if possible, 
to raid into Zululand in order to make a diversion in 
favour of the relieving column," thinking he " might 
possibly have to meet the full strength of the Zulu army." 
-(P. P. [C. 2318] p. 56.) 

On the 2nd of April a small force of Native Contingent 
crossed the Tugela and burnt two large kraals, no resistance 
being made. On the next day a force crossed again and 
burnt an unoccupied kraal, exchanging a few shots with 
Zulus, of whom a considerable number were seen at a 
distance. On the following day the natives refused to cross, 
and the Border Agent, Mr. Fannin, remarks : " I think 
it is fortunate it was not attempted, as the Zulus had 
assembled a considerable body of men to resist." -(P. P. 
[C. 2367] p. 104.) 

The reserve native force had co-operated in these move
ment.s by being assembled and placed in position along the 
Tugela, but the Colonial Commander declined to proceed 
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over the border, or send any of his force into Zululand, 
without the sanction of the Lieut.-Govemor. 

The Government of Natal had placed at Lord Chelms
ford's disposal a number of natives (over 8,000) for service 
in the Zulu country. Some of these were intended for 
fighting purposes, and formed what we have already 
described as the Natal Native Contingent. The rest were 
supplied for transport, pioneer, and hospital-corps services, 
and all were expected to cross the border. 

• But besides these men, native levies were called out, 
when the war began, for service in the, colony-that is to 
say, for the defence of the border under colonial district 
commanders. These levies were to be used solely as a 
border-guard, and were not intended to cross into Zulu
~d at all. Sir Henry Bulwer,_ in permitting the!D to be , 
1'8.1S8d, had been careful to protect as far as possible the 
interests of both the white and the native population of 
Natal, and had made very proper stipulations as to the 
services for which he placed these levies at the disposal of 
the General. The latter, indeed, expressed it as his 
opinion that every available fighting native in the colony 
should be called out; but Sir Henry, with a greater com
prehension of consequences, demurred to this rash proposal, 
and a personal interview between the two resulted in the 
above mentioned arrangement. 

Consequently the Lieut.-Governor was not a little 
surprised to leam on the 8th April that the native levies 
(border-guard) bad been ordered, in conjunction with the 
other troops, to make raids across the border into Zululand. 
To this be objected, writing to the High Commissioner on 
April 9th in the following terms : " I venture to suggest 
for your Excellency's consideration the question of the 
policy of raids of this kind. The burning of empty kraals 
will neither inflict much damage upon the Zulus, nor be 
attended with much advantage to us; whilst acts of this 
nature are, so it seems to me, not only calculated to invite 
retaliation, but to alienate from us the whole of the Zulu 
nation, men, women, and children, including those who 
are well disposed tu us. We started on this war on the 
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ground that it was a war against the king and the Zulu 
Government, and not against the nation. ... "-(P. J:>. 
[O. 2367] p. 103.) 

A correspondence ensued between the Lieut.-Governor 
and the Lieut.-General, in which the two dift'eted in a 
very decided manner. Lord Chelmsford complained that 
the action taken by the Lieut.-Governor, "in refusing to 
allow the orders issued by " him to the native forces to 
be carried out, appeared to him "fraught with such 
dangerous consequences" that he considered it necessary 
to refer the question to the Home Government. (P. P. 
(C. 2318] p. 56.) He implied that this interference had 
(in conjunction with the state of the Tugela River) . 
prevented a general raid being made, which might have 
proved an important diversion in favour of the column 
relieving Etshowe, and he declared, in behalf of the 
raiding system, that " it would be madness to refrain 
from inflicting as much damage as possible upon ou:r 
enemy " ( ibid. p. 56). 

It was a well-known fact that the fighting men of 
the Zulu nation were with their army, and that the only 
occupants of the kraals to be raided were the women, 
children, and the infirm, and other non-combatants ; 
therefore the General's following remark, " I am satisfied 
that the more the Zulu nation at large feels the strain 
brought upon them by the war, the more anxious will 
they be to see it brought to an· end," was of a highly 
Christian, wise, and soldierly nature, hardly to be matched 
by anything attributed to the Zulu monarch himself. 

Sir Henry Bulwer's replie~ were temperate but decided. 
He pointed out that the statement contained in Lord 
Chelmsford's despatch to the Secretary of State for War, 
implying that the Governor's interference had (or might 
have) seriously interfered with the relief of Etshowe, was 
erroneous; Etshowe having been relieved on the 3rd of 
April, five days before Sir Henry even heard of the order 
for the Natal natives to make raids. To the General him
self he observed that his interference had been limited to 
approval of the action of the di.Rtrict commander, who 
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declined to employ his force in a manner contrary to the 
express stipulations under which they were raised, and 
concludes : " The views of this Government are very 
strongly against the employment, under the present cir
cumstances, of the native levies and native population 
along the border in making raids into the Zulu country, 
as being, in the opinion of the Government, calculated to 
invite retaliation, and also as being demoralising to the 
natives engaged in raiding."-(P. P. [C. 2367) p. 55.) 

The Lieut.-Govemor's views were that these native 
levies " were called out expressly and solely for service:: in 

. the colony, and for the defence of the colony, and were 
placed under the colonial district commanders for that 
purpose only," and that no authority had been given to 
employ these native levies "on any service in the Zulu 
country" (ibid. p. 54). 

And it -seems that -raids along the border had been 
ordered after the relief of Etshowe -was effected. 

Sir H. Bulwer writes, 16th April, that he had received, 
on the 7th, a copy of a military telegram written after the 
relief of Etshowe, showing that the General had " ordered 
raids to be made across the border ·wherever feasible," and 
on the following day, a copy of a memorandum, written 
from Etshowe by Colonel Crealock, the Assistant Military 
Secretary, and addressed to the officer -commanding at the 
Lower Tugela, and, among other things it contained the 
following instruction : " Send word up to the frontier to 
raid across the river wherever the river permits." And 
the same evening he heard of the native levies having 
been required to cross (ibid. p. 53). 

The question of the employment of the native levies 
in making raids across the border was referred by the 
Lieut.-Governor to the Executive Council of Natal, which, 
on the 23rd April, expressed itself as " strongly opposed to 
the employment, in making raids into the Zulu country, of 
the native levies, who . . . . have been called out for the 
drfence of the colony only." But in view of the Lieut.
Oeneral's strongly-expressed opinions, the Council felt 
there was no alternative but that the General " should 
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have the power of so employing the native levies on the 
border. At the same time the Council desires . . . . to 
record emphatically its objections to the course proposed, 
and to such employment of the levies."-(P. P. [C. 2367] 
p. 132.) • 

This decision of the Executive Council was communi
cated to the General on April 25th by the Lieut.-Governor 
with the remark : "Your Excellency will therefore have 
the power to employ the native levies across the border in 
the way named by you, should you think it imperatively 
necessary for military reasons. Your Excellency will not 
fail to perceive, however, that such employment of the 
native levies is against the decided opinion of this colony 
as to its inexpediency" (ibid. p. 133). 

On the 20th May raids were again made into Zululand 
from three different points, under Major Twentyman's 
command. One party crossed at the Elibomvu Drift, and 
burnt fifteen kra.a.ls and large quantities of grain ; another 
burnt three kraals and captured a large herd of cattle ; and 
the third burnt two kraals, and then, seeing the Zulus 
assembling in force, beat a hurried retreat across the Tugela. 
-(P. P. [C. 2374] p. 91.) 

. Sir Henry Bulwer on the 24th May, writes to the High 
Commissioner.: " Major-General the Hon. H. H. Clifford, 
commanding the base of operations . . .. was wholly un
aware that any such a raid was being organised by Major 
Twentyman, who, I believe, acted under general instruc
tions received from head-q.uarters. . . .. The views of the 
Government of Natal on the subject of these raids your 
Excellency is already acquainted with. The material 
advantage to be gained by the work of destruction 
or of plunder of Zulu property can be at the best but 
trifling and insignificant, and on every other account I fear 
our action will prove positively injurious to us, to our 
interests, and to our cause. We are absolutely provoking 
retaliation. Already, I am informed, since the raid reported 
in these papers took place, some native huts on the Natal 
side of the Tugela have been burned by Zulus ; and to 
what extent this work of revenge and retaliation may be 
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carried, with what losses of property, and even of life, 
inflicted on our border natives, it is impossible to say. . . . 
What result we have gained tojustify even the risk of such 
retaliation against us, and of such a sacrifice to our own 
native population, I know not."-(P. P. [C. 2374] pp. 8!>, 
90). 

The fears of the Lieutenant-Governor were in some 
measure realised on the 25th June, when he writes : "A 
raid was made by two bodies of Zulus, numbering, it is 
estimated, about 1,000, into the Tugela Valley, below 
the Krane Kop in this colony. The Zulus destroyed 
several kraals, and carried off a number of cattle. I 
regret to say also that several of our 'Natal natives, 
including women, were killed, and. some women and 
children carried off. 

"There can be little doubt that this raid has been 
made in retaliation for the one that was made into the 
Zulu country opposite the Krans Kop by a force under 
Major Twentyman, of Her Majesty's 4th Regiment, on 
the 2-0th May, and which was reported to you in my 
despatch of the 31st of that month."-(P. P. [C. 24.34] 
p. 150.) 

Thus the opinions expressed in Sir H. Bulwer's 
de1:1patch of 24th May were to some extent justified, with 
the probability of a blood-feud being set up between the 
two border populations, and widening the breach between 
ourselves and the Zulu people; and with it the increased 
difficulty of obtaining a satisfactory settlement for the 
future. 
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CHAPTER XIX. 

REINFORCEMENTS-ISANDHLW ANA REVISITED. 

DURING the latter part of March and April reinforce
ments kept steadily pouring into Natal, and with them 
four general officers-Major-General the Hon. H. H. 
Clifford, V.C., C.B., who was stationed at Piet,ermaritz
burg, to command at the base of operations ; Major
General 'Crealock, C.B., to command No. 1 Division, 
concentrating on the Lower Tugela ; Major-General 
Newdigate, to command No. 2 Division, head-quarters 
Dundee; and Major-General Marshall, to command the 
Cavalry Brigade attached to No. 2 Division; Brigadier
General Wood, V.C., C.B., retaining his previous com
mand-to be styled the }'lying Column. 

By the middle of March the available force consisted. 
of an effective strength of non-commissioned officers and 
men-Imperial troops, 7,520; volunteer cavalry, etc., 
1,367; Europeans, attached to native contingents, 495; 
making a total of 9,382 Europeans, with 5,769 natives.
(P. P. [C. 2316] p. 85.) 

No operations of any consequence took place beyond 
concentrating troops and forwarding supplies. On 
the 20th April, Lord Chelmsford reported that Major
General Crealock had taken up his command and, if 
transport arrangements permitted, would shortly com
mence operations. Major-General Newdigate was on 
his way to his command. 

The reinforcements alone considerably exceeded the 
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strength of the force with which the war was so rashly 
undertaken. They consisted of the 1st lJragoon Guards, 
17th Lancers; 21st, 57th, 58th, 60th, 88th ( one com
pany). 91st, 94th Foot; two batteries Royal Artillery, 
and detachments from St. Helena and Mauritius ; one 
company and half C troop Royal Engineers; drafts for 
various regiments ; detachments of Army Service and 
Army Hospital Corps ; etc. etc. ;-a total (including the 
staff embarked in February from England) of 387 
officers and 8,901 men. 

But even after the arrival of this enormous accession 
of strength, further reinf orcenients of three battalions 
were demll.Ilded " for reserve and garrison purposes." -
(P. P. [C. 2367] p. 162.) 

At the end of April the effective force was : 

First Division, Major-General Crealock : 
Imperial and irregular troops . . 
Native Contingent (151 mounted) . 

Second Division, Major-General Newdigate: 
Imperial and irregular troops . . 
Natives (243 mounted) . . . 

6508 
, 2707 

6867 
3371 

Flying Column, Brigadier-General W oud : 
Imperial and irregular troops . . 2285 
Native (75 mounted) . . . . . 807 

Making a total st.rength of 22,545 men available for the conquest 
of Zululand. 

On the 14th May, Lord Chelmsford reported : " The 
troops are in position, and are ·only waiting for sufficient 
supplies and transport to advance."-(P. P. [C. 2374] 
p. 97.) 

The transport difficulties naturally increased with 
the increasing i force. 'The colony did not eagerly press 
forward to the rescue, and although transport for 
service in the colony could be obtained, that for trans
frontier work was not procurable in any quantity on any 
terms. 

The colonial view somewhat appeared to be, "No 
government has power, either legally or morally, to 
force any man to perform acts detrimental to his own 
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interest." No doubt the colony felt itself more secure 
whilst the troops remained within its borders, and 
naturally was not anxious to assist in their departure ; 
and it may have thought the war "was an Imperial 
concem, brought ahout by an Imperial functionary;" 
and therefore the Empire should be left "to worry out 
the affair for itself; " as remarked by a colonial paper at 
the time. 

On the other hand, it must be acknowledged that 
the necessities of ,the troops, during this campaign, taxed 
the resources of the colonists to the utmost. If some 
profited in a mercantile point of view, and were un
patriotic enough to try to make eve1y penny they could 
out of the army intended for their protection, there were 
others who acted in a very different spirit. The sacrifice 
and loss of both life and property through the Zulu war 
has been as great, in proportion, to Natal as to the mother 
country ; and if the former was weak and wicked-or 
perhaps only tlwughtkss-enough to wish for war, she 
has now received a lesson which will prevent her ever 
making. so great a mistake again. While upon the one 
side we hear stories of transport riders and others who 
lost no opportunity of fleecing at every tum both 
Government and military in their necessity, on the other 
hand we have equally • well-authenticated accounts of 
strict honesty, and even generosity, on the part of other 
Natalians. One story is told of a transport rider who 
had earned the sum of £1,500, which was to be paid · by 
instalments of .£500 each: after he had received two of 
these the officer who paid him was removed, and his 
successor, unaware of previous payments, handed o~er 
to the transport rider's messenger the whole £1,500. 
The honest fellow at once returned the £1,000 overpaid. 

It is also a well-known fact that many of the principal 
tradesmen permitted their shopmen to join the volunteer 
corps to which they belonged, still continuing to pay them 
their respective salaries during their absence. 

The colony was not revelling in a shower of gold, 
as .some at home imagine : a few individuals, doubtless, 
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th<>ught to "make hay while the sun shines," but to 
the population at large the war was certainly not advan
tageous. For some months fresh provisions were almost 
at famine prices, or even unattainable by private persons. 

Many farmers were with the army either as volunteers 
or with ·the transport train ; others again had sold their 
waggons and oxen, and thus had no means of bringing 
in their produce. The market supply was consequently 
very smaII. and generally at once bought up for the 
garrisons. 

Transport difficulties, we have said, increased with the 
increasing force. The 9,000 Imperial troops sent as rein
forcements had to be fed, and their food conveyed to where 
they were stationed. Three or four thousand horses and 
mules also had to be fed in a country from which grass 
was disappearing, and in which supplies of forage 
were small, the larger part of the troops and horses 
were sent up-country-some two hundred miles from 
the coast-where winter grass fires might be expected, 
and nature's stores were certain soon to be exhausted ; 
and thus arose the terrible strain on the transport resources 
of the country. 

But much more was requirea than was necessary. In 
place of the ponderous train accompanying each column
a fruitful source of difficulty and danger on the march by 
day, if a protection when halted at night-the advance 
should have been made from entrenched depats in the 
lightest possible order. A rapid advance on the king's 
kraal in compact formation, and, wherever the enemy 
might stand, a decisive battle fought-the result of which, 
with the most ordinary care, could not be doubtful-and 
the war would be virtually over. There need have been 
no weary inactivity, with its fqllowing of disease and 
death, and the saving to the country would have been 
enormous. 

Supplies were pushed forward from the Lower Tugela to 
the Inyezane, where a fort was constructed (Fort Chelms
ford) ; and .from the base np to Conference Bill-the 
supplies required by Lord Chelmsford before an advance 

II. 
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could be made being two months' with the forces advancing, 
and one month's at the advance depats.1 

But little further was done through this period of inde
cision and vacillation, in which plans were made only to 
be changed, and orders given one day to be countermanded 
the next. Sickness laid its heavy hand on many a man
exposure and inaction in the first • place, then want of 
proper care and nursing, gradually swelling the death-roll. 
Before the war, and throughout its course, a body of ladies 
of Natal were most anxious to place themselves under the 
orders of the medical staff as nurses for the sick and 
wounded ; but their offers, though repeatedly pressed upon 
the authorities, were declined. 

It was at this period that the following message was 
telegraphed by Lord Chelmsford to the High Com
missioner: 

"May 16th, 1879. - General Crealock telegraphs: 
Messengers from king are at his advanced post. King 
sues for peace. John Dunn sent to see them. Message 
as foll<>ws : 'White man has made me king, and I am 
their son. Do they kill the man in the afternoon whom 
they have made king in the morning? What have I 
done t I want peace ; I ask for peace.' King asks for 
a black man or white man to return with his messengers 
to say message delivered rightly. Undwana, one of the 
messengers, states that he has sent to Dabulamanzi to 
order him to go to the king. Message had been delivered 
to him by Undwana, and he ought to have reached king 
yesterday. All principal chiefs have been sent for io the 
king. He says army is dispersed. Chiefs have · been 
urging peace on king. General C. has only informed 
Clifford and Lieutenant-Governor of the above. I have 
telegraphed back to Crealock : ' Tell messengers I informed 
king's messenger at Etshowe that any message must 
be sent to me at Colonel Wood's camp. I am ready 
to receive any messenger under flag of truce. Tell them 
something more than words will be required. Supply them 
with fiag of truce ; relax no preparations of precautions.' " 

1 P. P. (C. 237') p. 115. 
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Lord Chelmsford continues : " I shall be glad to re
ceive your Excellency's early instructions. I consider the 
king should not be allowed to remain on the throne, and 
that the terms of peace should be signed at Ulundi in 
presence· of British force. I shall not make any change 
in my arrangements in the meantime."-(P. P. [C. 2374] 
pp. 100, 101.) 

To Major-General Marshall belongs the credit of per
forming the long-neglected duty of revisiting the fatal 
battle-field of Isandhlwana, and burying as many as 
possible of those that fell there. With General N ewdi
gate's permission, the Cavalry Brigade under General 
Marshall made a reconruiissance of the Bashi Valley and 
Isandhlwana, having moved down to Rorke's Drift for 
that purpose. 

'l'be left column of the brigade proceeded up the Bashi 
Valley, and moving round the • lngqutu range, joined the 
right column at lsandhlwana. 

The reconnaissance was proposed to include burying the 
dead, bringing away ~he waggons, etc. ; but an order was 
received prohibiting touching the 24th, who were to he 
interred by their own comrades. 

The battle-field was a fearful sight-though softened 
much by the kindly hand of nature. There plainly lay 
revealed the widely-spread camp (or rather line of camps),. 
the hopeless position-in which it was placed; the absolute 
impossibility, circumstanced as it was, of any result but 
the sad one we have already chronicled. And there, too, 
were the evidences of a gallant resistance, and a stand 
made by men " faithful unto death." 

lt was well said: "The field of Isandhlwana is begin
ning to give up its secrets ; the mists of fiction are being 
dispersed by the dry light of fact. It has not been through 
mere idle curiositv that there has been a desh-e to know 
what passed during the final moments ofthat fatal struggle. 
There were difficulties to be explained, reputations to be 
cleared, allegations to be contradicted. There was the desire 
to know bow tbo:oe who were lost had died. To be sure 
that they died with their faces tp the foe ; to be satisfied 
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that their death was not attended with any excess of 
cruelty or suft'ering. And there can be little doubt that 
it is the very anxiety to be assured of all this that stands 
responsible for the numerous fictions-as we must now 
hold them to be-which have been circulated with regard 
to what palilsed on that memorable day."-Natal Witness, 
29th May, 1879. 

A short description of the spot, taken from that written 
by Mr. Archibald Forbes, may be of interest : "At the 
top of the ascent beyond the Bashi we saw, on our left 
front, rising above the surrounding country, the steep, 
isolated, and almost inaccessible hill, or rather crag, of 
Isandhlwana; the contour of its rugged crest strangely 
resembling a side view of a couchant lion. On the lower 
neck of the high ground on its right were clearly visible 
up against the sky-line the abandoned waggons of the 
destroyed column. Now we crossed the rocky bed of the 
little stream and were cantering up the slope leading to 
the crest on which were the waggons, and already tokens 
of the combat and bootless flight were apparent. The 
line of retreat towards Fugitives' Drift, along which, 
through a gap in the Zulu environment, our unfortunate 
comrades who thus far survived tried to escape, lay . 
athwart a rocky slope to our right front, with a precipi
tous ravine at its base. In this ravine dead men lay 
thick. All the way up the slope could be traced the fitful 
line of flight. Most of the dead here were 24th men; 
single bodies and groups where they seemed to have 
gathered to make a hopeless gallant stand and die. On 
the edge of a gully was a gun-limber jammed, its horses 
hanging in their harness down the steep face of the ravine; 
a little farther on a broken· ambulance-waggon, with its 
team of mules dead in their harness, and around were the 
bodies of the poor fellows who had been dragged from the 
intercepted vehicle. Following the trail of bodies thrnugh 
long grass and scattered stores, the crest was reached. 
Here the dead lay thick, many in the uniform of the Natal 
Mounted Police. On the bare ground on the crest itself, 
among the waggons, the dead were less thick; but on the 
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slope beyond, on which from the crest we looked down, 
the scene was the saddest, and more full of weird desolation 

• than any I had yet gazed upon. There was none of the 
horror of a recent battle-field ; nothing of all that makes 
the scene of yesterday's battle so rampantly ghastly 
shocked the senses. A st1-ange dead calm reigned in this 
solitude ; grain had grown luxuriantly round the waggons, 
sprouting from the seeds that dropped from the loads, 
falling on soil fertilized by the life-blood of gallaut men. 
So long in most places had grown the grass that it merci
fully shrouded the dead, whom four long months to
mon-ow we have left unburied. In a patch of long grass, 
near the right flank of the camp, lay Colonel Dnrnford's 
body, a central figure of a knot of brave men who had 
fought it out around their chief to the bitter end. A 
stalwart Zulu, covered by his shield, lay at the Colonel's 
feet. Around him lay fourteen Natal Carbineers and their 
officer, Lieutenant Scott, with a few Mounted Police 1 

(twenty). Clearly they had rallied round Colonel Durn
ford in a last despairing attempt to cover the flank of the 
camp, and had stood fast from choice, when they might 
have essayed to fly for their horses, who were close by 
their side at the piquet-line. With this group were about 
thirty gallant fellows of the 24th. . In other places the 
24th men were found as if fallen in rallying square, and 
there were bodies scattered all along the front of the 
camp. . 

"The fallen were roughly buried (or rather, covered with 
stones, there being no tools), except those of the men of 
the 24th Regiment. These were ordered to J:>e left un
touched. General Marshall had nourished a natural aud 
seemly wish to give interment to all the dead who so Jong 
had lain at Isandhlwana, but it appeared that the 24th 

1 Mr. Mansel, the officer commanding this troop of Natal Mounted 
Police, says : " When we went out the morning before the fight we left 
thirty-one men behind, men whose horses had sore backs, etc. These men 
were in charge of only a corporal. Seven men escaped, and we buried all 
of the twenty-four that were killed. Twenty were killed just around 
Colonel Durnford. Three about two hundred yards away, and one at the 
Fugitives' Drift." 
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desired to perform the ceremony themselves in p1·e.;;e11ce 
of both battalions. One has much sympathy wit,h the 
regiment, but General Marshall offered to convey a burial
party with tools from Rorke's Drift in waggons, and it 
seemed scarcely right to postpone longer than absolutely 
necessary what respect for our honoured dead required. 
Thus, the Zulus, who have carefully buried their own 
dead, will return to find we visited the place, not to bury 
our dead, but to remove a batch of waggons ! 

" In the desolate camp were many sad relics, and the 
ground was strewn with them and the spoil of the 
plundered wa.ggons. Scarcely any arms were found, and 
no ammunition-a few stray rusted bayonets and assegais 
only were to be seen. 

" Teams of horses were hitched on to the soundest of the 
wa.ggons, till forty fit to travel were collected on the crest, 
and sent under escort to Rorke's Drift, and meantime scout
ing-parties had fired the kraals around, but found no Zulus. 

"I shall offer few comments on the Isandhlwana position. 
Had the world been searched for a position offering the 
easiest facilities for being surprised, none could bave been 
well found to surpass it. The position seems to offer a 
premium on disaster, and asks to be attacked. In the rear 
laa.gered waggons would have discounted its defects ; but 
the camp was more defenceless than an English village. 
Systematic scouting could alone have justified such a 
position, and this too clearly cannot have been carried 
out."-Dauy News, 20th June, 1879. 

On the 20th, 23rd, and 26th June the burial of the 
remainder of those who fell at Isandblwana was com
pleted by a force under the command of Lieut.-Colonel 
Black, 24th Regiment. He carefully noted the signs of 
the fight, and reported that the bodies of the slain lay 
thickest in the 1-24th camp, in which 130 dead lay (in 
two distinct spots), with their officers, Captain Wardell, 
lieutenant Dyer, and a captain and a subaltern not re
cognisable ; close to the place where the bodies of Colonel 
Durnford, Lieutenant Scott, and other Carbineers, and men 
of the Natal Mounted Police were found. This is described 
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as being a " centre of resistance," as the bodies of men of 
all arms were found converging as it were to the spot. 
About sixty bodies, with those of Captain Younghusband 
and two other officers, lay in a group high up the 
Isandhlwana hill, under the southern precipice, as if they 
had held the crags anil fought till ammunition failed. 
The proofs of hand-to-band fighting were frequent. The 
fugitives' track, too, told its tale : "Here and there around 
a waggon, here and there around a tree, a group had formed 
and stood at bay; shoulder to shoulder they fired their 
last cartridge, and shoulder to shoulder they plied the 
steel; side by side their bones are lying and tell the tale." 

Eight hWldred yards from the road the guns had come 
upon ground no wheels could pass, and from here the 
bodies were more and more apart till, about two miles 
from camp, the last one lies and marks the limit reached 
by white men on foot. 

The fatal triµI again began near the river's bank, where 
Major Smith, R.A., and others rest, a river's breadth 
from Nat.al ; across the river it runs u11.til the graves of 
Melville and Coghill nearly mark its end. . 

The Standard and Mail of September 16th says : 
"It is a noticeable fact that Cetywayo declares that his 
men were completely disheartened by Isandula, and that 
us a matter of fact he was never able to get them thoroughly 
together again after that event. He says that a large part 
of the forces engaged on that occasion were actually 
retreating when another part made the fatal rush." 1 

Bishop Schreuder, on the 3rd March, says: "The 
Zulus' version • of the Isan'lwana story tells us some 
most remarkable things with respect to the battle and 
the effect of it on the Zulus. The Zulus, after having 
ransacked the camp, bolted off with the booty as fast 
as they could when the English army was seen returning 

1 It is 888ertei on good authority that the Zulu " felt that Ieandhlwana 
was the turning point of the war, that if the camp guard, without even 
an ordinary 'laager,' could so nearly withstand their overwhelming 
numbers, they would not be successful in driving out the white man froru 
their country.'' 
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to the camp, even at a great distance. The <lt!tachment. 
of the Zulu army, seen, on 23rd of January, by Glyn'::i 
column on its way back to Rorke's Drift, was a 1,art of 
the Undi corps and Utako (Udhloko) retreating from the 
unsuccessful attack on the Commissariat stores at Rorke's 
Drift. Among the horsemen was Udabulamanzi, who says 
that they were so tired, and glad that Glyn's column did 
not attack them, for if attacked they would have bolted 
every one. Comparatively few and inferior oxen were 
brought to the king, as the izinduna appropriated to 
themselves the best and most of the captured oxen ; 
Udabulamanzi, for instance, took home twenty good oxen. 
The Zulus say that the affair at Isan'lwana commenced 
with a victory and ended with a flight, for, as it is the case 
after a defeat, the whole army did not return to the king, 
but the soldiers dispersed, making the best of their way 
with what booty they had got to their respective homes, 
and to this day they have not reMsembled to the king, 

• who is very much displeased with his two generals, 
Umnkingwayo (Ntshingwayo) and Umavumengwane 
(Mavumengwana), and other izinduna."-(P. P. [C. 2318] 
p. a7). 

Some of the Zulu and native acconnts of Isandhlwana 
are worth noticing. One says the engagement " lasted 
till late in the afternoon."- (P. P. [C. 2374] p. 24.) 
Another speaks of the fighting when the 24th retired 
on the tents, and of their ammunition failing. Another 
(Magwendu, a brother of Cetshwayo) says that the main, 
or front, and the left flank attack of the Zulu army were 
beaten and fell back with great loss until the fire of the 
white troops slackened. The right flank entering the 
camp, the main body was ordered to renew the attack, 
which the English were unable to prevent from want of 
ammunition. 

The following " Statement of a Zulu Deserter regarding 
the Isan'lwaoa Battle" was taken by Mr. Drummond, 
head-quarter staff: 

The Zulu army, c~nsisting of the Ulundi corps, about 3000 
strong; the Nokenke Regiment, 2000 strong; the Ngobamakosi 
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Regiment, including the Uve, about 5000 strong; the Umcityu, 
about 4000 strong; the Nodwengu, 2000 strong; the Unbonambi, 
3000 strong; and the Udhloko, about 1000 strong,,or a total of about 
20,000 men in all, left the military kraal of Nodwengu on the after
noon of the 17th of January. It was first addressed by the King, 
who said: 

"I am sending you out against the whites, who have invaded 
Zulubmd and driven away our cattle. Yon are to go against -the 
column at Rorke's Drift. and drive it back into Natal ; and, if the 
state of the river will allow, follow it up through Natal, right;up 
to the Draakensberg. You will attack by daylight, as there are 
enough of you to 'eat it up,' and you will march slowly, so as not 
to tire yourselves." 

We accordingly left N odwengu late in the afternoon, and marched 
in column.to the west bank of the White Umfolosi, about six miles 
distant, where we bivonacked for the night. Next day we marched 
to the Isipezi military kraal, about nine miles off, where we slept ; 
and on the 19th we ascended to the table-land near the Isiblungu 
hiHs, a march of about equal duration with that of the day previous. 
Un this day the army, which had hitherto been marching m single 
column, divided into two, marching parallel to and within eight of 
each other, that on the left consisting of the Nokenke, Umcityu, and 
Nodwengu Regiments, under the command of Tyingwayo, the other 
commanded by Mavumingwana. There were a few mounted men 
belonging to the chief Usirayo, who were made use of as scouts. On 
t.he 20th we moved across the open country and slept by the Isipezi 
hill. We saw a body of mounted white men on this day to our left 
( a strong reconnaissance was made on the 20th, to the west of the 
Isipezi bill, which was probably the force here indicat.ed). On the 
21st, keeping away to the eastward, we occupied a valley running 
north and south under the spurs of the Ngutu bill, which concealed 
the lsandblana bill, distant from us about four miles, and nearly due 
west of our encampment. We had been well fed during our whole 
march, our scouts driving in cattle and goats, and on that evening we 
ht our camp fires as usual. Our scouts also reported to us that they 
had seen the vedettes of the English force at sunset on some bills 
west-south-west of us ( Lord Chelmsford with some of his staff rode 
up in this direction, and about this time, and saw some of the mounted 
enemy). Our order ·of encampment on the 21st of January was 
M follows: On the extreme right were the Nodwengu, Nokenke, 
1md Umcityu; the centre was formed by the Ngobamakosi and 
Mbonambi; and the left, of the Undi Corps and the Udhloko 
Regiment. On the morning of the 22nd of January there was no 
intention whatever of making any attack, on account of a superstition 
regarding the stat.e of the moon, and we were sitting resting, when 
firing was heard on our ri~ht (the narrator was in the Nokenke 
Regiment), which we at first imagined was the Ngobamakosi engaged, 
and we armed and ran forward in the direction of the sound. We 
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were, however, soon told it was the whit.e troops fighting with 
Matyana' s people some ten miles away to our left front, and returned 
to our original position. Just after we had sat down again, a small 
herd of cattle came past our line from our right, being driven down 
by some of our scouts, and just when they were opposite to the 
U mcityu Regiment, a body of mount.ed men, on the hill to the west, 
were seen galloping, evidently trying to cut them off. When several 
hundred yards off, they perceived the Umcityu. and, dismounting, 
fired one volley at them and then retired. The Umcityu at once 
jumped up and charged, an example which wae taken up by the 
Nokenke and Nodwengu on their ~ht, and the N_gobamakoei and 
Mbonambi on the left, while the Undi Corpe and the Udhloko formed 
a circle (as ie customary in Zulu warfare when a force is about to be 
engaged) and remained where they were. With the latter were the 
two commanding officers, Mavumingwana and Tyingwayo, and 
several of the king's brothers, who with these two corps bore away 
to the north-west, after a short pause, and keeping on the northern -
side of the Ieandhlana, performed a turning movement on the right 
without any opposition from the whites, who, from the nature of the 
ground, could not see them. Thus the original Zulu left became 
their extreme right, while their right became their centre, and the 
centre the left. Tbfl ·two regiments which formed the latt.er, the 
Ngobamakoei and Mbonambi, made a turning along the front of the 
camp towards the English right, but became engaged long before 
they could accomplish it; and the U ve Regiment, a battalion of the 
Ngobamakoei, was repulsed and had to retire until reinforced by the 
other battalion, while the Mbonambi suffered very severely from the 
artillery fire. Meanwhile, the centre, coneieting of the U mcityu on 
t~e left centre, a~d the Noke~ke and. Nodwengu higher up on the 
r1ght, under the hill, were makmg a direct attack on the left of the 
camp. The Umcityu suffered very severely, both from artillery and 
musketry fire; the Nokenke from musketry fire alone; while the 
N odwengu lost least. When we at last carried the camp, our regi
ments became mixed up; a portion pursued the fugitives down to 
the Buffalo River, and the remainder plundered the camp ; while the 
Undi and Udhloko Regiments made the beet of their way to Rorke's 
Drift to plunder the poet there-in which they failed, and lost very 
heav.ily, after ~hting all the afternoon and night. We stripped the 
dead of all thell' clothes (the dead were only partially stripped). 
To my knowledge no one was made prisoner, and I eaw no dead 
body carried away or mutilated. If the doctors carried away any 
dead bodies for the purpose of afterwards doctoring the army, it was 
done wi~out my knowing of it; nor did I see any prisoner taken 
and afterwards killod. I waa, however, one of the men who 
followed the refugees down to the Buffalo River and only returned 
to the English camp lat.e in the afternoon. (This _portion of the 
prisoner's stat.ement was made very reluctantly.) The portion of 
the army which had remained to plunder the camp did so thoroughly, 
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carrying off the maize, breadstuffs (sic), and stores of all kinds, and 
drinking such spirits as were in camp. Many were drunk, and all 
laden with their booty ; and towards sunset the whole force moved 
back to the encampment of the previous night, hastened by having 
seen another English force approaching from the south. Next 
morning the greater part of the men dispersed to their homes 
with their plunder, a few accompanying the principal officers to 
the king, and they have not reassembled since.-Tlie T,mu, March 
22nd, 1879. • 

An accO\mt, told on the battle-field by a Zulu soldier of 
the Uve Regiment, says that when the men belonging to 
the "horns" got to Isandhlwana "they found that the main 
body or ' breast' of the army had pressed into the British 
camp, and that the soldiers and remaining Europeans were 
retiring slowly, fighting, to the 'neck' or pass, where the 
waggon road or track crosses it. As near as I could make 
out (says the writer) this must have been about 2 P.M. In 
this vicinity among the' dongas' (dry water washes), they 
must have fought a long time, till at length the Zulus man
aged to divide them into two bodies, one of which retired 
slowly, and always fighting up the slopes of Isandhlwana 
killing many of the enemy. . . . While this body retreated 
on Isandhlwana, the other party made steadily for a little 
'kopje' or bill on the opposite side of the road, probably 
about a hundred yards from the road and ' neck.' All this 
time the horns were watching the lsifuba (breast) of the 
army fight. . . . Gradually the English on the kopje got 
fewer and fewer, though still fighting obstinately, till the 
Zulus at length, becoming weary, resolved to make an end of 
them : fresh companies were ordered up from the right' horn' 
.... till finally, but few being left, and when in the act 
of reloading their guns, the Zulus rushed in, and, stabbing 
them with their assegais, killed them to the last man. . . . 
All this time the English fought spendidly, never for a 
moment forgetting what they were about, and keeping 
steadily to their work. 

"The other body of men who retired on Isandhlwana fared 
in much the same way, having, however, this advantage, that 
they could not be surrounded, their backs being to the hill, 
and it was long before the Zulus could close in on them. 
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One brave man, probably the last survivor of the day, 
appears to have excited all their admiration. He struggled 
on and on, retreating higher and hll{her up the hill, till he 
reached a small cave or l'ecess in the rocks, into which he 
crept, and with his gun kept off hie enemies. The ground 
in front of the little cave falls steeply down, and the Zulus, 
taking advantage .of the rocks and ~tones scattered about, 
endeavoured, two or three at a time, to app):'oacll and shoot 
him. The soldier, however, was very cool and wary, and 
invariably shot every Zulu as he appeared ; he did not blaze 
away hurriedly, but loaded quietly, took deliberate aim, 
and killed a man with every shot; till at last, the Zulus 
being now very tired, a number of men, good shots, were 
brought up with guns, who fired simultaneously at the 
unfortunate man, and so killed him. This lasted far into 
the afternoon, and ' the shadows were long on the hills ' 
(probably about 5 P.M.) before this man, who my informant 
said was the last to die, met his fate. " 

Another account, taken by the interpreter of one of the 
column commanding officers (a version of which has ap
peared in the columns of the ..4.rmy and Navy Gazette of 
11th October, 1879, and is described as a" full and accurate 
account"), is selected as being corroborated in all main 
points by survivors of the British force, and by the battle
field itself. It is the story of Uguku, a Zulu belonging to 
the Kandampemvu (or Umcityu) Regiment, who says: 
"We arrived at Ingqutu eight regiments strong (20,000 
to 25,000 men) and slept in the valley of a small stream 
which runs into the Nondweni river to the eastward 
of Sandhlwana. The regiments were Kandampemvu (or 
Umcityu), Ngobamakosi, Uve, Nokenke, Umbonambi, Udh
loko, Nodwengu (name of military kraal of the lnkulu
tyane Regiment), and Undi (which comprises the Tulwana, 
Ndhlondhlo, and Indhluyengwe). The army was under the 
joint command of Mavumengwana, Ntshingwayo, and 
Sihayo. It was intended that Matshana ka Mondisa was 
to be in chief command, but he having been a Natal Kafir, 
the other three were jealous of him, and did not like him 
to be put over them ; they therefore devised a plan of 
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getting him out of the way on the day of the battle. They 
accomplished this plan by getting him to go forward with 
Undwandwe to the Upindo to reconnoitre, and promised 
to follow. As soon as he bad gone they took another road, 
viz. north of Babanango, while Matshana and Undwandwe 
went south of it, being accompanied by six amaviyo (com
panies). It was our intention to have rested for a day in 
the valley where we arrived the night before the battle, 
but having on the morning of the battle heard firing of the 
Eugli~h advance guard who had engaged Matshana's men, 
and it being reported that the Ngobamakosi were engaged, 
we went up froru the valley to t.he top of Ingqutu, which 
was between us and the camp ; we then found that the 
N gobaniakosi were not engaged, but were quietly encamped 
lower down the valley. We saw a boily of horse coming 
up the hill towards us from the Sandblwana side. We 
opened fire on them, and then the whole of our army 
rose and came up the hill. The enemy returned our fire, 
but retired down the hill, leaving one dead man (a black) 
and a horse on the field. The Uve and Ngobamakosi then 
became engaged on our left with the enemy's skirmishers, 
aud soon afterwards we were all engaged with the skir
mishers of the enemy. We were not checked by them" 
(i.e. stopped), " but continued our march on the camp until 
the artillery opened upon us. The first shell took effect in 
the rnnks of my regiment, just above the kraal of Baza. 
The N okenke then ran out in the shape of a born towards 
the kraal of Nyenzani on the road between Isandhlwana 
and Rorke's Drift. The engagement now became very hot 
between the Mangwane (mounted natives) and us, the 
l,faugwane being supported by the infantry, who were 
some distance in their rear. We were now falling very 
fast. The Mangwane had put their horses in a donga, and 
were firing away at us on foot. We shouted 'Izulu I' 
(' The Heavens!') 1 and made for the donga, driving out 
the Mangwane towards the camp. The infantry then 
opened fire on us, and their fire was so hot, that those of 

1 Properly Usutu-the Zulu battle cry. 
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us who were not in the donga retired back over the hill. 
It was then that the Nokenke and Nodwengu regiments 
ran out towards Nyenzani's kraal. We then shouted 
' Izulu ! ' again, and got up out of the dongas. The 
soldiers opened fire on us again, and we lay down. We • 
then got up again, and the whole of my regiment charged 
the infantry, who formed into two separate parties-one 
party standing four deep with their backs towards Sandhl
wana, the other standing about fifty yards from the camp 
in like formation. We were checked by the fire of the 
soldiers standing near Sandhlwana, but charged on towards 
those standing in front of the camp, in spite of a very 
heavy fire on our right flank from those by Sandhlwana. 
As we got nearer we saw the soldiers were beginning to fall 
from the effects of our fire. On our left we were supported 
by the Umbonambi, half the Undi, Ngobamakosi, and 
U ve. Behind us were the other half of the U ndi and 
Udhloko, who never came into action at Sandhlwana, but 
formed the reserve (which passed on and attacked Rorke's 
Drift). As we rushed on the soldiers retired on the camp, 
fighting all the way, and as they got 4ito the camp 
we were intermingled with them. It was a disputed 
point as to which of the following regiments was the 
first in the English camp, viz. ; U ndi, Kandampenvu, 
Ngobamakosi, and Umbonambi; but it was eventually 
clecided that the Umbonambi was the first, followed by 
Undi 

" One party of soldiers came out from among the tents 
and formed up a little above the ammunition-waggons. 
They held their ground there until their ammunition failed 
them, when they were nearly all assegaied. Those that 
were not killed at this place formed again in a solid square 
in the neck of Sandhlwana. They were completely 
surrounded on all sides, and stood back to back, and 
surrounding some men who were in the centre. Their 

• ammunition was now done, except that they had • some 
revolvers which they fired at us at close quarters. We 
were quite unable to break their square until we bad 
killed a great many 'of them by throwing our assegais at 
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short distances. We eventually overcame them in this 
way."1 

When all we have narrated was known in Natal, the 
question was asked in the public prints: " Who in the 
light of these recently-discovered facts, were the real 
heroes of that day 1 Surely the two officers who com-
. manded in that narrow pass at the rear of the camp. . . . 
Surely, too, no smaller heroism was that of the fourteen 
carbineers . . .. who, mere boys as they were, gave their 
lives away in order to afford their com1-ades-in-arms a 
chance of retreat .... Any one of these men might have 
had a chance for his life, had be chosen to follow the 
example set by so many. They remained, however, and 
they died, and only after four months of doubt, contra
diction, • and despatch-writing, is it made ,known to the 
world who they were who have most deserved the 
coveted decoration ' For Valour.' " 

.• 

"' The dead shall live, the living die I' Never was 
this well-known line of Dryden's more strikingly illus
trated than by the events of the past fortnight," writes 
The Natal Witness of June 7th, 1879. "' The dead shall 
live,' the mists of doubt, overclouding many a reputa-

1 The above is corroborated on all main points by Mehlokazu1u, sou of 
Sihayo, who states that he was sent with three other indunas (mounted), 
on the morning of the 22nd, to see what the English were doing. On 
reporting to Ntshingwayo, he said, "All right, we will see what they are 
going to do." "Presently," says Mehlokazulu, "I heard Tshingwayo give 
orders for the Tulwana and Ngyaza (T Umgqikasi) regiments to assemble. 
When they hRd done so, he gave orders for the others to lll!Semble and 
advance in the direction of the English camp, We were fired on first by 
the mounted men, who checked our advance for some little time." He 
says the soldiers were at first "in loose order," but afterwards he nw 
them "mHssing together," when "they fired at a fearful rate." When the 
Zulus broke the infantry and closed in, they "came on to a mixed party 
of mounted men and infantry men," about one hundred, who "made a 
desperate resistance, some firing with pistols and others using swords, 
and I repeatedly heard the word • Fire I ' given by someone. Bnt we 
proved too mRny for them, and killed them all where they stood. When 
all WI\S over I had a look at these men, and saw a dead officer, with his 
arm in a sling and a big monstache (Colonel Durnford, R. E.), surrounded 
by dead r.arbineers, soldiers, and other men whom I did not know."
Yille R. E. Journal, Feb. 1880. 
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tion, have been cleared up by a visit to the now sacretl 
field of lsandhlwana. 

"' The living die : ' the hopes of a large party in an 
European nation have been extinguished by the assegais 
of a mere handful of savages." (The allusion is to the death 
of the Prince Imperial of France.) "The two events stand 
side by side in startling contrast, and suggest thoughts 
whiQh even the wisest might with advantage ponder. 
Turn, for instance, to the story of the field of Isandhlwana, 
as now told in plain though interrupted and awful 
characters by the remains found resting near the ' neck.' 
Could it have been guessed that, while human recollection 
and human intelligence failed so utterly to, convey to the 
world a history of the events of that too memorable day, 
Nature herself would have taken the matter in hand, and 
told us such a story as no one who hears it will ever forget 1 
Four months, all but a day, had elapsed since the defenders 
of the field stood facing the Zulu myriads-four months of 
rain and sun, of the hovering of slow-sailing birds of prey, 
and of the predatory visits, as it might well be deemed, of 
unregarding enemies. Four months I and during all 
that time, while the world was ringing from one end to 
the other with the news of a terrible disaster, while 
reinforcements were crowding on to our shores, and 
special correspondents were flooding the telegraph-wires 
with the last new · thing, all through those four months 
the dead slept quietly on, waiting almost consciously, as 
one might think, for the revelation which was to establish 
their fame, and, where necessary, relieve their unjustly 
sullied reputation. For four months was there a sleep of 
honour slept upon that bitter field-a sleep unbroken by 
any of the noise of the war that rolled both to southward 
and to northward. The defeat of Indhlobane had been 
1:mffered; the victory of Kambula had been gained; the 
defenders of Rorke's Drift had been rewarded, at least with 
a nation's praise; the imprisoned column had been released 
from Etshowe; all the roads in Natal had rung to the tread 
of men and the rolling of waggon-wheels, as the force which 
was to 'wipe out ' the disaster of Isandhlwana moved up 
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to the front. Yet still the honoU1-ed dead slept in silenct:. 
Only the grasses that waved round them in the autumn 
breeze murmured to them of their coming resurrection ; 
only the stars that looked down on them, when the night 
wind even had ceased, and the hills loomed black and silent 
in the morning hours, bade them be patient and wait. 
There were many and varied fates entwined in that quiet 
group : there was the trained officer, there was the private 
soldier, there was the man who had come to find employ
ment in a colonial service, there were the lads from the 
colony itself; all these were there, waiting till the moment 
should come when their heroism should be recognised, 
when the vague slanders of interest or of cowardice should 
be dispelled, and the wreath of undying fame hung round 
each name in the historic temple. And the moment, long 
waited for-long promised, as it might almost seem, by the 
beneficent hand of Nature herself, who held firmly to 
some unmistakable tokens of recognition-the moment at 
last arrived. There could be no mistake about it ... These 
lying here were those who had often been called by name 
by those who found them. If one means of recognition 
was absent, another took its place. If the features were 
past identification, there was the letter from a sister, the 
ornament so well known to companions, the marks of rank, 
the insignia of office. Ghastly tokens. it will be said, 
making up the foreground of a ghastly scene. Yea, ghastly 
tokens, but glorious tokens also-tokens enabling many a 
family to name those that died with a regret no longer 

. mingled with doubt or with pain ; tokens that will long 
be cherished, and which will be shown to children as pre
serving the memory of lives that are to be imitated. A 
black cloud has, by these revelations, been lifted from the 
rocks of Isandhlwana, and many whom we deemed dead 
are living again-living as examples, never to be defaced, 

. of thP, honour which tradition has so fondly attached to a 
British soldier's name." 
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CHAPTER XX. 

THE PRINCE IMPERIAL. 

EARLY in April the South African community was greatly 
impressed and interested by the arrival of the young Prince 
Imperial, who came out to Natal to take his share in the 
fortunes of war, and to see something of active service 
against the Zulus. The colonist.a were not a little gratified 
by the fact of this young hope of an illustrious house 
having come to fight for and with them against their 
dreaded foes ; yet amongst them all there was hardly 
one, great or small, gentle or simple, whose second thought 
was not one of sincere regret that he, who, besides being of 
such importance in the future of Europe, was also his 
widowed mother's only son and sole comfort, should be 
allowed to risk his life in a savage warfare. Many a thought 
of kindly sympathy was directed from Natal towards that 
royal mother for whom English men and women have 
always had so sincere a feeling, whether in prosperity or 
adversity ; and many a warm-hearted woman's eyes filled 
with tears at· the sight of the gallant youth, and at the 
very thought of what his loss would be to her who remained 
to pray for him at home, the home which she had found 
amongst our countrymen in England. On every side 
anxious hopes were expressed that the Prince would be 
carefully guarded from danger, and not allowed needlessly 
to throw away his precious young life ; all these hopes and 
anxieties were redoubled when he arrived, and, by his 
winning ways and gallant bearing, won the hearts of all 
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who came in contact with him. Had Natal been asked, be 
would have been sent straight home again instead of across 
the borders, and yet it would have been hard to resist and 
thwart the eager wish t.o be of use, t.o work and t.o see 
service, which characterised him throughout his short 
campaign, and which, combined with gentleness and hu
manity as it was, proved him to be a true soldier to the 
heart's core. 

Since he had come t.o Natal, he could not, of course, be 
kept away from the front, and the day he left 'Maritzburg 
good wishes from all classes attended him along the road. 
It was thought, indeed, that in all human probability he 
was safe, except in the event of some such battle as would 
make the chances equal for all, from general to drummer
boy. " At all events," it was said, " Lord Chelmsford 'Will 
keep him by his side." Others, again, opined that the 
General would find it no easy task to restrain the eager 
young spirit that scorned t.o be treated with more care than 
others of his age. But this doubt was anRwered by one 
who knew the Prince, and who said that he was too good 
a soldier ever to disobey au order. Throw himself in 
the way of difficulty and danger he might wherever 
possible, but any distinct order would be promptly and 
fully obeyed. 

For some little time the Prince acted as extra aide-de
camp to Lord Chelmsford, and accompanied him in that 
capacity to Colonel Wood's camp at Kambula, and back t.o 
Utrecht. Colonel Harrison, R.E., was also of the party, and 
during the journey very friendly relations were established 
between him and the Prince, which lasted to the end, and 
were drawn closer by the former's careful attendance during 
an indisposition which befell the 111.tter. 

Whilst at Kambula the General reconnoitred the Indh
lobane Mountain on May 4th, and on return to camp was 
joined by the Prince Imperial, when, to show him the 
defence of a laager, the alarm was sounded. In three 
minutes every man was at his allotted post, and an inspec
tion of the camp, with its double tier of rifles ready for 
work, was made by the General and .staff. Next day. 
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the camp was broken up, and the column moved to about 
a mile from the White Umvolosi, near the Zinguin range
Lord Chelmsford and staff, with the Prince, proceeding to 
Utrecht. 

On May 8th, the General, having appointed Colonel 
Harrison, R.E., Assista.nt-Quarterniaster-General of the 
army, and Lieutenant Carey, 98th • Regiment, Deputy
Assistant-Quartermaster-General, requested the former " to 
give some work· to the Prince Imp.erial, as he was anxious 
for it, and did not find enough to do in• the duties of an 
extra aide-de-camp." This request was a verbal one, and 
the words used may not be letter for letter, but of the 
purport there is no doubt; and such a request from the 
Commander-in-Chief was, of course, an order which was 
immediately carried out. The Prince was directed to 
collect and record information respecting. the distribution 
of troops, location of depots, and the like, and he worked 
hard at this for some days. Lord Chelmsford shortly 
afterwards left; for Newcastle, but before his departure 
Colonel Harrison suggested that it would be advisable, 
during bis lordship's absence, to make a reconnaissance 
into Zululand, on the borders of which they had been 
hovering so long, so as to determine the exact line of 
route which the columns ought to take in the impending 
invasion. • 

Lord Chelmsford accepted the suggestion, asking Colonel 
Harrison to take the Prince with him on· the expedition, 
and appointing an intelligent officer to accompany them. 
The reconnoitring party started with a strong escort, and. 
reached Conference Hill on May 13th. Here they were 
joined by Colonel Buller and 200 horsemen, and were 
engaged on theil' reconnaissance till May 17th, bivouack
ing at night with horses saddled and bridled, and marcbin~ 
at dawn, scouring. the country, and sweeping Zulu scouts 
before them. The Prince was delighted with the life, 
the simple fare of the officers-his comrades-cooked by 
themselves at their camp-fire, the strange country, the 
sight of the -enemy, the exhilarating gallops over the grass 
up hill and down dale after fleet Zulu spies, the bivouac 
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under the star-lit heavens. All this pleased him im
mensely ; as he told Colonel Harrison : " Made him feel 
that be was really doing soldiers' work such as he had 
never done before." Always anxious to be of use, he 
made most careful and copious notes and observations on 
all they saw or did. 

On the 17th the party returned to Conference Hill, 
Colonel Harrison and Colonel Buller having arranged for 

• a combined and further reconnaissance of the country 
from that place and Brigadier-General Wood's camp; bnt 
as the special duty to which the Prince and the intelli
gence officer bad been assigned was over, Colonel Harrison 
would not allow them to accompany him farther, but 
directed them to return to Utrecht. They obeyed ; but, 
on the 18th, after Colonel Harrison had started on his 
expedition and was already in Zululand, he was surprised 
by the appearance of the Prince Imperial, who had gRl
loped all the way from Balte Spruit by himself to overtake 
him, bringing with him the permission, for which be had 
sent a messenger to Lord Chelmsford, to go on the new 
reconnaissance. The party now consisted of Colonel 
Harrison, the Prince, Lieutenant Carey, one officer and 
five men Bettington's Horse, and one officer and twenty 
men Natal Native Horse (Basutu). The escort would 
have been stronger, but that the junction with Colonel 
Buller from Wood's camp was looked for to add to it. 
The first day was occupied in searching the country as 
before, and in looking out for Ruller; and the party 
bivouacked at night with vedettes and. sentries posted all 
round, as Zulus had been seen on the hills, although they 
did not mo"lest the reconnoitring party. 

On the following day (the 19th), whilst exploring a 
deep rough valley, the party was suddenly confronted by 
a number of Zulus, who came down the hill at one side 
of the donga, and spread out in the usual way in two 
wings or horns, in order t-0 overlap or outflank it, :firing as 
they advanced. The officer in command of the advance at 
once put spurs to his horse and rode straight up the hill· 
at the weak centre of the Zulu detachment, followed by 
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the rest of the party. They pushed right through the 
centre of the Zulus, and the horns at once broke away, 
and escaped among the rocks with some loss. Smaller 
bodies of Zulus were met with subsequently, but did not 
attempt to try conclusions with the horsemen, who were 
obliged to keep on the move the greater part of the nigllt, 
as the enemy was all around them. 

NeJt moming they reached Conference Hill, without 
meeting Colonel Buller ; Colonel Harrison and the Prince 
proceeding to Utrecht to report to Lord Chelmsford. 

Lord Chelmsford Iiow informed Colonel Harrison that 
" he was to consider the Prince Imperial as attached to 
the Quartermaster-General's staff for duty, but it was riot 
put in orders, in consequence of the Prince not being in 
the army." The Prince lived, as before, with the General's 
personal staff, and Colonel Harrison, therefore, only saw 
him when he came for work or orders, which was very 
frequently. 

On May 25th-the head-quarters having been estab
lished at Landtman's Drift-the Prince, having called for 
work as usual, was directed to prepare a plan of a divi
sional camp. That evening Colonel Harrison was spoken 
to by Lord Chelmsford, because the Prince Imperial bad 
gone outside the lines without an escort, but replied "that 
the work be had given the Prince to do referred to the 
ramp inside the outpost lines." The General then told 
Colonel Harrison "to take care that the Prince was not 
to go out without an escort when working for him, and 
in the matter of escort to treat him, . not as a royal 
person, but the same as any other officer, taking all due 
precautions." 

Colonel Harrison then said that " he would see the 
Prince, and tell him he was never to leave the ea.nip with
out a suitable escort, and that he was to apply to him for 
one when it was wanted;" and Lord Chelmsford replied 
that " That would do." 

The same day Colonel Harrison saw the Prince, and 
told him this, and to make the matter quite sure, he tl1en 
and there gave him the instructions in writing. 

A A 2 
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He next directed him to make a map of the country, 
from the reconnaissance sketches of Lieutenant Carey and 
others. This work the Prince executed very well, and so 
eager was he for employmflnt, so desirous to be always up 
and doing, that he went, not once or twice, but often every 
day, to CoJonel Harrison's tent asking for more. 

On the 28th of May, head-quarters were at Kopje Allein, 
and on that and the two following days reconnaissances 
were pushed far into the enemy's country, but no enemy 
was seen. Small parties, even single officers, rode about 
unmolested all over the district round, and went beyond 
the spot where . so sad a scene was shortly afterwards 
enacted. _ 
• " On the 31st of May the Prince went to Colonel Har
rison's tent with a report which he had written, and, as 
usual, asked for some more work. He was told that the 
army was to march next day, and that he might go out 
and report on the roads and camps for the day following; 
with which instructions the Prince was greatly pleased. 
Next day the 2nd Division (with which were Lord 
Chelmsford and the head-quarters' staff) were ordered 
to march towards Ulundi; Wood's column being in 
advance some miles, on the other side of the Blood River, 
on a road which would take it out eventually on the line 
of march of the head-quarters' column. Lieutenant Carey, 
whilst conversing on duty matters with Colonel Harrison, 
expressed a wish to go out with the Prince, as he desired 
to verify a sketch he had made on the previous day ; and, 
although Colonel Harrison had intended to ask one of the 
General's personal staff to accompany the Prince, he said, 
when Lieutenant Carey volunteered to go: "All right: 
you can look after the Prince ! " At the same time he 
told Lieutenant Carey to let the Prince do the work for 
which he was going out, namely, a detailed report on the 
road and the selection of a site for the camp. Lieutenant 
Carey was known to Colonel Harrison as a cautious and 
• experienced officer who had been frequently out on patrol 
duties with Colonel Buller and others, who was acquainted 
with the nature of the work he had to do, the precautions 
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to be taken, and the actual ground to be gone over ; and 
there was every reason to believe that he thoroughly under
stood his position, aud would make, as be had done before, 
the proper arrangements for an escort. 

On the morning of the 1st, Colonel Harrison, hearing 
that· no escort bad arrived at the hour fixed for the de
parture of the reconnoitring party, went over to General 
Marshall's tent, and obtained from him the order for the 
number of men he thought sufficient--" six Europeans 
and six Basutos"; and, having informed Lieutenant Carey 
of this, he rode off to attend to his own duties-superin
tending the march of the army, inspecting the fords, and 
moving on in advance (in company with Major Grenfell) 
to select the site for watering-places and the next camp. 
On a ridge in front of the column Colonel H,!U"rison and 
his companion presently found the Prince and Lieutenant 
Carey halted with the European troopers only, and heard 
from them that they were waiting for the Basutos, who 
had not joined them in camp ; but some were now in 
sight on the hillside flanking the line of march, and 
moving in a direction which would bring them upon it 
a little in advance of the spot where the party was 
waiting. 

As Lieutenant Carey had been already over the country, 
he was asked by Colonel Harrison to point out the place 
where the water supply for the next camp was, and the 
whole party rode slowly along a donga towards the sup
posed stream or ponds. Colonel Harrison did not think 
the water sufficient for their purpose, and rode back to the 
high ground, where he was rejoined by Major Grenfell, 
who told him that the Prince's party had just discovered 
a better supply a little farther on. There was a ridge in 
front of them which they considered marked the end of 

· the day's march, and the officers dispersed to attend to 
their own duties, not imagining for 11.n instant that the 
reconnoitring party would go on without the Basutos, 
who, from their wonderful power of sight and heariug, 
and quickness at detecting the approach of danger, were 
always regarded as essential to an escort. 
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Unhappily, however, such was the case. The party 
.rode on until they came to a deserted kraal, situated some 
200 yards from the river, and consisting of five huts, one 
with the usual small cattle enclosure. Between the kraal 
and the river stretched a luxuriant growth of ta.mbookie 
gr8.8s, five or six feet in height, with mealies and Ka.fir 
corn interspersed. This dense covert, however, did not 
completely surround the kraal, for in front there was an 
open space, apparently used by the Zulus, judging from 
the ashes and broken earthenware strewn about, as a 
common cooking-ground. 

Here the party halted, and the Prince, having first 
sent a native guide to make sure that the huts were all 
uninhabited, gave the order that the horses should be off
saddled and turned out to graze. Some of them lit a fire 
and made coffee, while the Prince and Lieutenant Carey, 
after the latter had taken a look round with his glass, 
proceeded to make sketches of· the surrounding country. 
It is said that the Prince's talent with pen and pencil, 
combined with his remarkable proficiency in military 
surveying-that great gift of recognising at once the 
strategic capabilities of any spot which distinguished the 
First Napoleon-made his contributions to our knowledge 
of the country to be traversed of great value ; and he 
never lost an oppo1tunity of making himself of use in this 
and every other way. 

It was about 3 P.M. when the party halted at this 
deserted kraal, the Prince deciding that they should leave 
again in an hour's time. That the Zulus had been upon 
the spot not long before was apparent from signs of 
freshly-chewed imfi (native sugar-cane) upon the-ground, 
while a few dogs lingering about might have suggested 
that their masters ·were not far off. Before the hour was 
over, however, the native guide came in to report that he . 
bad seen a Zulu coming over the hill, and it was now 
thought prudent to retire, the Prince, giving 'directions to 
collect and up-saddle the horses, followed by the order 
to " Mount." 

Some of the men were already in the saddle, others in 
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the act of mounting, when a sudden volley fired upon 
them from amongst the tall stalks of the mealies (Indian 
corn) which grew on every side, betrayed the presence of 
a numerous armed foe, who had returned unseen to those 
who were in temporary occupation of their kraals. The 
distance was not twenty yards, and :the long grass swayed 
to the sudden ntsh of the Zulus, as with a tremendous 
shout, they charged towards the Prince and his com
panions. The horses all swerved at the suddenness of the 
tumult, and one broke away, its rider being shot before he 

• could recover it and mount. The young Prince was 
riding a fine gray charger, a gray of sixteen hands, always 
difficult to mount, and on this occasion, frightened by the 
firing, it became restive and could no~ be controlled. 
Lieutenant Carey, apparently, bad at this moment been 
carried by his horse in a direction which brought one of 
the huts between him and the Prince, of whose difficulties 
he was therefore unaware. From the moment of the 
attack no man seems to have known much of what the 
rest were doing; to gallop away was the _only chance for 
lif~, and all hurried off, the Prince in vain endeavouring 
to mount his restive steed unaided. He was passed by 
Trooper Letocq: "De~cha vous, s'il vous plait, Monsieur/" 
be cried, as he dashed pl!,St, himself only lying across his 
saddle, but the Prince made no answer; he· was already 
doing his utmost, and in another minute he was alone. 
_He was seen endeavouring to mount his rearing charger, 
as it followed the retreat, while • he ran beside it, the 
enemy close at hand. He made one desperate attempt to 
leap into the saddle by the help of the holster-flap ; that 
gave way, and then he fell The charger dashed riderless 
past some of the mounted men, but, alas I not one turned 
back,· they galloped wildly on, and carried to camp the 
news that the gallant young • Prince, for or with whom 
• each of them should have died that day, lay slain upon 
the hillside where he had made his last brave stand alone. 
Two troopers fell besides-one was struck down by a bullet 
as be rode away ; the other was the Dlan who had lost his 
horse, Trooper Rogers, and who was last seen in the act 
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of levelling his carbine at the enemy. The native guide 
was killed as well, after a hard fight with the foe, witnessed 
to by the blood-stained and broken weapons found by his 
side next day. The fugitives rode on for some distance, 
when they met General Wood and Colonel Buller, to 
whom they made their report. From the brow of an 
adjacent hill these officers, looking through their glasses, 
could see the Zulus leading away the horses they had taken 
-the trophies of their successful attp.ck. 

That evening Colonel Harrison was in his tent, engaged 
in writing orders for the next day's march, when Lord 
Uhelmsford came in to tell him " The Prince is killed ! " 
and Lieutenant Carey soon after confirmed the. dreadful, 
well-nigh incredible, news. He said they were off-saddled 
at a kraal, when they were surrounded and fired into, and . 
that the Prince must have been killt:d, for no one had seen 
him afterwards. 

Colonel Harrison asked the General to let him take a 
few men to the kraal, and see if, by any chance, the 
Prince were only wounded, or were hidden near at hand, 
but his request was not granted, and the testimony of the 
survivors extinguished all hope. 

Next day General Marshall, with a cavalry patrol, went 
out to search for the Prince, being assisted by scouts of 
the }1ying Column. The bodies of the troopers were soon 
found, and shortly afterwards that of His Imperial High
ness was found by Captain Cochrane, lying in a donga 
about 200 yards from the kraal where the party had 
halted. The body was stripped with the exception of a 
gold chain with medallions attached, which was still round 
his neck. Sword, revolver, helmet, and clothes were gone ; 
but in the grass were found the Prince's spurs and one 
sock. 

The body had eighteen assegai wounds, all in front, and 
the marks on the ground and on the spurs indicated a 
desperate resistance. 

'l'he two white troopers were laid together beside a cairn 
of stones, which was erected to mark the exact spot where 
the Prince was found; and later in the day they were 
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buried there, the chaplain_ on duty with the column 
performing the funeral service. 

But for the Prince himself a true soldiers' bier was 
formed of lances lashed together and horse blankets, and,. 
borne thus, the body of the noble }ad was carried up the 
hill towards the camp which he had left the previous day 
so full of energy and life. 

The melancholy news was telegraphed throu~hout the 
colony, causing universal grief and consternation. Every 
heart was wrung with sympathy for flu mother; and even 
those to whose homes and hearts the war had already 
brought desolation, felt their own grief hushed for a while 
in the presence of a bereavement which seemed to surpass 
all others in bitterness and depth. 

What citizen of Maritzburg will ever forget the melan 
cboly Sunday afternoon, cold and storm-laden, when, at 
the first distant sound of the sad approaching funeral 
music, all left their homes and lined the streets through 
which the violet-adorned coffin passed on its way to its 
temporary resting-place. 

In Durban, too, the solemn scene was repeated ; the 
whole colony being deeply moved at the sad and untimely 
death of the gallant Prince. H.M.S. Boadir,ea, flag-ship 
of Commodore Richa1-ds, had the honour of conveying the 
body to Simon's Bay, when it was transferred to HM.S. 
Orontes, with every possible mark of respect, for conveyance 
to England. 

A court of inquiry was at once assembled by Lord 
Chelmsford, and reported that Lieutenant Carey had not 
understood the position in which he stood towards the 
Prince, and, as a consequence, failed to estimate aright the 
responsibility which fell to his lot; also that he was much 
to blame for having proceeded on the duty in question 
with a portion only of the escort; and that the selection 
of the kraal where the halt was made, surrounded as it 
was by cover for the ememy, and adjacent to difficult 
ground, showed a lamentable want of military prudence. 
And, finally, the court deeply regretted that no effort was 
made after the attack to rally the escort and to show 
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a front to the enemy, . whereby the possibility of aiding 
those who bad failed to make good their retreat might 
have been ascertained. 

Lieutenant Carey was then tried by court-martial and 
found guilty. The home authorities decided, however, 
that the conviction and sentence could not be maintained, 
and consequently ordered this officer to be released from 
arrest and to return to his duty. • 

In justice to Lieutenant Carey it must be said that the 
Prince appears to have been actually in command of the 
party ; Lieutenant Carey accompanied it, by permission, 
for the purpose of completing some of his own work, taking 
advantage of the protection of the escort to enable him to 
do so; he received no order about the command of the 
escort, or other instructions beyond the words, " You can 
look Rfter the Prince," which were evidently interpreted 
as ad'Dist, him, but could scarcely warrant controlling his 
movements. 

The Prince's written instructions from Colonel Harrison 
were lost with him. 

On dangerous duties pertaining to the Quartermaster
General's Department in an enemy's country the Prince 
Imperial should never have been employed; as long as be 
remained with the British forces he should have been re
tained on the personal staff of the General commanding. 
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CHAPTER XXI. 

ULUNDI. 

BEFORE entering on the history of the advance of the 
main column on Ulundi. we will glance at the doings of 
No. 1 Division, which was to operate against Ulundi from 
the eastward. 
. During May entrenched posts had been established
Fort Crealock, on the left bank of the Amatikulu River 
and close to John Dunn's Road, about fourteen miles from 
Fort Pearson, on the Tugela ; Fort Chelmsford, on the 
right bank of the Inye?.ane, also on John Dunn's Road, 
and eight miles from Fort Crealock; and, in June, Fort 
Napoleon, on the left bank of the Umlalazi River, between 
Fort Chelmsford and Port Durnford, where a landing
place was established-a brief account of which may be 
interesting. The spot is described as a straight sandy 
coast near the .mouth of the l]mlalazi River, always 
having a boiling surf rolling in on the beach. The land
ing operations were carried out by means of large decked 
surf-boats of about forty tons burden each. 

The mode of working them was as follows : One end 
of a long hawser was made fast to an anchor dropped 
some distance outside the surf, and the other end taken on 
shore by a small line, hauled taut, and secured to shore 
moorings. 

By_ means of this "warp" the surf-boat travels to and 
from the beach. Having picked up the warp by the buoy
rope, it is placed in grooves in the bow and stern of the 
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boat, and there retained by pins. The roll of the surf 
takes the boat in, large rope-stoppers being used to check 
her should she be going too fast. 

In this way some 3,000 tons of stores were landed, 
at a very great saving of expense over land transport. 
1'he lat;1ding operations were at all times difficult, some
times impossible ; they were conducted by Commander 
Caffi.n, RN., and to him and the Naval Brigade there 
stationed is due the entire credit of tl1e excellent work 
done. 

Forwarding supplies and bridging the Tugela was the 
work of the 1st Division through May and well into 
June; everything military, except convoy duty, appeared 
at a standstill. There was a great _deal of sickness 
amongst the troops, but General Crealock did much in 
providing proper hospital accommodation and improving 
sanitary arrangements. 

Fort Pearson was converted into an extensive hospital, 
where there were as many as 400 patients at times, and 
whose garrison, after the advance of the division, was 
composed of the convalescents. At this hospital some 
wily patients managed to appropriate 5,0001. of the public 
moneys ; but this fortunately was all recovered, except 
about 331. 

Telegraphic communication was established by the 
Royal Engineers between Fort Chelmsford and the Lower 
Tugela; and Colonel Walker, C.B., Scots Guards, was 
appointed to the command of this portion of the base, 
and stationed at Fort Pearson. 

On the 18th June the long-expected move was made 
by No. 1 Division; and General Crealock, with the ad
vanced portion of the force, left Fort Pearson and the 
Lower Tugela. :Moving by Fort Chelmsford, he reached 
the Umlalazi River on the 22nd. The river was bridged 
by the train under Captain Blood, RE., and a work 
commenced on the left bank called" Fort Napoleon." 

The General was engaged reconnoitring on the 23rd and 
following days, capturing a few cattle, one of which ap
peared to resent its capture, charging the General, and 
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severely injuring his horse. ,On the 28th the force 
encamped near Port Durnford. . 

But· little interest attaches to this division, which had 
great opportunities before it. An earlier advance and n. 
little dash would have given the laurels of the second 
campaign to the 1st Division, which at the beginning of 
May consisted of upwards of 9,000 men-6,500 being 
Europeans - a sufficient force to have accomplished 
the destruction of i Ulundi with ease ; but it was not 
to be. 

Many absurd stories are told as to causes of delays, 
one being the want of so many rations of pepper ; and 
the whole ending in the well-known telegram, " Where is 
CreaJock?" 

We may here devote a few remarks to the Naval 
B1igade, which rendered such good service throughout 
the campaign ; and, had opportunity offered, would have 
largely added to the laurels it won. 

After the relief of Etshowe, the Naval Brigade was 
divided between Lower Tugela and Fort Chelmsford; 
Commander Brackenbury in command at the latter post; 
Captain Campbell in chief command. The main force 
advanced with General Crealock- 545 officflrs and men 
of Active, Boaduea, and Shah,, with three 9-pounder guns, 
six rocket-troughs, and five Gatling guns. At Port Durn
ford they remained disembarking stores till July 21st, 
when, after being reviewed by Sir Garnet Wolseley, 
the .Active's aud Shali,'s men embarked, leaving the 
Boadicea's men to continue temporarily the duties of the 
landing station. 

Captain Bradshaw of the Shah,, and Captain Adeane of 
the Tenedos, rendered good service at Durban and Simon's 
Bay respectively. 

The Royal Marines -of the squadron served with the 
Naval Brigade. Lieutenant Dowding, R.M.L.I., was at 
first the senior officer, and advanced with Colonel Pear
son's column t-0 Eeshowe, remaining there until its relief. 
Captain Phillips, R.M.L.I., and Captain Burrows, RM.A., 
w~re landed • from . H.M.S. Shah, the former the senior 
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officer, and in command of the Marines at the battle of 
N gingindhlovu. 

We must now return to the 2nd Division and Flying 
' Column, which at Jast began to move in the right direc

tion. Zululand had been carefully reconnoitred to the 
Babanango Mountain by Colonel Buller, and the advance 
of the 2nd Division, with the head-quarters, in this direc
tion was covered by the Flying Column, which was always 
within striking distance. 

The troops were now carefully protected at night by 
laagers ; the ordinary form being a rectangle in three 
compartments, with a shelter trench two yards outside 
the waggons, so that there might be a second line of 
fire from the top of the waggons, without risk to the 
defenders of the shelter trench. 

The Flying Column bore the brunt of work in the 
advances, scouting the country in every direction, the 
most reliable "eyes and ears" of the force the "Natal 
Native Horse," then commanded by Captain Cochraue. 
These men (EdendaJe men and Basutu) in small numbers 
crowned the summit of every hill right and left of the 
route, and miles in front they were pushed to feel the 
way. On the 4th June the scouts reported a considerable 
number of the enemy ; these, after the exchange of a few 
shots, Colonel BuJler tried to draw towards the camp, but 
in vain, and the patrol, not being strong enough to risk an 
engagement, returned to camp. There three messengers 
from Cetshwayo were being received by Lord Chelms
ford. 

They were sent back on June 6th with the following 
message : " He must at once give proof of being earnest 
in desiring peace, proof to be-lst, Two 7-pounder guns, 
and the oxen now with him taken from us to be sent in 
with the ambassadors. 2nd, A promise from Ketcbwayo 
that a11 the arms taken during war, &c., when collected 
shaJl be given · up. 3rd, One regiment to come to my 
camp and lay down its arms as a sign of submission. 
Pending Cet.ywayo's answer, there will be no military 
operations on our part ; when he has complied with them, 
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I will order cessation of hostilities pending discussion of 
final terms of peace."-(P. P. [C. 2374] p. 107). 

On the previous day (5th June), Colonel Buller took a 
force of about 300 men to reconnoitre the proposed route. 
The Zulus seen the day before came out from their kraals, 
and formed as if for an attack. The ground in their rear 
was broken and covered with thorny bush, the kraals 
large, apparently belonging to a chief; and beside one of 
them were four waggons, evidently taken from Isandhl
wana. Colonel Buller determined to bum the kraals, but 
as he approached the enemy broke and retired into the 
cover, opening a heavy fire. A po1tion of the force engaged 
the Zulus from the edge of the· bush whilst the remainder 
set fire to the kraals, which was accomplished with the 
loss of two men wounded. 

Major-General Marshall came up with a portion of the 
Cavalry Brigade, and, with a view to ensuring the safety 
of Colonel Buller's retreat, advanced three troops of the 
17th Lancers under Colonel Drury-Lowe to hold the enemy 
in check. 

The enemy was found to be very strongly posted in the 
thorns, and the ground being impracticable for cavalry, 
the L'\Dcers were ordered to retire. Their Adjutant, 
Lieutenant Frith, was in this fruitless skirmish shot 
through the heart. 

During this affair an incident occurred (told by an 
officer present at the time), showing the individual 
bravery of the Zulus : A single warrior, chased by several 
Lancers, found himself :tun down and escttpe impossible. 
He tur1Jed and faCtld his enemies; spreading his arms 
abroad he presented bis bare breast unflinchingly to the 
steel, an.d foll, face to the foe, as a brave soldier should. 

On the 6th a post called Fort Newdigate was estab
lished, and on this evening the warmth of the double 
lioe of fire from the laager of the 2nd Division was 
unpleasantly experienced by the 5th Company Royal 
Engineers. This company bad marched up that afternoon 
in advance of the :Flying Column (which was going down
country for supplies), and had camped close io one of the 
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unfinished redoubts outside the laager ; an alarm was 
given in the laager, and a heavy fire opened therefrom. 
The Engineers coolly 'lay down flat on the ground, and 
waited till the excitement was over. It was due entirely 
to their own steadiness that the casualties were not greater; 
as it was, one sergeant was wounded and two horses 
killed. 

On the 7th, the division advanced, clearing the country 
of Zulus and buming their kraals, and encamped at the 
Upoko River; remaining there till the arrival of Brigadier
General Wood's Column with a large convoy of supplies 
for which it had been sent. The time was usefully em
ployed in · reconnoitring, examining the road in advance, 
making drifts practicable, &c. 

A line of telegraph was laid by the half Telegraph 
Troop (C) Royal Engineers; from Quagga's kraal (on the 
road between Newcastle and Ladysmith), where it joined 
the colonial line to Doornberg vid Dundee and Landt
mann's Drift, thus-placing head-quarters in communication 
with Pietermaritzburg, &c.; flag-signalling being employed 
to communicate with Doornberg .. 

On the 16th June the correspondent of Tke Tirr,,u 
wrote : " We are wandering towards Ulundi much as the' 
Children of Israel wandered towards Canaan, without 
plans, or even definite notions for the future. It would 
seem not impossible to· form some plan of campaign
something, at any rate, more definite than the hand-to
mouth manner in which-we are now proceeding. Deep 
science and tactical skill are not necessary to contend with 
savages ; a simple method and plain common-sense suffice, 
if backed by energy, decision, and determination." 

The intelligence now telegraphed that Sir Garnet 
W oJseley was on hi.s way to Natal to unravel the various 
tangled skeins of civil and military policy, doubtless acted 
as the "spur in the head" which expedited Lord Chelms
ford's movements. 

On the 17th, Brigadier-General Wood arrived with the 
supplies, and next day the force advanced to the U poko 
River, where the road from Rorke's Drift to Ulundi crosses 
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it. Here there was a halt for a da.y, and a depot formed 
called Fort Marshall. Colonel Collingwood was left in 
charge of the two posts, Forts Newdigate and Marsliall; 
and the whole line of communication in the enemy':; 
country, and such of the garrison as were left in frontier
posts for the purpose of patrolling, were placed under the 
command of MajorsGeneral Marshall. 

Fort Marshall was about twenty-five miles from Rorke's 
Drift, and sixteen from Fort N ewdigate ; from this post 
to Koppie Allein (on the Blood River) the distance was 
twenty-one miles. 

Having struck down into this road, which runs into 
Zululand in an easterly direction, a glance at the map will 
show how needless was the waste of time and money 
spent in concentrating stores at Conference Hill-so far 
removed from the line of communications with Pieter
maritzburg. 

The combined column reached the U mhlatuse River on 
the 21st, having traversed difficult and mountainous 
ground, where in many places the train was obliged to 
pass by single waggons. 

The Zulus took no advantage of the many opportunities 
for attack that presented themselves, and the march to 

. Ulundi was practically unopposed. At this halting-place 
Fort Evelyn was built; and on the 24th the march was 
resumed. 

Cetshwayo's messengers, 'Mfunzi and 'Nkisimane, came 
up from Pietermaritzburg on the 24th, and next morning 
were sent to the king with Lord Chelmsford's reply to his 
message. 

A very awkward drift on the Uvulu Riverwas passed by 
the column, after crossing which a day's halt was made, 
when a cavalry patrol was sent out to destroy some mili
tary krM.ls. Two more indunas came in from the king to 
ask for peace, and were sent back to Ulundi in the evening. 
On the 27th the force arrived at Entonjaneni, where the 
arrangements for the final advance on Ulundi were made, 
tents and all unnecessli.ry baggage left behind, and a strong 
post formed with the ·aid of waggons. Four hundred 
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waggons, 6,000 oxen, and 800 mules were left entrenched 
here ; the remaining 200 waggons, with ten days' provi
sions, accompanying the advancing force. This evening 
two more messengers came in from the king with elephants' 
tusks, some hundred head of oxen, and two trunks, the 
prope1ty of Lord Chelmsford. The messengers were sent 
back next day. 

The Natal Colonist of June 28th says: "Again we hear 
that Ketshwayo has sent to Government, asking why Lord 
Chelmsford continues to advance. He (the king) hopes the 
General will not persist in advancing, as in that case he 
will be forced to fight, and what he wants is peace. This, 
we believe, makes the eleventh message he has sent in to 
the same effect. The General affects to doubt his bona 
fides. How is this to be established 1 Can his lordship 
think of no better guarantee than one which the most 
vigorous supporters of the war cannot term anything but 
childish ? " This latter question is explained in another 
issue of the same paper, in which the editor remarks : 
" It is argued that the Zulus or the Zulu king cannot be 
sincere in desiring peace, because when the chance offers 
our troops are fired upon. If people would but consider 
for a moment, that until there is a truce or armistice 
agreed on we are living in a state of war ; that our troops 
are in the Zulu country, making war upon its inhabitants, 
missing no opportunity of inflicting damage and injury 
upon them, burning their kraals, destroying their grain, 
ravaging their gardens, and firing on the natives themselves 
at every chance, what right, they would ask themselves, 
have we to expect that the Zul~s should refrain from re
taliation, however desirous they may be of seeing peace 
restored, and an end put to all the devastation and horror 
of prolonged warfare? We do not profess to be otherwise 
than desirous of peace-peace with honour and security for 
the future-and yet are we not invading their country, and 
almost vaunting that we shall dictate its terms only when 
our invading columns have met at Ulundi, and planted the 
English flag there ? " 

On the 30th the descent into the valley of the White 
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Umvolosi was commenced, through a country covered with 
scattered bush and aloes. Two indunas were· escorted in 
during the day, one bearing a letter from Cetshwayo to 
Lord Chelmsford,1 and the other the sword of the Prince 
Imperial, which the king sent in immediately on learning 
the value attached to it.2 

Sir Garnet Wolseley-having been ordered out to Natal 
as Governor of Natal and the Transvaa1, and Her Majesty's 
High Commissioner for the eastern portion of South Africa 
-landed at Durban on the morning of the 28th June, and 
at once proceeded to Pietermaritzburg. He there met 
Major-General the Hon. H. H. Clifford, Inspector-General 
of Lines of Communication and Base, and " learnt that he 
had no direct communication from Lord Chelmsford since 
the 21st instant, but had indirectly learnt through a mes
sage sent by Lord Chelmsford to General Crealock, C;B., 
that on the 23rd instant the force under Lord Chelmsford 
was four miles north of the place marked ' Bad Drift,' on 
the road leading from Rorke's Drift to Ulundi." 

Lord Chelmsford hnd issued orde_rs restricting General 
Clifford's command and charge of the line of communica
tions to the right banks of the Blood, Buffalo, and Tugefo, 
rivers, had placed Major-General Marshall in charge of the 
communications from the left bank of those rivers to the 
troops in front under his own immediate command, and 
had given orders that General Clifford and General Mal'shall 
were not to communicate direct with each other, thus 
breaking the chain of communication from the front. 

" I at once," writes Sir Garnet, " turned my attention to 
the all-important q_uestions of communications, transport, 
and supply. I naturally was anxious t-0 shorten the line 

1 Written for him by a Dutch trader, who happened to be with him. 
(See "Cetsbwayo's Dutchman.") 

1 This information he obtained through his messengers, 'Mfonzi and 
'Nkisimane, who were in Pietermaritzburg in June. The me888ge (sent 
by Mr. Colenso) being, that the young officer killed at the Styotyozi 
river was a Prince ; that his sword would be desired by his family, and 
that if Cetsbwayo wanted to make peace· be had better return it. 'l'he 
result was that, as soon as the king received the message, he sent the sword 
on to Lord Chelmsford. 

n B 2 
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of communication with Lord Chelmsford's column, and to 
employ the direct road from Rorke's Drift to Fort Marshall, 
along which parties have for days past been employed for 
the purpose of burying the dead at Isandhlwana; but 
although this road has been opened up for messengers, 
I find that such quantities of supplies have been accumu
lated at Dundee and Landtsman's Drift, that it is necessary 
to retain the very circuitous line of communications pass
ing through those places. . . . The divided control of the 
lines of communication ordered by Lord Chelmsford 
being, in my opinion, fatal to a proper conduct of opera
tions, I at once issued orders placing Major-General 
Clifford in command of all lines of communication from 
all the columns operating in. Zululand to the base. . . . 
I have placed Major-General the Hon. H. H. Clifford, 
V.C., C. B., in command of all the troops in Natal, in
cluding all colonial levies. Both he and I are receiving 
every possible assistance and the most cordial co-operation 
from Sir Henry Bulwer, K.C.M.G., the Lieutenant-Governor 
of Natal. 

"As regards • the conduct of operations at the front, I 
found Major-General Clifford in absolute ignorance of 
Lord Chelmsford's plans ; and I am myself at this mo
ment without any knowledge of what those plans may 
be. I have ascertained that Lord Chelmsford within the 
last week informed Major-General Crealock that he was 
about to push on to Ulundi, requesting him to co-operate 
by attacking U ndi or Empangeni, or advancing even 
further. On the other hand, Major-General Marshall 
telegraphed to me that he understood Lord Chelmsford 
'intended to join hands with General Crealock at 
K wamagwaza, and swing up, all together, supporting 
Wood on each flank.' If this was Lord Chelmsford's 
plan, it appears to have been hastily abandoned in favour 
of an independent advance by his own column, a course 
which I cannot but consider dangerous." 1 

Sir Garnet Wolseley telegraphed to Lord Chelmsford to 
keep him daily informed of his doings, &c. ; and said, " I 

1 P. P. [C. 2482} pp. 94-95. 
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am anxious for the two columns commanded hy yourself 
and Crealock to unite as soon as possible, for I regard 
their separation and independent action as extremely 
dangerous. I do not yet know what your plan of cam
paign is, as you have not informed Clifford." 

Lord Chelmsford's first communication to Sir Garnet 
was a letter dated June 28, 1879, in which he says he 
is forming a strongly entrenched post at Entonganeni; 
and, leaving there "all spare oxen, horses, mules, wag
goos, and impedim~nta," he "will move forward on 
Ulundi without tents, and with ten days' provisions." 1 

Lord Chelmsford remarked : " As regards my future 
operations after Ulundi and the surrounding military 
kraals have been destroyed, it is difficult to write con
fidently. I very much question being able to hold on to 
the Ulundi valley, even if it were advisable, which I 
doubt." 

Sir Gamet Wolseley telegraphed from Durban on July 
1st: "Your letter and enclosures of 28th June received ; 
if compelled to fall back retire on the First Division, via, 
K wamagwaza and St. Paul's Mission Station. . . . Wish 
you to unite your force with the First Division, ua I 
strongly object to the present plan of operations with 
two forces independently of each other, and without 
possibility of acting in concert. 

"Crealock's operations have as yet been very slow, and 
have led to no useful result; am now starting, 4 P.M., 
and join First Division at Port Durnford by sea to-
morrow.'' 

On the 30th June Lord Chelmsford sent the following 
message : " Five miles from Entonganeni ; ten miles from 
Umvolosi River. King's messengers have just left with 
message from me.2 I must advance to position on left 

1 P. P. [C. 2584] p. Ill. 
1 Lord Chelmsford's message to Cetshwayo was, he says, "reduced to 

writing " at the request of the messengers. U nfortUD&tely this Zeller 
never reacked Cetahwayo. It appears that when the messengers arrived 
they were told by the indunas that the white man (Vijn) had gone away, 
and the letter was of no use now as there was no one to read it. In 
November, 1879, the letter, unopened, was brought into Natal. 
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bank of river. This I do to-morrow, but will stop hos
tilities, pending negotiations, if communicated demands 
are complied with by 3rd July, noon. There are indun88 
come with cattle and guns. I have consented to receive 
1,000 captured rifles instead of a regiment laying down its 
arms. As my supplies will only permit of my remaining 
here until the J.Oth July, it is desirable I should be in
formed by you of the conditions of peace to be demanded. 
White man with king states he has 20,000 men. King 
anxious to fight; Princes not so. Where is Crealock's 
column ? Signal" 

On the 1st July the Flying Column and General N ewdi
gate' s division reached, without opposition, the southern 
bank of the White Umvolosi, within five or six miles of the 
royal kraals of Ulundi Defensible laagers were at once 
formed, and the position made secure before night. Large 
bodies of Zulus were seen in motion at Ulundi. Next day 
the 2nd Division closed up their laager to that of the 
Flying Column, and a stone redoubt was erected on knoll 
in rear ; so that a small garrison might hold the post, 
leaving the main force unencumbered to operate 88 desired. 
The Zulu army was not seen, and no messengers arrived 
from the king ; but a large herd of white (royal) cattle was 
observed being driven from the king's kraal towards the 
camp, and shortly afterwards driven back again. 

On the 3rd, 88 the Zulus were firing on watering-parties 
at the river, and no message had come in, a reconnaissance 
on the farther side was ordered. At noon, the cattle, sent 
in with the last messengers from the king, were driven 
back across the river, and about the same time Colonel 
Buller crossed lower down with the mounted men of the 
Flying Column to reconnoitre towards Ulundi. Detaching 
parties to cover bis flank, he advanced rapidly to within 
about 200 yards of the Ulundi river, and about three
quarters of a mile from Ulundi, when he came upon about 
5,000 Zulus concealed in the river-bed, who at once opened 
fire, while large bodies of the enemy, moving down on each 
flank, endeavoured to cut off his retreat. 

Colonel Buller, having effected the purpose for which he 
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had -gone forward-feeling the army and reconnoitring 
the ground-retired with the loss of three men killed and 
four wounded. Many officers distinguished themselves in 
endeavouring to save the men who were lost, as well as 
bringing in dismounted men: Commandant D'Arcy, Lieut.
Colonel Buller, Captain Prior, Lord William Beresford, 
Lieutenant Hayward, and also Sergeant Kerr are men
tioned. 

On the 4th, at 6.45 A.M., the force crot::sed the river, 
leaving the camp garrisoned by the 1-2-Uh Regiment, a 
company of Engineers, and casualties (a.bout 900 Europeans, 
250 natives, with one Gatling gun). 

Lieut. - Colonel Buller, with the light cavalry of the 
Flying Column, crossed in advance, and occupied the high 
ground in front without opposition ; the main body follow
ing, marched up the broken ground out of the valley, and 
formed a hollow square, the ammunition carts, &c., in 
the centre, and the guns in position ready to come into 
action without delay. The Flying Column formed the 
front half, and the 2nd Division the rear half of the 
square ; front, flanks, and rear covered by the cavalry. In 
this formation the troops advanced to the spot selected by 
Colonel Buller, which was about 700 yards beyond the 
Nodwengu kraal, and about the same distance from a 
stream that crossed the road halfway to Ulundi ; high 
ground, commanding the adjacent country, and with little 
cover beyond long grass, near it. 

The guns were posted in the angles and in the centre of 
each face of the square, and each face had a company of 
infantry in reserve. 

Large numbers of Zulus were now seen coming from the 
hills on the left and left front, and other masses on the 
right, partly concealed by the mist from the river, passed 
the N odwengu kraal· to surround the square. 

The cavalry on the right and left became engaged at 
8.45 A.M., and slowly retiring as the enemy advanced, 
passed into the square, which immediately opened fire. 

The Zulu advance was made with great determination, 
but their movements appeared to be without order. S!)me 
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individuals managed to reach within thirty or forty .yards 
of the rear face, where there was some cover, but the main 
advance on all sides was checked at some distance by the 
heavy artillery fire and steady volleys of the infantry. 
These were so effective that within half an hour the enemy 
wavered and gave way, when the cavalry dashed out to 
complete their discomfiture. Passing out by the rear face 
of the square, Colonel Drury-Lowe (who had been already 
wounded) led the 17th Lancers in the direction of the 
Nodwengu kraal, dispersing the enemy and killing those 
that could not reach the shelter of the kraal or the bush 
below ; then wheeling to the right, he charged through the 
enemy, who were endeavouring to reach the mountains 
beyond. 

In this manner the whole of the level ground was 
cleared. Lieut.-Colonel Buller's command also took up 
the pursuit, doing much execution until the enem1 
mounted the slopes of t,be hills and were beyond their 
reach. But even then a place of safety was not gained, 
for some guns were moved out from the square, and got 
the range of the enemy retreating over the hills; The 
brunt of this day's work fell on the cavalry. • Even in 
the pursuit the greater part of the Zulus turned and 
fought for their lives. Overtaken by a Lancer, a Zulu 
would stop just before the fatal thrust was delivered, and 
dodging like lightning, evade the lance, sometimes seizing 
it and holding on till the Lancer was relieved by a comrade. 

The Irregular Horse, Mounted Infantry, and Native 
Horse (Captain T. Shepstone's Basutu and the Natal 
Native Horse under Captain Cochrane), thoroughly 
searched the ground, disposing of the enemy who bad 
taken refuge in dongas, bush, and long grass. 600 Zulus 
are said to have fallen before the cavalry alone-150 of 
them being credited to the Lancers. 

Thus was fought the battle of Ulundi. 
It was impossible for the ill-armed enemy to pass the 

belt of fire that encircled the square, even bad they not 
been shaken by the accurate artillery fire whilst yet at a 
distance. • 
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The ease with which the attack was repelled may he 
gathered from the facfthat the average number of rounds 
fired by the infantry actually in .the ranks was less than six 
and a-half rounds per man (6·4 rounds). 

The troops certainly were very steady, and the firing 
-generally volley-firing by sections-was as a rule under 
perfect command. 

We have heard of an officer calmly smoking his pipe 
whilst in command of his company during the engage
ment. 

As soon as the wounded had been attended to, the force 
advanced to the banks of the stream near Ulundi, whilst 
the cavalry swept the country beyond. Ulundi was fired 
at 11.40 A.M., and the adjacent kraal shortly afterwards: 
At 2 P.M., the return march to the camp commenced. 
Every military kraal in the valley that had not previously 
been destroyed was in flames; and not a sign of the Zulu 
army was to be perceived. 

The British force engaged consisted of 4,062 Europeans 
and 1,103 natives, with 12 guns and 2 Gatlings. The loss: 
killed, 2 officers (Captain WyA.tt-F.dgell, 17th Lancers, and 
the Hon. W. Drummond, in charge of the Intelligence De
partment), 13 non-commissioned officers and men, and 
3 natives; wounded, 19 officers, 59 non-commissioned 
officers and men, and 7 natives. 

'fhe Zulu force is estimated variously ; some put it at 
12,000, some at 20,000. Being scattered over a large 
extent of country, and some of the regiments engaged 
having already suffered heavily, it is not easy to arrive at 
a reliable conclusion. It is probable that the correct 
number lay between 15,000 and 20,000 . 

.As regards the Zulu loss, Lord Chelmsford says: " It 
is impossible to estimate with any correctness the loss of 
the enemy, owing to the extent of country over which 
they attacked and retreated ; but it could not have been 
less, I consider, than 1,000 killed."-(Despatch, 4th July.) 

Using the same reasoning .on the 6th, Lord Chelmsford 
says : " But judging by the reports of those engaged, it . 
cannot be placed at a less number than 1,500 killed." 
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From the statements of prisoners it would seem 
that the attacking force was about 15,000 strong, 5,000 
being in reserve. At a meeting of the Zulu Council on 
the 2nd July, it appears that it was resolved by the king 
to send in the royal coronation white cattle as a peace
offering ; but as they were being driven towards the 
English camp on the 2nd, they were turned back at Nod
wengu by the Umcityu Regiment, who refused to let them 
pass, saying, as they could not fulfil all the demands, it 
was useless to give up the cattle, ~nd therefore they would 
fight. The king was then at Ulundi ; he said that "as 
the Inkandampemvu (Umcityu) Regiment would not let 
the cattle go in as a peace-offering, and as we wished to 
fight, the white army being now at his home, we could 
fight, but we were to fight the white men in the open, and 
attack before the Nodwengu and Ulundi kraals, where we. 
were on the day of the fight." . . . . " The army is now 
thoroughly beaten, and as it was beaten in the open, it 
will not reassemble and fight again. No force is watching 
the lower column, and none has been sent there. How 
could there be, when all were ordered to be here to-day ? 
We mustered here by the king's orders at the beginning 
of this moon, about ten days ago. We have not been 
called out before." 

The natives belonging to the British for.ce were exceed
ingly struck at the idea of their being brought into the 
square, whilst the soldiers formed "a laager" of their 
bodies round them. 

The special correspondent of the Daily News, Mr. 
Archibald Forbes, performed a very gallant act after the 
battle of Ulundi. Finding that no despatch was being sent 
off by the General to announce the victory, he determined to 
take the news himself, and, " taking his life in his hand," 
set out alone to ride right through the Zulu country. This 
he did, riding the whole night, having frequently to dis
mount and actually feel his way by the tracks of the 
waggons on the upward route. 

Next day, after a ride of nearly a hundred miles, he 
reached Landtman's Drift (in fifteen hours), and was 
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enabled to telegraph to Sir Garnet Wolseley the news of 
the victory of the 4th. 

A few brief remarks on the return march are all tl1at 
are necessary. The day after the battle of Ulundi (5th 
July) the whole force retired to Entonganeni; as, Lord 
Chelmsford sa.ys, "the Zulus having dispersed in all 
directions, it is not possible to strike another blow at them 
for the present." He was, he says, also anxious to get the 
men under cover again, as the nights were very cold 
with heavy dews ; and he reports that the grass lands 
" are beginning to fail." 

But, although Lord Chf'ltnsford might " have fully ac
complished the object for which" he "advanced," the object 
of his mission still remained unfulfilled, viz., the settle
ment of the Zulu question by Cetshwayo's enforced 
acceptance of our terms, or by his capture. The pleas 
put forward by Lord Chelmsford for his throwing away 
the results of the victory of Ulundi • do not bear inquiry; 
for there was no reason why the tents should not have 
been sent up from Entonganeni ; supplies were plentiful, 
and were being pushed forward along the line of commu
nications; and throughout July, August, and September 
there was abundance of grass, and the kraals were stored 
with grain. 

Lord Chelmsford's im!tructions only alluded to his 
falling back "if compelled." 1 If circumstances had been 
such as to render a retreat advisable when the object of 
the war was within our grasp, assuredly a council of war 
would have been held ; but Lord Chelmsford did not even 
consult his Division commanders. 

That Sir Garnet Wolseley did not approve Lord 
Chelmsford's action after Ulundi is· evident from his 
despatches. He speaks of the Zulu nation as being 
"amazed at our retreat from Ulundi," and says, " I 
consider it necessary to make preparations to return to and 
occupy Ulundi as a visible sign of our power ; and I 

1 E.Jtract from telegram to Lord Chelmsford, July 1st, 1879: "If 
compelled to fall back retire on the First Division via Kwama.gwaza and 
l::it. Paul's Mission Station." P, P. [C. 2584] p. 113. . 
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think it desirable that I should dictate what are to be 
the terms of settlement of the country at the king's kraal 
itself."-(P. P. [C. 2482] p. 11)2.) 

On the 9th the Flying Column moved on the road 
towards the coast to K wamagwaza, en route to meet Sir 
Garnet Wolseley. 

On the 10th the 2nd Division marched from Enton
ganeni, and arrived at the Upoko River on the 15th. 

Lord Chelmsford accompanied the Flying Column. 
We cannot leave Brigadier-General Wood's command 

without a word of notice. From the beginning to the end of 
the campaign its work was don.e in a thoroughly soldierlike 
manner, leaving little or nothing to be desired. There was 
a thorough reciprocal confidence betwetin commander and 
men, and a total absence of those " scares" which were 
occasionally heard of during the campaign. 

Where all did well, it may seem a li~tle invidious to 
single one out for mention, but we will quot.e the con
cluding words of Brigadier-General Wood's despatch of 
5th July, referring to Lieut.-Colonel Redvers Buller, not 
only on account of this officer's merit, but "to point 
the moral" as to where was the neglect which led 
primarily to the disaster to the Head-quarter Column in 
January: 

" He has never failed to cover the column with his 
mounted men for from ten to twelve miles in front, and 
on the flanks. 

" Constitutionally fearless, be is prudent in counsel, and 
though resolute, is very careful of the lives of his troops 
in action. He possesses, in my opinion, all the attributes 
of a perfect leader of light cavalry." 

On the 4th July Lord Chelmsford sent a despatch to 
Sir Garnet Wolseley, in which he said: "As I have fully 
accomplished the object for which I advanced, I consider 
I shall now be best carrying out Sir Garnet Wolseley's 
instructions by moving at once to Entonganeni,.and thence 
to K wamagwaza.." 

Why the blow struck at Ulundi was not followed up 
it is difficult to say. If Lord Chelmsford's instructions 
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permitted him to advance and engage the enemy, they 
would be sufficiently elastic to enable him to follow up 
the victory. The king was known to have a new kraal in 
a strong position at the junction of the White and Black 
Umvolosi Rivers, within a day's march of Ulundi; the 
Zulu army was thoroughly be!l.ten and dispersed, and there 
was absolutely nothing to prevent· an advance for the 
destruction of this stronghold ; the main object of the war· 
too remained unfulfilled. There was an ample force, 
willing hearts, and no lack of supplies. The solution of 
the problem must be sought in Lord Chelmsford's words : 
"I have fully accomplished the object for which I ad
vanced." He withdrew at once from the scene of his 
victory, and-resigned his command. 
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CHAPTER XXII. 

SIR GARNET WOLSELEY-CAPTURE OF CETSHWAYO. 

Sm BARTLF. FRERE, whose continued popularity spoke 
somewhat of colonial approval of the war, had returned 
to the Cape in June, a.nd his reception at Cape Town 
" capped the climax of an uninterrupted triumph," ac
cording to the Natal Mercury. That he thought himself 
deserving of the honours due to a cc,nqueror returning 
home in triumph we ma.y gather from the fact that he 
sent no instructions to suppress any demonstrations of 
delight at his return, although at that very time the 
latest and one of. the saddest tragedies of all the sad 
results of his policy had just been enacted, and Natal, 
as with one voice, was lamenting the Prince Imperial's 
death. 

"So be it," says the Natal Witness of June 12th, 1879, 
commenting upon tbis text ; " Sir Bartle Frere's reception 
capped tbe climax of an uninterrupted triumph .. We are 
quite ready to believe this, and, as we have said, we am 
glad at last to have so decided an intimation of what Sir 
Hartle Frere has intended to do. There are triumphs of 
various kinds. There is the triumph which surrounds the 
stat~sman, who, by gentle persuasion, by cautious reforms, 
by a personal example of uprightness and unselfishness, 
has reduced threatening elements of danger, and evolved 
peace and security out of storm and terror. There is the 
triumph which is his who, impressed with a deeµ sense of 
the value of human life, lays his head upon his pillow 
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every night in the happy confidence that never through 
his means, either directly or indirectly, has a human life 
been needlessly sacrificed. There is the triumph of the 
philanthropist, who, feeling deep in his heart the claims of 
an aboriginal people to the consideration of a civilised 
power, has, in his dealings with that people, been careful 
rather to strain doubtful points in their favour, than to 
take advantage of their presumed simplicity. There is the 
triumph of the Christian legislator, who regards the autho
rity ent.rusted to him as entrusted with a solemn injunction 
to use that authority in the name of his divine Master, for 
the purpose of spreading and confirming the kingdom of 
peace and good-will • There is the triumph of the diplo
matist, who, in respect of his dealings with state questions, 
can lay bis hand upon his heart, and affirm that he never 
misled his s~periors . . . . . never wrote a line which he 
did not believe to be true. All these triumphs we doubt 
not will be yet achieved by Sir Bartle Frere, if only the 
fatigue caused by his ' troubles and journeying ' does not 
suggest an early return to Europe." 

Would Sir Bartle :Frere be supporred by the Home 
Government 1 and would Lord Chelmsford be upheld by 
his military superiors in Evgland 1 Such were the ques
tions perpetually asked in the colony, to which there 
seemed no full and sufficient answer. True, both had 
received mesi;ages of sympathy and confidence ; but these 
were sent palpably on the spur of the moment, and long 
before all the facts of the case had been brought to light ; 
and, on the other hand, Sir Bartle Frere had received a 
very severe rebuke • in the despatches mentioned in 
Chapter XU. Still the tide of events was permitted 
to flow on, and many doubted the reality of the 
condemnation. 

From the time of the disaster at Isandhlwana, pro
phecies were current that Lord Chelmsford would be 
recalled, and as misfortune pursued our arms the pro
phecies were renewed. Many were the conjectures as 
to who would • be sent to replace Lord Chelmsford should 
he be recalled, and a general idea was prevalent that the 
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sprightly Sir Garnet Wolseley and his "brilliant staff" 
would once more grace the shores of Natal. The despatch 
announcing his approach reached the colony in the middle 
of June, !l,nd the telegram to Lord Chelmsford announcing 
his appointment ran as follows : " Her Majesty's Govern
ment have determined to send out Sir Garnet Wolseley as 
Administrator in that part of South-Eastern Africa in the 
neighbourhood of the seat of war, with plenary powers, 
both civil and military. Sir Battle Frere has been in
stmcted accordingly by Colonial Office. The appointment 
of a senior officer is not intended as a censure on yourself, 
but you will, as in ordinary course of service. submit and 
subordinate your plans to his control He leaves this 
country by next mail" (sent vi4 St. Vincent, 29th May, 
1879). 

Sir Garnet Wolseley landed at Durban 011 the 28th June, 
and proceeded direct to Pietermaritzburg, where he was the 
same day sworn in as Governor of Natal. Certainly Sir. 
Garnet did not let the grass grow under his feet. On 
Sunday, the 29th, he telegraphed to Colonel Walker at 
Fort Pearson: "Send back Zulu me~sengers immediately 
to the king with following message from me : ' If the king 
wants peace he must send U mnyamaua, U mfanawendhela, 
and Vumandaba to General Crealock's column, where I 
will depute an officer of rank to hear what the king has to 
say. I alone have power to make peace. All the other 
Generals are under my orders.' Explain to the messengers 
who I am. They are to tell the king, and remind him that 
I was here as Governor before, and had many communica
tions with him then."-(P. P. [C. 2454] p. 149.) 

The Zulu messengers in question had delivered the 
following message from Cetshwayo at the Lower Tugela, 
on June 25th, to Mr. Fynney, Administrator and Border 
Agent: 

" We are sent by the king straight to you. We were 
ordered not to go to the troop at the Umlalazi, as other 
messengers (Sintwangu) will go there. . . . The king 
asks you to speak to the great white Chief with the 
Upper Column. and ask to stay the advance of the troops 
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till he (the king) can hear plainly what he has done, what 
great sin he has committed. If he ever killed a white man 
or white woman, or ever took cattle from a white man 
before the war? Did he ever walk over the words spoken 
at. the U mlambongwenya kraal by Somtseu ? (Sir T. 
Shepstone). The king wished us to say if he is to be 
destroyed he could die happy if he knew first really what 
wrong he had done. The king begs you will speak to the 
great white Chief with the Upper Column to stay a further 
advance till chosen representatives from both sides can meet 
and hear 1eally the cause of the war, and what wrong he 
has done. The king does not ask for favour if it is proved 
he has been wrong. He wauts to hear, and he wishes the 
troops not to advance till he can hear ; for if they do he 
cannot help fighting, as there will be nothing left but to 
try and push aside a tree if falling upon him. 

" This is our message from the king to you, and he 
ordered us to tell you that it is from himself ; even the 
indunas do not know he has sent it" (ibid. p. 154). 

On the same day (29th) Sir Garnet sent the following 
order to Captain MacLeod : " Make arrangement at once, 
with Swazis, for massing north of Pongolo River, with 
view to invading Zululand. Spread abroad news that the 
invasion will take place immediately, but do not let them 
cross river without my orders. When they are ready to 
cross let me know, and I will send you further instmc~ 
tions. Impress urgently upon them that women and 
children must not be murdered, but promise them all 
cattle they take. This promise to be made as public as 
possible. . I am now High Commissioner, with full powers 
to decide all terms of peace. All reports must be sent to 
me, care of General Clifford, 'Maritzburg" (ibid. p. 150) . 
. _ The object of this message was " to establish a standing 
menace, and to bring formidable pressure to bear in that 
quarter upon the Zulus," 

The barbarity of the Swazis in warfare, and the ·keen 
delight with which they would bave found themselves 
let loose· upon their hereditary enemies the Zulus, whose 
army was either scattered or destroyed, ;was a well-known 
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fact, and many wondered that such a course should be 
proposed. 

Captain MacLeod, a hardy soldier and brave man, had 
been for many months in about as unenviable a position as 
can well be imagined-in an unsettled border district in 
war time, threatened both by Boers and Zulus. He had 
been_ posted at Derby, to guide and control the movements 
of our ally the Swazi king, who, it was imagined, would 
be staunch to us .or not, according to the fortunes of the 
Zulu war. 

Captain MacLeod knew the Swazis well, and how 
little chance there would be of keeping them under 
control if once let loose upon the helpless Zulu people ; 
he therefore begged that they might be u~ed only as a 
las~ resource. 

With the view of still further spreading alarm through 
the Zulu country, Sir Garnet sent a message to the Ama
tongas that he might " possibly ascend the Maputa River 
with a force and use their territory as a base of operations 
against the Zulus from the north" (ibid. p. 149). 

On the 30th, after a long conference with General 
Clifford and Commissary-General Strickland, Sir Garnet 
Wolseley had an interview with about seventy Natal 
native chiefs, who had been assembled at his request, and 
addressed them, through an interpreter, ~o the effect that 
the great English Queen had sent him to carry on the 
war against Cetshwayo, and to thank them for what they 
had already done. That the chiefs need have no fear 
but that the Queen would send as many armies as are 
necessary, if the troops sent were not sufficient. "They 
may depend upon it, and the past history of our nation is 
a guarantee thereof, that when we give a promise we will 
perform it. Our war is not against the Zulu people, but 
against Ketshwayo, who has broken all hi~ promises. We 
have no wish to rob the Zulu people of their property or 
their land ; but tell the chiefs this, that I say this war is 
going to be :finished by us, and :finished in a satisfactory 
mauner. The Queen is most anxious that the war in 
Natal should be :finished." Then (as. there was a scarcity 
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of wass for draught-oxen) Sir Garnet requested the chiefs 
to furnish a certain number (2,000) of their young men to 
carry provisions for the troops ; the men to carry their 
arms whilst so employed, and to be paid and fed by him. 

Once more, then, we hear the words : " Our toar is wt 
against the Zu,lu pwple." • 

These " carrier::1 " were taken from the Tugela Valley, 
which had lately suffered from the Zulu raid, and where 
many of the men ha.d belonged to the native levies raised 
for the defence of the border; they naturally did not 
appreciate an employment which removed them from the 
protection of their families, and which was at variance 
with their customs 1 and prejudices. 

There was· not much work for these "carriers " after 
all ; they were assembled at the Lower Tngela, and marched 
up to Fort Chelmsford, each man with a fifty-pound 
mealie-bag on his head. 2 Their commander, Major 
Schwabe, left the loads there, and took the men on to 
Port Durnforit, where they were employed as required. 
Having, after some time, received their pay, the" carriers" 
quietly walked off to their homes. 

1 Amongst the wild natives or South Africa it ia thought that the. 
carrying of burdens ia not a manly task. In a family of travelling Znlus· 
the women and lads perform the duties of carriers1 while the mau of the 
party marches ahead, unencumbered except by niis weapons. ready if 
necessary to defend hie flock against the attack. of man or beast. An 
officer, travelling in the eaatem province some yeArs ago, met and 
questioned a party proceeding in this fashion. "Why," he asked the 
leader of the fittle hand, "do you allow these women aud girls to carry 
heavy loads, while you, a strong able-bodied man, have nothing but your 
aaeegaie and knob-kerries in your hand I" Such questions are not seldom 
resented when they touch on native customs, and are asked in an over
bearing manner. This officer was uniformly kind o.nd courteous to the 
natives, and the man amilingly replied, "It ia onr cuetom, and the women 
prefer it ;" referring hie questioner to the women themselves for their 
opinion. The chief of these latter th:i:rn replied, with much grace 
and dignity : " Does the white chief • we would let our man do 
wome,n'11 work! It is oar work to carry, and we should not like to see 
him doit." 

1 The appearance of the native carrier on the march was very ludicrous. 
Picture a stalwart Kafir carrying hie sleeping-mats, provisions, cooking
pot, drinking-gourd, shield, bundle of assegais and knob-kerries, and 
perched on top of all, on hie· head, a fifty-pound mealie-bag ; the reault 
was likened to a Christmas-tree. 

CC 2 
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The Commander-in-Chief remained but two days in 
Pietermaritzburg, returning to Durban on the 1st of July. 
The same evening he embarked on board H.M.S. Shah, 
int~nding to • land at Port Durnford, and thus reach the 
scene of action. For once in his life Sir Garnet's good 
fortune deserted him ; the heavy surf on the beach pre
vented his landing, and the Shah brought him back to 
Durban. Here he received the news of the battle of 
Ulundi, telegraphed to him by Mr. Archibald Forbes. 

No one quite knew what Lord Chelmsford was about, 
but every one understood that he would try and end the 
war before he was superseded ; and the general feeling in 
the colony was certainly one of hope that " poor Lord 
Chelmsford" might get a chance, win a battle, and have 
his bonfire in the enemy's city of straw. Some few, 
indeed, argued that as Lord Chelmsford could not possib_Jy, 
in the time left him, settle the Zulu question by t,he 
sword, it might occur to him at last to pay some attention 
to the hard-pressed Zulu monarch's repeated messages 
imploring peace, and propose some conditions possible for 
Cetshwayo to accept and fulfil. Without further blood
shed an honourable peace might thus have been concluded 
before Sir Garnet WolsP-ley could step upon the scene. 

We left the 1st Division at the Umlalazi River, close 
to the landing-place, Port Durnford. There the force 
remained, General Crealock occupied in receiving the 
submission of the neighbouring Zulus, who were flocking 
in from every direction. • 

But whilst Lord Chelmsford, on his approach to Ulundi, 
was inquiring," Where fa Crealock 1" Crealock was quietlY. 
e!'!tablished near the coast, his military activity being dis.: 
played in the burning of Empangeni and other kraals 
north of the Umhlatuze River. As the Zulua all round 
were corning in, and no "impi" was even heard of, the 
object of this exhibition of force seems a little doubt
ful. As was remarked by the Cape Times: "Why the 
British soldier was ordered to destroy the shelter, and, 
with the shelter, the store of grain-food of some thousands 
of poor women and children whose husbands and fathers 
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were making their submission, we can no more. understand 
than we can comprehend the strategy by which a large 
British force·was held back for months at the edge of the 
enemy's country, while commissariat supplies were accu
mulating sufficient to support a long campaign, the whole 
work before them being to march a _hundred miles, and 
with one fight close up the war. If they were beaten they 
could fall back on the base; but with caution and general
ship defeat was out of the question." However, Major
General Crealock must have the credit of quieting the 
eastern portion of Zululand before the termination of the 
war. From his despatches of the 5th July we gather that 
th~ "district people are all wanting to come in," that he 
~as " sending back the people to their districts ; difficulty 
of feeding them would be great." His division paraded 
under arms to receive the "official submission" of" Mabil
wana, Manyingo, and other chiefs," who, with some 250 
men, double that number of women and children, and 
their cattle, &c., had come in-the.se people, belonging 
to the coa:st district, were not strictly speaking warriors, 
9r necessarily b~longing to the Zulu army ; nor could their 
submission be looked upon as any desertion of their king 
by the fighting-men of the nation. They were· told that 
the General accepted their submission, and should look to 
them in · future to keep peace in that district. If any 
Zulus were found in arms, their chief or headman would 
suffer ; but, if they behaved themselves well, he would give 
them back their cattle and his protection. The men then 
received passes (or tickets) and were permitted to return 
to their districts.• 

Sir Garnet Wolseley crossed the Tugela with bis staff 
and escort on July 6th, and proceeded to the head-quarters 
of the 1st Division, near Port Durnford, which he reached 
on the 7th. He at once set to work "to reduce the exces
sive rate of expenditure which has so far been maintained in 

1 A splendid elephant's tusk (the Zulu emblem of international goocl
will and sincerity) had been sent by Cetsbwayo, with one of his mP,888ge&, 
to General Crealock : this Sir Gamet Wolseley sent home to the Queen, 
v.-ho thus has received a valuable present from her dusky antagonist. . 
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connection with this war," and " arranged with the Com
modore to embark the Naval Brigade at the earliest 
opportunity," and also cc dispensed with the services of 
some of the colonial troops." Reinforcements of all kinds 
were stopped, including a fine battalion of Marine Infantry 
and strong detachment of Marine Artillery, just arrived at 
the Cape in H.M.S. Jumna. 

On July 10th, Sir Gamet also put on one side "the 
plan of a Swazi invasion." (P. P. [C. 2454] p. 163.) All 
the coast chiefs up to ~t. Lucia Bay tendered their sub
mission, and sent in their arms. 

Sir Garnet Wolseley and Lord Chelmsford met at St. 
Paul's on the 15th July, the latter arriving with Brigadier
General Wood's Flying Column. This Sir Garnet in
spected on the following day, taking the opportunity of 
decorating Major Chard, R.E., with the Victoria Cross, 
awarded him for his gallantry at Rorke's Drift. 

Lord Chelmsford .left St. Paul's on the 17th, on his way 
home. His cc brilliant victory" had turned the tide of 
popular favour somewhat in his .direction, and he found 
that ( as he said) " nothing succeeds like success." 

In Durban he was accorded a. reception which must 
have been highly gratifying to his feelings. One of his 
last remarks in Natal~ in reply to a speech made as he 
was about to embark, was to the following effect: "I 
think I may say confidently that we have now seen the 
beginning of the end of this campaign, and any success 
which has attended my efforts, I feel, is due to the prayers 
of the people, and the kindly ordinations of Divine Pro
vidence ; for I am one of those who believe firmly and 
implicitly in the efficacy of prayer and in the intervention 
of Providence." 

In this comfortable frame of mind Lord Chelmsford 
passes from the scene. 

Sir Garnet Wolseley completed the chain of fort.CJ across 
Zululand, commencing with St. Paul's, an English mission 
station on the coast road a little north of where it crosses 
the U mhlatuze. Fifteen miles west of this is K wamag.,. 
waza. Twenty miles a little south of west lies Fort 
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Evelyn, on the road from Rorke's Drift to Ulundi; J<'ort 
Marshal about twenty miles west-south-west of Fort 
Evelyn ; Fort N ewdigate, twelve miles north-west of Fort 
Evelyn; and a fort on Itelezi Hill completes the chain to 
the Blood River. Some of these forts were constructed 
on the upward march of the 2nd Division and Flying 
Column, to keep open their communications. In ·addition 
to these, Fort Cambridge was built near where the road 
from Conference Hill crosses the White U mvolosi ; and 
a little later an entrenched post (Fort George) was thrown 
up near Enhlongana mission station,-thus thoroughly, 
. by these detached posts, oommandiog the country. 

Patrols were pushed out in various directions, by one 
of which the two guns lost at Isandhlwana were found 
between Ulundi and Maizekanye. They had not beeu 
spiked, but the Zulus had screwed ride-nipples into the 
vents, and had also apparently tried to load the guns by 
ramming home shells, but without cartridges. 

The Cavalry Brigade was broken up, and a fresh dis
position of the troops made. Sir Garnet visited various 
posts, interviewing the Zulu chiefs who had surrendered 
themselves. Some of the most important, however, of 
those who came in, and were supposed to have submitted 
and deserted their king, had, in point of fact, no such 
intention, appearing merely to make their often and Yainly 
repeated attempt at procuring " terms" for Cetshwayo and 
themselves. It had always been prophesied that the Zulu 
nation would desert their king. Before the war began, 
some of those, who professed to understand the people 
best, declared that they would be thankful to throw off 
the yoke of one whom, it was alleged, they regarded with 
fear and hatred, and would side with the English as soon 
as the latter crossed their border. 

The fallacy of this idea was discovered to our cost. 
It was then asserted that the Zulu army had given a 

temporary strength to the authonty of their king, which 
would last until we had beaten his troops· and proved our 
superiority, and this assertion was used by those who 
insisted that no peace must be made, however earnestly 
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.desire_d by the Zulus, until we had beaten them and shown. 
them that we were their masters. 

After · Ulundi, it was argued that the people would 
be glad to procure peace by giving up their king, whose 
unconditional submission, or capture, was announced by 
us to be the only possible conclusion to the war. 

The Zulus bad ceased to struggle with their powerful 
conquerors, and it now only remained to find Cetshwayo, 
who was said to be north of the Black U mvolosi River, 
with a very small following. A flying column, under 
Lieut.-Colonel Baker Russell, was sent out from Fort 
N ewdigate early in August, but his patrols were not 
successful. 
• . On August 14th, a cavalry force under Major Barrow, 
with Lord Gifford, started from Ulundi to try and find 
Cetshwayo, who bad hitherto eluded all attempts to 
capture him. Day after day it was reported that the 
pursuers were close upon the fugitive : they had come to 
a kraal where :he had slept the previous night, they reached 
another where he had been that very morning, and then 
they lost "the scent," and for some time could trace him 
no farther. They tried in vain to persuade his people to 
betray him, but this " hated tyrant," although beaten and 
powerless, flying through the land now in the possession of 
his conquerors, had still such a hold over the loyalty and 
• affection of his people, that they were true to him in bis 
adversity, and refused to give him up or to set his enemies 
on his track. 

Severe measures were taken to procure by force the 
information which could not otherwise be obtained. 
Orders were given to ·one party of the pursuers that at 
each kraal they reached, if the inhabitants 1•efused to 
speak, so many huts should be burnt, so many principal 
men and women taken prisoners, and all cattle confiscated. 
Many kraals were thus treated, and so many prisoner! 
collected in this manner, that the number to be taken at 
each kraal had to be reduced f row eight to four, then to 
two, and a last to one of each sex ; thus proving how 
steadfast were the people generally in their loyalty to 
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their king. On approaching some of these kraals, the 
headmen came out and offered the passes or papers pro
mising protection, given them on surrendering their arms; 
but the unhappy people received another lesson on the 
text," When. we give a promise we will perform it," and 
were told that their papers were·. worthless now ; they 
must tell where the king was, or suffer like the rest. One 
of the officers concerned in carrying out these orders 
exclaimed at the time with natural indignation : "I don't 
care what may be said of the necessity of catching 
Cetshwayo ; necessary or not, we are committing a crime 
in what we are doing now ! " 

These measures proving useless, five prisoners were 
flogged to make them speak-yet they held their peace. 
An inte:cpreter, who accompanied Major Barrow's party, 
writes: " I had been a long time in Zululand. I knew 
the people and their. habits, and although I believed they 
would be true to their king, I never expected such devo
tion. Nothing would move them. Neither the loss of 
their cattle, the fear of death, nor the offering of large 
bribes, would make them false to their king." 

For many days this work of trying to persuade or force 
the people to betray their king was continued, and at 
last a woman was frightened into giving a clue, which 
resulted in taking prisoners three brothers, at whose kraal 
the king had slept the night before. " They were ques
tioned," says the interpreter, " but denied in the most 
solemn way that they knew anything about the king. We 
threatened to shoot them, but they said: ' If you kill us 
we shall die innocently.' This was about nine o'clock at 
night, a beautiful moonlight night, and the picture was 
rather an effective one. There were all our men sitting 
round at their fireplaces, our select tribunal facing the 
three men, who were calm and collected, whilst we, as a 
sort of inquisition, were trying to force them to divulge 
their secret. As a last resource w~ took one man and led 
him away blindfolded behind a bush, and then a rifle was 
fired off to make believe that he was shot. We then 
separated and blindfolded the remaining two, and said to 
one of them : 'You saw your brother blindfolded and led 
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away; we have shot him. Now we shall shoot you. 
You had better tell the truth.' After a good deal of 
coaxing (1) one told us where the king had slept the night 
before, and which was about fifteen miles away, and also 
where he had seen him that very morning .... it was 
now eleven o'clock. Lord Gifford gave orders for our 
party to saddle up, which was smartly done, and we 
started off with the two brothers as guides. We left the 
one brother behind so as to keep on the screw, to make 
the two believe he bad been shot. They took us over as 
ugly a piece of country as ever horse crossed, and at day;., 
break we sunounded the kraal. But disappointment was 
again in store for us, for our bird had flown about twelve 
hours previously." 

The direction he had taken being pointed out, the party 
followed until they got within four or five miles of a kraal 
where the king had halted for the day. Lord Gifford sent 
off a note addressed to Captain Maurice, saying he was on 
the track and hoped for speedy capture; and, finding the 
kraal could not be approached without his being seen, 
seems to have made up his mind to wait till nightfall It 
is perhaps fortunate that this arrangement was not carried 
out, as, in the darkness and hurry of a night attack, it is 
possible that we might have had the additional wrong laid 
upon us of having shot the Zulu king. 

Amongst other patrols sent out to look for Cetshwayo was 
one under Major Marter, King's Dragoon Guards, consist
ing of one squadron Dragoons, ten Mounted Infantry and 
Lonsdale's Horse, and one company Natal Native Contin
gent, their orders being to get on the king's track and 
capture him, if possible, and to reconnoitre the Ngome 
Forest, and report if it could be traversed. 

This force started on the 27th August, Major Marter 
sending two natives on in the direction of the N gome to 
impress upon the peoi,le that until the king was captured 
they could not have rest, as troops would be constantly on 
the move amongst them and require supplies, &c., and to 
suggest it would be to their advantage to give him some 
hint or sign about the king. He had found the natives 
friendly, but they said frankly that if they knew the king 
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to be close by they would not tell him ; he, therefore, re
membering the language of symbols was pleasant to the 
native mind, endeavoured, by indirect means, to obtain the 
information he sought. Having got over about twenty-four 
miles of rough countiy, the little column halted on the 
summit of the Inenge Mountain, and, starting at daylight 
next morning, bad crossed the lbululwane River about ten 
o'clock, when a Zulu came from the hill in front, sent by a 
headman to whom the scouts had been, and began to talk 
on indifferent subjects, not appearing to wish to speak 
about • the king. After some time he casually remarked : 
" I have heard the wind blow from this side to-day," 
pointing to the Ngome Forest, " but you should take that 
road until you come to Nisaka's kraal," showing a track 
leading upwards and along the side of the range. 

· About half an hour afterwards a native brought a note 
addressed to Captain Maurice. As this officer was out in 
another direction on the same service, Major Marter opened 
and read it. It was from Lord Gifford, who said he was -0n 
the track again and hoped for a speedy capture of the king, 
but gave no information as to where either the king or Lord 
Gifford were. Sending the man on in Captain Maurice'~ 
direction, Major Marter proceeded to Ni<Jaka's kraal, some 
distance up the mountain. After some talk a suggestion of 
guides was made to Nisaka, who said they had better go to bis 
. brother's kraal on the top of the mountain,and called two men 
to go as guides. On reaohing this kraal the guides made 
signs for the pa.rty to halt where trees hid them from being 
seen from below, and then took Major Marter on to the 
edge of the precipice, crawling along on hands and knees ; 
they then stopped, and told him to go to a bush a little 
farther on and look down. He did so, and saw a kraal in 
an open space about 2,000 feet below, in a basin, three 
sides of which were precipitous and covered with dense 
forest. He considered it would be useless to approach the 
kraal from the open side, as one minute's warning would 
enable the king t-0 escape to the nearest point of the forest; 
and therefore decided to venture down the side of the 
.mountain under cover of the forest, feeling that the 
importance of the capture would warrant the risk. 
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• Having rejoined his men, Major Marter ordered the 
natives to take off their uniform, and, with their arms and 
ammunition only, pass down the precipitous mountain· to 
the lower edge of the forest nearest to the kraal, and re
main concealed till the cavalry were seen coming from the 
forest on the other side ; they were then to rnsh out 
towards the open side C1f the kraal and su1Tound it. The 
cavalry left led horses, pack-animals, and every article. 
which could make a noise or impede their progress, and 
followed Major Marter, leading their horses down the 
descent in single file. They left the upper part of the 
mountain at 1.45 P.M., and, after a scramble over rocks and· 
watercourses, floundering in bogs, and hampered every
where by trees and gigantic creepers, reached the foot 
about three o'clock, having lost tw-o horses killed in the 
descent, and one man having his arm badly hurt. In a 
little dell they mounted, and at a gallop dashed out~ne 
troop to the right, one to the left, the irregulars straight to 
the fron~ver boulders, through high grass -and every 
impediment, up to the kraal; the natives reaching it a~ 
the same moment. 

Seeing that the men in the kraal were armed with guns 
as well as assegais, Major Marter desired bis inter-preter to 
call out that if any resistance· were otrered he would shoot 
down every one and burn the kraal ; and then dismounting, 
with a few of his men, he en~red the enclosure, which was • 
strongly stockaded. A chief..:......Umkosana-met him, and 
was asked were the king was ; after some delay, seeing it 
was a hopeless • case, he pointed out a hut on the farther 
side of the enclosure. Major Marter called on the king to 
come out, but he. insisted the officer should go in to him. 
A threat of setting fire to the hut was then made, when the 
king asked the rank of the officer, and, after some further 
parley, came out and stood erect and quite the king, looking 
at Major Marter, saying: " You would not have taken me, 
but I never thought troops could come down the mountain 
through th1:1 forest." 

Besides t-he Chief U mkosana, there were with Cetshwayo 
seven men and a lad, five women and a girl, of his personal 
attendants. 
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11 There were twenty guns in the kraal,.four Of them rifles 
that had belonged to the 24th Regiment, much ammunition, 
some belts of the 24th, and many assegais, one of which 
-the king's-was sent by Sir Garnet Wolseley to the 
Queen. 

Taking the most open line of country, the party set out 
for Ulundi, Major Marter taking personal charge of the 
king, who was in good health, and showing so signs of 
over-fatigue. 

On the evening of the second day three men --and a 
woman sprang suddenly into the thick bush through which 
they were passing and tried to escape ; but two of the men 
were shot. • They had been repeatedly warned that any one 
trying to escape would be shot. 1 

On the morning of the 31st .August, Major Marter 
safely reached the camp at Ulundi with Cetshwayo; who 
is described by his captor as "a noble specimen of a man, 
without any bad expression, and the king all over in 
appearance and manner." . 

Sir Garnet Wolseley did not receive the fallen king 
himself, or accord him any of the signs of respect to 
.which he was entitled, and which at least generosity 
demanded. That this was deeply felt is apparent from 
the words of an eye-witness, the interpreter attached to 
Major Barrow's force. '.' Cetywayo," he says, "who 
appreciates nicely the courtesies due to rank-as those 
_who knew him tell rue-felt this keenly. Sir Garnet 
Wolseley did not see him at all, and Mr. John Shep
stone only bad an interview with him to tell him that 
be would leave under the charge of Major Poole, R.A., 
for-no one knew where. The instructions to the Major 
_were, on leaving Ulundi, to proceed to Pietermaritzburg 
vid, Rorke's Drift, but the camp had not been left many 
miles behind before a messenger to the Major from the 
General gave Port Durnford as the port of embarkation. . 

"Cetshwayo spent less than three hours amidst the 
ruins of Ulundi, and when he left them he was not aware 
of his destination. His hope was that he was going to 

1 It is also asserted that ele"ren tried to escape, of whom fi"re were shot. 
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Pietermaritzburg. . . . . This he believed was where be 
was going until he came to K wamagwaza, and be said, 
" This is not the way to the Tugela." He grew moody 
after this, and used to moan, " It was better to be killed 
than sent over the sea." 

The party reached Port Durnford on the 4th September, 
and was immediately embarked for Cape Town. There 
the king met with a fitting reception, and was conveyed to 
the castle, where he remained under strict surveillance in 
the custody of Colonel Hassard, C.B., R.E., Commandant 
at Cape Town. 

One peculiarity regarding the treatment of Cetshwayo 
may be illustrated by the following personal anecdote: 

A son and daughter of the Bishop of Natal, on their 
way to England, called at Cape Town on board a steamer 
at the time of the king's arrival. They asked permission 
to see him, feeling that if anything could he a solace to 
the captive it would be an interview with members of a 
family which he knew had ki1;1dly feelings towards bim.1 

This request was refused by Sir Bartle Frere, who 
regretted that be could not "at· present give any one 
permission to visit Cetywayo," and said that "all inter
course with him must be regulated by the orders of the 
General Commanding H. M. Forces in the Field, to whom 
all applications to communicate with the prisoner should 
be referred." After this communication, it was rather 
surprising to find that several of the passengers on 
board the mail-steamer, leaving the Cape the next day, 
had not only seen the king, but had found no difficulty 
in so doing.• 

1 Mr. Colcnso was acquainted with him, having, as already related, paid 
him a visit in 1877. 

2 At the sam11 time many residents in Cape Town obtained, from mere 
motives of curiosity, that interview which, to those who bad desired it for 
humanity's sake, bad been refused, while 11!1 who knew hie language, or 
·are likely to sympathise, are rigidly excluded. An officer was desired not 
to mention the nnme of the Biabop of Natal to Cetsbwayo, "hecauae it 
l'Xcited the prisoner." 
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THE fall of Ulundi was looked upon by some as the 
finishing touch to the Zulu power and the end of the war, 
while others considered peace insured only and completely 
by the capture of the king. Much, however, remained to 
he done before Natal could be thought of as at peace with 
her neighbours and herself; and what has been commonly 
called the "Settlement of Zululand," was a task which 
required the gravest consideration and the most careful 
handling. 

Sir Garnet W olseley's first. act in this direction was to 
call together as many of the . principal Zulu chiefs and 
officials as could be found, and to address them upon the 
situation. This meeting took place at IDundi on the 1st 
of September, the day after the captive king's departure 
for Port Durnford. .About 200 Zulus, including two of 
Cetshwayo's brothers, and his prime minister Mnyamana, 
had responded to the summons ; and seating themselves in 
rows four deep, with the principal chiefA in front, a few 
paces from the flagstaff at Sir G. Wolseley's tent, waited 
in perfect silence. When Sir Garnet, with his staff, at 
last appeared, he addressed the assembled chiefs through 
Mr. John Shepstone, who accompanied him as interpreter. 
He informed them that it was six years that very day 
since Cetshwayo was crowned king of the Zulus, and that 
he was now carried away never to return. This, he told 
them, was in consequence of his having broken his coro
nation promises, and having failed to make and keep such 
laws amongst his people as the Queen· of England could 
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approve ; therefore his kingdom was taken from him, and 
would now be divided amongst a number of chiefs, who 
would be expected to rule with justice. In future no life 
was to be taken without trial, and trivial offences were to 
be punished by fines ; no standing army would be allowed, 
nor the possession of guns and ammunition by any Zulu ; 
nor would any stores be permitted to be landed on the 
Zulu coast, in case, under the guise of merchandise, arms 
should be brought into the country. The young men 
would be allowed to .marry when and whom they pleased, 
provided they had sufficient for the support of a wife, 
and could obtain the consent of the girl's parents ; and 
" smelling out" for witchcraft was to be put down. 
Nevertheless, the Queen had no wish to force our laws 
and customs upon them. By .their own rules • of war and 
conquest, Zululand now belonged to her; but, she had 
already enough land in Africa, and had therefore no 
intention of depriving the Zulus of the~ ·Finally, the 
missionaries were not to be forced upon them, and the Zulus 
were not encouraged to permit their settling amongst them ; 
and they were forbidden to give land to any white men.1 

-To secure the fulfilment of all these commands, Sir G; 
Wolseley told the chiefs that he intended to leave an 
English officer as Resident, to be· the eyes 9:nd ears of 
England, to watch over the people, and to see the laws 
observed and that the chiefs ruled with justice and equity. 
With what machinery the officer in question was to per
form so wide a task does not appear. Whether his position 
is to be a real one, requiring several British regiments to 
support it, or whether it is to be a mere farce, a fin~ 
sounding pretence, remains yet to be proved. 

At the conclusion of the General's discourse he produced 

1 The following;extract from the Tim,,a-of Natal, October 27, 1879, shows 
the view which a Missionary took of the state of things in Zululand shortly 
after Sir Garnet W olseley'e "settlement" : 

"If Sir Gamet Wolseley, the representative of a Christian Government, 
will concede to us the same rights and privileges as we bad under the now 
deposed heathen king, and fut'ther, through the British Resid~nt in Zulu• 
land protect our lives and property from violence, ae Cetshwayo did, we 
11hall therewith be content." 
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a document, the purport of which, he said, he had now 
told them, and which was to be signed by all the chiefs 
whom he had chosen as rulers of the land, to each of whom 
a duplicate copy would be given, while he retained a 
similar one himself. 

The first to sign his name was Mr. John Dunn, whose 
chieftainship was by far the largest; and after him the Zulu 
chiefs touched the pen while Mr. Shepstone made their 
crosses-for them, in place of the signature which they could 
not form. 

For once in the history of Natal, all classes, from what
ever widely differing motives, were united in condemning 
the arrangement. 

" The so-called settlement of Zululand," says the Oope 
Times, on September 16th, "is regarded with anything but 
satisfaction in N af:al, if we may accept the press of that 
colony as representative of public opinion. Sir Garnet 
Wolseley was probably acting under instructions in 
making peace on a barbarian basis; such a peace, how
ever, has no guarantee for continuance, but on the contrary 
an inherent weakness, forbidding any hope of permanence. 
A savage nation is now divided into a number of savage 
nations, each leaning to the other with all the force of 
common blood and common traditions, while to check the 
impulses of that force there is absolutely nothing beyond 
the influence of two or three British residents, unsupported 
by any armed retinue, and clothed with no more than a 
shadow of authority. And as the embodiment of British 
civilisation, and as Her Majesty the Queen's own repre
sentative in Zululand, is placed Mr. John Dunn .... 
But whatever John Dunn's merits may be, his appoint
ment as Chief Resident in Zululand is a shock to civilisa
tion. His ways are Zulu ways ; his associations, Zulu 

. associations ; his very habits of thought imbued with the 
Zulu character. A white man who for twenty years or 
more has lived the Zulu life, wedded Zulu wives, and 
chosen their society in preference to that of such women 
as a white man should love and honour, is not the man to 
represent the Queen of England in a nation of savages. 

DD 
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The settlement of Zululand means simply the appointment 
of a dozen Cetywayos, with a white man to look after 
them, who is a Cetywayo in all but colour. And now Sir 
Gamet Wolseley skips off in his light and airy fashion to 
the Transvaal, flattering himself that he has made things 
pleasant in Zululand. It is a miserable delusion, and one 
fatal to the grand scheme which we would so gladly pro
mote, that of South African union. For having thus dug 
up and planted a bot-bed of disaffection, the British 
Government requests us to combine for mutual defence, 
while keeping in its own hands the control of this prolific 
nursery. And when all the little Cetywayos begin to 
jump about, singly it may be, or in concert, the British 
Government will tell us that the volunteers of Cape Town 
and Port Elizabeth are charged with the duty of persuading 
the rogues to be quiet. We are earnest in our confederation 
belief; but with Sir Gamet Wolseley and John Dunn's Zulu 
settlement,confederation would be the dream of a madman."1 

The " engagements " into which the Zulu · Chiefs en
tered are: 

" 1. I will observe and respect whatever boundaries 
shall be assigned to my territory by the British C'...ovam
ment through the Resident of the division in which my 
territory is situated 

"2. I will not permit the existence of the Zulu military 
system, or the existence of any military system of organisa
tion whatever, in my territory, and I will proclaim and 
make it a rule that all men shall be allowed to marry when 
they choose and as they choose, according to the good 
ancient customs of. my people, known and followed in the 
days preceding the establishment by Chaka of the system 
known as the military system ; and I will allow and 
encourage all men living within my territory to go 
and come freely for peaceful purposes, and to work in 
Natal and the Transvaal and elsewhere for themselves or 
for hire. 

1 Forwarded by Sir Bartle Frere for the information of the Beere~ of 
State for the Colonies as bearing•" on the 111bject ol confederation.•

·(P. P. [C. 2482] p. 278.) 
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" 3. I will not import, or allow to be imported into my 
territory by any person, upon any pretext or for any object 
whatever, any arms or ammunition from any part what
ever, or any goods or merchandise by the sea-coast of 
Zululand, without the express sanction of the Resident 
of. the division in which my territory is situated ; and I 
will . not encourage or promote, or • take part in, or 
countenance in any way whatever, the importation in any 
other part of Zululand of arms or ammunition from any 
part whatever, or goods or merchandise by the sea-coast of 
Zululand, without such sanction, and I will confiscate and 
hand over to the Nat.al Government all arms and ammuni
tion, and goods and merchandise, so imported into my 
territory, and I will punish by fine or by other sufficient 
punishment any person guilty of or concerned in any such 
unsanctioned importation, and any person found possessing 
arms or ammunition, or goods or merchandise, knowingly 
obtained thereby. • 

" 4. I will not allow the life of any of my people to be 
taken for any 7cause, except after sentence passed in a 
council of the chief men of my territory, and after fair 
and impartial trial in my presence and after the hearing 
of witnesses ; and I will not tolerate the employment of 
witch-doctors, or the practice known as smelling-out, or 
any practices of witchcraft. 

" 5. The surrender of persons fugitive in my territory 
from justice, when demanded by the government of any 
British colony, territory, or province, in the interests of 
justice, shall be readily and promptly made to such govern
ment; and the escape into my territory of persons accused 
or convicted. of offences against British laws shall be 
prevented by all possible means, and every exertion shall 
be made to seize and deliver up such persons to British 
authority: 

" 6. I will not make war upon any chief or chiefs, or 
people, without the .sanction of the British Government, 
through the Resident of the division in which my territory 
is situated. 

" 7. The succession to the chieftainship of my territory 
DD2 
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shall be according to the ancient laws and customs of my 
people, and the nomination of each successor shall be 
subject to the approval of the British Government. 

" 8. I will not sell, or in any way alienate, or permit, or 
countenance any sale or alienation of any part of the land 
in my territory. . 

" 9. I will permit all people residing in my territory 
to there remain, upon the condition that they recognise my 
authority as chief, and any persons not wishing to recognise · 
my authority and desiring to quit my territory I will 
permit to quit and to pass unmolested elsewhere. 

"10. In all cases of dispute in which British subjects 
are involved I will appeal to and abide by the decision 
of the British Resident of the division in which my 
territory is situated. In all cases when accusations of 
offence or crime committed in my territory are brought 
against British subjects, or against my people in relation to 
British subjects, I will hold no trial and pass no sentence 
except with the approval of such British Resident. 

" 11. In all matters not included within these terms, 
conditions, and limitations, and in all cases provided for 
herein, and in all cases when there may be doubt or 
uncertainty as to the laws, rules, or stipulations applic
able to matters to be dealt with, I will govern, order, or 
decide in accordance with the ancient laws and usage of 
my people." 

Tho following letter, addressed to the Right Hon. W. 
E. Gladstone, and published in The Guardian of Decem
ber 10th, 1879, by the Dean of 'Maritzburg, contains such 
valuable and important matter that we quote it verbatim : 

TBE DEANERY, 'l£ARITZBURG, NATAL, 
Septmwer 271,1,,, 1879. 

StR,-Thougb I have not the honour of being known to you, 
yet, as the affairs of South Africa must necessarily engage the atten
tion of Parliament when it next meets, I venture to hope you will not 
consider it an intrusion if I lay before you some of the conclusions 
I have arrived at after thirty years' residence as a clergyman in 
Natal. I do so as I know from experience how extremely difficult 
it is for those who have passed 'their lives in•the midst of a highly 
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organised society to realise the conditions of a colony, and especially 
of one which ie brought into contact with the undeveloped races of 
South Africa. The first question that presents itself ie, What ie the 
meaning of the apparent antagonism of the native races, at the present 
time, to the white man? I attribute it immediately to the natives 
suddenly and unexpectedly finding themselves in the possession of 
fire-arms. When . the IJiam·ond Fields were first · opened out, no 
restrictions were placed on the gun-trade by.the Cape Government, 
and eo 1100n as this became known the natives flocked there in 
thousands from all parts of South .Africa, hiring themselves out to 
work, and stipulating to be paid in rifles. Young men everywhere 
will arm themselves if they can, and especially in a country in which 
there is abundant room for huntin~, and still more so when the young 
men are savages, and know of no distinction except that which comes 
from exhibiting prowess in war. I do not myself think they were 
influenced by any feelings of hatred to the white man, or that there 
existed any deep-seated conspiracy amongst the chiefs or old men. 
But the young men suddenly discovered they could obtain fire-arms, 
so got them ; and having got them, they then desired to use them. 
Everywhere they were armed, and so everywhere they began to talk 
of fighting; the leaven had been putin and the whole lump worked .. 
The war which arose is now over, and the Cape Government is 
engaged in steadily disarming the natives under its rulo ; its loyal 
subjects, the Fingoes and the Basutos, as well as the recently con
quered tribes. Sir Gamet W oleeley told the Zulus also to bring 
in their guns ; but they have treated hie order with contempt, and 
he has made no attempt to enforce it ; the Zulus themselves, I am 
afraid, will soon adduce this as evidence that they were not beaten. 
I may say, also, the Natal Governor always placed restrictions on 
the natives possessing fire-arms, and, co far as he could, enforced 
those restrictions on his own natives returning from the Diamond 
Fields, and they have proved perfectly loyal. Whilst at the time 
I deprecated the reckless trade allowed by the Cape Government, 
still it seems to me rather hard, after having allowed the natives to 
purchase guns, to set to work to disarm them. The wisest course I 
consider would be to impose a tax on the possession· of fire-arms 
generally, granting privileges to members of volunteer corps, &c. In 
that way, without drawing invidious distinctions between white and 
coloured, our own young men would be exempted from paying by 
serving as volunteers ; and-if the tax were a heavy one the natives 
would be deterred from keeping guns, and, further, the Government 
would know exactly to what extent they were armed. 

To leave, however, the native races in general, and to confine 
ourselves to the Zulus. They never went to war with us, but we 
with them; they have always been excellent neighbours ; for thirty 
years they have never been accused of stealing a sheep, or an ox, 
or a horse from the Natal side. Natal had no quarrel with them 
nor Cetywayo with us ; it has been our misfortune that it has. been 
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found convenient to carry on the war from Natal; but Sir H. Bulwer, 
our Govenor, has been true to the colony in insisting that it was no 
war of ours. If there was any justificatio~ of the war, it must be 
sought in the interests of Transvaal, and then it can only be accepted 
as a judgment. The Crown had not a shadow of right to annex the 
Transvaal. True, they were not governing themselves very well 
in that State ; neither, perhaps, is Germany, but we do not annex 
Germany. We did take over the Transvaal, however, in direct 
violation of engagements which had been entered into with the 
Dut.ch Boers. Shepstone, in his proclamation, was obliged to say 
that we must read between the lines of that engagemen~e. the 
promises of the British Government were worth nothing. The simple 
fact was that the Cape and Transvaal merchants had been over
trading in that Republic ; it was bankrupt,, so many of them were on 
the brink of insolvency. I cannot say more without mentioning 
names, bot there was no difficulty in seeing what influences were 
brought to bear on Lord Camarvon. The .Republic was annexed ; 
farms were accepted at a nominal price in payment of debts, and 
re-sold again in London, say at sixpence per acre, which amply repaid 
the merchant, who thus saved himself, whilst the .Boers were left 
without their independence, and poorer than ever. Had we stsyed 
our hand, finding themselves hopelessly bankrupt, in a few months 
they might probably have sought our assistance, and then we could 
have annexed them without their having a grievance ; as it is they 
cannot forget it. I am sorry for them, for they are a simple people. 
Shepstone went up as Governor, and Cetywayo at once asked to have 
his old disputes with the Boers arranged-in former days bc,th he 
and his father, whenever they had had any difference with the Trans
vaal, always sent messengers in to the Natal Government to advise 
with it-and Shepstone, the Secretary for Native .Affairs, according 
to hia wont, always temporised, admitting in a half-and-half way that 
they were right, but advising patience. When, however, he found 
himself at the Transvaal he suddenly sided with the Dut.ch, and 
Cetywayo became greatly incensed and declared himself betrayed. 
I believe he would at once have invaded the Transvaal, but from 
fear of us in Natal. He hesitated, however, and according to the old 
maxim, he who hesitates does not fight; but before he had quieted 
down Sir B. Frere interfered with his ultimatum, and Cetywayo stood 
grandly on the defensive. He is a savage, and his ambition was to 
be a great savage; I do not mean a cruel one, but a powerful, influen• 
tial savage. He was ambitious, but disliked progress, and such men 
must fail ; so he has fallen, but with dignity. He has never attacked 
a neighbour, white or black : he has defended his country bravely, 
and has been guilty of no excesses. It has been our war, not his. 
Sir B. Frere says most truly that almost every one he spoke to 
encouraged him to go to war; but I am afraid he avoided those who, 
he wa1:1 told, were against war-and when will not Englishmen advise 
war? No argument was used, except the one that Cetywayo might 
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overrun Natal at any moment ; but he had never shown a disposition 
to do so, and we were stronger than men would allow. Men who do 
not trut1t in the arm of God do not see the defences which surround 
them. The Tugela, the river which separates Natal from Zululand, 
was a great protection, as in summer-time, even if fordable, the 
Zulus would not cross it, lest it should rise in their rear ; and in 
the winter, our dry season, they cannot keep the field, as their 
naked bodies are quite unable to bear exposure to the cold nights. 
Moreover, though our own army will never acknowledge it, Cety
wayo's force did not exceed 30,000 naked savages. Of course we 
are told they were 60,000 or R0,000 strong ; but if you casually 
inquire of any officer who has been in Zululand whether the kraals 
were thickly dotted over the country, he will tell you artlessly, "No, 
quite the contrary." I have again and again inquired of traders as 
to the density of the population relative to Natal. I have inquired 
of those who have lived at Ulundi, and have seen Cetywayo's regi
ments mustered, and I am confident that 30,000 is the very outside
at which the Zulu force could be put. I may return to this. I 
mention it now to show why I do not agree with Sir Bartle in his 
view of our position ; and certainly I cannot admit, because a 
neighbour is powerful, that therefore we are justified in going to 
war with him. 

But, now that we have been at war, on what terms is peace to be 
arranged? In the Cape Colony the natives-as the Basutos, the 
Fingoes, and others-live in districts to themselves, not intermingled 
with the white man. The young men leave their homes, and go into 
the oolony, and work for a time in the towns or on the farms; but 
their home is in Basutoland, Fingoland, &c. The same holds good in 
the Transvaal. ·The natives there are on the border; but Natal is the 
one exception to this rule ; in this colony we live intermingled ; and 
a few years ago we were regarded as living in the crater of a volcano. 
It was thought that the Natal natives, who outnumber the European 
settlers ei~hteenfold, might at any, moment overwhelm us, so that 
Cape politicians and others refused to be connected with this colony. 
In 1876, however, before the rising of the natives on the frontier, 
I was· bold enough to point out to my fellow-colonists that our 
supposed weakness was in reality our strength. .And so it has 
proved. During the last two years Natal has been the oRBis of 
South .Africa; everywhere else the natives have either been in 
arms, or shown themselves disaffected, if we except the Fingoes; 
but the position in which they stand to the Kafir tribes around 
them compels them to be loyal, so they are scarcely to be taken 
into account. 

Whilst, then, throughout South .Africa the natives have been a 
source of uneasiness, the overwhelming native population of Natal 
(360,000, against 22,000 whites) bas been perfectly true to tl1e 
Government, and the_grounds of their loyalty are now, I think, re
cognised in Natal. They are these :-1. The natives are not, like 
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Englishmen, self-reliant, but naturally dependent; consequently, 
they use the machinery of Government much more than we do. .An 
Englishman dislikes appealing to a magistrate, as it implies a want 
of power to take care of himself or to govern his dependent&. Not 
so the ~ative; he habitually leans upon the magistrate. Thirty 
years ago in Natal the native leant upon his chief; now he has 
become familiar with the magistrate, who has become a neceseity 
to him. I argue, therefore, that a people will not plot or even 
desire to throw off an authority which enters into their daily life. 
2. Natives who have resided amongst white men feel the need of 
their presence. The native races cannot develope themselves-nor, 
when in some degree developed, can they stand by themselves-as 
their wills are "'eak, and intellectually they are lawyers, fond of 
argument, but without imagination ; so they can neither plan nor 
construct. In their independent state they have no criminal law, no 
commercial code, no municipal one, no law of tenure of landed 
property; theyfossese only a few customs regulating marriage and • 
the division o their cattle amongst the family; but, scattered. 
amongst white men, they are able to ex:pand. The effect is seen in 
many ways-amongst others, in the mcrease. of their families. 
3. They are naturally fond of trading. In many ways they may be 
compared to the Celtic race, as they cannot rise above the tribal 
organisation ; but, unlike the Celt, they are not intellectual; and, 
unlike him, their natural bent is towards trading. They are good 
soldiers, but they prefer trading to everything ; consequently, on this 
account, they are unwilling to separate from the white man. 4. The 
natives never go to war unless they can first send their cattle to the 
rear; but this they cannot do when distributed amongst the 
Europeans, and this operates alone as a great check. During the 
thirty years I have been in Natal we have only had three chiefs give 
the slightest trouble, and these three have all been on the borders, 
and so have been able to send their cattle away. I am convinced, 

• therefore, that, if the Government wishes to maintain peace and to 
develope the native races, it should intermingle them with the 
Europeans. The .Aborigines Society at home will probably object. 
It is easy to say the white man seeks only to dispossess the native, 
but whatever the individual motive, the white man is the benefactor 
by his presence. He may have hunted down the North .American 
Indian and the Aborigines of .Australia, but not so in South Africa. 
.Here not only does the magistrate protect him, but the Kafir is a 
worker, which the North American Indian and the native of 
Australia is not. The white man wants the· Kafir's labour, and to 
secure it has to he just and kind. A farm-servant in England is by 
no means so independent as a Kafir out here. Mix up the races, 
therefore, and to some extent at least the problem of governing and 
improving the native race is solved. After the defeat at Isandhl
wana, new-comers like the military thought our natives might rise ; 
but their wives, children, waggons, cattle, &c., were in the colony, 
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so they made common cause with us, and showed themselves 
zealously loyal. I consider it, therefore, to be most foolish to try 
and keep the races apart ; we must intermingle them. It was 
Alexander's principle and the Roman rule; the present European 
families have been founded on this method-so we must go on 
mingling, not separating. . 

I send you a copy of Sir Garnet Wolseley' s conditions of peace, 
as published in the Natal Witness. They are universally con
demned here. 1. The chiefs are to be under British residents, and 
they must be supported by a force. But who is to pay ? It is said 
the Zulus are not to be taxed, as that would amount to annexation ; 
or, rather, it would test Sir Garnet's arrangements. If he is afraid 
to tu the Zulus the Residents will be afraid to control them. The 
test of defeat with Kafirs is the loss of cattle-they do not estimate 
the loss of life ; but we have not taken cattle. Indeed, the balance 
is on their side : they have carried off more than we have.1 The 
test of submission is obedience, and they have with one accord dis
obeyed the order to· give up their guns. The test of the Queen's 
authority in South Africa is the payment of taxes. Even Cetywayo 
offered to pay a hut-tax; and if Sir Gamet does not impose one, all 
the young men in Zululand, before a year is over, will point to their 
cattle, their guns, and their immunity from taxes, and boast that 
they were not beaten. If the Zulus are to be controlled by British 
Residents they should pay a hut-tax. Our natives pay a hut-tax of 
14,. per hut. I have understood that the Cape Government wishes it 
to be uniform throughout South .Africa, and to be fixed at ll. We 
estimate the population at three and a-half persona to a hut, and at 
148. it amounts to 4,. per head. Besides that the natives on farms 
pay rent to the farmer, and the more they adopt our habits the more 
do they pay through the Customs. The Zulus could readily pay ll. 
per hut, or, say 36,000l. per annum. Cetywayo's Government was 
• an expensive one. His commissariat alone was a heavy drain upon 
the resources of the people. Savages, as well as civilised persons, 
understand that they must support their Government ; the Zulus, 
therefore, would recognise the justice of being taxed ; and not to 
tax them is, I consider, to abandon one of the duties of Government. 
Moreover, it is said we are to be taxed to pay our quota of the 
recent expenditure. But our natives will hardly understand first 
fighting the Zulus, and then having to pay for it. It will seem to 
them as if they were the offendin~ party, if they, and not the Zulus, 
are taxed. 2. The conditions discourage trade. It ought to be 
encouraged to the utmost. Instead of forbidding importation by 
sea, a Custom-house should be established at the one port or landing
place. 3. The alienation of land is forbidden, in order to keep out 
the white man ; but he should be encouraged to enter, and so long 

1 We think this statement is hardly correct. 
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as the land is held in common by the whole tribe there will be no 
improvement in agriculture. Or, to take the conditions in order-
2 is impoBBible ; the young men will be quarrelling with one another 
at weddings and other gatherings, tribal fights will ensue, and the 
chiefs. must have a force at their command. 3 I have touched 
upon. 4 is nugatory ; if a chief wishes to put to death he can give 
a man a mock trial and have done with it. 6 overlooks that wars 
often do not begin with the chiefs; the young men bring them 
about. 8 I have touched upon. The whole implies the active and 
constant superintendence of the Resident, and that will be resisted : 
11ome kraal or kraals will be disobedient to orders, the chief will oo 
unable or unwilling to enforce obedience, and the Resident must 
call in other assistance at great expense ; and at whose ? There is 
nothing enduring, nothing practical in this settlement, if it deserves 
to be called such. It is not likely to· last, and every one expects, 
after a short interval, more bloodshed and more reckleBS expendi
ture. The burden cannot be thrown on the colony,. as the Govern
ment has not been consulted on the terms of peace. The whole 
thing is a cruelty to the Zulus, to the colonists, and to the suffering 
home population, for there will be another 3,000,000l. or more to be 
voted yet; but during the whole time meat was 8d. and bread 4d. 
per pound. b. 6d. per diem was consequently ample allowance for 
the keep of a soldier ; of course I am aware there were numerous 
other sources of expenditure, but it is extreme folly to send an army 
out to a distant place, with power to draw upon the Treasury at will ; 
it is too great a trial for human nature. As a blind, all sorts of 
things are said about the colonists; a great deal or even all may be 
true, but it does not explain half. That, however, is by the way ; 
but I must mention, before concluding, that one of the newly
appointed chiefs is a white man named John Dunn. He left home 
when about fifteen or sixteen, and has since lived with the Zulus, 
taking to himself a number of wives. This ap:{>ointment is looked 
upon as an outrage to public morals and as an msult to the colon
ists. I say nothing about the miBBionaries, as I do oot wish that they 
should lean upon the civil power ; the Church must do her proper 
work in her proper way. I simply write as an En~lishman, to one 
who largely guides the.councils of the nation, to lift up my voice 
against what has been done, and is being done, in this part of the 
empire. Trusting you will excuse my thus trespassing upon your 
time, believe me to remain yours most re11pectfully, 

J,UlES GREEN, 
Dean of 'Jlaril,zburg. 

But at all events we had gained one definite result by 
all the blood and money spent in the Zulu war. The most 
important and earnestly insisted on immediate cause of our 
attack upon Zululand was the invasion of our soil, and the 
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violation of our sanctuary, committed by Mehlokazulu and 
his brother, sons of Sihayo, when they seized and carried 
off two women who had taken refuge in Natal. We '' re
quested the Zulu king to deliver up the young men to us 
for judgment and for punishment,. and· he begged us to 
accept a fine in lieu of the persons of the offenders. We 
declined this proposal, and repeated our request, which 
suddenly became a "demand" when it appeared in the 
ultimatum, and as such remainep. 

It was said at the time that, had the young men been 
given up even after the troops had crossed the border, hos
tilities would have been suspended until the rest of the 
demands could be complied with. But they were not, so 
we went to war. 

And now, at last, the war was over, one of Sihayo's sons 
had fallen in battle, and Mehlokazulu, the other, was in our 
hands. Here was what we had fought for, and obtained I 
What would be done with him 1 By the military authori
ties he could only be treated like any other prisoner of war, 
and released unarmed amongst the other Zulus. He was 
therefore banded over to the civil authorities at Pieter- . 
maritzburg to be tried by them, although he was denied 
the same· advantages of counsel which are accorded by law 
to other civil prisoners. 

This denial was commented upon unfavourably by those 
who desired justice to be done, but apparently, Mehloka
zulu required no counsel, for he was not tried. He had 
committed no offence on British soil punishable in a 
Zulu subject by British law. His own king could have 
punished him by our request, but we had deposed and 
transported that king, and there was no law by which 
we could have inflicted anything beyond a trifling fine for 
trespass upon the man whom we had compassed heaven 
and earth, and shed so much of England's noblest blood, 
to seize. The magistrate declined to commit him for 
trial, and Mehlokazulu was permitted to return to his 
home. << Doubtless," remarks the Natal Colonist of the 
27th October, "the legal adviser of the Crown was con
cerned in the case, and framed the charge which there 
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was the best chance of being substantiated. And this is 
the result-' there was no evidence to maintain the 
charge.' . . . It is a. miserable conclusion to a most 
miserable affair. . . . The charge which, as we have seen, 
is almost made the chief occasion of the war which has 
desolated so many homes and cost millions of money, 
completely breaks down when brought to the test of legal 
trial, and the prisoner is, of necessity, set at liberty. We 
never believed much in the other pretexts for the war 
put forward by Sir Bartle Frere, but we confess that we 
always thought the outrage by Sihayo's sons was one to 
be visited with condign punishment, whether it was one 
which would justify war or not, and even though we knew 
it was only a pretext, seeing that it took place long after 
war had been determined on, and preparations for it had 
been begun to be made. 

"But the ultimatum and its demands are things of the 
past. Rivers of blood have flowed to enforce these de
mands, and now they are put on one side as utterly 
valueless, both by the settlement of Zululand and the 
release of Sihayo's son." 1 

On the 24th of May, 1880, a large company of influential 
Zulus, including two of Cetshwayo's brothers, two of his 
uncles, and other relatives, arrived at Bishopstowe, on 
their way to Pietermaritzburg, to make certain complaints 
as to the treatment they received in Zululand, and especi
ally to ask for "their bone" -in other words, to ask for 
Cetshwayo's restoration to Zululand, under any conditions 
the British Government might think fit to impose. 

They were referred back to Mr. Osborn (the Resident), 
who would be instructed to hear all such complaints, and 
report them in writing to the Natal authorities. 

Three of the thirteen chiefs were represented in this 
deputation, and seven of the thirteen concurred in the 
prayer. 

These Zulu notables corroborated all that has been said 
of Cetshwayo's clemency ; and they made a remarkable 
statement when asked about his formidable reply to Sir 

1 Daily New, 30th October, 1679. 
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Henry Bulwer's message about the killing of girls (p. 193). 
They asked, "Was it on paper?" Being told "No! it 
was brought by messengers, by word of mouth," they 
asked "Who brought it 1 " They were told their names, 
M.antshonga and Bayeni, and were asked if they knew 
them. They replied, " We know • a man named Mant
shonga, who left Zululand for a crime, and is now living 
in Natal. But he could never have been sent with a 
message to the king. We never heard of it. When did 
they come 1 What indunas were in attendance ? Who 
received them 1" When told that they were said to have 
been received and answered by the king at a private 
audience, when none of the indunas were present, they 
ridiculed the idea, saying, " Who could possibly have got 
to the king by himself without being seen 1 They would 
. first go through the indunas, and would then be taken by 
the Inncekus to the king. It is impossible. . . . No ! 
if you ask us about that message, we say that to· us it 
appears a pure invention, and that the people who carried 
it were, as it were, ploughing in winter, preparing the 
ground for the crop to be sown in the spring-preparing 
for th:is ! " 

Shingana, a brother of Cetshwayo, spoke the above 
words, the others merely reminding or agreeing with him, 
Ndabuko (the other brother) especially saying only a few 
words now and then, in a quiet, dignified way. But he 
now took up the word, speaking evidently under the 
influence of strong feeling, till his voice even shook with 
emotion. He said : 

" No I we do not understand it. For there has never 
been known one like him among us Zulus before, so good, 
so kind, so merciful. Our fathers, who were old when we 
were born, all say so; and we, who have grown up with 
him till we are as old as you now see us-we have seen 
no one like him. For those three kings who were brothers, 
our fathers, they killed people, great and small, and for 
a little thing, a mere nothing-it was their custom. But 
he is of an entirely different nature ; he shrank from 
shedding blood. And, if a wrong or insult were done to 
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himself, he would never kill for it; nay, if a man carried 
off one of the royal women, he would not kill him, but 
said, 'Let him marry her properly then ! ' Our fathers 
killed their relations too, they made nothing of them. 
But he-he collected us all who were the children of his 
father, and gave us all our head-rings, and told us to 

. marry, even us lads, and he made ma1Tiages also for the 
girls, our sisters; whereas Mpande had forbidden them to 
marry, saying, 'If they marry we shall be having every
body belonging to the family of Senzangakona.' But 
he, our brother, took us all under his arm, saying, ' Let 
the children of my father be happy ! ' He never killed 
except for grave offences : the whole country swarms with 
people who owe their lives to him, and who fled to him, 
as the merciful prince who did not kill. He never attacked 
any one : he stayed quietly at home, as he was advised. 
He never wronged any one. There is none like him
rione ! " 

Here he stopped, almost breaking down, and the others 
assented with a heavy sigh. 

Traders in Zululand say that a great deal of dissatisfac
tion exists among the Zulus. They say that their present 
chiefs are greater tyrants than Cetshwayo ever was ; that 
the white men have placed over them chiefs, with absolute 
power to treat them as clogs, and to deprive them of 
their cattle at will, by taxation or fines for pretended 
offences, without their having means to appeal to a great 
chief. 

Mr. Osborn, the Resident in Zululand, reports, 5th 
November, 1880, that cases of "eating up" occur not 
unfrequently; and Sir G. Pomeroy Colley, forwarding 
Mr. Osborn's report, says: " The appointed chiefs have 
hardly yet realised their position as independent rulers, 
and still look upon themselves as the servants of the 
power that nominated them. They are consequently still 
amenable to the advice of the Resident, whose words· 
cany almost the weight of commands. Whether this 
deference to his advice will continue when they feel 
themselves more firmly established in the chieftain.ships, 
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and realise more fully the independence conferred upon 
them by the settlement, is a question on which I feel 
some anxiety. Were the Zulu people under one chief, 
and the Resident living at the head-quarters of that chief, 
I should feel little doubt on the subject, for I think an 
able Resident should have no difficulty in establishing and 
maintaining a sufficient personal influence. • But the per
sonal influence of a Resident over thirteen different chiefs, 
living widely apart, and some of whom will probably only 
see him at intervals of yel\l'S, cannot be very great ; and I 
therefore fear that the tendency will be for our civilising 
influence to diminish, rather than increase, with time. 
. . . To save themselves from falling under our displeasure, 
and to aid them in governing their people according to 
what they understand to be our views, some of the chiefs 
have applied for British officers to be directly attached to 
them. Others have appointed white men, traders or 
others, as their agents and chief advi$ers. If we do not 
comply with the request of those who have asked for 
Government officers, they will probably follow the example 
of the others, and the system of white agents and 
advisers will become general. It is in this that I see one 
of the chief dangers to the stability of the present settle
ment. I have nothing to say against the individuals at 
present exercising these offices; but it is clear that they 
do not act under the same responsibilities, nor work 
altogether for the same ends, as Government officers. It 
is also clear that, not being subordinate to the Resident, 
there can be no unity in their system and police. Further 
than that, it is almost certain that their influence muf'!t be 
antagonistic rather than favourable to that of the Resident ; 
for, not recognising the authority of the Resident, such 
irresponsible adviser will naturally seek to strengthen his 
own influence with the Chief at the expense of that of the 
Resident. And a chief who might be easily manageable 
if left to himself might become very difficult, and even 
dangerous to deal with, in the. hands of an unscrupulous 
white adviser. 

"It is then in the gradual weakening of the Resident's 
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influence among the outlying chiefs, and in the substitu
tion for it of that of irresponsible, and perhaps unscrupu
lous, white agents, that I see the most serious danger to 
the stability of the present settlement." -(P. P. [C. 2783] 
pp. 10, 11.) 

In conclusion we may record the opinions of the Lieut.
Governor, and some of the members of the Legislative 
Council of Natal, which very plainly set forth the fact 
that the Zulu war was a part of Sir Bartle Frere's de
liberate, settled policy, planned by him before be ever 
entered the colony of Natal, and in no manner called for 
by any emergency. 

The following statements were made by members of 
the Natal Legislative Council, during its session in 
December, 1880, as reported in the colonial news
papers: 

"He (Mr. Robinson) voted against the Bill (by which 
the colony was to contribute 250,000l. as war expenses) 
because the war was in no sense ours--because the whole 
of the operations were such as the representatives of the 
people were kept strictly in the dark about. 

"During the whole session of 1878 not the smallest ray 
of light was given them on affairs in Zululand, although 
asked for. Neither the House nor the Country had any 
voice whatever in the conduct of the war. Throughout 
that war there were very few expressions of sympathy, 
or approval, or support, indulged in in connection with 
that war. There was instead a feeling of disapproval of 
the manner in which it was carried out. The settlement 
of Zululand was a settlement which would have no 
abiding effect on the affairs of South Africa ..... ·They 
were asked to- defray the cost of defending the colony 
from the consequences of a war that was not of our 
own seeking, and in the conduct of which we had no 
voice. "-Mr. Robinson, M.L.C. 

"1'he Hon. Member for the City (Mr. Theophilus 
Shepstone) said they all knew the Zulu war was coming 
on. He (Mr. Robinson) said that no member of that 
House was aware of what was going to take place when 
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Sir BR.rile Frere arrived in the month of September."
Idem. 
, "Reference had been made to the Boundary Commis
sion, and the fact that it wa,c; summ'lned at the instanr.e 
of Sir Bartle Frere. But that Commission was essentia11y 
one of the outcomes of the annexation of the Transvaal: 
and the necessity for it would never have arisen, and 
it could never have been held, but for the quarrel betwE>E'n 
the Transvaal and the Zulus. The Hon. Member for t.he 
City said that the Zulus got what they claimed. But 
it was from the very fact that the Zulus got what t,hey 
claimed, and from the effect produced upon the mind of 
every man by the enormoui:1 concession which was made 
to them, that the Ultimatum went forth." 1-Idem. 

" After the award of the Boundarv Commission there 
seems to be little done between the ·Transvaal and Zulu
]and. We were then living in the profoundest peace, anil 
there was nothing to lead us to suppose that any war 
would take place with tl1at country. After the award, 
however, it seemed to be generally understood that war 
was imminent. Stores were sent up, and the Active was 
ordered to stay, instead of going away on her cruise. 2 

"With all this the colony. had nothing to do, except the 
nominatio;n of the commissioners on the Border Com
mission. This Council was sitting, but all that could be 
gleaned was that possibly there might be war. It was 
known in August, 1878, that the Gener11l was coming up; 
and the troops came up, and all this mthout this colony 
being consulted at all. This he thought showed conch1-
sivel.y that the war was purely and solely an Imperial 
war."-Mr. Walton, M.L.C. 

1 Thu11 Mr. Robinson, the Editor of the No.ta!, J.fercury, and a supporter 
of Sir Bartle 'Frere, admits that "the Ultimatum went forth" because 
the CommiBSion, appointed by oUTselve11 after the annexation of the Trans
vaal, reco51nisen the justice of the Zulu claims ! A more thorough con· 
dPmnation of Sir Bartle Frere's polic~, in the eyes of En~lishm~n, lovers 
of jnstice and fair-dealing, could hardly have been Jlenned by bis severest 
censor. 

t The .Active was detained by Sir B. Frere on or before April 12th, 
1878. (C. 2144. p. 82.) 

E E 
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"The colonists, almost to a man, would reject the war 
expenditure item. . .. It was all very well to talk of 
the motives of the Home Government in carrying on the 
war. It was not for the benefit of the colony ; it was to 
defend the honour of England, to maintain the prestige of 
England. . . . It was a great injustice to urge that claim; 
because the colonists had no voice in the war. They were 
in no way coo11ulted from its conception to its conclusion; 
they were kept scrupulously in the dark."-Mr. Sutton, 
M.L.C. 

"It was an Imperial war with which we had nothing to 
do. It arose from the annexation of the Transvaal, and 
why no claim was made on that country for a contribution, 
and no demand on the Zulu nation, was incomprehensible." 
-Mr. Crowder, M.L.C. 

"It all arose from the mistaken policy of the Imperial 
Government. Had that Government not taken over the 
Tr!l.nsvaal, in which matter Natal had no voice, there would 
have been no war."-Mr. Moor, M.L.C. 

"He (Mr. Mellersh) denied in toto that the war was 
undertaken for the dtifence of N ataL It was the outcome 
of the Transvaal annexation, and to say it was for the 
defence of this colony was a mere chimera, a fancy. . . . . 
The colonists from first to last had no voice in the matter, 
they were utterly ignored."-Hon. Mr. Mellersh, M.E.C., 
M.L.C. 

" Either the claim was right and just, or wrong and 
unjust, and he emphatically maintained that it was both 
wrong and unjust." -Mr. Baker, M.L.C. 

"He (Mr. Boshop} was strongly opposed to the war 
vote. He could not imagine why the Znlus should not be 
called upon to pay something. That nation ought to be 
taxed, the preeent chiefs (i.e. John Duun, &c.) removed, 
and European Residents established, and, until it was done, 
civilization would never progress among them."-Mr. 
Boshop, M.L.C. 

" They (the Government) had not called the Legislature 
together (with reference to the war), and he was commit
ting no breach of confidence when he said that Sir Bartle 
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Frere, who had been spoken of so highly in that House, 
was himself a strong advocate of not calling the Legis
lature together."-Hon. Colonial Secretary (Major Mitchell, 
C.M.G.). 

"There were people here who knew that the result of 
sending home Commissioners in connexion with confedera
tion was the appointment of Sir Bartle Frere ; and he 
(Sir Bartle Frere) considered it necessary that be should 
have removed from the border of Natal the power which 
had been threatening us for many years. The first out
spoken statement was in the Ultimatum, which was the 
joint production of himself and Sir Bartle Frere, and the 
latter was, no doubt, the leading spirit, and he put forward 
amidst the acclamation (? of the colonists) the reason for 
his embarking in the Zulu War, which was to bring the 
Zulu nation into such a shape as was compatible with the 
safety of Natal. and the Transvaal." 1-Hon. Attorney-
General (M. H. Galwey, Esq. ). • 

" The probability of war was talked of in the Cape 
Colony long before the General came up here in August." 
-Hon. Mr. Escombe, M.E.C., M.L.C. 

Mr. Escombe also made the following statement at the 
Durban election, July 19th, 1880 :-

" That war was determined on in Capetown to my 
certain knowledge on the 9th July, 1878. I left here on 
the 2nd July, 1878, and I had at that time heard not a 
word about a Zulu war. But on the 9th July I heard 
from good sources, I heard on high military authority, 2 

that the British army would be there in September. In 
July there was no knowledge here of hostilities ; there 
might have been acts on the part of Cetshwayo which 

1 Thus the Attorney-General sars the Zulu war was waged-not for the 
trumpery causes put forward by Sir Bartle Frere as CIJ8W1 belli--but for the 
purpose of remodelliog the Zulu nation with a view to confederation. 

It is said that Sir H. Bulwer signed the Ultimatum with very great 
reluctance, after keeping it three days in his possession, and under urgent 
pressure from.the Colonial Secretary; and, when he had. signed it, flung 
down his pen saying, " I am afraid that is the worst thing I ever did iu 
mvlife ! '' 

, • •2 The authority was Lord Chelmsford. 
E E 2 
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showed that he wanted watching. And, if the war 
was determined on at Capetown before we knew about it, 
I don't see how they can ask us to pay for the aggressive 
war." 

It may be presumed that the Government of Natal was 
the best authority on Zulu matters, as the whole of the inter
e,ou1rse with the Zulus had been carried on with and through 
that Govt>rnment. 

Jn a despRtch dated 10th March, 1880, Sir Henry 
Bulwer, the Lieutenant-Governor of Natal, addressed to the 
Secretary of State for the Colonies an able and clear sum
marv of the entire situation leading up to the Zulu war. 

We find that Sir Bartle Frere, on the 2nd of August, 
1878, says that the 1'ransva.al bad been subjected to dis
quietude, and be hopes "that the reinforr,emen,ts of Her 
Maj,sty's troops, now on their way to that territory, will have 
the ".!feet of restorin_q p-uhlic tranquillity." 

Commooore Sullivan, who brought up the head-quarter 
staff in H.M.S . .Active, writes on the 12th of the same 
month that his o~ject was " to make himself acquainud witk 
sudt points on the (Zulu) r,oast as might be available for e<>
opcrating with Her Majesty's land forces by landing troops or 
store.,." 

And Lord Chelmsford, on the 24th of that month, 
furnished the Lieutenant-Governor of N~tal (Sir H. Bulwer) 
with "a memorandum on the subject of an 'Invasion of 
Z11luland or tlu d~lenc'-of Natal and the TraMVaal Colony 
(sic) fr<rm an invasion by .Zubu. '" . 

"Now," says Sir Henry Bulwer, "l venture to say that 
up to that time we, in this colony, had not so much as 
heard the word of war . . . . the idea of a Zulu war had 
not yet occurred to any one. The idea was an imported 
ideR. It was imported at the time of the arrival of the 
troops an<l the head-quarters staff from the Cape Colony. 
Once introduced under such circumstances, the idea spread 
fa11t enough."-(P. P. [C. 2584) p. 204.) 

In a Jetter to the Secretary of St.ate for the Colonies 
dated 4t.h April, 1880, Sir Henry Bulwer says: "The 
views of His ExcelJency the Lieutenant-General, and also 
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of His Excellency the High Commissioner, were both based 
on the assumption of an invasion of Natal by the Zulus, 
a contingency which, though it was of course a posswility, 
as it had been a possibility for the last thirty years, was, 
in the opinion of this Government, in the highest degree 
improbable, unless indeed it should be brought about by 
compromising action on our own part. 

"'fhe annexation of the Transvaal had indeed, as I have 
always admitted and pointed out, essentially altered the 
relations between English authority in South Africa and 
the Zulus ; and as by that annexation the English in
herited questions and disputes which might bring them 
at any moment into collision with the Zulus, so the 
situation of Natal, as a neighbouring country and a 
British colony, became necessarily much. affected thereby. 
But, so far as regards the chances of an invasion of Natal 
territory by the Zulus, I believed then, and I believe now, 
that such a movement had never so much as entered into 
the counsels of the Zulu king and chiefs, and that it would 
have been utterly repugnant to the views of the greater 
portion of the Zulu nation. I believed then, as I believe 
now, that unless we ourselves provoked a quarrel or other
wise greatly changed the temper of the Zulu nation towards 
Natal, or unless, on other accounts, British authority in 
South Africa went to war with the Zulus, an attack by 
them upon Natal was to the very last degree improbable. 

" There was then this material difference between the 
views of His Excellency the High Commissioner (Sir Bartle 
Frere) and the Lieutenant-General (Lord Chelmsford) on 
the oue side, and those of the Natal Government on the 
other side, which must be taken into account iu con
sidering the action of this Government up to that time. 

"Not, indeed, that we had disregarded the signs of 
trouble of which the altered position between British 
authority in South Africa and the Zulu king, and the 
questions between them, arising out of the annexation of 
the Transvaal territory and inherited with that territory, 
had of late been giving indications, or omitted to take 
precautionary measures for the better defence of the colony 
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but having the opportunity as we had by the long experi
ence of this Government of discerning and appreciating, as 
I believe, at their proper value, the signs of the times, we 
not only did not anticipate the danger of an invasion ·by 
the Zulus, but considered that any o,•ert act committed by 
us in the way of military demonstration would be a mistake, 
as being far more likely to b1ing about war and trouble 
than to prevent them."-(P. P. [C. 2676] p. 19.) 

With this we must close our record of the Zulu War. In 
doing so, we feel that too many of the circumstances which 
we have thus recorded reflect no credit on the name of 
England-that name which as English men and women we 
most desire should be honoured by the world at large ; and 
we realise with pain that, so far as our work may be 
perus~d by dwellers upon other shores, so far have we 
lessened the glory of our motherland in their eyes. But, 
however much we may regret the necessity, we do not 
therefore think it a less imperative duty to bring to the 
Jight as much as possible whatever wrong and injustice has 
been committed and concealed by those to whom England 
has entrusted her power and her fame. That the light of 
publicity should be thrown upon them is the first step 
towards their cure, or at least towards the prevention of 
any further wrong, and it is with the truest loyalty to 
our Sovereign, and the deepest love and reverence for 
our country, that we have undertaken the task now 
completed. 
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I. 

ISANDHLW .ANA. 

LORD CHELMSFORD'S STATEMENTS COMPARED WITH 
EVIDENCE. BY LIEUT.-COL. E. DURNFORD. 

LORD Ce.e:LMSF0RD (in speeches in the House of Lords on 
August 19th and September 2nd, and in a Jetter which appeared in 
the Timu of August 25th) has made an attack upon the memory 
of my brother, the late Colonel Durnford1 R.E., in what he calls 
"the true history of that unfortunate day ' at Isandhlwana- 22nd 
,January, 1879. As a matter of simple justice to my brother's 
memory, I comment upon Lord Chelmeford's remarks, which I 
assert do not contain "the true history.'' 

Lord Chelmsford, in describing the position of the camp, states : 
"There wos no ground that commanded it to the left within a 
distance of 1,200 yards, and there was no ground that commanded 
it on the right at a less distance than 600 yards. Taking, therefore, 
into consideration the nature of the weapons with which the Zulus 
were armed, it might practically be said that the camp was not com
manded from any position whatever near it." 

Now, the slope from the foot of J;,andhlwana was covered by the 
camp; or rather, line of camps-six in number-the waggons in 
rear of each camp. The front of the camf. extended for about half 
a mile, and considerably overlapped the hil . The right flank rested 
on the base of a small hill to the right of Isandhlwana, and in the 
immediate rear of this flank was the "neck " of land connecting 
Isandhlwana with the small hill, and over which "neck n the Rorke's 
Drift road passed. '!'his "neck" and small hill (called Stony Kopje, 
and afterwards Black's Kopje) commanded the right of the camp 
withiu pistol shot. On a reconnaissance sketch of Isandhlwana, by 
Captain lleneage, R.1£., the notation on this hill is "small hill fifty 
yards from near end and commanding camp." 
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The northern end of I11andhlwana was likewise open, so that, 
although the hill might practically be "a wall," its ends were open, 
and commanded the position selected for the cam_p; and these open, 
vulnerable, undefended points rendered the position untenable. 

I have it from the lips of an officer who served in Zululand (and 
whose rank is little inferior to that of Lord Chelmsford), that in his 
opinion there could scarcely have been found a more fatal place for 
a camp-the facilities for surprise were so great; and he said that 
the field told its own tale, not only of the retreat to the commanding 
ground on the right, and gallant stand made there, but also of the 
widely-spread camp, so absolutely impossible to defend. 

The forcible manner in which Mr. 1''orbes describeR the position 
does not appear to be exaggerated one whit. The most complete 
evidence is found in the Military Surveys of the "Battlefield" and 
"Country around Ieandhlwana," by Captain Anstey, H.E., and 
Lieut. Penrose, RE., litho~aphed at the Intelligence Branch, 
Q.-M.-G.'s Dept., Horse Guards. The email hill on the immedia" 
right of the camp ie shown to have a command of at least 170 
feet over any part of the ground on which the camp was pitched. 

And this Military Survey shows that the selection of tho camping 
ground was far from being a matter of necee11ity, as a mile 11nd a 
quarter in front of Isandhlwana camp stood, in the plain, a solitary 
steep hill-good camping ground-abundant water-and, in J,nuary, 
plenty of graBB. It is said that this hill would have afforded an 
ahnoat impregnable position for one or two companies, whilst the 
main force encamped below secure from surprise. 

With regard to the garrison of the camp, Lord Chelmsford puts 
it at 1,100 rifles, "including 400 or 450 Baeutoa, who came and 
joined the camp with Colonel Durnford." The troops, armed with 
rifles, who came up with Colonel Durnford, were" about 250 mounted 
natives, followed by a rocket battery." (C. 2260, p. 83.) 

Lord Chelmsford proceeds to describe his "1,100 Martini-Henry 
riHes " ( which he had not got) defenrling "a front of 250 yarrla"; 
but unless he ie prepared to show that he selected such a position 
for defence and gave directions" for the defence of such a position," 
his argument has wandered from the region of fact, and is there
fore 111isleading. 

Lord Chelmsford'e speech continues-" When he left the camp 
early on the morning of the 22nd of January, 1879, orders were 
given to Colonel Pulleine by Major Clery, staff officer to Colonel 
lilyn, who was commanding the column, • You will be in command 
of the oamp during the absence of Colonel Glyn. Draw in,' I 
speak fro111 memory, 'your camp, or your line of defence,' I am not 
certain which, • while the force ie out; also draw in the line of 
your infantry outpostR accordingly, but keep your cavalry vedettes 
still far advanced.' . . . In addition to the written orders which 
he had just read, Major Clery had a personal interview with Colonel 
Pulleine, and explained the ordera which had been given. It was 
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impressed vividly on Colonel Pulleine's mind that hie orders were to 
defend the camp. With regard to the orders he might himself have 
given, it was curious that one of hie aides-de-camp, whom he met 
yesterday, told him for the first time that in his note-book relating 
the facts concerning the unfortunate da;r at Ieandhlwanu he found 
that he (Lord Chelmsford) had an interview with Colonel Pulleine, 
and in reply to hie question as to any orders he might have to give 
him, that he had said, 'Defend the camp and do not leave it.' 'l'hat 
was written after the affair, and could not be quoted as evidence; 
but it expressed plainly what hie views were.'' 

That i11 to say, we are asked to believe that upwards of eighteen 
months after the disaster a mere chance brings to Lord Chelmeford's 
mind what he had to do with " the orders he might himself have 
given" on the most eventful day of his life. 

In none of the evidence is there the slightest hint of any anxiety 
on the part of Lord Chelmsford, or of any interview with Colonel 
Pulleine. Major Clery speaks of Colonel Pulleine as being in his 
tent, and Colonel Crealock, the military Bt,>eretnry, says, with refer• 
ence to orders given, "I sub11equently heard Major Clery state that 
he had left precise instructions to Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine 'to defend 
the camp.'" The reference to ftn aide-de-camp, his note-book, and 
the orders Lord Chelmsford might haw given is very extraordinary; 
but with respect to it I can state that an officer, present with Lord 
Chelmsford's force on that day, distinctly says that neither Lord 
Chelmsford nor his head-quarter staff left any orders, but that, when 
miles away from the camp, Lord Chelmsford asked what orders had 
been left for Colonel Pulleine. 

The orders, as. already detailed, were issued in writing by Major 
Clery, Colonel Glyn's senior staff-officer, and appearin his evidence 
given before the Court of Inquiry assembled on 27th January, l 879 
(C. 2260, pp. 80-81). This offirer does not say a single word of 
impressing "vividly on Colonel Pulleine's mind that hie orders were 
to defend the camp." 

By way of ·proof, I presume, that Colonel Pulleine understood 
hie orders to be not to ltaw the camp, Lord Chelmsford describes 
what took p1ace when a body of the enemy was first seen from the 
camp about 8 A.K.: "Upon this Colonel Pulleine at once ael3embled 
all hie men in the open apace between the men's tents and his (Lord 
Chelmaford's) head-quarter tents-that was to say, iu the centre of 
the hill and close underneath it. . . . In the account whi<·h he was 
giving every word would be found in the official Blne Books.'' 

I do not find the above account in the Blue Books, but I do find 
that the officers who were present gave evidence before the Court of 
Inquiry as follows : 

Captain Essex, 75th Regiment, states that at this period Colonel 
Pulleine "thereupon caused the whole of the troops available to 
assemble near the eastern eide of the ramp, facing towards the 
reported direction of the enemy's approach." (C. 2260, p. 83.) 
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The "eastern side" of the camp was its front. 
Lieut. Curling, R.A., says: "We were ordered to tum out at once, 

and were formed up in front of the 2nd battalion 24th Regiment 
camp, where we remained until 11 o'clock, when we returned to camp· 
with orders to remain harnessed up and ready to turn out at a 
minute's notice. The Zulus did not come within range, and we did 
not come into action. The infantry also remained in column of 
companies.'' (C. 2260, p. 84.) 

This, the evidence in the Blue Books, is supplemented by Mr. 
Brickhill, interpreter to. No. 3 column, who says: "All the forces 
were drawn up in front of the 2-24th and Native Contingent camp.'' 
And Major Chard, V.C., R.E., writes (April 13th, 1879): "When I 
arrived at the camp, the troops (white men) were .... out of camp. 
Before Durnford came up, there was scarcely anybody in camp." 

If Colonel Pulleine, at the first intimation of an enemy's approach, 
drew up hie force outside the camp, BB be is proved to have done, 
what inference can be drawn but that he was there on hie recog
nised "line of defence"? The '' Military Survey" shows that this 
position was on the left front of the camp, level to the rear (towards 
the camp) but with a command of 60 feet over the ground to the front, 
right, and left, at a distance of about 250 yards, and a command of 
160 feet at a distance of between 700 and 800 yards. Boulders and 
stones on this rising ground afl:orded shelter. 

Colonel Durnford reached the camp shortly after 10.30 A.H. 
(Major Chard). 

Lord Chelmsford hints at a difference between Colonels Durnford 
and Pulleine-but this is disproved by Lieut. Cochrane. Indeed the 
whole description of this part of the day's events is exceedingly 
strained ; and if Lord Chelmsford's version were correct, it would 
tend to prove that Colonel Pulleine was the officer still in com
mand oft.be camp. (Vide his written orders.) 1 

Lord Chelmsford says that Colonel Durnford "took upon himself 
to alter the instructions which Colonel Pulleine had received to keep 
the infantry pickets in and only have the cavalry vedettes out, 
and directed him to send a company of the 24th Regiment to the 
crest of the hill on the left, 2,300 yards distant." 

Now, ·Lord Chelmsford has himself quoted the ~xt of the orders 
given-" Draw in . . .. your camp or your line of defence . . . . 
while the force is out, also draw in the line of your infantry 
outposts accordingly, but keep your cavalry vedettes still far ad
vanced " - which certainly does not convey the same meaning as 
the wording he now introduces. . 

The plain English of the orders seems to be that the line of 
"infantry outposts" was to be drawn in, in accordance with the 
drawing in of the "line of defence" : and that there were infantry 
outposts is evident from there being "a picquet stntioned at a point 
about 1,500 yards distant on a hill to the north of the camp" 

1 On this subject more could be said. 
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(C. 2260, p. 82); and Lieutenant Cochrane says that "the nRtives 
of Lonsdale's contingent (infantry) were on outpost duty on the 
hills to the left." 

It WM on this range of bill11 that the company of the 24th was 
afterwards poKted "to the north of the camp at about 1,200 yard11 
distant" (C. 2260 p. 83)-not "2,300 ynrde" as Lord Chelmsford 
says. With an enemy showing on the left front-numbens unknown 
-the posting of this company was an abRolutely necessary pre
caution, to prevent the enemy paRSing behi11d the hills to the renr 
of Isandblwana, and thus surprising the camp ; "at this time, 
about 11 A.M., the impression in camp was that the enflmy bad 
no intention of advancing during the day-time!_but might possibly 
be expected to attack during the niµbt. .No idea bad been 
formed regarding the probable strength of the enemy's force." 
( c. 2260, p. 83.) 

The light and airy way in which Lord Chelmsford describes 
Colom,) Durnford's movements('' Colonel Durnford .... cantered 
away with two troops of Basutos to a distance of five or six miles to 
the front, leaving the rocket~battery escort to follow as best it 
could") hardly accords with the precautions this officer took from 
1he instant be beard of th,• vicinity of the enemy. About 10.30 A.M. 
he met Liflut. Chard, R. E. who told him " of the movementR of the 
enemy he had seen from the camp, and by his order rode back to 
Captain Ruseell, who was about a mile behind, and gave him t.he 
message to· hurry up at once with his rocket-battery, and detach a 
company of Sikali men to protect the baggage which was following, 
and I passed the word all along the line to look out to the left." 
(Lieut. Chard, R.E.) 

After hie arriv&l at the camp, Colonel Durnford sent back one 
troop of Native Horse to strengthen his baggage guard, sent two 
troops, under Captain G. Shepstone, to the bills on the left "to 
ascertain the enemy's movements," and moved out to the front 
with two troops, followed by the rocket-battery and its escort
not "to follow as bet<t it could," but to follow in case its services 
should be required. This rocket-battery, Lord Chelmsford says, 
was " cut up and destroyed " by the enf'my who had " been lying 
in ambush somewhere along the left bank (? flank), and bad taken 
advantage of the unprotected condition of the battery." But the 
rocket-battery, instea,1 of following Colonel Durnford along the 
valley, had turned to the left and ascended the bills, and then came 
upon the Zulu army which was rapidly advancing and driving in 
Captain Shepstone's men The Captain of the escort says: "On 
l1earing heavy firing on our left, and learning that the enemy were 
in that direction, we cl,a.ngcd our direction to the left. Before 
nearly reaching the ·crest &f the bills on the left of the camp we 
were Httacked on nil sides. One rocket was sent o:ff, and the enemy 
\Vas on us!' (C. 2260, p. 82). 

Lord Chelmsford next seeks _to establish that Captain Shepstone 
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came into camp to ask for reinforcements in Colonel Dumford'e 
name, and that " Colonel Durnford instructed Captain Shepstone, 
that if he saw that be had got into difficulties be should go back to 
Colonel Pulleine, and, using bis name, ask for reinforcements. Bui, 
be that as it may, Colonel Pulleine sent out a company, which came 
into action on the crest of the bill, and shortly after a third company 
was sent out." • 

Lord Chelmsford here wishes to convey an impression for which 
he has not the slightest warranty. The Blue Books clearly show 
(llB we shall presently see) that t,he sending out of these companies 
bad nothing to do with Captain Shepstone. 

Lieut. Cochrane, who . had lM-en with Colonel Durnford, says 
that if Captain Shepstone asked for reinforcements in Colonel 
Durnlord's name, "he asked for them without Colonel Vumford's 
authority." 

The officer commanding the troop of N•tive Horse (which Captain 
Shepstone took along the hills) says that, when the Zulu army was 
discovered, Captain Shepstone ordered hie men "to retire on to the 
camp, and lie himself would go to camp and inform them that the 
whole Zulu army was advancing to attack it." 

Captain Eese:r.'s evidence proves that Colonel Pulleino drd not 
send the reinforcements to the mounted men, but did send them to 
reinforce the company on picquet. He says, "at about 12 o'clock, 
hearing firing on the bill where the company, 1st Battalion 24th 
Regiment, was stationed, I proceeded in that direction. On my 
way I passed a company, let Battalion 24th Regiment, under 
command of Captain Mostyn, who reque11ted me, being mounted, 
to direct Lieut. Cavaye to take special care not to endanger the 
right of his company, and to inform that officer that he himself 
was moving up to the left. I also noticed a body of Lieut.• 
Colonel Dumford'e Mounted Natives retiring down the hill, but 
did not see the enemy . . . . Captain Mostyn moved hie com
pany into the space between the /ortions of that already on the 
hill, and his men then extended an entered into action.'' (C. 2260, 
p. 83.) 

Within a few minutes these companieR were ordered to retire 
towards the camp, Captain Youngb1111band's company "in echelon 
on the left"; and eventually they "retired to within 300 yards of 
that portion of the camp occupied by the Native Contingent." 

Lord Chelmsford. say11 that Colonel Pulleine " bad drawn up the • 
remaining force, placing two guns at right-angles in front of the 
camp, and about half a mile from it." 

The position is described by CapWn Gardner as "on the 
extreme left of our camp and facing towards the left, from 
which direction the enemy were advancing in great numbers." 
(lb. p. 101.) 

Lieut. Curling describes it as " al>out 400 yards beyond the left 
front of the Natal Contingent camp." (lb. p. 84.) 
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The poRition is clearly shown in the" Military Survey,'' and in an 
official sketch map published in C. 2676, facing p. 72. 

Lord Chelmsford does not. seem to have grasped the fact that 
Coloqel Durnford was engaged "down in the plain" wilh the 
mounted troops, keeping in check Lhe left "horn " of the Zulu 
army, and slowly falling back before it ; and that it was almost 
immediately after reachi11g "the spruit running acroaa the front of 
the camp," that be told Captain Gardner l' that ho considered our 
position too extended " ; and then evidently endeavoured to with
draw the troops, not into the camp, but to the commanding ground 
on the extreme right. 

Lord Chelmsford says the troops '' were extended in open line 
(? order) on a line 2,000 yards instead of on one of 250 yards long." 
Captain Gardner says the troops were "in- line" (C. 2260, pp. 81, 
101), and the official maps show that the position occupied by the 
artillery and infantry was of very limited extent (at the outside 500 
yards) on the rising ground before mentioned-the infantry "in 
good position among the stones nnd boulders." The mounted troops 
were detached to the right front "to check the enemy's turning 
movement." 

"Inside the campt" Lord Chelmsford says, "not a man, except 
a few servants an<1 orderlies, was left to defend it." One 
would imagine he was speaking of a defensible post, instead of 
an array of tents, waggons, &c., scattered along a ·front of about 
half a mile. • 

Lord Chelmsford calla his statement a "true, plain, and un
varnished tale"; but such a tale would require a little more 
adherence to the text of the evidence, as well as the relation of all 
circumstances whk·h bad any bearing on the disaster. Lord 
Chelmsford omits all mention of many circumstances of the gravest 
importance-e.g. How 20,000 Zulus came to be lying hidden within 
a few miles of his camp on the 21st and 22nd without hie having 
any knowledge of it, although we learn that on the afternoon of 
the 21st he rode up to the high land on the left of the camp and 
saw "fourteen Zulu horsemen watching us at the distance of about 
four miles?" (C. 2454, p. 183). Lord Chelmsford "determined to 
send out a patrol in this direction the next day" (ib., see also C. 
2260, p. 99), but instead of doing so, marched off with more than 
half bis force in another direction. 

What explanation is there of the absence of all defensive 
precautions? This is apparent in No. 3 Column alone; and, with 
regard to the camp at Isandhlwana, it is a fact that the officer 
commanding the column had 11Uggested forming a laager ; but, 
unfortunately, Lord Chelmsford bad permitted no laagering or. 
entrenchment since entering Zulula11d, and so be dismissed the 
euggestion with the remark, " Oh ! it would take a week to 
make." 

The circumstances which induced an officer to march to the 
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relief of the camp, and hie recall, must be considered as having 
some connection with the disaster, yet they are not even hinted at. 

The circumstances under which No. 3 Column came to be divided 
on the 22nd, with no efficient means of communication, have also an 
important bearing. 

And with regard to the general circumstances enrrounding 
No. 3 Column at this period, a certain correspondence with 
Colonel Glyn would, if produced, probably throw some light on 
the subject. 

Lord Chelmsford sums up thus :-" Every one, he thought, mnst 
admit that the camp had not been lost through having an inefficient 
garrison, or because tl,e position was an unfit one for the number of 
troops to defend, but because.the strict orders for its defence which 
had been given had not been carried out.'' • 

To which I reply-
I. The troops, in a defensible poet, would, no doubt, have 

_ proved both efficient and sufficient. 
2. The proof is conclusive that the position at Isandhlwana was 

indefensible as it stood-open to attack at close quarters 
on both flanks-a trap-the right of the camp resting on 
the baee of a small hill that flanked and commanded the 
position. The position of that open camp was most unfit 
for 4efence, and Lord Chelmsford is the man responsible 
for its selection, and who did not take or allow to be taken 
any defensive precautions whatever. 

3. There is no evidence that " strict orders for its defence " 
were given or even thought of, or that any given orders 
were departed from. But there is evidence that the 
disaster was the result of other and very different 
circumstances. 

If Lord Chelmsford claims that his intention was for all the troops 
to remain between his line of camps and the Jsandhlwana Hill, 
under whatever circumstances might arise, he proves his own in
competency: for an enemy, passing unchecked round the adjacent 
hills, could at his leisure assemble behind Isandhlwana without once 
being seen by the camp defenders, and attack at close quarters on 
both flanks ; whilst Isandhlwana itself could be ascended from the 
north-the hill on the right flanked and commanded the position
and the front would be covered by tents and waggone conveniently 
placed to mask a front attack. 

Next I come to Lord Chelmeford's letter-Time,, August 25th
•in which he says: "The story of the Isandhlwana disaster which I 
told on the 19th inst. was a simple narrative of facts, taken from 
the evidence given before thA Court of Inquiry, of which Colonel 
Hassard, Royal Engim•ers, was President. That evidence was 
published in the official Blue Books." I have shown that Lord 
Chelmsford's narrative not only does not accord with, but is 
to a great extent contradicted by, "the evidence given before 
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the Court of Inquiry," which "was published in the official Blue 
Books; " and therefore it has no claim to be considered a "narrative 
of facts.'' 

Lord Chelmsford does not admit that " Colonel Durnford was 
justified in- qu1tting the camp, the command of which he had just 
taken over; "-but, finding that no one knew anything of the ground 
on the left front beyond the immediate vici:t,.ity of the CMllp 
further than that Zulu horsemen had been seen there on the previous 
afternoon, and that detached bodies of Zulus were then hovering 
about (although it might have been in accordance with Lord 
Chelmsford's strategy to order up a body of native horsa for the 
purpose of remaining within the lines of an open unentrenched 
camp) ; it certainly was Colonel Durnford's obvious duty to use his 
cavalry and feel the enemy. And, with regard to this, Lord 
Chelmsford himself, writing on April 18th, 1879, on the defence of 
the border, lays down a principle which is quite as applicable here: 
-" If a force placed on the defensive along a border river, which 
is fordable at numerous points (in this case read-in an open camp, 
surrounded on three sides by hills, and liable to surprise from 
numerous points) content itself with remaining on the paBBive 
defensive without endeavouring, by means of scouting in small 
bodies or by raiding in large ones, to discover what the enemy is 
doing in its immed~ate front, it deserves to be surprised and over
powered." (C. 2318, p. 80.) 

" Had Colonel Durnford," says Lord Chelmsford, "before riding 
away from the camp with two troops of mounted natives, taken 
steps to see that its garrison were properly placed in the best posi
tion for its defence, and had he left instructions as to the measures 
which should be taken to improve a naturally strong position, I 
should still consider that he had departed from the orders which he 
had received. The evidence, however, is absolutely silent on this 
point, and it must be assumed that Colonel Durnford felt no anxiety 
regarding the security of the camp he was ordered to defend, and 
that he did not consider any special precautions, such as· entrench-
ments or laagere, were necessary." • • 

One can only admire ( !) Lord G'helmsford's argument-so calmly 
ascribing to Colonel Durnford the very points that depict his own 
neglected duties. 

There is not one word in the orders proved to have been given to 
either Colonels Durnford or Pulleine to warrant Lord C,'helmsford' s 
statement; and it is qnite impossible to see why Colonel Durnford, 
who had just come up, should have felt anxiety when Lord Chelms
ford manifestly had none, or why he should have laagered at 

. 10.30 A.Ill., in the face of Lord Chelmsford's refusal to allow laager 
to be formed. 

Then Lord Chelmsford says: "It was found impossible to dig 
even a simple shelter trench near the hill of Isandhlwana, owing to 
the rock cropping up so close to the surface. This fact was clearly 
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established when the first efforts were made to bury those who fell 
in and about the camp." 

One would naturally infer from Lord Chelmsford'& remarks, that 
he had endeavoured to form shelter trenches, but the fact is "clearly 
established" thRt be had not. • The " first efforts were made to bury 
those who fell" OD the 21st May, 1879, br a force that was without· 
tools: and, further, the state of the soil m the dry season, when it 
is like stone, does not establish that in January (wet season) shelter 
trenches could not have been formed. In C. 2676, p. 72, we rend 
that in March, 1880, "a trench was dug on the upper side of the 
place where the Cnrbineers were buried "-this was on the right, 
where the 1-24th Regiment camp was pitched. 

Lord Chelmsford makes some rather vague remarks on w11ggon 
laagera, but he fails to produce one single reason why a laager 
should have been formed after he had declined to allow one to be 
made. "One hour would certainly have completed the work," he 
now writes ; then he said " it would take a week to make.'' 

The Blue Book tells us that up to about twelve o'r.lock "no idea 
had been formed regarding the probable strength of the enemy's 
force," and "the impression in camp was that the enemy had no 
intention of advancing during the day-time." (C. 2260, p. 83.) 

It is, therefore, clear that when the attack commenced " about 
twelve o'clock," there was a very formidable "emergency of 
attack," and no time whatever for the formation of wa~gon !anger. 

A propos to this, I may mention the forcible advice given to 
Lord Chelmsford on the 16th January, 1879, by Mr. J. J. Uys 
(brother of Petrus L. Uys, who was killed at Indhlobane), a man 
who had perhaps more experience in Zulu warfare than any one in 
South .Africa. 

In a letter dated 22nd May, 1879, published in South African 
papers, Mr. Uys writes that on t.he 16th January he was in the. 
camp of the General at Rorke's Drift, and said to him : " Be on your 
guard and be c11reful. I have knowledge of the deceit . and 
treachery of the Zulu nation. Trek into Zululand with two laagera 
close to each other. Pince your spies far out, and form your 

• waggons into a round laager. The Znlus are more dangerous than 
you think. I lost my father and my brother through them bec11use 
we held them too cheaply. Afterwards we went with Andries 
Pretorins, but then we were careful, and have always closed our 
waggons well up, sent our spies far orit, and we h11ve beaten the 
Zulus. The first time 3,600 of their number fell." Mr. Uys 
continues: "The General smiled, and said that he thought it waa 
not necessary." 

Mr. Uys made the following remark to his brother on the 17th: 
"Why do they not trek the waggons together with one pole 
(di~selhoom) of one wnggon under the other waggon, and close 
them un? I know the Zulus; if the woggons are open the Znlua 
will come in, be the soldiers never so brave and smart. Close up 
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the laager, and beware of mountainoUB country, broken ground, 
and long grass and bushes, with your few men." 

How Lord Chelmsford estimated the advice of Mr. Uye and the 
representations of Colonel Glyn and others may be gathered from 
the fact that on the morning of the 22nd of January-the twelfth 
day of the invasion of Zululand-thirty-five waggons laden with 
ammunition were moving up to Helpmakaar without escort on a 
road close to the Zulu border. The main store depOt of the column 
at Helpmakaar (about twelve miles from Rorke's Drift) had no 
defensive work. Rorke's Drift, a post of vital importance to the 
safety of the column, had no entrenchment of any sort, and the 
head-quarter camp was in the same condition. 

I pass on to Lord Chelmsford's speech in the House of Lords on 
the 2nd of September. Speaking of "the story related in reference 
to Colonel Harness," Lord Chelmsford eaye " Colonel Harness had 
himself referred to the incident in an article in Fraser, Magazine, 
and had given quite a different account, and, as a matter of fact, 
the statement that he was in a position to afford relief to the camp 
was quite incorrect. He (Lord Chelmsford) was on his way to the 
cam_P-:it must have been between three and half-past, the whole 
dair being over at one o'clock-when he saw Colonel Harness 
about 500 yards from him, moving off in the direction of the camp 
being then ten miles distant from lsandhlwana. Major Gosset, his 
aide-de-camp, asked him if he should go and stop the battery, and 
he said 'Yee, he could not understand why they were moving,' and 
yet in the public prints there had been an accusation that Major 
(now Lieut.-Colonel) Gosset, prevented va-luable reinforcements 
going on to the camp, and was almost accountable for the disaster. 
There was not a particle of truth in the story.'' 

Lord Chelmsford' s assertions are flatly contradicted by two of 
his own staff, and by an officer who was present with Colonel 
Harness; and, further, in Colonel Harneee' article in Fraaer, .April 
1880, thM-e is flO allusion what.ever to tM epiBOde in quution. 

The facts appear to be as follows: 
Lieut. Milne, .A.D.C., says: ".At this time, about 10 A.H., the 

infantry, guns, and field ambulances were about one mile in our. 
rear, the Royal .Artillery experiencing great difficulty in getting 
their guns over the watercourses. Orders were accordingly sent for 
half a battalion of the 24th to come to the neck on which we were, 
the remainder to escort the guns and ambulances back to the 
entrance of the Mongeni Valley, and there halt until further orders." 
(C. 2454, p. 183.) .And Colonel Crealock says that about 11.0 A.H. 
Colonel Glyn " ordered back the four guns and two companies 
2-24th to the waggon track, with instructions to join him near the 
Mangane Valley." (C. 2260, p. 99) 

Colonel Harness had to move back to the waggon track to get his 
guns round to the rendezvous, and, after a short halt to let men and 
horses have a rest, moved back for a distance of about two miles, 

11 F 
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halting on some rising ground about 12 o'clock to wait for Major 
Black, 2-24th Regiment, who was to direct the force to the rendez
vous. Almost immediately o.fter halting the fire of cannon was 
_heard and shells were seen bursting against the hills to the left .of 
the camp. Whilst wondering what this could mean, a body of 
about 1,000 natives apoeared on the plain below, and were pro
nounced (by the Native Pioneers who accompanied Colonel Harness' 
force) to be Zulus. Captain Church, 2-24th, volunteered to ride 
forward and ascertain who they were. As he galloped towards 
t.hem, a European officer rode out to meet him, and said, "The 
troops behind me are Commandant Browne's contingent. and I 
am sent to give you this message, 'Come in every man, for God's 
sake ; the camp is surrounded and will be taken unless helped at 
once.'" 

Captain Church delivered this message to Colonel Harness, who 
then was in conversation with Major Black and Major Gosset, A.D.C. 
Colonel Harness decided to march to camp. Major Gosset ridiculed 
the idea, and, advising him to carry out hie orders, rode away in the 
direction of the General. 

At 1.30 P.11. Colonel Harness was marching towards the camp, 
llnd had irone about two miles when he was overtaken by Major 
Gosset with orders to march back to the rendezvous. (Captain 
Church, 2-24th Rejrt.) 

Lie11t. Milne, A.D.C., et.ates," I then rejoined the General. and 
abont 12.30 on-saddled and proceeded over the hills on our right, in 
the direction of the Mongeni Valley, and about half-past one arrived 
at Mongeni Valley, where-we found Colonel Glyn and staff . ,, .. 
we then went on to look for bivouacking ground for the night, and 
had not p;one far when one of the mounted natives came and 
reported heavy firing at the camp. We immediately proceeded to 
the head of the Mongeni Valley, from where we could see the camp, 
hnt observed no firing. In the meantime news came that Colonel 
Harness had heard the firing, and was proceeding with hie guns and 
companies of infantry escorting them to camp. Orders were 
immediately sent to him to return and rejoin Colonel Glyn. The 
General now made up his mind to return to camp, and leave Colonel 
Glyn with the troooe." (C. 2454, p. 184.) 

"The whole affair" was not '' over at one o'clock." Captain 
EeRex puts the time of the retreat from lsandhlwana at "about 
1.30 P.M." (C. 2260, p. 84.) Colonel Crealock speaks of "two 
cannon shots" having been heard " about 1. 15," and says "about 

• 1.45 P.M., however, a native apoeared on a hill above us gesticulating 
and calling. He rep()rted that heavy firing had been going on 
ronnd the camp." (C. 2260, p. 100.) 

Perhaps a more certain indication of the hour may be found in 
LieutenRnt Chard'11 despatch of January 25th, 1879, in which he 
11ays (of January 22nd) "about 3.15 P.H. on that day I was at the 
ponte, when two men came riding from Zululand at a gallop, and 
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"houted to be taken across the river. I wa11 informed by one of 
them . . . . of the disaster at Isandula camp." (C. 2260. p. 85.) 

These men had ridden for their lives a distance of about nine 
miles, and must have been out of the fight before the Zulus had 
blocked the Rorke's Drift road: one hour, under t.he circumRt.nncee, 
would more than cover the distance, so we may fairly considt>r the 
Zulu rush and falling back of the troops to have taken place about 
two o'clock. 

The troops fell back fightin1?-intermingled with the Zulus. A 
large body won their way to the extreme right of the camp, and 
there made a stand, until their ammunition failed ; even then, a 
Zulu says, •• we were quite unable to break their square until we bad 
killed a great many of them, by throwing our aeeegais at short 
distances. We eventually overcame them in this way." All this 
would occupy a considerable time, and I have evidence from officers 
present with the force out of camp, t.hat firing on the extreme right 
of the camp was seen Ul) to about 3.30 1'.M. 

Another evidence of the duration of the etrnggle i11 Colonel 
Dumford's watch (taken from hie body on the mornin!!' of the 2llrd ). 
He was amongst those who formed the last group that fought it 
out ; hie· death-wound caused the stoppage of his watch-the 
time, 3.40. 

Lord Chelmsford says, that " in point of fact, he only received 
• one message from the camp in the course of that day. which wl\8 
that mentioned in hie despatch, which had been sent to him at ei1ht 
o'clock in the morning, and which was received by him at 9.30. 
which merely gave the information that a bodv of the enemy had 
been noticed in a north-westerly direction. From half-past nine 
until he reached the camp on his return, not a sinJ?:le message, if 
any were despatched, had reached him. His stlltemt>nt on this 
point was fully corroborated by Lieut.-Colonel Crealock." 

Now, Lord Chelmsford states in his despatch of Jam1ary 27th, 
1879, "Colonel Glyn received about 9.30 A.lf., a short notA from 
Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine, saying that firing was heard to the left 
front of the camp, but giving no further particulars." (C. 2252, 
p. 76.) 

Lieut.-Colonel Crealock states "the fint intimation that reached 
me on the 22nd of there being a force of Zulus in the neighbour
hood of the camp, was between 9.30 and 10.0 A.M. We were thet 
off-saddled on a neck facing the Isipise range, distant some twelve 
miles from camp. During the three previons houTR we had been 
advancinf,!: with Colonel Glyn's column airainst a. Zulu force that 
fell back from hill to bill as we advanced, givinl? up, without a shot, 
most commandir.g positions. Major Clery at this time received a 
half sheet of foolscap with a messair11 from Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine 
informing him (I think it ran) that a Znlu force had appeared on the 
hills on bis left front." (C. 2260, p. 99.) 

Lieut. Milne, R.N., A.D.C., states: "A slip of paper WRB rereived 
F F 2 
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by the General from Colonel Pulleine, saying that the· enemy was 
collecting in large numbers on the high ground to the left of the 
camp." (C. 2454, p. 183.) 

The Nat.al Colonist of 30thJanuary, 1879, contains a narrative by 
Captain Newman-Special Correspondent of the Tima of Nat.air-
who says, " We had not gone far on the road when a mounted 
messenger came up with a note from Colonel Pulleine to the 
General, saying that the camp was attacked by large numbers of 
Kafirs, and asked him to return with all the help at hie command. 
With this we halted, and awaited the upcoming of the General, 
who came along at once, and proceeded up the valley to recon
noitre." 

'l'hie message corresponds in a marked manner with one men
tioned by Captain Gardner, who says "a few minutes after my 
arrival in camp, I sent a message directed to the staff officer, 3nJ 
column, saying that our left was attacked by about 10,000 of the 
enemy ; a message was also sent by Colonel Pulleine." (C. 2260, 
p. 81.) 

With regard to the " one message," Lord Chelmeford'e statement 
on September 2nd, 1880, is hopelessly at variance with that in hie 
. despatch of January 27th, 1879; and the different aspect the 
messages in evidence present renders it impoBBible that they could 
refer to one and the eame·meseage. 

Various officers speak of more than one message, and a response 
to the order conveyed by Captain Gardner to Colonel Pulleine must 
have been received, as an officer states ''it was certainly sent off, 
and we of the reconnoitring column knew that there would be a 
delay in the arrival of our tents and food," and this message from 
Colonel Pulleine is said to have been to the effect that "he did not 
think that he would be able to comply with the order just at present 
as the enemy were showing themselves in great numbers on our 
left front. It .should be done however as soon as poBBible." 
(Compare this with Lieutenant Milne'e statement above). 

And here it may be proper to remark upon the limited scope of 
the Court of Inquiry. Colonel Glyn is mentioned by Lord Chelms
ford, and Major Clery by Colonel Crealock, as recipients of a 
message from the camp ; but Major Clery'e evidence ends with his 
leaving camp, and Colonel Glyn, the commanding officer of the 
column, and who, doubtless, could have given valuable information, 
merely corroborates Major Clery'e statements. 

In fact there was no inquiry worthy of the name: and the scope 
of the inquiry as mentioned in official despa~chee does not accord 
with the instructions given to the Court. Lord Chelmsford writes 
(February 8th, 1879), "I have the honour to forward herewith the 
proceedings of the Court of Inquiry held to take evidence regarding 
the disastrous affair of Isandula." (C. 2260, p. 80.) Now, 
Colonel Harness, a member of the Court, writes in Fraur, .April 

. 1880: "Mr. Forbes is evidently not aware that instructions were 
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given to the Court to inquire into the 'los, of tl,,e camp on January/ 
22,' and not 'into the circumstances of the di,metroue affair of 
Ieandhlwana.' To a careless or indifferent reader, there will not 
appear much difference between these two heads of instruction ; 
but a little consideration will show that there ie a wide distinction, 
and that the ' disastrous affair of Ieandhlwann' offers a much wider 
field of investigation than the 'lose of the camp.' The duties of 
the Court were, I hold to be, to ascertain what orders were given 
for the defence of the camp, and how these orders were carried 
out." 

Looking at the case with the light thrown upon it by Colonel 
Harness, Mr. Forbes does not seem far wrong in saying "This 
tribunal was a solemn mockery.'' 

Lord Chelmsford denies "that the invading columns were too far 
apart to render each other mutual support." , 

At the first advance int-0 Zululand No. 1 Column was at a distance 
of upwards of eighty miles from No. 3, and moved independently 
up to Etshowe. 

No. 2 Column remained on the Natal border. 
No. 4 Column was about thirty-five miles from No. 3. These 

distances being " ae the crow flies." 
Ae to the" mutual support'' of Noe. 3 and 4 Columns, it appears 

that on January 14th, Lord Chelmsford-having met Colonel 
Wood, commanding No. 4 Column, on the 11 th, by previous arrange
ment-writes: "Colonel Wood returned to his camp the same day. 
I have not heard since from him, but I sent him an express 
yesterday, the 13th.'' (C. 2242, p. 46.) 

On January 16th Lord Chelmsford writes, that having found that 
"at this season of the year a rapid advance into the heart of Zulu
land is absolutely impossible . . . . accepting the situation, there
fore, it remains for me to determine what modification of the plan 
of campaign at first laid down will be necessary. . . . Colonel , 
Wood, commanding No. 4 Column, has been informed of these in
tended movements, and has been instructed to act together (ric) 
independently about the head waters of the White Umveloosi River. 
When Seketwayo has either surrendered or been defeated, which 
can only take a few more days to decide, Colonel Wood will take 
up a position covering Utrecht and the adjacent Transvaal border, 
wherever he considers his force can be most usefully employed.'' 
(C. 2252, p. 63.) , 

Before the.22nd January, No. 4 Column had moved up to Tinta'e 
kraal, on the southern bank of the White Umveloosi, and there 
constructed a stone laager fort, at a dislance of forty-three miles 
from Isandhlwana. On the 21st and 22nd January No. 4 Column 
moved some miles further north, and did not hear of the disaster 
to No. 3 Column till the 24th January. 
, Lord Chelmsford states that, " the ground occupied by the enemy 
on the day in question .... had been carefully reconnoitred on 
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the day before, without the Zulus being discovered. Lieutenant 
Browne, 24th Regiment, and a party of mounted infantry, went out 
by his (Lord Chelmsford's) orders, in the direction from which the 
Zulus advanced, and he must have passed close to the spot where 
th~y bivouacked that night. He saw, however; no trace of a large 
force, simply because they were not there till after dark that 
evening." 

But the ground reconnoitred by the mounted infantry was not 
to the left front where the Zulu army bivouacked. Colonel Crea-
1,,cks says: "The Lieut.-General had himself noticed mounted men 
iu one direction (our left front) on the 21st. A patrol of the 
mounted infantry had found another small body of the enemy in 
our front, and Major Dartnell, we knew, had a strong force before him 
on our right front. It was evident to me that the Zulu forces were 
in our neighbourhood, and the General had decided, on the evening 
of the 21st, to make a reconnaissance to our left front." {C. 2260, 
p. 99.) 

Lord Chelmsford finds it convenient to a,,ume that the Zulu army 
did not bivouac behind the hills on the left front of the camp, eo 
he says: "The enemy did not advance from the direction of the 
mountains to the north of Ie1ndhlwana ; ibut from the eastward two 
of their columns, however, moved along the top of these mountains, 
and came down upon the camp that way.'' 

Thie assertion is entirely incorrect, and the fact remains that the 
ground on which the mounted Zulu scouts were seen was never 
reconnoitred at all. Lord Chelmsford allows that the Zulu army 
was on the night. of the 21st within striking distance of his force, 
and, whatever he may say, nothing can justify either the neglect 
which permitted such an unknown and unsuepected movement of 
the enemy, or the subdivision of No. 3 Column, under the circum
stance in which it was situated. 

'fhat the Zulus did bivouac behind the hills on the left front of 
the camp the following evidence shows. .A statement taken from 
a Zulu deserter by Mr. Drummond, of the head-quarter staff, says: 
"On the 21st, keeping away to the eastward, we occupied a valley 
running north and south under the spurs of the Ngutu Hill, which 
concealed the Ieandhlwana Hill, distant from us about four miles, 
and nearly due west of our encampment. Our ecout.tl also reported 
to us that they had seen the vedettes of the English force at sun11et • 
on some hills west-south-west of us (Lord Chelmsford with some of 
his staff rode up in this direction, and about this time, and saw 
some of the mounted enemy).''-1'imes, March 22nd, 18"19. 

Another Zulu account says: "We arrived at Ingqutu eight 
regiments strong (20,000 to 25,000 men), and slept in the valley of 
a small stream which runs into the Nondweni River to the eastward 
of Sandhlana." • • 

Evidence taken on the spot fixes the exact position occupied by 
the Zulu army on the night of the 21st behind the hills on the left 
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front of Lord Chelmsford' s camp-the extreme right three miles 
N.N.E., and almost in direct prolongation of the line of the camps; 
the left about five miles to the left front, and E. of the camp. 
My informant is a distinguished officer who served throughout 
the campaign, and who, as an authority, is probably second to 
none. 

When the Zulu army was discovered by Captain G. Shepstone, its 
advance was direct from the bivouacs, and hence the swiftness of 
the attack on the company on picquet and camp. 

"On the morning of the attack," Lord Chelmsford says, "the 
vedette was placed, as usual, three miles in advance, and he gave 
notice of the approach of the enemy long before the actual attack 
took place, and which, therefore, could not be characterised as a 
surprise." 

The Blut1 Book says nothing of a vedette "three miles in 
advance," but that about 8 A.II. "a report arrived from a picquet 
stationed at a point about 1,500 yards distant, on a hill to the north 
of the camp, that a body of the enemy's troops could be seen 
approaching from the north-east." {C. 2260, p. 82).j •, 

Information was sent to Lord Chelmsford ; and if he assumes 
that what was seen was a sure indication that the Zulu army was 
present, or approaching, and that therefore the attack on the camp 
" could not be characterised as a surprise," he places himself on the 
home of a dilemma; as he himself between 9 and 10 A.H. re
ceived all the information known at the camp, and took no notice 
whatever of it. Up to about twelve o'clock the camp force had no 
further knowledge of the enemy, and "no idea bad been formed 
regarding the probable strength of the enemy's force." (C. 2260, 
p. 83.) 

A letter from Captain Essex, dated January 25th, 1879, shows 
how short wa11 the " notice of the approach of the enemy" ; he 
says : " I bad been present all this time, but wishing to write some 
letters and thinking everything was now quiet, I went to my tent 
and sat down, and was soon busy with my papers. About noon, a 
sergeant came into my tent and told me that firing was to be heard 
behind the hill where the company of the let Battalion 24th had 
been sent. I had my glasses over my shoulder, and thought I 
might as well take my revolver; but did not trouble to put on my 
sword, as I thought nothing of the matter and expected to be br.ck 
in half an hour to complete my letters." 

The Zulu army was discovered by Captain G. Shepstone and his 
troop of Native Horse; and this officer rode straight back to camp 
with the tidings that the Zulu army was .advancing to attack it
reaching camp about twelve o'clock-just before the Zulu attack 
upon it. • 

The camp therefore uia, surprised. 
Lord Chelmsford says, " with regard to the assertion that on 

receiving the message that the camp was attacked, be should at once 
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have returned with his force to its assistance, he. bad already ex
plained that, by some extraordinary fatality, he never received such 
a meBBage, if it had been ever sent. All he could say . . . . was, 
that neither he nor any of bis staff received more than the one to 
which be had referred at half-past nine in tlie morning ; and the 
fact that he ium1ediately sent a messenger back to Colonel Pulleine 
was a refutation of the charge brought against him." 

The question of me&Sl\geB from the camr has already been dis
cussed, but the following evidence wil hardly warrant Lord 
Chelmsford's plea that he had received no "message that the camp 
was attacked." • 

1. Information conveyed to him by his A.D.C., Major GoSBet, 
when he reported Colonel Harness' march towards the camp on 
receipt of the meSBage from Commandant Browne, "Come in every 
man, for God's sake, the camp is surrounded and will be taken 
unleBB helped at once." 

2. Reports of an attack on the camp-Colonel Crealock says: 
"Not a su@picion had crossed my mind that the camp was in any 
danger, neither did anything occur to make me think of such a 
thing until about 1.15, when Hon. Mr. Drummond said he fancied 
he had heard (and that natives were certain of it) two cannon shots. 
We were then moving hack to choose a camp for the night, about 
twelve miles distant from Isandula. About 1.45 P.11., however, a 
native appeared on a bill above us, gesticulating and calling. Be 
reported that heavy firing had been going on round the camp." 
(C. 2260, p. 100.) , 

Lieutenant Milne, A.D.C., says: "We then went on to look for 
bivouacking ground for the night, and had not gone far when one 
of the mounted natives came and reported heavy firing at the camp." 
(C. 2454 p. 184.) • 

How the charge against Lord Chelmsford is refuted by "the fact 
that he immediately sent a messenger back to Colonel Pulleine," on 
receipt of the message that a Zulu force bad appeared on the hills 
on the left front of the camp, is not quite apparent, as the message 
sent back simply ignored the Zulus, or any prospect of danger, 
altogether. Captain Gardner, 14th Hussars, says: "I left the 
force with the General about 10.30 A.II., and rode back to Isandula 
camp, with the order to Lieutenant-Colonel PuJJeine to send on the 
camp equipage and supplies of the troops campin~ out, and to. 
remain himself at bis present camp, and entrench 1t." (C. 2260, 
p. 101.) 

Lord Chelmsford says : "that the fact of his sending for 
Colonel Durnford was evidence that be wished to have him close 
at band in order that bis advice might be available on engineering 
questions." 

Here again facts appear to contradict his lordship, for he was not 
destitute of Engineer officers; and Colonel Hassard, C.B., R.E., 
senior to Colonel Durnford, was upon Lord Chelmsford's staff, and 
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upon the 22nd of January was "close at hand," being between 
Helpmakaar and Rorke's Drift. (C. 2260 p. 88.) 

Colonel Durnford's advance was ammged some days before the 
22nd. On January 14th, Lord Chelmsford writes "Lieutenant
Colonel Durnford, R.E., commanding No. 2 Column, met me on my 
return to camp (11th January), as he wished personally to report on 
certain matters connected with his command. I directed this officer 
to move one of his three battalions to watch, and eventually to 
cross at the Gates of Natal, between Rorke's Drift and the U msinga 
mountain, while he and the mounted men and rocket-battery were 
to join me with No 3 Column. I directed the remaining two 
battalions to cross at Middledrift as soon as Colonel Pearson with 
No. 1 Column had reached Ekowe.'' (C. 2242, pp. 46-47.) • 

And again Lord Chelmsford writes, on the 19th of January, "One 
of Colonel Durnford's re~ents will cross the river from the 
Sandspruit Valley, whilst his Mounted Natives will co-operate with 
us from Rorke's Drift, where they will be to-morrow (20th).'' (C. 
2260, p. 16.) 

It is thus evident that Colonel Dumford's movements were 
arranged in his capacity as the officer commanding No. 2 Column. 

Had Lord Chelmsford adhered to the " evidence . . . . published 
in the official Blue Books" I should not have said a word ; but 
when main facts are put on one side, and others distorted to suit 
the theory of grievous blame to the dead that Lord Chelmsford 
has wantonly laid down, it is incumbent on me to challenge his 
assertions. 

In what I have written, I hRve as far as possible adhered to the 
e'ridence contained in the Blue Books. Wherever I have not named 
my authority, I can furnish the information privately if desired. 

Lord Chelmsford bases his case on one theory alone, avoiding 
important issues .demanding the first and principal consideration ; 
how he has sought to establish his case, I have endeavoured to 
show ; and I think~ I may fairly eay1 that, under even a cursory 
examination of fa.et,, his case breaks down. 

A fuU and im~artial inquiry into the whole of the circumstances 
attending the dleaBter at Isandhlwana is imperatively demanded ; 
for it is evident, from Colonel Harness' statement, that neither a full 
nor an impartial inquiry has yet been made. _ 

Some words lately spoken by a distinguished soldier may fittingly 
close my remarks. . _ 

On the 28th September, 1880, Brigadier-General Sir Evelyn 
Wood, V.C., K.C.B., speaking to a Deputation from Natal (the 
occasion being the presentation of a handsome memorial), said : 

". . . . Yet surely no greater proof of devoted steadiness was 
el"er given than that shown by the Natal Carbineers on the 22nd 
January, 1879. 

" Imagine a gentle slope, up which is storming a resistless surging 
wave of encircling black bodies, which, though constantly smitten 
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with leaden hail, breaks but to sweep on again with renewed force. 
Imagine a crowd of terrified non-combatants and friendly natives 
flying through the already burning camp, and pressing on to the 
rapidly narrowing outlet over the fatal N ek. • 

"Then there comes on the scene a one-armed man, who having 
slowly fallen back before the ever-increasing foe, is now determined 
to die. 'Save yourself I as for me; I _shall remain.' He thus 
dismisses a staff officer and Hlubi' s black soldiers, who vainly urge 
the great chief to seek safety with them. Recognising his com
manding courage, around him gather some twenty similar spirits, 
who, nobly disdaining death, resolve to cover the retreat of the 
guns, and die with him. 

"That melancholy field of Isandhlwana has a record of what. 
colonists did, in silence and death, none the less a living record, 
now and for ever. . 

" In the place where Durnford fell there was a heap of slain : 
the enemy lay thick about him ; but your sons were as close, and 
the brave hearts -of the best of your fighting men ceased to beat 
in the effort to shelter their elected heroic leader. 

" He himself was fully worthy their devotion ; and, History will 
narrate, the ring of dead white men that encircled him formed a halo 
round his and their renown.'' 

15th No'Dt,mber, 1880. 

EDWARD DURNFORD, 
Lietd.-Colonel. 
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COLONEL DURNFORD'$ ORDERS . 

. "22 Wednuday. 

2 •·•· The following order sent to Colonel Durnford :-

" You are to march to this Cnmp at onee ,vith nil the force you 
ha,·e with you of No. 2 column. 

"Major Bengough's Battalion is to move to Rorke's Drift as 
ordered yesterday. 

•• 2/2•th. Artillery and mounted men with the General and 
Colonel Glyn move off at once to attack a Zulu force abont JO 
miles distant. 

Sd. J. N. C. 

"If Bengough's Battalion baa crossed the River at Eland"s Kraal 
it is to move up here." 

(Nangwana Valley). 

"True copy of the last entry in Lt.-Colonel Crealock's Note
Book, left in his tent oll 22 Jany. 1879. 

This was a copy of the order sent to Col. Durnford at daybreak 
by the hand of Lt. Smith-Dorrien, 96th Regt., and banded to him 
by that officer. 

(Signed) J. NORTH CREALOCK, 
Lt.-Col. 

The Note Book was recovered from the Field of Sandlhaoa, and 
sent me in England in 1879." 

Troe copy of Statement recei ,·ed by me from Colonel Crealock 
on the 18th of May, 1882. 

El>WD. DURNFORD, 
Lt.-Colonel. 
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As regards the supposed order to Colonel Durnford to "take 
command of" the camp of No. 3 Column, on tlie 22nd January, 
1879, the following is noted as proof that such an order was not 
given: , 
• 1. Colonel Durnford was in command of another Column, No. 2. 

2. Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine received definite orders to take com
mand of the camp "during the absence of Colcmel Glyn." 

3. The orders sent back to camp (conveyed by Captain A. 
Gardner, 14th Hussars) t.Oere addre11ed to Lieut.-Colonel 
Pulleine, and reached camp about noon, showing that 
Colonel Pulleine was then considered to be in command. 
These orders arrived just as the action commenced, and 
were '' to Lieut.-Colonel Pulleine to send on the camp 
equipage and supplies of the troops camping out, and to 
remain himself at his present camp and entrench it." 
(C. 2260, p. 101.) This further proves the total absence 
of any idea of present emergency or danger. 

4. Colonel Durnford' s movements had been previously arranged. 
Lord Chelmsford writes-January 14th, J879-" Lieut.
Colonel Durnford, R.E., commanding No. 2 Column, met 
me on my return to camp (January 11th) as he wished 
personally to report on certain matters connected with his 
command . . .. I directed this officer to move one of his 
three battalions to watch, and eventually cross at the 
Gates of Natal between Rorke's Drift and the Umsinga 
mountain, while he and the mounted men and rocket
battery were to join me with No. 3 Column. I directed 
the two remaining battalions to cro1c1s at Middledrift as 
soon as Colonel Pearson with No. l Column had reached 
Ekowe.'' (C. 2242, pp. 46, 47.) 

And on January 19th, Lord Chelmsford writes-,." One of 
Colonel Durnford'& regiments will croBB the river from the 
&ndspruit Valley, whilst his mounted natives will co
operate with us from Rorke's Drift, where they . will be 
to-morrow (20th)." (C. 2260, p. 16.) 
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41-1 APPENDIX. 

5. Lieut. Smith-Dorrien, who conveyed the order of the 22nd 
to Colonel Durnford'e camp, said it was "to bring them up, 
as a battle was expected.• • 

6. Colonel Durnford, when he received the order, said, "Ah I 
just what I expected. We are to go on at once." The 
General baa gone out to attack an lmpi" (Lieut. Cochrane) 
-showing plainly that the order referred to previous in
structions ; and such a remark would most certainly not 
have fallen from this hif.h-spirited officer had the order 
been, "take command of ' No. 3 Column camp. 

7. Captain G. Shepstone, who received and opened the order at 
Colonel Durnford's camp, wrote as follows :-

"Rorurn's DRIFT, 6 A.II., 
22 Jan. 1879. 

"DEAR MR. HENDERSON, 
"Colonel Durnford started an hour ago on a comman

deering expedition to obtain waggone-a despatch has just 
been handed in ordering us to advRnce at once, as the 
General is advancing to attack a Zulu force 10 miles 
distant from him. I have sent Alfred after the Colonel, 
and meanwhile am striking camp. More anon. 

yn. GEO. SHEPSTONE." 

8. When Colonel Durnford reached Isandhlwana camp, Colonel 
Pulleine said it was bard lines he should come and keep 
him out of a brevet. Colonel Durnford replied that he 
need not put himself out about it, for he would not in1er
fere with his command. (Lieut. Cochrane was present, and 
heard this said.) 

9. And that Colonel Durnford did not consider himself com
mander of the camp force is further shown ·by hie actions; 
and by Lieut. Cochrane, who writes that, during the en
gagement, " Colonel Durnford sent me into camp to ask 
the officer commanding Royal Artillery to put a few 
shells into a kraal where a very large number of Zulus 
were collecting. It was merely a request, not an order." 

10. Colonel Durnford'& previous career may be called in 
evidence-in it we find a very marked determination to 
carry ont orders at all cost. Take for instan9e his behaviour 
at the Bushman's River Pass, in November 1873, where he 
was ordered to hold the pass against a native tribe in arms, 
but on no account to fire the first shot. The moat imminent 
peril in which be and bis small detachment were placed 
did not for one moment make him swerve from hie 
orders. 

It is quite clear that Colonel Durnford did not in any way 
interfere with the camp force ; and this fact, together with what is 
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noted here, renders it absolutely irnpoBBible that he could have 
received such an order as " take command of" No. 3 Column 
camp. 

I need not speculate as to how the words "take command of" 
appear in Lieut.-Colonel Crealock's staternent,-the only evidence 
of the orders given,-but they complete the thuJry of blame, as to 
which the Natal Wimus of May 29th, 1879, says, "It is notorious 
that certain members of Lord Chelmsford'11 staff-there is no need 
to mention any name or names-came down to 'Maritzburg after the 
disaster, prepared to make Colonel Durnford bear the whole re
sponsibility ." And the Daily News of April 8th, 1879, speaks of 
Colonel Crealock's. statement as " palpably written to establish a 
preconceived theory." 

15th November, 1880. 

EDWARD DURNFORD, 
Lieut.-ColOMl. 

THE END. 
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